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Generalized Grassmann numbers Xi (i = I,2, .. ·,n) are defined as those satisfying the relations 
x,xj = 'Y/ijxjx, with 'Y/ij = - (+ or -) for i = j (i¥=J). Ordinary Grassmann numbers 
correspond to a special case 'Y/ij = - for all i,j. Mathematical properties of such numbers are 
discussed in detail, and it is found that most of the results known for the ordinary case can 
naturally be extended to the general case. Applications are made to a description of general Fermi 
systems where the commutation relations belong to an arbitrary anomalous case. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, Grassmann algebras l have been extensively 
utilized in the description of Fermi systems. This is due to 
their specific property such that Grassmann numbers Xi can 
play the role of, so to speak, the classical counterparts of 
quantum Fermi operators a, or a; satisfying the commuta
tion relations of the normal case, i.e., [ai,a]]. = 8ij and 
(a, ,aj ]. = 0 with i, j = 1,2, · .. ,n. On the other hand, it is also 
known2 that Fermi operators a, and a; may alternatively 
satisfy the commutation relations of anomalous cases which 
are specified by a set of relative signatures 'Y/ij = 'Y/ji: 

(1.1) 

with 'Y/ ij = - (- or +) for i = j (i h)' Corresponding to 
this, we may thus consider new numbers Xi such that the 
commutation relations are given by 

[x" x j ] _ Tfij = 0 or xixj = 'Y/ijXjXi . (1.2) 

In what follows Xi'S of this kind will be called generalized 
Grassmann numbers. They form a generalized Grassmann 
algebra. Evidently, ordinary Grassmann numbers corre
spond to a particular case such that all 'Y/ij = -. The pur
pose of the present paper is to study mathematical properties 
of these numbers and to discuss some possible applications 
to Fermi systems. The adjectives "Grassmann" and "gener
alized Grassmann" will hereafter be abbreviated to "G" and 
"gG," respectively. 

One of the most important properties of gG numbers 
consists in the relationship between different Xi'S specified 
by 'Y/y's. Throughout the following discussion we shall al
ways work within the framework of a given set of 'Y/ ij 's, name
ly, we shall not be concerned simultaneously with other gG 
numbers having different sets of relative signatures 'Y/ij, 'Y/ij , 
.... The Xi'S satisfying Eq. (1.2) are said to form agG vector: 

x = (x"x 2''',xn). We shall consider below a number of such 
vectors x = (x "x 2,··,x,,), x' = (xl ,x; ,·.,x~ ), .. , which are all 
subject to 

(1.3) 

The present paper is arranged as follows: In Sec. II we 
study algebraic properties of gG numbers. A number of basic 
lemmas and theorems are proved concerning gG matrices 

and gG determinants. Section III is devoted to a discussion 
of "analytical" properties, including differentiation, integra
tion, Fourier transformations, and 8 functions. Transforma
tions of gG numbers are discussed in Sec. IV. Lastly, in Sec. 
V, the algebras are applied to general Fermi systems where 
the operators ai and a; satisfy the commutation relations 
with an arbitrary set of 'T/ij 's {Eq. (1.1)]. Coherent states are 
explicitly constructed for ai's as well as for ai's. It is then 
found that the quantum mechanics of Fermi systems can be 
formulated in what we shall call thegG representation. 

II. ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES: gG MATRICES, gG 
DETERMINANTS 

Let us begin by introducing gG matrices M, M ',. ... A 
gG matrix M is defined as one whose ij element M ij satisfies 

MijXk = 'Y/'k 'Y/jkXkMij , 
(2.1) 

MijM kl = TJik 'Y/i1TJjk 'Y/jlM klMij . 

The quantity Mij has the same commutation property as that 
of xixj when commuted with other quantities. More general

ly, any quantities T;~; ... which have the same commutation 
property as that of XilX i, ·,·xj.xj, ..• when commuted with oth
er quantities will hereafter be referred to as gG tensors. The 
product of M and M' is defined as usual by 
(MM ')1} = MikM ~j' where and in the following the summa
tion convention is applied only to those indices that are re
peated in factors other than TJij 'so It is clear thatMM 'alsoisa 
gG matrix. 

A setofn numbers 5 = <51'52,··,5n) with5i = MiiXj is a 
gG vector. Forming a product of such 5i 's and considering 
the property (xY = 0 (no summation over 0, we define the 
gG determinant corresponding to Mas follows 3

: 

(MIJ,Xj,)(M21,Xj,) ... (MnJ"xj)==detM,x,x2···Xn . (2.2) 

From the definition it immediately follows that 

det(MM') = detM·detM', 
(2.3) 

[detM, Xi] = [detM, M,j] = O. 

The transpose M T of M, defined by (M T) ij =Mji , is a gG 
matrix. However, relations such as 
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(MM ')T = M'TM T. detM T = detM. do not necessarily 
hold. Thus. we introduce another gG matrix M related to M 
by 

Mij= - T/ij(MT)ij' (2.4) 

for which there holds the following: 

Theorem 1: 
~ --
(MM')=M'M. 

detM = detM. 
(2.5) 

Proof Since Eq. (2.5). follows immediately from the 
definition (2.4). let us prove Eq. (2.5)2 only.4 By virtue of 
(xY = 0 we can also write Eq. (2.2) in the form 

detM,x.x2",xn 

= L (M.,r.xr.)(M2,r2Xr2)···(Mn,rnxrn) 
TES" 

= L T/(r)(Mr '.,.x.)(Mr -' 2,2 X2)···(Mr In,n xn )' 
TES" 

(2.6) 

where r stands for an element (r: ;2::::") of the symmetric 
group SII of order n!. and T/(r) is the signature function de
fined by 

X.X2",xn==T/(r)xr I.xr '2",x r- ' n' 

Similarly. for M we have 

detM,x.x2",xn 

(2.7) 

= L T/(r)(Mr 1.,lx.)(Mr '2.2x2)···(Mr I/J,nxn)' (2.8) 
rESn 

On the right-hand side of Eq. (2.8) we collect all Xi'S at the 
right end. use Eq. (2.7) there, and then return them to the 
original positions, i.e., 

Eq. (2.8) = L T/(r)II(T/i,r 'jT/ij)Mr II,. 

7ES" i<j 

XM '22···M, XIX2"'X T. T n,n n 

= L II(T/i,r 'jT/ij)Mr 1 1,1 
TES" i<j 

XMT 12,2···MT- 1 n,n X T IlXT 12 heXr In 

= 2: II(T/i,r 'j?l,j)II(T/r 'i,r 'jT/"r l ) 

TES"i<i i>j 

X(Mr 'l,IXr 'I) 

X(Mr '2,2 Xr '2)· .. (Mr In.nXr In) 

= 2: II(T/i,r ,)(Mr 11,IXr 'I) 
TESu i#-j 

X(Mr '2,2 Xr '2)···(Mr 'n,nXr In)' (2.8') 

where use is made of the relation TIi<)T/ij = TIi»T/r 'i,T 'j' 

In Eq. (2.8') we replace r- I by r. use Eq. (2.4) to obtain 
M,i,i = - T/i,riMi,ri' and then take account ofthe relation 
TIiJT/i,r) = TIiJT/ij = (-1) ". The result is 

detM,x lx 2"'X II 

= L (MI,TIXrl )(M2,T2 XT2)-··(Mn,Tn Xrn)' (2.8/1) 
rES" 
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which. according to Eq. (2.6). equals detM·x .X2···Xn • Q.E.D. 
Further. we have the following: 
Theorem 2: Given a real parameter s, there holds the 

relation 

det[exp(sM)] = exp(s TrM), (2.9) 

where the equality means that when expanded as power se
ries in s. the terms of the same degree in s On both sides are 
equal to each other, and TrM =:£ iMii' 

We shall first prove the following lemma. which is well 
known for ordinary determinants: 

Lemma I: Let K be a gG matrix such that the elements 
K kj for the k th row are given as 

K kj =Mkj +Lkj (j= 1.2,.··.n), (2.10) 

and the elements Kij (i =I- k ) for other rows are given as 

Kij =Mij =Lrj' 

Then. there holds the relation 

detK = detM + detL. 

Proof 

detK,x.x2",xn 

(2.10') 

(2.11) 

= (Klj',Xj',) ... (Kk_I,j', x )f(M +L )X J , " ,t kj, kj,,, 
X(Kk+ I,j" ,Xj" ) ... (Knj,h) (2.12) 

= (KI, X )···(Kk I' x' )(Mk' X ) 1. J. - .Jk I 1,. t 1k JA 

X(Kk+ I,j" ,Xj,. J .. (Knj"xj) 

+ (Klj,XjJ .. (Kk -l,j, ,Xj, YLkj,Xj) 

X(Kk + I.j,. ,Xj " J .. (knj"xj ) 

= (detM + detL )x.x2 .. ·xn . 

Q.E.D. 

Let K (s) be a gG matrix whose elements are all differen
tiable with respect to a real parameter s. By virtue of the 
above lemma we can then easily obtaind Ids.(detK (s»: First 
construct a matrix M(k) (s) from K (s) by making a replace
ment of the elements of the k th row such as K (s)IV 
-d Ids·K (S)kj (j = I.2.···.n). compute the determinant of 
the resulting matrix, and then sum the result over all k. That 
is to say, 

d II 

- detK (s) = L detM(k) (s), 
ds k =. 

(2.13) 

where 

(2.14) 

Let us now putK (s) = exp(sM), whereMisagGmatrix 
independent ofs. Then, M(k) is obtained by use ofEq. (2.14) 
as 

with 

M(k)(S)rj = (1 - Dik)K(s)ij + Dik !MK(s)Jij 

= !G(k)K(s)Jij, (2.15) 

(2.16) 

Here, G(k) is a gG matrix such that the elements of the k th 
row are given by M kj (j = 1,2,. .. ,n). the diagonal elements 
are unity, except for the kk element being M kk' and all other 
elements are zero. Equation (2.2) therefore gives detG(k) 
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= M H . Then, from Eqs. (2.15) and (2.3)\ we find that 
detMCk)(s) = Mkk detK (s), which when substituted in Eq. 
(2.13) gives 

!!.- detK (s) = TrM detK (s). (2.17) 
ds 

On the other hand, Eq. (2.3)2 shows that detK (s) may be 
treated as if it were a c number. Thus, by integrating Eq. 
(2.17) under the condition K (0) = 1 we arrive at detK (s) 
= exp(s TrM), thereby completing the proof of Theorem 2. 

Replacing expMby M in Eq. (2.9) with s = 1, we obtain 
detM = exp(Tr 10gM). This formula is convenient for for
mal operations, but the meaning of 10gM is not clear for the 
case of general M 'so 5 

Let us now tum to the questions of under what condi
tions the inverseM -I of a gG matrix M exists, and of whether 
M -I , if it exists, is uniquely determined. We start our discus
sion by proving the following: 

Lemma 2: For a gG matrix M, there holds the relation 

(2.18) 

Here the operator a/aMkj means left differentiation, 
and the left derivative a/aMkj·detM is obtained as follows: 
Since detM is expressible as a homogeneous polynomial in 
the matrix elements, the derivative in question is given as a 
sum of the derivatives of the respective monomials. Any of 
such monomials contains in it at most one Mkj . If the mono
mial does not contain M k}, its left derivative is zero, of 
course. On the other hand, ifit contains one Mkj , we shift the 
factor Mk to the leftmost position by use of Eq. (2.1)2 with 
M = M', J and then drop the M kj to obtain tEe derivative. 
Later we shall also use the right derivative a/ aMji ·detM. In 
this case the procedure differs from the above one in that the 
factor M, if contained in a monomial, is to be shifted to the 

" rightmost position and then dropped there. 
The proof of the above lemma proceeds as follows: We 

begin by considering the first part thereof, i.e., 
Ma/aMk··detM = O·k detM. By use of the relation lJ) I 

(MijX)(Mi')'x)' ) = '1ii,(Mi')'x)' )(Mijxj ), which follows from 
Eq. (2.1), we shift the factor (Mkjxj ) contained in the left
hand side of Eq. (2.2) to the leftmost position and then per
form the operation a/aMkj . In this way we find that 

( _a_ detM \.,.. IX2",xn = 'Ilk '12k ""lk -I.k Xj(MIj,Xj.) 
aMk} r 

···(M . x )(Mk I· X· )· .. (M. X.), (2.19) k -I.}I. I JJ. I + .llt I I lk, I "jll i" 

which, when multiplied from the left by Mij and summed 
over j, results in 

( Mij _a_ detM \''''IX2'''Xn = 1]lk1]2k""lk-l.k 
aMkj r 

X (Mijx)(MIj,xj.) .. ·(Mk _ l,j, ,Xj, .) 

X (Mk I I.j, , ,x), ' ,>- .. (Mnj,h). (2.20) 

If i = k, we shift the factor (Mijxj) on the right-hand side to 
the position in between (Mk -t.j, ,Xj, ,) and 
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(M . x ), thereby obtaining the left-hand side ofEq. 
k +1,iJ." i '" f-I 

(2.2), i.e., detM.x lx 2 .. ·xn. On the other hand, if i =I=k, the 
right-hand side ofEq. (2.20) contains the factor (MijXj) 
twice, and hence must vanish owing to (MijXj)2 = O. This 
completes the proof of the first part of the lemma. 

Next we consider the second part of the lemma, i.e., 
(a/Mji.detM)~k = oikdetM. Using Eqs. (2.3), (2.4), and 
(2.5h, we find that 

X1X2"'X n ·detM = detM,x1x2",xn 

- (M x )(M . x ) ... (M . x ) 
- 11'1 i. 212 12 nj" ill 

= (Xj, ~,I )(Xj,~,2 )"'(Xj" Mj"n)' (2.21) 

On the right-hand side ofEq. (2.21) we shift the fact~r 
0=j~i) to the rightmost position: perform the operatIOn. 
a/a~i' multiply Mjk from the n~ht, and sum the resultmg 
expression over j. Then, by repeatmg the same arguments as 
above we arrive at 

(~ detM \~k = 0ik detM. (2.22) 
aMji r~' 

For detM, however, the right and left derivatives with re
spect to an arbitrary matrix element are equal: 

a a 
- detM = - detM. (2.23) 
a~i a~i 

To prove this we note that detM is given as a sum of. terms 
such as M",I,rIM",2.r2 ... M",n,rn(u,rESn) apart from a sIgn, 
where 2n indices ul,rl,u2,r2,· .. ,un, rn contain every index 
twice. This means that any term thereof commutes with Mji 
owing to Eq. (2.1 )2' Thus, if we write a term containing Mji 
as Mji T, then we have M jj T = TMji' which leads to Eq. 
(2.23). Combining Eq. (2.22) with (2.23), we find that the 
second part of the lemma is true. Q.E.D. 

The quantities defined by 

Ll·· - ~ detM, (2.24) 
I) a~i 

now provides us with a gG matrix Ll, and Eq. (2.18) can then 
be written as Ll·M = M·Ll = detM. This implies that if 
(detM)-1 exists, then the inverse matrixM-1 of Mis uniquely 
given as M-1 = (detMtILl. Conversely, if M- 1 exists, then 
M-1M = 1 yields det(M-1) detM = 1, thereby implying the 
existenceof(detMt l

• Summarizing, we obtain the following: 
Theorem 3: The inverse matrix M- 1 of a gG matrix M 

exists if and only if (detMtl exists. 
We conclude the present section by making a remark on 

more general cases. The above discussion has been confined 
to those gG matrices (and determinants) which combine gG 
vectors having the same relative signatures 1] i}' It is possible, 
however, to remove such a restriction and to generalize gG 
matrices. Introducing a gG matrix such as 

SK = MKjXi (i,K = I,2, .. ·,n), 

where 

XiX} = '1ijx}Xj' SKSp = 1];PSPSK' 

(2.25) 

xisK = 1]'~;SKXi' 1]ii = 1];.- = - 1 (no summation over 
i,K), and 

(2.26) 
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we define the corresponding determinant by 

5,52'''5n -detM.x,x2 .. ·xn· (2.27) 

In this case detM does not necessarily commute with Xi . On 
the basis of such matrices it is possible to introduce Klein 
transformations6 for gG vectors. The problem will be dis
cussed elsewhere. 

III. ANALYTICAL PROPERTIES: DIFFERENTIATION, 
INTEGRATION 

Regarding a gG vector X = (x"x2, .. ·,xn) as a kind of 
variables, to be referred to hereafter as gG variables, we con
sider a functionf(x). Since (xY = O,f(x) is always express
ible as a polynomial in Xi' where the coefficients may consist 
of complex numbers, other gG numbers, matrix elements of 
gG matrices, etc. 

As for differentiation we employ again left differenti
ation. The procedure to obtain the left derivative a/ax;{(x) 
is extremely simple here: For any monomial m(x) contains 
Xi' at most, once. It then follows that the operators a/axi are 
subject to the commutation relation [a/axoa/aXj] _ 71, = O. 

For integration we adopt, as usual, the formulas f.7 

IXjdXj-i, Idxj=O (J=1,2,. .. ,n). (3.1) 

These are further generalized to the case of multiple 
integrals: 

I x,x2• .. x nd nx = (on, 

I
X. x· "·X dnx = 0 (O<f<n). 
it 11 J r 

The linearity relation is also assumed: 

I (atf,(x) + adix»dnx 

=a,I f,(x)d nx+a2I fix)dnx, 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

where a, and a 2 are quantities independent of x, andf,(x) 
andf2(x) are arbitrary functions of x. 

It is to be remarked here that since the notion of "mag
nitude" cannot be associated with gG variables themselves, 
the integration considered above should not be regarded as 
an infinite sum of infinitesimal quantities, but rather as a 
kind of linear mapping. It is often convenient to write 

(3.4) 

When combined with the symbol S, d nx thus means a succes
sion of mappings such that we perform firstly a mapping 
with respect to xn in a way specified by Eq. (3.1) withj = n, 
secondly a similar mapping with respect toxn _, ,. .. , and last
ly a similar mapping with respect to X ,. Thus, if the order of 
dxi's is changed in Eq. (3.4), this will necessitate a corre
sponding change in the order of mappings. The consistency 
with the definition of integration then requires that8 

dxidxj = 1'/i,dxj dxi (i=hl (3.5) 

Further, it is also consistent to treat dX i 's as if they were gG 
numbers satisfying 
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dx,xj = 1'/ijxjdxi . (3.6) 

More generally, if a is a gG number such that xia = 1'/axi , 
then we may put 

dxia = 1'/adxi . (3.7) 

Relations (3.5)-(3.7) will prove useful for practical 
purposes. 

The 8 function for a gG variable Xj belonging to a gG 
vector X = (x"x2,. .. x n) is defined by7 

8(xj - x;)= ~ (Xj - x;) , (3.8) 
I 

where x; belongs to a gG vector x' = (x; ,x; ,. .. ,x~) which is 
independent ofx. From the definition of integration it is easy 
to check that for an arbitrary functionf(xj ), which is always 
written in the form a + f3xj , there holds the relation 

I f(xj )8(Xj - x;)dXj = f(x;) . (3.9) 

The 8 function is also written in the form of a Fourier 
integrar 

8(xj - x;) = I exp [ - (Xj - x;)xj']dxl' . (3.10) 

These are easily generalized to the case of n gG variables. 
The definition 

8(x - x')=8(x, - x; )8(X2 - x;) ... 8(xn - x~), (3.11) 

immediately leads us to 

I f(x)8(x - x')d nx = f(x') (3.12) 

for an arbitrary functionf(x) of a gG vector x. From Eq. 
(3.10) its Fourier integral is found to be 

8(x -x') = I exp[ - (x -x',x")]N', (3.13) 
--.. 

where (x·x')=~7~ ,XiX; and d nx=dx,dx2• .. dxn· 

Substituting Eq. (3.13) in (3.12), we find 

f(x') = I I f(x)exp[ - (x -x'.x")]d~dnx 

= ( -IY I I f(x)exp(x" .x)d nx exp(x"x")dY', 

(3.14) --- ----where use is made of d "x" d nx = (ITiJ1'/ij)d nxd nx " [cf. Eq. 
(3.5) and the footnote8

] and ITiJ1'/ij = ( -1) n . Performing a 
change of variables x;'- - xl' (J = 1,2,. .. ,n) in Eq. (3.14), 
we arrive at what corresponds to Fourier transformations. 

Theorem 4: Letf(x') be the Fourier transform of a func
tionf(x): 

l(x') = I f(x)exp[ - (x'.x)]dnx. (3.15) 

Then the inverse transformation is given by 

f(x) = f l(x')exp[ - (x.x,)]N. (3.16) 

It is of interest to note that in contrast with the case of 
real variables the above integrals exist for any functionsf(x). 
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IV. TRANSFORMATIONS OF gG VARIABLES 

In the present section we take up the problem of trans
formations or changes of gG variables. Here we are especial
ly interested in the question of how the measure d Ox is trans
formed under a change of variables x = (x I'XZ' "',X n ) 

-x' = (x; ,xi ,.·.,x~). Now the new variables x' can generally 
be expressed as a polynomial in x, such as 

n 

x'=A.+x.A.+" xx····x·A.· .. , (4.1) 
l I J jl ~ 11 Jz ir hh":Jrol 

r=2 

where the coefficients Ai,Aji , and AjJ"':ini are gG tensors inde
pendent of x. As before we are concerned here with such 
changes as x-x' with x and x' being gG vectors sharing a 
fixed set of 11 ij 'so Let us now denote by A the gG matrix whose 
}i element is given by Aji' i.e., A = IIAji II, and assume that A -I 
exists. According to Theorem 3, this assumption means the 
existence of(detA yi, the significance of which will be made 
clear by Theorem 5 below. For the sake of brevity let us write 
the third term in Eq. (4.1) as Qi(X): 

Q.(x)==: ~ X X ···X A.. ". 
I ~ it h lr 1112""],..' 

r=2 

Thus, Eq. (4.1) is rewritten as 

x; = Ai + xjAji + Qi(X) . 

In this case the following theorem holds: 

(4.2) 

(4.1') 

Theorem 5: The inverse transformation ofEq. (4.1') ex
ists if and only if A -I exists. 

Proof Let us first assume that A -I exists. Then, multi
plying both sides of Eq. (4.1') by (A -I)ik from the right and 
summing the result over i, we find 

(4.3) 

which can be solved for x by iteration. After repeating the 
iteration, at most, n times, we can express x as a polynomial 
in x'. Clearly, the inverse transformation thus obtained is 
unique. This proves the sufficiency part of the condition. 
Next we assume that the inverse transformation exists. It can 
then be written as 

Xi = A; + x;AP' + Q/(x') , 

or equivalently 

(4.4) 

(4.4') 

wherex;,,=x/ -Ai andQ/(x') [Q/(x")] is a polynomial 
in x' (x") consisting of terms of the second or higher degrees. 
Substituting x' given by Eq. (4.1'), i.e., xj " = xkAkj + Qj(x), 
in the right-hand side ofEq. (4.4'), we obtain an identity inx 
such as 

Xi = Ai" + XkAkjAji" + Qi '''(x) , (4.5) 

where Qi '''(x) is a polynomial in x of the same kind as the 
Q;'s introduced above. It therefore follows from Eq. (4.5) 
thatA;' = 0, Qi '''(x) = 0, and 

(4.6) 

which implies that (detA t l = detA ", namely, that A -I exists 
owing to Theorem 3. This proves the necessity part of the 
condition given above. Q.E.D. 

The reason why we have assumed above the existence of 
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A -I is now clear: By making this assumption we are confining 
ourselves to those transformations whose inverses exist. In 
this case all gG vectors x = (x I' x 2,", x o ), 

x' = (XI', x 2''''', xn '),. .. which are connected with each other 
by such transformations are placed, so to speak, on an equal 
footing. Accordingly, any basic formulas valid for x are re
quired to be so for any other x's. For example, Eq. (3.2) 
should hold true in the same form but with Xi and d Ox being 
replaced by Xi' and d nx ', respectively. In order to ensure 
such invariance of the integral formulas we have to require 
the measure d nx to satisfy Eq. (4.7) below. 

Theorem 6: The necessary and sufficient condition for 
Eq. (3.2) to remain invariant under a change of variables 
x = (xl,XZ""'xn)-x' = (X I ',X2''''',xn ') is that 

d nx ' = (detJyld"x , 

where J is the gG matrix whose}i element is given by 
J IJxj.x/, i.e., 

J = I I Jx/IJxj II· 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

Proof The proof is performed in essentially the same 
way as in the case of G variables. 7 Thus, we show first that in 
the transformation (4.1') the inverse of detJ exists. Taking 
the left derivative thereof, we find that J is given in matrix 
form as 

(4.9) 

by virtue of the existence of A -I being assumed. Here every 
matrix element JIJXj·Qi(X) of lIaIJxj·Qi(X)11 is given as a 
polynomial in x consisting of terms of the first or higher 
degrees, whence J _1 is obtained as 

J-
I = (1 + A -III a~j Qi(X) 11)-1,1 -I 

mto ( -A -IIIJ~j Qi(X) I IrA -I, (4.10) 

which guarantees the existence of J- I and hence that of 
(detJyl owing to Theorem 3. 

Next we consider two transformations Xi' = J;(x) and 
x, , = gi (x), specified by functions / and g. In the following 
the former, for example, will be referred to simply as the 
transformation! When the transformation g is applied to x, 
i.e., Xi' = gi(X), and then followed by the transformation/, 
i.e., Xi" = J;(x'), let us denote the resulting transformation 
x," = J;fg(x)] by Xi /I = (fg);(x) and call it the transforma
tion/g. In this case it is clear from the definition ofleft differ
entiation that 

aXi " Jxk' JXi" 

aXj = aXj ax k' , 
(4.11 ) 

whence 

(4.12) 

The above result implies that if Theorem 6 is true for the 
transformations/andg separately, then it is also true for the 
transformation/g. [Notice that (detJtld nx = d nx(detJt ' 
on account ofEq. (2.3) and (3.7)]. Thus, to prove the theo
rem for a general transformation (4.1 ') we can proceed as 
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follows: We first express Eq. (4.1') as a succession of some 
basic transformations and then prove the theorem for each 
of such transformations. 

In view of this we consider (n +1) transformations 
1;1),1;2)"'" 1;n» 1;n+l) such that 

1;k),(X)==X, + O;k Qk (x) (k = 1,2,..·,n), 

1;n+I);(X)==A; +XjAji, (4.13) 

where Qk(X) is a polynomial inx consisting of terms of the 
second or higher degrees. Let us now focus our attention on 
the transformation x/ = (1;n +1) 1;n) 1;n ~I) "-1;2) 1;1) );(x). A 
simple calculation shows that 

x/ =A; +XjAj; + ~(1;j~l) 1;j~2) .. -1;I)(X»Aj;, (4.14) 

where ~ (1;j ~ I) 1;j ~ 2) "-1;1) (x» Ij ~ I =Q\(x). It is now evi
dent that Eq. (4.14) coincides with Eq. (4.1'), provided 
Qj(x)'s in Eq. (4.1') or Qk(X)'S in Eq. (4.13) are chosen to be 

Q;(x) = ~(1;j~l) 1;j~2) ··-1;I)(X»)A.jj, 

Q(x) = Qj [(1;i-1) 1;;~2) "-1;I)yl(X)](A -I)j; . 
(4.15) 

This means that by successively applying the transforma
tions (4.13) with Q(x)'s being chosen in an appropriate 
manner we can realize an arbitrary transformation. 

We now show that our theorem holds true for each of 
the transformations (4.13). Let us first consider 1;n + I) • In 
this case we have 

x I'X2' ···xn ' = (Xj,Aj ,1 )(Xj,Aj22 )"'(Xj"Aj,.n) + p(" ~ I) (x) , (4.16) 

where P(I) (x) stands for a polynomial in x of degree not high
er than I. Substituting XjAj; = J:ijXj in Eq. (4.16) and using 
Eqs. (2.2) and (2.5)2' we can rewrite Eq. (4.16) as 

(4.16') 

On the other hand, we obviously have 

xj,/xj,',,,xj,/ = p(r) (x) (O<;;;r<n). (4.17) 

Noticing the fact that detJ = detA. for the transformation 
1;n +1)' we find that the necessary and sufficient condition 
concerned is given precisely by Eq. (4.7). 

Next w~onsider the transformation1;k) (k = 1 ,2,. .. ,n). 
In this case Qk (x) is written as a sum of two terms: 

Qk (x) = xk U(k) (x) + V(k) (x) , (4.18) 

where U(k ) (x) and V(k) (x) do not contain Xk. Noticing the 
fact that U(k) (x) commutes with any x; because of 
Qdx)x; = 1Jik Xi Qk (x), we find from Eq. (4.13)1 that 

XI'X2 /",x n / = (1 + U(k)(X»X\x2,,,xn 

+XIX2'''Xk~1 V(k)(X)Xk+IXk+2'''Xn' (4.19) 

Here the polynomial V(k) (x) does not contain terms of the 
zeroth and first degrees and moreover does not contain X k · 

Hence, the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.19) 
must vanish [in fact, such terms can be non vanishing only 
when V(k) (x) is of the form a + /3x k ]. Further the term con
taining U(k) (x) in the above vanishes as well, but is retained 
there for later convenience. At any rate, Eq. (4.19) is rewrit
ten in the form 

(4.19') 
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As for xj , /Xj, ' •.• xj:(O<;;;r < n) we may divide the possibilities 
in the following way: case (i) in which the monomial con
tains x k; case (ii) in which the monomial does not contain x k • 

In case (1) let us putj\ = k for simplicity. The following re
sults are then obtained: 

(1 + U(k) (x»xj, Xj, "'Xj, + V(k) (X)Xj,Xj, ",xj ,' 

for case (i), 

Xj, Xj, "'Xj, (j, i=k, 1= 1,2,. .. ,r < n), 

for case (ii), (4.20) 

where it is to be noticed that the right-hand sides, except for 
the first term of case (i), do not contain X k • 

On the other hand, it is easy to see that for the transfor
mation1;k) (k = 1,2, ... ,n) 

detJ = 1 + U(k) (x). (4.21) 

From Eqs. (4.19'), (4.20), and (4.21) we thus find that the 
necessary and sufficient condition concerned is given again 
by Eq. (4.7) for the present case. Q.E.D. 

V. APPLICATIONS TO FERMI SYSTEMS: COHERENT 
STATES, gG REPRESENTATION 

In the present section we shall generalize the state-vec
tor space dY' for a system described by Fermi operators a j 

and aj (i = 1,2, ... ,n) to dY' G by introducing gG numbers. 
Here the Fermi operators a; and a j are assumed to satisfy the 
commutation relations (1.1) with an arbitrary set of 1Jij 's. 
Our generalization consists in employing, together with 
complex numbers, gG numbers or more generally gG ten
sors like elements of gG matrices as coefficients of basis vec
tors aJ, aJ. ... aJJO) (r = O,l, ... ,n) which span the state-vector 
space. Since gG numbers do not form a field, the resulting 
space dY' G is neither a linear nor a Hilbert space in the usual 
sense of the word. The dual space dY'o4o of dY' is also genea
lized to dY' G • in such a way that gG as well as complex 
numbers are allowed to be coefficients of basis vectors 
(Olaj,a j , ,,"aj ,. 

For definiteness let us further introduce the following 
assumptions: Firstly, as far as the commutation relations 
with gG numbers or tensors are concerned, the operators a; 

and aj behave in the same way as gG numbers X" Thus, for 
example, 

a,xj = 1Jijxja, , 
a Tj·j,· 'l1 'l1 'l1 'l1 Tj,j,· a 

i k,k.1. ... == 'lijL ·/JjJ· .. ·tik l 'tlk j '" k,kJ" j' 
(5.1) 

where iij stands for a j or ai, and T~;k; .. for a gG tensor. 
Secondly, the vacuum state 10) has commutation properties 
such as 

X,· 10) = 10)x,., Tj,j,: 10) = 10)p·j, , k.k,... k. k, ... 

(5.2) 

(OIX, =x,(OI, (OITi,:;k;. = P'/'k;. (01· 

Lastly, in view of the fact that the right-hand sides of Eqs. 
(3.1) and (3.2) are c numbers, we must require in accordance 
with Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) that 
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(5.3) 

dx; 10) = 10)dx;, 

On the basis of Eqs. (1.1), (5.1), and (5.2) we can now 
compute inner products between state vectors of JY' G and 
those of JY' G *. For example, the inner product of 
(Ola;EJY' G * and MjkaiIO)EJY' G is found to be 17jl17klOil~k' 
which is not a c number. In fact, state vectors of JY' G are not, 
in general, those susceptible of the usual probability inter
pretation. In this sense they are not directly connected with 
observational facts. As will be seen below, however, it is pos
sible to arrive at physical results through the intermediary of 
such formal objects. 

Let us now introduce the state vectors Ix) and (xl 
which will play an important role in the following 
discussion:9 

Ix)=exp(at·x)IO), (xl==(Olo(x - a), 

1 
8(xj - a)= -:- (Xj - a) . 

I 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

In this respect we notice that the following relations hold: 

exp( - aTx;)aj exp(aTxJ = aj + oijxj , 

o(x; - a;)a; = 8(x; - a;)x;, (no summation over I). 
(5.6) 

With the help ofEq. (5.6) we can show that Ix) and (xl are 
the eigenstates, or coherent states, of a; with eigenvalue x; 
being a gG number: 

a;lx) =x;lx), 
(5.7) 

(xla; = (xix; . 

This corresponds to the situation for the case of Bose opera
tors that the annihilation operators have eigenstates, called 
coherent states, where their eigenvalues are regarded as the 
classical counterparts of the operators. It is worth noticing, 
in the present case, that not only ket but also bra vectors can 
be eigenstates of a; 'So This is due to the fact that a;'s are 
bounded operators, contrary to the case of Bose operators. 

One of the most characteristic features of the above co
herent states is stated as the following: 

Theorem 7: The coherent states for the operators a; sat
isfy the orthocompleteness relation: 10 

(xix') = 8(x - x'), 
(5.8) 

f Ix)(xl dnx = 1. 

Proof The first equation follows directly from Eqs. 
(5.4) and (5.7). The proof of the second equation proceeds as 
follows: For the state vectors Ik) (k = O,l, .. ·,n) defined by 

Ik )=a!a! --1 ... a1a; 10), (5.9) 

there holds the relation 
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J exp(a!xk)lk -1) (k -1Io(Xk - ak)dxk 

= (-I) J (1 + a!xk)lk -1)(k -11(Xk - ak) dXk 

= ( -Off Ik -1) (k - 11 Xk dXk 

+ f atlk-1)(k-llakxkdxk} 

= Ik -1) (k - 11 + Ik ) (k I, (5.10) 

where use is made ofEq. (3.1) and a!xk Ik -1)(k -11 
= a! Ik -1) (k -1/ x k , which follows from Eqs. (5.1) and 

(5.2). By mathematical induction Eq. (5.10) leads us eventu
ally to 

J Ix)(xl dnx = all ~sible Ik )(k 1= 1. (5.11) 

states 
Q.E.D. 

Next let us construct eigenstates of the operators ai. To 
distinguish them from the eigenstates of a;'s we shall use, as 
eigenvalues, gG vectors with asterisk such as 
x* = (xf, x!, ... , x:). For the state vectors defined by 

/x*)=8(a t - x*)/O), 

(x* / ==(O/exp(x*·a), 

where 

(5.12) 

8(at - x*)=8(a! - Xn *)8(a! _I - Xn _I *) .. ·8(a1 - XI *), 
(5.13) 

we can prove in a similar manner that 

aj/x*) = x;/x*), 

(x*laJ = (x*/x; . 

(5.14) 

Further, what corresponds to Theorem 7 is now stated as 
follows: 

Theorem 7': The coherent states for the operators aT 
satisfy the orthocompleteness relation: 

(x*/x*') = 8(x* - x*'), 

f dnx*lx*)(x*1 = 1, 

where d nx*=dx1*dx2* .. ·dxn *. 

(5.8') 

The operation of attaching an * or * operation which 
appears above may be regarded as a generalization ofHermi
tian conjugation. Thus, we may assume rules such that 
(ax; + flxj )* = x; *a* + Xj *fl *,(x;a)* = aj tx; *, 
(dx; dx)* = dxj*dx;*, (10»* = (01,( )** = ( ), and in 
particular 

(8(x - x'»* = 8(x'* - x*), 
(5.15) 

(f Xj dXj)* = f dXj*xj * = - f xj * dxj *. 

Incidentally, the reason why "r' was introduced in Eq. (3.1)1 
is now clear: The integral formulas have been so defined as to 
remain invariant under * operation. It is also easy to check 
that in each of the following pairs the two members connect
ed by - are the adjoint of each other: (5.4)1 - (5.12)2; 
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(5.4)2 -(5.12),; (5.7), - (5.14)2; (5.7)2 -(5.14),; 
(5.8), - (5.8') ,; (5.8)z - (5.8'h 

In view of this let us agree in general that given a gG 
vector x = (x"x2'''',x,,) another gG vector 
x* = (x, * 'X2 * ,"'Xn *) can always be so chosen as to be in a 
one-to-one correspondence!' with x. Our formalism as a 
whole will then be invariant under * operation. Whether 
such x and x* are connected by a transformation such as Eq. 
(4.1), they will be regarded hereafter as independent quanti
ties. This is in accord with the fact that the corresponding 
operators a; and ai, which are related through Hermitian 
conjugation, are independent of each other. 

When the products are formed between Eqs. (5.8)2 and 
(5.8'h, the completeness relation is expressed in different 
forms: 

f f Ix*) (xlexp(x*.x) d nx*d nx = 1, 

(5.16) 

f J Ix) (x* I exp(x.x*) d nxd nx* = 1, 

where (x*·x) = !,7=, x;*x;, and use is made of the relations 

(x*lx) = exp(x*,x), 
(5.17) 

(x Ix*) = exp(x·x*). 

On the basis of the above results the theory of Fermi opera
tors given in oW' can be transcribed in the language of dY G or 
of the gG representation. By using the coherent states we 
define, for a given state vector I) in oW', the gG representative 
or gG wave/unction by 

¢(x*)=(x*I), (5.18) 

and its adjoint by 

(5.19) 

In particular, the vacuum state 10) or (01 is represented by 

¢o(x*) = ~lx) = 1. (5.20) 

From the completeness relation it is then clear that the de
scription by gG wavefunctions is equivalent with the one by 
state vectors I> : For example, the use of Eqs. (5.16)2 and 
(5.18) gives us immediately 

I> = f J Ix)¢(x*) exp(x·x*)d nxd "x*. (5.21) 

Let l/;, (x*) and ¢ix) be the gG wavefunctions for 11) and 
12), respectively. Then, by sandwiching both sides ofEq. 
(5.16h with (2[ and [1) we obtain 

(211) = f f ¢:2(x)¢!(x*) exp(x.x*)d nxd nx*. (5.22) 

This also shows that the normalization condition for ¢(x*) is 
given by 
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f f ¢(x)¢(x*) exp(x.x*)d nxd "x* = 1. (5.23) 

As for observables F (a t,a) in general, which we assume 
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for simplicity to be normal-ordered, we can show similarly 
that there exists the following one-to-one correspondence 
withF(x*,x): 

(x* IF(a t,a)lx) = F(x*,x) exp(x*.x), 

F(at,a) = J .. J Ix')F(x'*,x)(x*1 

xexp[(x'.x'*) + (x'*·x) + (x·x*)] 

Xdnx'dnx'*d nxd"x*. (5.24) 

Further, the matrix element (2[F(a t,a)[l) is expressed in 
terms only of gG quantities as 

(2[F(at ,a)ll) = f .. J ¢2(x')F(x'*,x)¢!(x*) 

Xexp[(x'.x'*) + (x'*·x) + (x.x*)] 

Xd "x'd "x'*d "xd "x*. (5.25) 

The Schrodinger equation with the normal-ordered Hamil
tonian H (a t ,a) then takes the form: 

iJl/;~~*) = f f H(x*,x')¢(x'*)exp[(x*·x') + (x'.x'*)] 

X d "x'd "x'*. (5.26) 

We have thus found that the system under consider
ation can be completely described in terms of gG quantities, 
i.e., in the gG representation. As in our previous paper7 the 
path-integral method can be easily formulated in this repre
sentation. In the paper that immediately follows l2 it will be 
shown that when suitably modified, most of the above results 
also apply to para-Fermi systems. 

'See. for example, F.A. Berezin, The Method o/Second Quantization (Aca
demic, New York, 1966); Theor. Math. Phys. 6,194 (1971); F.A. Berezin 
and M.S. Marinov, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 104, 336 (1977). 

'See, for example, H. Umezawa. J. Podolanski and S. Oneda, Proc. Phys. 
Soc. London Sect. A 68,503 (1955). 

'For the special case ofG algebras our definitions are slightly different from 
those employed by other authors. For example, our determinants for this 
case correspond to the inverses of those used by R. Arnowitt, P. Nath, and 
B. Zumino, Phys. Lett. B 56,81 (1975). Compare Theorem 2 below. 

'Throughout the present paper the ith equation in Eq. (2.5), for example, 
will be quoted as Eq. (2.5)i' 

'For this reason it does not seem appropriate to define det M in general by 
exp(Tr 10gM) as, for example, in Ref. 3. On the contrary, our definition 
(2.2) always provides us, for any given M, with detM as a homogeneous 
polynomial in My ·s. 

"0. Klein, J. Phys. (U.S.S.R.) 9, 1(1938); G. Liiders, Z. Naturforsch. 139, 
254 (1958). 

7y. Ohnuki and T. Kashiwa, Prog. Theor. Phys. 60, 548 (1978). 
'For the case of multiple integrals such as S S .. ·d 'xd "x', Eq. (3.5) must be 
generalized to dX,dx/ = TJijdx/dxi for all i,j. 

"Most of the formulas given in this section are straightforward generaliza
tions of those given previously for the case of ordinary Fermi systems. 7 

"'Here, by orthogonality we do not mean that the inner product vanishes for 
x ¥Ox', but only that it becomes a 8 function. 

"When two complex numbersc and c' are given, it is possible to decide, by 
comparing their real and imaginary parts. whether they are complex con
jugates of each other. For the case of gG vectors, on the contrary, we have 
no corresponding way of deciding whether given x andx' are the adjoint of 
each other. In this sense, • operation is a very formal one. Indeed. whether 
x is the adjoint of x' or not is merely a matter of definition. 

Icy. Ohnuki and S. Kamefuchi, J. Math. Phys. 21, 609 (1980). 
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Grassmann algebras of the usual kind are generalized to what are to be called para-Grassmann 
algebras. Para-Grassmann numbers are defined as those satisfying the trilinear commutation 
relations that resemble the para-Fermi commutation relations. Basic mathematical properties of 
these algebras are stuJied in detail on the basis of generalized Grassmann algebras discussed in the 
preceding paper. Applications are made to description of para-Fermi systems, and it is found that 
such systems can completely be described in what we call the para-Grassmann representation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Just as Fermi operators are generalized to para-Fermi 
operators, 1 a Grassmann algebra of the usual kind2 is gener
alized to what is to be called a para-Grassmann algebra.3 The 
purpose of the present paper is to discuss some of the basic 
properties of such algebras and to apply the results to de
scription of para-Fermi systems. In what follws the adjec
tives "para-Fermi" and "para-Grassmann" will be abbrevi
ated to "pF" and "pG," respectively. 

A set of independent numbersS I , S2'''' Sn are called pG 
numbers to form a pG algebra of order p( = 1,2, ... ), when 
they satisfy the following relations: 

[Si [SJ,Sk]] = 0, 

[Si, 'SiJ··'Si . ..l + = 0, only for m>p +1, (1.1) 

where [A, B, ... ,Z] + denotes the completely symmetrized 
productofAB···Z, andi's,j, k = 1,2,.··,n. Forthecasesp = 1 
and p = 2, Eqs. (1.1) are simplified, respectively, to 

[s"S J ] + = 0 , for p = 1 , 

<t ,S J ,S k ) + = 0, for p = 2 , (1.2) 

where (A, B, C) + = ABC + CBA. Thus, the case p = 1 
corresponds to a Grassmann algebra of the usual kind. 

It is often convenient to use what we may call the Green 
representation: 1 

with 

Si = f S(';') , 
a=1 

[S~U),sjU)L = 0, 

[S~u>'Sr)] _ = 0 (a# {3). 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

Let us call S }U) the Green component of Si with Green index 
a. For the present algebra there may exist some other types 
of representations. Throughout the present paper, however, 
we shall exclusively be concerned, for a physical reason, with 
the one represented by Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4). 

In the preceding paper4 we have made a detailed study 
on generalized Grassmann ("gG") numbers Xi' They also 
correspond to a kind of generalization of ordinary Grass
mann ("G") numbers. As shown there, we may regard G 
and gG numbers as the classical counterparts of Fermi oper-

ators satisfying the commutation relations, respectively, of 
the normal case and of a general, normal or anomalous, 
case.5 Since the algebra of S lUI's is a special case of gG alge
bras Xi! the following discussion will heavily lean on the re
sults of (I). 

More precisely speaking, the correspondence 
S }U)-<-----+xi between S jU)'s andxi 's of (I) is given as follows: A 
pair of suffixes (i,a) of S lU) is taken to correspond to the 
subscript i of Xi! and the relative signatures 1] introduced 
through slU)sj/3)-1](I.u)(j.f3)sjf3)S~a) are such that 

{
-for a = (3, 

1](i.a)(J./3) = 1]a/3 = +: for a# {3. (1.5) 

Alternatively, it is also possible to identify the suffixes a and 
i of S la>, respectively, with the subscript i and the label by 
which to distinguish n gG vectors X, x' ,.··x(n) . In the follow
ing we shall make use of both kinds of correspondence. 

For the pG numbers or variables S J (j = I ,2,..·,n) it is 
possible to define "analytical" operations such as differenti
ation and integration. In addition to these numbers we may 
consider a finite number of "constants" I1s (s = 1,2, ... ) which 
also are pG numbers of order p but not subject to the above
mentioned operations for Si'S. The Green components I1;U) 
for which I1s = ~:: ~ II1;U) satisfy the following relations: 

r .. (a) 11(/3)] = r .. (a) /:,((1)] = 0 (\.6) 
IJ-"s 'r-s - 11ajl LfLs'~ j -.' 71al$ • 

In connection with the Green representation let us also 
remark the following: When working with a pG algebra we 
should be interested only in those functions in Si 's and I1s 's 
which do not explicitly depend on Green indices: For one 
thing the Green components are merely mathematical auxil
iaries, and for another only those quantities of the above
mentioned kind are defined, in our physical applications, to 
be of physical meaning. 

The present paper is arranged as follows: In Sec. II ana
lytical operations such as differentiation and integration are 
introduced. Some basic formulas for these operations are 
summarized as two lemmas. Further mathematical proper
ties are discussed in Sec. III. A general theorem is proved 
concerning a change of variables in integrals, and the delta 
functions and Fourier transformation are defined. Section 
IV deals with applications to pF systems. Coherent states for 
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pF operatorsai and a; (i = 1,2,··.,n) are explicitly construct
ed, and what we call the pG representation is defined on the 
basis of such states. It is shown that pF systems can be de
scribed completely in this representation. 

II. ANALYTICAL OPERATIONS 
A. Differentiation 

As in (I) we shall be concerned mostly with left differen
tiation. We define left differentiation with respect to Si by the 
sum ofleft differentiations a I as ~a) with respect to the Green 
components S ~a): 

(2.1) 

Here, as for the operation al as ~al, we adopt the same defini
tion as the one given in (I) (cf. Sec. III thereof). The defini
tion also requires that 

a a a a 
-----1] ----
as ~a) as j{J) - a (J as j{J) as ~a) . 

(2.2) 

Right differentiation alat is similarly defined in terms of 
the Green components a I as ~a). 

Let us consider a function/(SI' S2'" Sn) of SI' S2"" Sn' 
and differentiate it with respect to a specific variable Si' The 
function/may also contain other pG numbers,u,. For the 
sake of convenience we hereafter denote the Si under consid
eration by S and all other pG numbers by ;r' Ps,'" Thus, we 
write/(S, ;";","',p,, Ps' , ... ) /(S). Atthis point we notice 
that the so-called decomposition theorem,6 proved original
ly for pF operators, is applicable as well to the present case 
owing to the similarity between Eqs. (1.1) and the pF com
mutation relations l ,6,7: Actually, the situation is much 
simpler here because the right-hand side ofEqs. (1.1) vanish
es, so that no contracted terms are needed. Thus, adapting 
the theorem to the present case, we obtain the following: 

Theorem 1: An arbitrary function of S and other pG 
number can be expressed as a linear combination of terms of 
the standard form, i.e., 

[S,;.] [S';2] '" [S,;q] [S,S""S, PI' P2"', p,] +,r+ s 

X[,][, ] ... [,] (q+r<p,r+s<p), (2.3) 

where the subscript attached to the bracket [ , ,. .. ] + de
notes the number of pG numbers contained therein, and 
[ , ]'S represent commutators of pG numbers other than S. 

It is to be emphasized here that the theorem is a conse
quence only of Eqs. (1.1). The factors [ , ] [ , ] ... [ , ] are 
quite independetn of S and commute with S and a/as. They 
may therefore be omitted often in the following discussion. 

We now show that the result of differentiating an arbi
traryfunctionf(S), i.e.,a las· /(S ),canbeexpressedagainas 

I 

a function only of S, ; 's, and p's, namely, in a form which 
does not explicitly depend on Green indices. To this end we 
note, first of all, that 

a _ a ag(S) 
as! [S,; jg(S)1 - as [s,; ].g(S) + [S,;] ~' 

(2.4) 
a - [s,;1 =2;, 
as 
which follow directly from the definition. Thanks to Eqs. 
(2.4) and (2.3) it suffices to show that 
a las'[S's,""S' PI' Pl"", p,] +,r+' is a function only of pG 
numbers. In so doing we make use of the following relations: 

a 
as (a) {(S + p)g(S)} 

~ _a_ {(S((J) + p<{J»g(S)} t aSia) 

~ {Oa{Jg(S) + 1]a{J(S({J) + p({J) ~~~2} 

=g(J;-) + ~ (1 -20 )lJ;-({J) + p({J» ag(S) 
\b t a{J \b as (a) 

=g(S)+(S+ p)ag(S) -2(S(OI+ p(O»ag(S). 
as (a) as (a) 

(2.5) 

Firstly, summing Eq. (2.5) over a, and secondly, multiplying 
Eq. (2.5) from the left by (S (a) + pea»~ and then summing 
the resulting equation over a, we obtain 

:4" {(S + p)g(S)} = pg(S) + (S + p) a~~) -2Dg(S) 

- (2.6) 

and 

D {(S + p)g(S)} = (S + p)g(S) + (S + p)Dg(S), (2.7) 

respectively, whereD-2 a (S(a) + p(a».alaS(a). When 
g(S) = (S + P y' I is substituted in Eq. (2.7), it is found that 
Dg(S) = (r -1)(S + P y' I . Substitution of the last expres
sion in Eq. (2.6) then provides 

~(S+ p)'=(p+2-2r) (S+ py-I 
as 

a(S+ py-I 
+ (S + p) as 

whence 

(2.8) 

~+ p)'=r(p+l-r)(S+ p)'1 (2.9) 
as 
Making a change r -->- r + s and noticing the relation 

(S + p)k = [(S + p),(S + p), ... ,(S + p)]j, ,klk! , we re
write Eq. (2,9) as 

1 a (r + s)(p + 1 - r - s) (J;- ) ___ [(J;- + p),(J;- + p) ... ,(t- + p)] = [(J;- + p),(S + p)"',\b + P 1 +,r+ ,,-I 

( ) ' aJ;- \b \b , \b + ,r + ., (-1)' \b r+s, ~ r+s , 
(2,10) 

Picking out of both sides the terms containing s p's, we obtain 

_1 _ (r + s) Y- [S,S,""s, p, p, ... , p ] = (r + s)(p + 1 - r - s) (r + s -1 ) [S,s,"'s, p, p, .. , p ] 
(r+s)! s as r s +,r+' (r+s-l)! s r-II +,r+,-I 

(2.11 ) 
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i.e., 

~ [5,5"",5, p,p, ... ,p ] = r(r + s)(p +1 - r - s) [5,5,,,,,5, p,p,,,,,p] . 
as r S + .r + s r -I s + ,r + s -I 

(2.11') 

Puttingp = PI + pz + ... + Ps on both sides ofEq. (2.11') and picking out the terms containing eachpi (i = 1,2, ... ,s) linearly, 
we obtain the differential formula for [$'''',5, PI'"'' Ps] + ,r + s . This and Eq. (2,4) may be summarized as the following: 

Lemma 1: The differential formulas for terms of the standard form (2.3) are given as 

~ [[ 5, S ]g( 5) 1 = 2Sg( g) + [ 5, S] ag~:) , 

(2.12) 
a 

ag [ g, g, ... , g, PI' pz, .. ·,ps] + ,r + s = r(r + s)(p + 1 - r - s) [ g, g, ... , g, PI> pz, .. ·,ps] +.r+ s-I 

We have thus proved that the left derivativea/ag'/(5) 
of an arbitrary function/(5) is again a function ofpG num
bers. It is obvious that the same is also true of right 
differentiation. 

B. Integration 
Evidently, integration of/(5I' g2'"'' gn) with respect to 

the variables of gl> g2'"'' gn is to be defined as a successive 
integration of/with respect to the individual variables gi 
performed in a fixed order. Therefore, we have only to define 
the integration of/with respect to a single variable. Again let 
us denote such a specific variable by g, other pG variables by 
S 's or p's, and a general function ofthese variables by/ (5). In 
accordance with Eq. (1.3.2) we now adopt the following for
mulas expressed in terms of the Green components: f g (I)g (2) ... g (p) d Pg = (if , 

f g (a')5 (a,) ... g (a,) d P5 = 0 (O<r < p) , 
(2.13) 

with 
d Pg=dg.(I)d5(2) .. ·d5(P) , (2.14) 

where dg (a) dg «(3) = dg «(3)dg (a) (a"# f3) is assumed. Fur

ther, if dg is defined as dg ='2-:: = I dg (a) , then d Pg 
= (dg V / p! . Similarly, we can rewrite Eqs. (2.13) in the 

form f 5 P d P5 = p! (l)P , 

J5rdP5=O (O<r <p). 

(2.13') 

Noticing that right differentiation of pth order with re
spect to 5 can be written as 

J'P Jp 
as P =p! a5(l)ag(2) ... a5(p)' 

(2.15) 

we can easily realize that 

(2.16) 

Since, as already noticed above, the right-hand side is ex
pressible in a form which does not explicitly depend on 
Green indices, we can thereby conclude that the result of 
integrating an arbitrary function/(5), i.e., f /(5) d Pg is 
again a function only of g and other pG numbers. Needless to 
say,f(5) here may also contain pG numberslls's other than 
g/s. 

More explicitly we can prove the following: 
Lemma 2: The integral formula for terms of the stan

dard form (2.3) is given as 

f [g,sl] [g,S2]'" [g,s P - r] [g,g, ... ,g, PI' pz, .. · Ps] + ,r + s d Pg 

( -1) P - r 2P -- r- S iPr!(r + s)! 
= [( ),]2 I [PI>Srd[PZ,SrZ]"'[PS'STS] p-r-s. TES

p
, 

x [ST(\+I) ,ST(<+2) "",ST(p-r)] +,p_ r-s (r + s<p). (2.17) 

The lemma is proved as follows: Taking an arbitrary complex number c, we consider 

([g,S] + cg) P = {atl g(a)(2S(a) + C)} P = p!g (I)g (2) ... g(p)(2S (I) + C)(2S(2) + c) ... (2S(p) + c). (2.18) 

Picking out of both sides the terms containing cr
, we obtain 

p! [g,sp-r5 r=(_2)p-r p! sp-rg(l)g(2) ... g(P), 
(p - r)!r! (p - r)! 

(2.18') 

which yields, on account of Eq. (2.13)1' 

frs,s p - rgr dPg = (-2) p-r i P (p ~ r)! [S,S'''',S] + .p_ r . (2.19) 

Putting S = SI + S2 + ... + S P- r in Eq. (2.19) and picking out the terms containing each S, (i = 1,2, ... ,p - r) linearly, we 
obtain 

(2.19') 
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Next let us consider the integral 

f [S,bl][S,b2]···Ls,b p r](5"+ pY+-'dPS 

= (,~s)!f [S,bl][S,b2]"'[S,b p -rJ[S+ p,S+ p,,,,S+ p] +.r+,dPS 

= r!ls! f [S,bl][S,b2]"'[S,b p r][S,S,; .. s,p,p: .. ·,pL.r+s dPS, (2.20) 

where, in the last step, use is made ofEq. (2.13). We then perform a change of variable S ---+ S - P here. In this case Theorem 6 
of (I) assures us that Eq. (2.20) remains true even when S is replaced by S - P in the first line thereof. Thus, we have the 
third line of Eq. (2.20) 

f ([S.bl] - [p,bl])([s.b21- [P,b2]),,·([S.b p-r] - [P.bp_r])Sr+sdPS 

(2.20') 

The integral in the last line of Eq. (2.20') can be computed by use of Eq. (2.19') with r being replaced by r + s. Then. Eqs. 
(2.20') leads us to 

f [S,bl] [s,b21"·[S,bp-r][S.S,~".s,p,p~,,·,p] +.r+' dPS 

( -1) p -- r 2 p- r - s i Pr!(r + s )! 

[(p - r - S)!]2 

Putting here P = PI + P2 + ... + Ps and picking out the 
terms containing each Pi (i = 1,2 ... ·,s) linearly, we arrive at 
Eq. (2.17). 

It is to be remarked incidentally that when the inte
grand consists only of brackets of the type [S.bi]' the neces
sary integral formula is obtained, as a special case, from Eq. 
(2.17) with r = s = O. which agrees with Eq. (2.19') with 
r = O. The repeated use ofEq. (2.17) thus enables us to carry 
out any multiple integrals with respect to Sl' S2"'" Sn' In 
what follows we shall denote the measure of such integrals 
by 

III. FURTHER MATHEMATICAL PROPERTIES 
A. Change of variables in integrals 

(2.22) 

Let us now consider transformations or changes ofvar
iables in pG integrals such as 

(3.1) 

where S and/l stand for S} (J = 1.2, .. ·.n) and/l, (s = 1,2, ... ), 
respectively. Here we limit ourselves to transformations 
such that the new variables S ; become again pG numbers of 
the same order p. By virtue of Theorem 1 we then find that 
the right-hand side ofEq. (3.1) should consist of terms of the 
standard form such as [PI,P2] [P3.P4]···[Pr-1 .Pr);' 
wherep's and b stand for S /s or /lv's. Thus. Eq. (3.1) can be 
written explicitly as 

S; = IIi + a,}s} + ! bi},s's" [S} ./l;' ]/l;: + Qi(5") . (3.1') 

Here a;/s and bi}.s·s· 's are polynomials in fp,/l'j's and hence 
commute with any other quantities. Qi(5")'S are polynomials 
in €:} 's and /l, 's, without constant and linear terms in S} 's, 
and the summation convention over repeated indices is im
plied. In terms of the Green components Eq. (3.1') reads 
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r -- \' • (2.21 ) 

I 

f: '(aJ = lI(a) + f: (l3J(aD + b . , ,,/J'(f3JII "5 Cl » + Q (al{ f:) 
~i r-l ~j IJa{J Jj.S\·r'S r-~' l\!:t· 

(3.1 ") 

Under the change of variables (3.1) the measure (dS)" 
undergoes the change dictated by Theorem 6 of (I). In the 
present case the matrix J is such that its (J [3) (ia) element is 
given by a/aS (/J·S ;<a): J ==lIa/as j(n.S ;(Cl)1I . Considering 
the fact that as far as its dependence on a specific variable, 
say S jf3), is concerned, Q ja)(5" ) has a form similar to that of 
the second term in Eq. (3.1"). we obtain the matrix elements 
as follows 

af: '(a) a 
_!:>_i _ = aD b. '" 'Un '5a ) __ Q(a)(() 
asj(3) '} a(3 + 'J,SS /l, /l, + asj(3) , ~ 

(3.2) 

where Ai i 's and Bi i.s's" 's are polynomials in g,b ']'s. 
Let K j = L~ = I Kja) (J = 1.2 .... ,n) be a set of pG num

bers of order p. Then the determinant is found from Eq. 
(1.2.2) as 

IT _!:>_i _K(a) IT _'_"_i _ K(aJ ... IT _!:>_i ._ K(a) 
(

af: '(a) ) (at- '(a») (af: I(a) ) 

11 ([3)' 11 {:-«3) I 11 a{:-([3) I 
(3 ~= I as I (3 = I !:> 2 {3 = I !:> n 

'(as '(a») () = det ~ .( IT K\aJ)( IT K~a»)... IT K~a) . (3.3) at j a -"~ 1 a -- 1 a I 

Here each factor on the left,hand side can be computed by 
use of Eq. (3.2) as follows: 
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We have thus found that Eqs. (3.4) and hence the left
hand side of Eq. (3.3) are expressed in terms only of pG 
numbers. The determinant is then obtained from Eq. (3.3) 
with the help of Eqs. (2.13) and (2.22): 

(
a5/a») 

det -a;<f) 

= _1_ f ... f [left hand side of Eqs. (3.4)] (dK)1I . 
i pn 

(3.5) 

Thus, according to Lemma 2, this determinant also is ex
pressible in terms only of pG numbers. To indicate this prop
erty explicitly let us write the determinant as detJ ==J (5 ',5). 
Then, from Eqs. (1.2.3) and (1.4.12) we obtain 

[J(5 ',5)'~i] = 0, 
(3.6) 

J (5 " ,5) = J (5 " ,5 ') J (5 ',5) . 

Further, as can be seen from the first half of the proof of 
Theorem 6 of (I) and from Theorem 50f(l),J (5 ',; >-1 exists if 
and only if the inverse transformation exists for Eq. (3.1). On 
the other hand, we can show by observing Eqs. (3.2) and by 
arguing in the same way as in the derivation of Eq. (1.4.10) 
that the existence of J (5 ',5)-1 is guaranteed by that of 
[det (aijOa/J)] -I = [det (a i)] --P, i.e., of [det (a,)] -I. 

On the basis of Theorem 6 of (I) we can summarize the 
above results as follows: 

Theorem 2: For a transformation ofpG variables (3.1) 
or (3.1 '), 

(i) the determinant J (5 ',5)=detllala5 j/J)·na)11 is ex
pressible in terms only of pG numbers, and commutes with 
any other quantities; 

(ii)J (5"5 Y I and the inverse transformation ofEq. (3.1) 
exist if and only if [det (a i )] -I exists; 

(iii) under the condition of (ii) the measure (d5 t in pG 
integrals is subject to the change 

(d5 ')n =J(5',O-I(d5)n' (3.7) 

8. Delta functions and Fourier transformation 

The 0 functions and Fourier transformation can be in
troduced in the same way as in (I). By suitably modifying 
Eqs. (1.3.11) and (1.3.8) we define the 0 function for a single 
variable 5) by 

0(5 - 5 ')= ~ IT (5 (a) - 5 'fa» = _1_ {I: - 5 ')P. 
J J.p J J 'p I \bJ J 

I a = I I p. 

It is easy to check that this function has the expected 
property 

f /(51,52'''',5},'',;,,) 0(5} -; j) dP5} 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

From Eq. (1.3.13) the Fourier integral of this function is 
obtained as 

0<5} - 5 j) = f exp [ - ( 5) - 5 )-5 j)] d P 5 j , 
(3.10) 

where {I:.I: ')=1/ I: (alI: 'fa) = 1 [I: . I: '.] 
\b.J ~.J a = I ~ J ~ J 2 ~ J'~ J ' 
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The operation of Fourier transformation can be per
formed on the basis of Theorem 4 of (I). Thus, for a function 
/ of n pG variables we obtain the following formulas: 

/ <51,52''''; n) 

= {.J 1(5r.5~,"·,5~)exp[ - <5'5*)] (d5*)" , 

(3.11 ) 

1(5 r,5 ~"',5~) 

= J..J /<51.52,,,,5,,)exp[ - (5 *'5)] (dOn, 

where 5 t's are another set of pG variables, 
(5'5 *)=:=};7 = 1 <5i '5 n , and (d5 *)n -d P5 rd P5 ~· .. d P5 ~ . It 
is to be noticed that for any function/its Fourier transform 
exists and is uniquely determined. For the 0 function of n 
variables defined by 

(3.12) 

the Fourier decomposition is obtained from Eq. (3.10) as 

on(5 - 5') = {.J exp [ - ( 5 - 5' '5 *)] (d5 *)" . 

(3.13) 
The pG variables 5 r (i = 1,2, .. ,n) have been intro

duced above as those independent of the 5i'S. In the follow
ing, however, we shall assume that 5i'S and 5 r's always ap
pear in pairs, and regard the latter as the * conjugates of the 
former and vice versa. As explained in Sec. V of (I), the * 
operation plays the role that corresponds to a generalization 
of Hermitian conjugation in the usual theories. 

IV. APPLICATIONS TO pF SYSTEMS 
A. Coherent states 

The physical object to be discussed in the present sec
tion is a pF system, I i.e., one described by a set of pF opera
tors a; (i = 1,2,. .. ,n) of order p, where a, stands for ai or a;. 
With each ai(an we shall associate a pG number 5i(5 n of 
the same order and examine the possibility of describing the 
system in terms ofsuchti 's, where!, stands for 5', or5 r. The 
method we shall adopt for this purpose is essentially the 
same as that of describing ordinary Fermi operators in terms 
of G or gG numbers. In fact, we shall closely follow the 
procedure given in Sec. V of (I). 

We begin by assuming that the Green components of a, 
and ~ satisfy 

[a(a)r(/J)] =0 (4.1) 
I ':' - 11,,11 ' 

where; stands for an arbitrary t, or fl,. Thus, the following 
trilinear commutation relations hold: 

[a" [a },; n = 20(i,}X, [S, [; ',a,]] = 0 

[S,[ai,a}]] = 0, [ai' [;,;']] = 0, 
(4.2) 

where o(i,}) equals Oi} for ai = ai' a} = a; or ai = a;,a J 

= a j and vanishes otherwise. The introduction ofpG num
bers into the framework of our theory naturalIy necessitates 
a corresponding generalization of the state-vector space 
dUz?). Usually, .W"(.%') is spanned by state vectors such as 
1(a;,a J, ... )IO) (~tr(a~al,ajm, .. ·)IO», where cit denotes a 
monomial in the operators concerned. In the present case, 
however, we have to allow such c/tt's to contain as well 5i'S 
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and,u,'s (t ~a),s and,u~t1)'s). Let us denote hereafter the space 
thus enlarged by sf 0 (.~ 0)' At the same time the dual space 
. W'*(.%'*) of .W'(.%') has to be enlarged to sf~(.%'~) in a 
similar manner. Corresponding to Eqs. (1.5.2)1 and (1.5.2)3 
we further assume for S 's that 

S (a)IO) = 10)s (a), (01; (a) = S (a)(OI ' (4.3) 

or equivalently 

s 10) = 10)s, (Ols = s (01 . (4.3') 

Since a,s 10) = a, 10); = 00wingto(4.3')I' we find that 
.W' 0 is spanned by ket vectors such as.A'(a;,a>",sk ,. .. )10).8 
Similarly, .W'~ is spanned by bra vectors such as 
(Olv#'(a"a j ""'Sk , ... ). The use ofEqs. (4.2) and (4.3') enables 
us to compute inner products of state vectors of .W' G and 
those of .#~ , the result being functions of; 's. For example, 
the inner product of (01 [;,a,] and [; ',a~] 10) is computed 
as follows: 

(01 [;,a,] [s',a:] 10) = (01 [[SA ],[;',<]] 10) 

= (0 I [;, [a" [; ',aj]]] 10) 
= (01 [;, -215 liS'] 10) = 215,j[S',S]· 

On the other hand, the space !f) G (dJ ~) is spanned, of 
course, by ket (bra) vectors such as 
.A'(a;")+,ajfl)+ ,. .. ; (Y), ... )IO) «Olvd(a;al,ajf3),. .. ; (Yl, ... », and 
their inner products are obtained as functions of;'s g (a),s). 

Following the procedure given in Sec. V of (I), we now 
construct eigenstates or coherent states for the operators a, 
in.w 0 or .W't,. The state vectors corresponding to Eq. (1.5.4) 
are written as 

1(t),.)=exp(a+·O(OI, 

«t)" 1= (01D"(5 - a), 

where 

(at·O- I (ai·S,)=! I [ai,s,] , 
i i 

(4.4) 

15"(t - a) 15(t1 - a l )15(t2 - a2)."15(t,, - an) 

1 
= -- (tl - a l )P(t2 - a2)P···(tn - an)P,(4.5) 

i P"(P!)" 

[cf. Eq. (3.12)]. As in the case of (1), it is then easy to show 
that 

a~")I(t),,) = sj")I(5),,), 

«t)" la;") = «t)" Is j") , 

and hence 

a J 1(5),,) = Sl l(t),,), 

«t)" la, = «0" Is, . 

Thus, S,'s are the eigenvalues of a j 'so 

(4.6) 

(4.6') 

Repeating the arguments that led to Theorem 7 of (I), 
we find that the orthocompleteness relation now takes the 
form 

614 

«t)" l(t '),,) = 15"c.~ - S ') , 

J l(t),,) «t),,1 (dO" = 1. 
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(4.7) 

From Eqs. (4.6) and (4.6') it is clear that l(t)" )'s «(t)" I's) 
are the coherent states not only for a,'s but also for a~ul's . 
This means that all the above relations hold both in 
.W' 0 (sf~) and in.%' 0 (.~~). Especially, the unit operator on 
the right-hand side ofEq. (4.7)2 is the one in the larger space 
.6jj G or .%' ~ . 

Eigenstates or coherent states for the operators a i can 
be constructed in a similar manner. The states vectors 
(1.5.12) can now be written as 

l(t *)n )=t5"(at - S *)10) , 

«t *)" 1=(Olexp(5 *·a), 

where 

(4.8) 

t5"(a t -S*)=D(a~ -S~)15(a;'l -S~-d,,·15(a1-sn 

1 (a~ -s:)p(a!_1 -S:-IV .. (at -sf V 
i P"(p!)" 

(4.9) 

For the state vectors (4.8) the following eigenvalues equa
tions hold: 

a;a)tl(5 *),,) = s;U)*I(t *),,), 

«t *)n la;alt = «t *)" Is jul* , 

and hence 

0;1(5 *),,) = s ~1(5 *),,), 

«t *)" la; = «t *)" Is r . 

(4.10) 

(4.10') 

That is to say, S r's are the eigenvalues of ai's. The ortho
completeness relation given in Theorem 7' of (I) now reads 

«t *)" l(t *'),,) = t5"(t * - s *') , 

J (ds*)"I(t*)n) «t*),,1 = 1, 

(4.11) 

where the same remark as given after Eqs. (4.7) applies to the 
present case. 

Furthermore, it is also straightforward to rewrite Eqs. 
(1.5.16) and (1.5.17) in a form suitable for the present case: 

f f l(t*),,> «t)"lexp(5*·s)(dS*)n(dO" = 1, 

f f l(t),,) «t*)"lexp(5·s*)(dS)"(dS*),, = 1, 

and 

«t *)" 1(5)n) = exp(t *·S) , 

«t)" l(t *),,) = exp(t·S *) . 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

Thus, in contrast with the Bose or para-Bose case the pF 
operators ii, allow four kinds of coherent states. This is due 
to the fact that ii,'s are bounded operators. 

B. pG representation 

We shall now show that the pF system concerned can 
completely be described in terms of pG numbers when the 
coherent states are employed as basis vectors in do. 
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To do this we notice first that 
<(S *)n I: [G;,G j ]:I(S)n) 

whether the corresponding on iij on the left-hand side is a; or 

ai, :[G"Gj]:=[G"ii j ] - (01 [ii"G j ] 10), and 
: [G. G "'G' ] : =m!~'ii(a')G(a)"'G(a",), with the summation 
• II' I)' '... +. 'l 11 Jm = rLi j ]exp(S * ,s), 

«S *t I: [G;, ,G;, ,. .. ii j ", J + : 1(S)n > 
= [f, i;,,···(, J + exp(S *'5)' 

~' extending over all different a; 'so 7 By invoking the decom-

(4.14) 

Here i; on the right-hand side means 5; or 5 : depending on
l 

position theorem and by making use of the pF commutation 
relation, we can express an arbitrary operator in d as a 
linear combination of terms of the following form:6-8 

F(at,a) = [ai, ,ai; ] [ai;,a;; } .. [ai"a;,]: [ai, ,a i; ]:: [aJ, ,ai ; ]:--.: [aj"a J:]: 
X [ak, ,ak " ][ ak , ,ak" ] ... [akf ,ak·, 1: [aT. ,at,. .. ,at,am , ,am". .. ,am .1 + : . (4.15) 

By using Eq. (4.14) together with Eq. (4.3') and inserting the left-hand side ofEq. (4.12)2 in between the last two brackets of 
Eq. (4.15), we obtain the following integral representation for matrix elements of F(at,a): 

<(S *)n IF(at,a)I(S)n )=Fa(S *,S)exp(S *'S), (4.16) 

with 

FG(S *,5) = J J [st,s 1, ][5 t,s1,J"'[st,s 1J[s), ,5 J', ][t)"S J',J ... [s~,s JJ 
X [5£, ,5 £', ] [5 £,,5 £', ]"'[51.,,5£',] 
X [5 t ,5 r ,'''5 t ,Sm, ,Sm, ,,"Sm.1 + exp[(S *'5') + (S "5 *') + (S *"5) + (S·s *)] (ds ')n (ds *')n . (4.17) 

As can be seen from here, the correspondence between the functional form of F (a t ,a) and that of F G (S * ,5) is not so 
straightforward as in the case ofEq. (1.5.24)1' where F(x*,x) is obtained from F(at,a) by simply replacing Gj with Xj' This is 
due to the fact that normal ordering is not always possible in the present case. For special types of F(at,a), however, the 
correspendence F(at,a) --- FG(S *,5) is relativley simple. For example, 

1 ___ 1, 

[aLa;" J[aT"a;',l ... [at,aU: [a j, ,a f, ]: : raj, ,a f, J:.-.: [aj"a f, ]:[ak, ,ak" ][ ak, ,ak ,J'" [ak, ,ak " ] 

--- [5 ~ ,5 1, ] (tt ,51, ] ... [5 t,s 1,] [5), ,5/, ] [5 j, ,Sf, ] ... [5 ~'Sl,] [Sk, ,Sk', J [Sk, ,tk', ] ... [Sk, ,Sk', ] , (4.18) 

Needless to say, to a general observable given by ~ F(at,a) there corresponds the expression ~ FG(S * ,5). 
Conversely, when FG(S *,5) is given, the corresponding operator F(at,a) is found from 

F(at,a) = r·J I (S ')n )FG(S *',S)«S *)n lexp[(S "5 *') + (S *"5) + (S·s *)] (ds ')n(ds *')n (ds)n (ds *)n , (4.19) 

which is easily derived from Eqs. (4.16) and (4. 12h. The above relations (4.16) and (4.19) indicate clearly that there exists a 
one-to-one correspondence between F (a t,a) and F G (S *,5)' 

Let us now tum to state vectors. Given a state vector I ) in d, we define the corresponding pG representative or pG 
wave/unction by 

tP (S *)== <(S *)n I ), 
and its adjoint by 

if (S)=( 1(S)n)' 

Thus, the vacuum state [0), in particular, is represented by 

tPo(S *) = ifo(S) = 1. 

As in the case ofEq. (1.5.21), the use ofEq. (4.12)2 yields 

[ ) = J J [ (S)n )tP (S *)exp(S·s *)(dS)n (ds *)n , 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

thereby implying that the one-to-one correspondence exists also between I ) and tP (S *). The inner product of two state vectors 
[0 and /2) is given as 

(2[1) = f J ¢2(S)tP1(S*)exp(S's*)(dS)n(ds *)n , (4.24) 

and hence the normalization condition for tP (S) takes the form 

f f if (S)tP (S *)exp(S·t *) (dt)n (dt *)n = 1 . (4.25) 
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More generally, for an operator F(at,a) we find from Eqs. (4.16), (4.12)2' (4.20), and (4.21) that 

(2 IF(at,a) 1 1) = II ¢2(5 ')Fdg *',g)¢I(5 *)exp[(5 '.g *') + (5 *"5) + (5.g *)] (dg '),,(dg *')" (dg),,(dg *)" , 

which corresponds to Eq. (1.5.25). The Schrodinger equation for ¢ (5 *) is written in the form [cf. Eq. (1.5.26)] 

i a¢a~*) = II HG(5*,g') ¢(5*')exp[(5*.g')+ (5 '.g *')] (dg')"(dg*'),, , 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

where H G (5 * ,g) is obtained from H (a t,a) according to the prescription given above. We have thus found that the quantum 
mechanics of pF systems can completely be described in the pG as well as ordinary representations. 

Lastly, as an example of the use of the pG representation we shall show how the path integral method is formulated for pF 
systems. Let U (I f ,I i) = exp [ - iH (I f - Ii)] be the time-evolution operator, where I i and I f denote the initial and final 
times, respectively, and let (I I U (I f ,I i) 1 i) be the transition amplitude from an initial state Ii} to a final state I I). As usual, 
we divide the time interval If - I i into N equal segments: (If - t i)/ N = Llt = t k - t k _ I , where 1 i = 1 0 , 1 f = 1 ]V, and 
k = 1,2, ... ,N. For N sufficiently large we can write 

«5('k»" W(I k,t k -I) 1(5(k -I»,,) = «5('k»" 1 (1 - iLlt H(at,a») 1(5 (k-I»,,) 

= exp[(5 (k)·g(k -I» - iLl 1 H G (5('kpg(k -I)] . (4.28) 

On the other hand, we obtain by a repeated use of Eq. (4.12)2 

(/IU(tf,tJli)= lim UIU(tN,IN_I)· .. U(t2,tl)U(tl,to)li) 
N--. <:£ 

= )i~oc J-.J ¢ f(5(N»«5(N»" W(t N,t N-I) 1(5 (N -I»" ) .. ·«50»" 1 U(t 2,t 1)1(5 (I),,) 

[ 

N ] N 
X«5('h)"IU(II,t o)I(5(o)t)¢i(5(t»exp - k1;o (5 ('k)·g(k» JJo (dg(k»" (dg (k»" , (4.29) 

where ¢i(5 *) and ¢ f(5) are the pG wavefunctions for the states Ii) and (I I, respectively. Substitution ofEq. (4.28) in (4.29) 
then results in 

U 1 U(t f ,I i) Ii) = )i~oo J-.J ¢ f (5(,,»exp ( i!oiLlI Lk )¢i(5(t» J( (dg(k»,,(dg('k»" , (4.30) 

where 

L =.(t:* . g(k) -g(k-I») H ft:* [; ) k-l :, (k) Llt - G~ (k)':'(k--l) , (4.31) 

with 

g( --I) = HG (5 (t) ,g( -I» = 0, i.e., Lo = i(5 (t) ·g(O»/ LlI. (4.32) 

Thus, the usual path integral method9 for the case p = 1 has been generalized to the case p;;.2. In carrying out the above path 
integral it is convenient, however, to employ the Green representation where the integration variables are gG numbers. As has 
been discussed before, 10 this is equivalent to reinterpreting pG oscillators as Fermi oscillators with an internal (not necessarily 
hidden) degree of freedom. 

Before closing the present paper let us add a few words about the case of para-Bose systems. Obviously, the above method 
cannot be extended to the para-Bose case in a straightforward manner. In particular, we encounter a difficulty in defining 
integrals for those variables which are to play the role of eigenvalues of para-Bose operators. The problem still remains to be 
investigated. 
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This paper is the follow-up ofan earlier one. It reviews some of the lesser known ideas involved in 
the representation theory of Clifford algebras and applies these ideas in computing explicit 
realizations of the spin groups and the Lie algebras appearing in the previous paper. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is a continuation of an earlier article, I her
einafter referred to as I. Whereas I is concerned with a defini
tion of the spin group associated with the homogeneous Ga
liki group and also with a number of related matters, part II 
deals with the more down-to-earth problem of representing 
(by matrices over possibly noncommutative fields) the Clif
ford algebras and spin groups of I. Thus, in particular, the 
fundamental space of Galilei spinors is identified. 

As noted briefly above, and in J, in order to deal effec
tively with Clifford algebras corresponding to real orthogo
nal spaces of arbitrary dimension, one needs concepts gener
al enough to be applicable when dealing with 
noncommutative fields (in fact the quatemions). The reason 
for this is that these higher dimensional Clifford algebras 
turn out to be isomorphic to matrix algebras over R, C, and H 
(reals, complexes, and quaternions, respectively). 

It is not the intent to enter into the subtleties mentioned 
in any more depth than is necessary to provide a systematic 
computation of the spin groups at hand: namely the de Sitter 
and Galilei spin groups. However a review of basic notions 

concerning R-, C-, H-linear spaces (e.g., semi linear maps, 
correlations, antiinvolutions, correlated spaces) is provided. 
Several general results on conjugations in Clifford algebras, 
useful for computation of spin groups, are given. For this 
background material, Porteous2 is used extensively as a ref
erence. Indeed, the basic results required, including theo
rems of this nature are merely stated here without proof, as 
proofs may be located in Porteous. 

After these preliminaries, we calculate the de Sitter and 
Galilei Clifford algebras and spin groups in their matrix re
presentations. Matrix analogues of results in I are given and 
we end the discussion with the matrix representations of the 

relevant Lie algebras. 

2. ALGEBRAIC PRELIMINARIES 

In this section K will denote either R, C, or H where H is 
as usual, the real associative algebra generated by a basis 
! I, i,j, k J subject to the relations: P = l = k 2 = -1 = i jk. 

A will denote some K' = K X K X ... X K (s times), to
gether with the usual direct product ring structure (written 

·"Supported in part by a National Research Council of Canada Postgradu
ate Scholarship. 

A ='K), in addition to: 

(k., k2' ... , k,) + (k;, k;, ... , k;) 

= (k. + k i, k2 + k;, ... , k, + k;), (2.1a) 

(k .. k2' ... , kJ.k.' = (klk', k 2k', ... , kxk ')} 

k·(k ; , k ;, ... , k ;) = (kk ; , kk ;, ... , kk;) , 
(2.1b) 

o·(kk ') = (o·k )·k '} 
(kk ')·0 = k·(k '·a) , 

(2.1c) 

for all k, k 'EK and all aEA. A is then a K-Iinear algebra. 
A right (left) linear space over A or a right (left) A-linear 

space, is just a right (left) A-module where the ring A is not 
necessarily commutative or with unit. The standard example 

ofa right A·linear space is A" = !(al' O 2, ••• ,a,,)J with the 
usual right A-module defining axioms. 

An R-linear mapping t of right or left A-linear spaces X, 
Yis said to be semilinear over A if there is an automorphism 
(a) or antiautomorphism (aa) ¢: A--+A such that for all xEX, 
AEA: 

(a) t (x·A ) = t (x)-tP(A ) , t is right semilinear, (2.2a) 

or 

t(A.x)=¢(A)·t(x), t is left semilinear, (2.2b) 

when ¢ is an automorphism; 

(aa) t (x.A ) = tP(A )·t (x), t is right-to-Ieft semilinear, 
(2.2c) 

or 

t (A.x) = t (x).tP(A ), t is left-to-right semilinear, 
(2.2d) 

when ¢ is an antiautomorphism. 
Unless t = 0, ¢ is uniqUely determined by t. One often 

says that tis A "·-linear, the semilinearity being determined to 
an extent by ¢. 

It is helpful to keep in mind the following examples 
which indicate some possibilities (Ref. 2, p. 199): Here 
A = H = (1, i,j, k), X = Y = H; t: X--Yand ¢: A--A as 
follows 

(i) t (x) = x; tP(A ) = A, 

(ii) t (x) = ax, O#aEA; tP(A) = A, 

(iii) t (x) = xb, O#bEA; tP(A ) = b -lAb, 

(iv) t (x) = axb, O#a, bEA; tP(A) = b -lAb, 

(v) t(x) = jX/I; tP(A) = jA/I. 

Examples (1) to (v) are all of right semilinear mappings, 
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whereas the following ones are right-to-left semilinear: 
A=O,X= Y= 0 2 

(vi) t (x, y) = (x, y); f/!{J. ) = X, 
(vii) t (x, y) = (y, x); f/!{J. ) = 1. 
For X, Yboth right (left) A-linear (i.e., t/J is the identity 

automorphism of A), L (X, Y) denotes the family of A-linear 
mappings which is itself generally not an A-linear space 
(right or left). The dual space X L = L (X, A) of a right (left) 
A-linear space has the structure of a left (right) A-linear 
space; for tEL (X, A),xEX,J.EA we have (J..t )(x) = J.·t (x)[re
spectively(t.J. )(x) = t (xH ].1ft: X-YisA ~'-linear,thenfor 
all yE Y t., t/J-I ytEX L. (This is fairly straightforward and en
tails checking the four possible cases of semilinearity. The 
mapt L : yL_XLby t L(y) = t/J-Iytiscalled the dual oft and 
iSA~" -linear (again one checks case by case). 

A correlation on a right A-linear space X is an A-semi
linearmap5: X_XL. ThemapX XX-A,(x,y)-5(x), yis 
called the product induced by the correlation (it is analogous 
to inner product) and the map X-A, X-5 (x)· x is the/orm 
induced by the correlation (it is analogous to quadratic 
form). Although R-bilinear, the product is generally not A
bilinear (recall Hermitian inner products which are sesqui
linear). An A ~. correlation 5 : X-X L is symmetric or skew if 
for all a, bEX, 

5 (b ).a = { t/J( 5 (a)-b ) symmetric case, (2.3) 
- t/J( 5 (a).b ) skew case. 

A symmetric product 5 over C~', H~' where t/J is the conjuga
tion antiautomorphism is said to be Hermitian. A reflexive 
correlation 5 has the property that for all a, bEX, 5 (b )·a 
= 0<::==>5 (a)·b = 0. Symmetric and skew correlations are 
nflexive. An invertible correlation is said to be 
nondegenerate. 

The following results (proofs to be found in Ref. 2, pp. 
207-tO) are important for later material. 

Proposition 2.1: Let 5, TJ be nondegenerate A "'-correla
tions on finite dimensional right A-linear spaces X, Y respec
tively and let t: X_Ybe A-linear. Then there is a unique A-
linear map t * : Y -X such that for all aEX, bE Y, TJ(b ).t (a) 
= 5 (t *(b ».a. (In fact t * = 5 -It LTJ and is called the adjoint 

of t with respect to 5, TJ· When Y = X and TJ = 5, the adjoint 
t * with respect to 5 is denoted by t !: and t is self- or skew-
adjoint if t Ii: = t or - t, respectively.) 0 

Proposition 2.2: Let X be a finite dimensional right A
linear space. Then any antiinvolution of the real algebra 
End(X) = L (X, X) is representable as the adjoint anti
involution induced by a nondegenerate reflexive correlation 
ooX 0 

Finally, one last notion. An A ~'-correlated space (X, 5) 
is a right A-linear space X with an A "'-correlation 5 on it, and 
(X, 5) will be said to be nondegenerate, reflexive, symmetric, 
orskew if 5 has the respective property. It is totally isotropic if 
5 is zero and neutral if X is the direct sum of two totally 
isotropic subs paces. 

Two examples: 
(i) X = A 2 right A-linear, with the A o/'-sesquilinear 

product (t/J is an anti involution: t/J2 = identity and t/J is an 
antiautomorphism): 
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A 2 X A 2_A by «a, b ),(a', b '»~ f---+f/!{b )·a/ + f/!{a)·b / , 

is a symmetric, neutral, nondegenerate A "'-correlated space 
called the standard hyperbolic plane A~'yp. 

(ii) X = A 2 with product (again t/J is an antiinvolution) 

A2XA2_A by «a, b ),(a', b '»f---+t/J(b )·a/ - t/l(a)·b / , 

is a skew, neutral, non degenerate A ~'-correlated space called 
the standard symplectic plane A~~ . 

3. CLIFFORD ALGEBRAS AS ENDOMORPHISM 
ALGEBRAS 

We shall denote the real endomorphism algebra 
End(Am) = L (Am, Am) by A(m), with A m right A-linear. As 
in I, Rr·p.q(n = p + q + r) denotes the space R" with bilinear 
form diag(O, ''', 0, -I, "', -1, 1, "', I) containing r zeros, 
p minus ones, and q plus ones; Ro.P.q is abbreviated to Rp.q. 
The uni versal Clifford algebra associated with Rr.p.q is denot
ed by R r •p.q , with Rp,q as the abbreviation for Ro.p•q ' We have 
the following results (Ref. 2, pp, 248-9): 

(i) R -R . 
p+ J.q = q+l.p' 

(ii) R p.q" 4 ~ Rp.q ® RO•4 ~ Rp.q ® 0(2) ; 

(iii) Rp.q + x ~ Rp.q ® R(16) ~ Rp,q (16). 

(3.la) 

(3.lb) 

(3.1c) 

Every Rp.q is of the form A(m) for A one ofR, C, 0, 2R, 
28, and Am is called the real spinor space of RM and it ele
ments are the RP.q spinors. 

For the usual examples of physical interest we have the 
following (recall from I, (2. 7): R,~.q ~ R"p.q _ I ~ R r.q.p I for 
even Clifford algebras): 

(i) RM = RO,] (Euclidean 3-space), 

(3.2) 

Ro .. , = 20; Ro~, = Ro.2 = 8 ; 

(ii) RM = RI.3 (Minkowski space-time), 

(3.3) 

Ru = 8(2); RI~3 = RI,2 = (;(2); 
(iii) Rp.q = RIA (related to de Sitter space-time), 

(3.4) 

RIA = 28(2); Rt4 = Ru = 8(2) . 

As noted at some length in I, Spin (Galilei) is a stability 
subgroup of Spin (de Sitter) in addition to the inclusion 
Rl,(u C~l,IA = RIA of universal Clifford algebras. This en
ables us to realize Spin (Galilei) by first representing Spin (de 
Sitter) and making a suitable restriction, thereby requiring 
only the theory for nondegenerate orthogonal spaces. 

To tie things together, the ensuing results are essential. 
A correlation on the spinor space induces an antiinvolu

tion (the adjoint) on its endomorphism algebra (i.e., the Clif
ford algebra) and conversely by Prop. 2.1, Prop. 2.2, any 
anti involution of the Clifford algebra is induced by a sym
metric or skew correlation on spinor space. It is necessary, 
therefore, to know the appropriate correlation. To this end 
we have (see Ref. 2, pp. 265-70): 

Proposition 3.1: Conjugation on Ro,,, is adjoint induced 
by the standard positive-definite correlation on spinor space. 

D 
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Proposition 3.2: For Rp.q = End(Am) = A(m), with 
p> 0 and (p, q)¥=(l, 0), conjugation is the adjoint on A(m) 
induced by a neutral semilinear correlation on Am. 

4. SPIN (DE SITTER) AND SPIN (GALl LEI) 
CALCULATIONS 

First the de Sitter calculation. 
As noted in Sec. 3., R = 2H(2) = 8(2) $ H(2) and 

1.4 

o 

RI~4 = 0(2). Let us put Fa =10 $ ( -10), 0.;;;;a.;;;;4, wherela 
eH(2) are the following: 

h) = (~ 

h= (~ (4.1) 

For a similar but not identical choice see Refs. 3 and 4. One 
readily verifies that: 

(i) Iat;, + IJ: = - 2gab ·12; (gab) = diag( -1,1,1,1,1), 

(4.2a) 

FaFb + FbFa = -2gab ·12 $12= -2gab ·14 ; (4.2b) 

(ii) 8(2) = (1o,fI,h,J;,~) = R-algebra generated by 

110 I is of R-dimension 16 and that 

8(2)$ H(2) is of R-dimension 32 

(iii) RI~4 = (FaFb : a.;;;;b ) ~ (/a Ib : a.;;;;b ) 
= (lo,ft,h,J;,~) = 11(2) , (4.2c) 

the second last equality holding because IoIJ2J;~ = 1, 
since H(2) is a nonuniversal Clifford algebra for R1.4. 

In view of Prop. 3.2, the correlations on H2 are of inter
est and to the examples of Sec. 2, we add another. Let f/! be an 
anti involution of 8 and consider the symmetric product 
H2 X H2_H by «a, b ),(a', b '» t-+f/!{a)a' - f/!{b)b'; let's de
note this product by (.,.)_. 

Summarizing our three examples of correlations, we de-
note the induced products by (.,.) ,according as 

sp 
hypo 

{

f/!(b )a' - f/!(a)b ' 

«a, b ),(a', b'» = f/!(b )a' + f/!{a)b' , 
f/!{a)a' - f/!(b)b ' 

(4.3) 

where (a, b), (a', b ')eH2; f/! is an H antiinvolution. Now, up 
to isomorphism, there are exactly two antiinvolutions on H: 
conjugation (f/!(a) = a) and reversion with respect toj 
(f/!(a) = jaIl). For a proof, see Ref. 2, p. 181. 

We compute the adjoints associated with (.,) . If 
sp 

hypo 

t = (; ~)eH(2), then t * = (; ~) is determined by 

(t *(a,b ),(a',b '» = «a,b ),t (a',b '», which in the symplectic 
and hyperbolic cases means: 

(t *(a, b ),(a', b '» sp. 

hypo 

= «Ka + J..b, J-la + vb ),(a', b '» sp. 
hypo 

= f/!{ J-la + vb )a' + t/J(Ka + J..b )b ' 
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= f/!(a)f/!{J-l)a' + f/!{a)( + f/!{K»b' 

+ f/!{b )f/!(v)a' + f/!{b)( + f/!{J.. »b' , (4.4) 

but 

«a, b), t (a', b '» sp. 

= «a, b ),(aa' +h13h " ya' + tJb '» sp. 

hypo 

= f/!(b )(aa' + {3b') + f/!(a)(ya' + tJb') 

= f/!(b )aa' + f/!(b )f3b ' + f/!(a)( + y)a' + f/!{a)( =+ tJ)b' , 

so 
(4.5) 

K = f/!(tJ) , J.. = + f/!(f3) , J-l = =+ f/!{y), v = f/!{a), 
(4.6) 

hence 

=+ f/!{ f3») . 
f/!{a) 

(4.7) 

Turning to (.,.)_: 

(t *(a, b ),(a', b '»_ = «Ka + J..b,J-la + vb), (a', b '»_ 
= f/!(Ka + J..b )a' - f/!( J-la + vb )b ' 

= f/!{a)f/!{K)a' + f/!{a)( - f/!{p,»b' 
+ f/!{b )f/!(J.. )a' + f/!{b )( - f/!{ v»b' , 

(4.8) 

«a, b), t (a', b '»_ = «a, b), (aa' + {3b', ya' + tJb '»_ 

so 

= f/!(a)(aa' + f3b ') - f/!{b )(ya' + tJb ') 

= f/!{a)aa' + f/!(a)f3b' + f/!{b)( - y)a' 

+ f/!{b)( - tJ)b' , (4.9) 

K = f/!{a), J.. = - f/!{y), J-l = - f/!({3) , v = f/!(tJ), 
(4.10) 

hence 

(
a f3)' (f/!{a) 
y tJ _ = - f/!({3) 

- f/!(y») 
f/!{tJ) . (4.11) 

Two of the seemingly better known representations in 
the de Sitter case will now be derived and their connection 
indicated. For a related discussion see Refs. 3 and 5. 

With respect to the reversion antiinvolution on H, 
a r+ jaIl (1 HI, i 1--+;, j 1--+ - j, k I--+k ), the symplectic cor
relation defines the adjoint on H(2) by the formulas: 

. (I 10 = 0 
o ). = (f/!{ - 1) 
-I 0 

(0 i)' ( 0 
11 = i 0 = - f/!{l) 

. (0 j)' ( 0 
12 = j 0 = - f/!{J) 

I; = -/1' 
I: = -~. 

;1») = -10, 
(4.12a) 

- f/!{l)) o = -II' (4.12b) 

- ~J)) =h, (4. 12c) 

(4. 12d) 

(4.12e) 

Now R I"t4 = R I ,3 = (1o,f1,J;,~) and the adjoint so defined 
is conjugation on R I;4; moreover N sp. (s) = ss = s*s, 
seH(2), defines the norm obtained from the symplectic cor
relation with the result that [for Spin+(1,4), see I, p. 956, 
(5.4)-(5.5)]: 
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Spin+(1,4) 

= {(; ~eH(2): (; ~. (; ~ = (~ ~)}. 
= {(; ~): rP(a)8 - rP(r)/3 = I. rP(8)/3 = rP(P)lj. 

rP(r)a = rP(a)r} • 

and rP(a) = jiill. 
Next. with respect to the conjugation antiinvolution on 

H the symmetric. neutral correlation (with product (.,.)_) 
induces an adjoint on 8(2) defined by: 

. C 10 = 0 o r = (I 
-I 0 ~ I) = 10. (4.13a) 

1;= e i)" = ( 0 7 o -/ 
- i) o = J.. (4. 13 b) 

1;=/2' (4. 13 c) 

I; = fl. (4.13d) 

I~ = 14' (4.13e) 

An easy check shows that {Ir, f'.t: a = 0.1.2.3 J is an orthon
ormal basisofR u • so Ri:4 = RI,} = (/o/4,fJ4,fd4,fd4)' 
Furthermore (Ir. 14)· = I~~ = 141r, = - la 14 and this 
adjoint coincides with conjugation on Rt4' Therefore, with 
N(s) = s·s 

Spin+(1.4) 

= {(~ ~)eH(2): (; ~r (~ ~) = (~ ~)} 
= {(~ ~) lal 2 -lrl2 = 1 = 181 2 -IPI2 , ap=r8}. 
This latter representation also yields the result: 

Spin+(l.4) 

= Sp(l, I) 

= {seH(2). leaving the form «a. b). (a. b )}_ = lal 2 

_ I b 12 invariant}. 

[for lal 2 
- Irl2 = 1 = 1812 - IP 12. ap = roo iff 

_( (1 0) (I 0) (a P) s 0 _ I S = 0 _ I ' where s = r 0 and S' 

= transposed conjugate of s1. 
Equivalence of these two definitions ofSpin+(1.4) fol

lows because N_(CsC- I
) = Nsp. (s) for 

C = (1/"\12) (~j ~ j) and for all sEH(2). In summary 

we have: 

Theorem 4.1: Spin+(de Sitter) = Spin+(l.4) = Sp(l.l) 

= {(; !) EGL (2;H): lal 2 
- Irl 2 = I = 181 2 

_ IP 12 • 

ap= r8}. 
or alternatively with rP(a) = jaIl. 
Spin+(de Sitter) 

= {(; ~ €GL (2;H): rP(a)8 - f/!{r)P = 1, 
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rKr)a = rP(a)r • rP<P)lj = t/J(o)/3 }. 

Finally. the Galilei calculation. 
Keeping previous notation, let 

o 

eo = (llV2)(};) + 14)' e l = I., e2 = 12' e3 = 13' 
(4. 14a) 

Eu=eoE&(-eo), E.=F,. E2 =F2 • E3=F3' 
(4.14b) 

Then 

~.Ep + EpE" = -2rap,l2E&l2= -2rap.l., (4.15a) 

e"efl + epe" = - 2r ap·l2 • (4. 15b) 

where (raP) = diag(O.I.I.I) and a. P = 0.1.2.3. A tedious 
but elementary computation shows that 

dimR (Eo. E,. E2 , E3) 

= dim spanR {I. Eo, ... , Eo£, • .... Eo£,E2, .... Eo£,E2E3J 
= 16, 

and hence that {Ea J is an orthonormal basis for R"O.3 . Note, 
however (recall I Prop. 2.1). dimR (eO.e,.e2 ,e3 ) = 12, and 
hence RtO.3 i= (eO,e"e2,e3), contrary to what might have 
been guessed on the strength of the de Sitter situation. Of 
course, 

Rj;0.3 = spanR { I,Eo£" Eo£2' Eo£3' E,E2, E2E3, E3E" 
Eo£,E2E3J 

= (Eo£2,E,E2,E2E3) ~ (eoe2,e,e2,e2e3) , 

is of dimension 8. (That eoe,e2e3 = - eo, is useful in calcula
tions.) With respect to (.,.) _ of the de Sitter case, we calculate 
adjoints: 

e; = (1N2)(fo + f'.t). = (IN2)(fo + 14) = eo , 
(4. 16a) 

e; = e" e; = e2, e; = e3 , (4. 16b) 

sowhenai=p, (eaep)· = - eaep, and conjugation on RtO.3' 
is given by this adjoint. With a minor notation change 
(oa--+e,,), translating I, Thm. 3.1, we have 

Spin (Galilei) = Spin(Go) 

= {a + b.e: (a~2 + (a')2 

+ (a2)2 + (a3)2 = 1, 
aObo+a'b'+a2b2+a3b3=OJ, 

where 

a = aOl + a'e2e3 + a2e3e, + a3e,e2, 

b = b °1 + b 'e2e3 + b 2e3e , + b 3e,ez, 

e = eoe,e2e3 = - eo. as noted previously. 

In matrix form 

- ( 1 eo = (1N2) 
-I 
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Since 

s· = 

we have: 

( 
ii-(IN2>p 

- (-(1N2>P> 

Theorem 4.2: 

-(1N2)P) 
ii + (1N2)P ' 

Spin (Go) = { (
a - (1N2}P - (1N2}P ) : 

(1N2}P a + (1N2}P 

lal = l,iiP+Pa=o}, 

moreover (I, Sec. 5), Spin (Go) = Is E Spin- = (1,4) : 
seoS-· = eol as may be seen by direct calculation. 

5. THE LIE ALGEBRAS 

o 

From 1 Sec. 6. and notational changesIa---. la, o a---+ea , 

we write in matrix form, the generators: 

~) ; 

Z} 
~) ; ( OJ) 

K i = !foh =! _ j 0 ; 

~} 
~) ; 

Z} 
of the de Sitter Lie algebra, and 

J ~ = !e2e3 = ! (~ ~) ; J~ = !e3e. = ! (b ~); 

J~=!e.e2=!(~ Z); 
K ~ = !eoe. = (1I2v2) ( i. i.) ; 

-I -I 

K ~ = !eOe2 = !(1/2'V2) ( j . 
-j 

K ~ = !eoe3 = (112v2) ( ~ k 

of the homogeneous Galilei Lie algebra. 
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The one-parameter groups within Spin (Galilei), Spin 
(de Sitter), corresponding to rotations (angular momentum) 
and boosts (inertial transformations), and in addition in the 
de Sitter case, to spatial translations (linear momentum) and 
time translations (energy), are obtained by matrix 
exponentiation. 

Many computations are more efficiently done in matrix 
form rather than in abstract Clifford algebra form. 

6. COMMENTS 

The basic matrix representations of Spin (de Sitter) and 
Spin (Galilei) have been derived and their relationships 
outlined. 

It is significant that a representation theory of arbitrary 
degenerate Clifford algebras (lRr•p.q with r> 0) has not been 
worked out. This appears to be an open problem which is 
complicated by the fact that lRr,p,q is in general not a semisim
pIe algebra (yet another manifestation of the degeneracy of 
the Galilei "metric" (r a/3) = diag(O, 1,1,1) when r = 1, 
P = 0, and q = 3). 

For those uneasy about matrices over the quatemions, 
the 1HI(2) representations may simply be converted into (;(4) 
representations by using essentially the Pauli matrices in a 
(;(2) representation of 1HI. In fact it can be shown that there 
are exactly two inequivalent (;(4) faithful representations of 
R1,0.3 and these are ofleast C-dimension, and both obtained 
from the corresponding lowest dimensional C-representa
tions of lR •. 4 • This indicates some of the complexity referred 
to in the preceding paragraph, and serves as partialjustifica
tion for the "embedding approach" used throughout. 
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It is shown that the study of the symmetries ofthe 3j coefficient in terms of the set of six ,Fll)'s 
derived by us introduces a six-to-one homomorphism of the 72-element group of symmetries of 
the 3j coefficient on to the 12 permutations of parameters of a single 3Fl1) series of the set. Also, 
the study of the symmetries of the 6j coefficient in terms of the set of three (four) 4F,(I)'s derived 
by us introduces a three (four)-to-one homomorphism of the 144-element group of symmetries of 
the 6j coefficient on to the 48(36) allowed permutations of parameters of a single 4F3(1) series of 
the set. 

3 j COEFFICIENT CBA;DE, 

ACB;DE, 

ABC;ED. 

In a recent paper' we derived a set of six 3 F2(I)'s for the 
3 j coefficient and discussed the 72 symmetries by giving an 
explicit form of the five Regge2 symmetries of the 3 j coeffi
cient. The six 3 F2(1)'s of the set are given in Appendix A. 
Each one of the six 3 FlI)'s describes 12 symmetries of the 3j 
coefficient. The 12 symmetries listed in Table I of Ref. 1 get 
mapped on to the 12 permutations of parameters of the 
3 F 2(1) series given by Eq. (AI) as follows: 

A BC;DE, ACB;ED, 

CAB;DE, 

BAC;ED, 

BCA;DE, 

CBA;ED, 

BAC;DE, 

CAB;ED, 

BCA;ED, 

While all the six 3 Fil)'s are necessary to describe the 72 
symmetries, each describing 12 of them, the 12 permutations 
of parameters of a single 3 F2( 1) series of the set are sufficient 
to account for the 72 symmetries of the 3j coefficient. We 
have explicitly listed the 12 symmetries each described by 
the 3 F2(I)'s given by Eqs. (A2)-{A6). A calculation of the 
parameters of the 3 F2(1) series corresponding to these sym
metries clearly shows that the 12 symmetries each described 
by the 3 F2(1)'S given by Eqs. (A2)-(A6) get mapped on to 
the 12 permutations of parameters of the 3 Fil) series given 
by Eq. (AI). As an illustration of the proof, the 12 symme
tries each described by the 3 F 2(l)'s of Eqs. (A3) and (A4) 
and their mapping on to the 12 permutations of parameters 
of the 3 F2(l) series given by Eq. (AI) are given in Tables I 
and II, respectively. 

TABLE l. The list of 12 symmetries of the 3j coefficient described by the J F,(l) series given by Eq. (A3) and their mapping on to the 12 permutations of 
parameters of the, F,(\) series given by Eq. (A I). 

(

j, + m 1); (j, + m,) 

(j, + m,) - (jl + m,) 

2 

j, 

(

]2 - m,) ; (j, - mJ) j, (j, + m,); (jJ + mJ») 

-+ACB;DE 

(j, - m,) - (j, - m,) (j, + m,) - (j, + m 1) 

2 }, -;, 2 

( 

j, + j, - m, j, + j, - m 1 

(j, - m,) + ;j, - j, - j,) (j, - m,) +~j, - j, - jJ 

(j, + m,) + (jJ - j, - j,) 
2 

j, +jJ+m, ) 
2 

-+ACB;ED 

(j, + m,) + ij , - j, - j,) 
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j,+j, -m, 
2 

(j, + j, - j,) - (j, - m,) 

2 

j, +j,-m, ) 
2 

-.BAC;ED 

(j, + j, - j')2 - (j, - m,) 

( 

j, +j,+m, 

(j, +j, - j,~ - (j, + m,) 

j, +j,+m, 
2 

(j, + j, - j,) - (j, + m,) 

2 

j,+j,+m, ) 
2 

-.CAB;DE 

(j, + j, - j')2 - (j, + m,) 

(

jl - m,) + (jJ - m,) 

(j, - m,) ; (j, - m,) 

(j, + m,) + (j, + m,) 

2 

(j, + mJ) - (j, + m,) 

2 

], ) 
. . -.CAB;ED 

,,- j, 

(

j, + m,): (j, + mJ) 

(jJ + m,) - (j, + m,) 

2 

(j, - m,) + (j, - m,) 

2 

(j, - m,) - (j, - m,) 

2 

], ) 
. . ---+BAC;DE 

J, -j, 

(

jJ j, 

m 1 m l 

( ], 
), -], 

( 

jJ 

j, -j, 

j, 

---+BCA;DE, -.CBA;ED 
j,) ( j, 
m 2 -mJ -m, 

j, ) 

-m, 

(j, - m,) + (j, - m,) 

2 

(j, - m,) - (j, - m,) 

2 

(j, + m,) + (j, + m,) 

2 

(j, + m,) - (j, + m,) 

2 

(j, + m,); (j, + m,») 
---+BCA;ED 

(j, + m,) - (j, + m,) 

2 

(j, - m,) + (j, - m,») 
2 

---+CBA;DE 

(j, - m,) ~ (j, - m,) 

Thus, the study of the symmetries of the 3 j coefficient 
in terms of the set of six 3 Fi l)'s introduces a six-to-one 
homomorphism of the 72-element group of symmetries on to 
the 12 permutations of parameters of a single 3 F2( 1) series of 
the set. This 3 Fi I) series is determined by the condition that 
the parameters D and E calculated from the parameters of 

are greater than zero. In our discussion this series is given by 
Eq. (AI). 

6 j COEFFICIENT 

In our earlier paper,3 we derived a set of three 4 F3(I)'s 
for the 6j coefficient and discussed the 144 symmetries in 
terms of the allowed permutations of parameters of the 
4 F3(1) series. The three 4 F3(1)'S of the set are given in Appen
dix A. Each one of the three 4 F 3( l)'s describes 48 symmetries 
of the 6 j coefficient. The list of 48 symmetries described by 
the permutations of parameters of the 4 F3( 1) series given by 
Eq. (A 7) is given in Table III. While all the three 4 F3(1 )'s are 
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necessary to describe the 144 symmetries, each describing 48 
of them, the 48 allowed permutations of parameters of a 
single 4 F3(1) series are sufficient to account for the 144 sym
metries of the 6j coefficient. We have explicitly listed the 48 
symmetries each described by the 4 F3(I)'s given by Eqs. (A8) 
and (A9). A calculation of the parameters of the 4 F 3(1) series 
corresponding to these symmetries clearly shows that the 48 
symmetries each described by the 4 F3(1)'S given by Eqs. (A8) 
and (A9) get mapped on to the 48 permutations of param
eters of the 4 FlI) series given by Eq. (A 7). For example, the 
48 symmetries described by the 4 F3(1) series ofEq. (A9) and 
their mapping on to the permutations of parameters of the 
4 F3(1) series ofEq. (A 7) are given in Table IV. 

Thus, the study of the symmetries of the 6 j coefficient 
in terms of the set of three 4 F3(I)'s introduces a three-to-one 
homomorphism of the 144-element group of symmetries on 
to the 48 allowed permutations of parameters of a single 
4 F3(l) series of the set. This 4 F3(l) series is determined by the 
minimum of the P 'S5 in the series representation for 

e : ;J. 
For example, in our discussion, Po = a + b + c + d. 
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TABLE II. The list of 12 symmetries of the 3j coefficient described by the, F,(I) series given by Eq. (A4) and their mapping on to the 12 permutations of 
parameters of the, F,(i l series by Eq. (A I l. 

(- Il' 

j, 
j, ) -.ABC;DE, (- v( j, 

-ml mz -m, 

(

j, - m,l: (j, - m,) 

(j, - m,) - (j, - m,) 

2 

(j, + m,l + (j, + m,) 
2 

(j, + mil - (j, + m,) 

2 

jJ} 
. ABC;ED 

j, -j, 

{

(j, + m,): (j, + m,) 

( - I) 

(j, + m,l - (j, + mil 
2 

(j, - m,) + (j, - mil 
2 

(j, - m,) - (j, - m,) 

2 

jJ ) 

. . --ACB;DE 

j, -;, 

( 

j, 

(_ 1) I . . 

jl -j. 

(j, - mil + (jJ - m,l 
2 

(j. - m l ) - (j, - mil 
2 

(j, + m,l + (j, + m,) 
2 

(j. + m,l - (j, + m,l 
2 

(j.' + m
,
): (j, + m J») 

--CAB;ED 

(j. + m,l - (j, + mil 
2 

(j,- m,l + (j, - m'l) 
2 

..... BAC;DE 

<IJ - mJl ~ (j, - m,) 

2 

(j, + j, - j,) - (j, - ml) 

2 

jl +j,-m
, 

) 

..... CAB;DE 

(j, + j, - j,l2 - (j, - m,) 

(- I)' 

624 

(

j1 + m,) : (jJ + m,) 

(j, + m,) - <II + mIl 
2 

jl +j, +m, 
2 

(j, + jJ - j,) - (j, + m,) 

2 

(j, + m,l + (jJ - jl - j,) 
2 

2 

(j, - m,) + (j, - jl - j,) 

2 

jl+j,-m, ) 

<I, - m,) + ij , - j, - N 

jJ - j, 

(j, - m
,
): (j, - m J») 

...... BCA;ED 

(j, - m,) - (j, - m ,) 

2 

(j, + m,): (jl + ml») 
...... CBA;DE 

(j, + ml) - (jl + m,l 
2 
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TABLE III." The list of 48 symmetries (Ref. 4) of the 6j coefficient described by the permutations of parameters of the • F,(I) series given by Eq. (A7). 

!: b e) r b, 
e

l

) t b, a,) 
-ABCD. -CBAD, -DBCA 

c I d, c, f, c, d, 

r (1, 

e
J

) t a. b') t e, a,) 
_ABDC. _DBAC. -CBDA 

c, d, f, d, c, c, Is d, 

t c e) r-
c, ell t c, d,) 

_BADC. _DABC, -+CADB 

b I a, b, f, b, 11, 

r d, e,) t d, 
c'j r e, d,) 

-BACD. -CABD, -DACB 

b, 11, f, a, b, h, Is 11, 

[: c I) r c, f,) r c, a,) 
-+CDAB. -+ADCB, -+BDAC 

h c d, b, e, h, d, 

r 11, f,) r o. 
C'j r Is I1 j j 

-CDBA. -BDCA, -+ADBC 

b, d, c, d. b, b, e, d, 

e ' 1 r b, f,j r. 
h, d'j -DCBA, -BCDA, -ACBD 

c e a, c, e, c, a, 

r d, f,} r d, 
b'} r Is d'] _DCAB, -ACDB, -+BCAD 

c, a, c, e. a. c, c, e, 0, 

I: 11 e} r a, 
e'j t a, 

b'j --ABDC, --DBAC, --CBDA 

d I CI d, f, d, c, 

r b, 

eJ t b, 
a.} r e, ,,) 

-+ABCD. __ CBAD, -+DBCA 

d, c, f, c, d. d, Is c, 

t d e} r dl 

e'j t d, C'j -+BACD. -CABD, -DACB 

a I bl a, f, 
11, b, 

r c, 
eJ t c. 

d'} r e, 
C'j -+BADC. --DABC, -CADB. a, b, f, b. a. 11, Is b, 

t a I} r a, f,j r a, Cl} 
--CDBA. -BDCA. -+ADBC 

d e bl d, e, e, dt b, 

r c, f,} r c, a,} r Is "~I ---CDAB, --ADCB. -+BDAC 
d, b, e, e, b. d, d, e, b, 

I: d I} r d, f,} r d, 
b'} -DCAB. -ACDB. -BCAD 

a e c, a, e, a, c, 

r b, f,} r b. d'} r Is bJ --DeBA. --BeDA, --ACBD 
a, c, e, e, c. a, a, e, c, 

"The 6rst 24 symmetries in this table correspond to the denominator parameter permutation EFG and the ne7;t 24 symmetries in this table correspond to the 
denominator parameter permutation EGF. 
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TABLE IV." The list of48 symmetries (Ref. 4)ofthe 6jcoefficient described by the. F,(I) series given by Eq. (A9) and their mapping on to the permutations 
of parameters of the • F,(I) series given by Eq. (A7) 

t e 

:)_ABDC, r e, 

"'j r e, 
b') -DBAC, --+ABCD 

I c, J, d, d, f, c, 

t b, a,) 
r-

b. ''j t a, 
b') -CBDA, -DBCA, -CBAD 

c, d, d. c. I. d, c, 

[: I 
:)_CDBA. r e, 

d'j r f, b
l

) -CABD, -.DCBA 
e b, I, a, a, e, c, 

r c, 
a'j r b. I.) t d, C,) 

-ADBC, -ACBD, -.DABC e, b, d, a. c. e, a, b, 

[: f 
:)_DCAB, r J, 

d'j r f, c,) -ACDB, --+CDAB 
e c, e, a, d, e, b, 

t c, 
d'j r-

c. e,) r a, 
C') -DACB, -CADB, ---.ADCB 

b, a, a, b. I. e, d, b, 

[: e 
:)_BACD r J, a,) r e, 

C') -BDCA, --.BADC 

I b, e, d, a, f, b, 

r b, 
d'j r-

c. I.) r d, 
b'j -BCAD, -BDAC, ---+BCDA 

eJ C, a, d, b, e, e, a, c, 

t e 
:) -ABCD, r e, 

b'j r e, a,) -CBAD, _ABDC 

I d, J, c, C, f, d, 

t a, 
b'j r a. e.) t b, a,) 

-DBCA, -CBDA, --.DBAC 
d, c, C. d. I. c, d, 

r: 
I 

:)_DCBA, r e, 
C'j t f, a'j -DABC, -CDBA 

e a, J, b, b, e, d, 

r d, 
b'j r a. I.) t c, 

d'j ---.ACBD, -->ADBC, -CABD 
e, a, c, b, d. e. b, a, 

t I :)_CDAB, r J, 
C') r f, d') -ADCB, -DCAB, 

e d, e, b, c, e, a, 

t d, 
C') r-

d, e,) r b, 
d') -CADB, -DACB, -ACDB a, b, b. a. I. e, c, a, 

[: 
e 

:j_BADC, r f, b') r e, 
d') ---.BCDA, -BACD 

I a, e, C, b, f, a, 

r a, e,) 
r-

d, I.) r c, a,) 
-->BDAC, --+BCAD, --+BDCA 

e, d, b, c, a, e. e, b, d, 

-'The first 24 symmetries in this table correspond to the denominator parameter permutation EFG and the next 24 symmetries in this table correspond to the 
denominator parameter permutation EGF. 
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We had also deriveds an equivalent set offour • F,(l)'s 
for the 6 j coefficient. The equivalence between the two sets 
of. F,(1 )'s has also been discussed earlier.6 The. F ,(1)'s of set 
II are given in Appendix A. Each one of the four 4 F3(1)'s of 
set II describes 36 symmetries of the 6j coefficient. We have 
explicitly listed the 36 symmetries each described by a single 
4 F 3( I) series of this set. A proof similar to that given above 
for the set I of. F,(1)'S is given for the set II of 4 FlI)'s and 
examples are given in Tables V and VI. This shows that the 
discussion of the symmetries of the 6 j coefficient in terms of 

the set II of. F ,(1)'s introduces a four-to-one homomor
phism of the 144-element group of symmetries on to the 36 
allowed permutations of parameters ofa single. F,(t) series 
of set II. This. Fit) series is determined by the maximum of 
the a'ss in the series representation for 

c ;} . b 

We have chosen a o = a + b + e in our discussion.? 

TABLE v." The list of36 symmetries (Ref. 4) of the 6j coefficient described by the permutations of parameters of the • F,(1) series given by Eq. (AW). 

t b 

;)~EFG' r b, 
e'j r b, a,) 

~FEG, ~GFE 

c d, c, j; f, c, d, 

r a, 
e'j r a. 

b.) r e, a,) 
~EGF, ~GEF, -+FGE 

c, d) j; /. d. c. c, Is d, 

I: 
a 
lEG~ r 

a, 
''j t 

a, 
") -+GEF, -+FGE 

d c, d, f, d, c, 

r b, 

eJ t b. a.) r 
e, 

b'j -+EFG, -_FEG. ~GFE 

d, c) j; c, d. d, Is c, 

t e 
:)-+FEG. r e, 

b'j r e, a,) 
-+EFG, ~GEF 

f d, f, c, c, f, d, 

t a, 

bJ r a, 
e'j t b, a,) 

~FGE. --.GFE, ~EGF 

d, c) C. d. /. c, d, 

t a 
:) -->FGE. t a1 b'j r a, e,) 

-->GFE, -->EGF 
d d, c, c, d, f, 

r e, 
bJ t e. a.) r b, 

e'j -->FEG, -->EFG, -->GEF 
d, j; c, c, /. d. d, e, j; . 

t b 
:J_GFE. t b, 

a'j r b, e,) 
-->FGE, -->EFG 

e c, d, d, e, f, 

r e, 

aJ r e, 
b') r a, 

e'j -+GEF, ~EGF. ~FEG 

e, j; d) d, /. e, e, d, Is 

I: 
e 

:)~GEF. r e, 

aJ r e, 
b') ~EGF. -+FEG 

f c, j; d, d, j; c, 

t b, 

aJ r b. 
e'j t a, 

b'j -+GFE. ~FGE, -+EFG 
e, d) d. c, /. d, c, 

''The six symmetries present in the first two rows of this table correspond to the numerator parameter permutation BCD. The subsequent five sets of two rows 
of symmetries in this table correspond to the numerator parameter permutations CBD, BDC, DBC, DCB, and CDB, respectively. 
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T ABLE VI. "The list of 36 symmetries (Ref. 4) described by the 4 F,( I) series given by Eq, (Al2) and their mapping on to the permutations of parameters of 
the. F,(l) series given by Eq, (AlO). 

t d 

f]~EGF' r d, I] t d, Cl] __ GEF, __ FGE 
a e c, a l (;', a, b, 

r c, ;;) r e, 
aj r (;', 

C'j e, ->EFG, -->FEG, --.GFE d. b, e, b, d. a, j, b, 

t c 

~l r el I) t e, 
d'j ,·+EFG, --.FEG, --.GFE 

b d, b, e, b, GJ 

r-
d, 

I'j r d, 
b'j r e, 

d') -EGF, --.GEF, --.FGE 
c, a, e. e, G, c, b, j, G j 

t 
d 

]->FGE. t: 
dl elj r d, f,j --.GFE, ~EGF 

G a, b, c, G, e, 

r f.. C') ->FEG, r I a,) r b, f..) _EFG, ,~GEF 

d, L't b, b, e, d, G, c, e, 

r: 
I 

:)_FEG. r I, C'j r f, d
l) ...... EFG, --.GEF 

e d, e l b, c, e, G, 

r d) e'j r d, 
e'] r b, d'] --.FGE, --.GFE, --EGF 

a, b. b, G, f. e, e, G, 

t I :}_GEF r I d'j r f, c'j - .. EGF, --PEG 
e e, e, a , d, e, b, 

r c, 

dJ r c, e,] r G, c') 
G, ..... GFE, ..... FGE, --+EPG 

b, G, b. j. e, d, b, 

t c :j ..... GFE, t. 
e, 

dJ r e, 
I') --.FGE, , ..... EFG 

b b, a , d, b, e, 

r I, dJ r j. b') r G j I) ---GEF, - .. EGF, I -.FEG 
c, e, 11, a, e, c, b, d, e, 

"The six symmetries present in the first two rows of this table correspond to the numerator parameter permutation BCD. The subsequent five sets of two rows 
of symmetries in this table correspond to the numerator parameter permutations CBD, BDC, DBC, DCB, and CDB, respectively. 
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APPENDIX A: THE SET OF GENERALIZED HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS FOR THE 3j AND 6j COEFFICIENTS 
A. Set of six 3 F2(1)'s for the 3j coefficient 

A = - UI + j, - j)), B = - (j, - m\), c= -(j,+m,), 
(AI) 

D=il-i,+m,+l, E = i, - j, - m, + 1, 

A = - (j, + m,), B = - (j, + j, - j,), C= - (J, - m,), 
(A2) 

D = i, - i, - m l + 1, E=j, -jt + m, + 1, 
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A = - (j, - m,), 

D =jl -j) + m, + 1, 

A = - (j, +j, -j), 

D = jJ - j, - m l + 1, 

A = - (j, - m,), 

D = j, - j) + m l + I, 
and 
A = - (j, + m,), 

D = jl - j) - m, + 1, 

B = - (jJ + mJ), 

E = jl - j, - m) + 1, 

B = - (jl + m I)' 

E = jJ - jl + m, + I, 

B = - (jl + jJ - j2)' 

E=j2-jl-mJ+I, 

B= -(jJ-mJ)' 

E = jl - j, + ml + 1. 

B. Set of three 4 F3(1)'s for the 6j coefficient 

A =e-a-b, 

E= -a-b-c-d-I, 

A=d-b-f, 

E= -b-c-e-/-l, 
and 
A =b-a -e, 

E= -a-d-e-/-l, 

B=e-c-d, 

F=e+/-a-d+ 1, 

B=a-b-e, 

F=a+d-e-/+ 1, 

B=b-d-f, 

F=b+c-e-/+ 1, 

c. Set of four 4 F3(1)'s for the 6j coefficient 

A =a +b+e+2, B=a-c-f, 

E = a + b - c - d + 1, F=a+e-d-/+ 1, 

A =c+d +e+ 2, B=c-a-f, 

E=c+d-a-b+ 1, F=c+e-b-/+ 1, 

A =a +c+/+2, B=c-d-e, 

E=a+c-b-d+ 1, F=a+/-d-e+ 1, 
and 
A =b+d+/+2, B=b-a-e, 

E = b + d - a - c + 1, F=b+/-c-e+ 1, 

'K. Venkatesh, J. Math. Phys. 19,2060 (1978). 
'T. Regge, Nuovo Cimento 10, 544 (1958). 
'K. Srinivasa Rao, T.S. Santhanam, and K. Venkatesh, J. Math. Phys. 16, 
1528 (1975). 

4The subscript in the parameters indicate that the corresponding Regge 
symmetry is superposed on the tetrahedral symmetry. See T. Regge, 
Nuovo Cimento 11,116 (1959). For example, 

[d' /, b'j 
a:'j es Cs 

means that the Regge symmetry R5 is superposed on the tetrahedral 
symmetry 
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C = - (j, - m,), 

C= -(jJ+mJ), 

C=/-a -c, 

G = e + / - b - c + 1, 

C=d-c-e, 

G = a + d - b - c + 1, 

C=c-a-f, 

G=h+c-a-d+1. 

C=b-d-f, 

G = b + e - c - / + 1, 

C=d-b-f, 

G=d+e-a-/+ 1, 

C=a -b -e, 

G = c + / - b - e + 1, 

C=d-c-e, 

G=d+/-a-e+ 1. 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

(A6) 

D=/-b-d, 
(A7) 

D=a-c-f, 
(A8) 

D=c-d-e, 
(A9) 

D=e-c-d, 
(AlO) 

D=e-a-b, 
(All) 

D=/-b-d, 
(AI2) 

D=/-a -c, 
(AI3) 

'K. Srinivasa Rao and K. Venkatesh, Proc. Fifth Int. Colloquium on Group 
Theoretical Methods in Physics, Montreal, 1976 (Academic, New York, 
1977), p. 649. 

oK. Venkatesh, J. Math. Phys. 19, 1973 (1978). 
7The complete listing of symmetry relations and homomorphisms have 
been given in K. Venkatesh, Ph.D. thesis, Mysore University, 1979, 
unpublished. 
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The most degenerate irreducible representations of the symplectic group 
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Matrix elements of the generators of the symplectic group Sp(2n) have been obtained for the most 
degenerate irreducible representations (m 2n ,6) and (m 2n ). These are the only two cases for n > 2 
where the state labels according to the branching laws of Hegerfeldt give rise to an orthogonal set of 
basic vectors. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It has been almost thirty years since Gel'fand and Zetlin l obtained the matrix elements of the generators ofU(n) and 
O(n). However, the representation theory of the symplectic group for n > 2 has not yet been worked out so far. The reason is 
that in the decomposition Sp(2n) ~ Sp(2n -2) ... :J Sp(2) there is a multiplicity problem for the labeling of the states. It was 
shown by Hegerfelde that if one introduces the intermediate labels m l ,2n -I' m2,2n -I' ... , m n,2n -I' together with the 
"betweenness" conditions mj + 1.1 + I <,mji <,mj,\ + I , i = 1,2, ... , 2n - l,j = 1,2, ... , n,l, m~k + I >O,mji , all positive integers or 
zero, then the states 

m l •2n m2,2n 

\(m)= (1.1) 

m l3 m23 

m l2 

mIl 

will form a complete set of basis vectors. 
However, it so happens that, for a general irreducible representation ofSp(2n), n> 2, the state \(m» in (1.1) is not a 

"pure" state. For example, in Sp(6) the states 

3 1 0 3 

3 0 2 

2 

2 
2 

2 

o 
o and 

2 

2 

2 

2 

o 
o 

are not orthogonal to each other. One must therefore choose a linear combination of these states in order to form an 
orthonormal set of basis vectors, This is the multiplicity problem which is very difficult to solve. 

In view of this difficulty, we have to be content to look at the multiplicity free case first. There are two irreducible 
representations ofSp(2n) where an orthogonal set of basis vectors can be uniquely determined by (1.1). These are the most 
degenerate irreducible representations ofthe first kind (m2n'0) and of the second kind (m 2n ). In this paper we obtain the 
matrix elements of the generators of Sp(2n) for these two representations. 

The most degenerate representations of the first kind (m 2n ,0) have been considered by Pajas and R~czka. 3 They used the 
Laplace-Beltrami operator and obtained the basis function for this irreducible representation. However, they did not use the 
Hergerfeldt decomposition. Consequently, they used a different set oflabels, and the branching laws for these labels are not 
explicitly stated. In our work, we use the infinitesimal method exclusively and obtain the matrix elements of our generators in 
a much simpler form than Pajas and Rj!czka, especially for the generators E ::;: c" ± "" I' Let us also add that in our work we have 
also obtained the basis function in the form ofthe normalized lowering (raising) operators operating on the highest (lowest) 
weight. 

In Sec. II, we present the representations ofSp(2) and Sp(4). These two can be completely solved because of the 
isomorphism between Sp(2) and SO(3) and Sp(4) and SO(5). In Secs. III and IV, we discuss the representations (mIn ,0) and 
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(m 2n ), respectively. In Sec. V, we discuss the general irreducible representations ofSp(2n). We show that the matrix elements 
of the generators can be obtained between some special states which are orthogonal and uniquely determined by (1.1). 

II. REPRESENTATIONS OF Sp(2) AND Sp(4) 

For the generators ofSp(2n), we follow the notation of 
Perelomov and POpOV,4 first derived by Racah. l 

[G:,G~] =oZG~ -o~GZ +E"~(o~G~ -o~G~), 
(2.1) 

where 

E"={~ 
-1 

a>O, 
for a = 0, 

a<O, 
G~ = - E"~G~, 

G:+ = G~. 
The indices range over ii, ... , I, 1, ... , n. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

It is clear from the commutation relations (2.1) that G: 
corresponds to the diagonal generator of the Cartan subalge
bra H j • G ~ (q <p) corresponds to the lowering generator 
E ~ q + p' G; (q <p) corresponds to the raising generator 
Eq ~ p' G; q corresponds to the lowering generator 
E ~ q ~ P' G q~ P corresponds to the raising generator Eq + p' 
G P~ P corresponds to the lowering generator E ~ 2p' and 
G p~ p corresponds to the raising generator E2P ' 

Thus in Sp(2), there are three generators G : , G I~ I' and 
G I~ I. The commutation relations are 

[G : , G I~ I] = - 2G I~ I, 

[G :, G 1_ I J = 2G 1_ I' 

[G I
_ I , GI~I]=4G:. 

The second order Casimir invariant is 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

Cz = 2G: G: + G I~ I G I~ I + G 1- IG: = 2m~2 + 4m 12 . 
(2.7) 

The dimension of the representation is m l2 + 1. 
We obtain the matrix elements of the generators as 

follows: 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

/m
12 IG I~ I Im12) = 2[(mll + 1 )(ml2 - mil) ]112. 

\m ll + 1 mil 
(2.10) 

The connection between Sp(2) and SO(3) is as follows: 

G: = 2Iz' (2.11) 

G 1- I = 21_, (2.12) 

G I
_ 1 = 21., (2.13) 

m l2 = 2j, (2.14) 

mIJ=m+J. (2.15) 

For Sp(4) we use the fact that the Lie algebras ofSp(4) 
and SO(5) are identical. Using Hecht's notation,6 we classify 
SO(5)::) SO(3) ® SO(3) by the labels J m' Am' J, A, M J , M A 
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, 
with 

J=Jm -!n-!m, 0..;;n";;2(Jm -Am), 

A =Am + in -1m, O";;m..;;2A m • 

Then it is easily seen that 

m l4 = 21m , 

m 24 = 2A m , 

ml3 =2Am +n=Jm +Am +A -J, 

m23 = m = J m + Am - J - A, 

m l2 = 2L, 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

where L is the angular momentum in the direct product 

J®A_L, 

and 

mil =M+L, 

where M = M J + M A • Thus, e.g., the state 

3 

3 

2 
2 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

corresponds toJm =!, Am = 1, J = 1, A =~, and L = 1, 
i.e.,J®A = !®bl, 

M J =1, MA =! 
M=I, 

or M J = -!, MA =~. 

Then all the matrix elements of the generators ofSp(4) can 
be calculated using Hecht's results and angular momentum 
coupling schemes. 

Note that Hecht's decomposition is Sp(4)::)Sp(2) 
® Sp(2) and is different from the Hegerfeldt decomposition 
(1.1). In the following two sections we use the Hegerfeldt 
decomposition to obtain the most degenerate representa
tions. Therefore, the results will be different from Hecht's 
when applied to Sp(4). 

III. THE MOST DEGENERATE IRREDUCIBLE 
REPRESENTATIONS OF THE FIRST KIND 

It is obvious that for the irreducible representation 
(m 2n ,(», the states are specified by the labels m l,2n m 1,2n ~ I' 
... , mI.l only. We shall denote this state by 

m

2n 

) m2n _ 1 (0). 

m[ 

We now follow Mickelsson 7 and denote the semimaximal 
vector to be 

m2n 

(6») 
Ism) = 

m
2n

_ 1 

m 2n _ 2 

max 

(3.1) 
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The diagonal generators G: have the following matrix 
elements: 

G:! (m» = Ctl mj,2i_ I - ~~: mj,2i-2 - jtl mj,2i) 

X! (m» = Hi! (m», (3.2) 

There are two kinds oflowering (raising) operators. The first 
one lowers (raises) all the numbers from m2n _ I down to ml 
by 1. The second one lowers (raises) all the numbers from 
m 2f1 1 down to m I by 1. Let us denote these operators by 
L ,;. 1 (R n I) and L 7 (R ~), respectively. Then the commuta
tion relations will be as follows: 

[G ~ ,L fI- I] = - L n- I, [G \,R n_ I] = R n-I, (3.3) 

[ G ~ ,L fI I] = - L n-1, [ G ~ ,R "- I ] = R n_ I' (3.4) 

[G % r I ,L n- I (R n- I)]! sm) = 0, b = 1,2,00.,n - 2, 
(3.5) 

[G fI - 1 L -1 (R .-- I)] ! sm) = 0, 
n -+- l' n n 

[G fI L fI ] = L fI [G n R 1 ] R I fI' 1 I' fI' n = - n' 

[G L 1 ,L 7 (R n]! sm) = 0, 

[G'~;I\I'L7(R:,)]!sm) =0. 
It is easy to check that 

LfI-I=G;I, R''.I =G''.I' 

L7 =G7, R~ =G~. 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

Hence a general state !(m» can be obtained as follows: 

!(m» =N(G 1 I)m, -m'oo.(G7)m,,,--m,,, 

X (G n- 1 )m,,,- m,,, '! M ), (3.13) 

where M = maximal state, with m i = m2n for i = 1,2,00', 
n - 1 and N is the normalization constant of the generators. 
The normalization constants are connected with the matrix 
elements of the generators. Below we shall obtain both the 
normalization constants and the matrix elements of the 
generators. 

It is clear that for the normalization constants we only 
have to obtain the matrix elements of the generators G 7 and 
G ,: fI, acting on the semimaximal state. We show below how 
the matrix elements of G 7 are obtained. 

Define 

m 2n _ 2 + a 

m 2n - 2 + a 

ax max 

=X(a). (3.14) 

Now we use the commutation relation 

[G~,Gn =H1 -Hn. (3.15) 

From (3.15) we obtain 

X2(a) - X2(a + 1) = m 2n - 2m 2n _ I + 2m 2n _ 1 + 2a, 
(3.16) 

We know, however, 

X 2(m 2n _ 1 -m2n-2 + 1) =0. (3.17) 

Therefore, summing over (3,16) from a = ° to m 2n __ I 

- m2n _ 2' we obtain 

= (m 2n __ 1 -m2n _ 2 + 1)(m2n -m2n _ 1 +m2n _ 2 ). 

(3.18) 

By a similar procedure we obtain the matrix elements of 
G n- n 

f 
(C» mIn (6) 

m 2n _ 1 - 1 
G -n n m 2n - 1 

m 2n - 2 m2n - 2 

ax max 

=2[(m2n _ 1 -m2n_2)(m2n -m2n - 1 + 1)]1/2. 
(3.19) 

Next we show how to obtain the matrix elements of the 
generator G ~ __ I . First define 

= XI (a). 

m 2n - 2 + a 

m 2n - 2 + a 

max 

Then use the commutation relation 

From (3.21), we obtain 

(0) 

X ~ (a + 1) - X ~ (a) = 2m2n _ 1 - m 2n - 2m 2n _ 2 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

+ m2n _ 4 - 2a. (3.22) 

Summing over (3.22) from a = ° to a = m 2n _ I - m 2n _ 2' 

we obtain 

X~ (0) = (m2n _ I - m2n _ 2 + 1 )(m2n - m 2n _ I 

(3.23) 

Next we wish to find the matrix elements of G ~ __ I acting on a general state, i.e., 

m 2f1 (0) m 2n (0) 

m 2rz 1 Gn 
m 2n - 1 

2 - 1 '1 -- 1 m 21l m 2f1 __ 2 

m 211 .' - 1 m 2n -3 

(3.24) 

m2n - 4 m 2n -- 4 

ax max 
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First we use the lowering operator G n-~ 1+ I on the state in (3.20) for a = 0, m 2n _ 2 - m2n _ 3 times. We then have 

m 2n (i» 

= 
2m,,, ,-m,,, , mIT' [(a-m2n-4)(m2n-2 -a+l)]'/2 

a=m11l 1+ 1 

max 

x (G n~ t 1 )m2n _ 2 - m 211 _ 3 

max 

Substituting (3.25) into (3.24) and commuting G ~ _ \ over to the right, we find that the value of (3.24) is 

[(m211 _ 1 - m2n _ 2 + 1) (m2n - m2n _ 1 + m 2n _ 2 - m2n _ 4)] 112 

X :)[1, [(a-m2n_4)(m2n_2 -a)]1/2(a=:~"+1 [(a-m2n_4)(m2n_2 -a+ 1)]'/2)-1 

[(m 2n _ 1 -m2n - 2 + 1)(m2n -m2n_1 +m2n -- 2 -m2n-4)(m2n-3 -m2n _ 4 )]1/2 

[(m 2n _ 2 - m2n _ 4) JIll 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

Comparing our results with those ofPajas and R~czka, we find that the matrix elements of Hp and E ± 2e" can be made to 
agree with each other provided one makes the following identification: 

m - m = 2m 2P _ \ - m 2p - m2p _ 2' (3.27) 

1= Lp - Lp __ \ = m 2p - m 2p _ 2' (3.28) 

However, for the other generators, Pajas and R~czka obtained a very complicated result, whereas our results, in the form 
of (3.26), is very simple. 

IV. THE MOST DEGENERATE IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF THE SECOND KIND 

For the irreducible representations (ril 2n ), the states are specified by the labels mn,2n mn,2n _ 1 , mn _ \,2n -2 ,mil _ 1,2n- 3 , •.. , 

m 1.1' We shall denote this state by 

(ril2n) m2n 

The lowest state is 

(ril2n) m2n 

o 
o 

o 

(4.1) 

To obtain the general state from the lowest state, we use the raising operators. There are two kinds of raising operators. The 
first one, denoted by R i_ i' raises m 2i _ 1 by I, but does not change any other labels. The second one, denoted by R : -, \, raises 
both m2i -.2' and m 2i _ 3 by 1. The commutation relations are 

[G;,R i
_ i ] =2R i

_ i • 

R i_ i commutes with all the generators of the group Sp(2i - 2). 

[G i R i-I J = _ R i-I 
" I I , 

[G i-I R i-I J = R i-I 
1-11 l I· 
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R : ~ 1 commutes with all the generators of the group Sp(2i - 4). It is clear that 

R ; ~ 1 = G ; ~ \ R i~ i = G i_ i' 

The matrix elements of the generators are completely determined if we can find those for G n_ nand G ~ - I. By a 
procedure similar to the one used in the previous section, we find 

( (m,.) :::~ 1 - 1 G ~n (m 2n ) :::_1/ 112 
n =2[m2n~,(m2n~2-m2n~,+l)], 

m2n ~ 2 m2n _ 2 

m2n m2n 
(m2n ) m2n~ \ (mZn ) m2n~ I 

m2n ~2 - I m2n ~2 

m2n -2 - 1 G~_I m2n -2 

m 2n -4 m 2n - 4 

= [(m 2n -m2n-2 + 1)]1/2 [(2m2n -2m2n _ 1 +m2n _ 2 -m2n _ 4 )]1/2. 

Then we have 

(m 2n ) m 2n 

N ow we wish to find 

m2n~ \ 

X (G - n + I )m,,, ,~m,,, ' 
n ~- 1 

m2n _ 2 - 1 G ~ ~ I 

m2n ~ 3 - I 

Substituting (4.8) into (4.9) and commuting G ~ _ lover to the right, we find that the value of (4.9) is 

[(m 2n - m 2n _ 2 + 1) (2m2n - 2m2" _ \ + mIn _ 2 - m2n _ 4 ) ] 112 

X :)[ I, [(a)(m 2n _ 4 - a + 1)]'12 C=:~ ',+ I [Ca)(m2n _ 4 - a + 1 )]1/2)-1 
= [(m 2n - m2n _ 2 + 1) (2m2n - 2m 2n _ I + m2n _ 2 - m2n _ 4 ) ]\12 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

X[m2n~3(m2n_4 -m2n - 3 + 1)]112 [m2n_2(m2n_4 -m2n - 2 + 1)]-112. (4.10) 

V. SPECIAL CASES FOR THE MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE GENERATORS FOR A GENERAL IRREDUCIBLE 
REPRESENTATION 

For a general irreducible representation ofSp(2n), n > 2, the states labeled by (1.1) are in general not orthogonal to each 
other. There are, however, special cases, where two orthogonal states can be uniquely determined. For example, the highest 
weight state is always uniquely determined. Therefore, the matrix elements of these generators which are primitive roots, 
acting on the highest weight, can always be uniquely determined. Aside from the highest weight state, there are a few other 
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states where the matrix elements of the generators can also be determined. We shall give some examples in Sp(2n) to illustrate 
the point. 

For the highest state weight we find, e.g., 

m n,2n 

mn _ l,ln m n _ 1.2n - 1 M = (mn _ I,ln - m n•2n ) 112, (5.1) 

mn - 2,ln mn -I,ln - I 

max 

mn - 1,2n 
(5.2) 

For other special states, we find, e.g., 

ml,ln m n ,2n m l •In m n - 1,2n m n,2n 

m l ,2fl m n ,2n 

G~_l 
m l ,2n m n - I ,2n m n,2n 

ml,2n mn _ 1,2n-1 - 1 m l ,2n mn _ 2,ln mn -I,2n-1 

m 1,2u m n - I ,2n-, I - 1 m l ,2n m n _ 2,2n m n - I ,2n-1 

mu mu 
= [(m n - Un _ I - m n,2n )(mn - I ,2n - m n _ !,2n- I + 1 )]112, (5.3) 

C'" 
mn - 1,In m n,2n m l ,2n mn - 1,2n m"," ) 

m l ,2n mn - 1,2n m n,2n - 1 -1 G -n 
m l ,2n m n _ 1,2n m n,2n-1 n 

max max 

= 2[mn,2n _ I (m n,2n - m n,2n _ I + 1) ]1/2. (5.4) 
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The Lorentz group in the oscillator realization. II. Integral transforms and 
matrix elements of 50(2,1) 
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(Received 26 January 1979) 

We ~se the boson realization to investigate the connection between integral transforms and 
matnx elements of SO(2, 1) in a continuous basis for both the principal and discrete series of 
representations. Matrices in the SO(!, 1) basis are shown to be related to an integral transform of 
Mellin-Barnes type. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently there has been considerable interest in the 
study of a class of new realizations of the unitary irreducible 
representations (UIR's) of the three dimensional Lorentz 
Group SO(2, O. In contrast to the canonical realizations of 
Gel'fand 1 et al. and Bargmann2 in which the group acts tran
sitively as a group of point transformations in a function 
space, the group action in this construction,3.4 is an integral 
transform, 

Tgf(x) = f Kg(x,x')f(x/) dx'. 

This realization which aTOuse out of the works of Mo
shinsky/ Wolf,4 and coworkers on the role of generalized 
canonical transforms in quantum mechanics turns out to be 
equivalent to the boson representations used by Holman and 
Biedenharn5 and others.6 

The finite transformation matrices in a continuous non
compact basis, in this construction, will appear naturally as 
the appropriate integral transform of the Kernel K (x,x'). 
The object of this short note is to show that a given subgroup 
reduction corresponds, in general, to integral transform of a 
specific type. The reduction in SO( 1,1) basis, for example, 
yields the continuous basis matrix elements of Barut and 
Phillips7 as Mellin transforms of the kernel. The horocyclic 
basis which will be treated elsewhere likewise corresponds to 
Hankel transforms. Our method, which is similar to that of a 
previous paper,8 (I) is quite general and covers both the prin
cipal and discrete9 series ofUIR's of the group. 

2. MELLIN TRANSFORM OF THE KERNEL AND MATRIX 
ELEMENT 

A. Principal series of representations: 

Since for the principal series ofUIR's the SO(l,l) sub
space is doubly degenerate, the Hilbert space, in the notation 
of I, consists of pairs: 

1 = (Iz (r») . (2. I) 
12(r) 

The action of an element of the group is then given by 

1~",,) f(r) = f K (r,r';a)f(r') r/ dr' , (2.2) 

where the keme1K is a two by two matrix. The elements of K 
for pure space rotations are given by6 

Kl2 = exp[i(x - x') cot(aI2)JK2l 
COS17'v/2 . 

= - . exp [(112)(x -x')cotaI2JK,,(a), 
17' smal2 

Kll = exp[i(x + x') cot(aI2) JKn 

= i exp [(i/2)(x + x') cota/2 J [e - ;""/2 H ~~)(a) 
sin(aI2) 

-- eln'v/2H ~l)(a)], (2.3) 

where 

v = 2is, a = (XX')l/2 csca/2, x = r. (2.4) 

The normalized SO( 1,1) bases consist of the vectors 

1 (XIii -112 ) 
Ip = .. j- ip-1I2 , C = ± 1, (2.5) 

V 21T EX 

which span a pair of mutually orthogonal subspaces H£ 
satisfying 

(f,~:,f,:) = bEE' fJ(fl - fl')· 

The finite transformation matrices 

D::.;, (a) = (f::, Tg«nf:), 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

in this basis can therefore be identified as the Mellin trans
forms ofK. 

Following I this can be easily obtained by first expand
ing K ij in powers of x'. The series thus obtained can be recast 
in the form of an integral over the pure imaginary axis. Thus, 
for example, 

K 12(r,,',a) 

cos17'vl2 1 fi'" ( ix' a ) - t - 112 = - - dx -cot-
1T sinal2 2m' - ioo 2 2 

xr(z + v/2 + 1I2)r(z - vl2 + l/2)(Xv + X _ J, 
(2.8) 

where 

X= v 
r( - v) ( _ ix cscay12 

r(z - viZ + 112) 
X exp[(1I2)x cotal21 

XF(z + vl2 + l/2;v + 1; - ix csca). (2.9) 
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The Taylor expansion of X ± v shows that the two infinite 
series can be identified as the sum of residues at 
y = =Fv12 - 112 - n, n = 0,1,2· .. of the meromorphic 
function 

X(y) = ( - ix csca) ~ Y ~1I2 (cos2al2 y ~ Y 

X _r....o.(y~+_v..:.--/2---:...+-'1I_2.:....)r_(=y_-_vl_2_+_1_1-'2)_ 
r(z+ y +1) 

[

z + vl2 +112, z - vl2 +112 

X 2 F I 

z+y+l 

;Sin'a/2]. (2.10) 

which vanishes rapidly at! Y!--ClO for Rey < O. We therefore 
obtain 

1 JiOO 
Xv +X ~v = -2' X(y)dy, 

1T1 ~ ioo 
(2.11) 

and 

KI2 
= -2 cos1Tvl2 (_1_)3 fiOO fi OO 

dz dy (iX') ~ z ~1I2 
1T 21T ~I'" ~Ioo 2 

X ( - ixl2) ~y~1I2 r(z + vl2 +112) 

Xr(z - vl2 + 1I2)r(y + vl2 +112) 

Xr(y - vl2 +112) sin7T(z + y)F\ (z,y), (2.12) 

where 

FI (z,y) = r( - z - y) (cosa/2Y~Y (sinaI2)Z+Y 

(

z + vl2 +112, Z - vl2 +112 . 2 ] 

X 2FI ;sm al2 . 

z+y+l 
(2.13) 

Similarly 

K II = CSC1TV 12 (_1_)3 fi 00. fi 00 dz d
Y

( _ iX
2
') ~ z ~ 112 

1T 21T -100 -100 

where 

X( - i;) -y-I/2 r(z + vl2 +112) r(z - vl2 

+112) {reY + vl2 +1I2)r(y - vl2 +112) 

X [ehTV
/

2 
COS1T(Z + v12) COS1T(Y + v12) _ ei1Tv

/ 2 

xcos7T(z - v12) cos7T(y - vI2») FI (z,y) 

2ir sin1Tv 12 } ------------F2 (z,y) , 
r(z + vl2 + 1I2)F(z - vl2 +112) 

(2.14) 

F2 (z,y) = r(z + y)(cosa12Y- Y( - sinal2) ~Z-Y 

[ 

- y + v 12 + 112, - y - v 12 + 112 

X 2FI 
-z - y +1 

; sin'al2 I 
(2.15) 

The corresponding integral representations for K21 and K22 
can be immediately written down by symmetry. The matrix 
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elements D <, which are simple linear combinations of the 
1-'1' 

Mellin transforms of K ij can then be read off from these 
equations. 

B. Discrete representations: 

Since for the discrete UIR's, the procedure is quite simi
lar to that discussed above we present only the outlines. In 
this case the SOC 1,1) bases consist of the single set of basis 
vectors 

!, (z) = _l_Xil'-112 
II v-; , (2.16) 

and the kernel K is given by 

ein-k 

K(x,x';a) = -.-
smal2 

X exp[ - (1I2)(x + x') cotal2) J2k _I (a). 
(2.17) 

The desired integral representation for K of Mellin Barnes 
type can be obtained easily by following the procedure as 
outlines above. Thus, 

ei1T!2(sec2a/2t-l!2 ( I )2 
K(x,.x = 'a) = - -, r (2k ) sinal2 21T 

X Iioo Iioo dz' dZ( ~ cotal2) .- z· --1/2 

- 100 - to) 2 

X( i; cota12)-Z-1I2 r(k+z)r(k+z')zFI 

X [k + Z, k + z' ] 

; cos2~12 . 

2k 

(2.18) 

The continuous basis matrix elements can once again be read 
off from this formula. 
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Permutational symmetry of many particle states 
C. R. Sarma and G. G. Sahasrabudhe 
Indian Institute of Technology. Bombay-400 076. India 

(Received 30 January 1979) 

The symmetry of the Nth rank tensor basis for an irreducible representation of U (n) under the 
operations of the permutation group has been investigated. It has been found that symmetrized 
linear combinations of the elements of the matrix algebra of Sty lead to a tensor basis for U(n) 
yielding the same matrix elements as the Gel'fand-Tsetlin basis for the generators Ei,i+ I of U (n). 
Based on these developments an algorithm has been developed for directly determining the 
matrix elements of the generators Eij(j =l=i + 1) of U(n) using a pattern calculus. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the past few years considerable effort has gone 
into realizing basis states spanning the irreducible represen
tations (IR's) ofU(n). 1-8 The study of many-particle systems 
using these basis states leads naturally to the consideration 
of transformations induced in them by the generators of the 
permutation group S N on the particle coordinates. In view of 
this, there have been attempts to realize these states by ap
plying Young operators of S N 7,8 to reducible tensor products 
of the basis orbitals spanning the fundamental representa
tion ofU(n). However, the nonhermiticity of Young idem
potents used, led to nonorthogonality of the generated bases 
as pointed out by Baird and Biedenharn2 and Patterson and 
Harter. 8 This nonorthogonality problem prevented an ex
tensive application of such a method to many-particle states 
till quite recently. An alternative approach based on the gen
eralized hook concept was used by Biedenharn and Ciftan3 

and Ciftan4 to realize explicit forms for the semimaximal 
states ofU(n). This approach proved relatively easier to use 
than the one based exclusively on the process of lowering 
from the highest weight state (HWS), developed by Baird 
and Biedenharn1

,2 and Nagel and Moshinsky.s 
A further alternative to the use of the semimaximal 

2. A TENSOR BASIS SET FOR THE IR'S OF U(n) 

states approach was suggested recently by Lezuo.7 Using 
essentially idempotent elements of the associative algebra of 
S N' he was able to realize a projected tensor basis for SU(3). 
Such a basis was found to differ at most by a phase factor 
from the corresponding Gel'fand basis. 6

,9 In a more recent 
note Patterson and Harter8

,10 were able to demonstrate that 
such considerations could be generalized to U(n). However, 
to the best of our knowledge, an explicit determination of the 
normalization and other factors involved in such a projected 
tensor basis state has not been carried out. 

In the recent note we have used nonstandard irreduci
ble representations 12 to obtain a set of operators defining a 
matrix algebra of S N' 11,12 and applied them to an Nth rank 
tensor product of single particle basis orbitals to obtain a 
properly normalized basis set for the IR's of U(n). The pro
cedure for obtaining these tensor basis sets is outlined in Sec. 
2. Using these basis sets it has also been shown that the ma
trix elements of the elementary generators Ei _ I,i ofU(n) 
agree with those resulting from the use of Gel'fand bases. 20,9 

In Sec. 3, we have developed a pattern calculus for calcula
tion of matrix elements of non elementary generators E'J 
(j =I i ± 1) using a parallelism with the work of Holman and 
Biedenharn, 13 A brief discussion of the method is presented 
in Sec. 4. 

Consider an N-particle system described by an ordered set of orthonormal single particle orbitals, l ifJi I i = 1 ,2, ... ,n j. 
These orbitals span the fundamental representation space Vn ofU(n). A reducible Nth rank tensor basis set can be generated 
for U(n) by using these as, 

Vn ® N: I(NI,Nz, .. ·,Nn» = lifJI)N'lifJ2)N1"'lifJnt", (1) 

where 

NI ,N2 , ... ,Nn ;,;;.0, i Ni = N. 
i= 1 

A standard (Young-Yamanouchi) realization of basis states of an IR of the permutation group SN now follows if we apply the 
operators, 12 

(

/1ml )112 
w lml = ~ I [p][mlp 

rs N! PES" rs 
(2) 

to a tensor product ofEq. (1). In Eq. (2) [m] = [mln,mln, ... ,mnn ] subject ot mIn ;';;'m2n ;,;;. .. ·;,;;.mnn;,;;.O and 2.7= I min = N, 
represents a specific IR of S N of dimensionality 1t;;'1, [P] ~;,I is the (r,s) matrix element for the Young orthogonal representa
tion matrix for PES N' For a fixed index r we can generate a set of nonzero states, 

I rs;(NI ,Nz, ... ,Nn»[ml = w~;'ll(NI ,Nz, .. ·,Nn», 
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which, if chosen linearly independent, can provide a basis for the IR[m] of U(n )7.8.10.11 This set can be put into a one to one 
correspondence with Gel'fand bases I[m]) ofU(n) if we identify Ni as Ni = ~J= 1 mji - 1:;: ~ mji -I' where the mji satisfy the 
betweenness condition m)i >mji _I >mj + 1 i for i,j = 1,2, ... ,n, subject to mji = 0 ifj > i. The main problem with the procedure 
is choice of a linearly independent subset of ! Irs; (N1, ... ,Nn » Iml J. The chief source of lack of linear independnece is that the 
Young-Yamanouchi representation of SN 11.12 used in definingcu~;') is sequence adapted to the chain ofsubgroupsSN ~SN_I 
::> ... ~SI' whereas the monomial tensor products ofEq. (1) are invariant under all PESN, ® SN, ® ... ®SN,,' As pointed out 
by Lezuo,5 this leads to the result, 

Irs; (N1,N2, ... ,N,,»lm l = (constant) Irs';(NI,N2, ... ,Nn »lm) 

iff~m) and fl.m) are any two standard Young tableaux (SYT's), IZ related to each other through an elementary transposition of 
the set defined by .if = ! P IPEnz = 1 ® S N, J. A way out of this difficulty is to define a normalized linear combination of the 
operators of Eq. (2), 

Iml _ N 1m) " 1m) 1m) 
CUrl(m) I - I(m») L a, CUrs (3) 

which is right invariant (cur I;:;»)p = CUr I;:;»)) under all PE d. The coefficients alml are determined solely from the symmetry 
requirement and N I;:',:) I = [1:s(a: ml )2 ]-1/2. At this juncture it is necessary to indicate which cu~;') are to be used in the linear 
combination of Eq. (3). Patterson and Harter8

.
9 have shown that the SYTt lm l defining cu~;,J could be any of the tableaux in 

which the numbers i in the Weyl tableau are replaced by numbers Pi-I + I,Pi_1 +2, ... ,p;. wherepi = 1:J= 1 mji , so as to 
produce an SYT. The tableaux f~m) correspondinglU~;nJ ofEq. (3) are therefore determined by the Weyl pattern corresponding 
to a basis state of em]. For convenience the Weyl tableau, and the corresponding Gel'fand pattern are shown below: 

• .m n•1n.1 

I[em)]> == I 

1 
I 
I 
I 

~ 
~ 

The index [em)] is used to identify the Weyl tableau (m) ofthe Ir[m] ofU(n). For a fixed index rthis choice of cu~((~) ) permits us 
to obtain a linearly independent basis set, 

! I[(m)]; (NI,Nz, .. ·,Nn»lm)J ' 

spanning the IR[mJ ofD(n), using a subset of tensor products ofEq. (1) in which no two elements are related to each other 
through a PES",. 

Transformations among the elements of the above basis set can be induced using the generators Eij (i,j = 1,2, ... n) of 
U(n). These EIj can be defined using the matrix elements eij(a) (i,j = 1,2, ... ,n;a = 1,2, ... ,N) as,8.9 

,\' 

Ell = L eij(a), 
0:-=1 

where eij(a)¢k «(J) = OjkOaf3¢Ja) so that, 

elj(a)ekm «(J) = Ojk 0arieim (a). 

The definition of Eij in Eg. (4) and the relation given in Eg. (5) lead to the result 

[Eu' Ekt ] = ojkEj! - oi/Ekj , 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

so that E,j , i,) = 1 ,2, ... ,n may be treated as the generators ofU(n). Since the Eij are totally symmetric in particle coordinates 
th . h Iml db' ey commute WIt curl(m) i' an we 0 tam 

E 1"11 I (N N N» 1m) (",N, ",N; ('" ",N,-I) ",No,) 
U£Url(m) j l' 2"··"1 == lUr[(m)] 'f'l •• 0l.f/ i··· 'Pi'!' j ".'1' n , (7) 

where (¢ith;'" I) = ~~~-Ol ¢ ;¢i¢ r; -k -I is a symmetrized sum of monomials with one¢i andl\j - 1 ¢/s. Sincecu~((~») is right 
symmetric with respect to all permutations of these l\j coordinates 

Eij[(m)] I (N1,· .. ,N;. ... ,l\j, ... ,Nn » =Nj[(m)]¢f·"'¢~;···¢i¢r,-I ... ¢~". (8) 

In Eq. (8) we have, for notational convenience, replaced cu~~~) 1 by [em)]. The orthonormality of basis orbitals ¢i leads to the 
result that the only nonzero matrix elements of Eij are 
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([(m')] ; (NI,.··,Nj +1, ... , Nj -1, ... , N n ) 1 Eij 1 [(m)];(NI, ... ,Nj, ... ,N.i, ... ,Nn». 
Applying E i/ = Eji to the bra vector in this matrix element we obtain a weighting factor Ni + 1 in place of Nj as in Eq. (8). In 
order to resolve this ambiguity we use the geometric mean [(Nj + 1) N.i] 1/2 to replace Nj in Eq. (8), if ii=j. Using this 
replacement we express Eq. (8) as, 

Eu 1 [(m)];(NI, ... ,Ni, ... ,N.i, ... ,Nn» = [(Nj +1) Nj ]1/21 [(m)];<p ~, ... ¢J ~', ... ,<pj<p ;'i- I 
, .... <P :"» 

= [(N; +l)Nj]I/Z L [(P)]\(':,)')ll(m)li [(m')];(NI ..... N j +1 .... ,Nj -1, ... , N n » . (9) 
l(m')J 

We now describe a method of constructing the operators w~[(~) l=[(m)] ofEq. (3) and the states 1 [(m)];(Nwoo,Nn »· We 
first concentrate on U(2) and then generalize the procedure to U(n). Using these basis states and Eq. (9) we will then determine 
the matrix elements of E j _ \,j • Consider the Gel'fand pattern and the corresponding Weyl tableau for a state belonging to the 
IR[m I2,mn ] ofU(2): 

)
= 111· ..... ~" 
- m22 

222 • • . • • 

For such a state the basic tensor product ofEq. (1) is, 

1 (NI,Nz»-<p ~' ¢J~' , 

where NI = mIl> Nz = mlz + mn - mil' NI + Nz = mlZ + m 22 = N. This tensor product is invariant under allPESN, 

(10) 

(11) 

® SN,. This requires that we define (m)] as in Eq. (3) which is right invariant under all these pennutations. Before taking up 
this general case, consider a specific example of 1(3,3» = <p ~ ¢J ~ for the IR[4.2] ofU(2). Consider the Gel'fand state 

14 3 2 1== ~ ~ 1 2 

From what has been said above regarding thew~;"J to be considered in the linear combination ofEq. (3). the relevant indicess 
here correspond to the lattice permutation symbols: 111122, 111212, 111221, to be written as [(1 3)(1)(22

)], [(1 3)(2)(1)(2)]. 
[(13)(22)(1)]. The parentheses have been introduced with a definite aim in mind. These indicate symmetrization over the 
particles whose row numbers are contained within the same parentheses. Obviously then, the symbols in which no parentheses 
contain two or more distinct row numbers denote single SYT's. Those symbols for which this is not the case are, in general, 
linear combinations of several SYT's, the linear combinations being totally symmetric with respect to permutations of 
particles within each of the parentheses. For the U(2) state under consideration. then, we write [(1 3)(122

)] for [(m)l==w~[(~) J' 

The symbol [( 13)(122
)], therefore, denotes an operator totally symmetric in: (a) the first three particles. all in the first row of 

the SYT's and (b) the last three particles, one of which is in the first row and the other two in the second row. Using the 
transpositions (4,5), (5,6) on the right and the Y-Yorthogonal representation matrices, we find that 

is normalized and right invariant under PE S3 ® S3 C S6' By combining the last two terms on the right of Eq. (12) and 
normalizing the result we obtain a form which proves convenient for later generalization. We reexpress Eq. (12) as. 

(12) 

(13) 

where each operator combination on the right can be readily verified to be right symmetric under (5.6) in addition to being 
symmetric under interchange of the first three particles. 

As a generalization ofEq. (13) to the case of 1 (NI,Nz» ofEq. (11), we first define a normalized operator combination, 

[(1m")(1m" "'''2m,,)] = 12 II II 22 [(1m")(1)(1m"-m,, -12m ,,)] [ 
(m - m )(m - m + 1) ] 1/2 

(mil + 1)(m12 + m 22 - mil) 

+ r (m 12 + l)m22 ]1!2[(1m"(2)(1m,,-m"2m"-I)] (14) 
l (mil + 1)(mI2 + mn - mil) 

and find that it tallies with Eq. (13) for mil = 4, mZ2 = 2, mil = 3. 
For low values of m I \> m 12' mn it can be directly verified that the expansion given in Eq. (14) is right invariant under all 

PE SN, ®SN,. Assuming that each term on the right-hand side ofEq. (14) is normalized and right invariant under permuta
tions of the last N 2 -1 particles, we can demonstrate that the linear combination is additionally right invariant under the 
transposition (NI + I,NI +2). In order to demonstrate this we decompose each operator combination on the right ofEq. (14) 
into further pairs of terms, each of which is totally symmetric under permutations of the last N2 - 2 particles. We note. in this 
process, that Eq. (14) is valid for the further decomposition of [(1 moo )(1)(1 m" - m .. -I 2mu)] omitting the first mil + 1 boxes in 
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the first row, instead of the first m II as in the original decomposition. Hence we have to replace m II by mIl + 1 wherever it 
occurs in the coefficients of Eq. (14) during the further decomposition. Similarly, the decomposition of 
[(1 m, ')(2)(1 m" - m"2m" -I)] requires that we omit the first mil boxes in the first row and the first box in the second row while 
doing the "city-block distance"14 counting required for the calculation of the coefficients ofEq. (14). This means that the first 
column ofthe SYT's has to be omitted in obtaining the coefficients ofthe further decomposition of the second term in Eq. (14). 
Therefore, we replace m ", m IZ' mZZ by m \I - 1, m 12 - 1, m 22 - 1, respectively, wherever they occur in the coefficients of this 
expansion. With these considerations in mind we obtain 

[(1 m,,)( 1 111" - moo 2m,,)] 

[ 
(m 12 - mll)(m ll - mlZ + 1) ] 1/2[{ (m lz - mIl - 1)(mll - mzz + 2) } liZ [(1 111")(1)(1)(1 moo -- m" -22m,,)] 

= (m ll + 1)(ml2 + m22 - mIl) (mIl +2)(ml2 + m22 - m11 -1) 

+{ m 22(m 12 +1) }112[(II1l")(1)(2)(1I11"-I1I,'-12111"-I)]] + [ mzz(m lz +l) ]1/2 
(mIl +2)(m lz + m 22 - mil -1) (mil + 1)(ml2 + m 22 - mIl) 

X [{ (m 12 - m 1I)(m II - mn + 1) } 112 [(l 111, ')(2)(1)(1111" - m, ,. 12111" -I)] 
m 11 (m 12 + m 22 - mIl -1) 

+{ (mn-l)m lz }1/2[(I11I"(2)(2)(1I11"-11I"2111 ,,-2)]]. (I 5) 
m ll (m 12 + m 22 - mIl -1) 

We find that the first and the last operator combinations on the right-hand side ofEq. (15) are already symmetric under the 
transposition (NI + I,Nz + 2). Also noting that each SYT ofthe sets, defining the two remaining operator combinations, has a 
fixed city block distance between the particles NI + 1 and N2 + 2, we can verify that the combination of these two operator 
combinations is also right invariant under (NI + I,NI + 2). A detailed verification of this result will be given later for the 
general IR ofU(n). 

Using arguments quite similar to the above we can also obtain an alternative to Eq. (14) as, 

[(1111")(1111" - 111"2111,,)] = { (mil - m ll )(m 12 + 1) } 112 [(1111")(1 m .. - 111" -12111")(1)] 
(m 12 - m22 + 1)(ml2 + m 22 - mIl) 

+ { (mIl - mn + l)mz2 }l/Z[(1I11")(lI1l"'- 111"2111" -1)(2)], (16) 
(m lz - m 22 + 1)(ml2 + m 22 - mil) 

which can also be verified to be right invariant under all PE S N, ® S N,' In proving this we require further right [as against the 
left in Eq. (14)] decomposition of each term on the right ofEq. (16). It is evident that in this case we have to replace mlZ by 
mlZ -1 and mZ2 by m 22 -1 respectively in applying Eq. (16) for the further decompositions of [(1111")(1111 .. - moo -12'"")(1)] 
and [(1'"")(1 111

" - 111"2'"" -I )(2)]. 
We note in Eqs. (14) and (16) that the (1111' ,) part of [(1111' ')(1 111 .. - 111, '2 111 ,,)] is not affected in the decompositions. This is a 

general result. Each of the parentheses in [(m)] can be independently and successively decomposed. The coefficients of such 
decomposition depend only on the mij 's involved in the exponents of 1,2, ... ,etc. in the parenthesis. For generalizing the above 
considerations to the case ofU(n) we identify the operator [em)] corresponding to the general U(n) Gel'fand state, 

as 

(17) 

The ith parenthesis in [em)] corresponds to the total symmetrization with respect to all particles occupying the orbital ¢i' 
Since the Gel'fand states orany IR ofU(n) are sequence adapted to the chain of subgroups U(n)::>U(n -l)::>",::>U(1), we 
will consider the decomposition of the nth parenthesis of Eq. (17). This requires the determination of ak (n) in the 
decomposition 

(1111,,, - 111,,, ' ... k 111,,, - 111,,, ' ... n l1l",,) = i ak (n)(k )(1111,,, - 111,,, ' ••• k 111 ... - 111,.. I -1 ... nl1l, .. ,). (18) 
k=1 

As for U(2) we first define ak (n) as 

ak(n)={ ~;=I(mjn-::kn-I -~~k) } II\N
n
t I/Z 

nj=l(mjn _1 mkn _1 J+k) 
(19) 

subjectto mnn _I = O. Substituting n = 2 and k = 1 in Eq. (19) reproduces the coefficient of[(1 m")(1)(1I11 .. - moo -12111,,) J in 
the decomposition of [(l m")(1 m .. - 111 .. 2m,,)] in Eq. (14), just as substituting n = 2, k = 2 reproduces that of 
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[(1 m, ')(2)(1 m" - m, '2m
" -I )]. The verification that the right side ofEq. (18) is properly symmetrized is quite laborious. As an 

illustration we will show that the coefficients for k = 1,2 yield the correct symmetrization. The procedure is identical for all 
other pairs of k values. From Eq. (18) and Eq. (19) we have after omitting all the first n -1 parentheses for the U (n) state as in 
writing Eq. (18), the result 

I···nm ",,) = (Nntl/2{[ ~Z=I(mkn -mIn-I -k+l) ]1!2(l)(lml,,-ml" 1-1 2"""-m,,, I ... nm ",,) 

nk=l(mkll _1 -mIll_I -k+l) 

[ 
llk-I(mkn - m2n 1 - k +2) ]1/2 I} + /11 - - (2)(1 m ,

,, - m
,

,, '2 m,,, - m,,, ,- ... nm",,) + '" . 
n k= I(mkn - I - m2n -1 - k +2) 

(20) 

In the further decomposition of any of the operator combinations (j)(. .. j""" - m
j

" ,-I ... ) on the right-hand side of Eq. (20), 
reasoning similar to that given in the case ofU(2) shows that mjll -I has to be replaced by mjn -I + 1 ifj#n, and all mjll's and 
mjn -I 's have to be decreased by 1 (keeping mnn -I = 0) ifj = n. With these modifications we obtain 

+1) 

+2) 

(21) 

As for the case ofU(2), the first and the last operator combinations are already symmetric under (N,,_I + I,N" -I + 2). We 
have only to show that the combination of the middle two terms on the right ofEq. (21) is symmetric with respect to 
(Nil -I + I,Nn -I + 2). All the operators in Eq. (21) are assumed to be totally symmetric with respect to permutations of the 
last Nil - 2 particles. [Strictly speaking the various parentheses in Eq. (21) are not operators by themselves. These parentheses 
taken along with the other n -1 parentheses corresponding tot,Pjl j = 1,2, ... ,n - 1, are the operators we refer to.] We find that 
all the SYT's present in the second and the third operators on the right ofEq. (21) have the same "city-block distance" 15 of 
(m In _ 1 - m 2n _ I + 1) between the (Nil _ I + 1) and (Nn _ I + 2) particles. Applying on the right the transposition 
(Nn .-1 + I,Nn -I + 2) to either side ofEq. (21), and using Young orthogonal matrices 1 1.12 for this transposition we find that 
the coefficient of (1)(2)(1 m,,, - m,,, ,-1 2m

,,, - m,,, ,- I ... nm",,) becomes the sum of two contributions. The diagonal contribution 
comes from the second operator in Eq. (21) and off-diagonal contribution from the third. A combination of these two yields 

[Nn(N
n 

_1)]-1/2{ ~Z=I(mkll -mIn-I -k+l) ~Z=I(mkn -m2n - 1 -k+2) }112 
n k = I (m kn - I - mIn -I - k + 1) n k = 1 (m kn _ 1 - m 2n -I - k + 2) 

( _ 1)-1(_ {(mIn_I -m2n _ 1 +1) }1!2 
X mIn-I m2n - 1 + 

(mIn-I -m2n _ 1 +2) 

+ {(mIn-I -m2n-I)(mln_1 -m2n _ 1 +2)(m2n _ 1 -mIll_I 

(m11l _ 1 -mIn_I) 
(22) 

Simplification of the expression in (22) leads to the same expression as the coefficient of the second operator, i.e., 
(1 )(2)( 1 m,,, - m,,, ,-1 2m

,,, - m,,, ,- I ... nm",,), on the right ofEq. (21). Similar verification can be carried out for the coefficient of 

the third operator in Eq. (21). 
A right decomposition of the operator on the left-hand side ofEq. (18) is also possible, as in 

(1 mil - m" '2m" - m" ' ... k m" - m" , ... j"'ii) = t b
k 

(i)( ... k m" - m" I -I ... )(k), 
k=1 

where 
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bkU)=(-1)1/2{ rr;7n l (mji--I_-mk; +~-;) }1/2(NJ_1/2, m;;~I=O. 
ITJ=I(mjl mk ; +k J) 

(24) 

The verification of the right invariance of the operator ofEq. (23), with respect toPEnZ = 1 ®SN., follows on the same lines as 
that for left decomposition given in Eqs. (18)-(22). For further decomposition [on the left as in Eq. (18) or on the right as in Eq. 
(23)] of the operator ( .... F" ~ m j

, ,~I ... t'ii)(;), we replace mji by mji -1. Equation (23) is an alternative normalized operator 
combination right invariant under PEITZ = 1 ®SN.' the symmetrization affected being over N; particles (i = 1.2 ..... n) in ¢;. It 
should be emphasized that Eq. (18) with n replaced by i and Eq. (23) are valid for decompositions of the ith parentheses, 
corresponding to symmetrization over the N; particles in ¢" i = 1.2, ... ,n. 

The operators [em)] to be written down in terms of single SYT's by using Eq. (18) or (23), or both, are complete because 
one, and only one, [(m)] is associated with a Gel'fand pattern, and orthogonal because the symmetrization in each is done over 
distinct combinations of boxes in the 1st, 2nd, ... ,etc. rows of the SYT's as dictated by the Weyl tableau corresponding to the 
Gel'fand pattern. Further [(m)] are properly normalized on the assumption that the SYT's are. We have, therefore, obtained a 
complete set of operators which, acting on a subset of monomial tensor products ofEq. (1), in which no two elements are 
permutationally related, yield a complete orthonormal basis set for IR[m] ofU(n), 

{ I [(m»);(N1,N2, .. ·,Nn» I IN; = N, jt, (mji - mj;~1 ) = N;, mji?;>mji~1 ?;>mj + l ; }. (25) 

We now proceed to obtain the matrix elements of the elementary generators E; ~I,; between the basis states of the set (25). 
making use of Eq, (9). The matrix element in Gel'fand and our notation is, 

m,i .. m
kl 

m'i_l • • m kl_1+1 

where 

I - mI. 2 k m ki 1- m,o - 2 )(lm)i - ml ; - I k mki - mki - 2 ) ] ... .... ... . ..... , 

[em '») - [(1 m .. ) (1 m " ,-m" , k m " ,-m" ,+1 )(lm"-m,, , km.,~mki ,~1 ) ] - ... ... ... ... . ...... . 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

We have not written the parentheses which are identical for [(m)] and [em')] in Eqs. (27). (28). From an inspection ofEqs. (27) 
and (28). we find that [(m)] has an extra degree of symmetrization in the ith parenthesis in the k th row, whereas [em'») contains 
an extra degree of symmetrization in the (i - l)th parenthesis in the k th row. Apart from this the symmetrization is identical 
for [(m)1 and [em')] for other parentheses, i.e .• for all ¢j.Ji=i. i-I. This dictates that we use right decomposition [Eq. (23)] of 
the (i - l)th parenthesis of [(m')] bringing out a (k) and matching with the (i - l)th parenthesis of [em»). Similarly, left 
decomposition [cf. Eq. (18)1 of the ith parenthesis of [(m)] again bringing out (k) matches the ith parentheses of [em») and 
(m')]. The operator combinations are now matched on both sides of E; -I.;' Action of E j ~ I,; gives a factor of 
[(Ni -I + I)Nj ] 1/2 according to Eq. (9), and matches the monomial products in front of the operators (i.e" identity is the 
matching permutation for monomial products). The overlap of matched operators is unity and the matrix element ofEq. (26) 
becomes 

M7 I,i = [(N'_1 +1)N,]1/2ak (Obk (i-l). 

From Eq. (19) and (24) we obtain 

Mk . =<_1)1/2{ n;::;(mji _2 -mki - I -j+k-l)nJ=I(mji -mki-l -j+k) 
I -- 1,1 II'; I ( k· 

j::l mji _1 -mk'~1 -j+ -l)IT'j=,(mji _ , -mk;_1 -j+k) 
(29) 
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The matrix element of Eq. (29) is identical with the one obtained by Baird and Biedenharn2 and Moshinsky and Nagel. 5 The 
matrix element of E i •i ~I can be similarly obtained. 

3. A PATTERN CALCULUS FOR THE DECOMPOSITION COEFFICIENTS: MATRIX ELEMENTS OF Eij 

The simplicity of the forms ofleft and right decompositions of Eqs. (18) and (23) enables us to determine the relevant 
coefficients by adapting the pattern calculus developed by Holman and Biedenharn 13 in their study of the tensor operators of 
U(n). The advantage of the method is that it also enables a ready determination of the matrix elements of general Eij ofU(n). 
We outline the method in what follows. 

Consider the decomposition 

of the ith parentheses in [(m)] ofU(n )(n>z) The coefficient ak (I) ofEq. (19) can be simply generated using thefollowing rules: 
(1) Consider the ith and (i -1)th rows of the Gel'fand tableau associated with [(m)], adding an additional node of weight 

mii_1 = 0 to the (i -1)th row. Treat the (k,i -1) node with weight mki~1 as a reference node (a center). 
(2) Join the center to all the nodes in the ith and (i -1)th rows by lines, assigning weights k - j for 1 <J<k andj - k for 

k <j<i to the line between the (k,z) or (k,i - 1) node and the center, as indicated in the pattern (A). 

i-th row 

(i-1) th row /_m i •i - 1 

___ i-K 

(A) 

=0 

(3) Treat each of the lines connecting the center ot the ith row nodes as contributing a factor (mji - m ki ~ I - j + k )1/2 for 
1 <J<k, and (mki ~ I - m ji + j - k )1/2 for k <j<i. Treat each of the lines connecting the center to the (i - 1) row nodes as 
contributing a factor (mji_ I - m k1 ~I - j + k t l/2 for 1 <J < k, and (mki -I - mji ~I + j - k t l/2 for k <j< 1. The product of 
all the lines of the diagram is ak (l) except for an additional overall factor, common to all ak (I), of (NJ- 1

/2. 

For the right decomposition ofEq. (23) we proceed similarly to a pattern for bk (I), exc~pt that the center now is in the top 
row and lines joining the center to the ith row nodes now contribute inverse square root factors, and those joining the center to 
(i -1) row nodes square root factors. This is indicated in the pattern (B). 

(B) 

a 
\ 

Using such diagrammatic representations it is possible to considerably simplify the determination of the matrix elements 
of Eij ofU(n). As a means of obtaining general rules consider the matrix element, 

([(1m .. +1 )(lm" ~ m"2mu)(lm"~m,,~12m,, ~ mu3m,_,)]~~, +1 ~ f.'~ 'J' ~I IE 131 

X [(1 m")(1 m" -- m"2m")(1 "'" ~ m"2m" ~ m"3"''')]~ ~'~ f'~ 'J' > 
ofU(3). Using E13 = [E

I2
,E23], we find that the only intermediate state required for the nonzero matrix element of E12E23 is 

I [(1m")(1"''' ~m" +12m")(1m" ~ m"~12m,, ~ m"3m,,)]~ ~'~ f,,1 ~ 'J' --I> . 
As in Eq. (29), the matrix element of E 23 between this bra and the initial ket vector requires a right decomposition 
(1 m" - m,,! I 2m")_(1 "''' ~ m .. 2"''')( 1), of the former and a left decomposition, (1 m" ~ "'''2m" - m"3m,,) 
_(1)(1 m" ~ m" -I 2m" ~ "'''3m,,), ofthe latter. Noting that for the intermediate state m 12 is replaced by m 12 +1 and hence 
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appropriately increasing/decreasing the line weights over those given by rule (2) above, we obtain the E23 part of the E12E23 
matrix element as 

row 2 

~-row 3 \ ,1 / 
'\ 2~ o 2 X 1 (30) 

~2/ 
m21 =0 

2 m32=O 

Similarly the E\2 part is obtained as 

row 1 
row 2 \ 11 , 

'ti---,- m21=O 

X o 
(31) 

The second pattern in (31) is introduced because the right decomposition factor for (l m" +1 )-(lm" )(1) is (mil +1)1/2, 
and so it is necessary to artificially introduce a zeroth row to the Gel'fand pattern. Moreover we have omitted the factors 
[N;(N; _I +1)] 1/2, since they cancel with corresponding factors due to the action of E; -I,; at every stage. A combination of 
(30), (31) gives the EI2E23 part of the matrix element of EI3 as 

x 

A similar procedure for E23E\2 through the intermediate state 

I (1m" +I)(lm"-m,, -12m")(lm,,-m"2mu-m"3m,,); r/Jf' +It/J'i'-Ir/Jf') , 
leads to 

~ 
" (32) 

\ 

(33) 

By subtracting the RHS ofEq. (33) from that ofEq. (32) we find that all lines have the same weight except those defining a loop 
between the pair of centers in the "combined" second pattern. The difference between these loops is 
(m12 - mil +1) - (m 12 - mil) = 1. Thus in the diagrammatic equivalent of the matrix element of En. we can omit the loop 
between the centers in the combined pattern and obtain, 

( [(l m" +1 )(1 m" - m" 2m")(1 rn" - m" -12m" - m"3m,,)]; t/J f' +1 t/J f'r/J f' -I 1 EI3I 

X [(l m")(l m" - m, '2m")(1 m" - m"2m" - m"3m,,)]; r/J f·t/J f't/J f') 
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= { (mI3 - m I2)(m I2 - m23 +1)(mI2 - m33 +2)(mll - m 22 +1) }112 
(m12 - m 22 +1)(mI2 - m 22 +2) 

(34) 

Before attempting to obtain a generalized set of rules determining general Eij matrix elements, let us consider one more matrix 
element, 

([(l m" +1 )(lm" - m" -12m" +1 )(lm" - m"2m " - m" -13m,,)]; t/J f' +1 t/J f't/J~' -I I EI31 

X [(1 m")(l m" -~ m" 2m")(1 m" - m"2m" - m"3m,,)]; t/J f't/J f·t/J ~,). 
Proceeding exactly as above, with appropriate choice for the intermediate states, we obtain the E 12E23 and E23E12 matrix 
elements as 

(35) 

(36) 

Again, in subtracting the RHS ofEq. (36) from that ofEq. (35), we note that the only difference in the patterns is the loop 
connecting the centers (which this time are m l2 and mil). Subtraction of the loops gives the algebraic factor 
(m12 - mil) - (m 12 - mil +1) = -1. Hence, we have, 

([(1m" +1 )(lm,,- m" -12rn ,,+1 )(lm,,- m"2mu -m,,-I 3m,,)]; t/J f' +1 t/J f·t/J~' -I IEJ31 

X [(1 m")(1 m" - m"2m")(1 m" - m"2m" - m"3m
,,)]; t/J f't/J f't/J ~,) 

= (-1) 

= (-1) [ (mI3 - m 22 +1)(m23 - m 22)(m22 - m33 +1) ]1!2[ (m12 - mJl)(m22 +1) 
(m12 - m 22 +1)(m22 +1) (mJ2 - m 22)(m ll +1) 

= ( -1) { (mJ3 - m 22 +1)(m23 - m 22)(m22 - m33 +1)(ml2 - m ll) }1!2. 
(m 12 - m 22)(m I2 - m 22 +1) 

(37) 

We find that the results given in Eqs. (34), (37) coincide with those given by Moshinsky, 9 even including the phase factor. This 
permits us to propose a general set of rules for determining the matrix elements of Eij (i <J) ofU(n). Eij connects a Gel'fand 
state Gwith another Gel'fand state G' which has its k th (1 <.k < i or n>k>J) rows identical with thatofG. Each ofthepth rows 
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ofG' for i<p<jdiffers from the corresponding row of Gin that thekp th entry in thepth row G' is the kp th entry in thepth row 
of G increased by unity. 

(1) For Eij there are two simple patterns (SP's) and (j - i-I) combined pattern (CP's). 
(2) One of the SP's corresponds to left decomposition coefficient for taking out kj _Ion the left from <Pj parentheses in G. 

This is drawn as indicated in pattern (A) of Sec. 3 (rule 2). The second SP corresponds to the right decomposition coefficient 
for taking out k, on the right from <p; parenthesis of G'. This is again drawn as indicated in pattern (B) of Sec. 3. The line
weights are changed suitably to accomodate the fact that mk,,i is replaced by mkiJ +1 for this decomposition, i.e., the lines 
joining the mp; or mp; _ 1 nodes to the m ki.; node have weights k; - p - I for I <p < k;, and p - k, + I for k; <p<i. 

(3) Each of the CP's has two centers which are not connected to each other. The first CP displays rows j - 1 and j - 2 
explicitly, with an extra node mj _ I.j -I = 0 in the (j - 2) row. In evaluating the commutator [E;.j _ 1 ,Ej _ I.j J we encounter 
two centers at (kj _ \ j - 1) and (kj _ 2 j - 2) in the two rows. We first join the center (kj _ I j - 1) to all the other nodes in the 
j - land j - 2 rows except to the other center (kj _ 2 ,j - 2). Noting that the center (kj _ \ ,j - I) has a weight m k, ,.j _ I + I, 
due to the action of Ej _ I.j' we assign weights kj _ \ - P - I for 1 <p < kj _ 1 and p - k j _ \ + I for kj _ \ <p<j - 1 and retain 
the weight mkJ ,.j _ \ for the center in the CPo Similarly we draw lines connecting the center (kj _ 2 ,j - 2) to all other nodes in 
the j - 1 and j - 2 rows except to the other center (kj _ 1 , j - I). Since (kj _ 2 ,j - 2) still has the weight m k

J 
,. j _ 2' we assign 

weights kj _ 2 - P for 1 <p<kj _ 2 and p - kj _ 2 for k j _ 2 <p<j - 1. In general each of the CP's displays two rows, pth and 
(p - 1 )th (j - 1 ;;;.p;;;.i + I) with two centers at (kp' p) and (kp _ \ ,p - 1). The centers are not connected to each other. We let 
mij with the same i constitute "planes." The lines joining the center (kp ' p) to other nodes have weights O,I,2, ... ,etc., as the 
node joined lies in a plane successively to the left of the plane of the center, and 2,3, ... ,etc., as it lies in a plane successively to the 
right. The line joining the center (kp _ \ , P -1) has weight 1 ,2, ... ,etc., as the node lies in a plane successively to the left or right 
of the plane of the center. The weight of the line joining the center with a node in its own plane has weight 1 for center (kp , p) 
and 0 for center (kp _I ,P - I). 

(4) Finally a CP with p and p - 1 rows displayed, having centers at (kp, p - I), contributes an overall phase factor of 
( -1) if kp > kp -I' Otherwise the factor is +1. 

As a direct application of these rules we work out a reasonably complicated example ofa matrix element of EI6 ofU(6). 
Consider the following matrix element 

([(m'>], <p' I EI61[(m~; 4» 
m66 m16 ~ m36 m46 mS6 

m15 
m

25 m35 m"5 mss+1 

m 14+1 m24 m34 m44 

- m13 ~3+1 mn - m,2+' m22 

ml1+1 

m36 m46 m56 mS6 
m16 m26 m45 

mss 
m m 2S 

m)5 
15 

~4 m"" 
m'4 

m24 
E 16 m'3 m23 ~ 

(38) m12 m22 

m" 

We apply the above rules (1)-(4) to evaluate the matrix element ofEq. (38). 

([(m') J; <P ';" + I<p f'<p f'<p ~.<p lJ'<p:' -1/ E16/ [(m) 1;<p ';"<P f'<p f'<p ~.<p lJ'<p:') 

1---. 
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x 

x 

x x ~ 
1 2 

c£-1~ J 

1 

j' 1 2 

. 1-1 ~ ----

(39) 

Using the rules for associating algebraic factors with the lines in the above patterns, we obtain after simplification, the result 

([(m')],<p' I Elf> I [(m)];<p > 

= ( (m If> -- mss + 4 )(m 26 - my, + 3)(m'6 - mss + 2)(m46 - mss + I )(mS6 - m55)(msS -- m66 + I) ] 1/2 

(m I:; - m,S + 4)(mcS - m'i5 + 3)(m35 - m" + 2)(m 45 - mSS + I) 

X [ (m24 - ~55 +2)(m34 - mSS + 1)(m44 -- m SS)(m I5 - m 14) 

(m 15 - mO', + 3)(m 2S - my; + 2)(m35 - mS5 + 1)(m4S - mSS) 

X (m14 - m 25 + 1)(mI4 - m)S + 2)(mI4 - m45 + 3) ] 1/2 

(m 14 - m 24 + 1)(mI4 - m '4 +2)(mI4 - m44 +3) 

X [ (m 14 - mil + I )(m 14 - mlJ + 3)(m 24 - m23)(m 23 - m34 + I)(mn - m44 + 2) ] 1/2 

(m 14 - m 24 +2)(m I4 - ml~ + 3)(m I4 -- m44 +4)(mu -- m 2.l + 1)(m21 - 11133 + I) 

x[ (I11 n -m22 +1)(I11IJ_-11112)(11112-:1113J +2) ]112[ (111 11 -111 22 +1)_]1,2. (40) 
(111 1l - m 23)(111 23 - m13 +2)(11112 - 11122 + I) (11112 -- 11122 +2) 

The correctness of the above expression may be verified by either directly using the Baird-Biedenharn formula2 for the matrix 
element of E'J' or the full expansion of the commutator [EI2,[E23,[E34,[E45,Es6]]]]' and the simple formula for E; _ I,; , Assum
ing the set of rules to be true for the evaluation of matrix elements of an arbitrary Eij it is easy to show that the rules hold for 
matrix elements of E'l) (or E,.) , 1 ), i.e" the pattern calculus rules can be inductively shown to hold good. 

4. DISCUSSION 

The study presented in this note may be broadly catego
rized as consisting of two parts. In Sec. 2 we have carried the 
valuable suggestions of Moshinsky,S Biedenharn and Gif
ten,3 Lezuo,7 and Patterson and HarterH

,9 regarding the use 
of SN in generating basis states of the IR's ofU(n) to their 
logical conclusion. The similarity of the results obtained by 
us with those due to Biedenharn/ Moshinsky, 10 and oth-
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ers I-S implies the essential correctness of the procedure 
adapted, The only empiricism used was in weighting 

Eij I [(m)l;<p'~'<p~'<p~'·,,<p~"> by [(N; +1)N)r/2fori#J. 
This was dictated by the desire to have as close a correspon
dence as possible with the results of earlier studies. IS Equa
tions (18), (19), (23), (24) are determined entirely from per
mutational symmetry of the monomial tensor products. The 
major difference between the present work, and that due to 
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Moshinsky and Nagel,5 lies in replacing polynomials oflow
ering generators used in the latter work by the symmetrized 
combination of the matrix algebra associated with SN' 

The simplicity of form of the decomposition coeffi
cients in Eqs. (19) and (23), and a very useful suggestion 
from the work of Holman and Biedenharn 13 enabled us to 
develop a pattern calculus approach in Sec. 3. This, as has 
been shown by the examples of that section, has led to a very 
straightforward procedure for determining the matrix ele
ments of Eij ofD(n). The rules used are relatively simple and 
permit computer programs to be developed readily. The ma
jor simplification follows here in implicitly incorporating a 
large number of commutator brackets into the pattern calcu
lus, simply by having "gaps" between two centers in a com
bined diagram. The phase factor can be readily determined 
as illustrated by the examples. The interesting feature of the 
results is that, including the correct phase factor, the reuslts 
of earlier formalisms have been reproduced using a relatively 
simple procedure. It should be pointed out that the use of 
commutator brackets is essential only to arrive at the pattern 
calculus. The matrix element ([(m')];¢'1 Eij I [(m)];¢ ) can be 
calculated directly by considering the action of the cyclic 
permutation p_l on [em)] and comparing with [em')], where 
¢' = P(Eij¢)' This procedure is, however, quite cumber
some and not suitable for generalization. 
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A computer program based on pattern calculus of Sec. 3 
is being developed at present. 
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Representations of the nonrelativistic current group .Y !\ .:1/' are studied in the Gel'fand
Vilenkin formalism, where ,5" is Schwartz' space of rapidly decreasing functions, and .5V is a 
group of diffeomorphisms of JR'. For the case of N identical particles, information about particle 
statistics is contained in a representation of .5Y 1 (the stability group of a point FEY') which 
factors through the permutation group S N' Starting from a quasi-invariant measure ~ 
concentrated on a .5V orbit L1 in .'1", together with a suitable representation of ,5V F for FELl, 
sufficient conditions are developed for inducing a representation of .Y' !\ .JV', The Hilbert space 
for the induced representation consists of square-integrable functions on a covering space of L1, 
which transform in accordance with a representation of.5Y F' The Bose and Fermi N-particle 
representations (on spaces of symmetric or antisymmetric wave functions) are recovered as 
induced representations. Under the conditions which are assumed, the following results hold: (1) 
A representation of ,5" !\.5Y determines a well-defined representation of 3/' F; (2) equivalent 
representations of Y !\ ,5Y determine equivalent representations of .7/' I; (3) a representation of 
.5Y 1 induces a representation of Y !\ .5Y; and (4) equivalent representations of ,5V1 determine 
equivalent induced representations. 

I. INTRODUCTION The calculations may be carried out formally, or performed 
explicitly in the Fock representation of the underlying field; 
but the same commutator algebra (1.4) is obtained whether 
one begins with the CCR or the CAR. Thus, in a nonrelati
vistic current theory, the particle statistics is not determined 
by the choice of an equal-time algebra, but instead may be 
determined by the choice of a representation of the 

The nonrelativistic quantum mechanics of many identi
cal particles may be described by means of a field lj; (x) satis
fying either canonical commutation relations (CCR) and de
scribing bosons 

[lj; (x),lj; (y)]_ = [lj;*(x),lj;*(y)]_ = 0 , 

[lj; (x),lj;*(y)]_ = 8(x - y) , (1.1) 

or satisfying canonical anticommutation relations (CAR) 
and describing fermions 

[lj; (x),lj; (y)]+ = [lj;*(x),lj;*( y)]+ = 0, 

['" (x),lj;*(y)]+ = 8(x - y) , (1.2) 

The statistics of the system is thus determined by the algebra 
which is to be represented, 

In the formulation of nonrelativistic quantum mechan
ics in terms of particle densities and currents, one defines 

p(x) = "'*(X}!/f (x), 

J(x) = (2it 1 [lj;*(x)Vlj; (x) - (Vlj;*(x»lj; (x)] , (1.3) 

and obtains the commutation relations 
[p(x), p(y)] = 0, 

[p(x),J" (y)] = - i ~ [ p(x)8(x - y) 1 , 
ax" 

[Jj(x),J" (y)] = - i_
a_ [J,(x)8(x - y)] 

ax" . 
+ i ~ [Jk (y)8(x - y)] , (1.4) 

aYj 

"'Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy. 

algebra, 1-3 

The fundamental object of study in the present paper is 
the group obtained from (1.4) by exponentiating the local 
currents, This group is a semi direct product .Y !\ ,5Y, where 
.Y is Schwartz' space of rapidly decreasing functions, and 
.:V is a certain group of diffeomorphisms of JRI; representa
tions of .JV and f !\ .J\"/' have been studied by several au
thors.l-H In the Gel'fand-Vilenkin formalism for describing 
representations of nuclear Lie groups, \) a continuous unitary 
representation of.Y· !\ .5V may be characterized by means of 
(1) a quasi-invariant cylindrical measurefL on f', the space 
of tempered distributions, together with (2) a system of un i
tary mappings satisfying an algebraic compatibility condi
tion, which in this paper we call a "system of multipliers," 

To classify the representations of.f !\ .k' with respect 
to statistics, we follow the approach introduced by Wigner 
for the Lorentz group and generalized by Mackey to semi
direct products of second-countable locally compact 
groups. 10-12 For fEY", we consider the "little group" ,J\"/'I' 
the subgroup of ,~/' which leaves Ffixed. We shall establish a 
correspondence, under appropriate conditions, between the 
system of multipliers defined by a continuous unitary repre
sentation of ,;;' !\ ,Y, and a unitary representation of .J\"/' F' 

Our main result is that information about particle stat
istics is fully contained in the representation of the little 
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group; and that starting from the measure f..t and a represen
tation of JY F' one can obtain a representation of the full 
group Y !\ JY by means of an inducing construction (in the 
sense of Mackey). 

As part of this construction, we recover the N-particle 
representations of Y !\ JY in a Hi1bert space of square-inte
grable functions. These functions must be chosen to be either 
symmetric or anti symmetric under exchange of particle co
ordinates, depending upon which of two inequivalent repre
sentations of the little group is selected. These representa
tions of the little group correspond to Bose and Fermi 
statistics, respectively. Thus, starting from a representation 
of the little group, we recover the usual connection between 
particle statistics and the symmetry of wave functions. 

The principal difficulty in obtaining our results arises 
from the fact that the diffeomorphism group .5V is not local
ly compact, and consequently does not possess Haar mea
sure. (Girardello and Parravicini have indicated how the 
theory of induced representations can be extended to the 
case of a semidirect product of a nuclear space with a locally 
compact group. 13) Thus, Mackey's theory of induced repre
sentations, which utilizes Haar measure heavily, cannot be 
carried over to our problem in a direct fashion. The main 
mathematical work of this paper will be to show how the 
topological properties of an orbit on which the measure is 
concentrated can be used to construct induced representa
tions of Y !\ .5V. The Hilbert space for the induced represen
tat ion consists of square-integrable functions on a covering 
space of the orbit which tranform in accordance with the 
little group representation. 

Section II is devoted to the necessary background mate
rial. After giving a precise definition of the group Y !\ ,A'/', 
we review the needed concepts from the Gel'fand-Vilenkin 
and Mackey theories, emphasizing the parallels between 
them. 

In Sec. III, we take a brief step away from the formal 
development in order to gain some physical intuition about 
what one should expect to be true in the abstract representa
tion theory. We use the familiar N-particle representations 
of the current algebra to infer properties of the Gel'fand
Vilenkin system of multipliers. In particular, we note the 
connection between a system ofmuItipliers and the (relative) 
phases of the ground state wave function at distinct points; 
and we examine the topological properties of the orbits and 
their covering spaces. The little group for an N-particle re
presentation maps into S N' the permutation group on N ob
jects. We then associate systems of multipliers with repre
sentations of SN' and hence (Bose or Fermi) representations 
of the little group. 

Section IV contains the main mathematical results of 
the paper. First we review the concepts of a fundamental 
group, covering space and universal covering space for an 
orbit.1 in ,Y". The following results (informally stated here) 
are then proved: (1) A system of multipliers satisfying appro
priate conditions determines a well-defined representation 
of the little group; (2) systems of multipliers which corre
spond to unitarily equivalent representations of Y !\ JY de
termine unitarily equivalent representations of the little 
group; (3) under appropriate conditions, a representation of 
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the little group determines an induced representation of 
Y !\ ,;V; and (4) equivalent representations of the little 
group determine equivalent induced representations of 
Y!\ JY, and hence equivalent systems of multipliers. Col
lectively, these theorems amount to a partial extension of 
Mackey's induced representation theory to the non-locally 
compact group Y !\ JY. The theorems are proved for a class 
of orbits in Y' which includes, but is not limited to, orbits 
defining the usual N-particle representations of the current 
algebra. 

Section V summarizes the assumptions made on the or
bit and the system of multipliers which are sufficient to per
mit the characterization of a representation by means of a 
little group representation. We will have occasion to refer to 
the interesting recent paper ofVershik, Gel'fand, and Graev, 
where an important class of representations of.Y !\ JY is 
constructed. x Certain of these representations fit naturally 
into the framework we describe here. Some interesting open 
questions are also mentioned. 

Appendix A contains the technical result used in Sec. 
IV, that in a space such as Y' the weakly open sets are mea
surable. Appendix B reformulates some of our results using 
cohomology theory. For the class of representations consid
ered here, the systems of multipliers can be identified with 
cocycles on the orbit. 

II. DEFINITIONS AND BACKGROUND 
A. The group .Y' 1\ .51" 

Representations of the current algebra (1.4) can be 
studied by averaging the densities with test functions from 
Schwartz' space Y(R') of C '" functions which, together 
with all their derivatives, decrease rapidly at infinity. Then, 
with 

p(f) = J d'x p(x)f(x), fEY, 

J(g) = it1 f d'xJi(x)gi(X) , giEY', (2.1) 

the algebra becomes 

[pCiI),P(h)J = 0, 

[p(f),J(g)] = ip(g·V f), (2.2) 

[J (g),J (h)] = iJ (h·Vg - g·Vh) . 

The argument of J on the right hand side of Eq. (2.2) is the 
Lie bracket of the vector fields g and h. Thus, J is a represen
tation of the Lie algebra of C if' vector fields on lRS which, 
together with all derivatives, decrease rapidly at infinity. 

The Lie algebra (2.2) will in general be represented by 
self-adjoint unbounded operators. It is useful to study in
stead the corresponding infinite-dimensional Lie group and 
its continuous unitary representations. Each vector field g is 
the infinitesimal generator of a one-parameter group <l>f of 
C'" diffeomorphisms or flows on lR" satisfying 

a<l>;;X) = g( <I>~(x» , 

<I>~~o(x) = x. 
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A group containing these flows as continuous one-param
eter subgroups is the following group ,;V of C '" diffeomor
phisms of JR'. Let %0 be the group of all C oc diffeomor
phisms from JR' onto JR' having compact support, with the 
operation of composition .. ~/o may be topologized by means 
of the countable family of metrics 

~$,l\J~" = max sup 1(1 + IxI 2Y[$(m)(x) _l\J(m)(x)] I , 
0,. Iml ell xEll(' 

for n = 0,1,2, ... ; where (m) = (m" ... mJ is ans-tuple of non
negative integers; 1m I = ~~.~ 1m,,; and $(m)(x) 

= a1mclJ(x)/(ax I)"" ··(ax,),'" . % may be defined as the com
pletion of '%/0 with respect to this topology. ~/' is then a 
topological group; the topology is metrizable, and ,;Y has a 
countable basis of neighborhoods of each point. ,;V contains 
diffeomorphisms which are not of compact support but 
which approximate the identity mapping as Ixi ~ 00. It has 
been conjectured, but not explicitly demonstrated, that if g 
has components in .}'" then $~ is an element of ,;V and the 
mapping g ~ clJ7 is continuous. 14 

We conjecture that .5f' is pathwise connected and sim
ply connected, although we are not aware of any easy proof. 
In any case, ,;V is locally path-connected, and the path com
ponent of .JV which contains the identity also contains the 
one-parameter subgroups, which are the elements of ,;V of 
physical interest. 

Considering p(f) and J (g) to be self-adjoint operators, 
the corresponding one-parameter continuous unitary 
groups are 

:J/(tf) = exp[itp(f»), 

7''(clJ~) = exp[itJ(g») . 

From Eg. (2.2), these satisfy the group law 

'11 (fl)?"(l\J,) Uk (f2)?/(th) 

= (/11(f1 + f2ol\Jl)?''(l\Jlol\Jl), 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

for f'/lE.Y and l\JI,l\J2E,;V, where (f2ol\JI)(X) denotes 
.t;(l\JI(X», Thus, the appropriate object of study is the semi
direct product ,,/ f\ ~I', with the group law defined by 
(f1,l/JI)(f2,l/J2) = (fl + f2ol\JI,l\J2ol\JI)' In the topology for 
,%/ introduced above, the group operations in ,:/" f\ ,%/ are 
continuous (when ,f has its usual topology as a nuclear 
space).5,14 Then.Y f\ ,;V defines a topological group in 
which the one-parameter subgroups (tJ,e) and (O,$~) are 
continuous, where e(x) = x is the identity in %. A continu
ous unitary representation of Y f\% given by W(f,l\J) = 
Jd (f)J'~( l\J) permits recovery of the self-adjoint operators 
p(f) and J (g) as the infinitesimal generators of U&(t f) and 
7 '($~), respectively. 

A topological group is said to be locally compact if ev
ery point has a neighborhoOd whose closure is compact. This 
is an important condition for utilization of Mackey's theory 
to classify its continuous unitary representations (see be
low). However, neither j" nor ,;V is locally compact in the 
above topologies. 

B. Application of the Gel'fand-Vilenkin formalism (Refs. 
3,5-9,15) 

Let ,'/' be a nuclear space (such as Schwartz' space). Its 
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continuous dual Y' is equipped with a (7 algebra of measur
able sets generated by the cylinder sets with Borel base. A 
cylindrical measure J1 is a countably additive normalized 
positive measure on this (7 algebra. A functional L (f) on Y 
is the Fourier transform of a cylindrical measure fl, i,e., 

L (f) = r, exp[i(F,J)]dfl(F) , (2.6) 

w here FEY", if and only if L (f) satisfies the following condi
tions: (1) L (1) is continuous with respect to the topology of 
.7"; (2)L (0) = 1; and (3)L (f) is positive definite in the sense 
that (V fl, ... ,/"E,Y') (VA 1, ... ,An EC) 

t XkA jL (fj - f k)'~O, (2.7) 
j,k.~ I 

Letw be a continuous unitary cyclic representation of 
,:/" in a Hilbert space,fft" with cyclic vector 11. The functional 
L (f) = (n, U (f)11 ) satisfies the above conditions, defining a 
cylindrical measure fl. Then,fft" can be realized as 2'! (Y'), 
n as the fl-square-integrable function 11 (F)= 1, and ~ (f) 
as the mUltiplication operator exp[i(F,J)] in 2'~ (Y'). Con
versely, every cylindrical measure fl on Y' defines a con
tinuous representation of Y in 2'! (Y') with cyclic vector 
n (F)~ 1. Two continuous unitary cyclic representations ~ I 
and .~ 2 of Yare unitarily equivalent if and only if the corre
sponding cylindrical measures fll and flz are equivalent (i.e., 
have the same sets of measure zero). The second representa
tion may then be thought of as differing from the first only in 
the choice of a different cyclic vector in .!f'! (Y'). 

With u7.;(f) = exp[i p(f)], the self-adjoint operator 
p(f) is represented in y~ (/') as mUltiplication by (F,J). 

Suppose that / f\ % is the semidirect product of Y 
with a topological group ~/ (such as the diffeomorphism 
group above), so that the mapping YX% ~ Y defining 
the group operation is jointly continuous in the topolo
gies514 of Y and ,r. For l\JEc4, the action ofl\J on Y de
fines a dual action l\J*:Y' ~ Y' by the equation 
(l\J*F,J) = (F,J°l\J), l/J* is linear and continuous in the weak 
topology of Y'. In fact, l/J* F is jointly continuous from 
,J(·X.Y' into Y', since (F,f) isjointiy continuous andfol/J 
is continuous. If X k Y' is a measurable set, then l\J* X is 
measurable, since l/J* maps cylinder sets onto cylinder sets. 
A cylindrical measure fl is called quasi-invariant for % if l\J* 
preserves sets of fl-measure zero. 

Let (;k (f) J/( l\J) be a continuous unitary representation 
of Y f\ jy' in fiP, with nEJY cyclic for ~ . Then the measure 
f1 defined by Eq. (2.6) with L (f) = (n, ~(f)n) is quasi
invariant for %. In 2'~ (Y'), the representation 
uk (f) l' ''( l/J) becomes 

[lI;(J)'/I](F) = exp[i(F,J)] '/I (F) , 

[~'(¢)'/I](F)=X (F)If!(l\J*F)[dfl (l\J*F)]'/2 (2.8) 
W df1(F) , 

where If! (F)isafunctionin2"~ (Y'); [dfl (l\J * F)!df1(F)]isthe 
Radon-Nikodym derivative of the transformed measure 
with respect to the original measure; and X'" (F) is a com
plex-valued function of modulus one, depending on l/J, de
fined almost everywhere, and satisfying (for each pair l\J I, l/J2) 
the compatibility condition 
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(2.9) 

almost everywhere. That is to say, for each til, there is a set 
g'." of measure zero outside of which X." (F) is defined. Like
wise, for each pair til I' t112 there is a set g' .", . .", of measure zero 
outside of which Eq. (2.9) holds. A set offunctions X." (F) 
satisfying these conditions will be called a system of 
multipliers. 

The choice X." (F)= 1, 'If til, satisfies Eq. (2.9), and de
fines a representation which mayor may not be equivalent to 
the original. 

The representation (2.8) of Y 1\ Y is irreducible if and 
only if p is ergodic for Y, i.e., iffor any measurable invar
iant set X in Y', either p(X) = 0 or p(Y'\X) = O. For 
FEY', the setA = I tII*F jtllEYJ is called the orbit ofFunder 
the action of Y; an invariant set is the union of a (generally 
uncountable) family of mutually disjoint orbits. Supposing 
that the orbits comprising X are measurable, there are two 
ways in which a cylindrical measurep can be ergodic: it can 
be concentrated on a single orbit, or else every orbit can be of 
p-measure zero. Both situations occur when Y is the diffeo
morphism group discussed above. 

C. Comparison with the Mackey theory 

The Mackey theory 11.12 considers continuous unitary 
representations of topological groups satisfying the techni
cal assumptions of being second countable (i.e., the open sets 
have a countable basis) and locally compact. Some minor 
changes in Mackey'S notation emphasize the parallels with 
the preceding section. 

Let G = N 1\ H, where N is an Abelian normal sub
group of G. N denotes the character group of N, which has an 
orbit structure under the action h * of elements of H. For 
FEN,(h *F)(n) = F(hn). TheclosedsubgroupHFofHwhich 
leaves Ffixed is called the stability group or little group 
associated with F. IfF and F' are elemen ts of the same orbit A 
of N, H F and H F' are isomorphic, and the points of A may be 
identified with the elements of the quotient space H / H F (the 
space of right cosets). 

SinceH is locally compact, there exists a right-invariant 
measure (Haar measure) on the (7 algebra of Borel sets in H. 
Lettingp : H -+ H/HF be the surjective mapping 
p(h) = H Fh, there exist quasi-invariant measures in H / H F: 
letting v be any finite measure in the measure class of Haar 
measure, define veX) = V(p-I(X» for any setXinH /HF 
such that p-I(X) is Borel in H. The quasi-invariant measures 
on H /HF are equivalent. 

Given an irreducible continuous unitary representation 
L of H F,' for some FoEN, with values in a Hilbert space J/, 
one obtains the (irreducible) induced representation 
~ (n) r(h ) of N 1\ H. Consider the Borel functions if; from H 
t?J/ which satisfy if;(kh ~ = Lk (if;Sh» for every kERF, . If 
If/ satisfies this equa~on, If/x (h) = If/ (hg) also satisfies it. 
Then the function (If/ (h), If/ (h» is a constant on every coset 
H F, h, and may be integrated with respect to the quasi-invar
iant measure v in H / H F' Define the Hilbert space Jf" to be 
the set of all ePsuch thatf H IH,( eP (k), if; (k» dvisfinite. Then 
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(~(n)if;)(h) = (h *Fo)(n)if;(h), 

(J/(g)eP)(h)=tP(hg) _ }~ , [
dV(H hg) ]112 
dv(HF"h) 

(2.10) 

define the representation u2-'(n)r(g). 
These results can be expressed in a way which brings 

out their relationship to the Gel'fand-Vilenkin theory more 
clearly. Consider a quasi-invariant measure p on Borel sets 
in N. Define the space y~ (N,ji), where If/E.Y~ (N,j/) is a 
square-integrable Borel cross section with values in ,If, i.e., 
to each point FEN, we associate a copy of j( denoted jl F 

and for each F, !f/ (F)E.J( f" To say that !f/ is Borel means that 
whenN XJ/ is given the product Borel structure it becomes 
a Hilbert bundle on which (F, q> ) -+ (!f/ (F), q> ) is a Borel 
function. 

Let (F,h ) -+ L h (F) be a Borel mapping from N X H into 
the unitary operators on j(, satisfying the equation 

(2.11) 

L" (F) may be regarded as a mapping from jlh OF to j! F> 

and Eq. (2.1 I) as a compatibility condition on these map
pings. Then in y~ (N,J/) we have the representation 

(01/ (n)!f/ )(F) = F (n)!f/ (F) , 

U-(h )!f/ )(F) = L), (F)!f/ (h * F) [dP(h *F)] 1/2 . (2, 12) 
dp(F) 

For the representation (2,12) to be irreducible, p must be 
ergodic with respect to the action of H on ii, and there are 
again two ways in which this can occur. Either p is concen
trated on a single orbit A, or else (the strictly ergodic case) the 
measure of every orbit is zero. 

Whenp is concentrated on a single orbitA, select FoELl. 
Then A corresponds to H / H F" and L h (Po) defines a repre
sentation of the little groupH};,. The representation (2.12) is 
in this case equivalent to the induced representation (2.10) 
obtained from the representation of the little group. If it is 
possible to select a Borel subset of N which meets each orbit 
in just one point, then every irreducible representation of 
N 1\ H can be obtained from an orbit A together with a repre
sentation of the little group H F, for FoELl. 

Thus, for locally compact groups N 1\ H the Mackey 
theory can be expressed in a fashion which is analogous to 
the Gel'fand-Vilenkin theory: L" plays the role of the Gel'
fand-Vilenkin system of multipliers Xw' N is the analog of 
,Y' and!1 is in each case a suitable quasi-invariant measure, 
In Sec. IV, we will show how this parallelism can be ex
tended to the non-locally compact group ,j" 1\ Y. 

III. STATISTICS FROM N·PARTICLE 
REPRESENTATIONS OF THE CURRENT ALGEBRA 

To understand how particle statistics is described in the 
local current formulation of quantum mechanics, we first 
discuss the N-particle representations of the algebra. This 
serves to identify the important properties of particle statis
tics which are to be carried over to the more general setting 
of the Gel'fand-Vilenkin representation theory. 
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A. N-particle representation of the current group 
.:1" A jY (Refs. 3,15,16) 

We consider a system of N identical spinless particles 
for which there exists a time reversal-invariant ground state. 
As in Sec. II, we consider the unitary operators ~ (I) 
= exp[i p(f)] and r(<\»~) = exp[it J (g)]. Let IJI N be an ele

ment of !/ 2+ (R'N), the Hilbert space of symmetric ( + ) or 
antisymmetric ( - ) square integrable functions of N vector 
variables in s space dimensions. The equations 

ull(f)'l'N =expLt/(xj)]IJIN , 

r(",)IJIN(xl,"XN ) 

N [ (at/l )]112 = IJIN(",(XI),···,"'(xN») II det -I (x) , 
]= 1 ax 

(3.1) 

with/EY and "'E%, define irreducible representations, 
called the N-particle Bose ( + ) and Fermi ( - ) representa
tions, of the group Y A %. 

The N-particle representations can be described in the 
Gel'fand-Vilenkin formalism as follows: One first chooses a 
normalized vector il which is cyclic for the ~(f)'s, i.e., 
[ ~ (f)il 1 spans a dense subset of the Hilbert space. The 
cyclic vector can ordinarily be chosen to be the ground state 
of the system, but any other normalized wave function 
which is nonzero almost everywhere would suffice. 

Next let Fx , EY' be given by (Fx,,f) = I(xo), i.e., Fx , 

= 8C'\x - xo). Noting that "'* F x " = F",(xo)' we introduce the 
single orbit 

L1~)={F= jtlFx.IXi7":Xj, for i7":j}CY" (3.2) 

The orbit L1 ~) may be identified with the configuration space 
r~) of N particles, which consists of the collection of (un or
dered) sets of N distinct points in R'. Thus, F = !,.y = 1 F

XJ 

ELl <;} is uniquely identified with [x1,,,,,XN jEI'<;}. L1 <;} is in 
the (T algebra generated by cylinder sets with Borel base in 
Y'. A quasi-invariant measure f1 concentrated on L1 <;) can 
be written as f1(X) = f xdf.l(F), where 

df1(Fx, + ... +FxJ = !il(x 1, .. ,XN )!2d'x 1 .. ·d'xN • 

Finally, we define a system of multipliers by 
(3.3) 

X",(F) = Arg[n ("'(x1), .. ,"'(xN»/il (X1''''XN)] .(3.4) 

Bothf1 and X are well defined as long as n is either symmet
ric or antisymmetric with respect to the exchange of any pair 
of coordinates. 

The measure f1 and the system of multipliers X'" deter
mine a continous unitary representation of the current group 
Y A % on!/~ (Y'), according to Eq. (2.8) of Sec. II, equiv
alent to the representation given by Eq. (3.1). The self-ad
joint operators p(f) and J (g) are recovered as infinitesimal 
generators of the corresponding one-parameter unitary 
groups: 

N 

P(f)'l'N = L l(x)IJIN , 
j=1 

N 1 
J(g)IJIN = L ~ [g(x).Vj + Vj·g(x)]IJIN · (3.5) 

j = 1 21 
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Since p and J are symmetric in the particle coordinates, 
and we are considering representations which are cyclic for 
thep(/),s, the symmetry or antisymmetry of any wave func
tion corresponds to that ofthe cyclic vector in the represen
tation. Since the symmetry ofa wave function n (x" ... ,xoy) is 
determined by its relative phase at certain points, rather than 
by its magnitude, we find that when working with the local 
currents, information about particle statistics is contained in 
the properties of the system of multipliers, rather than in the 
measure f1. 

From a physical point of view, it is to be expected that 
information about statistics is contained in the representa
tion of the local current algebra (1.4). This is because J(x) 
can generate local rotations, and hence one can find an oper
ator 7/(",) which exchanges a given pair of particle coordi
nates.2 Information about the change in phase of the wave 
function under the action of r(",) is contained in X",. How
ever, the case s = I is an exception, since there will be no 
local rotation which exchanges pairs of coordinates. In this 
case the representations (3.1) are unitarily equivalent for bo
sons and fermions and it is necessary to adjoin another oper
ator such as the Hamiltonian in order to distinguish them.' 

B. Statistics from the little group representation 

Next we show how the information about statistics is 
contained in the representation of the little group deter
mined by the system of mUltipliers. 

Let FELl ~). The little group % F is given by 
[<\»E%I<\»*F= F j. It follows from Eq. (3.4) that Xci> (F) re
stricted to <\»E% F determines a continuous unitary represen
tation of the little group by complex numbers. 

Let EC.'1r F be the path component of the identity in 
%F' i.e., <flEE if there is a continuous path "', in '))/F such 
that "', ~ 0 = e and "', ~ I = <fl. Then E is a normal subgroup 
of ,)y F and the path components of % F correspond to the 
elements of the quotient group % r/ E. In configuration 
space, with F identified with \ x I ,""XN l, we have c!>E,)Y F if 
[X1,,,,XN j = [<\»(xl),",<\»(xN ) J. We see that two elements of 
a path component of % F must implement the same permu
tation of the N-tuple of points (x1''''x", I. Thus, there is a 
homomorphism from % F/ E to the group S tv of permuta
tions on N objects. For the N-particle representations of the 
current group, the value of X'" (F) is the same for all '" in a 
component of % F' and the representation of :Jzi

- F factors 
through SN' 

If s)2, the N-particle multiplier X~, (F) determines a 
representation of S N' since the above homomorphism is sur
jective. This representation of Soy isjust the representation of 
S N determined by the symmetry or antisymmetry of the 
wave functions. The symmetric representation corresponds 
to bosons, the antisymmetric one to fermions. As a result we 
have the fact that the representations of S N determined by 
X'" (F) are equivalent for almost all FELl (;/. 

Only the one-dimensional representations of S N occur 
here because we are considering spin less particles, having 
representations that are cyclic for the p(f)'s. It is because 
there are just two one-dimensional representations of S N 

that only totally symmetric or totally antisymmetric cyclic 
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vectors generate well-defined systems of multipliers. 
It has been shown that, for s;;.2, the Bose and Fermi N

particle representations of the current algebra are unitarily 
inequivalent. 2.3 This may be regarded as a consequence of 
the inequivalence of the Bose and Fermi representations of 
the little group, as will be proved in Sec. IV. 

The system of multipliers actually contains more infor
mation than is necessary for specifying the representation of 
the little group. For example, the system of multipliers 
X", (F )= I for all '" and F defines a Bose representation, 
which results from choosing the cyclic vector to be real and 
strictly positive (e.g., the ground state of the system). Other 
Bose systems of multipliers correspond to other choices for 
the cyclic vector. Though the systems of multipliers thus 
obtained are different, they define unitarily equivalent repre
sentations of the group Y 1\ % and lead to equivalent repre
sentations of the the little group. 

The system of multipliers corresponding to a given cy
clic vector may be ill defined for some choices of", and F. For 
example, if the wave function for the cyclic vector vanishes 
at some points (a set of measure zero), its phase at such 
points is ill defined, and X'" (F) is not well defined every
where by Eq. (3.4). This is the case if the cyclic vector is the 
ground state of an N-particle Fermi system, since a continu
ous real-valued antisymmetric wave function n (xJ''''xN ) 

must have nodal surfaces in RsN
• Moreover, the cyclic vector 

can be changed arbitrarily on a set of measure zero. For 
particle statistics to be well defined, we need to exclude the 
possibility that this can happen in such a way as to affect the 
representation of the little group. 

Cyclic vectors describing physical systems are (almost 
everywhere) continuous nonzero wave functions, and lead to 
multipliers X'" (F) which are jointly continuous in '" and F 
except for "'* F or FE!?!, where!?! C.d rJ is a set of measure 
zero. This condition will be shown to be sufficient to unique
ly determine a representation of the little group % F for 
Frt!?!. If the cyclic vector n is chosen to be the ground state 
ofa Fermi system, the set!?! becomes [Fx, + ... + Fx, 
In (x"oo·,x.v) =01· 

Although the phase of the cyclic vector may not have a 
natural definition everywhere, it can be defined everywhere 
(rather arbitrarily) in a manner consistent with the symme
try of the representation. Consequently, the system of multi
pliers defined by Eq. (3.4) can be chosen so that Eq. (2.9) 
actually holds everywhere. 

C. The orbit..1W and its covering space lRsN\D 

We have outlined how the usual formulation of the 
quantum mechanics of N identical particles in terms of wave 
functions can be expressed using a measure and a system of 
multipliers in the Gel'fand-Vilenkin formalism, leading to a 
representation of a "little group" which describes the parti
cle statistics. We next discuss the converse: how one can start 
from a measure on a single orbit..::1 rJ and a representation of 
the little group, and recover the usual wave function formu
lation of quantum mechanics, in which the symmetry of the 
wave functions under interchange of coordinates character
izes the statistics. 
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In Sec. II we pointed out that in the Mackey theory one 
considers functions on the group % itself, which transform 
in accordance with the given representation of the little 
group. Since the group is locally compact, it possesses Haar 
measure, with respect to which the Hilbert space is con
structed for a unitary representation of %. 

To generalize the inducing construction to the non-lo
cally compact group of concern here, we will need to make 
use of the topological properties of the orbit, rather than 
those of the group. For the N-particle representations, the 
original wave functions can be defined on a coordinate space, 
which consists of ordered N-tuples of distinct coordinates in 
lRS

• We denote this space by lRsN '\D, where 
D = {(x" .. ,xN )Ix j = x j for some i ¥= il . Since D is of mea
sure 0 in RsN

, omitting this set from the coordinate space 
does not affect the wave functions. This coordinate space is a 
covering space for the orbit..::1 rJ. We denote the natural pro
jection of the coordinate space onto the configuration space 
by p:RsN '\D --..::1 rJ and use the notation FERsN \D if 
p(F) = FE..::1 rJ. 

The action of the elements of % on the orbit..::1 rJ can be 
lifted to the covering space RsN '\D so that if p(F) = F, 

p(",* F) = "'* F; and so that "', * P = "'2 *P if "'1- 1°"'2 is in the 
path component of % F connected to the identity. For 
F= (x,,",xN ), this action is given by 
"'*F= ("'(x\),··,"'(xN ». Due to the nontrivial connectivity 
of..::1 rJ, the system of multipliers X'" (F) cannot be expressed 
as a single-valued function of the two variables F and "'* Fin 
..::1 rJ; however, X'" (F) can be written as a function of F and 
",*Fby means ofEq. (3.4).17 

The quasi-invariant measure J..l on..::1 rJ can also be lifted 
to a measure Ii on lRsN '\D which is equivalent to the usual 
Lebesgue measure. Thus, the usual wave function represen
tation is recovered. 

In Sec. IV we show how the above example can be gen
eralized to carry out an inducing construction yielding a 
class of representations of Y 1\ %. 

Remarks: (1) In a recent paper, BIoore and Swarbrick 
also seek to describe quantum mechanical wave functions by 
means offunctions on configuration space. IS Defining the 
projection mapping from R3N '\D onto r~>, they obtain a 
correspondence between rays of Bose or Fermi wave func
tions on R3N and eqivalence classes of functions from 
lR3N ISN to C/S2 which satisfy an appropriate (Bose or Fer
mi) homotopy condition. However, their classes offunctions 
do not form a linear space. 

In our opinion, the nonrelativistic current algebra in a 
Gel'fand-Vilenkin representation provides a natural context 
for the examination of wave functions describing identical 
particles as functions on configuration space. 

(2) It is interesting that the topology of the N-particle 
orbit depends critically on the number of space dimensions s. 
The nontrivial connectedness properties of the orbit are a 
consequence of the fact that configurations in which two or 
more points coincide are not included. 19 

For s;;.3, the coordinate space RsN '\D is simply con
nected, and hence it may be identified with the universal 
covering space of..::1 rJ. For s = 2, the coordinate space 
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R2N \D is multiply connected. In carrying out the inducing 
construction in Sec. IV, we are led to functions on the univer
sal covering space ofthe orbit. Consequently, for s = 2 there 
may be representations other than the usual ones corre
sponding to wave functions on R2N \D. These are not dis
cussed further in this paper. 

For s = 1, the orbit is simply connected. The configura
tion space RN \D decomposes into disconnected compo
nents, each of which is isomorphic to the orbit. The little 
group possesses only one component, the identity compo
nent. As a consequence, the representations of the current 
group corresponding to Bose and Fermi systems are unitari
ly equivalent. 

IV. INDUCED REPRESENTATIONS OF THE CURRENT 
GROUP f I\.~ 

This section is devoted to establishing the main math
ematical results of the paper: sufficient conditions for the 
connection between systems of multipliers and representa
tions of the little group; and the construction of induced 
representations of .7 1\ ~r starting from certain representa
tions of the little group. 

We assume a quasi-invariant cylindrical measure,u 
concentrated on a single measurable orbit .J in Y'. In Ap
pendix A it is noted that any weakly open set in Y' is con
tained in the (J algebra generated by the cylinder sets with 
Borel base. Endowing.J with the restricted weak topology, 
any open set in .J is also measurable. 

The main difficulty to be overcome is the absence of 
Haar measure on Y. Thus, there is no naturally defined 
measure on the product space.J X Y which would permit 
us to associate with a system of multipliers a well-defined 
representation of the little group. In fact, Eq. (2.9) holds only 
almost everywhere for each pair of elements of Y. If the 
elements of Yare both chosen to belong to the little group 
,)v P,' it is possible that Fo happens to belong to the set of 
measure zero where Eq. (2.9) fails, and thus a representation 
of the little group is not even defined. This difficulty is met by 
requiring the system of multipliers to satisfy a certain con
tinuity condition. 

The main technique will be to construct the universal 
covering space J of.J, and to consider representations of the 
little group which factor through a representation of the fun
damental group of.J. In this fashion we shall obtain induced 
representations of Y 1\ ,A' which include the N-particle re
presentations discussed in Sec. III, and which give us their 
classification as Bose or Fermi representations. 

First we outline the necessary background concerning 
covering spaces. 

A. Homotopy for orbits in f' under the action of % 
(Ref. 20) 

Let.J be a measurable orbit in !/' under the action of 
.Y, endowed with the restricted weak topology. The orbit.J 
is connected because )f' is connected. A path in.J is a con
tinuous mapping from the unit interval! into .J. We shall 
assume.::1 to be locally path wise connected (i.e., there exists a 
neighborhood basis of path-connected open sets), and semi
locally simply connected (i.e., every point FELl has a neigh-
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borhood U in which any loop can be shrunk continuously to 
a point). 

Two paths having the same end points are equivalent if 
one can be continuously deformed into the other in.J. Equiv
alence classes of closed paths (loops) based at a point FELl 
form a group rI(.J,F) calledfundamental group (or first ho
motopy group) at the base point F, under the operation of 
composition of paths. 

A covering space (J, p) of.J is a topological space J and 
a continuous map p:J _.J such that every point FELl has a 
path-connected open neighborhood U withp-I( U) nonempty 
and each path component of p-I( U) mapped topologically 
onto Uby p. Such an open neighborhood is called an elemen
tary neighborhood. 

If r:! - J is a path, then pr:! - .J is a path. Converse
ly, if r is a path in.J with initial point F, and FELf with 
p(F) = F, then there exists a unique path r in J with initial 
point F such that pr = r· 

Thereisanaturalinjectionp. from rI(J,F) into rI(.J,F) 
called the induced homomorphism. A closed loop r in .J 
based at Flifts to a closed loop rinJ based at Fifand only if 
the equivalence class [rl is an element of p. n(J,F). 

If J is simply connected, it is called a universal covering 
space of.J, and has the property that it can serve as a cover
ing space for any other covering space of.J. Then, 
rI(J,F) = [1]. 

Under the condition that.J be semilocally simply con
nected, for any given conjugacy class of subgroups of 
rI(.J,F), there exists a covering space (J,p) such that 
p. rI(J,F) belongs to the given conjugacy class. (J,p) is de
termined up to isomorphism by the conjugacy class. In par
ticular, under this condition there always exists a universal 
covering space cJ, p), unique up to isomorphism, corre
sponding to the conjugacy class of the trivial subgroup. All 
manifolds and manifolds with boundary are semilocally sim
ply connected. 

Let.J YJ = I Fx. + ... + Fx, IXi #x jElR" for i=f=. j] be an 
N-particle orbit in Y'. The weak topology of Y', restricted 
to.J YJ, yields the obvious topology where for & i C R' open, 
i = 1, .. ·,N, and &in& j = ¢ for i=f=. j, U""''''J, 
= IF = :l~~ I Fx , IX;E& i l is a neighborhood basis for .J ~. 
In this topology .J <:,) is connected, pathwise connected, and 
semilocally simply connected, and hence possesses a univer
sal covering space (J N' p) . 

In Sec. III we noted that for s>3 the universal covering 
space of.J YJ is the space J YJ = RsN \D, while special cases 
arise for s = 1 ands = 2. For s>3, the fundamental group for 
.J ~ is the permutation group SN' 

B. Sufficient condition for recovering a representation 
of the little group 

Next we establish a condition which allows the recov
ery of a well-defined representation of the little group from 
the system of multipliers for a representation of YAY. In 
the framework of Sec. II.B, we assume that,u is concentrated 
on a single measurable orbit.J C Y'. This is not the case for 
every representation of Y 1\'%'. In particular, representa
tions describing infinitely many particles do not have this 
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property. 
Recall that FESUPP J.l if and only if for any open neigh

borhood & containing F, J.l( &) > O. Supp J.l is a closed set in 
jP', and invariant under the action of %. WhenJ.l is concen
trated on the orbit A, supp J.l is the weak closure of A. 

Definition: A system of multipliers X'" (F) is continuous 
(outside 2') if 2' c supp J.l is a closed set with J.l(2') = 0 
such that for F,,¢*Fi.2' , X",(F) is defined and jointly con
tinuous as a map from (suPPJ.l)X% - cz.,(l). 

With J.l concentrated on the orbit A, it is clear that 
Xv/F) is continuous if 2' cA is closed with respect to the 
restriction of the weak topology to A, with J.l(2') = 0, and 
for F,,¢*FEA \.2', X",(F) is jointly continuous as a mapping 
from A X ff to cz., (1). 

Theorem 1: Let the system of multipliers X 1» (F) be con
tinuous (outside 2'). Then for all F,'¢~F and '¢NTFE(SUpp 
J.l)\.f!l, Eq. (2.9) holds. 

Proof Since FESUPP J.l, J.l( &) > 0 for every neighbor
hood & ofF. Since g' is closed we can select a neighborhood 
& of F such that the sets &, '¢T &, and '¢NT & all do not 
meet 2'. Since Eq. (2.9) holds almost everywhere, there is at 
least one point GE& where it holds. Likewise, for any open 
subset of & containing F, Eq. (2.9) holds for at least one 
point. Then by continuity it holds for F. 

Q.E.D. 
Corollary 1: If FESUPP J.l \. f!l, X 1» (F) defines a continu

ous representation ofthe little group % F' 

Remark: The system of multipliers defined from a con
tinuous wave function as in Eq. (3.4) is continuous outside 
the set f!l ofzeros of the wave function. We havefl(2') = 0 
since the wave function is taken to be a cyclic vector. 

Corollary 2: If F"FzESUPP fl \. g' are in the same orbit A , 
then the representations of the little groups % F. and % F. 

defined by X w(F) are unitarily equivalent. 
Proof Since FI and F2 are in the same orbit, there exists 

'¢E% with '¢*F, = F2• Let ,¢,E% F.; then 
'¢2 = ,¢o,¢,O,¢-'E% F, defines an isomorphism ,¢, - '¢z be
tween % F. and % F,' The equivalence of the representa
tions follows from Eq. (2.9) which holds for all points in 
question by Theorem 1. In particular 

X1»o1», (F,) = X1», (F,)X1» ('¢fFI ) = X1», (F1)X1» (F,); 

also 

X 1»0"', (FI ) = X 1»,01» (FI ) = X 1» (F l h'1», ('¢* F I ) 

= X 1» (F,)X 1», (F2); 

whence 

Q.E.D. 

C. Sufficient conditions for the inducing construction 

In what follows A is always a measurable orbit in JI'I, 
locally path connected, and semilocally simply connected, 
with a quasi-invariant cylindrical measure J.l concentrated 
on A. Our first objective will be to "lift" the action on A of 
'¢E% to a covering space (J, ft ). At times additional condi
tions on A will be required, which we now list: 

(a) If cf», for t El is a closed loop in % based at e (i.e., 
cf»o = cf» I = e), then for FEA, cf»~ F is in the homotopy class of 
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the identity in fI(A,F) i.e., the loop cf»~ F shrinks to a point in 

.1. 
If % is simply connected, as conjectured in Sec. II, 

then this condition follows automatically from the continu
ity of cf» - cf»*F. We shall see below that condition (a) is not 
necessary to the development which follows, but results in 
some pedagogical simplification. 

(b) If F, is a closed loop in .1 based at F, there exists a 
path t)!, in.W with t)!~ ~ of = t)!~ ~ IF = F, such that t)!~ F is 
equivalent to F,. 

An equivalent, local version of condition (b) is the 
following: 

(b /) Given FELl, there exists an elementary neighbor
hood U F ofF, such that for any path FI contained in Up and 
originating at F, there exists a path ,¢, in % originating at e 
with t)!~ ~ ,F = F, = I and with ""'~ F equivalent to F, . (Note 
that t)!~F need not be contained in UF .) 

Since.1 is an orbit under .r, it is sufficient to verify (b /) 
for a single point FELl. 

(c) Given FEA, there exists an elementary neighbor
hood UF of F and an open neighborhood tJ of e in .W, such 
that &*Fc;;;. Up, and such that for any "",Eta there exists a 
path t)!, connecting e to '¢ with t)!~ F equivalent to a path in 
Up connecting F to "",*F. (Note that t)!, is not required to 
remain in &, and '¢~F is not required to remain in UF .) 

We observe that if.W is locally path connected (as is the 
diffeomorphism group), condition (c) follows from the con
tinuity of t)! ~ t)!*F. Furthermore, ifin condition (c) tJ*Fis 
itself assumed to be an elementary neighborhood of F, (b') 
follows as a consequence. 

(d) For FEA, ¢ _ "",* F is an open mapping from 
.50/' -.:1, i.e., if (7' isopenin%, &*Fisopen inA. Alternati
vely, if Fj ---+ F in A, there exist ¢j - e in % with "",iF 
=Fj • 

Again, if.5Y is locally path connected, (d) implies the 
strengthened version of (c) above, and therefore (b) as well. 
It also implies that A is locally path connected, so that this 
does not have to be assumed separately. Note that '¢ - t)!* F 
is not an open mapping from % - .31"; for the orbits.1 ~) 
are themselves not open in Y'. 

Now we look at the consequences of these conditions, 
and demonstrate the above assertions as we go along. 

Lemma I: If.:1 satisfies property (a) above, the action on 
.1 of "",ELff lifts in a well-defined manner to the universal 
covering space J. 

Proof For '¢E~, s~lect a continuous path """ E.A' con
necting e to ¢. Let FoEA be any point such that p(io) = Fo. 
The path t)!~Fo is continuous in.:1, and therefore lifts to a 
unique pat~ i, i~.J such that i, .~ 0 = Fo and p(i,) = t)!~ Fa. 
Define t)!* F;) = F, = I' This lifts the action of t)! to J. 

If t)!, and "",', are two paths in .r connecting e to """ 
then '¢;" F;) and t)!:* F;) are equivalent by property (a). There
for<:2. they lift to paths having the same terminal point, and 
t)!*F;) is well defined. Q.E.D. 

At this point we shall consider what happens when 
property (a) does not hold. If % is not simply connected, 
then for "",E.ff and for distinct continuous paths t)!, ,"",', con
necting e to t)!, it is possible that the paths t)!~ Fo and t)!;*Fo are 
not equivalent in A, and therefore do not lift to paths having 
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the same terminal point in J. If this were to occur, one could 
consider the subgroup n(Ll ,Fo) of n(Ll ,Fo) consisting of the 
homotopy classes of the loops 4»~ Fo in Ll, where 4», is a closed 
loop in % based at e. Theil t~e paths t(l~ Fo andAt(lt Fo lift to 
paths in a covering space (Ll, p) such that p. II (Ll ,Fo) belongs 
to !he conjugacy class of n(Ll,Fo) in n(Ll,Fo), where 
p(Fo) = Fo· For appropriate choice of Fo, 

A"" A A. A 

p. Il(Ll,Fo) = n(Ll,Fo)' In Ll, t(l~Fo and t(l;*Fo have the same 
terminal point. The covering space J can be obtained from J 
by identifying all terminal points in J obtained by lifting the 

loops 4»~Fo. 
Two paths in Ll beginning at Fo, with the same end 

points, can now be defined as equivalent (mod II) if the ho
motopy class of the loop which they form is in the subgroup 
i'I(Ll,Fo)' In conditions (b) and (c), the requirement of 
"equivalent" paths is replaced by the requirement of paths 
"equivalent (mod n)," and all of the subsequent develop
ment goes through. 

For the orbits Ll C;; considered in Sec. III, IJ(Ll ~l,Fo) 
= [ ll, i.e., property (a) holds and these procedures are not 

necessary. Henceforth, we shall assume this condition for 
simplicity; then we can work in the universal covering space 
J. 

We shall also need the following fact. 
Lemma 2: For FE1i, (t(l\°t(l2)*F= t(lf(t(lfF). 
Proof Let t(l\/ and t(l2/ be paths in jy' from e to t(l\ and 

t(l2' respectively. Then t(lf(t(lfF) is the terminal point of the 
path in J which begins at F and which lifts the path t(lf, F 
followed by the path t(lf, (t(lf F) in Ll, where F = p(F). How
ever, this path in Ll is obtained from a path in jf' from e to 
t(l\°t(l2 which first traverses t(l2/ and then traverses t(ll/ °t(l2' 
since in Ll, we have (t(llt °t(l2)*F = t(lf, (t(lfF). Thus, 

(t(l I °t(l2)*F= t(lf(t(lTF). Q.E.D. 

We have noted that conditions (b) or (b') and (c) above 
are ways of bypassing the assumption that .5Y be locally path 
connected by looking at its action on Ll. The next lemma 
shows that % acts transitively on J. 

Lemma 3: If Ll satisfies condition (b) above, then it also 
satisfies (b'). Furthermore, the action of.5Y on J defined in 
Lemma 1 is transitive. 

Proof Let F, be any path in Ll commencing at Fo and 
terminating at Fl' Pick 4»Ej)/' with 4»*Fo = F I, and let 4»/ be 
any path from e to 4» in ./Y'. Then 4»~Fo = F; also com
mences at Fo and terminates at Fl' Let y be the loop based at 
FI formed by traversing F; backwards to Fo followed by F, . 
By condition (b), there exists a path t(l, of % with t(l~FI 
equivalent to y. We can select lJ!, to commence at e since ifit 
does not, we may replace it by (t(l, ".otl0lJ!, which also yields 
a path equivalent to y. Define the path (lJ!04»)/ in ,~. ob
tained by traversing 4», from e to 4», followed by lJ!, 04». By 
construction, (t(l04»)~Fo is equivalent to F, . Thus, for any 
path F, in Ll we have obtained a path (lJ!0~), in ,5Y' com
mencing at e with (lJ!0~);"Fo having the same end points as 
F, and equivalent to it. This implies that (b') holds with any 
choice of elementary neighborhood. Pick Po in J with 
p(f.~) = Fo. Now any point PI in J with p(PI) = FI corre
sponds to a certain equivalence class of paths from Fo to Fl' 
Choosing F~ from this equivalence class, we find (t(l04»)~ Fo 
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connects Fo to Fl' Thus, .5Y acts transitively on J. 
Q.E.D. 

Lemma 4: If Ll satisfies condition (b') above, then it also 
satisfies condition (b). 

Proof Let F, be a closed loop in Ll, and for each point on 
F, pick an elementary neighborhood UF, satisfying (b'). 
This gives an open covering of the loop, hence an open cover
ing of the unit interval I, which is a compact set. Hence, we 
can decompose I into finitely many sufficiently small closed 
subintervals Ii such that the path F, for t Eli lies in a single 
elementary neighborhood UF,' 

From (b') it is easy to show that for any path F: con
tained in UJ-~ (not necessarily originating at F i ), with end 

points F~ and F; , there is a path lJ!: in.5Y originating at e 
with lJ!;*F~ equivalent to F: . Thus, for each of the finitely 
many path segments F; , we obtain a path t(l; in % originat
ing at e with lJ!:* F ~ equivalent to F ~ . Finally, we compose 
these paths together in.5Y by traversing lJ!~ followed by (lJ!~ 
0lJ!; _ I) followed by (lJ!i ot(l~ ~ I olJ!: = 1) and so forth, to satis
fy condition (b). 

Q.E.D. 
Next we show that % acts continuously on J. 
Lemma 5: If Ll satisfies condition (c) above, then the 

mapping lJ! -+ t(l* F defined in Lemma 1 gives a continuous 
mapping from .A/' -+ J. 

Proof Ift(l' -+ ein.5Y, andF = p(F), let (1 be the neigh
borhood ofe described in (c) with (1*F~ Up. Then fort(liEC7', 
there is a path t(l; connectin~ e to t(l' with t(l;* F equivalent to 
a path in UI-" Therefore, t(li* F is in the same path component 
ofp·l(Up ) as F. Sincep maps this path component topologi
cally onto Up, and since p(t(li*F) = lJ!i*F -+ F, we have 
lJ!i* P -+ F. Since the group operations in % are continuous, 
continuity at e implies continuity elsewhere in ,)y. 

Q.E.D. 
Finally, we look at consequences of property (d). 
Lemma 6: If Ll satisfies condition (d) above, and if ,W is 

locally path connected, then Ll also satisfies (b), (b'), and (c). 
Proof If ,joY' is locally path connected, (c) is automatic: 

since lJ! -+ t(l* F is continuous, the inverse image of any ele
mentary neighborhood UI- of Fis open, and contains a path
connected open neighborhood C7' of e. For lJ!EC7', t(l, connect
ing e to lJ! may be chosen to lie wholly in (', whence lJ!~ Flies 
wholly in UI- and (c) is satisfied. 

(*Fis path connected and contained in UI-; by condi
tion (d) it is also open. Thus, (!*Fis itself an elementary 
neighborhood of F. It qualifies as the elementary neighbor
hood of condition (b'). 

We have already seen in Lemma 4 that (b') implies (b). 
Q.E.D. 

Lemma 7: Let Ll satisfy conditions (a)-(d). Then the 
mapping t(l-+ t(l* F defined in Lemma I is an open mapping 
from ,;V -+ J. 

Proof Suppose Fi -+ Fin J. Thenp(F;) -+p(F) in..1. 
LetF = p(F) and let UI- bean elementary neighborhood ofF 
in accordance with (c). Since p(F,) -+ F, we may eventually 
take p(F;)EUf . By condition (d), there exists lJ!i -+ e in ,)Y' 

with lJ!;F = P(Fi)' It follows from (c) that in some neigh
borhood t' of e, lJ!; P is in the same path component of 
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p-l( VF) as F. Then there is an open neighborhood of F in 

which "'1F = F;, which is sufficient for the result. 
Q.E.D. 

Lemma 8: Under conditions (a)-(d), the mapping 
% xJ ---+ J given by (",.F) ---+ "'*Fisjointly continuous. 

Proof: Let "'; ---+ e in %, andFj ~ FinJ. By Lemma 7, 
pick el>j ---+ e in % such that el>jF = F j. Then "'1Fj 
= "'1(el>jF) = ("';0el»*F by Lemma 2. However, ""oel>) 
---+ e by continuity of the group operation; and by Lemma 5 

we have the result. 
Q.E.D. 

Remark: We have seen how conditions (a)-(c) take the 
place of connectedness assumptions on %. While the latter 
may be difficult to prove, it is straightforward to verify (a)
(c), as well as (d), for the orbits Ll ~. The effect of these 
conditions is to permit all of the local properties of the action 
of % on Ll to be lifted to J. 

With the above results we can proceed with the devel
opment. Under property (a), there is a natural homomor
phism from % F" to n(Ll ,Fo) as follows: for "'E% F"' let "', 
be a path in % from e to "'. The action "'1 Fo then yields a 
closed loop in Ll, which defines an element of n(Ll,Fo). 
Again, if "", is a second path in ,A/ from e to "', "'; * Fo and 
"'1 Fo are equivalent and thus define the same element of 
n(Ll,F(l Calling this mapping h F,: ,W F, ---+ n(Ll,Fo), it is 
evident that h F, is a homomorphism. Where there is no pos
sible ambiguity we suppress the subscript Fa. We note that 

for \)II' "'2E% F" and for p(Fo) = Fa, we have "'fFo = \)ITFo if 
and only if h (\)II) = h ("'2)' If h (\)II):/h (\)12) in n(Ll,Fo), then 
\)I I and \)12 are in different path components of % F,,' Proper
ty (b) above implies that the homomorphism h is surjective. 

For FoEl withp(Fo) = Fo, and for gEn(Ll,Fo) represent
ed by the closed loop F, based at Fo, define gFo to be the 
terminal point of the unique path F, with initial point Fo 
such thatp(F, ) = F, . If g = h (el» for el>E% F , thengFo 
= el>*Fo. (Note that ifel>p el>2Eh -I(g), el>fFo ='el>TFo.) 

Next we construct an isomorphism from I1(Ll,F) to 
I1(Ll,F') as follows: IfF' = ",*FandF, isaloop inLl based at 
F defining an element of n(Ll,F), then \)1* F, is a loop in Ll 
based atF' defining an element ofl1(Ll,£'). Let a denote this 
map from loops based at Fto those based at F'. It is obvious 
that a maps equivalent loops to equivalent loops, and defines 
an isomorphism between n(Ll,F) and n(Ll,F'). 

Lemma 9: The isomorphism a is independent of the 

choice of "'. 
Proof: Suppose \)I'*F = F'. Then we can write 

"" = el>0"', where el>E,% F' . Define el>, E% to be a path from e 
to el>. Let F, be a loop based at F. Then el>r, (",*F, ) defines a 
continuous deformation of the loop \)1* F{ into the loop 
\)1'* F{ . Thus, these two loops are equivalent and \)I, \)I' define 
the same isomorphism between II(Ll,F) and n(Ll,F'). 

Q.E.D. 
It follows from the definitions of h and a that if h".(el» 

= gEI1(Ll,F) for el>E% f-' then h~N("'°el>0",-I) 
= a(g)Efl(Ll,"'*F). 

Lemma 10: Given gE 11 (Ll ,F), F' = ",*F, andFE.1 with 
p(F) = F, then a(g)'¢* F = "'*gF. 

Proof: Suppose g corresponds to the loop F, based at F, 
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and the path \)I, connects e to \)I in %. Then a(g) corre
sponds to the loop F; = "'* F, based at F'. "'*gFis the termi
nal point of the lifting of the path F, , followed by the path 
\)11 F, while a (g)\)I* F is the terminal point of the lifting of the 

path "'1 F followed by "'* F, . Both liftings have the same 
initial point F. However, the two paths are equivalent in Ll: 
\)I: F, continuously deforms F, into "'* FI as s moves from 0 
to 1. Thus, both liftings have the same terminal point in J. 

Q.E.D. 
Now we are ready to proceed with the inducing 

construction. 
Let g ---+ T:" be a representation of I1(Ll ,Fa) in u~ (1). 

For any other point FELl, T~'(g) = T:~ defines a representa
tion g ~ T:' of II(Ll,F), where a:n(Ll,Fo) ---+ H(Ll,F) is the 
isomorphism defined above. If tP:J ---+ C satisfies 

(4.1) 

then the function tP(F) tP(F) depends only on Fand not on 
the particular choice of F; thus, it is a function on Ll. 

We may endow J with the (J' algebra of measurable sets 
generated by the path components of p.1 (V) such that V is an 
elementary neighborhood in Ll. Now let JY be the Hilbert 
space of all measurable functions tP onJ, satisfying Eq. (4.1) 
everywhere, such that tP(F) is square integrable on Ll, i.e., 

(4.2) 

The Hilbert space JY is defined up to equivalence classes of 
functions which differ on sets of measure 0 in Ll, and an inner 
product on dY' is defined from Eq. (4.2) in the usual way. 

Finally, defining 

(7/'('¢)tP)(F) = i(",*F) [df1 (¢*F)] 1/2 , (4.3) 
dp(F) 

where F = p(F), we obtain a representation of <W in dY'. 
Moreover, with ('f/(f)i)(F) = [expi(F,J)]i(F), we re
cover a representation of.'l' 1\ <W. This is called the repre
sentation of.'l' 1\ <W induced by the representation T;'" of 
the fundamental group. 

The indu~ed representation is cyclic for [ w (f) 1. A 
cyclic vector if> is any function in ,71' such that 
f1(p!FEl IcP(F) = OJ) = O. 

Remarks: (1) lffor any "'. ~ e in ,'!(',p has the proper
ties that (a)f1(M'&tfJtM) ---'> 0 for any measurable setMinLl 
where~is the symmetric difference, and (b) (df1("'/' F)/ 
df1(F) )1/2 -~ [} (F)_~ 1 inL ~ (Ll ); then the induced represen
tation is a continuous representation of ,%. These corre
spond to standard assumptions in the definition of a dynami
cal system.4 

(2) A representation of H(Ll,Fo) defines a continuous 
representation of the little group c:1/' F utilizing h: )V . 

" r" 
---+ n(Ll,Pc»· For the N-particle representations of Y 1\ Y, 

with space dimension s;;;.3, the fundamental group of Ll ~) is 
SN, and the representations induced by the even and odd 
representations of SN are, respectively, the Bose and Fermi 
representati~.ms of the current group. J is an sN dimensional 
space, and 1/1 is simply a wavefunction. 
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(3) Comparing Eq. (4.3) to Eq. (2.8), we see that by 
using a larger space (.3 instead of.d ) the system of multipliers 
has disappeared from the equation. 

In the next theorem, we show that the induced repre
sentationjust defined is equivalent to a representation deter
mined by the Gel'fand-Vilenkin theory. 

Theorem 2: Given a representation T F
• offI(.d,Fo) in IC, 

the induced representation is equivalent to the representa
tion defined by Eq. (2.8) in the GeI'fand-Vilenkin formal
ism; with a system of multipliers given by X.v (F) 
= [.0 ('l'*!)ln (F)], whereFisany point withp(F) = F,and 

wherefl:.d ~ Cis acyclic vector for I ~(f)l in the induced 
representation satisfying In (F)I = 1 almost everywhere. 

Proof Let cP be any cyclic vector for I ~ (f») in the 
induced representation, and set .0 (F) = cP (F)/I cP (F)I . .0 is 
defined wherever cP is nonzero, i.e., outside a set !k 0 with 
flA(P(fl:..o» = o. Now X>I,(F) is defined as long as .0 (/!.) and 
fl (¢* F) are defined. It is independent of the choice ofF, since 

n (¢*gF)ln (gF) = .0 (a(g)¢*F)/n (gF) 

= T~~f>n(¢*F)lT:n(F) 
= .0 (¢* F)/n (F) . 

Moreover, X1/> (F) satisfies Eq. (2.9) wherever it is defined, 
since 

Xw, (F)X~" (¢iF) 

= [.0 NiF)ln (F)]. [n (l\JN!F)ln (l\J!F)] 

= [n(¢N!F)/n(F)] = [n (¢10l\J2)*F)!n (F)] 

= Xw,01)>,(F) , 

making use of Lemma 2. 
We shall show that the induced representation is equiv

alent to the representation defined by Eq. (2.8) by showing 
that they have the same generating functionals 
L (I,l\J) = (fl, ~(f)r(l\J)fl), where fl is the cyclic vector. 

For Eq. (2.8), with fl (F)= 1, the generating functional 
is 

LG_v(f,l\J) = f dfl(F)ei(f~f)X1/>(F)( d~~~;~) f12 . 
For the induced representation, on the other hand, the cyclic 
vector is .0 (F), so 

Linduccu (f, ¢) 

= fdfl(F) n (F) e,(F.f) [dfl (¢*F)]1I2n (¢*F). 
dfl(F) 

However, I n (F) I = 1 almost everywhere in.d; hence, almost 
everywhere 

n (F) n (¢*F) = n (F) .0 (¢*F)/ .0 (F) .0 (F) 

= n (¢*F)ln (F) = X1»(F). 

Thus, the generating functionals are equal. 
Q.E.D. 

Remarks:(1) If the cyclic vector <P in the induced repre
sentation is continuous almost everywhere in.d (i.e., outside 
a set!1 withfl(P(1» = 0)], thenX1»(F) satisfies the con
tinuity condition of Theorem 1 (outside p( 1». 

(2) The system of multipliers X 1» (F) defined from an 
induced representation as in Theorem 2 can now be modified 
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so that it is defined and satisfies Eq. (2.9) everywhere (though 
of course the continuity condition will not hold everywhere). 
In fact, if Fis a particular point at which .0 is undefined [i.e., 
at which cP (F) = 0], then .0 (F) may be defined to beanarbi
trary complexnumber of modulus 1, and .0 (gF) defined to be 
T;-n (F) for gEfI(.d,F). Now Xw(F) = [.0 (¢*F)/n (F)] is 
well defined and satisfies Eq. (2.9) everywhere. This remark 
is utilized in Appendix B. 

Given a system of multipliers X w (F), the continuity 
condition implies that a well-defined representation of % r
is determined for FE.d '\:Y. We next establish sufficient con
ditions for knowing that equivalent representations of the 
little group correspond to equivalent representations of 
5"'1\%. 

Let h: % F ~ fI(.d,F) be the homomorphism defined 
previously. lffor all ¢I'¢2E% F such that h (¢I) = h (¢2)' 
X 1/>, (F) = X 1», (F), we shall say that the representation of the 
little group obtained from the multiplier system/actors 
through the fundamental group. Assuming the path con
nectedness of h -leg) for gEIl(.d,F), this occurs under the 
physical condition that the cyclic vector be time-reversal in
variant [implying thatx l/> (F) = ± 1]. 

Theorem 3: Given a representation ~(fP/'(¢) of 
5'" 1\ % in the Gel'fand-Vilenkin formalism with fl concen
trated on a measurable orbit.d having properties (a)-(d). 
Suppose that Xl/> (F) is continuous and defines, in accordance 
with Corollary 1, a representation of % F, (for FoE.d '\3') 
which factors through n(.d,f"o). Then ~ (f)r(l\J) is unitari
ly equivalent to the representation induced from a represen
tation T F;, of n(A ,Fo) satisfying T f'(w) = X 1» (Fo) for ¢E% I", ' 
with h: %p, --> Il(.d,Fo) defined as above. 

Proof Select FoEi with p(Fo) = FO' Define 
n (¢*Fo) = X1»(Fo) for ¢*Fol:Y. Then fj is well defined, 
since if ¢f Fo = ¢! Fo, l\J 1- 1 0l\l2 is an element of Y I~, with 
h (¢;- 1 0¢2) equal to the identity in fI(.d,Fo)' Thus, 
X ~" '''I\>, (Fo) = 1 and it follows from Eq. (2.9) that X 1», (Fo) 

= X~" (Fo)· _ A 

Since ¢ acts transitively on.d, we have fl defined every-
where except onp-l(:y). Furthermore, n is continuous 
wherever it is defined. If Fi ~ F in J. Lemma 7 permits us 
to obtain ¢; ~ e in % with ¢r F = Fi • With F = «1»* Fo' we 
have n (Fi) = .0 (¢N*Fo) = .0 (¢;0«l»)*Fo) = X1»,o",(Fo) 
--> X'" (Fo) = n (4)* Fo) ~ .0 (F), whence fj is continuous. 

Then by Appendix A, fl is also a measurable function. 
We next show that .0 satisfies Eq. (4.1). Let ¢EcW' f;, 

with h (¢) = g and let F = «I»*Fo· Then a(g)P = «I»*¢*«I»-I*F, 
wherea:fI(.d,Fo) --> H(.d,F),and T~'(g) = T;" = Xw(Fo). We 
have n (a(g)F) = n (4)*¢*1;)) = X4>"w(~) 
= x",(Fo)X", (l\J*Fo) = X",(Fo)X",(Fo) = T;'(g)fl (F). 

Finally, we show thatx",(F) = n (¢*~)ln (/!.)for any 
¢E.%'· and FE.d such that F, ¢* Ft.:!!. Let F = «1»* Fo. Then, 

n (¢*F) = .0 (¢*4>*Po) = Xwo'" (Fo) 
= X",(Fo)Xw(4>*Fo) 
= fl (F)X1» (F) . 

As in the previous theorem, the unitary equivalence of the 
representations follows from the equality of the generating 
functionals. 
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Q.E.D. 
Corollary 3: Two representations of.Y 1\ Y in the 

Gel'fand-Vii en kin formalism, with equivalent measures. 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3 and having multiplier 
systems X ~ (F) and X ~ (F), are equivalent if the representa
tions of the little group defined by the multiplier systems are 
equivalent. 

Proof If the representations of the little group are 
equivalent, then these representations are unitarily equiv
alent to the same induced representation. 

Q.E.D. 
Remark: If the representations are unitarily equivalent, 

there is a measurable function Q:..1 ----)0 C with I Q (F) I = 1 al
most everywhere, such that 

(4.4) 

almost everywhere for each ..pEY. From Theorem 3, each 
X ~2(F) corresponds to a cyclic vecto~ il!..2 (F) in_the induced 
representation. Then Q(F) = Arg[fl2(F)lfl ,(F)], which is 
independent of the choice of F. 

Furthermore, since the phases of il I and il2 can be de
fined everywhere (albeit in a non unique manner), the sys
tems of multipliers X~ (F) and X~ (F) can also be chosen to 
satisfy Eq. (2.9) everywhere, and Q (F) can be defined every
where so that Eq. (4.4) actually holds everywhere. This re
mark is utilized in Appendix B. 

We have stated sufficient conditions on the orbit..1 and 
the multiplier system X'" (F) to ensure that a representation 
of the little group Y F is well defined, and that equivalent 
representations of the little group which factor through the 
fundamental group result in equivalent representations of 
y 1\ Y. In the next theorem, we complete the program of 
this section by stating conditions which are sufficient to en
sure that inequivalent representations of the fundamental 
group induce inequivalent representations of Y 1\ %. An 
additional condition on the orbit ..1 appears to be needed. 

Definition: An elementary neighborhood d of Fo in L1 
will be called a splitting set for ..1 at the point Fa, associated 
with the element gEI1(..1,Fo), if there exists a family 
Y = I d i J of open subsets of tJ such that (i) every open 
subset of d is the union of countably many mutually disjoint 
members of Y, together with a set of measure zero; and (ii) 
for each d i E.'7, there exists ..piEY satisfying, for (j;-; con
tained in a fixed path component ofp-I(&) withp(&;) = &i' 
(a) ..p~&i = g&i and (b)..p, is weakly measure preserving on 
& i in the sense that there exist constants cpcz > 0 (indepen
dent of i) such that for any measurable subset M of ?I' 
c7P( p(M»)>/1( p(..prM»)>ct/l( p(M». 

We will also use the following lemma. 
Lemma 11: For any measurable set XC c,/n with 

/1(X) > 0, and for all 8> 0, there exists an open set C' such 
that/1(tlnX) > (1 - 8 )/1(&). (In other words, "most" of t} is 
contained in x.) 

Proof For any measurable set X, /1(X) = inf z/1(Z), 
where Z runs through all countable unions of open cylinder 
sets such that XC Z. (This is the property of regularity in the 
sense ofCarotheodory.) Z may easily be selected to satisfy 
the condition of the lemma. 

Q.E.D. 
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Theorem 4: Let /1 be a quasi-invariant cylindrical mea
sure concentrated on the measurable orbit..1 C,Y' satisfying 
conditions (a)-(d). Let x~ (F) andx~ (F) be continuous sys
tems of multipliers on ..1, and 3' I and 3'2 be the associated 
sets of measure zero outside of which the continuity condi
tion holds. Let x~(F) and X~(F) define, for each 
FoE..:l \ (:..llu3'"), inequivalent representations of .;VI';, 

which factor through 11(..1 ,Fa). Assume that for F;JE..:l and for 
some gEI1(..1.F;) such that T ~ =1= T~ there exists a splitting 
set tJ' for..1. Then the representations of % defined by 
X~ (F) and x~ (F) are unitarily inequivalent. 

Proof: The representations defined by Xr(F) are equiv
alent, respectively, to induced representations on 

,;Y'\.2 = 1.p:J ---+ q.p (gF) = T ~.2.p(F);.p measurable 

and square integrable]. 

Suppose the representations are unitarily equivalent by 
virtue of the unitary mapping Q:Jf\ ----)0 ,ftY'2' Since ud I(!) is 
equivalent to ''1/ if), Q must be the operation of multi plica
tion by a measurable function Q (F). 

Let c" be the splitting set for..1 at Fo, let iJ be a path 
component of p-I(O), and choose FoEti. Let T~(T;t' 
= ei 

(J =1= I for /3 =1= 0 between - Jr and Jr. Let I denote the 
interval of the unit circle between e I f3 /3 and ei fJ /3. Then 
ei

/
3InI = dJ and for FE??, 

Q(gF) = T;(T~t'Q(F) = elfJQ(F) almost everywhere. 

Define Xl = ! At;' I Q (F)Elj. There exists some rota
tion I' of Iso that,u(p(XI'» > 0, and e'/JJ'nI' = ¢. The set 
p(Xl · ) is measurable; hence, by Lemma 11 there is for any 
8> 0 an open set Ii" C (1 such that .u(f}'np(Xt .») 
> (1 - 8)/1(1/'). Write t?" as the countable union of a mutu
ally disjoint subfamily! &; j of the family:7 of open subsets 
of If, together with a set of measure zero. Then there is at 
least one such set t'b such that /1(& bn p(X/)) 
>(l-8).u(C'b)· 

Let 6"~ bepl(&:,)nt". Then by hypothesis there exists 
..p such that ..p*6'~ = gt;'~ . However, since 
Q;t"I(..p) = 7'l(..p)Q for all..p, Q(..p*F) = Q(F) almost 
everywhere. 

Thus we have (a) Since Q(..p*F) = Q(F) almost every
where, and since l/J* is weakly measure preserving, 

.u( p(l FE..p*?';) IQ (F)El' I));>CI/1( p« Ail;) IQ (F)El' I)) 

> clO - 8)/1(t';). 

However, we also have (b) since ..p*?7-~ = gt:\). and 
Q (gF) = e' !1Q (F) with ei /JJ'nI' = dJ. 

,u( p({ At/J*?;;) IQ (£)El' D),;;;c:?J1( p( [FE?;'o IQ (F)ril' m 
<c18/1(/'~) . 

Thus, by choosing <5 sufficiently small in relation to C1 and c1 

we have a contradiction. and the postulated unitary equiv
alence Q cannot exist. 

Q.E.D. 
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Remark: Theorem 4 is a generalization of a theorem 
proved in Ref. 3 for the N-particle orbits. The N-particle case 
provides an example of a splitting set as follows: 

Let gESN and F.o = F 0 + '" + F 0 EA W, s>2. Define 
XI x,.., 

R = minjr'j Ix? - x31 and Br(x1,···,XN ) = I (Yl""'YN) 
ERsN '.D; I Yj - Xj I < r}. Now let the splitting set be 

t/ = P[BR/3(X~""'x~)], 
Next consider the family of sets I P [Br(x1,· .. XN)] C &}, 

with r and x j rational numbers. This is a countable family of 
sets, and they may be labeled & j' Any open subset of & may 
be written as the union of a mutually disjoint subfamily of 
I & j J, together with a set of measure zero. 

Furthermore, given the N disjoint balls U j 

= I xER', Ix - x j I < r J, there is a diffeomorphism t/J, Lebes
gue measure preserving on the U j , such that t/J(Uj ) = UgJ , 

where g is a permutation of the N indices. Finally, for &j 
= p[Br(x1,· .. ,XN )], let &, = Br(x1,''''XN) ~e in one of the 

connected components ofp-\&). Then t/J*&j 
= B (x ,"',X ) = g& j' The N-particle measure may be r gl g... " 

written dJ1(Fx, + ... + F",,) = 111 (x1'''''XN) 12dsxl· .. dsxN' 
where the cyclic vector 11 is nonzero onp-l(&). Then t/J is 
weakly measure preserving with respect to J1, with C I = c2- I 

A 2 A 2 VI II . f = infp '(, ) 1111 /supp,(t') 1111 . Thus, u has a properties 0 

a splitting set. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Let us summarize the assumptions which permitted us 
to prove Theorems 1-4, and then note in what sense we have 
a partial extension of the Mackey theory. 

We have assumed a quasi-invariant measureJ1 in Y' 
which is concentrated on a single measurable orbit Ll. In the 
restricted weak topology, Ll is locally path connected and 
semilocally simply connected. The action of % on Ll (given 
by t/J----+ ¢* F) is such that (a) closed loops in % map into 
loops which shrink to a point in Ll ; (b) any loop in Ll is equiv
alent to one obtained as the image ofa path in %; (c) there is 
an open neighborhood & of e in % that maps into an ele
mentary neighborhood U in Ll, such that a path exists in % 
connecting e to each t/JE& which maps into a path equivalent 
to one in U; (d) the map ¢ ----+ ¢*Fisopen from % ----+ Ll; and 
(e) for some element of the fundamental group, there is a 
splitting set for Ll under the action of %. 

We have noted that (a) is not necessary but simplifies 
the presentation; and that if % is locally path connected, (c) 
is automatic, while (b) follows from (d). With these condi
tions, a continuous system of multipliers determines a repre
sentation of the little group % F' Conversely, a representa
tion of,5Y F which factors through the fundamental group of 
Ll induces a representation of.~ /\ % which has a continu
ous system of multipliers. Two induced representations are 
unitarily equivalent if and only if the corresponding repre
sentations of % F are equivalent. This paper has focused on 
the sufficiency but not the necessity of the assumptions 
made. We especially do not exclude the likelihood of weak
ening or eliminating (e) above. 

The development has been motivated by the N-particle 
representations in the Gel'fand-Vilenkin formalism, and 
their connection with ordinary wave function representa-
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lions. All of the assumptions hold for the N-particle orbits 
Ll Win Y'. 

In Ref. 13, it was shown how the Mackey theory could 
be extended naturally to the semidirect product of a nuclear 
space with a locally compact group. In the case of a discrete 
little group, induced representations constructed using the 
techniques of the present paper would fall within this exten
sion of Mackey theory. At the other extreme, if the little 
group is locally compact and path connected, the techniques 
of the present paper are inapplicable to recovery of the repre
sentations obtained by the Mackey theory. In this respect 
only a very partial extension of the theory has been achieved. 
However, a covering space is of course a special case of a 
fiber space, in which the fiber is discrete. It is possible that 
under appropriate conditions, the consideration of covering 
spaces of orbits discussed in this paper could be replaced by 
consideration of fiber spaces over orbits. The representations 
of the little group could be required to factor through the 
structural group of a fiber bundle. Possibly, a wider exten
sion of Mackey theory could then be achieved. 

Important work on representations of Y /\ % related 
to this paper has been carried out by Vershik, Gel'fand, and 
Graev, who construct a representation of % from a measure 
on configuration space and a representation of S N' 

8 They 
consider both the N-particle case and the case of infinitely 
many particles with Poisson measure; they also treat repre
sentations of S N with dimension greater than one. These re
presentations form a ring (under the tensor product oper
ation), and one can extend a representation of % from this 
ring to a representation of Y /\ % in a natural way, repre
senting elements of Y by multiplication operators. 

The representations of Ref. 8 do not exhaust those of 
physical interest. For example, let J1 be concentrated on the 

orbit Ll = {F = !.;w-~ I Aj!.~i~ I Fx' ;with the x~ all distinct, 
and AjER fixed}. We then obta'in a representation describ
ing M distinct species of particles. 16 Since J1 is concentrated 
on a single orbit, the representation is irreducible. If p(f) 
describes the total mass density (the charge density), then 
the A j are the masses (the charges) of each species. As repre
sentations of %, these representations are in the Vershik
Gel'fand-Graev ring; but not as representations of Y /\.5Y. 
From the physicist's standpoint, it is perhaps more natural 
to begin with a representation of Y (describing local particle 
density), and induce representations of Y /\ %. 

We conclude with mention of two possible next steps: 
(1) to establish conditions which permit extension of the re
sults of this paper to the infinite-particle, multiorbit case; 
and (2) to examine the case of many-dimensional representa
tions of the fundamental group, which induce representa
tions of Y /\ % that are cyclic for I U(; (f) r( ¢)} but not 
cyclic for I U(; (f)}. For the N-particle orbits, we believe this 
would correspond to parastatistics. 

In addition, enlarging the current algebra to include 
particle spin densities is of physical interest. 
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APPENDIX A 

In this Appendix Y is any nuclear Frechet space, i.e., a 
complete metrizable nuclear space (Schwartz' space falls in 
this category ). We summarize some results about Y', culmi
nating in the fact that every weakly closed (or open) set in Y' 
is contained in the a algebra generated by the cylinder sets 
with Borel base. Therefore, every continuous complex-val
ued function on Y' is measurable. 

Y is separable (Gel'fand-Vilenkin, p. 73).9 Let UC Y. 
U O = {FEY' II(F,f)I.;;; 1 (V fEU) I is caned the polar of U. 
Since Y is separable and metric, any subset U C Y contains 
a countable everywhere dense set {f n}. Since FEY' is con
tinuous, we have FE U 0 if and only if 1 (F,f n) I.;;; 1 (V In). 
Thus, UO is the countable intersection of the (closed) cylin
der sets {F 1\ (F,f n) \.;;; I} and is measurable (Gel'fand-Vi
lenkin, p. 313). 

If g' and .'7 are Hausdorff topological vector spaces, 
and X'(g',jT) denotes the space of continuous linear maps 
from g' into Y, a subset H of !t'(g' ,jT) is equicontinuous if 
and only if for every neighborhood V of 0 in Y there is a 
neighborhood tJ of 0 in 'if! such that UFElf P(tJ)C V 
(Schaefer, p. 83)?1 Suppose that Uis a neighborhood of zero 
in Y. Then UO is equicontinuous in 2'(Y,R) = Y'; for if 
the neighborhood V of 0 in R contains ! A 11,1 1 < r I, pick 
{j = (r/2)U; then (VPEUO) (V IE&), I(F,f)I';;;(r/2), and 
(F,f)E V. Similarly, if U is a neighborhood of any other point 
in Y, VO is equicontinuous in Y'. For a topological vector 
space 'if! , every equicontinuous set in g" is relatively com
pact for the weak topology (Schaefer, p. 84). Thus, UO is 
relatively compact; since it is closed, it is compact. 

If He 2'('if! ,jT) is equicontinuous where g' is separa
ble and Y is metrizable, then the restriction to H of the 
topology of simple convergence is metrizable. If Y is also 
separable, then H is separable for this topology (Schaefer, p. 
87). Thus, the restriction to UO of the weak topology in Y' is 
metrizable and UO is separable for this topology (where Uis a 
neighborhood in Y). 

Let Un be a decreasing sequence of neighborhoods of 0 
in Y, constituting a base for the topology at 0; then n: = I Un 
= ! 0 l. If FEY', there is a neighborhood Un with FEU~ 

(since F is continuous and equal to zero at f = 0). Thus, 
Y' = u: = I U~, and we have expressed Y' as the union of a 
countable increasing family of compact metric spaces. 

Finally, let C be a weakly closed subset of .!/". To show 
that C is measurable it is sufficient to show Cn U~ to be mea
surable. Since U~ is compact, Cn U~ is compact. Since U~ is 
metric, c" U~ is the countable intersection of a decreasing 
sequence of open sets (in U~): Cn U~ = n;;: = I & m' where if d 
is the metric in U~, & m = uGEc..u" {FEU~ Id (F,G) < om}, 
and where <5 m is a sequence of positive real numbers tending 
towards zero. However, the open cylinder sets (intersected 
with U~) form a base for the topology in U~. Thus, tJ m 
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= U)'Er", tJ;, where r m is an index set and tJ; is a cylinder 
set intersected with U~. Each family I &;lrEF m} is an open 
covering for Cn U~, and thus has a finite subcovering 

! &,{,,. .. &,],,, I. Now with &"", = u::.~ 1 tJ;, we have Cn U~ 
e tJ"", C {j m with &"", measurable. Thus, en U~ 
= n;:; = 1 tJ"", is measurable, which is the desired result. 

It may be further remarked that for a nuclear Frechet 
space y, the strong topology in Y' coincides with the weak 
topology on each U~; thus, any strongly closed set in Y' is 
also measurable, and strongly continuous complex-valued 
functions on Y' are measurable. 

APPENDIX B 

For the representations of Y A % considered here, the 
systems of multipliers define cocycles in ,j, as outlined be
low. Standard definitions of n-simplex, n-chain, n-cycle, and 
the boundary mapping are assumed.22 

A continuous mapping a:I _,j (i.e., a path in,j ) is a 
singular I-simplex in,j. The p-chain group C P(,j ) contains 
the formal finite linear combinations a = I.7 ~ 1 a i a i of singu
lar p simplexes on,j, with integer coefficients a i • A I-cycle 
on,d is a I-chain with zero boundary. A I-cochain is a homo
morphism from C I(,d ) into the mUltiplicative group ~ (1) of 
complex numbers of modulus one, and a I-cocycle on,j is a 
l-cochain which has the value + 1 on every boundary. 

For ljIE% and FE.d, let ¢, EJY be a path from e to ¢ in 
JY, and consider the singular I-simplex given by ljI~FE.d. 
Two singular I-simplexes obtained in this fashion from 
paths in JY differ by a boundary because of condition (a) in 
Sec. IV. Thus, a l-cocycle takes on the same value on both 
singular 1-simplexes, and this value may be written X ¢ (F). 
Then Eq. (2.9) states the fact that a l-cocycIe is a homomor
phism from C l(,d ) into ~ (1) (where we note that the sum of 
the singular I-simplexes ljIt, F and ljI~ ljI~ F differs from the 
singular I-simplex (ljIloljl2)~F by a boundary). 

A l-cochain is a coboundary if it is a boundary mapping 
followed by a O-cochain. A O-cochain Q maps points in ,j 
into w(l). Thus, a l-coboundary when evaluated on a path 
connecting Fto ljI*Fin,d may be written Q(ljI*P) Q(Fyl. 
Two l-cocycles are cohomologous if they differ by a coboun
dary. Thus, X ~(F) and X ~(P) are cohomologous if they 
satisfy 

which we recognize as Eq. (4.4) relating systems ofmuItipIi
ers obtained from unitarily equivalent representations of 
YAJY. 

What we have called a system of multipliers differs 
from a cocycle in that it is known to be measurable (for each 
ljI), but on the other hand is defined and satisfies Eq. (2.9) 
only up to sets of measure zero. In Sec. IV we observe that a 
system of multipliers arising from an induced representation 
of Y A % can be chosen so that Eq. (2.9) holds everyWhere 
and likewise unitarily equivalent systems of multipliers can 
be chosen so that Eq. (4.4) holds everywhere. For these re
presentations, it is therefore possible to identify Gel'fand-
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Vilenkin systems of multipliers with cocycles. However, if 
the little group representation determined by the system of 
multipliers does not factor through the fundamental group 
of.J, this correspondence appears to break down. 
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We try to understand the geometry of the SO(n + 1,2) action on the Kepler Manifold of the n
dimensional hydrogen atom. We show that the SO(n + 1,2) symmetry of the Kepler Problem is 
closely related to the fact that the geodesic flow on T*S" is periodic. We also exhibit the orbit 
picture analog of the peculiar property of the corresponding SO(n + 1,2) representation; that is, 
it stays irreducible when restricted to SO(n + 1,1) subgroups. 

INTRODUCTION 

For negative values of the energy, the phase space of the 
n-dimensional two-body problem (also known as the hydro
gen atom or Kepler Problem), after "regularization" of the 
flow, is symplectomorphic to the geodesic flow on the cotan
gent bundle of S n minus the image of the zero section, T * S n 

- (0).2.3 Hence the group Ditf(S n) operates symplectomor-
phically on the Kepler manifold T * S n - [0). 

The transformation of the Kepler Problem to the geo
desic flow on the sphere is ultimately related to V. Fock's 
treatment (1935)4 of the quantum theoretical problem for 
the hydrogen atom which has an "accidental degeneracy". 
To exhibit the maximum invariance group of the problem, 
Fock applies the stereographic projection to the momentum 
variables and shows that the Kepler Problem in 3-dimen
sional space is reduced to the 4-dimensional Laplace equa
tion (a problem of free motion on the surface of a 4-dimen
sional sphere). This conclusion beautifully explains the 
accidental degeneracy in the energy with respect to the total 
angular momentum, and has been generalized to the n-di
mensional Kepler Problem by Alliluev.5 

Hence the eigenfunctions of the discrete spectrum of 
the n-dimensional hydrogen atom, in the momentum repre
sentation, are homogeneous harmonic polynomials in 
(n + I)-variables and the wavefunctions belonging to one 
level realize a finite dimensional irreducible representation 
ofSO(n +1) which has been regarded as the maximum in
variance group for this problem. In this way one is directly 
able to read off the degeneracy of an energy level as the num
ber of independent homogeneous harmonic polynomials of 
the corresponding degree. 

For the 3-dimensional problem, Barut et al.6 have 
shown that one can operate in the Hilbert space of these 
wavefunctions with a still larger group, isomorphic to the de 
Sitter group SOC 4, I), in such a way that one gets an irreduci
ble unitary (therefore infinite dimensional) representation of 
this noncompact group, hence introducing the concept of 
the dynamical or spectrum-generating symmetry in physics. 
They use Majorana's description of this representation in 
terms of creation and annihilation operators and observe 
that it can be unitarily extended to a representation of 
SO(4,2) on the same Hilbert space. This means that SO(4,2) 

")These results are taken from the author's dissertation under Professor 
Alan Weinstein. 

is also a dynamical group for the 3-dimensional hydrogen 
atom. 

Returning to the geometry of the Kepler manifold 
T * S n - ! 0) we realize that the SO(n + 1) symmetry of the 
hydrogen atom problem corresponds to the SO(n + I)-in
variance of the geodesic flow on T*S". Also, we notice that 
the isometries are a particular class of conformal transfor
mations, consequently the action of SO(n + 1,1) C Diff(S n) 
on S n extends the action of SO(n + 1). The natural realiza
tion of the carrier space of the representation ofSO(n + 1,1), 
corresponding to its action on S n, is given by I/2-densities 
DI12 (sn). After identifyingDI!2 (sn) with C ao(S") via a Rie
mannian metric on S n, as a basis of the Hilbert space we can 
take the spherical harmonics which are at the same time the 
wavefunctions of the corresponding quantum mechanical 
problem. 

Furthermore, the action of SO(n + 1,1) lifted to the co
tangent bundle of S " is transitive on T * S" - [0), therefore 
its action on the Kepler manifold is symplectomorphic to the 
action of SO(n + 1, I) on an orbit of the (co-) adjoint 
representation.3 

T * S n - ! 0) is also a symplectic homogeneous space 
for SO(n +1,2) which is not a subgroup of Diff(S ").3 There
fore one expects that the new generators ofSO(n + 1,2) have 
quite a different nature than the generators of SO(n + 1,1)
action. 

We tried to understand the geometry of the SO(n + 1,2) 
action. First we review the meaning of in variance and dyna
mical groups of an equation, then we continue with AlIi
luev's generalization to arbitrary dimensions ofV. Fock's 
method to explain the degeneracy of the energy levels in 
terms of the symmetry group SO(n + 1). We make a Fourier 
transformation and write the Schrodinger equation in mo
mentum space. Then we perform a stereographic projection 
and arrive at the Laplace equation on an n-dimensional 
sphere as the equivalent equation. This shows that the prob
lem is rotationally invariant in an (n + I)-dimensional 
space. In this space we exhibit the so(n + 1), so(n + 2), 
so(n + 3), so(n + 1,1), and so(n + 1,2) symmetries of the 
problem in terms of first order differential operators acting 
on the same space. Hence we obtain the Lie algebras of their 
representations. At this point we notice that in these repre
sentations of the generators of the algebras there are two 
ways of extending so(n + 1) to so(n + 2), or to so(n + I, I), 
but there is only one way to extend the representation of 
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so(n + 2) to so(n + 3), and the same is true for the extension 
so(n + 1,1) to so(n + 1,2). Furthermore, in the case of 
so(n + 1,2) we show thatthe new generator of the maximum 
compact subalgebra is unique and 

= [il s .. + (n ~ 1 rrz. 
We notice that this generator has the same spectrum and 
multiplicity as the operator ( - 2Htl/2 where H is the usual 
quantum mechanical Hamiltonian for the n-dimensional hy
drogen atom (negative energies only). Hence we show that 
the inclusion of the inverse of the generator of the Hamilton
ian flow leads to SO(n + 1,2) as one of the dynamical groups 
of the Kepler Problem. 

We also notice that the Laplacian il s" acting on the 
basis vectors chosen for the representation space is diagonal 
with eigenvalues ,u(,u + n - 1), ,uEZ:. Then [en - 1)/2]2 is 
the only quantity that completes,u(,u + n - 1) into a perfect 
square (V,u) so that the operator (ils " + ?)1/2 has integer 
eigenvalues (up to an additive constant 1/2 in case n is even. 
This is exactly the Maslov (Morse) index mod 4 of a simple 
closed geodesic on an even-dimensional sphere. It is equal to ° mod 4 for n odd.) We also find a uniqueness property for 
the same operator in the representation theory context. And, 
the group theoretical quantization picks up this very specific 
quantity. This fact is, of course, connected with the fact that 
the geodesic flow on T'" S n is periodic. Professor Guillemin 
told us that similar additional terms must be added to the 
Laplacian in other contexts such as scattering theory and 
Hadamard's conjecture on Huygens' Principle.7 See also p. 6 
of Ref. 8, p. 114 of Ref. 9, and Ref. 10. 

In this work, we will usually work in the framework of 
Lie algebras rather than the groups. We can always go over 
from the groups to the algebras by differentiation. Converse
ly, by using a theorem of Harish-Chandra we show that the 
representations of the algebras so(n + 1,1) and so(n + 1,2) 
constructed here are integrable to the group levels. We also 
show the irreducibility of these representations, hence prove 
that the set of wavefunctions of the hydrogen atom can be 
put into a single irreducible representation ofSO(n + 1,1) 
which can be uniquely extended to a representation of 
SO(n + 1,2). In this way we identify SO(n + 1,1) and 
SO(n + 1,2) as the dynamical groups of the Kepler Problem. 

In the last section we go to the Kirillov-Kostant-Sour
iau picture!! of the same problem and there find the orbit 
theory analogue of the peculiar fact that this representation 
of SO(n + 1,2) stays irreducible when it is restricted to 
SO(n + 1,1). 

1. SYMMETRIES OF EQUATIONS 

We first define the meaning of symmetry of an equa
tion. Suppose we ha ve a function q:;(x !,X2 , ... ,x n ). We consider 
the relation 

Aq:; = 0, (1) 

where A will be regarded, for simplicity, as a linear differen
tial operator, athough this is immaterial in the reasoning that 
follows. The symmetries ofEq. (1) may be defined as the set 
of coordinate transformations that do not change the form of 
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Eq. (1). Clearly they form a group. Or the symmetry of Eq. 
(1) may be taken to mean the set of operators I B j J, forming a 
Lie algebra and satisfying. 

[A,B,] = 0, Vi, (2) 

In physics literature this kind of symmetry is called the in
variance algebra of the equation. Clearly, this definition of 
the symmetry is broader than the previous one. In fact, if 
there is a Lie group of transformations that do not change 
the form ofEq. (1), one can go over to its infinitesimal trans
formations and obtain a Lie algebra of operators satisfying 
Eq. (2). We shall understand the symmetry of an equation in 
an even broader sense: Whenever we speak of the symmetry 
ofEq. (1) we mean that ifsome solution is obtained, then the 
symmetry transformations can be used to obtain also other 
solutions; i.e., the solution space of Eq. (1) is a basis of a 
representation of that Lie group (or Lie algebra) which is 
regarded to be the symmetry of the problem. When this re
presentation is irreducible we call it the dynamical symmetry 
of the system. It is more convenient to talk about the Lie 
algebra rather than the group because one is then working 
with linear equations and we can always go over from the 
group level to the algebra by differentiation, so any represen
tation of the group automatically gives a representation of its 
Lie algebra (but not vice versa). We can find such a symme
try if we find operators C, forming a Lie algebra and satisfy
ing 

(3) 

i.e., I C j J commute with the operator A not identically, but 
only on solution space ofEq. (I). Obviously, if q:; is a solution 
ofEq. (1) so is also Cjq:;, Vi. 

One can ask the following question: what irreducible 
representations of the symmetry algebra ofEq. (1) are real
ized as solutions. It is known from some examples such as 
the hydrogen atom and harmonic oscillator that not all re
presentations possessed by the algebra are realized on solu
tions. As in the hydrogen atom case, it may happen that only 
one representation of the algebra is realized. 

If the obtained symmetry algebra of the equation is so 
broad that all the solutions of the equation can be connected 
by operators from this algebra, then, in a sense, the algebra 
and its representation realized on the solution space replace 
the equation itself. This enables us to formulate the problem 
in pure algebraic form rather than in the language of 
equations. 

2. SYMMETRIES OF THE KEPLER PROBLEM 

In 1926 W. Pauli 12 found the spectrum of the Kepler 
Problem in a very elegant way by the use of the conservation 
of a second vector R beside the angular momentum: 

x 
R = H(pXL) - (LXp») - -- (Runge-Lenz Vector) 

- r 

is a second order differential operator in x-space. However, 
it is a linear polynomial in x. This suggests that we make a 
Fourier transformation from x-space to p-space and define a 
representation of the generators of the in variance algebra by 
differential operators in momentum space for we know that 
properly parametrized infinitesimal generators are linear 
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differential operators. This explains the second approach to 
the symmetry of the Kepler Problem due to V. Fock. 

Following Fock and Alliluev we write the Schrodinger 
equation in momentum representation: 

(
p2 E )IJI( ) _ r [en -1)/2 ] f lJI(p') d "p' 
2" - p - 2t1" +1)/2 I p _ p' I" --I . 

This has those square integrable solutions which, in the new 

variables (5]152'''''S" +1) defined by 

Pos; . 12 p. = , 1 = , , ... ,n, 
, f;- + ~n ~ I f;-2 !>n+1 j=l!>j 

are harmonic polynomials of S on the n-dimensional sphere 
sn, i.e., they satisfy the equation 

Ll n + 1 <P ( s) = 0, 

where 

a2 a2 

Lln+1 = --+ ... + 2 

asi aL+1 

(4) 

Hence we arrive at the Laplace equation on S n as the equiv
alent problem. (We notice that the mapping (PI,PZ, ... ,Pn) 
-( 5 I ,52"" ,S n ,S n + I ) which is just the stereographic projec
tion of the n-dimensional linear space to the unit sphere in 
(n + 1 )-dimensions, is such that the components of angular 
momentum 

5I'ij= -i(5i~- Sj~)' i,j=I,2, ... ,n+l, 
aSj aSi 

are constants of the motion. 
Now we want to apply the philosophy of Part A to Eq. 

(4): A direct verification shows that the operators 

~k = - i( Sjak - Sk a) (aj= a~J' j,k = 1,2, ... (n + I), 

commute with Ll n + I . This is nothing else than the rotational 
invariance of the Laplace equation in (n + 1 )-dimensions. 
Now we search for more operators, preferably first order 
differential, which commute with L1 /I + I on the solution set 
ofEq. (4). We also want to close in a finite dimensional Lie 
algebra. Clearly 

Pj = - fa), j = 1,2, ... ,(n + I), 
have the required properties: 

[M}k ,P,] = i(OIjPk - O'kP), 

and 

[PUP}] = O. 

An other set of operators having the same properties is 

Qi = S 2a, - 25iS,a, + (1 - n)5i' i = 1,2, ... ,(n + I), 
akQi<P = [2Skai + s2a7k - 20ik S,a, - 2Si ak - 2s ;s,aL 

+ (l - n)oki + (1 - n)5iak ] <P. 

We are always assumingL1<P = akak<P = a~k<p = O. Simi
larly we show that 

a~Qi<p = o. 
Oi) denotes the Kronecker 0 function. Weare also employing 
the Einstein's summation convention on repeated indices. 
After a tedious computation we arrive at 
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[Qi,Qj] =0. 

Finally we compute 

[Pk,Qi] =2[ -i(Skai -Siak) + iak{s, a, + n~1 )] 

=2[Mki +iok,(s,a,+ n~1 )]. 

This formula immediately forces us to take 
N =s,a, + (n -I) /2 as the new operator in order to 

close ! M ij ,Pi ,OJ J into a finite dimensional Lie algebra. Fur
thermore we notice that N is the only operator with this 
property. 

Summary: The (l/2)(n + 2)(n + 3) operators 

Mjk = - i( Sjak - Skaj), 

Pi = - iao 

Qj = S 2aj - 2SjS,a, + (l - n)L 

N = s,al + n -I, i,j,k,l = 1,2, ... ,(n + I), 
2 

commute with Ll n +1 on the solution space ofEq. (4) and we 
have 

[Mjk,Mik ] = i~i' [Mij,Mktl = 0, for ijkl =/-, 
[~k,Pi] = i(OijPk - Oik P), 

[Mjk,Q;] = i(OijQk - OjkQ), 

[Pi,Qj] = 2{Mij + iOijN J, 

[N,P,] = - Pi' 

[N,Qi] = Qu 

i.e., 1M ij ,Pi ,Qj ,N J generate a finite dimensional Lie algebra. 
From these operators we can form the generators of all the 
compact and noncom pact forms of complex Lie algebra 
so(n +3) each of which containing the compact form of 
so(n +1). We shall always define Lij = - Lji' 

For example 

Lij = Mi}, 

Li n+ 2 = ~(Qi + iP;), 

generate the Lie algebra of SO(n + 2). The same is true for 
the set 

Lij=Mij' 

Lin+3 = WQi + P,). 

We check that 

[Lin+2,Ljn+2] =iMij =iLij , 

[Lin +3 ,Ljn +3 J = iMij = iLIj' 
The equality 

[L,n+2,Ljn +3 ]=ioijN, 

implies that the operators 

Lij=Mij' 

Li n +2 = !(Qi + lP;), 

Ljn +3 = WQj + P;), 

Ln +2.n +3 = - N, 

generate the Lie algebra ofSO(n +3). Now we define 
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X; n +2 = WQ; - P;), 

and compute 

[X;n+2 ,xjn +2 ] = -lMij' 

Hence the operators 

Xij=Mij' 

x; n +2 = WQ; - Pi)' 

generate the Lie algebra of SO(n + 1, I). Also, the same is 
true for the set 

.Yij=Mij' 

.Y;n+3 = !UP; - Q;). 

Similarly, the equality 

[.Y;n+2 ,.Yjn +3 ] =iDijN, 

implies that the operators 

Lij=Mij' 

.Y;n+2 = WQ; - Pi)' 

.Yjn +3 = WPj - Qj)' 

.!f' n +2.n +3 = N, 

generate the Lie algebra ofSO(n +1,2). 

Group Generators of its Lie algebra 

SO(n +1) 
SO(n +2) 
SO(n +2) 
SO(n +1,1) 
SO(n +1,1) 
SO(n +3) 
SO(n +1,2) 

Mjk 
Mij¥Q; + iP;) 
Mij¥iQ; +P;) 
Mij.!(iQ; -Pi) 
Mij¥iP; -Q;) 
Mij¥Q; + iP;).!(iQ; + Pi)' - N 
Mij¥iQ; - P;).!(iP; - Q;), N. 

At this point we notice that in these differential operator 
representations of the generators of the Lie algebras, there 
are two ways of extending so(n + 1) to so(n +2), or to 
so(n + 1,1), but there is only one way to extend the represen
tation of so(n +2) to so(n +3) and the same is true for the 
extension ofso(n +1,1) to so(n +1,2). Furthermore, in the 
case of so(n + 1 ,2) the new generator of the maximum com
pact subalgebra is unique and equals Sial + (n -1 )/2. 

Now we consider I Mij,P;,Qj,N l acting on the solution 
space ofEq. (4), i.e., on the space of harmonic functions in 
(n + 1 )-variables. A natural basis for this space is the set of 
homogeneous polynomials T ~ .,1, (v = the degree of homo
geneity) in the variables S; that are totally symmetric in all 
indices and with all pair traces zero. Since akak T~;, ... ;v 

= 0 they, at the same time, represent harmonic polynomials 
of degree v in an (n + 1 )-dimensional space Ref. 13, p. 400. 
The number of linearly independent harmonic polynomials 
of a given degree is equal to Mv = (2v + n -1)(v + n 
-2)!1v!(n -I)!, and they make up a basis ofa finite dimen

sional irreducible representation of so(n + 1) algebra, and 
no subspace of our solution space is invariant under the ac
tion of the algebras containing linear combinations of P k and 
Qk' i.e., from any state we can obtain the entire set of states of 
the hydrogen atom. Therefore, for these algebras (compact 
and noncom pact) we obtain irreducible representations. The 
representation space is infinite dimensional, therefore the 
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representations of the compact algebras so(n + 2) and 
so(n + 3) cannot be Hermitian. (That is why we do not find 
these algebras in physics literature.) This fact also tells us 
that these representations are not coming from geometric 
actions on the Kepler manifold. 

We go from a representation of the Lie algebra of a 
group to a representation of the group by the process of ex
ponentiation, and the question arises when is this exponen
tiation possible. To prove the integrability of our representa
tions for the algebras so(n + 1,1) and so(n + 1,2), we use a 
theorem of Harish-Chandra. 14 Thus we show that the 
(n + I)-dimensional spherical harmonics form the basis for 
a single irreducible representation of the groups SO(n + 1,1) 
and SO(n + 1,2); i.e., the n-dimensional Kepler Problem has 
SO(n + 1,1) and SO(n + 1,2) as its dynamical groups. 

We easily observe that the representation of 
SO(n + 1 ,2) remains irreducible when we restrict ourselves 
to anyone of its two SO(n + 1,1 )-subgroups, if we realize 
that the generators of these subgroups leave no subspace of 
our original space invariant. In the next section we shall find 
the corresponding phenomenon in the orbit picture corre
sponding to this peculiar fact of this SO(n + 1,2)-representa
tion. Professor I.T. Todorov told us that there is an infinite 
family of representations of SO(4,2) with this property. 

Finally we want to relate the new generator of the maxi
mum compact subalgebra ofso(n +1,2), N = 51al 
+ [en -1)/2], to more familiar objects: (n +l)-dimension

al Laplacian in spherical coordinates Ref. 15, p. 507, reads 

Lin t-I 

where 

r = 5 ~ + ... + 5 ~ +1 , 

and 
rr+l 

il = L M t = the angular part of the Laplacian, 

;<j = Laplacian on S n = Lis", 

= Casimir operator of SO(n + 1). 

In the same coordinates we have 

n -1 
N=ra +--

r 2 

and 

=rLin+1 -il+ (n ~1 r 
Therefore, on the solution space of the Eq. (4); i.e., for 
Lin +1 cP = 0 we have 
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or 

Nt/> = ± [Lis" + (n; I rr2 

t/>. 

We realize that the Laplacian Lis" acting on the basis 
vectors chosen for our representation space is diagonal with 
eigenvalues v(v + n - I), 'JIEZ+. Then [en - 1)/2f is the only 
quantity that completes V(V + n -1) into a perfect square 
(Vv) so that the operator (Lis" + 1)112 has integer eigenval
ues (up to an additive constant 1/2 in case n is even). (This 
quantity is exactly the Maslov index (which is the Morse 
index for geodesics) mod 4 of a simple closed geodesic on an 
even-dimensional sphere. Its actual value for S n is 2(n - 1), 
which is equal to 0 mod 4 when n is odd.) We recall that we 
have also found a uniqueness property for the operator N in 
the representation theory context. And the group theoretical 
quantization of the Kepler Problem picks up this very specif
ic quantity. This fact is. of course. connected with the fact 
that the geodesic flow on T*sn is periodic. We also notice 
that N has the same spectrum: v + (n - I )/2. v = 0.1.2,.··. 
and multiplicity Mv as the operator ( - 2Ht1/2 where H is 
the usual quantum mechanical Hamiltonian for the n-di
mensional hydrogen atom (negative energies only). Hence 
we show that the inclusion of the inverse of the generator of 
the Hamiltonian flow on the Kepler Manifold leads to 
so(n + 1,2) as the other dynamical algebra of the Kepler 
Problem. 

3. ON THE ORBIT PICTURE OF THE KEPLER MANIFOLD 

As we mentioned it before, the Kepler manifold 
T*sn -to} is an SO(n +1,1), and SO(n +1.2). homogen
eous symplectic space. corresponding to singular orbits in 
the (co-) adjoint representations. (It was observed that these 
orbits are nilpotent. Conversely, Wolf proved that in the 
semisimple case the nilpotent orbits are open subsets of co
ten gent bundles with zero sections deleted. 16 

Elhadad (1973) constructed the dynamical quantiza
tion of the SOC 4,1 )-orbit and obtained the energy levels and 
the wavefunctions of the SchrOdinger equation in this pic
ture. 17 But, he could not apply the same method, due to 
Kostant-Souriau, to SO(4,2)-orbits because he showed that 
this orbit does not carry an SO(4,2)-invariant polarization. 

Later, Onofri (1975) came up with an alternate proce
dure and obtained a quantization of the SO(n +1,2)-orbit 
through a limit of quantizable manifolds, admitting invar
iant complex polarizations. 18 In this way he also recovered 
the usual quantum mechanical hydrogen atom model. 

In this section we take Onofri's description of this sin
gular SO(n +1,2)-orbit and show that it is transitive under 
the two SO(n +1,1) subgroups. Comparing with the Theo
rem 6.1 of Ref. 11 we understand that this is the orbit picture 
analogue of the peculiar fact about the SO(n + 1,2)-repre
sentation we have constructed in the previous section; that 
is, it stays irreducible when restricted to SO(n + 1,1) 
subgroups. 

We also show that a family of regular SO(n +I,2)-or
bits do not have this property; furthermore, we establish the 
fact that the SO(n +1,1) actions foliate these nonsingular 
orbits with Lagrangian submanifolds. 
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For convenience we use new names for the generators of 
so{n + 1,2) algebra: 

M~ =: ij } maximal compact subalgebra 
N - n+2.n+3 

so(n + 1) E9 so(2), 

Zi = .!.f in + 2 , 

~=.!.fjn+3' i,j=I,2, ... ,(n+l). 

Since the orthogonal groups are semisimple their Killing 
forms 

1 
B(X,Y) = Trace(adXadY), 

2(n + 1) 

are nonsingular. Explicitly, on the basis vectors ofthe 
so(n + 1,2) algebra we have 

B (.!.fii'.!.f hk) = gik gjh - gih gjk' 

where 
gil =gZ2 = ... = -gn+2.n+2 = -gn+3.n+3 = -1, 
gij = ° if ii=j. 

(5) 

Therefore through the Killing form we can identify the 
coadjoint representation with the adjoint representation. 

A general point WEso(n + 1,2) is given by 

We shall denote by Ow the orbit ofSO(n +1,2) through w. 
Onofri shows that the orbit through 

Wo = N + M12 + ZI + Wz, 

corresponds to the Kepler Manifold. To find the Lie algebra 
of the stability group of Wo we solve the following equation 
for n, mu, z" and Wj: 

[IN +mij Mij +ZiZi + wj~,N +M12 +ZI + Wzl =0, 

we obtain 

Zz =0, 

m l2 + 1=0, 

mI3 =0, 

ml n+1 = 0, 

Z3 + m23 = 0, 

Z4 + mZ4 = 0, 

(6) 

Here we have 2n independent equations and this tells us that 
the dimension of Ow. = 2n, as it has to be. We notice that 
these equations do not involve Wi' This suggests that we look 
at Ow, under the action of the SO(n + 1,1) subgroup whose 
Lie algebra is generated by {Mij' Zi J. Clearly, the stability 
subalgebra of this action is given by the same number of 
linearly independent equations. (We just have to remove I 
from the second equation in Eq. (6) and this does not change 
the linear independence.) This proves that the SO(n +1) 
subgroup, corresponding to {Mij'Z, J, acts transitively on 
Ow.· It is also a routine computation to show that the stabil-
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ity algebra of {Mij'Z; }-action on Wo is given by the same 
number of equations, so the same transitivity property holds 
for the corresponding SO(n + 1,1) subgroup. 

Finally we look at some regular orbits ofthe form Ow, 
with WI = IN. (These are the orbits Onofri approximates Ow. 
with.) The stability subgroup of WI is given by the maximal 
compact subgroup SO(n +I)XSO(2), therefore dimOw, 

= 2(n +1), and 

TOw,;:::;;so(n +I,2)/so(n +I)EBso(2) 

;:::;; { Z;, ~} :==the linear span of Z;, ~. 

The stabilty subalgebra of { M ij ,Z;} at WI is given by {M ij }, 
therefore the tangent space at w, of the SO(n +1, I)-orbit 
through WI is spanned by Z;. (We are dealing with the 
SO(n + 1,1) subgroup corresponding to the Lie algebra gen
erated by {M;j ,Z; } ; similar results, of course, hold for the 
other SO(n +1,1) subgroup when Z; and Wi are 
interchanged). 

Claim: {Z; } C {Zo ~} is a Lagrangian subspace. 
Proof Clearly, dim { Z;} = !dim{ Zi> ~}. 
The symplectic form on Ow, at WI is given by 

(V\,V2~(WI' [v\,v2]) 

= B (WI'[V\,V2]), V;E{Zi>~}' 

On the basis vectors of { Z; } we get 

(Z; ,Zj ~ B (IN, [Z; ,Zj ]) 

Equation 
(5):::} 

- ilB(N,Mi) 
== - ilB (Y n +2,n +3 ,if ij)' 

= -il{gn+2jgn+3i -gn+2;gn+3j} 
= 0, because i,j = I,2, ... ,(n + 1). 

Hence we have shown that SO(n +1,1) actions foliate Ow, 
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with Lagrangian submanifolds. At the moment we do not 
know if this fact can be of any use. 
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I consider the "missing label" problem for basis vectors of an Sp(2n) representation 
corresponding to a group reduction chain with links Sp(2v)J,Sp(2v -2) X U(1), 2<v<n. I obtain 
two different sets of v -1 missing label operators. These operators, together with the v Casimir 
operators of the Sp(2v) group, the v -1 Casimir operators of the Sp(2v -2) subgroup and the 
one generator of the U(1) subgroup, form a complete set oflabeling operators whose 
eigenfunctions provide a canonical basis in the representation space ofSp(2v). When the number 
of missing labels exceeds one the most general solution to the labeling problem is not known. The 
two particular solutions presented here have certain appealing aspects of symmetry and 
simplicity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

An important problem in the applications of group the
ory is the explicit construction of a "canonical basis" for the 
irreducible representations of the group. A canonical basis 
consists of a complete nondegenerate set of orthonormal ba
sis functions. Clearly this can be achieved by choosing as 
basis functions the (normalized) eigenfunctions of a com
plete set of commuting Hermitian operators. In two remark
able but obscure papers, Gel'fand and Zetlin I completely 
solved this problem for all finite-dimensional irreducible re
presentations of the unitary and orthogonal groups. Their 
results have been rederived since in various ways, most re
cen tl y by me using shift operators in the form of tensor oper
ators.2 The Gel'fand-Zetlin patterns, that label a basis vec
tor, consist of an array of integers or semi-integers which can 
be put into a one-to-one correspondence with the eigenva
lues of the Casimir operators of the group and its subgroups 
in a canonical chain. Thus, e.g., for the orthogonal group in n 
dimensions, O(n), the canonical chain is 

O(n)LO(n -IH···O(3HO(2), (1.1) 

and the complete set of commuting operators consists of the 
Casimir operators ofO(v), 2<v<n. Because the reduction 
O(n)W(n -I) is multiplicity-free (i.e., a given irrep of 
O(n -1) occurs in an irrep ofO(n) at most once] it is appro
priate to apply to this procedure the term "canonical" as 
defined by Baird and Biedenharn.3 Similarly, because the 
reduction U(n)LU(n -I)XU(I) is multiplicity-free, the 
Gel'fand-ZetIin procedure also works for the unitary 
groups. 

In the case of the remaining series of the classical 
groups, the symplectic group in 2n dimensions Sp(2n), no 
such canonical basis appears in the literature. Here the links 
in the natural reduction chain are of the form 

Sp(2v)}Sp(2v -2) X U(1), 2<v<n. (1.2) 

This reduction is not multiplicity-free, the resultant chain of 
subgroups is not canonical and one is faced with the so-called 
"missing label problem." The branching law for the splitting 
of an irrep of Sp(2n) under restriction to Sp(2n -2) is 
known;4 implicit in it is the solution to the state-labeling 
problem and the corresponding Gel'fand-Zetlin pattern has 

been used by Mickelsson5 to construct a basis. It is clear from 
his work, however, that the basis functions are neither mutu
ally orthogonal nor eigenfunctions of a complete set of com
muting operators. 

This difficulty is common to many other situations and 
arises whenever a noncanonical chain of subgroups is in
volved. The reduction SU(3)J,O(3) is perhaps the most fam
ous such case;6 it involves one missing label. The solution to 
the problem is, of course, to find a sufficient number of addi
tional operators that would, together with the Casimir oper
ators of group and subgroups, form a complete set. The form 
of the general missing label operator for seven cases with one 
missing label has been given by Sharp.7 The problem be
comes more complicated when two or more labels are miss
ing because of the requirement that the missing label opera
tors must commute with each other. A particular solution 
for the case SU(4)LSU(2)X SU(2), where two labels are 
missing, was given by Moshinsky and Nagel. 8 

In the case ofSp(2n)LSp(2n -2)XU(1) the number of 
missing labels is n - 1. In what follows I find two different 
solutions for the n - 1 missing label operators. In Sec. 2 the 
notation is explained and the symmetric and anti symmetric 
tensors, as well as the invariants, are introduced. In Sec. 3 
the missing label operators are explicitly constructed with 
the proof of their crucial property of commutativity relegat
ed to the Appendix. I conclude with a discussion of the re
sults in Sec. 4. 

2. GENERATORS AND TENSORS 

I denote the generators ofSp(2n) by G ~ with the indices 
ranging from - n to n, zero excluded; the Sp(2n -2) sub
group is obtained by omitting - nand n from the range of 
the indices. In the Racah9 basis the commutation relations 
are 

[G~,G~] = 8~G~ - 8~G~ + E'~(8~G~ - 8~G~), 
(2.1) 

where 

ii - a, E':==allal. (2.2) 

These G 's obey 

G~ = -E'~Gt (2.3) 
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so that the number of independent generators (order ofthe 
group) is n(2n +1). Moreover, in unitary representations 
one has 

(2.4) 

The Cartan subalgebra is generated by the n generators 

(2.5) 

so that the rank ofSp(2n) is n. Thus the number oflabels 
needed to specify an irrep ofSp(2n) is n. The additional num
ber of labels needed to uniquely specify a vector within an 
irrep is given by half the difference between order and rank, 
i.e., n2 for Sp(2n). 

Consider the reduction Sp(2n)!Sp(2n -2)XV(1) 
where the V(l) is generated by G ~. Assuming that the label
ing has been solved for Sp(2n -2) this subgroup will provide 
a number of labels equal to 

n -1 + H<n -1)(2n -1) - (n -1)] = n2 
- n, (2.6) 

and since the V(l) subgroup provides one more label this 
reduction results in n - 1 missing labels. 

I define an Sp(2n) tensor operator T~ by the commuta
tion relations 

[G~,T~] ={j~T~ -{j~T~ 

+ c"Eb({j~T~ - {j~T~). (2.7) 

Such a tensor is reducible into a symmetric and antisymme
tric part: 

sa = leTa + c"~T~) = c"EbS~ b 2 b a a' (2.8) 

(2.9) 

and the symmetric tensor may be reduced further into a 
traceless part 

S~ - {j~e, 

and the invariant 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

The most general Sp(2n) tensor formed out of the gen
erators may be expressed as some linear combination of the 
2n -1 linearly independent basic tensors 

(Gk)~, 1 <k<2n -1, (2.12) 

where I define 

(Gk)~ = i G~(Gk-l)~, (G<)% ={j%. (2.13) 

An equivalent basic set is provided by the n antisymmetric 
tensors A (k ) together with then - I symmetrictensorsS (k) 
defined by 

A (k)% = H(G 2k + 1n - c"Eb(G2k+l)~J, 
O<k<,n -1, (2.14) 

S (k)% = H (G 2k)~ + c"~ (G 2k)~ l ' h;k (n - 1. 
(2.15) 

Similarly a complete set ofSp(2n) scalars is given by the n 
invariants en (k ) defined by 

(2.16) 

these are the well-known n Casimir operators ofSp(2n) 
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whose eigenvalues may be used to provide the n labels need
ed to specify an irrep ofSp(2n). 

The validity of all the statements in the preceding para
graph may be deduced from the work of Green 10 and Nwa
chuku and Rashid lIon characteristic polynomial identities 
satisfied by Sp(2n) generators. Perhaps two aspects require 
comment. First, the fact that G 2n, or equivalently S (n), is not 
an independent tensor-this is a consequence of the charac
teristic polynomial identity which allows one to reexpress 
this tensor in terms of those given by Eq. (2.12), or equiv
alently Eq. (2.15), and the invariant unit tensor I (here 
I ~ = {j~). Second, the fact that antisymmetric tensors 
formed from even powers of the generators and symmetric 
tensors formed from odd powers are not independent-this 
is further elucidated in the Appendix and is ultimately due to 
the antisymmetry of the generators themselves [Eq. (2.3)]. 

3. THE MISSING LABEL OPERATORS 

It is clear that in the reduction Sp(2n)!Sp(2n -2) 
xV(1) the basis functions may be taken as simultaneous 
eigenfunctions of G ~, of the n Casimir operators en (k) of 
Sp(2n), and of the n -1 Casimir operators en __ I (k) of 
Sp(2n -2). Here 

n-I 

en_I (k)=(2n-2tl L (G2k)~, I(k(n-I, 
a=n+l 

(3.1) 

where also the indices suppressed by the notation omit the 
values nand ii. 

If this reduction is to be the desired first link in the 
formation of a chain of subgroups leading to a canonical 
basis I need n -1 missing label operators that (a) are Hermi
tian, (b) are polynomially independent of each other, and of 
G ~, (c) are polynomially independent of all the en(k) and 
e" _I (k), (d) are scalars under the Sp(2n -2) xV(1) sub
group, (e) commute with all the en (k) and (f) commute with 
each other. Here the statement "X is polynomially indepen
dent of all Xi' i = 1,2,3,.··" means thatX cannot be expressed 
as a polynomial in the Xi' 

I now show that the following components of the n -1 
Sp(2n) tensors from Eq. (2.14) 

A (k)~, 1 (k(n -1, (3.2) 

satisfy all the above requirements. They are manifestly Her
mitian [see Eq. (2.4»). They are polynomially independent of 
each other and of G ~ = A (O)~ since they and G ~ are par
ticular components oflinearly independent Sp(2n) tensors. 
They are polynomially independent of all the en (k) being 
components ofSp(2n) tensors while the en (k) are Sp(2n) 
scalars, and they are polynomially (even functionally) inde
pendent of all the en __ I (k) since they contain generators 
with indices n and/or ii, which are absent in the en _ I (k). 
By Eq. (2.7) they commute with G~ and with all the G~, 
lal -/=n, Ib I -/=n, hence are Sp(2n - 2) X V(I) scalars. They 
commute with all the en (k) since they are polynomials 
formed out of Sp(2n) generators and the en (k ) are Sp(2n) 
scalars. Lastly, as is shown in the Appendix. 

[A (k)~, A (k ')~ ] = 0, 1 (k,k' (n -1. (3.3) 
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Thus the n -1 operators, Eq. (3.2), or any n -1 linear
ly independent combinations of them, are satisfactory 
choices for the n -1 missing label operators. 

Consider next the following components of the n -1 
Sp(2n) tensors from Eq. (2.IS) 

S(k)~, l.;;h;;n -1. (3.4) 

The proof that these n -1 operators satisfy requirements (a) 
through (e) follows word for word the proof given for the 
A (k)~ above. Requirement (t) is also satisfied because, as is 
shown in the Appendix 

[S (k ):;, S (k ');; ] = 0, 1 ';;k,k'.;;n -1. (3.S) 

Thus I have two sets of missing label operators and it is 
worth noting that members of one set fail to commute with at 
least one member from the other set. Moreover, for the set 
involving symmetric tensors the links in the chain are [com
pare with Eq. (1.2)] 

Sp(2v)lSp(2v -2)XSpv(2), 2';;v';;n, (3.6) 

where the Sp,,(2) is the one generated by G ~,G~, G~. To see 
this note the easily proved identity involving quadratic Casi
mir operators: 

vC,,(1) = (v -1) Cv _ 1 (1) - C1(1) + 2S(1)~, (3.7) 

where 

C1(1) = G;:(G;: +2) + G~G~, 

is the quadratic Casimir ofSPv(2). 

4. DISCUSSION 

(3.8) 

The approach of Judd, Miller, Patera, and Winternitz6 

and of Sharp 7 to the internal labeling problem consists essen
tially of two steps. In the first step all possible independent 
subgroup scalars, treated as c numbers, are determined. For 
this step they provide a complete algorithm. In the second 
step the noncommutativity of these operators is tackled and 
for this step no general algorithm is given. Of course, in the 
case of one missing label the second step is trivial. 

My work in this paper may be viewed as complemen
tary to theirs in the sense that I provide an algorithm for 
obtaining the appropriate number of commuting operators. 
The set of 2n -2 operators 

A (k);;, S(k)~, I.;;k.;;n -1, (4.1) 

that I start from, even when augmented by all the Casimir 
operators, is not a complete set of all possible independent 
Sp(2n -2) X U(1) scalars; e.g., the operators 

A(k)~A(k')~, O';;k,k'.;;n-l, (4.2) 

are again Sp(2n - 2) X U(1) scalars (which can be easily 
formed into Hermitian combinations) and which, for at least 
some values of k, k', will be independent of the operators in 
Eq. (4.1) and the Casimir operators. 

Thus, the two solutions to the internal labeling problem 
for Sp(2n)J Sp(2n -2) X U(1) that I have given leave unan
swered the question of what the most general solution might 
be. Because of their symmetry and simplicity the two solu
tions do have certain appeal and so, perhaps, deserve to be 
called canonical. 
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Another problem, left unsolved here, is the determina
tion of the eigenvalue spectrum of these missing label 
operators. 

For low values of n my results may be compared with 
the literature. For n = 2 there is only one missing label. If I 
choose the symmetric operator S (1)~ the reduction is in fact 
Sp(4)lSp(2)xSp(2) with no missing labels. Because of the 
isomorphisms between the corresponding algebras this re
duction can be compared with O(S)lO(4), which is well
known to be canonical. If! choose the anti symmetric opera
tor A (1)~ the reduction may be compared with 
O(S)lSU(2)xU(1). This is one of the cases discussed by 
Sharp, 7 who states that the most general missing label opera
tor is a linear combination of a certain cubic and quartic 
operator. His cubic may be related toA (I)~; his quartic does 
not occur on my list, Eq. (4.1), but it can be related to those 
operators from the supplementary list, Eq. (4.2), for which 
k + k' = 1. Lastly for n = 3, the reduction Sp(6)lSp(4) 
X Sp(2) has in my formulation the symmetric S (2)j as the 
missing label operator. This can be compared with 
Sp(6)lSp(4)XSU(2) for which Sharp? gives a linear combi
nation of a certain quartic and hexic operator. Again his 
quartic may be related to S (2)~, his hexic to those operators 
from the supplementary list for which k + k ' = 2. 

APPENDIX 

In this Appendix I prove Eqs. (3.3) and (3.S) of the text. 
Define the antisymmetric Sp(2n) tensors 

N(kn=!(G k>: - E"E'(Gk)~j, (AI) 

the symmetric Sp(2n) tensors 

M(k)~==H(Gk)~ +E"E'(Gk)~J, (A2) 

and the Sp(2n) invariants 

D(k)==(2nyl i (Gk)~. (A3) 
a=n 

Making use of Eqs. (2.13), (2.7), and (2.3), I get 

(Gk)~ = i G~(Gk-ln 
c= ii 

= i [ [Gf, (Gk--I)~] + (G k-- I )~G~J 
c=n 

- i €bC(Gk-I)~G~, 
c=ii 

from which it follows by induction on k that 

(A4) 

- k-I 

E"E'(Gk)~ = (- )k(Gkn + I gj(k)(G 0~, (AS) 
j= 0 

where thegj(k) are some functions of the Sp(2n) invariants. 
Therefore, 

k k 
N(k)= I nj(k)Gj, M(k)= I mj(k)Gj, (A6) 

j=O )=0 

with nj(k), mik) some functions of the Sp(2n) invariants. 
In particular 

nk(k)=HI-(-)k], m k (k)=Hl+(-)k). 
(A7) 
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Hence given that the G \ l,k,2n -1, are independent it 
followsthattheN (k ) for even k, theM (k )andD (k )foroddk 
are not independent but can be related to the independent 
tensors and invariants given in the text, which in the nota
tion of this Appendix become 

A (k) = N (2k + 1), S (k ) = M (2k ), 

Cn (k)=D(2k). (AS) 

Next I observe that if X and Yare any two tensors from 
the enveloping algebra ofSp(2n), then 

(XY)~ = (YX)%, (A9) 

where the product is defined as in Eq. (2.13). This is obvious 
if X and Yare linear combinations of tensors of the type G k 

since G kG k' = G k + k' = Gk'G k. The important point is 
that because ofEq. (A6) the Abelian nature of this product 
also holds if X and Yare tensors of given symmetry. 

Now letA be an arbitrary antisymmetric Sp(2n) tensor. 
Then 

2[N(k)~,A ~] 

- (G k - '): [G ~,A ~ ]( G r -I )~ I 
k 2: ! (G k - r A )~ (G r -I)~ _ (G k - ')~ (A G r I)~ 

r -....:. 1 

~ (G k - rA )~(Gr-I)~ + (G k - ')~(AGr-')~ 

_ (G k - r A )~ ( G r -I n + (G k - ')~ (A G r -I )~ 

+ (G k - rA )~(G r -I)~ _ (G k - ')~(AG r -I)~ I 
k 2: ([(Gk-rA):,(Gr-I)~] 

r =- 1 

+ [(Gk-rA)~,(Gr-I)~] 
+ [(Gr-I)~,(Gk-rA)~] 
+ [(Gr-I)~,(GkrA )~]l, (AI0) 

where the last step involves the use ofEq. (A9) and the obser
vation that k ~ rand r -1 may be interchanged whenever 
convenient. IfI now denote by Athe antisymmetric, by Sthe 
symmetric, part of the tensor G k - r A, I arrive at the final 
result 

k _ _ 

[N(k)~,A~]= L I[A~,N(r-1)~]+[S~,M(r-l)~] 
r = 1 

+HN(r-1)~,A~] 
+ ~ [N (r -1) ~,A ~ ] I. 

By the same procedure I get 

[N (k )~,A ~ ] + [N (k )~,A ~ ] 

(All) 

k _ _ 

4 L I [S ~ ,M (r -1) ~ ] + [N (r -1) ~,A ~ ] 1 ' 
r = 1 

(Al2) 
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and lastly, 
k ~ ~ 

[M (k )~ ,S ~ ] = L I [S ~ ,M (r -1) ~ ] + [A ~ ,N (r -I) ~ ] 
r"""" 1 

+ HA~,N(r -1) ~] 
+ ~ [A~ ,N (r -I) ~ ] I ' (Al3) 

where S is an arbitrary symmetric Sp(2n) tensor and Sis the 
symmetric, A the antisymmetric, part of the tensor G k rs. 

Since N (0) = 0, M (0) = I, the sums over r in Eqs. 
(All)-(Al3) actually begin with r = 2 and therefore 

[N(1)~,A;;] = 0, 

[N(1)~,A ~] + [N(1)~,A ~] = 0, 

[M(l)~,S~] = O. 

(AI4) 

(AIS) 

(AI6) 

Combining Eqs. (Al1)-(AI6) I obtain by induction on k 
that for any k>O 

[N(k)~,A 7.] = 0, 

[N(k)~,A~]+ [N(k)~,A~]=O, 

[M(k)~,S~] = 0, 

(Al7) 

(AI8) 

(A19) 

where A is an arbitrary antisymmetric, S an arbitrary sym
metric, Sp(2n) tensor. Eq. (3.3) of the text follows from Eq. 
(Al7) and Eq. (3.5) from Eq. (AI9). 
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A quantity, which is invariant under the transformation of hESO (?I,!), is found in a form of the 
series expansion in terms of the D matrix elements of SO (n) and an invariant scalar product, 
which is needed for the complementary series of the unitary irreducible representation of 
SO (n, 1), is introduced in the Hermitian form by using the invariant quantity. The action of the 
intertwining operator defined through the Hermitian scalar product to the bases of He' on which 
the complementary series of the UIR of SO (n,l) are realized, is found. 

The linear representations of the group SO(n, 1) are 
studied by many authors. 1,2 The principal series of the uni
tary irreducible representation (UIR) are completed in the 
sense that the invariant scalar product together with their 
classifications are known explicitly and the representation 
matrix elements are given with the computation formula. 
Even for the non unitary representation. the computation 
formula for the representation matrix elements is known. 2 

For the complementary series of the UIR. the intertwining 
operator is used through the existence of the Hermitian sca
lar product in Refs. 1 but in Refs. 2, the computation formu
la of the representation matrix elements is determined pro
vided that the Hermitian scalar product exists. The purpose 
of this article is to give an invariant quantity under the trans
formation of hESO(n, 1) and then to introduce the invariant 
scalar product in the Hermitian form by using the invariant 
quantity. As a by-product of our results, the action of the 
intertwining operator to the bases of the space He' on which 
the complementary series of the UIR ofSO(n, 1) are realized, 
is found and it follows that our procedure is equivalent to 
those in Refs. 1. 

We first summarize briefly the results needed for our 
discussion. 2 In what follows, the same notations as in Ref. 2. 
will be used unless otherwise stated. Let H be a linear space 
of functions on SO(n) such that 

( i<p(g(n»1 2 dVn < 00, 

)SO(n) 

holds for <PER. Then any <P (g(n»EH can be expanded in 
terms of the D matrix elements ofSO(n) as follows3: 

<p(g(n» = "a(A,,) ~N(I/.n) D(A,,) (g(n» 
L... 1):, ,11),,, ,I ViA; ,11.1" ,J ' 

n 

(1) 

where the D matrix elements ofSO(n) satisfy the orthonor
mal relation 

v' N(I/. n' )(An) i dV D(A,,) (g(n» 
v" SO(n) n I A" ,/ I A" ,I 

X D (). ;,) (g(n» 8 8 
IA:,",IIA;, ,I = 1.1,,11.1;,1 1.1;;/1.1;;'1 (2) 

The coefficients a(A ) are given by 

alA,,) -l dV ~N (I/. n) 
1.1;, ,11.1" ,I - n -V--

SO(n) 11 

X D (A,,~ (g(n»<p (g(n» 
\.1" ,1\.1" ,I (3) 

and satisfy the Parseval relation 

( i <P (g(n» 12 dVn = I lai~"~, /1.1" ,I 12
. (4) 

)so(n) 

We can consider the representation ofSO(n,l) in the 
subspace of H. The action of the representation operator 
corresponding to hESO(n, I) on the function <PER is defined 
through the multiplier representation as follows2

: 

R (h)<P (g(n» = {hn +In +1 + (g(n)h )nn +1 V" "<P (g(n» ' (5) 

wherepn +1 is a complex number and the quantity ;(n) trans
formed by h on the right-hand side is given by 

-In) hn +Ij + (g(n)h )nj 
g nj = (j = 1,2, ... ,n) , (6) 

hn +In +1 + (tn)h )nn +1 

with ~(n»n +Ij = (g(n» jn +1 = 8 jn +1 . The replacements 

In)+±g(n) and h -+ h -I ~ Eqs. (6) and (7) lead to the expres

sions of gin) in terms of gin) . The invariant measure (d Vn) of 
SO(n) transforms under hESO(n, 1) as follows: 

d V = dVn 

n (h n +In +1 + (g(n)h )nn + 1 )n-1 
(8) 

It follows from Eqs. (6) and (7) that the following relation 
holds: 

[h n + In +1 + (g(n)'h )nn +1 J[ hn +In +1 + (g(n)h )nn +1 J ' 
(9) 

where gIn)' is the transformed quantity of g(n)' given by Eqs. 
(6) and (7). 

It is straightforward to confirm the representation con
dition, i.e., 

(10) 

The infinitesimal operators of the representations are easily 
obtained from Eq. (5) and their explicit expressions are given 
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in Ref. 2 with the Euler angle parametrization. An impor
tant operator is one corresponding to the boost in the nth 
direction and given as follows: 

J .. PO' 0 a . ~P 0 = I sin "., sin _ sin " .1 
nn +1 ao 

.( . 0 a = I sm ao - Pn + I cosO) , 

where (g(n».n = cosO (O.;;;;O';;;;1T). 

(11) 

The irreducible representations of SO(n, 1) are characterized by the numbers A n _I , which are determined by the 
irreducible representation of the centralizer [SO(n - 1)] of the Abelian subgroup (boost) in the maximal compact subgroup 
[SO(n)] in the Iwasawa decomposition ofSO(n, 1), 1,2 andpn +1 , which is related to a linear form on the Abelian subgroup in 
the decomposition. Explicitly, the representations can be treated with the operators of the first and second parameter groups 
ofSO(j) (j = 2,3, ... ,n) and those of the multiplier representation such as (11),2 In order to discuss the irreducible representa
tion ofSO(n, 1) in H, it is sufficient for us to consider the subspace HI of Hbecause the infinitesimal operators of the first and 
second parameter groups commute with each other, Thus, we may take the bases of HI as follows2: 

<p(p"",A" ')(g(n»=N(p ;A )~N(An) D(A,,) (g(n» (12) 
IA"I n +1 n ViA" ,IIA" ,I ' 

n 

where 

N(Pn+1 ;An) = [ [n l r(mnj - Pn +1 = ~ +1)r( m~j ~ PHI = ~ + n)]1/2 

N(Pn~1 ;A~) J~1 r(m nj + Pn+l J+n)F(m nj Pn+1 J+l) 
(13) 

As noted in Ref. 2, we may fix N (p n + 1 ;A n) without a factor. 
The action of Jnn +1 on the bases (12) is known to give the matrix elements,2 i.e., 

nl2 nl2 
J <p (p" ",,1,, I )(g(n» = ~ A (m)<P (P"., ,A" ~I) (g(n» _ ~ A (m . -1) <p (p" ",A" ')(g(n» 

,,/1 +1 1",,1 L. nJ (I A" ,IA,,) L. nJ (I"" ,IA,,) 
j~ 1 j= 1 

(14) 

for 11 +1 odd and 

(n ~r/2 (n ~r/2 J <p(p" ",A" I)(g(n» = B(m .)<P(P",I.A,,+,l(g(n»_ B(m ._I)<p(p"",A" I)(g(nl) 
"/1·f 1 1",,1· nJ (I A" I I" ") nJ (lA" I IA ") 

j~cl j=1 

+ c <p(p"",A" I)(g(n» (15) 
n +1 IAnl ' 

for n + 1 even. The explicit expressions for the matrix elements A, B, and C are omitted here but it should be noted that A and 
B containpn +1 + (n -1)/2 as squared in theform [Pn+1 + (n -1)/2f and Cas linearin the form Pn +1 + (n -1)/2, The 
classification of the irreducible representations ofSO(n, 1) is made on the basis of the expressions (14) and (15) for the matrix 
elements.4 It is noted that for the complementary series of the UIR with n + 1 even the number mn +I(n + 1)/2 ' which is 
contained in An _I , is at least zero, i.e" Cn +1 = o. 

The representation matrix elements (D) of the operator R (h) [hESO(n,I)] may be defined by2 

R(h)<P(~"",A" I)(g(nl)= ~ D(P,:"A" 1)(h)<P(I~"",I"'A,, I)(g(n». 
I "I L. IA"IIA"I 

IA ;,1 

Equation (16) gives due to Egs. (2) and (5) 

D\P","~' I)(h) 
I" ;,IIA. 1 

(16) 

= N(Pn+l;A,:) VN(A~)N(A.) 1 dV
n 

D(A;,) (g(n»(h + (g(n)h) )P""D(A,,) ,1(-g(n».(17) 
1,1" ,liA;, II n+ln+1 nn+1 1,1" ,IIA" 

N(Pn+l ;A n) Vn SO(n) 

Equation (17) may be regarded as the computation formula for the representation D matrix elements of SO(n, 1).2 It is noted 
that Eg, (17) is obtained independently of the existence of the scalar product in HI' 

For h = gESO(n), Eg. (17) gives the desired D matrix elements of SO(n), i.e., 

D(p"",A" ')(g)-t) D(A.,) (g) 
1";,11",,1 - A;,A" IA;, ,IIA" II . 

The representation condition (10) becomes 

676 

D(p"·"A,, ')(h'h)= ~ D(p"",A" ')(h')D(P" ",A" ')(h). 
IA;,IIA"I L. IA;,IIA;:I IA;;IIA"I 

IA ;:1 

Taking the conjugate complex of Eg. (17) and changing the integration variables g(n) into g(n), we get the relation 

D(p"~I,A" I)(h) = (N(Pn+l)n»)N(1-n- Pn+l;An) D(I-n-;p"";A,, '(h-l), 
IA:,IIA"I N(.1 ' IA"IIA"I 

Pn+l~'n N(I-n- Pn+I;A~) 
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which means that in general the representation is not unitary. Therefore, we examine the matrix elements and determine the 
scalar product under which the irreducible representation becomes unitary. 

(i) For Pn +1 = (l - n)/2 + ;vn +1 'Vn +1 real: The relation (20) becomes due to Eq. (13) 

n(p,,,,,A,, ')(h) =n(p"",~" ')(h- I ). (21) 
IA ;,IIA"I IA"IIA"I 

It is, therefore, expected that the invariant scalar product exists. We consider the subspace (H p) of HI consisting of the bases 
(12) with Pn +1 = (I - n)/2 + iv" +1 and define the scalar product of (fJ1' (fJ2El1 p as follows: 

«(fJ1.(fJ2) = f dVn (fJ1(g<n» (fJii"». (22) 
)50(n) 

Then. the space R p becomes the Hilbert space with the scalar product (22). It is straightforward to show the invariance ofEq. 
(22) under the transformation of hESO(n, 1), to derive the expression (17) for the D matrix elements and to confirm Eq. (21). 
Detailed discussions will be seen in Refs. 2. 

(ii) For Pn+1 = (1- n)/2 + CTn + 1 ,CT" +1 real: The relation (20) becomes due to Eq. (13) 

D (p"" ,A" ')(h) - D «(I - n)/2 - U,,' ,.,1" ')(h -I) (23) 
IA :,IIA"I - IA"IIA :,1 . 

It is, therefore, seen that the existence of the unitary representation is intimately connected with the dependence of the D 
matrix elements on CTn +1 . In order to examine the dependence, we rewrite hESO(n, 1) as follows: 

h = glh °g2 , (24) 

where gl' g2ESO(n) and h °ESO(n,l) is the boost to the nth direction with a parametrization, e.g., h?j = Dij (; orj < n), h ~n 
= h ~ +In +1 = cosh;, h ~n +1 = h ~ +In = - sinh;. Then we obtain from Eqs. (18) and (19) 

D(p""·A,, ')(h)- " D(A:,) (g)bd(p"+"A,, ,)(hrr"D(A,,) (g) 
IA;,IIA"I - ~ IA:, , IIA;: , I I A;,(A;: ,)A" J IA~ ,IIA" ,I 2' 

(25) 
IA:; ,I 

Because the D matrix elements ofSO(n) satisfy the unitarity condition, it is sufficient for us to examine the dependence of the 
hd (boost) matrix elements on CTn +1 . The explicit expression for the hd is given by 

(....(n»(cosh r _ cos 0 sinh r) p" • , D (An) , I (-g(n» • 
, 1 ~ ~ ,,1 ~ IAn ,IIAn 

The quantity which changes under h 0 is only Onl given by 
(26) 

- casOn 1 cosh; - sinh; 
g~"J = casOn I , casOn I = . 

cosh; - cosOnl sinh; 
(27) 

It is easily seen that the following relation holds for any nonnegative integers k: 

~coshr - cosO sinh;)Pn1'D(A,,) (g(n1/ 
ark ~ nl IA n _, IIAn _, I 
~ ~~o 

. P",'£l (. £l a)k. -P,,+,£l D(An) (g(n» ('J )kD('<n) (....(n» = sin unl slnunl -- SID unl 1.1 11'< 1 = I n+ln /.1 11'<, I ~ , aO
nl 

n_' n-' n-' n 
(28) 

because 

ali" I .-
--=SmOnl · a; 

As is expected, Eq. (26) is equivalent to the exponentiation of the matrix elements of I n +In and thus it follows from Eqs. (14) 
and (15) together with the remarks given below Eq. (15) that the bd matrix elements (26) become even functions of CTn +1 in 
general for n + I odd but mn +I(n +1)/2 = 0 (Cn +1 = 0) for n + 1 even. In these cases, the relation (23) becomes 

D (p" ",A" ')(h) - D (p" .. ,An ')(h -1) 
1'< :,11'<,,1 - I An 11'< :,1 • (29) 

In what follows, we restrict our discussion to the case when Eq. (29) holds, i.e., with no restriction for n + 1 odd but with 
mn +I(n +1)/2 = o for n +1 even. These cases correspond to the complementary series of the UIRofSO(n,l)andCTn +1 maybe 
fixed to the negative value. 2 

We consider the subspaceRe ofRI consisting of the bases (12) with Pn+1 = (1- n)/2 + CTn + 1 andmn + l(n+I)/2 = o for 
n + I even. Before introducing the invariant scalar product in He' we derive an invariant quantity from Eq. (29). The 
following relation is obvious from Eqs. (19) and (29): 

(30) 
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Substitution of the expression from Eq. (17) into Eq. (30) gives 

<\" ;,IIA"I = ( ( dV~dVn [L N(,.i ;) \N(Pn +1 ;A~) 1-2Dj",/,) ,IIA" ,I (g(n)"g<n) -I)] 
JSO(nJSO(n) A ;; Vn 

X 'h + (g(n)'h) IP""\h + (g(n) h) l P"" <I>(p"".A" ')(;;t.n)') <I>(p" ".A" ')(;;t.n» (31) 
t n+ln+1 nn+1 n+ln+1 nn+1 IA;,I \is IA"I \is' 

Equation (31) holds for all h and we obtain for h = unit element 

8 IA ;,IIA,,1 

=1 i dV'dV [~N(,.i;)\N(P ;A ,,)\-2D(A;:) 
n n ~ V n+1 n IA" ,IIA" SO(n) SO(n) A ;; n 

whose validity is also confirmed directly. The right-hand sides of Eqs. (31) and (32) are equal to each other for all bases in the 
space He and thus we deduce on making use of Eqs. (8) and (9) 

[ 1 _ (g(n)'g<n) -I) ] I(n -1)/2) + 0'"" ~ N (An) IN (p ,A) 1-2D (A,,) (g(n)'g(n)-I) 
nn ~ V n+1 n IA" ,IIA" ,I 

All n 

= [1 - (g(n)'g(n) -I )nn] I(n -1)/21+ u"" L N~n) IN(Pn +1 ;An) 1-2D i~': ,IIA" ,I (g(n)'g(lI) -I) 
A" n 

= K (g(n)'g<n) -I) = inv . 

In this way, we have obtained the invariant quantity (33) 
under the transformation of hESO(n, 1). 

The invariant quantity K is expressed in terms of a defi
nite function for the special case of An _I = 0, i.e., then K 
becomes 

n -1 
V-;2O' - I (n-3)/2) r(a+ --) 

K(g(n)'g(n)-I) = ______ 2 .(34) 
Vn r (n/2)T ( - a) 

where the value of a is restricted to 0 < - a < (n -1 )/2 ac
cording to the classification of the complementary series.2

,4 

It follows from Eq. (34) that K is positive. In the general 
cases, it is important to examine whether the series (33) con-

verge or not. Ifwe multiply the series ofEq. (33) by <I> (g(II)') 

and <I> (g(n»( <l>EH e) and integrate over d V ~ and d Vn , we 
obtain 

< ~ la(A,,) 12 
~ IA" IliA" II ' 
IA"I 

where a(A )'s are defined by Eq. (3) and the value of an + I is 
negative for the complementary series. Thus, we assume that 
the series in Eq. (33) converge in each classes of the comple
mentary series of the UIR of SO(n, 1) and give a definite K. 
Then it is easy to find the invariant scalar product in the 
Hermitian form. 

For <I> I ,<I>2EHe, we define the scalar product as follows: 

(<I>I,<I>2)e = ( ( dV~dVnK(g(n)'g(n)-I) 
JsO(n)Jso(n) 

X [I - (g(n)'g(n) -I )nn ] [(I - n)/2] - u" + I <l>1(g(n)') <l>2(g(n» . (35) 

The scalar product is the same as in Ref. 2. It is easily seen 
from Eqs. (8) and (9) and the invariance of K that the posi
tive definite scalar product (35) is invariant under the trans
formation of hESO(n,I), i.e., 

(R (h )<I>I'R (h )<1>2) e = (<1>1,<1>2) e . (36) 
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Thus, the He becomes the Hilbert space with the scalar prod
uct (35). 

In this way, the complementary series of the UIR of 
SO(n, 1) can be treated in He and their representation matrix 
elements are easily found.z It is noted that the invariant K is 
not a constant in general because Eq. (35) becomes zero for 
all bases except for An_I = 0 in the case of K = canst. The 
scalar product (35) for the constant K is given in Ref. 5. 

The intertwining operator (T) may be defined for <1>1' 
<l>zEHe by 

(<1>1,<1>2) c = (<I>I,T <1>2> , (37) 

where the scalar product on the right-hand side is given by 
(22). Thus it is sufficient for us to find the action of T on the 
bases of He. Taking the bases for <1>1 and <1>2 and making use 
of Eqs. (35), (33), and (2), we easily get the relation 

(<I>(p"'I.A" ')<I>(p".,.A" I» 
IA ;,1 ' IA"I c 

= IN( .J )1-2 (<I> (p", ,I ,A" 1),<I>(p"".A" I». (38) 
Pn +1 o"'n IA "I IA"I 

Therefore, the action of T on the bases is given as follows: 

T <I> (p", I .A" I )(g(n» = IN(p . J ) I-z<l> (p" ,I.A" I )(g(n». 
IA"I II +10"'11 IA"I 

(39) 

Thus, it follows that the bases of He are the eigenvectors of T 
with the eigenvalue IN (Pn +1 ;An) 1-2 

. It follows from (37) 
that the following relations hold: 

(R (h )<I>I,R (h )<I>2)c = (R (h )<I>I,T R (h )<1>2> 

= (<I>I'T<I>z> , (40) 

due to Eq. (36). It is obvious that the following relations hold 

(<I>I,T<I>2) = (T<I>]><I>z),(<I>,T<I> )';;'(<1>,<1», 

because we may take IN (p n + I ;An) 1-2
.;;, 1 for the comple

mentary series. 
Conversely, if we define the scalar product by the right

hand side of (37) together with the action (39) of T on the 
bases of the spaceHc, it is easily seen that the condition of the 
invariant scalar product given by the right-hand sides of (40) 
is equivalent to the following 
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D(p" 'I.A " I )(h) = D(I-: n - p .. I.A._ I )(h), (41) 
IA ;,IIA"I IA .IIA.I 

where the matrix elements D (h ) are defined by 

D(p""·A,, ')(h)- (f/>(P"+I.A
,, '),TR(h)f/>(I~."I+,·A" I», 

IA;,IIA"I - IA~I 

and satisfy the relation 

D(p""·A ,, ')(h) =D(I-n-p" .. ,A'-I)(h-1) 
IA ;,IIA"I IA.IIA ~I . 

The definition of the matrix elements D (h ) gives the same 
expression as (17). It follows that the condition (41) is the 
same as that given by (23) and (29) and the representation 
becomes unitary. 
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Canonical transforms. IV. Hyperbolic transforms: Continuous series of 
SL{2,R) representations 

Kurt Bernardo WoW) 
Centre de Recherches Mathematiques. Universite de Montreal. Montreal. Quebec. Canada 

(Received 5 January 1979; accepted for publication 23 April 1979) 

We consider the sl(2,R) Lie algebra of second-order differential operators given by the 
Schrodinger Hamiltonians of the harmonic, repulsive, and free particle, all with a strong 
centripedal core placing them in the C ~ continuous series of representations. The corresponding 
SL(2,R) Lie group is shown to be a group of integral transforms acting on a (two-component) 
space of square-integrable functions, with an integral (matrix) kernel involving Hankel and 
Macdonald functions. The subgroup bases for irreducible representations consist of Whittaker, 
power, Hankel, and Macdonald functions. We construct the operator which intertwines this 
realization of SL(2.R) with the more familiar Bargmann realization on functions on the unit 
circle. This operator implements the canonical transformation of the above Schrodinger systems 
to action and angle variables. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The program to explore the role of canonical transfor
mations in quantum mechanics followed by Moshinsky and 
collaborators!.' has lead to advances and applications in 
three related fields: (a) It has given a better understanding of 
the dynamical groups (as opposed to dynamical or similarity 
algebras) for quantum systems and partial differential equa
tions,'" (b) it has brought a significant unification into the 
theory of integral transforms,s-7 and (c) it has complemented 
the study of the three-dimensional Lorentz group generated 
by algebras of second-order differential operators. 8

-
10 In this 

article, the fourth ofa series, 5.6.11 we would like to explore the 
following territory: Consider the three operators 

J
1 

= ~(_ ~_ ~_p2), 
4 dp2 p2 

(1.1 a) 

i (d I) 
J2 = - "2 p dp + "2 ' (l.lb) 

1 ( d 2 f.1 2) 1 
J/} = 4" - dp2 - p2 +p , f.1> 4' (Uc) 

which form an sl(2,R )=sp(2,R )=so(2, I) Lie algebra, with 
the well-known commutation relations 

[Jl1,J/2]= -i.JI.l' [.JJ2,Jd=iJJ
" 

[J3 ,.N 1 ]=i.JJ2 • 0·2) 

Among the algebra elements we have the Schrodinger 
Hamiltonians corresponding to a strongly attractive centri
pedal well (J 1 +.IT 3)' and similarly welled harmonic (2J3 ) 

and repulsive (2J 1) oscillators. The algebra (l.I) constitutes 
the dynamical algebra for these systems. On calculating the 
value of the Casimir invariant of Eqs. (1.1), we find 

Q = J~ + J~ - J~ = q ll, (1.3a) 
I 

q =:"/1 + ~ = k (1 -- k) = ~(1 + A 2) > ~ (l.3b) 
4"" 16 4 4' 

k = !..(l + iA). A 2 = f.l - :.. > D. (1.3c) 
2 4 

i.e., this set of operators belongs to the continuous or princi-
pal series of representations Cq as defined by Bargmann. 12 In 
the proper function domain-so that Eqs. (1.1) be self-ad
joint-their spectra will have no lower bound.!] The poten
tial singularity at the origin is indicative of the rather delicate 
domain problems we would find should we meet the problem 
starting from the algebra. This has been emphasized by Mu
kunda and Radhakrishnan,lo who also considered this 
realization. 

I n Sec. 2, we shall embed the sl(2,R ) algebra (1.1) as a 
subalgebra ofsp(4,R), reduced with respect to a "hyperbol
ic" suba\gebra soC 1,1) a! sl(2,R ). This chain is distinct from 
the "radial" so(2) a! sl(2,R ) chain considered in Refs. 3, 6 
(Appendix B), and 14. The parameterization of the plane iII 
hyperbolic coordinate will lead to a two-component space 
YM.9i +) = y'2(.9? + ) + y 2(&fi ) of square-integrable 
functions on the half-line, as the appropriate domain for Eqs. 
(1.1), carrying both the C ~ and C ~/2 representations. 

In Sec. 3 we consider the Lie group SL(2,R )=Sp(2,R ) 
generated by Eqs. (1.1), associated with the corresponding 
group of matrices through 

. ( cosh(a/2) 
exp(laJ 1) :_ sinh(a/Z) 

- Sinh(a/2») 
cosh(a/2) , 

(1.4a) 

(exp( - /3 /2) 
exp(i/3J 2 ) : 0 exp~ /2»). (l.4b) 

. (COS(Y/Z) 
exp(ly J 3): sin(y /2) 

- sin(y/2»). 
cos(y/2) 

(l.4c) 

whose adjoint action of the algebra-which is independent of the realization-is given by 

!(a
2 

_ b 2 + c2 _ d 2»)~1) 
-- cd - ab J2 • 

_ bd - ac !(a2 + b 2 + c2 + d 2) .1 

bd-ac 

ad + bc 

alOn sabbatical leave from lIMAS, Universidad Nacional Aut6noma de 
Mexico. Apdo. Postal 20-726, Mexico 20, D.F. 
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This group of automorphisms of the algebra will induce a corresponding group SL(2,R ) of integral transforms of 
x;( (~ +). In the first paper of this series,5 the algebra whose group ofautomorphisms was studied was the Heisenberg-WeyJ 
algebra of quantum mechanics. The group turned out to be, as here, SL(2,R ), but the integral transform carried the osciIIator 
(or metaplectic) representation D ;j4 -i- D 3~4' In the second paper6 it was the sl(2,R ) algebra-as here-which provided the 
"quantum mechanics" out of which we built the group of automorphisms (1.5) carrying the discrete D / series of representa
tions. The integral transform kernel consisted of a Gaussian times a Bessel function. Here, it will involve Gaussian functions 
times Hankel and Macdonald functions of imaginary index. In contradistinction with the previous cases/.f' this integral 
transform group does not allow a complex extension in the group parameters to a unitary semigroup of transforms. 

In Sec. 4 we build the intertwining operator (i.e., the quantum mechanical canonical transform to action-and-angle 
variables) between the realization (1.1) ofsl(2,R) and the well-known Bargmann realization (~ofthe algebra in terms offirst
order differential operators on the circle 51: 

JJ~ = i e - i<4>(COS<jJ ~ - k sinl,b )ei<4>, 

JJ~ = i e - i<4>(sinl,b ~ + k cosl,b )ei<4>, 

( 1.6a) 

( l.6b) 

JJ( = _ie-i<"'~i<'" k=l(1 +iA) AE~ E 0 1 (1.6c) 
3 dl,b' Z ' , = '2' 

which also carry the C: representations ofthe continuous series. In the third paper of this series, " we solved the same problem 
for the D k+ case, being faced with the construction of an appropiate inner product to define a Hilbert space(5 where the 
spectrum ofEq. (1.6c) has a lower bound, 16 leading to the definition of a nonlocal measure on 51' Here the problem is simpler 
as the appropriate Hilbert space in plainly xZ(5(). 

From the point of view of the program on nonlinear canonical transformations outlined Ref. 17, our case presents a 
challenge which merits deeper study, since the classical canonical transformation to action-and-angle variables 

p",=J~, <jJ=arctan(JVJD, ( 1.7) 

[where J~ is the "classical counterpart" ( - id /dpl-+ pp) of Eqs. (1.1) and Poisson brackets replace commutators] has the 
same "ambiguity group" (6 for all f..l > O. Moreover, the interval !>f..l > - i, (0 < k < 1) is particularly troublesome, since 
various choices of boundary conditions 18 lead to representations which may belong to the lower-bounded discrete series ''lor 
to the unbounded supplementary series-a problem still to be solved for the algebra (1.1 )-which are not quite apparent in the 
formal expressions in Eqs. (1.1), and invisible in the classical Poisson-bracket construct. In establishing our results from the 
point of view of groups of integral transforms, we hope to settle some of the uncertainties which may arise in the algebraic 
approach to canonical transformations in quantum mechanics. FinalIy in Sec. 5 we outline some applications and offer some 
concluding remarks. 

2. THE CHAIN sp(4,R)=>so(1,1) Ell sl(2,R) AND 
HYPERBOLIC COORDINATES 

We consider the usual quantum mechanical operators 
of position and momentum in two dimensions 
[Qm f(q) = qm f(q) and P mf(q) = - iaj(q)/Jqm' m = 1,2] 
and out of these we build the symmetrized quadratic expres
sions Q", Qn' Pm Pn, H Qm ,IE\ J + . These ten operators span 
under Lie commutation the four-dimensional real symplec
tic algebra sp( 4,R ), isomorphic to the pseudo-orthogonal al
gebra so(3,2). Let us denote the latter's generators in the 
Cartesian basis by 

M'2 =~(QIP2 -Q2 P ]),M D = -!(p]PZ +Q]Q2)' 

ThH]4 = -HQ,P2 +Q2P]), M I5 = -!(p]Pz -Q]Q2)' 

MZ:l = H P~ - P~ + Qi - QD, M24 = ~(Q] PI - Q2PZ)' 

Ml5 = !(Pi - P~ - Qi + QD, 
M34 = -l(Pi +P~ -Qi -Q~), 

M35 = l<i QI ,PI J + + f Qz,Pz j), 

M45 = !(Pi + P; + Qi + QD, 
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(2.1) 

where the metric is (+ + + - -). The set of operators 
generating the compact subgroup SO(2) ® SO(3) C SO(3,2) 
[i.e., those which have a discrete spectrum in J2(./(2)] is 
f M45 ;M12 ,M D ,Mn J. The set generating the "radial" sub
group 80(2) ® SL(2,R ) of Refs. 3 and 6 is 
I MI2 ;M34 ,M35 ,M45 J. Here, we shall consider the set 
f MI4 ;MZ3 ,MZ5 ,M35 J generating the "hyperbolic" subgroup 
SO( 1,1) ® SL(2,R ) C Sp( 4,R ). The soC 1,1) elemen t is the Lo
rentz boost generator in the plane, while the sl(2,R ) elements 
are built out of the harmonic (h) and repulsive (r) one-di
mensional Schrodinger Hamiltonians lHl~l,k = 1,2 as 
M23 = HlHl~h) - H~h» and M25 = !ClHli') - lHl~», [rather than 
M45 = !(lHl\h) + lHllh» and M 14 = - ~(lHlir) +[JT~» as in the 
radial case]. The generator M35 is common to the hyperbolic 
and radial subgroups. In 2'\qf2) , thus, the eigenfunctions 
ofMz3 will be IJin,n,(q) = 1Ji~, (ql )1Ji~>(q2)[where 
1Ji~(q) = ( -1) nlJi~( - q) are the simple harmonic oscilla
tor wavefunctions], and its spectrum will be given by 
m = !(n l - nz), nl,nz = 0,1,2, .... This set of functions will 
thus constitute a basis for the two continuous series repre
sentations ofsl(2,R): C~ spanned by the subset with n I + n2 
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even [so that m is integer 1/1"1"' ( - q) = 1/1"1"' (q)], and C!/2 
by the subset with n, + n2 odd [m in half-integer and 

1/1"1"' ( - q) = - 1/1"1"' (q)]. 
We shall now parametrize the plane in hyperbolic co

ordinates (p,</>,a), dividing it into two regions labeled by a as 

for qi - qi > 0: a = + 1, q, = p cosh</>, q2 = P sinh</>, 
p,</>ER; (2.2a) 

for qT - q~ < 0: a = - 1, q, = p sinh</>, qz = p coshtP, 
(2.2b) 

and disregard the cone qi - q~ = 0, as this is a submanifold 
of lower dimension. The elementsf(q) of the space offunc
tions Jf\.'3P2) on the plane will be correspondingly repre
sentedby pairsoffunctionsfu(p,tP), a = ± I, elements ofa 
space Jfi (.'3P) -+- Jf2_, (.'3P) which can be arranged as a two
component vector column 

( 
f,(p,</» ) 

f(p,tP) = f _ I(P,tP) , /rip,tP) = f(q(p,tP,a». (2.3) 

The inner product in Jf2(.'3P2) becomes 

(f,g)2 = f: 00 dq, f: 00 dqz/(q"q2)*g(ql,q2) 

= af:+,f:oolpldP f:oodtPfa(P,tP)*gip,tP), 

- (2.4) 
in terms of the hyperbolic coordinates. Finally, the gener
ators ofSO(l, 1) ® SL(2,R ) can be written as 

Ko = - 00 14 = - i ~ ~, (2.5) 

lV 00 1 - I12[ J 2 - 2 
fl., = 25 = aw - Jp2 - P 

X(~- ~) _p2]p'/2, 
4 JtP 2 

(2.6a) 

lV 00 ., -'/2 [J 1 Lllz 
fl.2 = 35 = - 1¥J P Jp + 2" r ' (2.6b) 

lV 00 ,-'/2 [ J 2 -2 
fl.) = 23 = a';p - - - P 

Jp2 

X(~- ~)+p2]pl!2. 
4 JtP 2 

(2.6c) 

The operators (2.6) exhibit commutation relations analo
gous to Eq. (1.2). Acting on the column-vector function 
(2.3), the generators above will be represented by 2 X 2 diag
onal matrices with operator elements, which for Eqs. (2.6a) 
and (2.6c) have opposite signs. The adjoint action of the 
group generated by Eqs. (2.6) on themselves can be verified 
to be formally identical to Eq. (1.5), as it should be, since the 
latter is a relation independent of the particular operator 
realization. For the a = - 1 components, we have a rever
sal of the signs of a and r in Eqs. (1.4), i.e., of band c in the 
elements of the 2 X 2 matrix realization in Eq. (1.5). This 
leaves the 3 X 3 matrix in Eq. (1.5) invariant. 

The subalgebras so(I,I) and sl(2,R) generated by 
Eqs.(2.5) and (2.6) are conjugate in sp( 4,R ); the reduction to 
an irreducible subspace (irrep) of the former leads to a corre
sponding irrep of the latter. Since for sp( 4,R ) itself we do not 
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have a single irrep space but a direct sum of two-those with 
a basis with integer and with half-integer eigenvalues m un
der 0045 or 0023 -the corresponding reduction of the sl(2,R ) 
generators will be the direct sum of two irrep'sC~ and C !!2, 
respectively. An irrep space for lK.o within Eqs. (2.1) is pro
vided by functions f!( p,tP ) = f!( p )exp(iAtP ), AE.'~. This 
will replace the operator - J 2/ JtP 2 in Eqs. (2.6) by A 2 and 
bring the lK.k to within a similarity transformation (by p-ll2) 
of the forms (1. 1). 

In the following sections we shall be interested in cer
tain discrete operations on the plane in Cartesian and hyper
bolic coordinates which are, nevertheless, elements of the 
parent Sp(4,R ) group and which can be connected to the 
identity. These will be identified using the notation of Mu
kunda and Radhakrishnan 1o

• First, we have the full space 
inversion 

lP':(ql,qz) ---->-( - q" - q2),i.e.,lP':(p,</>,a) ---->-( - p,tP,a), 
(2.7a) 

PlK.v=lK.)l', v=0,1,2,3, (2.7b) 

(2.7c) 

i.e., it is the rotation-by-21T element of SL(2,R ) which com
mutes with the algebra sO(2,1)=sl(2,R) and which can be 
used to distinguish the vector and spinor constituent irrep's 
C~ and C!!2 by demanding that lP' be diagonal. We use its 
eigenvalues p = ± 1 to distinguish the irrep spaces for C ~ 
through 

E=.1(I-p),i.e.,E=0(1!2) for p= +1(-1). (2.7d) 

Second, we have the inversion of the second Cartesian 
coordinate 

B:(q, ,q2) ---->-(q" - q2),i.e., B(p,tP,a) --+(ap, - </>,a), (2.8a) 

BKo = - KoB ; BKk B, k = 1,2,3, (2.8b) 

(2.8c) 

This element commutes with the sl(2,R ) algebra and with lP', 
but will intertwine the A and - A representations of so( I, I), 
and hence those of sl(2,R ). Its effect on the properly reduced 
irrep space C ~ will be to change the sign of the lower compo
nent of the E = ! function pair. 

Third, we have the element BlP', which will not interest 
us separately, and fourth, the operator 

A:(ql,q2)--+(q2,ql),i.e., A:(p,</>,a}--~(p,tP, - a), (2.9a) 

AKj = KjA, j = 0,2; AKk = - KkA, k = 1,3, 
(2.9b) 

A = B exp(i1TM,2)' 

This element does not commute with B (instead, 
AB = BlP' A), but it commutes with lP' and Ko and is thus 
representable as a unitary transformation in each C ~ irrep 
which reverses the sign of the KJ eigenvalues. Its own eigen
values (a = ± 1) will be used to classify the double-multi
plicity Kl eigenfunctions. It is representable as a 0'1 Pauli 
matrix in the two-component function space (2.3). The A 
and B automorphisms are outer to SL(2,R ), while lP' is inner. 
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3. THE INTEGRAL TRANSFORM GROUP 

The integral transform action of the Sp(4,R ) group gen
erated by (2.1) on y2(&f 2

) is known20
.21. In particular, for 

the SL(2,R) subgroup generated by Eqs. (2.6), represented 
by the matrices22

,23 

b0'3) 
dl 

, ad - be = 1, 

(1 0) 
(J' -= . , 

3 0 e--Iff 
(3.1) 

it is 

I(q) :[CMf](q) = L,d 2q'CM (q,q')f(q'), (3.2a) 

where the integral kernel is, for b #0, 

CM (q,q') = (21Tlb J) 1 exp [i(a{q;2 _ q~2} 

-2{q; ql - q~q2} + d {qf - qn)/2b ], 
(3.2b) 

while for b = 0, it is 

CM(h,O)(q,q') =0- 1 exp[ie(qi -qn/2a1 

X<52 (q'-a- 1q), (3.2c) 

For M = 1 we have thus the reproducing kernel under Eq. 
(3.2a). This integral transform group provides a vector re
presentation24 of SL(2,R ): 

f/i' d 2q'CM, (q,q')CM, (q',q") = CM,M, (q,q"), (3.3) 

and the transforms are unitary in ,5/' 2(.99 2). 
We now introduce hyperbolic coordinates (p,¢,a) as 

given by Eqs. (2.2). The kernel (3.2b) and (3.2c) then appears 
as 

CM (p,¢p;p',¢ ',0") = CM ( - p,¢,O'; - p',¢ ',a') 
= CM (p,t/J - t/J ' ,0-; p' ,0,0-' ) 
= (21Tlb I) -I exp[i(00-'p,2 -2pp'hYPO'.a' (¢' - ¢) 

+ do-p2 )/2b ], (3.4a) 

hYPI,1 (z) = cosh(z) = - hYP_I, --I (z), 
hYPI._ I (z) = sinh(z) = - hyp _1,1 (z), (3Ab) 

and can be arranged into a 2 X 2 matrix with rows and col
umns as the functions are represented by Eq. (2.3). We can 
display the eigenspaces of IP and Ko through the operator 

f':/(p) = ('fp,Afa)(p) =p/,:/( -p) 

= Ip 1112 0 + pIP) J: = d¢la (p,¢ ) exp( - iJ.¢ ), 

(3.Sa) 

thus allowing us to reduce the domain of the functions to the 
interval p>O. Conversely, 

i, (p,¢ ) = ('f1 f;') (p,¢ ) 

1 Joc = _jpl-l/l I dJ.f~/(p) eXPCiA¢). 
41T p7o+1 ._= 

We define an inner product in the (p,A) subspace 
Yil (&f+)P,A = Yi (&1l+) -+ y2 1 (,99+) as 

(3.Sb) 

(f,g)p.A = "'?i. 1 l'" dp/~/(p)*g~/(p), (3.6) 
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and note that it will relate to Eq. (2.4) through 

1 I= (f,gh = 41T p~ I ._ 00 dA (f,g)p,A' (3.7) 

The properties of 'f p,A are such that 

'fP,AIP = p'fP"\ 'fP,AK.o = 0 'fp,A, (3.8a) 

(JW,.JI~I,.JI~') = 'fP,A (lK l ,lKz,lK3) = (o-JJ 1 ,JJ2 ,a.JI3 )'fP,A, 
(3.8b) 

'fp-'lA = A'fP"\ 'fp,AB = 'fp,-,1. (3.8c) 

Equations (3,8a) only state that 'f p," indeed projects out ei
gens paces oflP and K.o, while Eqs. (3,8c) give relations which 
will be used later on. Equations (3.8b), finally, bring the 
three algebra generators (1.1) into the picture and, besides 
telling us that the special Sp(4,R) transform (3.2) leaves the 
(p,A ) subspace invariant, allows us to calculate the integral 
transform representing the operator C~ = 'fP''''CM which 
maps Yi, (&f+)P,,1 onto itself unitarily. Since the inner prod
uct (3.6) does not explicitly contain the labels p,A, we shall 
henceforth drop them from specifying the space ..2"i, (&f+). 

For functions/o-( p )EX'il (&f+), thus, the SL(2,R ) group 
generated by the operators .JIll, k = 1,2,3, acts as 

M 

lu (p) ----+ [C~fL (p) 

= 0" f'..!c I i oc 
dp'C~~(T,a' (p,p')!c" (p'), (:~.9a) 

with the integral kernel 

C~~",(T' (p,p/) =pI/2('fP,,1CM,a,lT' ) (p,p') 

= (pp')I/2J~ '>0 dt,b[CM,(7,a' (p,,p;p',O) 

+ pCM,(T,(T' (p,rp; - p',O) ]exp( - iArp) 

= GM,a,(T' (p,p')H~,~, (pp'lb ), (3.9b) 

where, on evaluating this expression from Eqs. (3.4) for 
b #0, we find it to be a product of a Gaussian factor 

GM,a,o' (p,p') = (21T1 b I) -I (pp') 112 

X exp U(do-p2 + ao-/p,2 )/2b ], (3.10) 

and a factor Hr::,~,(z) which contains the integration over t,b 
and which can be performed in terms of Hankel and Mac
donald25 functions, yielding26 

H~:1(z) =pHP!I, -1 (z) 

= 4p i= drptrigp (z coshrp) cos (Arp) 

= i1Tfpe·· A ,,-;2H )l)(z) - eA1T12H )]>(z) J 
=pHP"'( -z) =HP' ,{(z) 

1.1 1,1' 

Hf:AI (z) =pHP',{I,1 (z) 

= 4Pioc dt/ltrigp (z sinhrp)trigp (Arp) 
o 

= 4(signz)2<JlYPI,p (A1T/2)K;,1 (Izl) 

=pH~:,1I (-z) =pH~:=I;'(z), 

trig + 1 (z) = cos(z), trig __ I (z) = i sin(z). 
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The case b = 0 may be obtained either from Eq. (3.11) for 
b---+O and the use of the asymptotic properties of the cylinder 
functions," or directly from Eqs. (3.2c) and (3.9), as 

C~~b~O).a.a'(P'P') = lal ~ 1/2(signa)2€ exp(iocp2/2a) 

Sa,a'S(p' -p/\a\), (3.12) 

This integral transform is unitary28 on xil~+) with the 
inner product (3.6). 

The group properties of this matrix kernel are directly 
inherited from Eq. (3,3) via Eqs. (3.5a), namely, 

I roc dp'C~~,a,a'(p,p')Cf;f"a'.a" (p',p") 
(/' ~ ± 1 Jo 

= C~~M,.a.a"(P,p"), (3.13) 

We should point out that the property which distinguishes 
the CO and C 1/2 representations is clearly displayed: q q 

CP,--AM.a.a,(p,p') = (-1)2€C~~a,a'(P'P')' (3.14) 

This is a consequence of Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) which can 
also be seen from the explicit expressions (3.9)-(3.11), noting 
that the Gaussian factor is the same for M and - M, while 
H p,A ,( - z) = pH p,A ,(z). 

a,a Regarding th~~perator IB defined in Eqs. (2.8), the last 
equality in Eqs, (3, 12a) and (3, 12b) shows that the a = - 1 
components of the e = 1/2 irrep functions indeed consis
tently invert their signs and that this inversion is thus repre
sentable by a (13 Pauli matrix in the two-component 

xiI (,gr+) space, intertwining the k = !(1 + iA ) and 
k * = W - iA) representations C !!2, Eigenfunctions of IB 
with eigenvalue b = ± 1 in C !!2 can be built as functions 
with only a nonzero upper (b = + 1) or a lower (b = - 1) 
component. In Sec. 4, however, we shall gloss over this clas
sification scheme in favor of others. In C~, IB is equivalent to 
the identity transformation. 

Having given the kernel for the general hyperbolic ca
nonical transforms, we would like to present a peculiarity of 
the "hyperbolic Fourier transform," i,e" the transform C~A 

corresponding to the matrix M given by F = ( ~ 1 ~) 
which from Eq, (lAc) is qA = exp( - i7T.lJ~'), In the case of 
linear canonical transforms5.7 this is e - i7T/4 times the ordi
nary Fourier transform, For the radial case6

, it is the Hankel 
transform. Here, as a = 0 = d, the Gaussian factor (3.11) is 
simply (Pp') 112 /21T and hence 

[ C~A( f ~ 1 ) ] (p) = p [ q~A 1 ( f ~ I ) ] (p) 

1 soc ( H~:1(pp') - _ d '( ,)112 
- 21T 0 P pp .pH~:"'- l(PP') 

X (fl(P') ). 
f ~ I(P') 

H~'A_I(PP'») 

pH1:1(pp') 

(3.15) 

The inverse hyperbolic Fourier transform is thus identical to 
the direct one for the C ~ irrep, while it differs by a minus sign 
for the C 1/2 irrep29. The origin of this property is the behav
ior of the ~1(2,R) algebra under the A operator in Eq. (2.9b): 
C~AA = AC~A 1 = pC~A. For p = + 1 (e = 0) we may thus 
construct eigenspaces of A consisting of functions of even 
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and odd parity under this operator: It suffices to apply the 

unimodular matrix 2 ~ 1I2( 1 1) to Eq. (3.15) in order to 
- 1 1 

obtain through similarity a diagonal transformation matrix 
kernel with elements (H ::1 + H ::A_ I)(PP') and 
(H U - H :< ___ I)(PP'), corresponding to eigenvalues 
a = + 1 anda = - 1, respectively, under A. Each A-classi
fied subspace is then transformed into itself under Clrol and 
consists offunctions such that f, (p) = af_ a (p), Besides 
providing a distinguishing label for the two J~I eigenfunc
tions (Sec. 4), the operator A may be thus used to construct 
and distinguish between these two p = + 1 Fourier trans
forms in the space where-as for the Hankel transform-the 
square of the transform is the identity. A similar construc
tion for the C !!2 irrep yields an antidiagonal matrix kernel. 

In closing this section, it should be noted that the ana
lytic continuation in the group parameters of Eqs. (3. I)-so 
fruitfully exploited in Ref. 14--turns out to be impossible 
here: If one applies the criterion of Ref. 20 to this matrix, one 
sees that for no complex values of the parameters does one 
have a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. This becomes intuitively 
clear as the analog of the heat diffusion transform' 
(a = 1 = d,c = O,b = - 2it) is forward in time t for the first 
Cartesian coordinate, but backward in the second one. Ex
amination of the kernel in Eqs. (3.9) or introduction of com
plex hyperbolic coordinates in Ref. 5 (Appendix B) corrobo
rates this conclusion. This seems to be thus a major and 
inescapable distinction between the discrete and continuous 
SL(2,R ) representation series. 

4. THE INTERTWINING OPERATOR 

In this section we shall build the operator which inter
twines the two algebra realizations (1.1) and (1.6) or, more 
precisely, the unitary transform kernel mapping the space 
xi, (,gr+) described in Sec. 3 onto the more usual Y 2(SJ ) 
space, in such a way that the second-order differential opera
tors J~I defined in Eqs. (3.8b) map onto the first-order ones 
J1 given in Eqs. (1.6). This is the proper quantum analog of 
the canonical transformation to action-and-angle variables 
(1.7)30. 

Let !JIt;;.~a(P) and X~:~(p) be the (proper or general
ized) eigenfunctions oflP' and two operators in the set.JJl!, and 
1jr,::'\c/J) and X~:)·(c/J ) for the corresponding operators in the 
set J~. We can choose the first operator to be elliptic, specifi
cally J~ , and the second to be either hyperbolicJ 

I (J~ or J;), 
or parabolic (J~ ± J~)-specifical1y, we shall employ 
JJ~ - JJ~ . The last choice will be followed, as it is the simplest: 
The generalized eigenfunctions are Dirac {) 's while we are 
assured that the spectrum of this operator covers the real line 
once32

• The intertwining integral kernel will then be comput
able as the generating function 

K~/(c/J,p) = L !JIf;,~a(p)*1j;::/(ifJ )exp[i<P "'(p';",m,o') 1 
m 

= fO dvX~:.~(p)*X;:A(ifJ )exp[i<PX(p';",v,u)]. 

~oc (4.1) 
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The correct choice of phase33 for cP '" and cP x is nontrivial for 
two rea!.ons. First, it actually may change the generating 
function: Assume We apply ~~Y) = exp[ir(.JI~1 - .JI~I)J to 
Eq. (4.1 )3., mUltiplying the integrand by e IYV and th~s pro
ducing a new generating function which, as a sum, Will con
sist of eigenfunctions OP5 CKf~y).JI~'CKf1- ri#=.JI~'. Second, cer
tain phase requirements exist, notably Bargmann's 
convention36 for the .JI~ eigenbasis, which involves definite 
transformation phases under the operator A in Eqs. (2.9). 
However, once we have used two generators [algebraic basis 
for sl(2,R )] to determine the phases for the intertwining ker
nel, no further requirement is imposed by the third (vector 
basis) generator, as its matrix elements are fixed by the first 
two. 

It should be clear, however, that independent of the 
appropriate choice of phases, the kernel (4.1) will intertwine 
YM.0P+) and Y 2(SI ) as 

f'(¢) = "J:± If'" dpK';/(¢,p)f',j(p), (4.2a) 

(4.2b) 

forf',j(p) andf'(¢) in the two spaces, respectively. The uni
tarity of the transformation is guaranteed by the assumed 
Dirac orthonormality and completeness of the two eigen
bases-including any similarity transformation as men
tioned above-which, from Eq. (4.1) alone, implies 

J~ 1T d¢K ';/,(¢,p)K ~/'(¢,p')* = oa"'o(p - p'), (4.3a) 

<T~± 1 L'" dpK';/(¢,p)K';/(¢ ',p)* = o(¢ - ¢ '). (4.3b) 

The phase definition we shall impose will stem from the re
quirement that iff~'(p) is the KpA transform off'(¢) then 
the K p.).. transform of(.1l1 (1)(¢ ) should be (.1l1I fl')a(P)' with J1' 
and J1 given precisely by Eqs. (3.8b) and (1.6b), respectively, 
supplemented by the discrete transformation A, as imposed 
by Bargmann's convention36

• 

The J1-basis eigenvectors are easy to obtain as they are 
solutions of first-order differential equations, and Fourier 
anaysis techniques allow us to find the correct constants for 
ordinary or Dirac orthonormality in Y 2(SI ). This is more 
difficult for those of J~l since, as will be borne out below, 
these are two-component, in general, Whittaker functions 
whose orthonormality and completeness relations certainly 
imply a careful analysis. For the parabolic operator in 
sl(2,R ), the simplest one we can choose is 

J~I - .JIJI = ~O"p2, (4.4) 
since the set of generalized eigenfunctions is readily found as 

X;,:!(p) = (21 vi) - 1/40 (p - [21 vi J 112)8a,SignvexpUcP X) 

=pIl2c5( Ivl - ~2)c5a'Signvexp(i4>X), VE~, (4.5) 

where we have left a phase factor to be determined later on. 
Note that X~(P) is a two-component function which 

has only an upper component for v> 0 and only a lower one 
for v < O. As they stand, these functions may only involve the 
representation indices (p,4 ), if at alP1, in the phase factor 
cPx(p,A,v,a). 
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Now, in Y 2(SI) the operator corresponding to Eqs. 

(4.2) for C~ is 

.11 1 JI - - i e - iE~ [( I + co~'" ) ~ - k sin¢ leiE~, (4.6) 
3 - 1- "'f' d¢ 

withq, k, and A related as in Eqs. (1.3), andp and £ as in Eq. 
(2.7d). Through the change of variables t ~ tan (¢ I~) we 
can find the generalized Dirac-normalized eIgenfunctions to 
be3H 

~.A (¢ ) = (41T) - 1/2( cos(¢ 12» -2ke - iE4>exp[ivtan( ¢ 12)]. 
, (4.7) 

The generating function (4.1) is thus readily calculated from 

the integral as 

KP.A(",,p) =pl12X
p ·A, (¢ )exp[icP X(p".t,O"p 212,0") J. (4.8) 

(T '+' ap-/2 

In order to determine the phase function, consider the orth
onormal Y 2(S() eigenbasis for .1l~ in C:: 

f/;/:;\¢) = (7fn;A] - 1(21T) - 112exp[i(m - £)¢ J, (4.9) 

where m is the integer for E = 0 (p = + 1) and half-integer 
for £ = 1/2 (p = - 1). The phase factors 7fn;A will be those 
of Bargmann36

: 

rJkA = 1 = rJI/2(,A, (4.lOa) 

rf:;,A = ( - 1) m - € 

m - 1/2 
X II [U-iAI2)/(/+iAI2)]I12, m>l, 

l~ E + 112 

(4.lOb) 

rt:3m = (_l)m+<UAIIA j)2E1fn'.'<' m>1/2, (4.1Oc) 

where the running index in Eq. (4.lOb) takes the m - £ val
ues I = £ + 1/2,£ + 3/2, ... ,m - 1/2. The basis vectors (4.9) 
of.!£' 2(SI ) should, upon their transformation to .2"tI(~+)' 
provide the properly normalized eigenbasis for J~I. Thus, 
introducing Eq. (4.9) in (4.2b) with the intertwining (4.8) 
(with the as yet undetermined phase), we find, under a divi
sion of the integration range in two, trigonometric identities 
and an integration3

", that 

1JI':;.~(p) = J:1T d¢f/;/:/'(<!> )K~A(¢,p)* 
= [7fn;A] - 121/2 - iA [r (k + O"m) J - Ip - 1/2 + iA 

X Warn, _ U12(p2)exp[ - i4>X(p,4,O"p2/2,0")], 
(4.11) 

which is valid for integer as well as half-integer values of m. 
Notice that the phase factor cannot depend on m. Now, 

the (unnormalized) solutions of.1l3 lJI(p) = mlJl(p) which 
are bounded at infinity are of the form'o 
p - 112 W m, ± iAl2 (p 2); the phase factor is thus constrained to 
be p -- iA times any other p-independent phase. We can set 

cP X(p,4,O"p2/2,0") =-1 In(pI2) (4.12) 

and declare the proper eigenfunctions of J~I corresponding 
to the eigenvalue m (integer or half-integer) to be 

IJI ~u(p) = [7fn;A r (k + O"m) ] - I 

X (pI2) - l12 Wom. _ iA12(p2) (4.13) 

spanning the C; irrep for sl(2,R ). On Eq. (4.13) we can ver-
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ify immediately that we have an eigenfunction of J~', as this 
operator acts as aJ3 [see Eq. (Uc)] on the two a = + 1 and 
a = -1 components. Hance the eigenvalue is indeed m. 
Normalization under the inner product (3.6) carr be checked 
straightforwardly41. In order to support our claim that Eq. 
(4.12) is indeed an appropriate phase, we may verify that the 
action of J'± = Jl ± iJ~ on the simple functions tf/:/(</1 ), 
namely, (1f,,~ /7]~~ + I )(k ± m)tf/:/'+ 1(</1) is the same as that of 
.lJI! on If! ::",~ (p). This has to be d-;;ne separately on the upper 
and lower components as t~ = a.lJ I ± iJ2 and yields the 
same result through the recurrence realtions for Whittaker 
functions42. Finally, the transformation properties under A 
in Eqs. (2.9) can be defined explicitly, as their action on 
Yi, (~+) is to exchange the two component functions 

and it can be readily seen that A 2 = 1. From Eqs. (4.10), the 
factor in Eq. (4.14) is( -1)'" for £ = o and 43 i( _l)m+< 
X sigMsignm for £ = 1/2. The intertwining kernel can thus 
be written as 

K ';/' (</1,p) = (21T) - l/2e - I<d> (p/2) 112 + IA (cos (</1 /2» - I - 1"\ 

X exp(i~ap2tan (¢> /2». (4.15) 

The generalized eigenfunctions of the parabolic gener
ator J~' + Jl I can be found from those of.lJ~1 - JlI in Eq. (4.5) 
through the Fourier transformation (3.15) representing a ro
tation by - 1T around the 3-axis. Since Eqs. (4.5) are essen
tially Dirac 8 's inp, the .11;' + J\' eigenfunctions will include 
H ~.~,( [21 vi] 112p )-Hankel and Macdonald functions of 
imaginary index-times p 112. The corresponding J~ + Jl 
generalized eigenfunctions are obtained from Eq. (4.7) sim
ply by a rotation of 1T in the argument. These basis functions 
and their transformation properties are particularly interest
ing, since from Eqs. (2.1) it can be seen that MZ3 + M25 is the 
Klein-Gordon operator in a two-dimensional space-time. 
We reserve some observations pertaining to this subject and 
the Kontorovich-Lebedev transform for future 
development. 

As a final calculation, let us use the preceding informa
tion in order to find the generalized eigenfunctions of the 
hyperbolic operators .11; and J~ in 2"il(fhl+) and 2"2(SI)' The 
four functions are related by pairs by a rotation by 1T/2 over 
the 3-axis (i.e., the square root of the hyperbolic Fourier 
transform) and by the intertwining operator. The simplest of 
the four are the 2"il(~+) generalized eigenfunctions of J~l 
and A: 

YP.J. (p) = (21T) - 1/2(8 + a8 _ )p - 1/2 + ZiT 
-r,a.a a.l a, 1 , 

(4.16) 

with eigenvalues 7E~ and a = ± 1, respectively. The spec
trum of this hyperbolic operator thus covers the real line 
twice44

• The functions (4.16) are Dirac orthonormal and 
complete with respect to Eq. (3.6) as can be ascertained 
through bilateral Mellin transformation45

• The correspond
ing.n eigenfunctions can be found through Eqs. (4.2a) and 
(4.15) using the Fourier transform of the complex power 
functions46

• Defining the "cut" functions 
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_ {x' x;;;,O _ {a, x+ - , x_-° x<O -x, 
we find 

x;;;.O, 

x<O, 
(4.17a) 

tI;.:~ (</1 ) = (411')-12' (T - A I2lr (7])e - I<d> ( cos(¢> /2» . I·· I,{ 

X (e 'TnI12 + ae - Tn1/2) 

X [(tan (¢> /2» :;: 'I + a(tan (</1 /2» -= 71] 

= 1T - I 2 - I 12 ~ " r ( 7] ) e .. I<d> triga ( 1T7] /2 ) 

X (81,s/gnd> + a8 _ I,s/gn</> ) I sin</1 I k I tan(¢> /2) I 
(4.17b) 

where 7] = k + iT = ~ + i(T + A /2). The eigenfunctions of 
J~ can be now found from Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17), as J~ 
= exp(i!1T.lI~)]; exp( - q11' J~). This amounts to a rotation by 

1T/2 in SI : 

~:~ (</1 ) = tI;.:~ (</1 + 11'12). (4.18) 

In 2"il (£1(+) this is the 2 - 1/2 C ~) transform (3.9) of the 
chosen (J~' ,A) eigenfunctions (4.16). The hyperbolic canoni
cal transform involves three integrals for each component47

. 

After several cancellations and factorizations, we obtain 

n ~:;,o (p) = C ~ V ~:~ e'·' mrTI2p ··112 W_ a,IA 12 Uap2) , (4.19a) 

c~ = 21/2 + iT(21T) - 3/2 r q + iT + iyl. )r q + iT - iyl. ), 
(4.19b) 

V~:~ = (Oa,1 +apOa,_1 )[2ahYPI,p().,11'/2) -i~(p-l )], 
(4.19c) 

which are indeed eigenfunctions of .JJ~1 with eigenvalue T. 

They are not eigenfunctions of A, or course; rather, A can be 
seen to map Eq. (4.19a) through a- - a into an eigenfunc
tion of J:' with eigenvalue - T. As W:"" (z) and W _ j'-' ( - z) 
are independent solutions to the Whittaker equation, their 
relation is not simple. In fact, 

AOp,A = A exp (i111'JII )YP,,{ 
TtG 2 3 T,G 

= exp( - i11T~II)AyP,A = aCp,Afip,A (4.20) 2 ..v J I,a F T,il , 

where C~A is the hyperbolic Fourier transform as given by 
Eq. (3.15). 

5. APPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSION 

The analytic properties of the basis functions and trans
formations belonging to the continuous series of the SL(2,R ) 
group generated by Eqs. (1.1) have been seen to be rather 
arduous. Their group-theoretic properties are, however, as 
simple as that of any other realization, and herein lies the 
advantage of using the latter to derive relations for the for
mer. These relations take the form of integral identities in
volving Hankel, Macdonald, Whittaker, power, and expo
nential functions, some with imaginary indices and 
parameters, which are now endowed with a group-theoretic 
interpretation. In what follows, we outline five examples of 
applications of these concepts. 

First, of course, we have the Hankel and Macdonald 
function integral relations implicit in the kernel composition 
(3.13). Second, Whittaker functions of the kind (4.13) and 
(4.19) are displayed as being selj-reciprocating48 under hy
perbolic canonical transforms. This can be seen in the fol
lowing way: Consider the matrix identity 
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M = (a
e 

b
d

) = (a
y 

0 ) (cost - sint) a~, 
a-I sint cost ' 

(5.la) 

a = (a 2 + b 2 )1!2, Y= (ae + bd )/a, tant = - b/a. 
(5.1b) 

The integral transforms associated to these matrices will fol
low suit through Eq. (3.3). Now, apply these transforms to 
the J~I eigenfunctions qt~'tcp) in Eq. (4.13), noting that the 
rightmost transform will multiply the functions by 
exp(2imt), while the second transform is purely geometric 
and given by Eq. (3.12). Their composition thus leads to the 
integral relation 

(T' ~+ 1 f'" dp'Cf;.~a,(T'(p,p') 'f/~~a'(p') = I a I - 1!2(signa)2E 

-xe2imt exp(iayp2/2a)'f/~~a(p/lal), (5.2) 

which, if written out explicitly [Eqs. (2.7d), (3.9)-(3.11), 
(4.13), and (5.1)], is rather difficult to solve by elementary 
methods. Decompositions analogous to Eqs. (5.1) can be 
made for the parabolic- and hyperbolic-operator eigenfunc
tions seen in Sec. 4. 

Third, the intertwining operator (4.2) can be used to 
"close the fourth side of a rectangle" in applying a hyperbol
ic canonical transform to a given function in 2'iI (~+): we 
pass to 2'2(S\), transform the function there [this is an easy 
task since the group SL(2,R ) in that space acts geometrically 
as its generators are of first order], and transform back to 
2'il (~+). Fourth, the intertwining integral may be solved if 
the functions involved are recognized to be canonical trans
forms of eigenfunctions of SL(2,R) generators. We use for
mulas such as Eq. (5.2) in order to transform them to the 
simplest eigenfunction of the orbit such as Eq. (4.5) for the 
parabolic and Eq. (4.16) for the hyperbolic cases, intertwine 
the resulting simpler function with the aid of the results of 
Sec. 4, and transform back in 2'2(S\). Fifth, 2'il (~+) inner 
products between basis functions such as the right-hand side 
ofEq. (5.2) may be intertwined to their 2'2(SI) counterparts 
and the simpler ¢ - integral solved. The latter is nothing 
more than a SL(2,R ) representation matrix element (same or 
mixed basis) and thus expressible in terms of 2F\ hypergeo
metric functions49

. 

From the point of view of canonical transformations in 
quantum mechanics, we have been occupied with potentials 
which are not realistic. Our approach, however, suggests 
that any other classical-quantum correspondence method of 
solution l7 tackling Eq. (1.7) should, when extended to 
strongly centripetal potentials, lead to the results in this 
article. 

As regards SL(2,R ) representation theory, only the sup
plementary series (0 < q < i) remains to be worked out, in 
particular, the peculiar properties of the representations at 
the values q = 0 and * of the Casimir operator. 

Finally, on the terrain of the integral transform theory, 
we have previously shown thatS

-
7 Fourier and Hankel trans

forms are particular cases of real linear and radial canonical 
transforms and that, through complex extension, one can 
reach the bilateral Laplace, Gauss-Weierstrass, Bargmann, 
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and Barut-Girardello transforms. Hyperbolic canonical 
transforms do not seem to include any well-known particu
lar cases, yet they come within close range: The Meijer-K, 
Kontorovich-Lebedev, and Neumann transformsso• The 
first ones, involving kernels with Macdonald functions of 
real index and related to the Laplace transform, may be 
reached if a valid analytic continuation of the kernel can be 
implemented. This may require non unitary SO(1, 1) repre
sentations in Eq. (2.5). The second transform involves Han
kel functions of imaginary index, where the integrations take 
place on the argument and on the index. This seems to re
quire either a different subgroup reduction ofSp(4,R ) or op
erators other than Eq. (3.5) in the representation decomposi
tion. As both of these cases involve single-component 
functions, we surmise that they correspond to the A-diag
onal Fourier transform (3.15). Lastly, Neumann trans
forms-and, indeed, Hankel transforms as well-are sug
gested by the analytic continuation in A of the kernel 
elements (3.1Ia), as even the Struve function contained in 
the inverse Neumann transform appears to be closely relat
ed51 to the use of the representations of a compact subgroup. 
It is our intention to address these extensions and further the 
study of the Klein-Gordon operator elsewhere. 
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Finite-dimensional simple Lie superalgebras (also called l2-graded Lie algebras) over an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic zero were classified in 1976. All simple Lie 
superalgebras over the reals, whose Lie subalgebra is reductive, are determined here up to 
isomorphism. As is the theory of simple Lie algebras, this is done by classifying the involutive 
semimorphisms of the complex Lie superalgebras. One sees in particular that the real form of the 
Lie subalgebra completely determines the real form of the Lie superalgebra. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the last 15 years, algebraic structures called Lie su
peralgebras or graded Lie algebras have appeared in various 
contexts, e.g., in particle physics and in deformation theory. 
For a review of the subject we refer to Ref. 1. 

Soon there were attempts to develop a structure theory 
and special interest was devoted to the properties and classi
fication of the simple Lie superalgebras over an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic zero. These appear to be of two 
types according to whether the Lie subalgebra is reductive or 
not. The Lie superalgebras for which this is the case are 
called classical and it turns out that all those encountered in 
physics are, after complexification, of that type (eventually 
after a Wigner contraction). In the present paper, we give a 
classification of the real classical Lie superalgebras (theorem 
2.5); this inserts the examples known from the physical lit
erature or from Ref. 2 in a general setting. 

1. REAL AND COMPLEX LIE SUPERALGEBRAS 

Definition 1.1: A Lie superalgebra G is an algebra grad
ed over l2' i.e., G is a direct sum of vector spaces 
G = Go Etl G I, and such that the bracket satisfies 

(i) [G"Gj ] C G, + j(rnod2) ' 

(ii) [x"y)] = - ( -1) 'i[Jlj'x,], 
for all xiEGi, YjEG) , 

(iii) [x" [Yj'z]] = [[x"Yj],z] + ( -1) ij[ Yj' [x"z]). 

In what follows, G is an algebra over a field K of characteris
tic zero and is finite dimensional. Moreover, we will always 
assume GO¥=-O¥=-GI. 

Definition 1.2: A Lie superalgebra G is said to be classi
cal i/G is simple, i.e., does not contain any nontrivial graded 
ideal and if the representation of Go on GI is completely 
reducible. 

Definition 1.3: If G is a complex Lie superalgebra, a 
semimorphism C of G is a semilinear transformation of G 
such that [Cx,Cy] = C [x,y] for all X,YEG. All homomor
phisms and semimorphisms of Lie superalgebras will be as
sumed to preserve Go and G I' 

Proposition 1.4: Let G be a complex classical Lie super
algebra and let C be an involutive semimorphism of G. Then 
Gc = Ix + Cxj XEG 1 is a real classical Lie superalgebra. 

Proof One sees immediately that G C is a real simple Lie 
superalgebra, the complexification of which is G. We need to 
show that the representation ofGoc = Ix + Cxl xEGol on 
G IC = Ix + Cxl xEGd is completely reducible. Let Vbe a 
subspace of G IC which is invariant by Goc . Then V = V ® C 
is invariant by Go; hence, there exists a subspace W' supple
mentary to Vin GI and invariant by Go. The subspace 
W = (/ + C)! w'EW'I(/ - C) W'EiV I ofGlc issupplemen
tary to Vand invariant by Goc . 

To see this, notice first that C (/ + C) = C + / implies 
Wincluded in GIC ' Second, ifgEGoc , [g,w] = [g,(/ + C)w'] 
where (/ - C)w'EiV, hence [g,w] = (/ + C)[g,w'] where 
(/ - C)[ g,w'] = [g,(/ - C )w'] belongs to iV and thus W is 
invariant by Goc . Finally, W is supplementary to V for if 
w = (/ + C)W'EV, one has 2w' = (/ + C)w' + (/ - C)w' 
E V + iV = V; hence, w' = ° and thus Wn V = 0. On the oth
er hand, if xEGIc> one has x = w' + v' where W'EW' and 
v'EV. However, (/ - C)x = ° implies (/ - C)w' 
= (/ - C)( - v')EiVand thus (/ + C)W'EW; hence, 

2x = (/ + C)x = (/ +X)w' + (/ + C)V'EW + V. 
Proposition 1.5: If G is a real classical Lie superalgebra, 

its complexification G = G ® C is a Lie superalgebra which is 
either classical or the direct sum of two isomorphic ideals 
which are classical. 

Proof Let C be the conjugation in G with respect to G. 
We show first that the representation of Go = Go ® C on 
GI = GI ® C is completely reducible. Let indeed Vbe a com
plex subspace of G I which is invariant by Go. Hence, V is 
invariant by Go and so V' = (/ + C) Vis real and invariant by 
Go. Thus, there exists a subspace W' supplementary to V' in 
G I and invariant by Go. Then GI = V' Etl W' and W' isinvar
iant by Go, which proves the first point. If G is not simple, it 
contains a simple graded ideal S. Then (/ + C)S is a graded 
ideal ofGso either(/ + C)S = Oor(/ + C)S = G. However, 
(/ + C)S = ° is impossible since s + Cs = ° implies is 
+ C(is)¥=-O. Hence, (/ + C)S = G and G = G + iG 
= (/ + C)S + (/ - C)S = S + CS. SinceSnCSis an ideal of 

S, we have SnCS = 0, which shows that G is the direct sum of 
the two ideals Sand CS. 

Proposition 1.6: Let G be a complex Lie superalgebra 
and let C and C I be two involutive semimorphisms of G. The 
real forms G c and G C' are isomorphic if and only if there 
exists an automorphism ep of G such that C' = epCep -I. 
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Proof IfC' = qJCqJ-l, it is clear that Gc = qJGc'. Con
versely, assume there exists an isomorphism e from Gc onto 
G c' . The linear extension qJ of e to G = G c + iG c defined by 
qJ (g + ig) = eg + iOg is an automorphism of G. Moreover, if 
g' = egEG c' we have C 'g' = g' = eg = qJg = qJCg 
= qJCqJ -Ig'; hence, C 'qJCqJ -I is the identity on Gc' and thus 

also on G. 
The above propositions show that any real classical Lie 

superalgebra G is obtained by one of the following two proce
dures: (a) If the complexification of G is not simple, G is a 
complex classical Lie superalgebra considered as real alge
bra. (b) If the complexification G of G is simple, G is the 
subalgebra of fixed points of an involutive semimorphism of 
G. The complex classical Lie superalgebras are known?,4 
Classifying the real classical Lie superalgebras is thus equiv
alent to classifying the involutive semimorphisms of each 
complex Lie superalgebra G in the group of automorphisms 
ofG. 

Some properties a/the complex classical Lie superalge
bras: Proofs ofthe following results are given in Refs. 3-5. 

(a) There exist six families of complex classical Lie su
peralgebras with unbounded dimension, denoted by A (m ,n), 
den), ben), B(m,n), C(m), andD(m,n), and three isolated 
algebras denoted by D (1,2,a), G (3), and F(4) of respective 
dimension 17, 3 I, and 40. 

(b) Let G = Go + Gibe a complex classical Lie superal
gebra, and let p denote the representation of Go on G I' Then 
[GO,G I ] = GI, [GhGI] = Go, Go is reductive, andp is faithful. 

Either p is irreducible or G I is the direct sum of two 
irreducible subspaces Y' and Y" such that [Y', Y ') 
= [Y" ,Y "] = 0 and [Y',Y"] = Go; this decomposition 
GI = Y' (B Y" is unique. 

If Go is not semisimple, p is reducible and the center of 
Go is one dimensional; it contains an element ko such that 
p(ko)Y' =y' andp(ko)Y" = - y" for ally'EY',y"EY". 

(c) A bilinear form B on G is said to be invariant if 
B ([x,y],z) = B (x,[y,z]) for all x,y,zEG. 

If G is simple, any invariant bilinear form is nondegen
erate or zero. Moreover, we will always assume B (GO,GI) 
=0. 

All complex classical Lie superalgebras admit a nonde
generate invariant bilinear form such thatB (GO,G 1) = 0, ex
cept d (n) and b (n). 

2. METHOD TO CLASSIFY THE INVOLUTIVE 
SEMIMORPHISMS 

(A) If C (or qJ) is a semimorphism (homomorphism) of 
G, we will denote by Co and C I (qJo and qJl' respectively) its 
restriction to Go and G I. If C is an involutive semimorphism 
of G, then Co is an involutive semimorphism of Go; hence 
Goc is a real form of Go. The following proposition shows 
that Goc may be chosen up to isomorphism: 

Proposition 2.1: Let G be a complex classical Lie super
algebra and let C = Co + C I be an involutive semimorphism 
ofG. Assume C b is an involutivesemimorphism ofGoconju
gate to Co in AutGo. Then there exists an involutive semi
morphism C' = C b + C; of G which is conjugate to C in 
AutG. 
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Proof Assume C b = qJoCOqJO-I, where qJoEAutGo. If 
thereexistsqJ = qJo + qJIEAutG, then C' = qJCqJ -I isaninvo
lutive semi morphism of G and the proposition is proved. The 
existence of qJ will follow from Lemma 2.2 when qJo is inner 
and Gis notd (n) or b (n). In the other cases, qJ will be explicit
ly constructed. 

Lemma 2.2: If G is not d (n) or b (n) and qJo is an inner 
automorphism of Go, there exists an automorphism 
qJ = qJo + qJl ofG. 

Proof Let p denote the representation of Go on GI and 
let B be any nondegenerate invariant bilinear form on G. If 
qJo = e"d(O/l,qJl = eP(n) satisfies p(qJo g)qJl = qJl p( g) for all 
gEGo· On the center of Go,qJo is the identity. On each of the 
simple ideals of Go, the bilinear form B is a multiple of the 
Killing form; hence, qJo is an isometry for B. On the other 
hand, B (p(n) x,y) + B (x,p(n) y) = 0 for all X,YEG I implies 
that qJl is also an isometry for B. We then have for all gEGo 

B ([qJl X,qJl Y],qJo g) = B (qJl X,[qJl y,qJo g]) 

= B(qJl x,qJl(y,gD 

= B (x,(y,g]) = B «(x,y], g) 

= B (qJo[x,y],qJo g), 

and thus [qJl x,qJ] y) = qJo[x,y), which completes the proof. 
(B) The next lemmas show that, for a given real form 

Goc of the Lie subalgebra Go, there exists, up to isomor
phism, at most two real forms Gc which contain Goc . In 
fact, we will show case by case that these two real forms are 
isomorphic. Let C = Co + C] and C' = Co + C; be two in
volutive semimorphisms of G having the same restriction to 

Go· 
Lemma 2.3: If the representationp of Go on G] is irredu-

cible, then C; = ± CI' 
Proof The linear transformation CI C; of G I commutes 

withp(Go); hence, C; = ACI and Ct = C;2 = I implies 
AX = 1. If X,YEG I, we have Co[x,y] = [C; x,C; y] 
= A 2[CI x,CI y) = A 2CO[X,y) and thus .,1,2 = 1. 

If the representationp of Go on GI is reducible, we write 
GI = Y' (B Y" forthesum of the invariant subspaces and if Go 
is not semisimple, we denote by ku the element of the center 
of Go such that p(ko) i y' = I and p(ko) I y" = - 1. 

Lemma 2.4: (i) IfCI preserves Y' and Y", Coko = koand 
ifCI permutes Y' and y", Coko = - ko. (ii) IfC = Co + C I 
and C' = Co + C; preserve Y' and Y " , they are conjugate in 
AutG. (iii) If they permute Y' and Y", then C· is conjugate in 

AutG to Co + C I or to Co - CI' 
Proof: (i) We first notice that since the decomposition 

G I = Y' Ell Y" is unique, any semimorphism of G either pre
serves or permutes Y' and Y" . If Go is not semisimple, we set 
Coko = ako' whereaa = 1. Then [Coko,CI y] = CI[ko,y] 
= ClyifYEY' implies a = 1 ifCIY' = Y' and a = -1 if 

C I Y' = Y ".(ii)WesetCI = C' + C ",whereC' = CII y' and 
C" = CII Y'" By the same argument as in Lemma 2.3, we 
know that C· and C" are unique up to a factor of modulus 1, 
so we may write C; = AC' + I1C", If xEY' andYEY", we 
have Co[x,y] = [AC 'x,I1C "y] = AI1[C 'x,C "y] = AI1Co[x,y] 
and thus All = 1. However, the linear transformation tP de
fined by 1/y' = A Illy', 1/!y" = A -1/2y", and tPgo = go is an auto

morphism of G and Co + c; = t/J(Co + C I )'F I (iii) Since 
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C 1 C; preserves Y' and Y" and commutes withp(Go), we 
may write C; x = ACI x and C; Y =IlCI yforallxEY' and 
YEY". From Ci = Ci2 = Iwe deduceXIl = 1 and 
Co[x,y] = [C; x,C; y] implies as above All = 1. We define 

h · .1. fGb .1.' 1 _1/2 , .1." 1 1/2" d an automorp Ism 'f/ 0 y 'l-'Y = /l. Y , 'l-'Y = /l. y, an 
t/Jgo = go· If the real number A is positive, we have Co + C; 
= rf(Co + CI) rf-

I and if A. is negative, we have Co + C; 
= rf(Co - C I ) t/J-I. 

(C) We recall some notions related to representations of 
complex semisimple Lie algebras. 

Let L be a complex semisimple Lie algebra and letp be a 
representation of L in a vector space V. If Lc is a real form of 
L defined by the involutive semimorphism C, the representa
tion p is said to be real for Lc if there exists a semilinear 
transformation CI of V such that 

p(Ca)C I = CifJ(a), for all ad (1) 

and Ci =1. 
If there exists C I satisfying Eq. (I) and such that Ci 

= - I, P is said to be antireal. If any C1 satisfying Eq. (1) is 
singular, p is said to be areal. If L = Ell iLi is a direct sum of 
simple ideals, any irreducible representation p of L is a ten
sorproductp = ® i Pi' wherepi is an irreduciblerepresenta
tion of Li. IfCLi = Li for all i, thenp = ® i Pi is real for Lc 
if and only if an even number of Pi are anti real for the real 
forms Lie and the remainingpj are real for the real forms 

L je · 

The isomorphism type of the simple complex Lie alge
bras wiII be denoted by upper case script letters: d l , ~ " 

Yf' I' !iJ I> Y 2' The real forms of these Lie algebras are denot
ed as in Ref. 6. 

For each of the complex classical Lie superalgebras we 
will give a definition; the possible real forms of Go, using the 
condition that the representationp must be real for Goe ; one 
involutive semi morphism C extending the chosen Co; in case 
Lemma 2.2 does not apply, an argument to prove that Co 
may be chosen up to conjugacy by AutGo; and an automor
phism cP = ({Yo + CPt of G such that CPoCo = CoCf!o and 
CPI C I = - CICPI in order to prove that the real forms defined 
by Co + C I and Co - C I are isomorphic. This will lead to the 
following conclusion: 

Theorem 2.5: Up to isomorphism, the real forms of the 
classical Lie superalgebras are uniquely determined by the 
real form Goe of the Lie subalgebra Go, and Goe is one of the 
following: 

A (m,n) Goe = SI(m,lR) Ell SI(n,lR) ElllR, 
Goe = Su*(m) Ell Su*(n) ElllR, if m and n are 
even, 
Goe = Su(p,m - p) Ell Su(r,n - r) Ell ilR, 
Goe = SI(n,C), if m = n; 

d (n): Goc = Su(p,n - p), 
Goe = Su*(n), if n is even 
Goe = Sl(n,lR); 

b (n): Goc = Su(n), if n is even, 
Goc = SI(n,lR); 

B (m,O): Goe = Sp(m,lR); 
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B (m,n) with n > 0, or D (m,n): 
Goc = Sp(m,R) Ell So(p,q), 
Goc = Sp(r,s) Ell So*(2p); 

C(m): Goe = Sp(m,R)Ell So(2), 
Goc = Sp(r,s) Ell So(2); 

D (1 ,2,a): Goc = SI(2,R) Ell SI(2,R) Ell SI(2,R), 
Goc = Su(2) Ell Su(2) Ell SI(2,R), 
Goe = Sl(2,C) Ell SI(2,R). 

The first two real forms Goe only occur when the parameter 
a is real; the third one occurs when a + a = -1: 

G (3): Goc = SI(2,R) Ell Y 2.0' 

Goc = SI(2,R) Ell Y 2,2; 

F(4): Goc = SI(2,R) Ell So(7), 
Gac = SI(2,R) Ell So(3,4), 
Gac = Su(2) Ell So(2,5), 
Goe = Su(2)Ell So(I,6). 

The following paragraphs are devoted to the proof of theo
rem 2.5. 

3. THE SPECIAL LINEAR LIE SUPERALGEBRAS 

Let V = Va Ell VI be a complex graded vector space. The 
set L of linear transformations of V admits a natural struc
ture of Lie superalgebra by setting L = Lo + L I' where Lo is 
the set of elements of L which preserve Va and VI and LI is 
the set of elements of L which permute them. The bracket 
[J, g] is the usual commutatorfg - gfiffor g belongs to Lo 
and it is the anticommutator fg + gfifbothf andg belong to 

L I • 

If dim Vo = m and dim VI = n, the Lie superalgebra L 
will be denoted by L (m,n). We will always write the matrices 
of the elemen ts of L (m,n) with respect to a basis of Vadapted 
to the decomposition Vo Ell VI; thus, X = G: ;:) belongs to 
Lo if X3 = X 4 = 0 and belongs to LI if XI = X 2 = O. 

The subalgebra consisting of the elements X such that 
trXI = trX2 is denoted by SL(m,n). 

The natural representation of the simple Lie algebra 
d n will be denoted by 1TI and its contragredient by 1Tn' 

We will use the following notation for matrices in block 
form: diag(A,B,C) stands for 

eBJ 
while 

is denoted by antidiag(A,B,C). 

A. Real forms of A (m, n) where m¥n 

For m #n, the Lie superalgebraA (m,n) isjust SL(m,n); 
since A (m,n) and A (n,m) are isomorphic, we may assume 
m > n> I. Besides, A (2, I) is isomorphic to OSp(2,2) which 
will be handled in Sec. 4, so we assume here (m,n)#(2,1). 
The Lie subalgebra Go is the direct sum ofits center Ka and of 
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the two simple ideals KI and K2 of respective type.91 m-I 
and '(/11 I where 

Ko = lXEA (m,n)IX] = X4 = 0, XI = naIrn, 

X 2 = maIII , aECoJ, 

K I = I XEA (m,n)IX2 === X] = X 4 = OJ, 
K2 = (XEA (m,n)IXI = X] = X 4 = OJ. 
The subspace G I is the direct sum of the two invariant 
subspaces 

Y' = IXEA(m,n)IXI =X2 =X4 =0J, 

Y" = (XEA (m,n)IXI = X 2 = X3 = OJ. 
The representationp' of KI Ell K2 on Y' is the tensor product 
of the natural representation 1T I of K I and the contragredient 
representation 1T1I _I of K 2 , which we will abbreviate 
p' = 1T 1(K I) ® 1T1I I (K2)· Similarly, the representationp" of 
K!GJK2 0n Y" isp" =1Tm_I(KI)®1TI(K2)' 

Both the natural representation 1T I of .91, and its contra
gredient 1T[ are real for the real form SI(1 + 1,R), they are 
antireal for Su*(l + 1), and areal for Su(p,1 + 1 - p). 
lIenee, the only real forms of KI Ell K2 for which the irreduci
ble representations p' and p" are real are SI(m,R) Ell SI(n,R) 
and Su*(m) Ell Su*(n) if m and n are even. 

For the real form Su(p,m - p) Ell Su(q,n - q) of 
K I ffi K 2, we will see that there exists an extension to G of the 
semimorphism Co which permutes Y' and Y" . We now con
sider the real forms of KI EllK2 in which K1cand K 2C are of 
different types. Since the representations p' and p" are then 
never real, any extension of Co to G must permute Y' and Y". 
However, the existence of a semilinear involution C I per
muting Y' and Y" such thatp'(CoX)C) = CJP"(X) implies 
that the weights of p" are conjugate to those of p'oc. We 
check that this is never the case: 

If K Ie fB K:~c is of the form the weights of p'oC are 
conjugate to those of 

Sue p,rn - p) Ell SI(n,lR)} 
Su(p,m -- p) Ell Su*(n) 

SI(m,lR) El Su*(n) 

SI(m,lR) Ell Su(q,n - q) 

Su*(m) '1' SI(n,lR) 

Su *(m) El Su(q,n - q) 

1T m -I (K1) ® 1Tn -I (K2), 

1T1CKI)®1T,,_1 (K2) , 

1T 1(K I ) ® 1T 1(K2), 

1T\(KI) ® 1T" _I (K2 ), 

1T 1(K I) ® 1T 1(K2), 

whilep" = 1T", I (K 1)®1TI(K2)· 

The possible real forms are thus the following: (1) 
Gue = SI(rn,lR) Ell SI(n,IIt) Ell K The involutive semimor
phlsm is ex ,=, X and it preserves Y' and Y". With the nota
tions of Lemma 2.4, we thus have Cko = ko, and hence Koc 

:c, 1l{. (2) G()C = Su*(m) Ell Su*(n) EllJR if m and n are even. 

The involutive semi morphism is CX = MiM- 1 where 

lvf= (
antidiag (- Ir' Ir) ) 

antidiag (- I" IJ . 

Again C preserves Y' and Y"; hence, Koc = JR. (3) Goc 
= Su(p,rn - p) El Su(q,n - q) Ell ilR. The involutive semi
morphism is CoX = - N riNifXEGoandC,X = iN TiN if 
"rEG I , where N = diag (- Ip. 1m _p' - Iq' In _ q). Since C 
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permutes Y' and Y", it follows from Lemma 2.4 that 
Cko = - ko, and hence Koc = zR. 

We now prove that Co may be chosen up to conjugacy 
by Aut Go. Each automorphism of Go preserves the two 
ideals K j and K2 and on each ideal it is of the form ¢fJ, where 
fJ is inner and ¢X = - 7X. It is easy to check that the three 
Co we have chosen to define the real forms all commute with 
¢; hence, any C () conjugate to Co is of the form fJCofJ -I, where 
fJ is inner and Lemma 2.2 then applies. 

Finally, because of Lemma 2.4, all semimorphisms ex
tending Co are conjugate in the first two cases. In the third 
case, we define an automorphism (jJ of G by (jJ = (jJo + (jJl' 
where (jJoX = - N rXN if XEGo and (jJtX = - iN rXN if 
XEG!. Then (jJoCo = Co(jJoand(jJjC, = - C1(jJI' thus proving 
that Co + C1 and Co - C! are conjugate by Aut G. 

B. Real forms of A(m, m) 

The Lie superalgebra SL(m, m) is not simple; it con
tains a one-dimensional center which consists of the scalar 
matrices. The quotient ofSL(m, m) by its center is simple 
and is denotedbyA (m, m). This algebra A (m, m) can also be 
presented in the following way: 

A (m, m) is the set of elements of L (m, rn) such that 
trX I = trX 2 = 0 and the bracket of two elements X and Y is 
the ordinary bracket of the two matrices except when both 
belong to G1 in which case [X, YJ = XY + YX - (11m) 
X tr(XY)I. The Lie subalgebra Go is KI El K 2, where KI and 
Kl are defined as in Sec. 3 A and are isomorphic of type 
.w",_ .. ! • 

For the semimorphisms Co which preserve the two 
idealsK I andK2 , the reasoning made for A (m, n)appliesand 
we obtain the real forms containing (1) Goc 
= Sl(m, JR) El Sl(rn, JR). (2) Goc = Su*(m) Ell Su*(m) if m is 

even. (3) Goc = Su(p, m - p) Ell Su(q, rn "- q). (4) Besides, 
there is a real form in which Goc = Sl(m, q is the real Lie 
algebra of dimension 2(rn2 --1). It is defined by the semi
morphism CX = pip, where P = antidiag (1m' 1m), which 
permutes the two ideals K j and K2 of Go and also permutes 
the two invariant subs paces Y' and Y" of G I' 

In the first three cases, we prove as in Sec. 3.A that all 
semimorphisms extending Co are conjugate in Aut G. In the 
fourth case, the other possible semimorphism Co - C I is 
conjugate to Co + C1 by the automorphism (jJ = (jJo + (jJI' 
where (jJoX = - TX if XEGo and (jJ!X = i 'X if XEG I . 

Finally, to prove that Co may be chosen up to conjugacy 
by Aut Go, it is sufficient to show that any automorphism of 
Go extends to an automorphism ofG. Any element of Aut Go 
may be written as a product t/Jo()o1]o or ¢ofJo or eo, where fJo is 
inner, ¢oX = -- TX, and 1](',% = PXP. By Lemma 2.2 we 
know that ()o extends to G. Automorphisms of G extending 
¢o and 1]0 are defined, respectively, by ti' IX = i TX and 
1]IX = PXPif XEG). 

c. Real forms of d(n) 

The subalgebra ofSL(n, n) consisting of the elements X 
such that XI = X 2 , X3 = X 4 , and tr X3 = 0 is not simple; the 
set of scalar matrices forms a one-dimensional center. The 
quotient of this algebra by its center is simple for n > 2 and is 
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denoted byd (n). The Liesubalgebra Goofd (n)is.J?f n -1 ; the 
subspace G 1 is isomorphic to .J?f n -1 as a vector space. The 
Lie superalgebra d (n) can also be presented as the set of cou
ples (A, B), whereA, BE.r# n _I and the bracket is defined by 

[(A,B),(A ',B')] 

= AA' -A 'A +BB' +B'B- ~ 
n 

xtr(BB ')I,AB' - B'A + BA' -A 'B). 

The representation of Go on G 1 is equivalent to the ad
joint representation of Go; hence, it is real for any involutive 
semi morphism of Go. We obtain a real form of G for each 
possible real form of Go: 

(1) Goe = Sl(n, R): the semi morphism is 
C(A, B) = (A, ii). 

(2) Goe = Su*(n) if n = 2p: The semimorphism is 
C(A, B) = (MAM-' , MiiM-' ), whereM 
= antidiag ( - Ip, Ip). 

(3) Goe = Su(p, n - p): The semi morphism is 
C(A, B) = (- N 7 AN, iN 7 iiN), whereN 
= diag ( - Ip,ln _ p). 
In each case, the other possible semi morphism Co - C 1 is 
conjugate to Co + C I by the automorphism q:> ofG defined by 
q:>(A,B)=(- TA,irB). 

To check that Co may be chosen up to conjugacy by 
AutGo, we notice that any automorphism of Go is of the form 
OoA = QAQ -lor t/JoA = - Q TAQ -I. Automorphisms of G 
which extend 00 and t/Jo are then defined respectively, by 
o (A, B) = (QAQ -1, QBQ -I) and t/J(A, B) 
=(_Q TAQ-I,iQTBQ-I). 

D. Real forms of b(n) 

The Lie superalgebra b (n) is the subalgebra of L (n, n) 
which consists of the elements X such that 
X 2 - TX1 = X3 - TX3 = X 4 + TX4 = 0 and trX\ = O. It is 
simple for n > 2. 

The Lie subalgebra Go is ..r# n _ \ and the representation 
p of Go on G \ is reducible. The two irreducible subspaces are 
Y' = !XEb(n)/X, =X4 =OJ and 
Y" = \XEb(n)IX\ =X3 =0!.Therepresentationp'onY'is 
the representation induced on the symmetric 2 tensors by the 
natural representation 1T, of..r#n -I' The representationp" 
on Y" is the representation induced on the skew 2 tensors by 
the contragredient 1T n- I . Since Y' and Y" have different di
mensions, any semimorphism of G must preserve each of 
them, and thus p' and p" must be real for Goe . This implies 
GDe = Sl(n, R) or Goe = Su*(n): (1) GDe = Sl(n, R): The se
mimorphism is CX = X. (2) Goe = Su*(n) if n = 2p. The 
semimorphism is CX = MXM-', where 

= (antidiag (- Ip' Ip) ) 
M . . I) . anttdlag ( - I p ' p 

Every automorphism of Go may be written 0 or t/JO, where 0 
is inner and t/JX = - T X. Both semimorphisms CD chosen 
above to define the real forms Goe commute with t/J and by 
Lemma 2.2. e extends to an automorphism of G. Hence, Co 
may be chosen up to conjugacy by Aut G. 

By Lemma 2.4 we know that all involutive semimor
phisms which extend a given Co are conjugate in Aut G. 
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4. ORTHOSYMPLECTIC LIE SUPERALGEBRAS 

On the graded vector space V = Vo + VI with 
dim Vo = 2m > ° and dim V, = n > ° we consider a nonde
generate bilinear form fl which is skew on Vo, symmetric on 
VI' and such that fl (Vo, VI) = fl (VI' Vo) = 0. A linear 
transformation! of Vis said to be orthosymplectic if fl (jx, y) 
+ fl (x,fy) = ° except if XEVo andYEVI in which case 
fl (jx,y) - fl (x,fy) = 0. The set of orthosymplectic linear 
transformations of Vis a subalgebra of L (2m, n) which is 
simple and is denoted by OSp(2m, n). The only isomorphism 
is between OSp(2,2) and A (2,1). 

A. Real forms of 8(m, n) and D(m, n) 

We have 
B(m, 11) = OSp(2m, 2n +1), where n;>O, 

D (m, n) = OSp(2m, 2n), where n;>2. 

The Lie subalgebra Go is C(/ m !B :!iJ nand C{j m !B g; n' The re
presentationp of Go on G I is irreducible and equivalent to the 
tensor product of the natural representations of the two sim
ple ideals of Go. 

The natural representation of C{j m is real for Sp(m, R) 
and anti real for Sp(r, m - r) while the natural representa
tion of .0/1 n or g; n is real for So(k, n - k) and antireal for 
So*(n). Hence, the only real forms Goe forwhichp is real are 

Goe = Sp(m, R)!B So(k, n - k) , 

Goe = Sp(r, m - r)!B So*(n) , if n is even. 

We consider a basis of the vector space V = Vo!B VI with 
respect to which the matrix of the bilinear form fl is written 
fl = diag (flo' fl I)' where fll = I n = antidiag (1,1, ... ,1) and 
flo = antidiag (J m' - J m). 

Written in this basis, the matrix X of an element of 
OSp(2m, n) satisfies Xlflo + flo 7X1 = 0, X2fl( + fl l"X2 

= 0, X4flo + fl l
TX3 = 0, and X3fll - flo TX4 = 0. We set 

.:l m = diag (1m' - 1m), R k•n = antidiag (Jk , In -2k ,Jk) and 
K r.m = diag (I" - 12m -2r , Ir): (I) Goe 
= Sp(m, R)!B SoCk, n - k). The involutive semimorphism 
of Gis CX = QXQ-l, where Q = diag (.:lmflo' iRk,nJ,,). (2) 
Goe = Sp(r, m - r)!B So*(2p) when n = 2p. The involutive 
semimorphism ofG is CX = SXS- I

, where 
S = diag (Kr.mflo, i.:lpJn ). 

In the case of B (m, 0) = OSp(2m, 1), the Lie subalge
bra Go reduces to C{j m and there is only one real form, in 
which Goe = Sp(m, R), defined by the semi morphism 
CX = QXQ-', where Q is as above with k = 0 and n = I. 

Since all automorphisms of «(!; m and :!iJ n are inner, we 
may apply Lemma 2.2 to B (m, n). For D (m, n), it is known 
that any automorphism of fiJ n is of the formXT-.. A2X~ 2-' , 

where A 2 is an orthogonal matrix with respect to the bilinear 
form fl, on V" i.e., A2fl( TA z = fl,; so every automorphism 
of Go = '(j 1M !B !iJ" is of the form X -+AXA -', where A 
= diag (A I' A 2 ) and A ,flo TA I = flo. It is then easy to check 

that X --c>AXA -, also defines an automorphism of 
G = D (m, n). Hence, Co may be chosen up to conjugacy by 
Aut Go. 

For both of the real forms defined above, the other pos
sible involutive semimorphisrn Co - C, is conjugate to 
C = Co + C I by the automorphism q:>X = CX of G. 
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B. Real forms of C(m) 

The Lie superalgebra C (m) = OSp(2m, 2) contains the 
Lie subalgebra Go = Ctf! m €I)!iJ I and the representation P of 
Go on GI is reducible. The restriction ofp to each of the two 
invariant subspaces Y' and Y" ofGI is the tensor product of 
the natural representation 1T I of Ctf! m and the one-dimension
al representation of !iJ I' Observe that in a one-dimensional 
space any semilinear transformation is of positive square. If 
an involutive semimorphism C of G preserves Y' and Y", the 
restriction ofp to Y' and Y" must be real for Go6 hence, the 
representation 1TI of Ctf! m must be real for that real form of 
Ctf! m' 

This implies (1) Goc = Sp(m, lit) €I) So(2, lit). The semi
morphism is CX = QXQ -I, where Q is defined as in Sec. 4.A 
with k = 0 and n = 2. There exists an other real form of 
C(m), defined by a semi morphism which permutes Y' and 
Y". It contains (2) Goc = Sp(r, m - r) €I) So(2, lit). The semi
morphism is CX = SXS -I, where S is defined as in Sec. 4.A 
withp = 1. 

All automorphisms of Ctf! m are inner, so Lemma 2.2 
applies. On the other hand, the argument used in Sec. 4.A 
shows that all involutive semimorphisms which extend Co 
are conjugate by Aut G. 

5. THE THREE ISOLATED CLASSICAL LIE 
SUPERALGEBRAS 

A. Notations 

Let S be a complex simple Lie algebra, f3 its Killing 
form, and p an irreducible representation of S on a vector 
space V. Let Il be a nondegenerate bilinear form on V which 
is invariant by p(S), i.e., 

by 

Il (p(s)x, y) + Il (x, p(s)y) = 0 , 

for all sES, X,YEV 

Definition: The bilinear map P from V into S is defined 

f3 (s, P (x, y» = Il (p(s)x, y), for all sES. 

This bilinear map P is symmetric (skew symmetric) if and 
only if Il is skew symmetric (symmetric). 

Remarks: We will use the presentation of the three iso
lated Lie superalgebras given in Ref. 5. In the case of G (3) 
and F(4), all automorphisms of Go are inner, so Lemma 2.2 
applies. 

The proof that the two involutive semimorphisms 
which extend a given Co are conjugate by Aut G will be given 
in Sec. 5.E for the three isolated Lie superalgebras. 
B. Real forms of D( I, 2, a) 

The Lie subalgebra Go of D (1, 2, a) is the direct sum of 
three isomorphic ideals of type d I' which we shall denote by 
S I (j) S2 (j) S3' The subspace G 1 is the tensor product 
VI ® V2 ® V3 of three vector spaces of dimension 2. The re
presentation p of Go on GI is the tensor product p = PI 
®P2 ®P3' whereeachpi isthenaturalrepresentationofSi on 
Vi; hence, p is irreducible. 

Let Il i denote a nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilin
ear form on Vi which is invariant by p(S;). Letf3i denote the 
Killing form of Si and Pi the bilinear map of Vi into Si de-
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fined as in Sec. 5.A. Since Ili is skew symmetric, Pi is sym
metric. The bracket of two elements of G I is the element of 
Go defined by 

[VI ® V 2 ® V3, WI ® W 2 ® w3 ] 

= a I1l2(v2 , w2)1l3(v3, W 3)PI(V I , WI) 

+ a 21l1(v l , wl )1l3(V3, w3)Piv2, w2) 

+ a 31l 1(v l , wl )1l2(V2, w2)Plv3, w3), 

where aiECo and a l + a2 + a 3 = O. 
Moreover, it is shown in Ref. 5 that two such algebras 

defined by the triples (a I' a 2 , a 3) and (a; , a;, a;) are iso
morphic if and only if there exists a permutation (T of 
11,2, 3l such that a; = kauo wherekECo. So we may choose 
the parameter a by setting a l = 1, a2 = a, and 
a 3 = -I-a. 

If C is an involutive semimorphism of G, the irreducible 
representation p must be real for Goc . Hence, if C preserves 
each of the ideals Si , there may be zero or two of the repre
sentations Pi which are antireal for the real forms SiC' the 
remaining Pj being real for Sjc' If C permutes two of the 
ideals Si' for instance S2 and S3' P2 ® P3 is automatically real 
for the real form (S2 €I) S3)C' so in that case P I must be real for 

SIC' 
The natural representation of d I is real for SI(2, R) and 

antireal for Su(2), and hence the only possible real forms of 
Go are as follows: 

(1) Goc = SI(2, lit) €I) SI(2, lit) €I) SI(2, lit) , 

(2) Goc = SI(2, R) €I) Su(2) €I) Su(2) , 

(3) Goc = SI(2, lit) €I) SI(2, C) . 

Each of these real Lie subalgebras Goc is contained in a real 
form of G for certain values of the parameter a. 

To see this, we choose a basis (eo e;) in each Vi such that 
Ilj(eo e;) = 1. Conjugation Vi-Vi in Vj is defined with re
spect to the real subspace spanned by (eo e;). So we have 

and 

Pj(Vo w;) = Pj(vo w;) . 

We write the elements of Go asXI + Y2 + Z3' where X, Y, Z 
are 2 X 2 matrices with zero trace, and the subscript 
i = 1, 2, 3 indicates the ideal Sj to which each of them 
belongs. 

1. GOG = Sl(2, R) (j) Sl(2, R) (j) SI(2, R) 

We choose CO(X1 + Y2 + Z3) =.l\ + Y2 + 23 , Since 
the representation P of Go on G 1 is irreducible, a semilinear 
involution C I ofGI which satisfiesp(C~)CI = CifJ(g) for all 
gEGo is unique up to a factor of modulus 1. So we may write 
C,(v, ® V 2 ® v3) = A. (v, ® v2 ® v3), where4i = 1. If Co + C I is 
a semimorphism of G, we have 

[C1(V I ® V2 ® v3), CI(W I ® W 2 ® w3)] 

= CO[v l ®V2 ®V3' WI ®W2 ®W3], 

which is satisfied if and only if 4 2a j = iii for all i = 1, 2, 3. 
This condition says that the three complex numbers a j have 
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the same argument, or, if we assume a, = 1 anda2 = a, that 
the parameter a is real. 

2. GOG = SI(2, JR.) e Su(2) e Su(2) 

We choose Co(X, + Y2 + Z3) = X - rY2 - rZ3. Let us 
denote by J the semilinear transformation of V; such that Je; 
= e; and Je; = - e;. It is easy to check that fl;(Jvi> Jw;) 

= fl;(v;, w;) and that Pie - rX;)J = Jp(X;) from which 
follows 

/3, (Xi' Pi (Jv;. JWJ) = fl;(p;(X;)Jv;, JW,) 
--------

= - fli(Jp;(Xj)JV;, W;} = flj(pJ - rx;)V j, Wi) 

= /3i( - rxi• Pi(Vi• W;) =/3;(X;. - r(p, (Vi' W;)); 

hence, 

Pi (JVi , JW,) = - r(Pj(V;. W;) . 

Ifwe set Cl(V I ® v2 ® v3 ) = AVt ®Jv2 ®Jv3• we have that 

[CO(X I + Y2 + Z3)' C,(v, ® V2 ® v3)] 

= C'[XI + Y2 + Z3' VI ® V2 ® v3] 

and 

[C,(v, ® V 2 ® v3), CI(w, ® w2 ® w3)] 

= CO[v l ® V 2 ® V 3, w, ® W 2 ® w3] 

are satisfied if and only if A 2a , = aj for al1 i = 1, 2, 3. 

3. Goc = SI(2. JR.) e SI(2, C) 

We choose CO(X I + Yz + Z3) = X, + Z2 + Y3 • Then 
any extension C I of Co to G, may be written 
CI(v, ® V 2 ® v3) = AV, ® 153 ® VI and Co + C I is a semimor
phism if and only if Ala, = a I' A 2a2 = a3, and A 2a3 = az' 
This condition says that a I and a 3 have the same module and 
that the argument of a I is half the sum of the arguments of a 2 

and a3' If we set a I = 1 and a 2 = a, the condition becomes 
a+a= -1. 

We now prove that Co may be chosen up to conjugacy 
by Aut Go. By virtue of Lemma 2.2 any inner automorphism 
of Go extends to an automorphism of G. Any automorphism 
rp of Go which permutes the ideals S; may be written rp = "'1], 
where 1] is inner and", maps a matrix X j belonging to S; onto 
the same matrix X "j belonging to the ideal S "j = rpSj' 

When Co(X, + Y2 + Z3) = XI + Y2 + Z3' '" and Co 
commute, so there is nothing to prove. 

When Co(X, + Y2 + Z3) = XI - rY2 - rz3 , either '" 
and Co commute or ",CO",-I is of the same form as Co but with 
the ideals S; written in a different order. Hence the condition 
on the a; are the same. 

When Co(X, + Y2 + Z3) = X, + Zz + Y3, it is clear 
that ",Co"'-' is the same type of semi morphism permuting 
two of the ideals as Co. Thus, we would obtain with ",Co"'-' 
the same condition on the a i • namely, that two of the a i have 
the same module and that the argument of the third one is 
half the sum of the arguments of the two others. Finally, for 
each Goe • the extension C, was given up to a factor A and we 
saw that A 2 was determined by the a;. There are thus two 
semimorphisms extending Co, but we will prove in Sec. 5.E 
that they are conjugate by Aut G. 
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C. Real forms of G(3) 

We first recall some facts about Cayley algebras. Let us 
denote by K the Cayley algebra over a field FC = 1R or C) 
whose elements we write in the form x = ql + pq2' where 
q I' q2 are elements of a quatemion algebra over F and whose 
multiplication is defined by 

(q, + pq2)(q3 + pq4) = (qlq3 + Ilqii2) + P(ii,q4 + q3q2) , 

where O-=l-IlEF. 

There exists in K an involution 

x = q, + PQ2-+X = ii, - PQ2 such that xy = y X. The trace 
and norm of x are t (x) = x + x and n(x) = xx. The algebra K 
has no zero divisors if and only if x-=l-O implies n(x)-=l-O. Let 
us denote by K' the subspace of traceless elements of K. The 
bilinear form B (x, y) = ~t (x y) is symmetric and nondegen
erate onK'. 

If Lx and Rx denote left and right multiplication by x, 
Dx.y = [Lx, Ly] + [Rx' Ry] + [Lx, Ry] is a derivation of K 
which stabilizes K '. The Lie algebra of all derivations of K is 
simple and of the exceptional type [12; it is the linear span of 
the derivations of the form Dx,y' Moreover, for any deriva
tionDofK, we haveB (Dx,y) + B(x. Dy) = O. IfF= JR, the 
Cayley algebra K ( -1) corresponding to II = -I has no 
zero divisors and the bilinear form B is definite. The Lie 
algebra of deri vations of K ( -1) is the compact real form of 
[12' which we denote by [12,0' 

The Cayley algebra K ( + 1) corresponding to II = I has 
zero divisors and the bilinear form B is of signature (4,4), 
The Lie algebra of derivations of K ( + 1) is the noncompact 
real form of [12' which we denote by [12,2' The complex Lie 
superalgebra G (3) of dimension 31 is defined as follows: The 
Lie subalgebra Go is the direct sum of two ideals of respective 
type d, and [12' The subspace G, is the tensor product 
G, = V ® K ' of a two-dimensional vector space Vand a sev
en-dimensional vector space K' which is viewed as the set of 
traceless elements of a Cayley algebra over C. The represen
tationp of Go on G, is the tensor productp =p, ®pz of the 
natural representation of d \ on V and the fundamental re
presentation of [12 by derivations on K '; hence, pis 
irreducible. 

Let fl be a skew-symmetric nondegenerate bilinear 
form on V, invariant by Pled I) and letPbethe bilinear map 
from V into d I defined as in Sec. 5.A. The product of two 
elements of GI is then given by 

1 
[v®x, w®y] = B (x. y)P(v, w) + nflCv, w)Dx,y . 

IfGe is a real form ofG, the representationp = PI ®pz must 
be real for Goe . Since pz is real for the two real forms of [1z, 

PI must be real for the real form of d I' which excludes 
Su(2). Hence. the two possible real forms of Go are as follows: 

(1) Goe = SI(2, JR) 61 [12.0 , 

(2) Goe = SI(2, JR) 61 [12.2 . 

The real forms of G containing these real Lie algebras are 
obtained by considering G I = V ® K " where V is a real two
dimensional vector space and K ' is the subset of traceless 
elements of the Cayley algebra K ( -1) in the first case and 
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K ( + 1) in the second case; the bracket is defined as in the 
complex algebra. 

The unicity, up to isomorphism, of these two real forms 
results from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 and Proposition 5.5. 

D. Real forms of F(4) 

The Lie subalgebra Go of F(4) is the direct sum of two 
ideals of respective type.s;/ I and q} 3' The subspace GI is the 
tensor product G I = V ® U, where V is of dimension 2 and U 
is of dimension 8. The representation p of Go on G I is the 
tensor product p = PI ® pz of the natural representation of 
.s;/ I on Vand the spin representation of q} 3 on U. 

Let r i , i = 1, ... ,7 be seven Dirac 8 X 8 matrices, such 
thatrirj +~ri =2bij,ti =riifiisodd,andti = -ri 
if i is even. The Lie algebra with basis I rirj \1 <.i < j<.7l is 
simple of type q} 3' On U there exists a nondegenerate sym
metric bilinear form B such that B (rix, y) + B (x, riy) = 0 
for all i = 1, ... ,7. We define a skew-symmetric bilinear map 
Pz from U into the Lie algebra q} 3 by 

Pix,y) = I B(rjrkx,y)rjrk · 
I"j< k,,7 

The bracket of two elements of G I is given by 

1 
[v®x,w®y] =B(x,y)PI(v,w)- -fl(v,w)pz(x,y), 

24 

where fl is the nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form 
on Vand PI is the symmetric bilinear map from V into .s;/ I 
defined in Sec. 5.A. 

If C is an involutive semimorphism of G, the representa
tion P = PI ® pz must be real for G c' The natural representa
tion of .s;/ I is real for SI(2, JR) and anti real for Su(2) and the 
spin representation of q} 3 is real for So(7) and So(3, 4) and 
anti real for SoC 1, 6) and So(2, 5). Hence, the only possible 
real forms Goc are as follows: 

(1) Goc = SI(2, JR) $ So(3, 4) , 

(2) Goc = Sl(2, JR) $ So(7) , 

(3) Goc = Su(2) $ So(1, 6) , 

(4) Goc = Su(2) $ So(2, 5) . 

In the Lie algebra q} 3 we consider the four involutive semi
morphisms To.' 0<.a<.3, defined by 

Ta(rir)=Qari~Q~-1 , 

where Qo = I, QI = r 4, Qz = r Zr 6, and Q3 = r Zr 4r 6• 

From the relation tr(rirjrkr m) = -8b ikbjm' it is 
easy to deduce the signature of the Killing form of the real 
forms of q} 3 defined by these semimorphisms. One finds 

for To, signature (9, 12) and hence So(3, 4) ; 

for T I , signature (11, 10) and hence So(2, 5) ; 

for Tz, signature (15,6) and hence So(l, 6); 

for T3 , signature (21, 0) and hence So(7). 

Let us denote by T ~ the semilinear transformations of V 
defined by T h (x) = x, T; (x) = iQlx, T; (x) = Q2X, and 
T; (x) = iQ3x. Here the conjugation x~x is defined with 
respect to a real subspace on which B is real. This is possible 
since we may take as matrix for B the charge conjugation 
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matrix r = r,r3r Sr 7 which is real, symmetric, and satis
fies rri + T,r = 0 for all i = 1, ... ,7. 

Then T hand T ~ are involutive while T; and T; are of 
square - I. In all four cases, it is clear that 

T([(rirj)T~(x) = T:,(r;rjx). 

Moreover, a straightforward calculation shows that 

B(T~x, T:,y) = B(x,y) , 

P2(T~x, T:,y) = TaPz{x,y). 

As in Sec. 5.B let (e, e') be a basis of V such that fl (e, e') = 1 
and let J be the semilinear transformation of V defined by 
Je = e' and Je' = - e. The conjugation in V is taken with 
respect to the real subspace spanned by (e, e'). Using the 
properties of PI obtained in Sec. 5.B and the above remarks, 
it is easy to check that the following transformations are 
involutive semimorphisms of F (4). We write X + Y, where 
XE.s;/ I and YE.%l3' for the elements of Go: 

(1) Co(X + Y) =X + rand C,(v®x) = v®x, 

(2) C()(X + Y) = X + T/y) and C,(v ®x) = iv® Q3X, 

(3) C()(X + Y) = - TX + T2(y) and Cj(v®x) 

= Jv®Qzx , 

(4) C()(X + Y) = - TX + Tj(Y) and Cj(v ®x) 

= iJv®Q,x. 

The real form of F(4) defined by one of these four involutive 
semimorphisms contains the corresponding real Lie subal
gebra Goc listed previously. Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 and Propo
sition 5.5 imply that these real forms are unique, up to 
isomorphism. 

Proposition 5.5: If G is one of the Lie superalgebras 
D (1,2, a), G (3)or F(4) and Cisan involutivesemimorphism 
of G, the real forms defined by C = Co + C I and 
C = Co - C, are isomorphic. 

Proof In the three cases, Go is the direct sum of two 
ideals, one of which is .s;/ ,. We will set Go = .s;/, Ell Sand 
X + YE.s;/, Ell S. The subspace G I is a tensor product V ® U 
where V is of dimension two. The representation P of Go on 
G, is the tensor product of the natural representation of .s;/, 
on Vand of some irreducible representation of Son U. The 
bracket of two elements of G 1 is given by 

[v ® x, w ® y] = B (x, y)P,(v, w) + fl (v, W)P2(X, y) , 

where fl is a non degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form 
on Vand P I is the symmetric bilinear map from V into .s;/ I 
defined in Sec. 5.A; B is a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear 
form on U and P2 is a skew-symmetric bilinear map from U 
into S. 

We consider first the real forms containing Sl(2, IR), i.e., 
all real forms of D (1,2, a) and G (3) and two real forms of 
F(4). 

The linear transformation t/! of G defined by 
t/!(X + Y) = MXM-' + Y, where M = diag (i, - I) and 
t/!(v ® x) = Mv ® X is an automorphism of G. Moreover, on 
,# I and on V the semimorphism C is here conjugation and 
thus we have t/!Co = Cot/! and t/!C I = - C,t/!, which proves 
the proposition in those cases. In the two remaining cases 
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containing, respectively, Su(2) Ql So(2, 5) and 
Su(2) Ql So(1, 6), the semimorphism C is of the form 
Co(X + Y) = - TX + QYQ-I and C1(v®x) =Jv®Qx, 
where Q = iF4 for So(2, 5) and Q = F2F6 for So(1, 6). The 
linear transformation t/! of G defined by t/J(X + Y) = X 
+ pyp-I and t/!(v ®x) = iv ®Px, where P = F2 or F6, is an 
automorphism of G. Again we have t/!Co = Cot/! and 
t/!C1 = - CIt/!, which completes the proof. 
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The class oflattice sums studied is defined by F".T = ~;" [(lhn) - (lIn)S T(d 3rl,n)] 
- (l/n)s oed 3rl,n) for 1 <;n<;2, where (/1 denotes a three-dimensional Bravais lattice with 
volume n per lattice point, (YI denotes its reciprocal lattice normalized with exp(i1·Y) = 1 with 
volume v = (21T)3 In per lattice point, and except for the case n = 1 the cellular integrations are 
taken over centered cells, proximity or primitive. Ewald evaluation is discussed for all cases and 
reciprocal relations between the F".T and the F(3 _ ,,).y are supplied for all n. These relations are 
essentially Poisson summation formulas (PSF) with modifications for the cases n = 1,2. The 
method of securing the PSF's involves a direct, and an inverse, use of an Ewald method coupled 
with careful analysis of all interchanges of integrations and summations. The method should be 
useful for similar studies on other complex sums which, like these, are not very amenable to direct 
application of a PSF with assurance of validity. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Let (11 denote a three-dimensional Bravais l lattice 
with volume n per lattice point, and ~t ( Y 1 denote its recip
rocallattice normalized with exp(i1·y) = 1 with a volume 
v = (21T)3 In per lattice point. I shall report two sets of re
sults for the class of lattice sums given by 

_ 00, ( 1 1 (d 3r) 1 {d 3r 
F".r - ~ 7'1 - n J 7 - n Jo 7 ' (Ll) 

where 1 <;n<;2 and where, except for the case n = 1, the cel
lular integrations are taken over a centered cell, proximity or 
primitive. In the first set I show that the usual Ewald method 
of evaluating lattice sums does not need to be modified for 
the cases 1 < n <; 2 as we now know2

.
3 it does for the case 

n = 1; i.e., no "correction term" is required in Ewald evalua
tion when 1 < n <;2. In the second set of results I supply for 
the Fn .

T 
a reciprocal formula that is useful in solid state anal

ysis and especially interesting when n has any of the values 1, 
3/2, 2. The procedure used to secure the reciprocal formula 
should be of importance to other classes oflattice sums that 
share with the F". T the feature of not being very amenable to 
the usual procedure for finding a Poisson summation formu
la (PSF).4 If the summation of Eq. (Ll) is taken over the 
reciprocal lattice and we denote the sum with Fn•y ' then FI,T 
and F 2 •y are reciprocally related with a correction term in the 
relation. Thus one at least needs to study the case n = 2 even 
if one has interest only in n = 1. 

The extension of this study to the larger class of sums in 
which the 1" - 'I ofEq. (1.1) is replaced with [(1- R )[-" will 
be considered elsewhere, but the transcription of the present 
results to the analogous sums arising in the classical Cou
lomb lattice (CCL) model is trivial. For the CCL sums the 
cellular integrations in Eq. (1.1) are appropriately replaced3 

with finite sums. The present sums may be viewed as associ
ated with the Wigner5 solid (WS) model; at least the case 
n = 1 arises directly2.3 and, because of the reciprocal rela

tion, the case n = 2 arises indirectly. 

II. PRELIMINARY RESULTS FOR THE CASE 1 < n<;2 

For these cases we have that the summand ofEq. (1.1) 
satisfies 

1"'1 
n 1 l:t" d 3 --- ro1" r 

1""+1 n 0 

- n {(n + 2)(1.f)2 _ ?)d 3r 
2ilT" +2 Jo 

+0 --( 1) 
'Til + 3 ' 

(2.1) 

and the first term on the right vanishes for cellular integra
tions taken over centered cells, proximity or primitive. Thus 
the summation in Eq. (1.1) converges absolutely for 1 < n <; 2 
and hence has a unique limit. To prepare for application of 
the Ewald method,6 we note that 

r(!n)h" = (~x -I + ,,/2 exp( - xr) dx, (2.2) 
Jo 

and that by following Appendix A of Ref. 2 one easily proves 

the lemma 

J d 3r = _1_ roc x -I +- ,,/2 JexP( _ x?) d 3r dx , 
T r" rnn) Jo T 

- (2.3) 

where r denotes the gamma function. This allows writing 

- 1 i d 3
rx , ( 1 F -F + - - - --

n.T - n.T nor" - ~ 7" 
J.-J d 3r) , 
n T r" 

(2.4) 

= _1_ I' roo tl ~ ,,/2 

rGn) T Jo 
x l~xp( - tr) - ~ JexP( - tr) d

3r] dt 

=r(~n)!,rOOt 1+n/2aT (t)dt, (2.5) 
T Jo 

where as in Ref. 2 

aT(t) = exp( - t1"2) 
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X[I-(II11)lexP(-2x.1t-x2t)d3x). (2.6) 

Then in the Appendix I show rigorously that the summation 
ofEq. (2.5) can be passed inside the integration without any 
correction term 2 arising as it does for the case n = 1. Thus 
from Eq. (2.4) we have that 

F = _1_ ('" t - I + nl2 

II., r(!n) Jo 
x(~'exp(-tr)- ~(trlt)3/Z)dt. (2.7) 

Other forms that readily follow from a PSF4 on theta func
tions are 

Fn.T 

= _1 (= t -I + 11/2 [~(!!--.)3/2f:exp (--=-L) -1] dt 
r (!n) Jo 11 t y 4t 

1 roc _1_ (4try )3/2 ~Iexp( _ yf) -1) dy 
2"rnn) Jo / + n/2 11 7-

• (2.8) 

(4tr)JI2 1 ('''' (1/2)(3 _ n)' 

~ r(~n)Jo y 

x [ ~'exp( - yy2) - + (; r/2] dy. 

Equations (2.7) and (2.8) supply the preliminary results we 
shall need. 

III. EWALD EVALUATION FOR THE CASES 1 <n<,2 
Passing from Eq. (2.5) to Eq. (2.7) without rigorous 

proof would probably be widely accepted were it not for our 
having been alerted to the possibility of difficulties from the 
known results2 for the case n = 1. In any event, we now 
know Eq. (2.7) holds, and Ewald evaluation for the cases 
1 < n <,2 is straightforward although some of the final inte
grals involved may not be tabulated. 

The procedure is to use the integrand ofEq. (2.7) in the 
domain b<,t < 00 and that of the first form ofEq. (2.8) in the 
domain 0 < t<,b, where b is a "separation parameter" to be 
chosen to balance the contributions from the two resulting 
series for F".T· With these domains the respective summa
tions may be taken outside the integration, because one has 
uniform convergence. The best choice of b may depend 
somewhat on n. 

The procedure is well known6 especially from applica
tions to Lennard-Jones sums. Also, Coldwell-Horsfall and 
Maradudin 7 give the procedure for evaluating by this meth
od the integral in Eq. (2.7) when n = 1 although this integral 
does not give Fl. T' I shall return to this case latter. 

IV. POISSON SUMMATION FORMULA FOR 1 < n < 2 

Note that Eq. (2.8) in its last form is of the same form as 
Eg. (2.7) provided (3 - n) replaces n. Note further that 
I < n < 2 implies that 1 < (3 - n) < 2. Accordingly, the proof 
that we could interchange the order of summation and inte
gration in Eq. (2.5) to secure Eq. (2.7) now permits us to 
interchange the orders of these operations in Eq. (2.8) for 
1 < n < 2, giving the reciprocal formula for 1 < n < 2 

Fn., = \ (4tr)3/2r [H3 - n) Jl11 2"r(!n) JFJ _ n.y , (4.1) 
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which gives a particularly symmetric result for n = 3/2, 
namely 

F3/2 ,T = (2trt3/2vF3I2,y . (4.2) 

Equation (4.1) possesses reciprocal properties similar to 
those one secures for sums for which the PSF is applicable. 
Next I shall try to give a stronger justification for thinking of 
Eq. (4.1) as a PSF. Of course, Eq. (4.1) will have to be modi
fied for the cases n = 1, 2. 

The PSF for suitably behaved functionsg(f) possessing 
a Fourier transform 

G (11) = [l/(2tr)3] f g(Y)exp( - i p.;t) d 3r , 

which we need is the simple one 

D(T) = (2tr)3 ! G (y) . 
T 12 y 

This may be written in the two forms 

f'g(1) - ~ fg(f) d 3r 
T 11 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

= (2~)3 (t'G(Y)- + fG(f3)d 3(J) , (4.5) 

f' (g(T) - ~ Jg(f) d 3r) - ~ r g(r) d 3r 
7 11 T 11 Jo 

= (2tri [fl (G (y) - ~ fG (r) d 1[3) 
11 y v y -+ 1 G(P)d 3(J] , (4.6) 

which suggest relations that might hold, possibly with "cor
rection terms", for less well-behaved functions. These rear
rangements might be expected to be helpful in cases where 
g(O) is infinite and/or the sum of the left side ofEq. (4.4) does 
not exist. Let us couple these somewhat vague notions to the 
basic idea of the Ewald procedure6 as applied to the simple 
Lennard-lones sums 

(4.7) 

The L (k) converge, but slowly unless k is much larger than 
one, but one cannot apply the PSF directly to L, because the 
summand is not defined at the origin of the 7 lattice. Ewald's 
procedure gets around this by first using a Laplace trans
form as in Eq. (2.2), interchanging summation and integra
tion, and then using the PSF (or Jacobi identity) on the re
sulting theta functions. Thus we may view the Ewald 
procedure as a device for utilizing the power of the PSF for 
sums to which it cannot be directly applied. 

Of course, a sum like 1:;, '7 - n, 1 <,n<,2, does not con
verge (has difficulty at large r) and its summand does not 
exist at the origin, but we see that Eq. (1.1) has the same form 
as the left sideofEq. (4.6). Thus we might expect Eq. (4.6) to 
hold, but we might also expect correction terms to arise since 
we are nearly "subtracting infinities" as we definitely would 
be doing if we were to use Eq. (4.5). In securing Eq. (4.1) I 
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have shown that Eq. (4.6) holds without corection terms for 
the cases 1 < n < 2. For a tool I have used the Ewald proce
dure in what we may say is the direct way and then in an 
inverse way, being careful about the summation-integration 
interchanges both times. I expect this building on Ewald's 
procedure and this seeking possibly modified PSF's to be 
useful in treating other difficult sums. 

Next I shall show that Eq. (4.6) holds when modified 
with a correction term for the cases n = 1,2. 

V. EWALD EVALUATION AND PSF FOR THE CASES 
fl= 1,2 

From Ref. 2 we know that Eq. (2.7) does not hold for 
n = 1. We note further that because ofthis we cannot inter
change the orders of summation and integration in the last 
form of Eq. (2.8) when n = 2. However, we have already 
discussed in Sec. III how Ewald evaluation is achieved for 
the case n = 2. For n = 1 Eq. (2.7) holds when modified with 
additive correction term on the right side, which we give 
momentarily. Since Ref. 7 gives the Ewald evaluation of the 
integral in Eq. (2.7) with n = I, we only need here to discuss 
the correction term and give the PSF (modified) relating FI,T 

and F2•y ' However, we do need to add to, Ref. 2 the i~forma
tion concerning the larger set of correctIOn terms discussed 
in Ref. 3. 

Consider the case n = 1, which is associated with a WS5 
with a charge distribution 

(5.1) 

when the site of a point charge is taken as origin of coordi
nates, The energy K of one point charge interacting with all 
other charge is given by 

K = Q 2FI,T , (5.2) 

which is a multivalued set of quantities with each number of 
the set corresponding to a different way of taking the sum
mation limit in Eq. (Ll), i.e., how the uniform background 
charge is grouped with one or more point charges to ~orm a 
composite summation unit and then how the composite 
units are grouped in a limiting process to cover all space: 
Reference 2 treats summation units formed from one pomt 
charge grouped with the uniform charge in a centered prox
imity cell or primitive cell and then uses finite nested groups 
of these at every step in the limiting process. Reference 3 
extends the treatment to include larger cells of volume Vand 
"displaced" cells centered about potential minima (maxima) 
if the point charges are positive (negative). 

The results we need from Refs. 2 and 3 are 

K=S+A, A=Q(f/», 

(f/> ) = - 2rr ( rp(r) d 3r , 
3V Jv 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

where S is given by Q 2 times the right-hand sides ofEqs. (2.7) 
and (2.8) with n set equal to one. Prior to the appearance of 
Ref. 2, K was set equal to S, which lead me to call A a correc
tion term. In Eq. (5.4) thep(r) is given3 for displaced cells not 
by Eq. (5.1) but by the same charge distribution approp~i~te
ly modified to reflect an origin for rbeing taken at a mlll!-
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mum of potential (if the point charges are positive) instead of 
at the site of a (positive) charge. 

Although S i= Q 2 F I •
T 

we see from the right hand sides 
ofEqs. (2.7) and (2.8) that 

S=4rrfl- 1Q2F2.y , (5.5) 

If we further define C = A IQ 2, we finally have 

FI,r = 4rrfl- 1F2.y + C, (5.6) 

reciprocally relating F I •T and F2•r , which is in the form of 
Eqs. (4.1) and (4.6) except for the modification introduced 
by the correction term C. Clearly, C and F I .

T 
are sets of 

quantities while F2.y is unique for a given lattice. 

VI. SUMMARY 

Equations (4.1) and (5.6) supply the reciprocal rela
tions to be reported. For 1 < n < 2 the relations are in the 
form ofEq. (4.6), a Poisson summation formula (PSF); for 
n = 1,2 the relations are of the form ofEq. (4.6) with a 
correction term, i.e., a PSF with a correction term. Ewald 
evaluation is discussed in Secs. III and V. 

In addition to any interest or importance these results 
for this class of near-Coulombic sums may possess for 
Wigner solid (WS) or near-WS's, these results provide exam
ples for which modified PSF's hold although the basic func
tions are either iII behaved or are difficult to analyze. The 
methods I use, as laid out in Sec. III, involve a direct and an 
inverse use of Ewald techniques with a rigorous examination 
of all interchanges of summations and integrations. The 
methods should be useful for other classes of sums which like 
these appear to involve "subtraction of infinities" or which 
are not amenable to direct application of a PSF with assur
ance of validity. 

APPENDIX A 

Here I show that the summation of Eq. (2.5) can be 
passed inside the integration for the cases I < n <; 2, which is 
the basis for the proof ofEq. (2.7). The case n = 1, for which 
Eq. (2.7) does not hold without a correction term, has been 
analyzed for cubic lattices in Appendix A of Ref. 2 and for 
the general Bravais lattice in Sec. II of Ref. 2. The cases 
under consideration here possess no correction terms and 
are easier to analyze from the outset for Bravais lattices, but 
the dependence on n in the proof needs to be exhibited 
explicitly. 

The first part of the present Sec. II parallels the first 
part of Appendix A of Ref. 2 with the present Eq. (2.6) being 
the same as the first form of Eq. (A9) of Ref. 2. This forms 
our starting point for investigating the possibility of inter
changing the order of summation and integration in our Eq. 
(2.5). 

Toward that end, write as before 

J ~ .f, ( - i)J 
ar(t) = - exp( - tr)j'i;l*'/:O ml(j _ m)! 

x(~ i(2X'7t)In(X2t)J In d 3x), (AI) 

where the asterisk on the summation means that the terms 
} = 0 and} = 1, m = 1 have been omitted and where we have 
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used that 

1-X.1d3X=O, (Al) 

holds for centered cells, proximity or primitive, in a Bravais 
lattice. Now with the understanding E9' (AI) is replacing 
Eq. (2.6), we again write Eq. (2.5) for Fn,T 

F = _1_ ~'ioo t(l/2)n -I a (t) dt. 
n. r r(l) ~ T in r 0 

(A3) 

To prove we can interchange the order of summation and 
integration, consider 

roc t (112)n ·-1 f'aT(t) dt 
Jo r 

= I,f"'t(I/2)n-I ar(t)dt+ (00 I aT(t)dt, (A4) 
T<TJo Jo T> T 

for which I shall show that the last term vanishes in the limit 
as T --"00. 

To show that the second term in Eq. (A4) vanishes in 
this limit, let d be the maximum value of Ixl in the centered 
cell at the origin. Then we have 

la,(t )1 
",' 1 

< exp( - tr) I· .t . (2drt )m(d 2t)j - m 
j=1 m=D m!(;-m)! 

= exp( - tr) [ exp(2d-rt + d 2t ) ~ 1 - 2drt ], (A5) 

and 

I (OOt(1/2)n_1 IaT(t)dtl < (OOt(1/2)n- I Ilar ldt 
Jo r> T Jo r<.T 

= I rcc 

t (112)" -liar I dt, (A6) 
r> TJo 
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where the last step is by the monotone convergence theoremS 
of Lebesgue integration. The last integral is easily evaluated, 
and one obtains 

< L. r (~n) [(1- - d) - n - r - n - ndr - (n + I) ] 
T>T 

= L 0 [ r . (n +2) ] , (A7) 
T> T 

which is vanishingly small as T ~ 00 because the lattice is 
three-dimensional and I <n<2 implies that 3 <en +2)<4. 
Thus the last term in Eq. (A4) vanishes in the limit and we 
have that 

- 1 500 

00 F =-- t(l/z)n-I'V'a(t)dt 
n.T r(i) ~ r , 2n 0 r 

(A8) 

as required. Using Eq. (2.4) then yields Eq. (2.7). 
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It is shown that for polynomials satisfying differential equations of a particular form it is easy to 
generate sum rules for the powers of the zeros. All of the classical orthogonal polynomials are of 
this form. Examples are given for the Hermite, Laguerre, Tchebycheff, and Jacobi polynomials. 
In particular an explicit formula is given for the sums of all powers of Tchebycheff zeros. This 
same formula gives the sums for general Jacobi polynomials in the limit oflarge N. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Many polynomials of interest for physical applications 
satisfy rather simple differential equations. This is true, for 
example, for all the classical orthogonal polynomials. Here 
we will show that with rather mild restrictions on the form of 
the differential equation it implies explicit formulas for sums 
of the powers of the zeros of the polynomials. 

Our plan is the following: In Sec. II the differential 
equation is used to obtain certain relations involving sums 
over functions of the positions of the zeros. Section III shows 
how these relations imply recursion formulas from which 
the sums of powers of the zeros can be computed. In Sec. IV 
the first two such sums corresponding to an arbitrary order 
differential equation are given explicitly. The remaining sec
tions are devoted to the classical orthogonal polynomials. 
Thus the lowest few sum rules are obtained for the Hermite, 
Laguerre, Tchybecheff, and Jacobi polynomials 
(H N' L ';" TN' pr:./3».1 It is then noted that an explicit sim
pIe formula can be obtained for all sums of powers of zeros of 
the Tchebycheff polynomials. This formula also gives an as
ymptotic formula (N-+oo) for all Jacobi polynomials. Final
ly a special sum rule that applies to some, but not all, of the 
classical polynomials is given. 

II. BASIC RELATIONS 

We assume our polynomials IN satisfy a differential 
equation of the form 

i gi(x)/~(x) = 0, 
i=O 

(1) 

where the coefficient gi of the ith derivative is a polynomial 
of degree no higher than i. Thus, explicitly 

g;(x) = t a? x j (2) 
j=O 

with constant coefficients at 
Let us assume further that all the zeros ofIN(x) are 

simple. Then 
N 

fN(X) = (const) II (x - XI)' (3) 
1= I 

Inserting this expression into the differential Eq. (I), divid-
ing by IY/(x) and evaluating at a zero XI, of IN we obtain, 
n; (x )j 
I (i!) I aY)I' I, 

i = 2 j = 0 ¥ (X, - XI,)(XI, - xl), .. ·,(XI, - XI) 
- a~1) - a\l) XI, (4) 

(Here:2:~ means a sum over alllj except II subject to the 
condition that all I are different.) 

Now let us multiply Eq. (4) by (XI,)' and sum over II 
also. The result is 

~ (i ') ~ a(t)J(/) . = - a(l)y - a(l)y (5) £.J . £.J J r+J 0 r 1 r+ 1 • 
i=2 j=O 

TheYr are the rth moments of the zeros of IN , i.e., 
N 

Yr = I (x,), 
1= 1 

and 

(6) 

(7) 

(:2: ¥ now means to sum over all I 's subject to none of them 
being equal.) Equation (5) is our fundamental relation. The 
point here is that, as will be shown in the next section, the 
rather complicated looking J~t) are rather simply related to 
the Ys' Thus Eq. (5) is a recursion relation which permits us 
to calculate the Ys successively. 

III. PROPERTIES OF THE J ~i) 

Simple results for these are readily deduced from look
ing at the first few. 

A.J~l) 

By definition 

J(2) = I (X,,)' (8) 
r ¥ (XI, - XI,) 

Ifwe add and substract (XI,)' in the numerator of this equa
tion, we obtain 

J(2) = I [(XI,)' - (XI)'] + L (XI)' (9) 

r ¥ [XI, - (Xl)] ¥ (X" - Xl) 

Now if the labels ii' 12 are interchanged in the last term on the 
right we see that this is just - J ~2). 

... J~2) = J... L [(x,,)' - (x,,),] . (10) 
2 ¥ (Xl, -X,) 

Clearly, 

J~2) = 0, (11) 
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and 

J\2) =! L 1 = N(N -1)/2. (12) 
~ 

Further 

J~2) = ~ L (XI, + XI) 
~ 

= L (XI,) = (N -1) Yl' (13) ,. 
Using the expansion 

X" -x" 
and separating out the highest moment it shows that for r > 2 

,-2 

J~2)=(N-r/2)Yr_1 +! LY'-'-sYs' (14) 
s= t 

B.J~J) 

By definition 

J{3} = L (XI)' 
r ,. (x" _ x,)(x/, - XI) 

(15) 

Using the identity 

(X" - x,)(x" - x,) 

= [X, ~XI -, , 
(16) 

shows that 

J~3) = L (x,), ,. 
[ 1 1] 1 

X (x" _ XI) - (XI, - XI) (x" - Xl) . 
(17) 

But on interchanges, 12~/3 we see the second term on the 
right here is the same as the first. Thus, 

J(J) = 2 L (x,,)' 
r ,. (x" - x,)(x l, - Xl) 

Now again add and substract (x,,)' in the numerator. Then 

J(3) = 2 L [(XI)' - (XI,),] 

r ,. (x" - XI)(X" - XI) 

~ (x,,)' 
+2..::. 

,. (x" - x,,)(xl, - XI) 

Interchanging labels I, and 12 in the second term on the right 
and comparing with Eq. (15) we see it is -21 ;3), Hence 

JO) = ~ L [(x,), - (XI,),] _ 

r 3,. (x" - x,)(xl, - XI) , 
(18) 

obviously J63
) = 0. Further 

J \3) = ~ L 1 = 0, (19) 
3 ,. x" -XI, 

since the integrand changes sign when we interchange labels 
12 , 13 , For r = 2 we find 
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J
(3)- ~ ~ XI, + Xl, 
2 -..::.' (20) 

3 ,. (XI, -XI) 

But~ .. XI/(X" - XI) = 0, since the sign changes on inter
changing /2' /3' and 

I Xl, = L (X" -XI) + L XI, 

,. X" -XI, ,. X" -X,, ,. X" -XI, 

... J ~3) = ~ L 1 = ! N (N - 1 )(N - 2) . (21) .. 
Similarly we find 

J~3) = (N -1)(N - 2)y, , (22) 

whilefor r~3,J~3) is a combination oftheys withs<;r - 2. In 
particular the highest momentYr_2 occurs linearly. 

C.J~4) 

By similar manipulations it can be shown that 

]<4)= L (X,), 
r - ,. (Xl, - XI)(X I, - X,)(X" - X,) 

[(XI Y - (XI y] 
=L " 

,. (XI, - XI)(XI, - X1)(XI, - X,) 

From this it follows that J64) = J\4) = J~4) = ° and 

J~4) = !N(N -l)(N - 2)(N - 3), 

J~4) = (N - 1)(N - 2)(N - 3)Yl . 

(23) 

(24) 

Further for r~4, J~4) depends only on the Ys for s<;r -3. 
Indeed it depends linearly on Y r -3 . 

D. The general case 

From our examples some general properties emerge. 

(1) J~o = 0, O<;r<;n -2. (25) 

(2) Jl'~l = ~ 1ft (N - t) == C(I)(N). 
I 1= 1 

(26) 

i-I 

(3) Jl')=YI II (N-t)=D(I)(N)Yl' (27) 
1= 1 

(4) For r~i, J~r) depends only on they. for 

s<;r +1 - i. The dependence cny, +1 _ I is linear. 

We leave it to the reader to verify this for J~5). For this 
purpose the relevant representation (obtained as previously 
is 
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x { [(Xl)' - (Xl)'] _ [(Xl)' - (Xl)']}). (28) 

Xl, - Xl, Xl, - Xl, 
We also note one more general relation. This is 

J(I) - {[N (i +1) ] (i -1) ( )2} 
1+1 - - --2- Y2 + --2- YI 

i-I 

X IT (N - t) 
t = 2 

= E(I)(N) Y2 + F(I)(N)(YI )2. (29) 

IV. TWO GENERAL SUM RULES 

Given the results so far we can readily write down two 
sum rules for polynomials which satisfy Eq. (1). 

A·Y1 

Let us put r = 0 in Eq. (5). Using Eqs. (25) and (27) we 
have 

~ (i ') {ali) J(I) + ali) J(I)} = - a(1)y _ a(l)y L . /--1 /-1 I I 0 0 I l' 
i ~- 2 

Or using Eqs. (25) and (26) and the fact that Yo = N we see 
that this is a linear equation for Yl with the solution 

YI = - a61W - '1.7= 2 i! a; -I C(l)(N)/ 

X [a\l) + '1.;'= 2 i! a~')D (I)(N)]. (30) 

It is interesting to note that only the a~1) and a~'~ I enter. 

Ifwe put r = 1 in Eq. (5), we see that we have terms 
linear inY2' known constants aji), C(t)(N), D (I)(N), EW(N), 
F(I)(N), andYI' But now Yl is known. Hence we can solve for 
Y2 with the result 

Y2 = - a(l)y - ~ i !(aU) Jii) + a(l) J(I) 
OIL 1--2 /-1 1~1 I 

i= 2 

+ ajI)F~~) (YI)2 J(a\1) + i (i!) a~') E (i)(N»-I. (31) 
i= 2 

Here only ajl), aj')_ I , a~'~ 2 playa role. 

V. THE CLASSICAL ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 

To see how the sum rules of the higher order work, let 
us specialize to the case n = 2-a second order differential 
equation. Then the polynomials are described by only the 
five parameters a62>, a\2), a~2), a6i), a\I). Equation (5) becomes 

2(a62) Jr + a\2) J r+ I + a~2) Jr+2 ] 
= - a61) Y r - a\ I) Y r + I . (32) 

(Here we have dropped the superscript (2) on J r since this 
will now always mean J ~2).) For later use we summarize the 
first few here using Eqs. (11)-(14). We have: Jo = 0, 
J I = N(N -1)/2,12 = (N -1)YI' 
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J 3 = (N - ~) Y2 + !(Yl?' 

J4 = (N - 2) Y3 + Yl Y2, 

J5 = (N - ~)Y4 + Y1Y3 + (Y2)2/2, 

J6 = (N -3)ys + Y1Y4 + Y2Y3' 

J7 = (N - DY6 + Y5YI + Y4Y2 + (Y3?/2, 
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J K = (N -4)Y7 + Y6Yl + YsY2 + Y4Y3, 

J9 = (N - ~)YK + Y9Yl + Y6Y2 + YSY3 + (Y4)2/2, 

JIO = (N - 5)Y9 + Y8Yl + Y7Y2 + Y6Y3 + Y5Y4, 

J l1 = (N - ¥)YIO + Y9YI 

+ YSY2 + Y7Y3 + Y6Y4 + (Ys?/2. 

Now let us specialize further to various of the classical 
orthogonal polynomials. 2 

A. Hermite polynomials H,(x) 

Here a62
) = 1, a\l) = - 2, a\2) = a~2) = a&l) = O. Equa

tion (32) is 

Yr+1 =Jr· 

With r = 0 we obtain 

YI =Jo=O. 

(33) 

(34) 

(This is hardly surprising. We know the Hermite polynomi
als are odd or even. Hence the zeros are symmetrically dis
tributed around the origin. All odd sums-Y2s + I -are zero. 
Our method, of course, reproduces this.) Hence let us con
sider only even moments. 

With 
r= 1: Y2=JI =N(N-l)/2; 

r=3: Y4=J3=(N-i)Y2= [N(N-l)/2](N-~); 

r = 5: Y6 = J5 = (N -1)Y4 + (Y2)2/2; 

or Y6 = [N(N -1)/2](N - D(N -1) + N 2(N -1)2/8. 

Continuing (with patience) an arbitrary number of these can 
be computed. 

B. Laguerre polynomials L ~~)(x) 

Now a62) = a~) = 0, a\2) = 1, a&l) = a + 1, a\l) = -1. 
Equation (32) becomes 

Yr + I == 21r + (a + 1) Yr' 

With r = 0 we obtain 

YI = 211 + (a + l)yo = N(N -1) + N(a + 1) 

or 

YI =N(N +a). 

Similarly with r = 1 we obtain 

Yz = 212 + (a + I)YI 
= (2N + a -1)YI = (2N + a-I) N(N + a). 

We have also ca1culatedY3 andY4' The results are 

Y3 = (2N + a - 2)(2N + a-I) N (N + a) + N 2(N + a)2 

and 
Y4 = (2N +a -3)(2N +a -2)(2N + a -1)N(N + a) 

+ (2N + a - 3) N 2(N + a)2 

+ 2(2N + a-I) N 2(N + a)2. 

C. Tchebycheff polynomials T,,,,;(x) 

a62
) = 1 = ali), a~?) = - 1, a\2) = ag) = O. 

The equation is 

J r + 2 + Y r + I /2 = J r • 
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For r = 0 we get 

J2 + y/2 =Jo 

or 
(N - Dy, = 0, 

i.e., YI = O. Again this is expected by symmetry. AllY2s+ I 
are zero. 

For reasons which will become apparent later we have 
calculated a fair number of the evens sums. The results are 

Y2 = N /2, Y4 = 3N /8, Y6 = 5N /16, YR = 35N /128, 

YIO = 63N /256, YI2 = 23IN /210, YI4 = 459N /2". 

D. Jacobi polynomials pt.:/. f3J 

a~i)=(3-a, a\')=a+(3+2, 

The relation is 

21r+2 +(a+(3+2)Yr+' =21r +«(3-a)Yr' (35) 

With r = 0 we obtain 

212 + (a + (3 + 2) Y I = 210 + «(3 - a) Yo, 

i.e., (2N + a + (3)YI = N«(3 - a) or 

YI =N«(3-a)/(2N+a+(3). 

Similarly we find 

Y2 = [N(N -1) + «(3 - a)YI - (yJ2]/ 

(2N + a + (3 - 1). 

Clearly when (3 of a the higher order sum rules will be very 
messy. 

However, there is a limiting case in which things be
come simple. Consider the case oflarge N and sum rules for 
Yll where n ~N. The coefficient of Y r + I in J r + 2 is 
[N - (r + 2)/2]. This we can replace by N. Similarly we can 
drop the term (a + (3 +2) Yr + I in Eq. (35). This then 
becomes 

(36) 

We now calculate the moments to highest leading order in N. 

r = 0 J2-NYI = Jo + [«(3 - a)/2] Yo = [((3 - a)/2] N 

".y,f:5,«(3-a)/2, (37) 

r=I J3 -NY2=JI +[«(3-a)/2]YI-N 2/2 

... YzzN /2, (38) 

r=2 J4 -NY3+YIY2=J2 +[«(3-a)/2]Yz 

z Ny, + YIYz 

... Y3 Zy\- (39) 

Continuing in this way we readily find that to first ap
proximation all odd yare equal, i.e., 

Y2;+1 zy,z«(3-a)/2. (40) 

The equations for the even moments become uncoupled 
from the odd moments. They can be described so: Let 
Y21l = ZIlN, Zo = 1, ZI =~, and generally, 

(1) if n is odd, 

n!2 - 1/2 (Z)2 
ZII = I Zn __ ,(Z'_1 -z,)+ (n-I)/2 ;(41)1 

., = I 2 
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(2) if n is even, 
nl2 - I 

Zn= I Zn_s(Z,_I-Z,)+ZnI2 
s =- I 

[ 
Zn/2 ] X Zn12_1 - -2- .... 

Using these equations we have calculated the first few 
Z's. The results 

ZI = ~, Z2 = ~, Z3 = ft" Z4 = ,3i8 ' 
Z5 = N6' Z6 = 231/210, Z7 = 429/2" . (42) 

VI. THE COMPLETE SETOFSUM RULES FORTHE T.v(x) 

Comparing the sum rules we have calculated for the 
even moments of the zeros of the Tchebycheffpolynomials 
and the even moments for the large N Jacobi polynomials, 
we see two very strange things. 

(1) The numerical coefficients are identical. 
(2) In both cases the moments are just proportional to 

the first power of N. (Neither higher nor lower powers oc
cur.) That this is so for the Jacobi case is obvious. We have 
only carried the calculation through to the highest power of 
N-which is indeed 1. What is peculiar is that this is true for 
the Tchebycheff case. 

Ifwe look in detail, it becomes clear that the Tcheby
cheff moments can have the form 

Y2n =Zn N, 

w here the Z n satisfy Eqs. (41) if and only if 

Zn = [(2n -I)/2n] Zn_1 

Of course this equation implies 

Zn = IT (2t-I) . 
t~ I 2t 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

Now given the explicit form for Zn it is simple to see if 
Eqs. (41) are satisfied. They are indeed. Hence we have the 
rather remarkable result that for the Tchebycheff 
polynomials 

_ "( )2n -N nn (2t -1) Y2n - ~ XI - . 
I t~ I 2t 

(46) 

Similarly we now know that in the large Nlimit the sum 
Jacobi polynomials are 

Y2n + I = «(3 - a)/2, (47) 

while the even ones are given by Eq. (46). 
It is rather amusing to see just what the strange set of 

numbers we have encountered really are. Thus, 

1 I 3 1·3 5 1·3·5 
-=-, - = -, - = --, 
2 2 8 2·4 16 2·4·6 
35 1·3·5·7 63 1·3·5·7·9 
128 2·4·6·8 ' 256 2·4·6·8·10 ' 
231 1·3·5·7·9·11 429 1·3·5·7·9·11·13 --= 
210 2·4·6·8·10·12 ' 2" 2·4·6·8·1O.J 2·14 

VII. AN ADDITIONAL SUM RULE 

For the case when the differential equation for our poly-
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nomials is of order two (the classical case) there can be an 
additional sum rule. Thus, suppose gz(x) is not constant. If 
we divide Eq. (4) by g/x,) we obtain 

(48) 

Summing this over II gives 

a(ll+a(ll x I 0 , = 0, (49) 
, gix,) 

since the summand on the left ofEq. (48) is antisymmetric. 
This statement can be empty. Thus in the Tchebycheff case 
the result states 

",_x_, _ =0 
£"1 2 ' , -x, 

which is obvious since the xeros are symmetrical around the 
origin. However, there are cases when the relation is nontri
vial. We give two examples. 

A.Laguerre polynomials L ~(x) 

The relation of Eq. (49) is 

or 

'" a + 1 - x, 
£.,---- =0 
, x, 

Y_I ~ I~ = -I-II =~. (50) 
'x, a + I, a + I 

B. Jacobi polynomialsp~~·P)(x),(a#m 

Then 

1 x, 
(/3-a)I-- =(a+/3+2) I--· (51) 

, 1 - xi , 1 - xi 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

It has been found that for polynomials satisfying par
ticular forms of differential equations sum rules for powers 
of the zeros can be found. These include all of the classical 
orthogonal polynomials. In addition for the latter the sum 
rules are particularly easy to obtain. 

Especially striking are the explicit sum rules for all 
powers of zeros of Tchebycheff polynomials. These also im
ply such for zeros of Jacobi polynomials of large order. 
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APPENDIX 

The results we have obtained are closely related to 
properties of the zeros of classical polynomials recently dis
cussed by Ahmed et al. 3 The methods we have used show 
very clearly why their relations hold and ways that they can 
be generalized. We sketch this here. 
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Consider any polynomial with simple zeros which satis
fies the second-order differential equation 

d 2y dy 
g2(X) dx2 + gl(x) dx + go(x) y = 0, 

wheregz andg l are polynomials of degree 2 and 1, respec
tively. Thus, 

(AI) 

and 

gl(x) = a61
) + a\ll x. 

(This class includes all the classical orthogonal polynomi
als.) Then we have the theorem: 

tn-r.\ 

where the!s (Xl) are simple polynomials of degree at most s. 
The proof is constructive. It shows us how to find ex

plicit forms for the!s. 
The first of these relations has been given in our main 

text. It is 

gZ<x,) I (x, - Xm t I = /1 (x, ), , 
where 

/I(X,) = -- !gl(x,). 

(A3) 

Since this equation served to determine all sums of pow
ers ofthext's it, at least implicitly, determines thex, and 
hence all their properties. In particular all relations of the 
form ofEq. (A2) should follow from Eq. (A3). This is indeed 
true. In essence what we find is that if we take the sth power 
of Eq. (A3) and separate out terms we get Eqs. (A2). 

More generally we can proceed so: Suppose we know all 
the/up to and including!s. Then if r + t = s + 1 we can find 
!s + I by separating out terms in the identity 

[g2(X,)]' + I I (x, -xm)-S(x, -XII) I =/,(x,)!,(x,), 
m#-I 

n~' 

and using Eqs. (A2) for /1'/2'00.,!s. 

(A4) 

The simplest, but not necessarily the most efficient, ap
proach is to compute the/successively. Thus, suppose Eqs. 
(A2) are known for /1./2,00'';;' Multiply Eq. (A2) by 
Eq.(A3) we obtain 

[g2(X,nQI I (x, -xm)-S(x, -xntl =/I(X,)!s(x,). 
m4-1 

neF' 

If we separate out the term n = m, we find 

!s +1 (x,) + T~l(X,) =/I(X,)!s(x,), 

where we define4 

n'l [g2(X,)]s-t 1 I(x,-xmY -'(x,-xnt l 

"" X(xm -xn )--'· 

(AS) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

The T;') satisfy very simple recursion relations. Thus, using 
the identity of Eq. (16) it follows that 
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(AS) 

with 

= [gz(XI)]s+1 L {(XI-X",)-I_(X,-Xn)-Ij 
# 

X(xm - x n)-' 

R~')= [gz(X,)y+1 L(xl-xm)-(s-r)(xm -xn)-(r+I). = 2R~5~1 . (All) ,,. 
(A9) Thus from Eqs. (A6)-(AII) we see that calculating 

The recursion relation ofEq. (AS) terminates rather 
differently depending on the parity of s. 

Is + I (x, ) is reduced to finding the R ~,). But these are readily 
reduced to polynomials in XI' Indeed 

(1) If s is even: 

T~'~, == [g2(XI)]s+1 I (x, -xmtl(XI -xnyl 
~ 

R~')= [gzeXI)]s+1 I (xl-xm)-(s--r)(Xm -xn)-(r+l) 
",,,,,I 

lloF m 

X(xm-xny~I=O, (AW) - [giXI)Y+' L (XI _xm)-(s-r) 
m#1 

X(Xm _x,)-(r+I), since the sign changes when we interchange the dummy la
bels m and n. 

(2) If s is odd: 
where we have added and subtracted the term n = I in Eq. 
(A9). We note that the second term on the right is just 

T~'~ I = [gz(xl) r + I L(xi - Xm)-I(X, - Xn)-I 
# 

X(x
m 

-xn)-(5--I) 

( -1)' Is +1 (XI)' In the first term let us put gzeXly+ 1 under 
the summation sign and add and subtract g; + 1 (X m)' Our 
result is 

n,cm 
[ g (x )]r + 1 + [ ( )],-r " 2 m g2 X, - £., ( )' _ r( )r + 1 

m#1 X, -Xm Xm -Xn 

Now using Eq. (A2) we can do the sum over m in the last term. This yields 

R(S)=(_I)rr (x)+ [ (x)]s-r" {[gz{X,)]'+I- [g2(Xm )]'+lj + [ ,(x)]s-r ~ fr+I(X m) 
r J s + I' gz, £., ( )5 _ r( )r + I g~, £., ( )' _ r 

m#' X, -xm xm -xn m#1 X, -xm 
,.'~m 

(It is readily checked that all terms in the sums here are polynomials.) 
Combining our equations together we now have Is + I expressed in terms of those of lower order. Thus: 
(1) s even 

sf+ I (XI) 

=f,(X,)Is(xl)-'f2 
(-ly[gz(x,)y-r L ![gzex,)]'~~~ [g2(Xm)~~~lj _sf (-1)'[g2(X,)],-r L fr+I(Xm,)_r' 

r=O m#' (x, -Xm) (Xm -Xn) r=O m#'(X, -Xm) 

(2) s odd 

5-Z {[g2(X,)]r+l- [glxm)],+lj \-2 
(S+2)f~,(xl)=f,(x,)f(x,)- I(-Iy[g2(x,)y-rI - L (-I)'[g2(x,)y-r 

r=O m",,1 (X, -xmy-r(Xm -xny+1 r=O 
n~m 

XI fr+I(Xm ) -2glXI) I ![gz<xJJ'-[gZ<xm )J'}_2gz(X')L f(xm ). 

m#' (XI - Xm)' -- r m"'" (x, - Xm)(Xm - XnY "'''''' x, - Xm 
n#m 

When the coefficients in Eq. (A 1) are quite general, the computation of the f can be somewhat tedious. However, we 
have done this for the first three. The result is 

f,(x,) = - gl(x,)12, 

3J;(x,) = - [f,(X,)]2 - al')(N -I)gz(X,) +2 [aI2
) + 2aiZ)(x,»)J;(x,) - a<[) N(N -I)gz(x,), 

2flx,) = - ~all)J;(x,)g2(X,) - !(a\2) + 2ai2) xl)fi(x,) - 3J;(x,) - a~2)fl(x,)g2(XI)' 

Of course when we specialize to particular polynomials the expressions become much simpler. The simplest of these seem 
to be the Hermite polynomials. Then the formulas are: 
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(1) seven 

, - 2 r f, + , (x m) 
sfH' (x,) =f,(X,)h(x,) - I (-1) I ; 

r~O rnyf,(x-xrny-r 
(2) S odd 

(s + 2) h+' (x,) =f,(x,)h(x,) - Sf ( - 1)' I f,+, (x:)_ r - 2 I h(Xrn ) 
r~O myf' (x -Xm ) rnyf'X, -Xm 

The first few h are then 

f,(x,) = x, 

fix,) = H2(N - 1) - (X,)2], 

fix,)=xt!2, 

fix,) = [f2(x,)/5][2 + f2(x')], 

f5(X,) = (x,/6)! 1 + fix,)J. 

Two remarks: 
(A) Combining the results of this Appendix with those 

of the main text we obtain new sum rules. Thus summing Eq. 
(A2) with respect to I we find 

~ [gix ,»' ~ 
£,.. ----, = £,..h(x,), s = 1,2,. ... 
m' (x, - xrn) , 

(AI2) 

m#1 

However, since theh (x,) are polynomials, we know the sum 
on the right side. 

For example, for the Hermite polynomials we have seen 
that 

I (X,)2 = N(N -1)/2, , 
I (X,)4 = [N(N -1)/2](N - ~). , 

This gives the two sum rules: 

708 

I (x, - xm t 2 = N(N -1)/2 
rn' 

m'i"" 
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(A 13) 

and 

I (x, - xrnt4 = [N (N - 1)/2](N - to). 
rn' 

rnyf' 
(B) While we have restricted ourselves here to polyno

mials, it is clear that many of our results can be extended to 
more general functions. Thus while we have used the special 
differential Eq. (AI), we have not used the fact that go(x) is 
constant. Thus if the solution of the differential equation is 
an integral function with simple zeros essentially all our 
methods remain unchanged. A typical example is given by 
the Bessel functions. 3 
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Sum rules for zeros of polynomials which satisfy differential equations with polynomial 
coefficients of order no higher than the derivative they multiply are extended. First, higher order 
coefficients are considered. Second, sum rules for negative powers are obtained. Finally, the 
results are extended to a class of integral functions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Previously 1 it has been shown that under simple (but 
widely applicable) conditions it is possible to obtain sum 
rules for the powers ofthe zeros of polynomials by complete
ly elementary means. Explicitly the assumptions were: 

(1) The zeros are simple. 
(2) The polynomials satisfy a differential equation of 

second or higher order. 
(3) The coefficients of the ith derivative is a polynomial 

of degree not greater than i. 
Here we look at what happens when the assumptions 

are relaxed. While it will be apparent that our results are 
quite general, we will for simplicity (and since it is true for 
most of the obvious applications) restrict most of the discus
sion to the case where the differential equation is of second 
order. 

The plan is as follows: In Sec. II we briefly summarize 
the results of Ref. 1, denoted as (I). The following section is 
devoted to the Lame polynomials. This is one of the simplest 
set of polynomials in which the coefficients of the various 
derivatives are of higher order than the derivative. It will be 
shown that the sums of the zeros are all determined in terms 
of one sum. A discussion of methods to determine this re
maining sum is deferred until later. Next we want to general
ize our results to integral functions with simple Weierstrass 
expansions. Since the zeros of these have infinity as a point of 
accumulation the analog of the formulas of Sec. II would all 
be infinite. Hence in Sec. IV formulas for the sums of inverse 
powers of the zeros are developed. The results for the classi
cal orthogonal polynomials are somewhat between those of 
Secs. II and III. Thus for the Hermite, Laguerre, Tchybe
cheff, Legendre, and Gegenbauer polynomials the sums of 
the inverse powers ofthe zeros are all completely determined 
from our fundamental identity. However, for the general Ja
cobi polynomial one sum still has to be found. Again discus
sion of the way to find this is deferred. 

In Sec. V integral functions are discussed. The Bessel 
and Trigonometric functions are dealt with in detail. Again 
one sum remains to be determined. It is shown how to do 
this. 

Section VI is devoted to more complicated sum rules. 
Applied to the trigonometric functions this yields many 
amusing relations involving sums over inverse powers of dif
ferences of squares of integers. 

II. REVIEW 

Assume the polynomials satisfy the differential 
equation 

gix)f<2,(X) + gl(x)f( I '(x) + go(x)f = 0, 

where 

gix) = a;]1) + ai2)x + a~2)x2, 
gl(x) = a&l) + a\l)x, 

go = const. 

If x" 1= 1,2, ... , N, denote the zeros of/we have 
N 

/= C II (x -xm )· 
m= 1 

(I) 

(2) 

Note: The zeros are all distinct. If notf, and/, 1 , would both 
vanish at x, and from Eq. (1) it would follow that/is identi
cally zero. Inserting this expansion for/in Eq. (1), evaluat
ing at x, and dividing by /' I, (x,) yields 

1 - g](xJ 
gix,) I (3) 

m¥,x,-Xm 2 

MUltiplying by (x,rand summing over I shows that 

a~2)J, + a\2)J'+1 + a~2)J'+2 = (- a~l)y, - a\I)Y,+1 )/2. (4) 

Here 

(x,), 

and 
N 

y, = I (x,)" 
1= 1 

The main point here is thatJ, is expressible in terms ofy, _I , 

andys' s<r -1. ThusJo = 0,11 = N(N -1)/2,12 
= (N -1)y" and for r> 2 

, -2 

J, = (N-r/2)y,_, +~I y,_I_,y" (5) 
5=1 

This folows from the identity 

J, = I (XIY - (XmY + (XmY 

m¥1 Xl -Xm 

= I (x,), - (X m )' _ J, 
m¥1 x, -Xm 

or 
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J =!~ (XI),-(Xm)' 
, 2 L 

ml XI -Xm 
(6) 

m"ol 
and explicitly doing the division. Thus Eqs. (4) are a set of 
recursion relations which yield the sum rules. 

III. LAME POLYNOMIALS 

These polynomials2 are a relatively simple set which 
satisfy second-order differential equations but not the re
striction on the coefficients that we have assumed. Thus con
sider the equation 

d 2f 
-2 + {h - (n(n + l)k 2sn2(z, k) }f = 0, (7) 
dz 

where sn is the Jacobian elliptic function with modulus k. 
The variable change X = sn2z reduces Eq. (7) to 

gix}f(2) + gl(x}f( I) + go<x}f = 0, (8) 

where now 

g2(X) = 4x(1 - x»1 - k 2X), 

gl(x) = 2{3k 2X2 -2(1 + k 2)X +1 }, 

and 

go(x) = h - n(n + l)k 2X, 

Thus here the coefficient polynomials are each of one degree 
higher than the derivative they multiply. 

The Lame polynomials are defined as follows: We look 
for solutions of Eq. (8) in the form 

f(x) = xP12(1 - x)u/2(1 - k 2x yI2FN (x). (9) 

Here F N is to be a polynomials of degree N. There are eight 
possibilities sincep, 0", 1" can individually take on the values 0 
and 1. We will consider only the two simplest, namely 

0" = 7 = O. 

A number of questions must be answered. What are the pos
sible values ofn (givenp, 0", 7)? Givenn what isN? What is h? 

A. P =0"= T=O 

Here F N(X) itself satisfies Eq. (7). Proceeding as in Sec. 
(II) we obtain 

k 2Jr+3 -(1 +k 2)J'+2 +J,+I 

= -![3k 2Yr+2 -2(I+k2)Yr+1 +Yrl (10) 

Clearly this relation, by itself, cannot completely determine 
the y,. Indeed it does not even contain h or n, what does it 
determine? Let us put r = 0 in Eq. (10). Then 

k 2J3 - (1 + k 2)J2 + J I = - 1{3k 2Y2 - 2(1 + k 2)YI + N}. 
(11 ) 

But from Sec. II we find: J I = N(N -1)/2, J2 = (N -1)YI, 
J3 = (N - 3/2)Y2 + !(y1)2. Thus Eq. (11) gives USY2 in terms 
ofy, and N. Similarly with r = 1, Eq. (10) yieldsY3 in terms 
of N, YI' andY2 (which is now known in terms of N'YI). 
Proceeding we see that Eq. (10) gives all theys in terms of N 
andYI· 

To determine Nand Y I' we note that F can be written in 
the form 
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N 

FN = en (x - XI)· (12) 
1= I 

To the terms of the two highest powers in x, we have 

FN = e{x'V - axN- I + ... } (13) 

with 
IV 

a = I XI YI· (14) 
I~ I 

Substituting the expression for F N in the differential equa
tion and equating to zero the coefficient of X N +1 yields 

N = n/2, (15) 

i.e., n is even and N is one half of it. Similarly if we equate to 
zero the coefficient of X N we obtain 

YI = [h -4N 2(1 +k2) ]I[2k 2(1-4N)]. (16) 

Therefore if hand n are given we have all the sums of positive 
powers of the zeros. However, one of the main problems for 
the Lame polynomials is to determine the possible values of 
h. For this we need slightly more information about the poly
nomials. This would be along the lines discussed in Sec. v. 

B. p = 1, 0" = T = 0 

Here FN satisfies the equation 

xg2F" + (xg l + g2)F' + (xgo + g/2 - g2/4x)F = O. 
(17) 

Again proceeding as in Sec. II we obtain 

1 1 
Xlg2(X /) I = - - [Xlgl(X I) +gix/)]. 

mo/IXI -Xm 2 

Multiplying by (XI)' and summing over I gives 

4k 2J4 + r - 4(1 + k 2)J3+ r + 4J2 + r 

= - [5k2Y3 + r -4(1 + k2
) Y2 + r + 3y, + r]· 

Putting r = -1 yields 

k 2 J3 - (1 + k 2)J2 + J I 

= - H5k 2Y2 -4(1 + k 2)YI +3N ]. 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

We see this again gives Y2 in terms of Y I and N. [The relation 
is, however, different from that implied by Eq. (11).] Putting 
r = 1 then 2, then 3, ... , inEq. (19). gives all theys in terms of 
Y I and N I. Equating the coefficient of X N + 2 in Eq. (17) to 
zero yields 

N = (n -1)/2, (21) 

thus n must be odd. From the coefficient of X N + I we obtain 

YI = {[ 1 + k 2 ][4N(N + 1) + 1] - h }/2k 2(1 +4N), 
(22) 

Hence, again if n, h are given we have the sum rules for the 
positive powers of the zeros. 

IV. SUM RULES FOR THE NEGATIVE POWERS OF THE 
ZEROS 

We consider these for two reasons: 
(1) One application of the sum rules for positive powers 

is as a means of bounding the largest zero. If we can obtain 
such for the inverse powers, we can bound the smallest zero. 
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(2) We will want to apply the techniques developed to 
certain integral functions. The zeros of these have a point of 
accumulation at infinity. The analog of the positive sum 
rules for these functions are the trivial statements that 
y, = 00. 

Consider now polynomials satisfying Eq. (1) where, for 
the moment, the go, gl' g2 are arbitrary polynomials. Pro
ceeding as before we obtain 

1 I 
g2(XI ) 2. = - -gl(XI ), (23) 

m#'X, -Xm 2 

Ifwe multiply this by (x,) - r and sum over I, the right-hand 
side will involve sums over the negative powers of X, .. The 
right-hand side will be a combination of terms J _ r where 

(24) 

mol' 
Now we would like to show that just as theJ, for s~O 

are expressible in terms of the y, for s ~ 0, the J _ r r ~ 0 can be 
expressed in terms of the Y _ r' Then our resulting equation 
becomes a recursion relation from which we might hope to 
be able to compute the Y _ r' We state the result as a theroem. 

Theorem: 
(a) If r is even, 

J _ r 
·-r - Z-Y-<r-I) 

(b) If r is odd, 

Proof 
Let 

rl2 -I 

I Y - (r - slY - (s + I) • 
s=-o 

Then 

and 

K' = I (Xm) 
-r # (XIY-'(Xm),+I(X, -Xm) 

Xm -x, +x, 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

= ~ (x,y-S(Xm)HI(x, -Xm) 

1 " + KS_+rl. (29) 
= - -7 (x,Y-S(xmY +-1 

Applying this identity repeatedly, we arrive at two dif
ferent K'._ r depending on the parity of r. 

(a) r even 
We come to 

Kr/2 =I 1 = 0, 
- r- # (Xly/2(xmyI2(x, _ xm) 

(30) 

Since the summand is antisymmetric under the interchange 
l+---+m. 

(b) rodd 
We come to 
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But one readily sees that 

K ('-~ 1)/2 = _ K ('- --,.1)/2 • 

. K(r 1)12 __ ~ " 1 
r - 2 -7 (x l yr+I)/2(x

m
)(r+I)/2 

Combining our results we see that 
rl2 ~I 

J - I .~ (x Y - sex y + 1 
-10 .~ -- 0 I In 

and 

_ " (r~/2 
J. r = L.. 2.. ------

cf S~O (X,Y-'{x",y+1 

1 1 
- Z- ~ (xl )(r+I)l2(x

m
yr+I)l2 

Finally on noting that 

1 2. = y. pY .. - q - Y - (p + q) , 

# (xIY(x"Y 

we obtain Eqs. (25) and (26). 

Examples 

Hermite po/ynomia/s-H N (x) 

The differential equation is3 

H~) -2x H~) +2N H" = 0, 

while the fundamental identity is 

1 
Xl = 2. ,I = 1,2, ... , N. 

moF'X' -Xm 

Note: 

reven, 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(a) The zeros of the Hermite polynomials are located 
symmetrically around the origin. Hence the sums of odd 
powers are zero. 

(b) In order to avoid dividing by zero we must treat the 
case where one of the roots is zero separately. Thus: 

N even 
Zero is not a zero of the polynomial. We can use Eq. 

(37) as it stands. Dividing by (Xl Y and summing over I gives 
the recurrence relation 

J __ r = Y _ (r I)' 

r=l 
J _ I = Y'-2 = Yo = N 
.·.Y-2 = 2N. 
r=3 
J _ J = iY-4 + ~(y_2)2 = Y-2' 

Using Eg. (39), we then find 

Y-4 = Y-2(Y-Z + 2)/3 = (4N /3)(N + 1). 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

Successively putting the odd integers for r, we obtain all the 
sumsy -2n' 

Nodd 
Now restrict Xl to the nonzero zeros of the Hermite 

polynomial, i.e., 
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1=1,2, ... ,N-I, 

XI #0. (41) 

The recursion relation becomes 

J r +Y (r+l) =Y-(r .. I)· 
, = i 
J_ I + Y-z = Yo. 

But 

and 
N·-I 

YO= L 1 =N-I, 
1-- I 

.' .Y-2 = ~(N - 1). 
,=3 
J-3 + Y-4 = Y-z· 

Then since 

J-3 = iY-4 - (Y_z)ZI2 

we obtain 

Y-4 = NN - I)(N + 2). 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

Again we see all the sums Y _ 2" are completely determined. 

2. Laguerre polynomials-Lr;.;J(xj 

The differential equation is 

x[L ~)]If + [a + 1 - X J[L ~T + NL~) = O. 

This leads to the identity 

I - [a + 1 - XI] 
xIL---

moj:-IX,-Xm 2 

The recursion relation becomes 

J_ (r _ I) = [ - (a + 1 )/2]y _ r + ~ _ (r _ I) • 

, = I 

J o = [ - (a + 1)/2 ]Y-I + !Yo' 

But J o = 0, Yo = N and therefore 

Y_I = N I(a + 1). 

Similarly putting' = 2 we find 

Y-2 = [N I(a + 1)2(2 - a)][N + a +2]. 

Proceeding with higher, we find all Y _ r' 

3. Lame polynomials 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

For simplicity we restrict ourselves to the first case 
(pI = (J = T = 0). Then Eq. (8) is the differential equation. 
The fundamental identity is 

(50) 

Assuming none of the X I are zero we obtain as recursion 
relation 

k :' J 3r - (1 + k 2)J2 r + J 1 _ r 

-H3k 2Y2 r-2(I+k2)YI_r+Y_r]. (51) 
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With, = 1 we obtain 

k 2J2 - (1 + k 2)JI + Jo 

= -H3k
2
YI-2(1 +k 2)Yo+Y_I]' (52) 

Now J o = 0, J I = N(N -1)/2, J 2 = (N -1)YI'Yo = N. In 
Sec. III we saw that if we know h, we know Y I' Thus we can 
use Eq. (52) to determineY_I' The result is 

Y-I = h 12. (53) 

GivenY_I we can put r = 2 in Eq. (51) and findy_z and then 
successively all Y __ r' To generalize later, it is perhaps best to 
turn the argument around. All the sum rules (positive and 
negative) for the Lame polynomials are expressible in terms 
expressible in terms of h which is essentially Y_I' 

4. Jacobi po/ynomials-fX/J' Il) 

Here the results are slightly more complicated. The 
sum rules for the positive powers are like those for the Her
mite and Laguerre polynomials. For the negative powers the 
rules are like the Hermite and Laguerre cases for some val
ues of the parameters and like those of the Lame polynomials 
for other values. 

We take the equation in the form 

(1 - x2)[p~.{3)]1f + [P - a - (a + P +2)x] 

X [P~·(3)]' + N(N + a +P + l)P~·{3) = O. (54) 

The fundamental identity is 

1 
= - [(a-p)+(a+p+2)x l ]. 

2 
(55) 

Let us, for simplicity, assume none ofthex i are zero. (If one 
is, we proceed as for odd Hermite polynomials.) Equation 
(55) then gives rise to the recursion relation 

J -r -J(_r_2) 

= [(a-p)/2]Y_r + [(a+p+2)/2]Y_(r_I)' (56) 

With, = 1 this becomes 

J_ I -JI = [(a -P)/2lY-1 + [(a +P+2)/2lYo' (57) 

ButJ_ I = ~-2 - !(Y-If, J I = N(N -l)/2,yo = N. Now we 
must distinguish two cases: 

(a)p = a 
This is the case for many of the commonly occuring 

polynomials. For example: 

The Gegenbauer Polynomials C'!v + (l/2)p~. a), 

{

TN = P~ - 1/2.-1/2) 

The TchebycheffPolynomials _ p(I!2.1/2) 
UN - N 

The Legendre Polynomials PN = p~.O). 

In this case the Eq. (54) is invariant under reflection. 
The polynomials will either be even or odd. Hence the zeros 
will occur in pairs symmetrical around the origin and all 
Y _ (2" + I) will be zero. In particular Eq. (57) then yields 

y-2 = N[N +2a +1]. (58) 

Further setting' = 3, 5, 7, "" then enables us to calculate all 
the y. 2,.' The situation is just as for the Hermite and La
guerre Polynomials. 

(b)P #a 
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In this case Eq. (57) merely gives USY-2 in terms ofY_I' 
Similarly putting r = 2 in Eq. (56) enables us to expressY_3 in 
terms of Yolo In general then the sum rules express the sums 
of the negative powers in terms of YolO The situation is much 
like that for the Lame polynomials. The remaining informa
tion must be obtained by other means as discussed later. 

V. SUM RULES FOR ZEROS OF INTEGRAL FUNCTIONS4 

The simplicity of the sum rules for polynomials satisfy
ing differential equations with polynomial coefficients sug
gest we look for such for the simplest generalization. For 
simplicity we again restrict our attention to second-order 
differential equations. Thus again we consider functions sat
isfying Eq. (1). However, we do not assume them to be poly
nomials but rather functions with the simple Weierstrass 
expansions 

f(z) = Cz"fi [I-z1/xd· (59) 
,~ 1 

We now obtain sum rules for the x,-which are the squares 
of the non-zero zeros off 

Insert the expansion ofEq. (59) into Eq. (1), evaluate at 
Zl =(XI )'12 and divide by !,[(x, )1/2]. The result is 

( )
" 1 _ -{(2v+I)gz{z,)+z,g,(z,)} 

g2 Zl L -
I X, -Xm XI 

(60) 

We consider three simple examples. 

(1) The Bessel functions-j" (z): 
These satisfy 

1d
2

• d. (1 _2)j 0 z -2J,,+Z-J,, + z -v v= , 
dz dz 

i.e., gl = Z2, g, = z, and have an expansion of the formS of 
Eq. (59), Then Eq. (60) is 

(61) 

(2), (3) The trigonometric functions-cosllz, sinllz: 
These satisfy 

d
2
f +ll21'=0 

dz2 J , 

i.e., gz = I, g, = 0, and have an expansion of the form ofEq. 
(59) with v = 0 and I, respectively.6 For these Eq. (60) is 

L 1 = - (2v + 1) . 
m#IX{ -Xm 4x, 

Clearly all three cases are included in the relation 

L I = ~. (63) 
m#IX'-Xm XI 

Ifwe divide by (x,rand sum over I, we obtain the recursion 
relation 

J -r =AY_(r+')' (64) 

For r = 1 this is: J_ I = AY-2' From this we conclude that 

Y-z = (v_I)l/(I - 2A ). (65) 

Thus Y-z is given in terms of Y-I' Similarly proceeding to 
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higher order we see all Y _ r will be expressible in terms ofthe 
Y -I' The result is analogous to that for the Lame polynomials 
or the general Jacobi polynomials. Clearly we need to know 
(a little) more about the functions. 

Thus suppose we know the first two terms in the expan
sion ofJ(z) in the vicinity of the origin. From Eq. (59) we 
know this is of the form 

f(z)zCz"{I - az1 + ... }, 
but explicitly 

1 
a= L- Y-l' 

I X, 

However, we know 
(1) for the Bessel functions a = 1/ 4( v + 1); 
(2) for cosllz, a = II 2/2; 
(3) for sinllz, a = II 2/6. 

Then for the Bessel functions we obtain 

y_, = [22(V +l)]-I,Y-2 = [24(V +2)(v +If]-I, 
Y-3 = [25(v +2)(v +2)(v +V]-'· 

(66) 

(07) 

For cosllz we have:Y_1 = ll2/2'Y_2 = ll4/6'Y_3 = ll6/15, 
and for sinllz: 

VI. ADDITIONAL SUM RULES 

We have tried to emphasize that our fundamental iden
tity and hence the sum rules arise from fact that the functions 
satisfy differential equations with polynomial coefficients. 
Now if we take our differential equation and differentiate it 
any number of times we will have an equation of the same 
type. This should give rise to additional identities satisfied by 
the zeros. What are these? In (I) we showed that additional 
identities can be obtained by multiplying the fundamental 
one by itself any number of times, resumming terms and 
using the lower order identities repeatedly. The general re
sult was identities of the form 

[gz(X ,) r L (x, - xm) -s =fs(x,), (68) 
m#1 

where thefs were readily determined polynomials. It turns 
out that these identities are exactly the same as those ob
tained by differentiating the original differential equation. 

The derivation of these additional identities given in (I) 
is quite correct for all polynomial cases. It is suspect in the 
case of the integral functions of Sec. V because of conver
gence questions. Thus by summing Eq. (63) over I and noting 
that the summand on the left is odd one would tend to con
clude that 

L (Xlt1 =0 
m¥l 

which we know is not true. The problem is one of interchang
ing orders of summation. Accordingly we give here a deriva-
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tion of the second identity which is appropriate for the func
tions of Sec. V. We give this in the form of a theorem. 

then 

Theorem: If 

I (XI - Xm)-I = A Ix/> 
m",1 

Proof Multiply Eq. (69) by itself. We obtain 

(69) 

I 1 = A 2/(xl)2. (71) 
m"'l(xl -xm)(xi -xn) 
11#1 

Separate out the term m = n. Then7 

I I + I I 2 

'" (XI -Xm)(XI -Xn) m"'/(XI -Xm) 

Use the identity 

In the last sum let us add and subtract the term n = l. The 
Eq. (72) becomes 

2 I 1 
m",1 (xl - xm)(xm - xn) 

n"'m I ..1,2 
+3 I 2 = -2' 

m"'/(XI -Xm) (XI) 

Using Eq. (69) we see that 

I 1 
,"",I (XI -xm)(xm -xn) 
"-'Fm 

=..1, L I 
m",1 x",(x i - xn) 

=..1, ,I;I (XI ~Xm + X~,) :1 

~+ ~ I _1_ ~_~+ ..1,Y_1 
xy XI m"'l Xm (X I)2 (XI? XI 

Inserting Eq. (74) into Eq. (73) yields 

(73) 

(74) 

I I = ~ (2 - A _ 2Y_1 ). (75) 
m",1 (XI - xm) 3 (x/f XI 

MUltiplying by (X,)2 yields the theorem. 
By exactly the same procedure we obtain identities in-

volving I (XI - xm) - '. We note that the right-hand side 
m¥( 

of Eq. (75) involves only negative powers of XI' If we sum 
over I, the right-hand side is thus known sums (Y-I'Y-2)' Thus 
we have the sum rule 
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I (XI - x my2 = ~ [(2 - A )Y-2 _2(y_1)2 1. 
ml 3 
m",1 

For our examples these results are: 
(I) Bessel functions 
Identity4

: 

(Xy I ( 1 >-2 - _1_ [(v + I)(v +2) - xtJ. 
",,,,I XI -Xm 12 

I 1 
Sum rule: I -2 

ml (XI - xrn) 26(2 + v) . 

(2) Cosine 
m-#-I 

Identity: 

(xlfI 1 2 = - -1
1
2 {4

9 
-Jl

2
XI}' 

m"'l (XI - xmt 
I Jl4 

Sum Rule: I 2 
ml (XI - xm) 96 

(3) Sine 
m=/;! 

Identity: 

(xlf I 1 2 = _ ~ (~_ Jl2 XI)' 
m"'/(X I -xm) 4 4 3 

(76) 

1 1 Jl4 
Sum rule: I -2 I 2 22 

",,,,I (X, - Xm) mJ"1 (I - m ) 160 

Remark: The sum rules for the odd powers are merely 

I (XI _Xm)~~-(2n+l) =0, 
m~l 

n>O. 

The convergence is sufficiently rapid so that the antisym
metry argument can be used. 

VII. CONCULSION 

The sum rules for zeros of polynomials satisfying differ
ential equations have been extended in three ways. 

(1) Higher order polynomials coefficients are treated. 
(2) Sum rules for negative powers of the zeros are 

obtained. 
(3) The sum rules are extended to zeros of integral func

tions of a particular form. 
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We develop here two aspects of the connection between nonlinear partial differential equations 
solvable by inverse scattering transforms and nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODE) of 
P-type (i.e., no movable critical points). The first is a proof that no solution of an ODE, obtained 
by solving a linear integral equation of a certain kind, can have any movable critical points. The 
second is an alg~rithm to test whether a given ODE satisfies necessary conditions to be of P-type. 
Often, the algOrIthm can be used to test whether or not a given nonlinear evolution equation may 
be completely integrable. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The development of the inverse scattering transform 
(1ST; e.g., see Ref. 1) has shown that certain nonlinear evolu
tion equations possess a number of remarkable properties, 
including the existence of solitons, an infinite set of conser
vation laws, and an explicit set of action-angle variables. It 
has been noted2 that there is a connection between these 
nonlinear partial differential equations (PDE's) solvable by 
1ST and nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODE's) 
without movable critical points. (Some definitions: a critical 
point is a branch point or an essential singularity in the solu
tion of the ODE. It is movable if its location in the complex 
plane depends on the constants of integration of the ODE. A 
family of solutions of the ODE without movable critical 
points has the P-property: here P stands for Painleve. The 
ODE is of P-type if all of its solutions have this property.) 
The reductions of some of the equations solvable by 1ST to 
the classical Painleve transcendents have been discussed in 
the literature. 2

-
6 In Ref. 3 we announced a number of results 

which indicate that this connection to ODE's ofP-type is yet 
another remarkable property of these special nonlinear 
PDE'S. The purpose of this paper is to develop some of those 
announced results in more detail. 

In particular, it was conjectured3 that: 
Every nonlinear ODE obtained by an exact reduction 
of a nonlinear PDE oflST class is of P-type. 

Here a nonlinear PDE is ofIST class if nontrivial solutions of 
it can be found by solving a linear integral equation of the 
Gelfand-Levitan-Marchenko form. No proof of this conjec
ture is available yet, but in Sec. II of this paper we prove a 
more restricted result in this direction. It is known that un
der scaling transformations certain nonlinear PDE's of 1ST 
class reduce to ODE's. Moreover, the solutions of these 
ODE's may be obtained by solving linear integral equa
tions. 2 We show in Sec. II that every such family of solutions 

"'Permanent address: L.PT.H.E., Universite Paris-Sud 91405, Orsay, 
France. 

has the P-property. 
The reader should note that this conjecture relates to 

ODE's obtained from equations solved directly by 1ST. 
There are many examples of equations solved only indirectly 
by 1ST; the sine-Gordon equation is perhaps the best known 
example. An ODE obtained from an equation solved indi
rectly by 1ST need not be of P-type, but it must be related 
through a simple transformation to an ODE that is. We dis
cuss this point in more detail in our following paper. 7 

One consequence of this conjecture is an explicit test of 
whether or not a given PDE may be of 1ST class; namely, 
reduce it to an ODE, and determine whether the ODE is of 
P-type. To this end, we identify in Sec. III certain necessary 
conditions that an ODE must satisfy to be of P-type and 
describe an explicit algorithm to determine whether an ODE 
meets these necessary conditions. Examples are given to il
lustrate the main ideas. In many cases, this algorithm seems 
to be simpler than the a-method of Painleve and his co
workers, 8 which also determines whether an ODE satisfies 
necessary conditions to be ofP-type. It is similar to the meth
od of Kovalevskya,9 who made major contributions to the 
theory of the motion of a rigid body about a fixed point after 
first determining the choices of parameters for which the 
equations of motion had no movable critical points. It is 
interesting to note that she found the complete solution 
whenever the equations were ofP-type, and that no solutions 
are known to this day when they are not of P-type. 

II. LINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS AND ODE's OF p. 
TYPE 

In this section we demonstrate exact reductions of non
linear PDE's ofIST class to ODE's such that solutions of the 
ODE may be obtained via a linear integral equation with a 
nonsingular kernel. Then we prove that any family of solu
tions obtained in this way necessarily has the P-property, by 
applying Fredholm's theory of linear integral equations. 10 

Consider a nonlinear PDE of 1ST class, with two inde
pendent variables, x and t. Solutions of the PDE may be 
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obtained via a linear integral equation of the form 

JV(x,y;t) = Y(x + y;t) 

+ 1"0 .5Y(x,z;t V(X;Z,y;t) dz, (2.1) 

whereff is explicitly given in terms of Y (possibly with one 
or more integrals from x to 00). For instance, 

ff(x;z,y;t) = Y(z + y;t), (2.2a) 

ff(x;Z,y;t) = ± L"" Y(z + u;t )Y(u + y;t) du, 
x (2.2b) 

J1!(x;z,y;t) = ± Ix"" Y(z + u;t )Y(u + y;t) du, 

(2.2c) 

where Y(x;t) = [Y(x*;t *»)* and (*) means complex 
conjugate, 

etc. 

ff(x;z,y;t) = ± i L"" azY(z + u;t )Y(u + y;t) du, 

(2.2d) 

ff(x;Z,y;t) = LX> L"" Y(z + u;t)Y(u + v;t) 

xY(v + y;t) du dv, (2.2e) 

If Y satisfies a suitable linear POE and decays rapidly 
enough as x_ + 00 for the integral equation to be meaning
ful and have a unique solution .5Y, then 

It(x;t) = JV(x,x;t) or It = ~ .5Y(x,x;t) 
dx 

satisfies the original nonlinear POE. This is the "direct" 
method, 11.12.7 first introduced by Zakharov and Shabat; it 
involves no reference to a scattering problem. 

Among the POE's ofIST class, we restrict our attention 
to those that admit self-similar solutions ofthe scaling type. 
Thus, we assume that the integral equation is compatible 
with the ansatz 

Y(x + y;t) = rP (x + y;t )F[tP(x,t) + tP(y,t »), 

.5Y(x,y;t) = rP (x + y;t)K [tP(x,t ),tP(y,t )], 

(2.3a) 

(2.3b) 

where rP and tP are known functions, and that this ansatz 
reduces the linear POE for Y to a linear ODE for F. If the 
integral equation in this form can be solved, its solution is the 
self-similar solution of the nonlinear POE; i.e., 

u(S)=K(s,S) [or :S K(s,S)] 

satisfies a nonlinear ODE that is an exact reduction of the 
POE. As an example, we note that a one-parameter family of 
solutions of Painleve's second equation, 

w" = 2w 3 +zw, (2.4) 

was constructed in this way.2 More examples will be given 
in.7 If it could be proved, the conjecture stated above would 
assert that any ODE obtained in this way must be ofP-type, 
i.e., its general solution has no movable singularities other 
than poles. 

Next, we prove that there is a family of solutions of the 
nonlinear ODE which have no movable singularities other 
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than poles, provided that there are solutions of the corre
sponding linear ODE that decay rapidly enough. 

First we rewrite the integral Eq. (2.1) as 

K (s;TJ) = F( s + "I) + L"" K (s,t)N (s;;,TJ) d;, 

(2.5) 

where N is given in terms ofF. Here F satisfies a linear homo
geneous ODE, and its general solution has no movable sin
gularities whatsoever; its only singularities are fixed and 
their positions can be determined by direct examination of 
the equation. 

Among those solutions F, some may decay at + 00 fast 
enough for the integral equation to make sense and be solv
able. Since its ODE is linear and homogeneous, the set of 
such solutions is a vector subspace. From these solutions, a 
family of solutions of the nonlinear ODE can be obtained by 
solving the integral equation. 

So far, the variable x has been considered to be real. 
Now, we allow x to be complex valued. To do this we must 
define the integral more carefully. The same applies to the 
integral(s) that define N in terms of F. 

For each S, choose a contour YJ (5) with 5 as one end
point, and going to + 00 while staying in a strip of finite 
width along the positive real axis. If F and N have (fixed) 
singularities, it may be necessary to make cuts in the com
plex plane, starting at the singular points of F, and to de
mand that for any S the contour YJ (5) crosses no cuts. But 
these cuts are fixed and delimit a fixed domain .9L' in which N 
depends on 5 only and is analytic. 

Now fix S and a contour YJ (5). Consider the following 
Fredholm integral equation: 

K (A.;TJ) = F( 5 + "I) + A. f K (A.;t)N (s;;,TJ) d;. (2.6) 

Assume that the decay of F when its argument goes to 
infinity in the strip defined previously is fast enough for the 
following conditions to be satisfied. 

IN ( s;;, "I) I < M ( S;TJ) for all ;, such that 

I fM(s;TJ)dTJI =JI(F)<oo, 

I fF(S+TJ)M(S;TJ)dTJI < + 00. 

(2.7a) 

(2.7b) 

(2.7c) 

Then the powerful results of Fredholm theory apply (cf. 
Appendix). Namely, the integral equation has a unique 
solution 

K(A.;TJ) = F(5 + "I) +A. f F(5 + "I) 

XA''"(YJ(S);A.;;,TJ) d;, (2.8a) 

with 

A'(YJ (S);A.;;,TJ) = gl2 ('6' (S);).;;,TJ)I gll ('6' (S);A. ). 
(2.8b) 

gll and g; 2 are given as series in powers of A. 

gli = ! A. "gl/nl, i = 1,2, 
11=0 
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where the g?~n) are multiple integrals over '?J of polynomials 
in N. Fredholm theory states that the radius of convergence 
of these series in A is infinite. Since N is analytic in the fixed 
domain.xl, the g?~n) ('?J( s);A;;,1]) are analytic in; and 1] in 
the domain .xl. Moreover, as long as ('?J) does not cross a 
cut, the g?~n) do not depend on '?J but only on its endpoint S 
and this dependence is analytic for S in .xl. 

Hence g? I (s;A) and g? 2 (s;A;;,1]) are analytic in all 
their arguments, in A in the entire complex plane, and in 
s,;,1] in a fixed domain.xl. Since 

lim g? I ( s.A ) = 1 
/;-00 

in the strip for any A, g? I (s.A )isnot identically Oinsand its 
zeros in .xl are isolated. 

There is therefore a family of solutions u(O of the non
linear ODE given by 

1 
u( s) = K ( s,s) = F (2s) + ---

9' I (s;l) 

X f F ( s + 09' 2 ( t; 1 ;;,0 ds, (2.9) 

where Fbelongs to some vector subspace. The only singular
ities of the solution u, apart from the fixed singularities of F, 
come from the zeros of g? 1 ( S, 1). Since 9' I is analytic in .#, 
these movable singUlarities are indeed poles. 

III. SINGULAR POINT ANALYSIS 

For an ODE to be ofP-type, it is necessary that it have 
no movable branch points, either algebraic or logarithmic. 
We now describe an algorithm to determine whether a non
linear ODE (or system of ODE's) admits movable branch 
points. The presentation is simplified considerably if we 
make two assumptions. 

(i) The nth order system of ODE's has the form 

(3.1) 

where each Fj is analytic in z and rational in its other argu
ments. An important special case is a nth order ODE 

dnw ( dn-1w) 
--=F z;w,w', ... , I' 
dzn dzn -

(3.2) 

where F is analytic in z and rational in its other arguments. 
(ii) The dominant behavior of the function in a suffi

ciently small neighborhood of the (movable) singularity is 
algebraic, i.e., 

(3.3) 

This does not exclude logarithmic branch points; it does ex
clude branch points in which the dominant behavior is loga
rithmic (but see Example 6). Neither of these restrictions is 
essential to the method, but we make no attempt to remove 
them in this paper. 

An ODE without movable branch points might still ad
mit movable essential singularities. This method does not 
identify essential singularities, and therefore it provides only 
necessary conditions for an ODE to be ofP-type. That these 
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conditions are not also sufficient may be seen from the 
ODE,R 

wI' = (w'/[(2w _1)/(w2 + 1)]. 

Its general solution is 

w = tan In(Az + B), 

where A and B arbitrary. The solution has a movable essen
tial singularity at z = - B / A, but the equation nevertheless 
satisfies the necessary conditions we will describe. 

Let us consider first the case of a single ODE, (3.2) and 
assume that the function becomes infinite at the singularity. 
There are basically three steps to the algorithm. 

A. Find the Dominant Behavior 

Look for a solution of (3.2) in the form 

w~a(z - z"Y', (3.4) 

where Re(p) < 0 and Zo is arbitrary. Substituting (3.4) into 
(3.2) shows that for certain values of p, two or more terms in 
the equation may balance (depending on a), and the rest can 
be ignored as Z~ZO' For each such choice of p, the terms 
which can balance are called the leading terms. Requiring 
that the leading terms do balance (usually) determines a. 

Example I: 

w'" + WW" - 2w3 + Aw2 + f.lW = O. (3.5) 
There are two possible choices: 
(i) p = -1, a = 3, the leading terms are w'" and ww". 
(ii) p = -2, a = 3, the leading terms are ww" and 

-2w' .• 
Example 2: 

wI" + aww" + b (W')2 + cw4 + dww' + ewJ + fw2 + gw 
=Q (3.6) 

The only possible choice isp = -1, and a may be any 
of the three roots of 

- 6 + (2a + b )a + ca3 = o. 
The first four terms in (3.6) are all leading terms. • 
Example 3: 

wI' = 2W(W')2/(W2 -1). (3.7) 

The only possible choice is p = -1, but a is entirely 
unrestricted. [This particular equation is ofP-type; its gener
al solution is 

w = tanh(Az + B ), 

for arbitrary A and B. It has no movable critical 
points.] • 

A given equation may have several choices of p. If any of 
the possible p's is not an integer, and if (3.4) actually is as
ymptotic near Zo' then it represents the dominant behavior in 
the neighborhood of a movable algebraic branch point of 
order p. The existence of such a branch point means that the 
equation is not of P-type. 

To prove that (3.4) is asymptotic, define a new variable 

(3.8) 

and rewrite (3.2) in terms of v. By construction, v vanishes at 
zoo and v' is finite. We must show from its ODE that v(z) is 
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analytic at Zo' Then it follows from (3.8) that w has a branch 
point of order p at Zo' 

Expample 4: 

w"+lOw 4 =0. (3.9) 

The only possible choice is p = -2/3, so we define 

w = v - 2/3. 

The equation for v is 

~vv" = (V/)2 - G)2. (3.10) 

There is a solution of (3.10) that is regular at Zo if 

v(z,,) = 0, v/(zo) = ± 3/2, and v"(zo) is finite. 

Then v(z) is analytic at zo' and (3.9) has a movable branch 
point of order -2/3. It is not of P-type. • 

Even if a given equation has a movable algebraic branch 
point, a simple transformation may turn it into one of P
type. 

Example 5: 

ww" = ~(W/)2. 

The only possible choice is p = -2/3, so we define 

w = v -~ 2/3. 

The equation for v is 

v" = O. 

(3.11 ) 

This equation is linear and therefore of P-type .• 
If all possiblep's are integers, then for eachp, (3.4) may 

represent the first term in the Laurent series, valid in a de
leted neighborhood of a movable pole. In this case, a solution 
of (3.2) is 

w(z)=(z-zo)p f aj(z-zo)j, O<lz-zol<R. 
j=O 

(3.12) 

Here Zo is an arbitrary constant. If (n -1) of the coefficients 
I aj I are also arbitrary, these are the n constants of integra
tion of the ODE, and (3.12) is the general solution in the 
deleted neighborhood. The powers at which these arbitrary 
constants enter are called resonances. 

B. Find the Resonances 

For each (p,a) from step A, construct a simplified 
equation that retains only the leading terms of the original 
equation. Substitute 

w = a(z - z,JP + /3 (z - zJ P + r (3.13) 

into the simplified equation. To leading order in/3, this equa
tion reduces to 

(3.14) 

If the highest derivative of the original equation is a leading 
term, q = p + r - n, and Q (r) is a polynomial of order n. If 
not, q > p + r - n, and the order of the polynomial Q (r) 
equals the order of highest derivative among the leading 
terms ( < n). 

The roots of Q (r) determine the resonances. [Q (r) = 0 
corresponds to the "indicial equation" in the method of Fro
benius for finding solutions of a linear ODE near a regular 
singular point.] 
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(i) One root is always ( -1). It represents the arbitrari
ness of Xo' 

(ii) If a is arbitrary in step 1, another root is (0). 
(iii) Ignore any roots with Re(r) < 0, because they vio

late the hypothesis that (z - zo) P is the dominant term in the 
expansion near z". 

(iv) Any root with Re(r) > 0, but r not a real integer, 
indicates a (movable) branch point at z = Zo' There is no 
need to continue the algorithm, but it remains to prove that 
the equation actually has such a branch point (cf. Example 
4). 

(v) If for every possible (p,a) from step A, all of the 
roots ofQ(r) (except -1 and possibly 0) are positive real 
integers, then there are no algebraic branch points. Proceed 
to step C to check for logarithmic branch points. 

(vi) To represent the general solution of the nth order 
ODE in the neighborhood of a movable pole, Q (r) must have 
(n -1) nonnegative distinct roots, all real integers. If for 
every (p,a) from step A, Q(r) has fewer than (n -1) such 
roots, then none of the local solutions is general. This sug
gests that (3.4) misses an essential part of the solution. 

Example 6: 

w" + 4ww' + 2 w.1 = O. 

The only dominant algebraic behavior is 

w~a(z - zJ -I, 
where a satisfies 

2 -4a +2a 2 = O. 

Substituting (3.13) into (3.15) leads to 

r2 + r = O. 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

The root ( -1) corresponds to the arbitrariness of Xo' 

The root (0) corresponds not to the arbitrariness of a but to 
the fact that a = 1 is a double root of (3.17). Thus, (3.16) 
cannot be the first term in a Laurent series of a general solu
tion of (3.15). In fact, under the transformation 

w = 1 (In(z - zo»/(z - zo)' 

(3.15) becomes 

r + (41- 3)1' + 21 (f - 1)2 = o. (3.18) 

Clearly, (3.18) has a variety of regular solutions, including 
those for which/CO) = 1. Every nonexponential solution of 
(3.18) corresponds to a movable logarithmic branch point of 
(3.15). • 

C. Find the Constants of Integration 

For a given (p,a) from step A, let r, ";'r2 ";'''''';'', denote 
the positive integer roots of Q (r); (s,,;.n - 1). Substitute 

w=a(z-zo)P+ i a/z-z,,)p+j (3.19) 
j=1 

into the full equation, (3.2). [This portion of the analysis is 
similar to a certain portion of the method of Frobenius for 
linear problems. One might think of substituting (3.12), but 
little is gained in most nonlinear ODE's by continuing be
yond the largest root of Q (r).] The coefficient of 
(z - zo)P + j - n, which must vanish identically, is 

Q(j)aj - R j (z,,,a,a 1 , ••• ,aj _ l ) = O. (3.20) 
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If 

(i) Fori <'I , (3.20) determines a . 
(ii) Fori = r l , (3.20) becomes I 

(3.21) 

then (3.20) cannot be satisfied. There is no solution of the 
form (3.19), and we must introduce logarithmic terms into 
the expansion. Replace (3.19) with 

r-I 

W = a(z - zo)P + I o/z - zo)p+j 
j=1 

Now the coefficient of I (z - Zo)P + r, - II In(z - zJ l is 

Q (rl )br , = 0, 

but br , is determined by demanding that the coefficient of 

(z - zof + r, -" vanish; or, is arbitrary. Continuing the ex
pansion (3.22) to higher orders introduces more and more 
logarithmic terms. Thus, (3.21) signals a (movable) logarith
mic branch point. Using methods similar to those in Exam
ple 4, one may prove that this series is asymptotic. Then it 
follows that the equation is not of P-type. 

(iii) If it happens that (3.21) is false (i.e., Rr = 0), then 
a r , is an arbitrary constant of integration. Proce~d to the 

next coefficient. 
(iv) Any resonance that is a multiple root of Q (r) repre

sents a (movable) logarithmic branch point with an arbitrary 
coefficient. If the assumed representation is asymptotic, the 
equation is not of P-type. 

Example 7: 

W"" = 27w"w2 +21w'w3 -9w5
• 

One approximate solution is 

w~a(z - zJ -~ I, 

(3.23) 

with a = 1. There are three other choices of a possible. 
Substituting 

W~(Z-zo)-I +{3(Z-zoy-l, 

yields 

Q(r) = (r + l)(r -If{r -9) = O. (3.24) 

At the first resonance, r = 1, the approximate solution is 

w-(Z-zo)-I +c 1 +c2 122In(z-zo) 

+27[ln(z-zo)]2j + "', (3.25) 

where (z(»c 1 ,c2 ) are all arbitrary constants. If (3.25) is as-
ymptotic as z-zo' then (3.23) is not of P-type. • 

(v) At each nonresonant power, (3.20) determines OJ' 

At each resonance, either 

R r , :fO, 

logarithmic terms must be introduced into (3.19), and the 
equation is not of P type, or 

R r, =0, 

and a r, is a arbitrary constant of integration. 

(vi) If no logarithms are introduced at any of the reson-
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ances, one could in principle compute all of the terms in the 
series. However, because the recursion relations are nonlin
ear, it is usually not feasible to determine the region of con
vergence of the series, as one does in a linear problem. An 
alternative is to prove directly from the ODE that each arbi
trary constant, (aj ), is the coefficient of an analytic function 
(cf. Ref. 8, §I4.41). 

(vii) If no logarithms are introduced at any of the reson
ances for all possible (p,a) from step A, then the equation 
has met the necessary conditions, under the assumption that 
p < 0 in (3.4). Cases for which p > ° are treated below. This 
completes the algorithm. 

To this point, we have assumed that the function be
comes infinite at the singularity. Other possibilities, where 
the function remains finite while some derivative becomes 
singular, may be treated either directly (with p > 0) or by 
considering the ODE to be a system of first-order ODE's 
which we consider next. 

The basic steps of the algorithm for a system of first
order ODE's, (3.1), are not essentially different from what 
we have already discussed. 

1. Dominant behavior of the system 

Substitute 

~-a/z-zof', j= 1, ... ,n, (3.26) 

into (3.1) and determine both the p( = Ipj ji = I) for which 
there is a balance of leading terms, and what the leading 
terms are. Ordinarily, the I a j l are not entirely determined, 
but must satisfy k relations, with k<,n. The algorithm stops 
unless the only possible Pj 's are integers. 

2. Resonances of the system 

For each p, construct a simplified equation from (3.1) 
that retains only the leading terms. Substitute into this sim
plified equation 

Wj = aj(z - zoyi + {3j(z - zofi+ r, j = 1, ... ,n, (3.27) 

with the same r for every wj • To leading order in p, this 
becomes 

[Q(r)]p = 0, 

where [Q] is an n X n matrix, whose elements depend on r. 
The resonances are the nonnegative roots of 

det[Q (r)] = 0, (3.28) 

a polynomial of order <,n. One root is always ( - I); zero 
may also be a root, with multiplicity depending on how 
many aj's were determined in step I. The algorithm stops 
unless all of the resonances are integers. 

3. The constants of integration 

Substitute into (3.1) 

Wj -a/z - zoyJ + ± aj.(z - zofi+ k, 

k=1 

(3.29) 

where rs is the largest resonance. The coefficient of each 
power of(z - zo)' which must vanish, has the form ofa ma
trix generalization of(3.20). Its treatment is identical to the 
previous case, and we omit the details. 
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Because we are interested in the analytic properties of 
functions, special attention must be given to equations (or 
systems) where the complex conjugate of an unknown func
tion appears explicitly. The algorithm still can be applied, 
with these changes. 

(i) Write the ODE for w, and the ODE for w*. 
(ii) Treat v = w* as a new variable. Then apply the algo

rithm to this system of two ODE's, without assuming any 
relation between v and w. Because the equation for v is the 
formal complex conjugate of that for w, if the initial condi
tions at a point of the real axis are formally complex conju
gate, then the solutions will satisfy 

v(z) = [w(z*)] * . (3.30) 

The behavior of v at a singular point Zo is related to the 
behaviorofwatz:, butnotatzo unlesszo isreal. If among the 
possible leading behaviors, there are some where v and w 
differ, it only means that if complex conjugate initial data is 
given, there can be no such singularities on the real axis. 

Example 8. For real x,d, 

wI' = xw +2\W\2W + d. 

For real z, this implies 

wI' =zw +2 w2w* + d, 

(w*)" = zw* +2 (W*)2W + d. 

Therefore, consider 

wI' = zw +2 w2v + d, 

v" = zv +2 v2w + d. 
1. Substitute 

w-a l (z - zJP, 

The only possibility is 

p=q=-l, a l a 2 =1. 

2. The simplified equations are 

Substitute 

w-a(z - zo) I + (31 (z - zJr -I, 

v-(1/a)(z - z,J I + (32 (z - zoY -I , 

and find 

Q(r) = [(r -l)(r -2) -4 ]2 -4 = 0, 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

with roots r = -1,0,3,4. The first two roots correspond to 
the arbitrary constants Xo and a. 

3. Set S = z - ZO' and substitute into (3.32) 

.' w-as -I + Iansn, 
[) (3.35) 

v- ~s -I + ± b"s". 
a [) 

Then find that 

a l = - aZo /6, b l = - z,,/6a. 

The first resonance occurs at the next order, where logarith
mic terms arise unless 
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(3.36) 

But a is arbitrary, so it follows from (3.36) that (3.32) is not 
of P-type unless 

d=O. 

With (3.37), we find that b2 is arbitrary, and 

a2 = a/2 - a 2b2 • 

(3.37) 

The last resonance arises at the next order, where b3 is arbi
traryand 

a3 =a2b , . 

It follows that (3.32) satisfies the necessary conditions to be 
of P-type if and only if d vanishes. With (3.37), we have four 
free constants, and (3.35) apparently represents the general 
solution of (3.32) in a deleted neighborhood of the movable 
pole at ZOo • 
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APPENDIX 

Here we show that the conditions in (2.7) are sufficient 
to apply the results of Fredholm theory to the linear integral 
equation in (2.6). For fixed S and contour '6 (5), let (Sl ,S2' 
... ,s,,) denote a finite ordered sequence of points on yg. We 
need suitable bounds on Fredholm determinants of the form: 

.::1,,= 

N(Sl ,SI )N(Sl ,S2) 

N(S2,SI)N(S2,S2) 

N(Sl'So) 

N(S2,Sn) 

N (s" ,sn) 

(AI) 

where the S dependence of N was suppressed. The bound 
comes from a complex generalization of Hadamard's 
Lemma 10 

1.::1" 12< IT i IN(s",sJI
2 

\' I,l = I 

< IT nsup W(s,s,W 
\' __ 1 ~on t' 

< n" IT M 2(SJ, 
\'= I 

using (2.7a). Therefore, 

1.::1" 1 <n"/2 IT M(s,). (A2) 
\'--;-1 

Fredholm's first series has the form 

(-A)" f f = I + {- ... .:l ds I .. ·ds 
~, 11 II' 

n -= I n. 
(A3) 

The magnitude of the nth term in this series does not exceed 

(-n~L.(n"/2.:tll§M(s,)ds,)<n 1I!2(C IA)"C2, (A4) 

where C I 'C 2 are constants. It follows that the series converges 
for all values of A and for all (5). Proof of the convergence of 
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Fredholm's second series follows similar lines, and these two 
series define the resolvent kernel. Then (2.7c) is needed to 
solve (2.6). 
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On Mathieu equation with damping 
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A direct variational method is applied to the linear and nonlinear Mathieu equation with damping. 
It is found that the nature of the periodic solutions and the characteristic curves are modified due 
to the presence of the damping. A threshold value of {3 is required to overcome the damping for the 
existence of the periodic solutions. Stability analyses for the periodic solutions are also carried 
out. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper, I hereafter referred as Ml, a vari
ational method was applied to study the linear and nonlinear 
Mathieu equation. We shall now extend this method to the 
study of the Mathieu equations with damping. Since in most 
physical problems some form of dissipation is always pre
sent, it is of realistic significance to include damping in the 
study of the Mathieu equations. The equation we shall study 
is to be taken as 

d~ ~ 1 -- + v - + (a + f3 cos2t)x + rx- = 0, v> 0. 
dt 2 dt 

(1) 

Following a previous study,' the last equation is equiv
alent to the variational formulation 

(2) 

(3) 

and 

(4) 

We shall first study the linear equation, i.e., when r = 0, 
and then the nonlinear equation. The periodic solutions cor
responding to the mode m = I and their stability are investi
gated in detail as in previous studies by the direct variational 
method. 

II. LINEAR MATHIEU EQUATION 

Let us take the asymptotic trial solution as in MI 

An 
X = 2 + "~l Ak coskt + k~l Bk sinkt, (5) 

and substitute in (3) and (4). For this linear case, we have 
r = 0. The approximate expression of the functional J for 
large t is again the same as given in MI, while 

I' {I dAo 1 [( dAm ) tl/= - v dt ---tlAn + - L ._- + mB", 
() 4 dt 2 m -- 1 dt 

XtlAm + ( d:?- _ rnAm )tlBm ]). (6) 

The variation with respect toA m and Bm by Eq. (2) then leads 

to 

d2An dAo 
+ aAo+f3A2 + v-- =0, (7) 

dt 2 dt 

d ( dA 1 ) ( dB 1) [ - -- +B\ + A 1 - -- + -aA l 
dt dt dt 

- ~ (A 1 + A 3)] - v ( d:
t 
\ + B 1) = 0, (8) 

d ( dAm ) ( dB", ) [ - -- + mB + m mA - -- + 
dt dt In m dt 

-aA", 

f3 ] ( dAm ) - 2' (Am - 2 + Am + 2) - V dt + mB", = 0, 

m):2, (9) 

(10) 

and 

d ( dB", ) ( dAm) [ - -- -rnA +m mBn+ -- + -aB", 
dt dt In 'dt 

f3 ] ( dB", ) - (B In- 2 + Bin.· 2) - V -- -- mA", = 0, 
2 r dt 

m):2. (11) 

The equilibrium solutions of this system of equations 
represent the periodic solutions of the original differential 
equation. When V = 0, they are the usual Mathieu functions. 
With nonvanishing v, the equations for the characteristic 
curves for various modes will be modified. Let us now con
sider in particular the modes identified with the Mathieu 
functions \ cepse\ I, i.e., with m = 1. We shall study the case 
where bothf3and v are small in the same order, i.e.,f3 = D(E), 
v = O(E), and E~ 1. 

To the order OfO(E), we can simply take x = A 1 cost 
+ Bl sint in (5), and obtain only Eqs. (8) and (10) with A, 

and B J missing. As in MI, the terms with second derivatives 
with respect to time are neglected, since A 1 and Blare as
sumed to be slowly varying functions of time. Thus we 
obtain 
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FIG. I. Characteristic curves for the mode m = I. 

and 

(13) 

The above system has equilibrium solutions if the fol
lowing condition is satisfied: 

( ~ Y - (a - If = V. (14) 

For these equilibrium solutions, we have 

AI(O) = : [(a - 1) - ~ ]BI(O). 

Thus the null solution A 1(0) = B 1(0) = 0 is a particular case, 
and otherwise A I (0) and B I (0) are both nonzero except when 
v = O. This situation is quite different from the case of Math
ieu equation without damping. For that case, as given in Ml, 
three branches of equilibrium solutions are permissible, i.e., 
the null solution, the modes sel and eel' The characteristic 
curves for the modes se I and ee I are shown in dotted lines in 
Fig. 1. Now, due to the presence of damping, we have two 
branches of the equilibrium solutions; each is a mixture of 
modes corresponding to sel and eel' The characteristic 
curves as given by Eq. (14) are shown in solid lines in Fig. 1. 
It is worth noting that the minimum value of /3 necessary to 
overcome the damping for periodic solution to be possible is 
2v. 

To study the stability of the equilibrium solutions, let us 
take 

A I = A 1(0) + a(t ) and B I = B I (0) + b (t ). 

Then the equations governing a(t ) and b (t ) are the same as 
Eqs. (12) and (13) with a and b replacing A I and BI respec
tively. Thus, after eliminating b, we obtain 

d 2a da 
(4 + v 2

) -- +2v(1 + a) -
dt 2 dt 

(15) 

Using the equilibrium condition (14), we thus have 

.2 d 2a da 
(4+v-)- +2v(1 +a)- =0. 

dt dt 
(16) 
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Therefore, the system is always stable if and only if v is 
positive. We may recall that when the damping is absent the 
modes Isel'eell are not stable as shown in Ml. 

It is significant that the introduction of a slight damp
ing, which is invariably present in any real physical system, 
will stabilize the periodic solutions. When v is small, then 
periodic solutions are practically the Mathieu functions sel 

and eel when (a - 1) is not small. Only when (a - 1) is 
small do they become a mixture ofse l and eel of comparable 
magnitude . 

It is of interest to note that the investigation of the sta
bility ofthe plane free surface of a liquid in vertical periodic 
motion wi111ead to the study of Mathieu equations. An ex
perimental characteristic curve has been obtained by Benja
min and U rsell.) It is significant that the curve is indeed like a 
hyperbola with a finite threshold value of /3 as shown in Fig. 
1. 

Without going into details, it may be shown that a simi
lar modification occurs for the mode m = 2. To the order of 
O(E), the characteristic curves are given by the equation 

iP,/3 2= -2(a-4)+ [9(a-4)2+20V]I!2. (17) 

In Fig. 2, the characteristic curves for the mode m = 2 are 
shown schematically in solid lines. The dotted lines are the 
characteristic curves when v = O. The characteristic curves 
are again symmetric in /3. 

III. NONLINEAR MATHIEU EQUATIONS. 

We shall concentrate on the mode m = 1 for the study 
of the nonlinear Mathieu equation (1). Take again the as
ymptotic trial solution x = A I cost + B I sint and neglect 
the second derivative terms; we obtain the following equa
tions corresponding to (12) and (13): 

dB I dAI [ /3 -2-- -v- + (1-a)--
dt dt 2 ! r(Ai+BD] 

(18) 

-----------+-------------- a-4 

\ 
\ Ce 

" 2 
"- "'-

" 

FIG. 2. Characteristic curves fort he mode m = 2. The coordinates of Mare 
a - 4 = (4/3)v and !-1= 4(2v)'I2. 
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--------+--------~O'-I 

(a) r,.. 0 

{3 

~------~------------a-I 

(b) rcO 

FIG. 3. Permissible region of the branch S. Solid curves are given by 
(a - 1)' = (8/2)'. 

and 

dA I dB I [ /3 3 2 2 ] 
2--;;( -v--;;( + (1-a)+ 2 - 4r(A I +B I) BI 

+ vAl = 0. (19) 

Besides the null solution, the equilibrium solutions of 
the above system satisfy the following condition: 

[(1 - a) - ! r(A i + B Dr -( ~ y + v = 0. (20) 

It is clear that the real solutions are permissible only if 

(21) 

Thus, a threshold value of /3 when damping is present is 
again required for the nonlinear case. Equation (20) leads to 

2 2 4 ( (/3 2 )112] A I + B 1 = 3r (1 - a) ± 4 - v . (22) 

Let us denote the branch with ( + ) sign in front of the square 
root by S, and the other branch with ( - ) sign by U. The 
permissible region in the (a,/3) plane for branches Sand U 
are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. 

Let us consider first the case r> 0, and denote 

(23) 
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We shall consider the branches Sand U separately. 
(i) Branch S. The branch S of the equilibrium solutions 

as found from (18) and (19) is given by 

Ais= 3r/3;;:+8) (l-a+ ~). (24) 

B is = 2~; 8) (1 - a + ~ ), (25) 

and 

1 
B IS = - - (/3 + 8)Als' 

2v 
(26) 

The stability of the branch S can be investigated by taking 

Al =Als+ a(t), BI = B IS + b(t), 

and substituting into Eqs. (18) and (19). Thus, we obtain 

db da 
-2- -v-

dt dt 

+ [(1 - a) - ~ - ! r(3A is + B is») 

xa-( ~ rA1sB1s+v)b=0, (27) 

2 da db [( ) /3 3 r( 2 3 2 ] - - v - + I - a + - - - A IS + B IS) b 
dt dt 2 4 

- - - - -"-"'~, ~~ 

~---------+--------- 0'-1 

(a) 

-------~~-------~O'-) 

r-r .... -r-= - - - -

(b) r ... O 

FIG. 4. Permissible region of the branch U. Solid curves are given by 
(a - 1)' = (8/2)'. 
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(28) 

Using relations (22)-(26) and after eliminating h, we can 
obtain from (27) and (28) the following equation: 

2 d 2a da (4+v)- +2v(3-a+8)- +8[2(I-a)+8]a 
dt 2 dt 

=Q ~~ 

Let us denote L = 4 + V, M = v(3 - a + 8), 
and N = 8[2(1 - a) + 8]. Then 

a(t) = c]e!,,1 + c2e!"t, 

where 

/-lu = ~ [ - M ± (M2 - LN)1I2]. 

Now L > 0, and for (a - 1) = O(E), and 8 = O(E) we have 
M> O. Therefore, both /-ll and /-l2 have negative real parts if 
N> 0, while /-l] will have positive real parts if N < O. Since 8 is 
positive, the equilibrium branch S is stable if and only if 

(l - a) + 8/2> O. (30) 

The condition (30) is exactly the same as the permissibility 
conditions for the branch S. Therefore, the branch S is stable 
whenever it is permissible, i.e., the branch S is a stable 
branch. 

(ii) Branch U. The corresponding relations for the 
branch U can be obtained from the branch Sby changing 8 to 
( - 8). Thus, corresponding to (29), the stability equation 
now becomes 

.2 da da (4 + v) - +2v(3 - a - 8) - - 8 [2(1 - a) - 8]a 
dt dt 

= O. (31) 

The equilibrium branch U is thus stable if and only if 

(l-a)-8/2<0. (32) 
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The condition (32) is exactly opposite to the permissibility 
condition for the branch U. ~hus, the branch U is an unsta
ble branch. 

For the case r < 0, similar analyses can be carried out. 
Let us denote the equilibrium branch S by 

- 2. rCA f + B D = (a - 1) + i., 
4 2 

(33) 

and the equilibrium branch Uby 

3 r( 2 B2 ( 8 - - A I + ]) = a-I) - -. 
4 2 

(34) 

Then it can be shown in a corresponding manner that the 
branch S is stable, while the branch U is unstable. The per
missible regions in the (a,/J) plane for these branches are 
again shown in Figs. 3 and 4. 

To sum up, the detailed study on the periodic solutions 
of the mode m = 1 has shown that a threshold value of {3 is 
required to overcome the damping, that the periodic solu
tions are stable and are in general a mixture of the modes 
corresponding to se] and cel . For the nonlinear case, it is 
found that only one equilibrium branch of the two permissi
ble solutions is stable. Numerical computations have been 
carried out for some initial value problems. They tend to 
support at least qualitatively the main results from the 
analyses. 
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In an earlier paper, we investigated the separability of the sine-Gordon equation (SGE), and of 
similar quasilinear partial differential equations, under transformations of the dependent variable 
(i.e, of the codomain). We found, in particular, that there is a general class of dependent-variable 
transformations which leads to separable forms ofthe SGE. In this paper, we extend our previous 
analysis to include independent- as well as dependent-variable transformations (i.e., 
transformations of both the domain and codomain) and treat, in detail, constant coefficient 
equations of the first and second orders. We illustrate our method by applying it to the SGE and 
find combinations of domain and codomain transformations which reduce the equation to 
separable forms. Some of these transformations lead to known solutions of the SGE, but others 
give new solutions expressible in terms of a fifth Painleve transcendent. Our method can, in 
principle, be used to map out the space of separable solutions of the SGE and other similar second
order equations, but it does have limitations. A discussion of these limitations and suggestions for 
possible improvements are also given. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the theory oflinear partial differential equations one 
ofthe more important ways of obtaining families of solutions 
depending on arbitrary parameters is by the "separation of 
variables". The application of this technique reduces the 
task of solving a separable linear partial differential equation 
to that of solving an uncoupled system of linear ordinary 
differential equations which, of course, is much easier. Fur
thermore, the existence of a superposition principle enables 
us to use Fourier series expansions to fit a great variety of 
initial and boundary conditions either exactly or 
approximately. 

The success of this method in the class of linear partial 
differential equations of mathematical physics leads us, 
quite naturally, to ask whether the technique can be ex
tended to the classes of those quasilinear and nonlinear par
tial differential equations which are currently being used as 
mathematical models in various fields of science. However, 
in asking this question we should keep in mind that the prob
lems of nonlinear theory are much more difficult and varied 
than those of linear theory and that, as a consequence, any 
nonlinear extension of the separability technique is bound to 
be less versatile and less general than its linear counterpart. 
There are several reasons for this. First, the absence of a 
superposition principle means that we do not have the possi
bility of constructing general solutions out of the special sep
arable ones. In effect, this implies that unless some other way 
is found of systematically generating general solutions from 
special solutions, then the separable solutions will only form 
an isolated subset of the set of all solutions. Second, the re
duction of a nonlinear partial differential equation to a non
linear ordinary differential equation does not necessarily 
mean that the problem becomes any easier. If the resulting 
ordinary differential equation is one we know little or noth
ing about, then the advantage gained may be minimal. 

Third, information obtained from other methods developed 
for solving nonlinear equations, such as inverse scattering, 
Backlund transformations, etc., suggest that, in general, the 
set of separable solutions may be small or even trivial. Never
theless, there is enough evidence to indicate that there are 
many interesting equations with nontrivial sets of separable 
solutions and, in these favorable cases, the development of 
systematic methods for separating the equations should 
prove useful. Furthermore, a detailed study ofthese methods 
and solutions may give us some insight into the structure of 
the equations and into the structure and formation of soliton 
solutions when they exist. 

Now one of the more important equations which does 
have a variety of separable solutions is the sine-Gordon 
equation (SGE) and early indications of this fact were given 
in papers by Lamb I and Zagrodzinski. 2 We followed up their 
leads and, in a previous paper,3 showed how one can system
atically derive separable forms for the SGE, and similar qua
silinear equations, through the use of dependent-variable 
(i.e., codomain) transformations. However, in linear theory 
it is well-known that the separability or otherwise of an equa
tion depends very often on the coordinate system in which it 
is expressed. Thus, the results presented in Ref. 3 are some
what incomplete, since we did not make use of all the degrees 
of freedom available to us. In this paper, we attempt to rem
edy this deficiency by extending our analysis to include 
transformations of the domain as well as the codomain. We 
also consider a wider class of equations, although our explic
it demonstrations are restricted to the SGE and a hyperbolic 
variant of Liouville's equation. 

The plan of the rest of the paper and a summary of our 
main findings are as follows. In Sec. 2, we discuss the separa
bility of first-order quasilinear equations with constant coef
ficients and specify the transformations which lead to sep
arable forms. We find that the only separable form of a 
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quasi linear equation is linear and show how an infinite num
ber of solutions of the equation can be obtained by using a 
combination of both dependent- and independent-variable 
transformations. Second-order quasilinear equations with 
constant coefficients are considered in Sec. 3, where we show 
how to find the dependent-variable transformations which 
lead to separable forms; the coefficients of the derivatives in 
the equation being critical. Independent-variable transfor
mations leading to constant-coefficient equations and their 
"interactions" with the dependent-variable transformations 
are then discussed. Section 2 ends with an application of this 
analysis to a hyperbolic variant of Liouville's equation. In 
Sec. 4, we tum our attention to the SGE and its elliptic vari
ant. Using the theorems developed in Sec. 3, we find combi
nations of domain and codomain transformations which re
duce the equations to separable forms. Some of these forms 
lead to known solutions of the SGE, but others give new 
solutions some of which are expressible in terms of a fifth 
Painleve transcendent. 

The appearance of Painleve transcendents in connec
tion with the SGE is not surprising. Recent work by 
Ablowitz and Segur4 and by Ablowitz, Ramani, and Segur,S 
has shown that there is a close connection between Painleve 
equations and nonlinear evolution equations solvable by the 
inverse scattering method. For example a second Painleve 
equation was studied in connection with the modified 
Korteweg-de Vries equation,4 while a special case of the 
third Painleve transcendent was obtained from the SGE.4

.
6 

The Painleve equations themselves are now under intensive 
study and many of their basic properties and solutions are 
fairly well known. 7

,M 

Our method can, in principle, be used to map out the 
space of separable solutions of the SGE and other similar 
second-order equations, but there are limitations. A discus
sion of these limitations, together with our suggestions for 
possible improvements are presented in our concluding re
marks in Sec. 5. 

Throughout this paper we shall be working with a two
dimensional domain U C R 2 and shall, for the most part, as
sume that the dependent variable is the image of a continu
ous map from U to the real line which is at least twice differ
entiable on U 

2. FIRST-ORDER EQUATIONS WITH CONSTANT 
COEFFICIENTS 

Since the solutions of any quasilinear partial differential 
equation of the first order can be obtained from the solutions 
of a system of first order ordinary differential equations us
ing the theory of characteristics, 9 the results given in this 
section may not be of much practical use. Furthermore, they 
are somewhat limited since we only deal with constant-coef
ficient equations and restrict ourselves to the class of separa
ble solutions. However, the aim of our paper is to present 
results on the separability of quasilinear equations and, from 
this point of view, the inclusion of this section has some ad
vantages. These are: (i) it helps to make our presentation 
systematic; (ii) it shows up important differences between 
first-order and higher-order equations: (iii) in certain cases, 
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we feel that the ordinary differential equations obtained by 
our method are easier to solve than those obtained for the 
characteristics; and (iv) the results in themselves are not un
interesting. It is for these reasons and also for completeness 
that we have included the first-order case. 

Consider, therefore, a general, first-order quasilinear 
equation in two independent variables and with constant 
coefficients 

(2.1) 

where a,bER and the SUbscripts denote partial derivatives. 
Scaling the independent variables enables us to write (2.1) as 

(2.2) 

From the general test for separability, given in Ref. 3, one 
can easily deduce that (2.2) is separable if and only iff(¢ ) is 
linear. Iff(¢ )isnonlinear, then we need a codomain transfor
mation, ¢_¢ = g-t(¢ ) say, to put (2.2) in separable form. 
Assuming thatf(g) is analytic in ¢then gives us the following 
theorem about the possible forms of g. 

Theorem 2.1: The only dependent-variable transforma
tions which lead to separable versions of(2.2) are necessarily 
of the form 

In(a¢P) = f dg , 
f(g) 

(2.3) 

where ¢ is the new dependent variable and a,{JER - 101 are 
constants. Furthermore, these separable forms are always 
linear. 0 

Proof Applying the dependent-variable transformation 
¢ = g(tP) to (2.2) we obtain 

(tPx + tPy)g'(¢) =f[g(tP)]· (2.4) 

We now assume tP(x,y) = X (x)Y(y) and substitute the series 
expansions X' = 1:;anXn + A and Y' = 1:;bn yn +p into 
(2.4). This turns (2.4) into an identity and equating coeffi
cients leads to a set of recurrence relations for the an' bn,).. 
and p. A consistent solution of these recurrence relations 
then gives us A. = p = 0 and the reduced equation 

AtPg' =/(g), (2.5) 

where A = (a t + bt)ER - ! 0 j. Integration of (2.5) leads to 
(2.3) and hence gives the first result. Ifwe now substitute the 
necessary condition (2.5) back into (2.4) we obtain the sep
arable form 

(2.6) 

This is a linear partial differential equation for tP and hence 
shows us that at least some of the separable versions of (2.2) 
are linear. 

To prove the uniqueness of (2.6), we consider further 
transformations of the dependent-variable tP which maintain 
separability. According to what has been proved above [i.e., 
(2.3)], these further transformations must necessarily take 
the form tP-() /j with DER - ! 0]. However, as is easily 
checked, a transformation of this type leaves (2.6) invariant 
modulo a change in the value of the constant A. Thus, (2.6) 
gives the only separable forms of (2.2). This completes the 
proof of the theorem. • 

We now consider domain transformations of(2.2) 
which lead to separable forms with constant coefficients. 
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Thus, if we lets = S (x,y) and 1/ = 1/(x,y) be differential maps 
ofthe ini tial domain, then, in terms of these new coordinates, 
(2.2) becomes 

(S, + Sy)ifJs + (17x + 1/y)ifJ'1 =f(ifJ)· (2.7) 

For constant coefficients we must have 

Sx + Sy = constant = a, (2.8a) 

and 

17, + 1/y = constant = b, (2.8b) 

and the general solutions of these equations are given by 

F(x-y,ax-s)=O, G(x-y,bx-17) =0, (2.9) 

where F and G are arbitrary functions with JF / J(ax - S) 
and JG /J(bx - 1/)=1=0. We therefore have an infinite set of 
possible transformations which enable us to get from (2.2) 
back to an equation of the form (2.1), but with a different 
coordinate system on the domain. In particular, if we put 
a = b = I, then (2.2) remains invariant under the transfor
mations represented by (2.9). Since neither (2.1) nor (2.2) is a 
separable form, it is clear that a domain transformation on 
its own wiII not separate the equation. However, combining 
transformations of the type (2.9) with the dependent-vari
able transformation (2.3) enables us to get a separable form 
and, in this way, any number of solutions of the original 
equation may be found. The example given below will make 
this clear. 

Example: Consider the equation 

ifJ, + ifJy = ifJ 2. (2.10) 

Now let F = - sin(x - y) + ax - S = 0 and G 
= sin(x - y) - (x - y) + bx - 17 = o. Choosing a = b = 1 
then gives us the transformation 

S = x - sin(x - y), 17 = y + sin(x - y), 

and, under this transformation, (2.10) becomes 

ifJs + ifJTI = ifJ 2. (2.11) 

Using theorem 2.1 we let ifJ = -lIln¢ and obtain the linear 
equation 

(2.12) 

The separable solutions of (2.12) are given by 

¢( S,17) = exp[As + (1 - A )17 + B] (A,B constants), 

and going back to the original variables gives us one set of 
solutions of (2.10) as 

ifJ(x,y) = [(2A -1) sin(x - y) -A (x - y) - y - B]-1(2.13) 

On the other hand, if we make the obvious linear 
transformation 

F = - (x - y) + 2x - s = 0 and G = (x - y) - 17 = 0 
(i.e., S = x + y,17 = x - y), 

then (2.10) reduces to 

2ifJs = ifJ 2. (2.14) 

This can be integrated straightaway to give the solutions 

ifJ (x,y) = -2/[(x + y) + f(x - y)], (2.15) 

wherefis an arbitrary function. It is easy to check that re
ducing (2.14) to a separable form via (2.3), also leads to the 
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solution (2.15). Note, however, that (2.15) and (2.13) are, in 
general, different solutions. They only coincide for the spe
cial case when A = ~ andfis the constant function. 

From the above example, it is clear that the usefulness 
of our method depends to a great extent on the choice of a 
coordinate system. The same difficulty arises in the method 
of characteristics where one has to choose an initial curve 
through which the integral surface has to pass. This can easi
ly be seen by trying, for example, to obtain the solutions 
(2.13) of (2.10) using the method of characteristics. Howev
er, in both cases, if one has some information about the solu
tion one is trying to obtain, such as periodicity, asymptotic 
form, etc., then these choices may be made somewhat easier. 

To summarize, the main result of this section is that 
first-order, quasilinear partial differential equations of the 
type (2.1), may be solved by reducing them to a linear equa
tion of the form (2.6) using a combination of domain and 
codomain transformations. However, we can only deal with 
a restricted class of equations, whereas, as mentioned earlier, 
the method of characteristics is a general technique applica
ble to any quasilinear, first-order equation. As a result, our 
approach can only be of limited practical use. On the other 
hand, most of the quasi linear equations of mathematical 
physics are at least of second order and in these cases, unlike 
the first-order case, there is no general method of solution. A 
systematic procedure for finding the separable forms of sec
ond-order equations should therefore prove useful. The rest 
of the paper deals with such equations subject to the condi
tion that they have constant coefficients. 

3. SECOND-ORDER EQUATIONS WITH CONSTANT 
COEFFICIENTS 

A general, quasilinear partial differential equation of 
the second order, defined with constant coefficients over a 
two-dimensional domain is 

aifJxx + bifJyy + eifJXY + difJx + er/Jy = f(ifJ ), (3.1) 

where a,b,e,d,eER and ifJ = ifJ (x,y). Using the general tech
nique for separability,"' it can be shown, after some manipu
lation, that one can obtain Lemma 3.1. 

Lemma 3.1: Equation (3.1) is not separable as it stands 
unlessf(r/J) = ifJ, or a = b = d = e = 0 andf(r/J ) = ifJ 'l, AER. 

Remark: Note that this is an extension of Lemma 3.1 of 
Ref. 3 and that, in both these Lemmas, our definition of 
separability excludes direct procedures which involve fur
ther differentiations of (3.1). There are reasons for this exclu
sion and these are best seen via an example. 

Example: In (3.1), letf(r/J) = r/J 3 - r/J and assume that 
ifJ (x,y) = X (x)Y(y) not identically zero. Now carry out the 
following sequence of operations: (i) substitute for r/J and its 
partial derivatives in (3.1) and divide by XY; (ii) partially 
differentiate the resulting expression with respect to x; (iii) 
partially differentiate again, but this time with respect to y. 
Then, if e:j=O, the equation separates to give 

eX' = aX"' + /3X=;,e2X" = (3aX2 + /3)(aX 1 + /3X), 

aY' = yl + ry~2y" = (3y2 + y)(yl + rY), 

where a is the separation constant and /3 and yare constants 
of integration. However, this separation is only compatible 
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with our choice off(¢ )whena = b = O,C = - /3d,e = - /3, 
and a = y/3. This means, for example, that the method will 
not lead to a consistent separation of the equation ¢xy 
= ¢ 3 _ ¢. The situation gets worse when c = 0. In this case, 

the only separations one can obtain are those for which ei
ther X or Y is a constant function; which is equivalent to 
having either c = a = d = 0 or c = b = e = 0 in (3.1). 

This example demonstrates quite clearly that a direct 
procedure, based on further differentiations, only works on 
special cases of (3.1) rather than on (3.1) itself. Furthermore, 
it is obvious that the method is only feasible whenf(¢) is a 
polynomial of low order or has special forms; for example, 
¢Jxx + ¢yy = ¢ (1 + In¢ ) separates directly under further dif
ferentiation. However, iff(¢ ) is a high-order polynomial, or 
a transcendental function, then the method becomes virtual
ly useless. It is for these reasons that we have excluded it 
from Lemma 3.1. 

Returning to the main theme of this section, since (3.1) 
is not generally separable as it stands, we first look for depen
dent-variable transformations which lead to separable 
forms. A method for finding these transformations is given 
by the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.1: (a) Ifat least one of a,b,d and e is nonzero, 
then a necessary condition for (3.1) to reduce to a separable 
form under the codomain transformation ¢---+t/J = g-t(¢), is 
that g(t/J) satisfies the ordinary differential equation 

t/J(Ag' + Bt/Jg") = f(g), (3.2) 

where A and B are functions of the expansion coefficients 
and the coefficients of (3.1). 

(b) If a,b,d and e are zero, then the differential equation 
for g takes the form 

ct/Jm( g , + t/Jg") = f(g), (3.3) 

where C is a constant similar to A and B above, but m is an 
arbitrary nonnegative integer. 0 

Proof Applying the transformation ¢ = g(t/J) to (3.1), 
we obtain 

(at/Jxx + bt/Jyy + ct/Jxy + dt/Jx + et/Jy) g' 

+ (at/J; + b¢; + ct/Jxt/Jy)g" =f(g). (3.4) 

Wenow let t/J = X (x) Y(y) and, assuming thatf(g) is analytic 
in t/J, substitute the series expansions X' = ~oanxn and 
Y' = ~obn yn into (3.4). This gives us the identity 

[aY(~ anX
n
) (~nanxn --t) + bX(~ bn yn) 

X (~nbn yn-t) + c(~ a"xn) (~bn yn) 

+ dY(~ anxn) + ex(~ bn yn) J g' 

+ [aY 2 (~anxny + bX 2 (~bn yny 

+ cXY(~ anxn) (~b" yn)] g" 

=f(g)· 

We now have three cases: 

(3.5) 

(i) Assume c = O. Since g is a function of XY, g', g" and 
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f(g) must all be functions of XY. Thus, a necessary condition 
for (3.5) to be an identity is that the coefficients of X n yn on 
the left-hand side (lhs) are consistent with the coefficients of 
(xY)n on the right-hand side (rhs). Hence, on eliminating 
the zeroes on the lhs, we obtain the reduced equation 

XY [a(2aOa2 + aT) + b (2bob2 + b T) + da t + eb t ] g' 

+ X2Y2 [a(2aoG2 + aD + b (2bob2 + b D) g" =f(g). 
(3.6) 

Letting 

A =a(aT +2aoG2)+b(bi +2bob2)+da t +eb t, 

and 

B=A -dat-ebt, 

then takes (3.6) to (3.2) as required. 
(ii) Assume c#O, but a = b = d = e = O. The identity 

(3.5) is now reduced to 

c (~anxn) (~bn yn) (g' + Xyg") = f(g). (3.7) 

It is easy to see that (3.7) is consistent if and only if 

(~anxn) (~bn yn) = ambm(xY)m, 

for some nonnegative integer m. Thus, (3.7) becomes 

cam bm t/J
m( g' + t/Jg") = f(g), (3.8) 

which is the same as (3.3) with C = cam bm . 
(iii) Assume c # 0 and that at least one of the a,b,d,e is 

not zero. Then, combining the results of (i) and (ii) above, we 
see that (3.5) will only be consistent as an identity if 
X' = a t X and Y' = b t y. This leads to the equation 

XY(aa~ + bb i + catb t + da, + eb t) g' 

+X2y2(aai +bbi +catbt)g" =f(g), (3.9) 

and putting 

A = aaT + bb i + catb t + da t + ebl' (3. lOa) 

B=A-dat-ebt, (3. lOb) 

then reduces (3.9) to (3.2) as required. • 
Remark: Note the part played by the mixed derivative 

in the above proof. This will obviously become important 
when we consider the influence of domain transformations 
on the separability of (3.1). 

From Theorem 3.1, we see that a codomain transforma
tion, leading to a separable form, can be found for any equa
tion of the type (3.1) provided, of course, that (3.2) or (3.3) 
can be solved for g. That these ordinary differential equa
tions do indeed have some solutions for a generalJ, is shown 
by the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.2: If A = Bin (3.2) [=?d = e = 0 in (3.1)], or 
m = 1 in (3.3), then these equations may be integrated to 
give 

In(at/J) = J dg/h (g), (3.11 ) 

where h (g) = ± [/3 + (2/y)Sf dgf/2 and a,/3,y are 
constants. 0 

Proof Putting A = Bin (3.2), or m = 1 in (3.3), reduces 
both these equations to the common form 
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yt{!(g' + ¢g") = f(g), YER. (3.12) 

MUltiplying (3.12) by 2g' turns the lhs into the derivative of 
(¢g')2 and, hence, leads to the first integral 

(3.13) 

Separating the variables in (3.13) and integrating again gives 
the desired result. • 

If A -:j=B in (3.2), or m -:j= 1 in (3.3), then the possibility of 
obtaining analytic (i.e., closed form) solutions for these 
equations depends, to a large extent, on the form off (g) and 
specific cases, in whichf(g) = e g andf(g) = sing, will be 
dealt with below and in Sec. 4. However, if we assume that 
solutions can be found for generalf(g), then the following 
results should be useful. 

Theorem 3.3: (i) One set of solutions of (3.1), for arbi
trary values of the coefficients a,b,e,d and e, is always 

<P (x,y) = g[exp(alx + b l y + k )], (3.14) 

where k is an arbitrary constant, a I and b I satisfy (3.10) and g 
is a solution of (3.2). 

(ii) If e is the only nonzero coefficients in (3.1), then one 
set of solutions is always 

<p(x,y) = g {[(m -1)2(am x + kl)(bmy + k2)] -I/(m -l)}, 
(3.15) 

where kl and k2 are arbitrary constants, ambm = C Ie [Eq. 
(3.8)] and g is a solution of (3.3) with m -:j= 1. CI 

Proof (i) Assume x' = a IX and Y' = bl Y, and substi
tute into (3.5). The identity reduces to (3.2) and hence must 
be satisfied since g is, by definition, a solution of (3.2). Thus, 
our assumed expressions for X' and Y' are consistent and 
straightforward integration and substitution, into <p = g(t/!), 
leads to (3.14). 

(ii) Assume X' = amxm and Y' = bm ym (no summa
tion), and substitute into (3.5). The identity reduces to (3.3) 
and thus, by an argument similar to that in (i) above, shows 
the consistency of the assumed expressions for X' and Y'. 
Solving for X and Yand substituting into <p = g(t/!), then 
gives (3.15). • 

Remark: If e-:j=O in case (i) above, then the solutions 
(3.14) are the only ones obtainable by this method. 

We now turn our attention to independent-variable 
transformations of (3.1) which keep it in the set of constant
coefficient equations. In our discussion of the first-order 
case, given in Sec. 2 we found that this requirement of keep
ing within the constant coefficient set does not seriously lim
it the class of allowable transformations. Thus, although 
constrained by (2.9), the first-order class still includes a large 
variety of nonlinear transformations; as shown, for example, 
in our solution of Eq. (2.10). The situation in the second
order case, however, is much more restrictive. In fact, we 
have the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.4: The only domain transformations of(3.1) 
which lead to constant coefficient equations, are those of the 
linear type 

5=A lx+B,y+C .. 7]=A~+B2y+C2' (3.16) 

o 
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Proof Let 5 = 5 (x,y) and 7] = 7](x,y) be twice differen
tiable maps of the initial domain with continuous second 
derivatives. Then, in terms of these new coordinates, (3.1) 
becomes 

(as ~ + b5; + C5X5y)<Pss + (a7]; + b7]; + C7]x 7]y)<P rJrJ 
+ (2a5x7]x + 2b5y7]y +e5x7]y +c5y7]x)<PsrJ 
+ (a5xx + bSyy + C5XY + d5x + e5y)<ps 
+ (a7]xx + b7]yy + c7]xy + d7]x + e7]y)<prJ =f(<p)· 

(3.17) 

Consider the coefficient of <p ss' If this is to be a constant, say 
a, then we must have 

(3.18) 

Letting 5x = p and 5y = q, enables us to write (3.18) as 

ap2 + bq2 + cpq - a = F(p,q) = O. (3.18a) 

Now this is a nonlinear equation of the first order and can be 
solved by considering its characteristic system of ordinary 
differential equations9 

dx dy d5 - dp - dq 
- = - = ----='----

Using F, as given by (3.18a), reduces these to 

dx: dy: ds: dp: dq = (2ap + cq) : (2bq + cp): 2a : 0: 0, 
(3.20) 

and hence we have dp = dq = 0, givingp = 5x = A I' a con
stant, and q = 5y = B I' another constant. If a -:j= 0, then 
straightforward integration of these partial derivatives of 5 
gives us the solution of (3.18) as 5 = A IX + B 1 Y + Cp with 

a=aA~ +bBi +cAIB I. (3.21) 

However, if a = 0, i.e., <Pss does not occur in (3.17), then 
(3.18) has the general solution 5 = G (A IX + B I Y + C I)' 

where G is an arbitrary function. 
We now consider the coefficient of <PI; in (3.17). This 

must also be a constant, say 8, and so we have 

(3.22) 

Ifwe now assume a = 0 and substitute the general solution 
of (3.18) into (3.22), the latter reduces to 

(dAI + eBI)G' = 8. 

Thus, G is the identity function or else 8 = 0 [i.e., <Pi; as well 
as <Pss do not occur in (3.17)]. In either case, we have 

dA I + eB I = 8. (3.23) 

In a similar manner, the constancy of the coefficients, /3 
and E say, of <PTlll and 4>'1 in (3.17), leads to the general solu
tion 7] = H (A2X + B2 Y + C2), where H is an arbitrary func
tion if /3 = E = 0 and the identity function if either /3 or E is 
nonzero. In both cases (H arbitrary or H identity), the rela
tionships between the coefficients are 

aA ~ + bB ~ + CA2B2 = /3, /3ER, (3.24) 

(3.25) 

Finally, we look at the coefficient of the mixed deriva
tive <P t'l in (3.17). Since this has to be a constant, y say, we 
have 
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2asx 1]x + 2bsv 1]y + c( Sx 1]y + Sy 1]x) = y, YER. 
(3.26) 

If we assume a = !3 = b = E = 0, so as to preserve the arbi
trariness of G and H, then Y cannot be zero. Otherwise, the 
lhs of (3.17) would vanish and we would have no differential 
equation. Thus, assuming y#O and substituting for 5 and 1] 

in (3.26), gives 

(2aA IA 2 +2bBIB 2 + C(AIB2 +A 2B I» G'H' = y. (3.27) 

However, the arguments of G and H are independent and so 
G ' H' can only be constant if G ' and H' are separately con
stants. Thus, we must have G = H = the identity function 
and 

(3.28) 

To sum up, we have shown that ifany one of the coeffi
cients of (3.17) is nonzero, then G and H are restricted to be 
identity functions. As at least one of these coefficients must 
be nonzero for (3.17) to exist as a differential equation, this 
proves the theorem. • 

Corollary: A domain transformation of the linear type 
applied to (3.1) gives an equation of the same class with coef
ficients a,/3,y,o,E given by (3.21), (3.24), (3.28), (3.23) and 
(3.25) respectively. D 

Thus, it is clear that the requirement of keeping within 
the class of constant-coefficient equations severely restricts 
the usefulness of domain transformations in the second-or
der case. The freedom we had with the first-order equations, 
to change solution functions by changing domain functions 
in a fairly arbitrary manner while still remaining within the 
class of constant-coefficient equations, is no longer there, 
and the most we can possibly do to (3.1), is to reduce the lhs 
to a form in which only the coefficient of the mixed deriva
tive is nonzero. However, things are not as bad as they seem, 
since this reduction enables us to use the infinite number of 
separating codomain transformations defined by (3.3), rath
er than the finite number, defined by (3.2), which would have 
applied to (3.1) in its unreduced form. Thus, by using a do
main transformation, even though it is restricted to be of 
linear type, we should, in principle, be able to generate more 
solutions. The following example will illustrate this. 

Example: Consider the hyperbolic variant of Liouville's 
equation 10 

(3.29) 

By Lemma 3.1, the equation is not separable as it stands and, 
by Theorem 3.2, the separating codomain transformations 
are 

± In(al/!) = f dg/[!3 + (2/y)(?'iJ 1
12

, (3.30) 

where a,{J,YER. If, for conveience, we choose j!3j = 4 and 
Iyl = 1, then, by Eq. (3.14) of Theorem 3.3, the correspond
ing real solutions of (3.29) are given by 

rp (x,t) = In (2 sec2[o ± ",x ± (",2 _l)I/Zy] J 

for (J < 0 and y> 0, (3.31a) 

and 
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rp(x,t) = In (2 sech2[8 ±flx ± (",2 +1)1/2Yl) 

for!3>Oandy<O, (3.31b) 

where O,flER. 
We now consider linear, domain transformations of 

(3.29). From Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, we know that as long as 
either rpsl; or rp'1'1 occur in the transformed equations, then 
(3.31) are the only solutions obtainable by our method. To 
eliminate these unwanted derivatives, we go to characteristic 
coordinates 5 = x + y, 1] = x - y and transform (3.29) into 

(3.32) 

This time the second part of Theorem 3.1 applies and the 
codomain transformations are given by Eq. (3.3), i.e., 

erpm(g' + tltg") = (?'i, (3.33) 

where CER and m is a nonnegative integer. If m = 1, the 
solutions of (3.33) are once again (3.30) and so we have the 
same solutions of (3.29) as before. However, if m # I, then 
new solutions are generated. For example, letting C = 1 and 
W = e g in (3.33) changes it into 

" (W'? W' W 2 

W = --- -+ --. (3.34) 
W tP l/!ffl +1 

Ifwe now replace l/! by 0 = tit 1 - m /(1 - m)2, then (3.34) re
duces to 

d
2
W = J..(dW)2 _ J.. dW W

2 

dO 2 W dO 0 dO + -0-' 
(3.35) 

which is the defining equation for one of the third Painleve 
transcendents. II Hence, by using the second part of Theo
rem 3.3, we obtain solutions of (3.29) expressible in terms of 
a Painleve transcendent. 

The above example shows how combinations of domain 
and codomain transformations lead to distinct separable 
forms of an originally nonseparable equation. However, the 
process does not have to stop there. By applying the same 
analysis to those separable forms which are also quasilinear 
(or linear) and have constant coefficients, one may be able to 
obtain other distinct separable forms and so on, and, in this 
way, the totality of separable solutions of the original equa
tion may be built up. However, there is a word of caution. It 
may happen that the domain and codomain transformations 
are. commutative, in the sense that a different order of appli
catIOn leads to the same solutions, on the other hand, certain 
nonanalytic solutions may be missed by changing the order. 
An explicit example of this "repeated analysis" is given in 
Sec. 4, where we apply it to the SGE and its elliptic variant. 

4. THE SGE AND ITS ELLIPTIC VARIANT 

. We no.w turn our attention to the SGE and its elliptic 
vanant. Usmg the theorems developed in Sec. 3, we look for 
combinations of domain and codomain transformations 
which reduce these equations to separable forms. We shall 
need some of the results of our earlier study3 and for conve
nience, as well as completeness, we list these below. 

Thus, consider the SGE and its elliptic variant which 
may be written together as 

rpxx + Erpyy = sinrp, E = ± 1. (4.1) 
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By Lemma 3.1, these equations are not separable as they 
stand and, using Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, the codomain trans
formations leading to separable forms are given by 

In(a¢') = ± J dg/[P - (2/y) cosg] 112, (4.2) 

where ¢' = g-I(¢) is the new dependent variable and 
a,p,YER - 10J. The solution to (4.2) is 

I (In(a¢') ) ¢ = g(¢') = 2 cos- sn kyll2 ,k , (4.3) 

where sn is a Jacobian elliptic function l2 with modulus 
0< k< 1. Applying this transformation to (4.1) gives us the 
separable forms 

- yI/2¢,(¢,xx + E¢'yy) + [yl/2 + k sn(u,k) sn(u + K,k)] 

X(¢?; + E¢'~) = kyV sn(u,k) sn(u + K,k), (4.4) 

where u = In(a¢')/kyI/2 and K is the complete elliptic inte
gral of the first kind. 

The nonelliptic (i.e., k = 1) limit of (4.3) is 

¢' = (l/a) tan "(¢ /4), (4.5) 

where - n = y1/2, and for the usual case, a = n = 1, the 
corresponding separable form of (4.1) is 

(1 + ¢,2)(¢,xx + E¢'yv) -2¢'( ¢?; + Et/?;,) = ¢'(1 - ¢'2). 
(4.6) 

Equations (4.4) and (4.6) were dealt with, in some detail, in 
Ref. 3. 

We now consider the domain transformations S = A IX 

+ Bly + C I and 7] =A 2x + B2y + Cz,AIB2#A2BI' acting 
on (4.1). The transformed equation is 

(A i + eB D¢<;i; +2(A IAz + eBIBz) ¢S'l + (A ~ + EB ~)¢'l') 

= sin¢, (4.7) 

and A I' B I' A z and B2 may now be chosen to give four differ
ent combinations of coefficients. These are: (i) only the coef
ficient of ¢S'l is zero, which is the case detailed above; (ii) 
only the coefficient of either ¢g or ¢'l'l is zero; (iii) none of 
the coefficients are zero; and (iv) only the coefficient of ¢S'l is 
nonzero. As mentioned above, case (i) has been dealt with in 
Ref. 3 and leads to separable forms [Eqs. (4.4) and (4.6) 
above] which have a fairly wide variety of solutions. 13 Cases 
(ii) and (iii) may be considered together and, from Theorems 
3.1 and 3.2, the codomain transformations leading to separa
ble forms are again given by (4.3), just as in case (i). Howev
er, the only separable solutions, ¢'( S,7]) = E (S)H (7]), ob
tainable from these forms are those for which E' = a IE and 
H' = blH. We have thus lost the variety of solutions we had 
in the first case, indicating, as was implicit in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1, that combining the mixed derivative with the 
other derivatives would lead to a restriction on the set of 
separable solutions. Case (iv), on the other hand, is different. 
Here we have the mixed derivative on its own and, as indicat
ed by Theorem 3.1, we would expect to get at least as large a 
set of solutions as we had for case (i). We therefore consider 
case (iv) in some detail. 

Thus, let g = X + y, 7J = x - y for c = -1 and 
g = x + iy, 7J = x - iy for E = +1. Then, (4.7) becomes 
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4¢s'l = sin¢ (4.8) 

and, from the second part of Theorem 3.1, the codomain 
transformations leading to separable forms of (4.8) are given 
by the solutions of 

c¢'m(g' + ¢,g") = sing, (4.9) 

where CER and m is an arbitrary nonnegative integer. Ifwe 
choose m = 1, then (4.9) reduces to (4.2) and we obtain the 
same restricted class of solutions that we had in cases (ii) and 
(iii) above, However, as in the case of Liouville's equation 
[Eq. (3.29) of Sec. 3], ifm # 1 then new solutions are generat
ed. Thus, we have Theorem 4.1. 

Theorem 4.1: The solution of (4.9) for m # 1 may be 
given in terms of a fifth Painleve transcendent, say W, and 
these lead to solutions of(4.8) of the form 

cos(¢ /2) = 1 + W !l(aS + K I )(b7J + K 2») 112J , 
1 - W![(aS + KI)(b7] + K2W12j 

(4.10) 

which is independent of m and where a,b,K I ,K2ER. D 
Proof: Since the solution of (4.9), when m = 1, is the 

inverse trigonometric function of an elliptic function, we 
first make the substitution g-----+h = cos(g/2) in (4.9). After 
some manipUlation, this leads to the equation 

h"= - _h_(h,)2_ -.!..h'- h(1-h
2
). (4.11) 

1 - h 2 ¢' C¢'''' + I 

Now (4.11) is an equation of algebraic class and is of the form 
necessary for the absence of movable critical points in its 
solution. 10.11 To reduce it to standard form, we proceed in 
two stages. Firstly, we note that the coefficient of (h Y has 
poles at h = ± I and so we make the linear, fractional trans
formation of the dependent variable h-+ W 
= (h -1)/(h +1). This gives us 

W"= (_1_+ _1_) (W'f- ~ W' 
2W W-l ¢' 

+ 1 2W{l + W) (4.12) 
c¢'m +1 1 - W 

where the coefficient of (W Y now has one of the eight dis
tinct forms (listed in Ref. 11) necessary for the solutions of 
the equation to have fixed critical points. We next make the 
. . lb' . ./, e ./, (! - m)l2 llldependent-vanab e su stttutlOn op-----+ = aop , 
where a 2 = 4/C(l - mf, to obtain 

( I 1) ( d W)2 ~ d W 
2W + W -1 de - e de 

+2W (1 + W), 
l-W 

(4.13) 

which is the canonical form of the defining equation for one 
of the fifth Painleve transcendents. 14 Thus, the solution to 
(4.9), with m i= 1, is 

= 2 cos- I 
, (

1 + W(a¢'(1 - m)12») 
g 1 - W(a¢,(I.- "')12) 

(4.14) 

and this transformation, acting on (4.8), reduces it to a sep
arable form which has the same separable solutions as the 
equation 

4¢' ;'1 = tP'" for m # 1. (4.15) 
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Hence, from the second part of Theorem 3.3 [i.e., Eq. (3.15)], 
one set of solutions of (4.8) is 

2 .1 (1 + W[C·1/2(amS+DI)1;2(bm1] +152)1/2]) 
¢ = cos 

1 - W [C· 1/2(a m S + DI)1/2(bm 1] + 152)1/2] , 
(4.16) 

which is independent of m =1= 1 and where am ,bm are expan
sion coefficients, with 4am bm = C, and DI,DIER. Relabeling 
the constants then gives us Eq. (4.10) and hence completes 
the proof of the theorem. • 

The above analysis shows how combinations of domain 
and codomain transformations enable us to reduce the non
separable equations (4.1), (4.7), and (4.8) to the separable 
forms (4.4) and (4.6), and to a form which has the same 
separable solutions as (4.15). The question now arises as to 
whether there exist transformations which, when applied to 
these reduced equations, give other distinct separable forms. 
Unfortunately, none of the reduced equations has constant 
coefficients and thus our theorems do not apply. On the oth
er hand, the separable form of (4.8) has the same separable 
solutions as (4.15) and the latter is a quasilinear equation 
with constant coefficients. Thus, it may be of some interest to 
apply the analysis to this equation. 

Hence, consider a codomain transformation 
if!-fJ = h .I( if!) applied to (4.15). From Theorem 3.1 we see 
that in order to maintain separability h must satisfy the 
equation 

CfJ n(h ' + fJh ") = h m, (4.17) 

where m =1= 1 and n is an arbitrary nonnegative integer. Now 
if n =1= 1, then the solutions to (4.17) are merely of the form 
if! = h (fJ) = fJ s

, with s = (n -I)/(m -1),and hence we do 
not obtain anything essentially different from the solutions 
of (4.15). However if n = 1, then we do obtain something 
new. In this case, we can use Theorem 3.2 to write the solu
tions of (4.17) as 

In(AfJ) = J dh /p(h), (4.18) 

where (m +1)Cp2(h) = (m +I)BC +2h m +1 and A and B 
are constants of integration. Under the substitutions 
(m +1)Bcym +1 = 2h m +1 and 
a = (lIV B)[(m +I)BC /2] I/(m +1), (4.18) becomes 

In(AfJ) = a J dY /(1 + ym +1 )1/2, (4.19) 

where the integral on the rhs is, in general a hyperelliptic 
integral of the first kind. 15 Thus, the codomain maps which 
maintain the separability of( 4.15) are, in general, hyperellip
tic functions. We use the term "in general", because for 
m = 0 or 1 the integral is elementary and for m = 2, 3, 5 or 7 
is reducible to one of the elliptic type. 

Example m = 5: In this case, under the substitution 

cosZ= b + (V3 -I )y2]/[t + (V3 +1 )y2], 
(4.19) can be written as 

pln(AfJ) = J dZ 
(1 - k 2 sin2Z)1/2 ' 

(4.20) 

where k 2 = (2 + V3)/4 and PER. Thus, we have 
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cn(j31n(AfJ ),k ) = cosZ and hence, from the first part of 
Theorem 3.3, one set of solutions of (4.15), with m = 5, is 
given by 

if! = y[ 1 - cn(a,s + bl 1] + K,k)] 112 

X [(1 + V3) cn(als + bl 1] + K,k) 

+ (V3 -I )] -1/2 , (4.21) 

where k 2 = (2 + V3)/4 and y, al,bl,KER. We emphasize, 
however, that (4.21) does not lead to a corresponding solu
tion of the SGE. This is because the only solutions of (4.15) 
which do lead to solutions of the SGE [via the Painleve tran
scendent transformation (4.14)] are those in which if! is di
rectly separable, i.e., if!( S, 1]) = E ( S)H (1]). The solution 
(4.21) is not of this form. On the other hand, the above analy
sis of (4.15) does show the usefulness of our method even in 
those cases in which the given equation is already in separa
ble form. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper, which is an extension of our earlier work,3 

we have studied the separability and the existence ofsepara
ble solutions of constant coefficient, quasilinear partial dif
ferential equations of the first and second orders, with par
ticular reference to the SGE. By using combinations of 
domain and codomain transformation we have reduced the 
original equations to separable forms and have developed 
criteria for determining the separating codomain transfor
mations in each case. In the particular case of the SGE, we 
found that these separating transformations are expressed in 
terms of a Jacobian elliptic function if the equation is in labo
ratory coordinates and in terms ofa fifth Painleve transcen
dent if it is in characteristic coordinates. An interesting point 
here is that the hyperbolic Liouville equation, which has an 
exponential rather than a sine function on the rhs, is separat
ed by a third Painleve transcendent when it is in characteris
tic coordinates. Another point to bear in mind, in connection 
with the elliptic transformation, is that the first and second 
Painleve transcendents are asymptotically related to the el
liptic functions in a manner somewhat analogous to the rela
tionship between Bessel functions and circular functions. 

We have also applied our analysis to hyperbolic equa
tions in which the rhs is a power of the dependent variable. In 
this case, the equations are already in separable form when 
expressed in characteristic coordinates. However, by using 
the "right" codomain transformations, we have shown how 
one can get to other distinct separable forms and, in this way, 
obtain solutions which cannot be obtained from a direct sep
aration of the original equations. 

Our method can be extended to deal with quasilinear 
equations of third and higher orders, provided they have 
constant coefficients, and to equations with variable coeffi
cients where these coefficients are low-order polynomials in 
the dependent variable; such as occurs, for example, in the 
Korteweg-de Vries equation. However, although the appli
cation of the method in these cases is fairly straightforward, 
the difficulty of solving the resulting ordinary, differential 
equations for the separating codomain transformations in-
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creases rapidly with the order and complexity of the equa
tions discussed. 

The major limitation of our method, as applied to quasi
linear equations, is our inability to deal with the most general 
quasilinear equations. That is, equations with variable coef
ficients where these coefficients are functions of the domain 
coordinates as well as of the dependent variable; for exam
ple, we cannot work in polar coordinates. In the case of first
order equations this is not a problem, since the variety of 
allowed domain transformations, even in the case of con
stant coefficients, is such that one can always absorb the 
coefficients by a redefinition of the variables. However, in 
the case of second- and higher-order equations this is no 
longer possible and we do have a problem. The only way out 
that we see at the moment is to use the differentiable mani
fold approach. That is, to work in "patches" of the domain, 
over which the coefficients are sensibly constant, and then to 
join these patches up using some form of analytic continu
ation. We shall be reporting on our efforts in this direction in 
due course. 
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Given the modulus of the amplitude a convergent iteration scheme is given to obtain the phase 
from the unitarity equation. The method is based on improving the upper and lower bounds on the 
phase. Uniqueness of the solution is investigated and numerical results for a specific case are 
given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
During the last decade the unitarity equation has been 

investigated as an integral equation for the phase, when the 
modulus function is known. I-II The two questions one 
would like to answer are the necessary and sufficient condi
tions for the existence and uniqueness of the solutions. 

A sufficiency condition for the existence was given ten 
years ago and as far as we know there has not been much 
progress on this aspect of the problem since. That is, we still 
do not know the necessary conditions for the existence of the 
solution. 

A sufficiency condition for the uniqueness of the solu
tion was first given in Ref. 2. This condition was improved in 
Ref. 3. It was also conjectured that a better sufficiency condi
tion for the uniqueness of the solution is sin,u < 1 where sin,u 
is the supremum of the unitarity integral with cosine factors 
majorized by 1. Unfortunately it has not been possible to 
prove this conjecture up to now. However there has been 
some improvements4

,7 .9,10, lion the uniqueness aspect of the 
solution. Angle independent4

,7,9,11 and angle dependent 10 

conditions were given for the regions not covered by the con
ditions of the Refs. 2 and 3. 

In this paper we use both the angle dependent upper 
and lower bounds to set up an iteration scheme which con
tinuously improves both bounds. We show that the range 
between them is contir,uously narrowed so that there is guar
anteed convergence to the solution from above and below if 
the initial bounds satisfy a certain condition. This condition 
insures thus the uniqueness of the solution. 

In Sec. II we give the unitarity integral and summarize 
the main results known so far. We then give the lower 
bounds on the phase, set up the iteration scheme and discuss 
its implications. 

In Sec. III we apply the iteration to the 1T+p scattering 
which is considered for the purposes of the problem at hand 
as a spinless scalar particle scattering described by a single 
amplitude. The convergence feature as well as the compari
son of the existing uniqueness conditions are discussed with 
the help of this numerical example. 

Finally in Sec. IV we summarize and discuss our 
results. 

a)Research partially supported by the National Research Council of Canada. 

II. THE UNITARITY INTEGRAL 

The unitarity equation in the case of spinless (scalar) 
particle scattering can be considered an integral equation for 
the phase when the modulus is known at all angles 

sina(z) = ..!Lf+1 f If(x)llf(y)1 
21T -I I f(z) I 

Xcos[a(x)-a(y)] (}(K)dxdy. (1) 
YK 

Here If(x)l, If(y)l,and I f(z) I are the moduli of the scatter
ing amplitude, the square of which gives the differential 
cross section. q is the c.m. wave number, () (K) the step func
tion, and K = 1 - x2 - y2 - Z2 + 2x yz. The integral is tak
en over the ellipse K> O. x,y and z are the cosines of the 
scattering angles. a(z) is the phase of the scattering ampli
tude which we want to find. By dividing the amplitude by q 
one can make it dimensionless. Thus in the rest of the paper 
we shall redefinefand omit q. With this Eq. (1) becomes 

sina(z) = _1 f f If(x)llf(y)1 
21T I f(z) I 
Xcos[a(x)-a(y)] (}(K) dxdy. (2) 

YK 
The phase is between 0 and 1T/2 (see Ref. 3). It is obvious that 
an angle-dependent upper bound of sina(z) is obtained by 
majorizing the cosine by 1: 

sin,u(z) = _1 II If(x)llf(y)1 8(K) dxdy. (3) 
21T I f(z) I Y K 

We shall call the supremum and infinum of (3) in the interval 
-1<z<1 

sin,u = sup sin,u(z), -1 < z < 1, 

sin v = inf sin,u(z), -1 < z < 1. 

(4) 

(5) 

A lower bound of sina(z) will be shown by y(z) and will be 
derived later [Eq. (14)]. We now give the known sufficiency 
conditions for the existence and uniqueness of the solutions 
of the Eq. (2). 

Existence-sufficiency condition: 

sin,u < 1 (Refs. 2,3). 

Uniqueness-sufficiency conditions: 

(6) 
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FIG. 1. Comparison of conditions (7)-(10). The curves Yand Z are the left
hand sides of conditions (10) and (9), respectively. The lines M and N are the 
left-hand sides of conditions (8) and (7), respectively. 

sin,u < ~ (= 0.4472) (Ref. 2), 
Ys 

sin,u < 0.79 (Ref. 3), 

.. cosf.l 
smv> Sln,u-

Y 4tan2 f.l -1 
(Ref. 4), 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

. sin,u - cosf.l 
smv> (Ref. 9), (10) 

1 - sin,u cosf.l 

sup 2: I I [tan,u(y) - tany(x)] 2If(y)1 

x () (K) dx dy < 1 (Ref. 10) . 
YK 

(11) 

Equations (7)-(10) are shown in Fig. 1. Up to f.l = 68.76· or 
sin,u = 0.9320, Eq. (10) is better than Eq. (9). Above this 
value up to sin,u = I, Eqs. (9) and (10) are approximately 
equal with (9) slightly better than (10). At 90· they coincide. 

Equation (1) was obtained with the help of the angle
dependent lower bound given by one of us in a recent paper.9 

In a similar way we can find an angle-dependent upper 
bound. We repeat the calculation of the upper bound (lower 
bound) using the previous lower bound (upper bound). The 
numerical solution of the unitarity equation will be obtained 
as the lower and upper bounds approach each other. If there 
is no strip between the upper and lower bounds the first time, 
then the solution is unique for sin,u < 1 and even for sin,u > 1 
ifin this second case the additional assumption is made that 
a < 90·. If the first time 

(12) 

then, because inff.l(z) is improved downwards and supy(z) is 
improved upwards, it will be true that 

inff.ln (z) < sUPYn (z), for all n. 

From this it follows that there will always be a region where 
there is no overlap between the ordinate differences 
!-lex) - y(x) and f.l( y) - y( y). Hence it will be possible to 
improve the bounds until they merge. Thus the solution 
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must be unique. What we said here will be clearer when we 
discuss below the actual iteration process . 

The process is as follows: 
(A) In the first iteration the angle dependent upper 

bound is 

sin,ul(z)= -I-II If(x)llf(y)1 ()(K) dxdy>sina(z) , 
2rr I f(z) I Y K 

(13) 

and f.l1(Z) > a(z). 
This upper bound was obtained by majorizing the co

sine factors on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) 
[cos[a(x) - a(y)] = 1] which is equivalent to minimizing its 
argument a(x) - a( y) = O. (Note that 0 < a < rr/2). 

(B) We find the angle-dependent lower bound9 from 
f.l/z). We define 

siny (z) = _1 f f If(x)llf(y)1 
1,1 2rr I f(z) I 

Xcos[max(A,B)] ()(K) dxdy, (14) 

YK 
where A = f.l1(X) -0 and B = f.ll(y) - O,sinyl,l (z) is ob
tained by maximizing the angle (i.e., minimizing the cosine 
factor) on the right-hand side of Eq. (2). Thus 

sinYI,1 (z) < sina(z), 

or 

hi (z) < a(z), 

and yI,I (z) is the angle-dependent lower bound. Next we 
improve this lower bound using f.l I(Z) and yl,I (z) 

siny = _1 f I If(x)llf(y)1 
1,2 2rr I f(z)/ 

xcos[max(A,B)] ()(K) dxdy. 
YK 

, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I __________ ...1 __ _ 
I 
I 
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I 
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I 
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I 
I 
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I(Z) 

--------~------------------~z XI X2 X3 

FIG. 2, Overlapping and nonoverlapping cases. There is overlapping be
tween (fl(X ,),r(x,» and (fl(x2),y(x2», but no overlapping between 
(fl(x ,),y(x ,» and (fl(x,),Y(x,». 
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TABLE I. 1T'p seatteringpcM = 0.168 GeV le,p,.," = 0.211 GeV Ie. 

z sifl/l,(z) siny,(z) sifl/l,(z) 

1.00 0.60598 0.60598 0.60598 
0.90 0.62784 0.62182 0.62490 
0.80 0.66898 0.65816 0.66273 
0.70 0.71182 0.69622 0.70212 
0.60 0.75430 0.73397 0.74112 
0.50 0.79323 0.76832 0.77660 
0.40 082436 0.79530 0.80455 
0.30 0.84322 0.81072 0.82071 
0.20 0.84639 0.81145 0.82187 
0.10 0.83296 0.79676 0.80728 
0 0.80493 0.76863 0.77894 

-0.10 0.76639 0.73098 0.74083 
-0.20 072197 0.68818 0.69741 
-0.30 067566 0.64402 0.65252 
-0.40 0.63028 0.60107 0.60877 
-0.50 0.58752 0.56088 0.56778 
-0.60 0.54820 0.52417 0.53027 
-0.70 0.51258 0.49111 0.49644 
-0.80 0.48059 0.46160 0.46623 
-0.90 045199 0.43526 0.43938 
-1.00 043836 0.42328 0.42715 

sifl/l 0.846386 0.821868 
sin)' 0.438365 0.427149 
RHS of(9) 0.669868 0.611386 
RHS of (10) 0.571365 0.474221 
Condo (6) Met Met 
Condo (8) Violated Violated 
Condo (9) Violated Violated 
Condo (10) Violated Violated 

Here A = IlI(X) - YI.1 (y) and B = IlI(Y) - YI.I (x). Again 

sina(z) > siny1.2 > siny1.l (z), 

or 

a(z) > YI,2 (z) > Y1.l (z). 

We repeat this process, each time replacing YI./l -2 by 
Y!,n _ 1 , to find YI.Il until the limit is reached. We call 

siny!(z) = lim sinY!,/l(z). 
n --'>"r;c 

We have now 

a(z» sinYI(z) > ... > sinY!,1 (z). 

(C) In a similar way we find the angle-dependent upper 
bound. However in this case we majorize cos[a(x) - a(y)] 
by using ytCz) and Ill(z). 

sinH (Z) = _1 If If(x)llf(y)1 
'.,..,2.1 21T If(z) I 

Xcos[max(A,B,O)] 8(K) dxdy. 
v'K 

Here A = YI(X) - fll(Y) and B = Yt(Y) - flt(X). 
Note that both A and B can not be positive 

simultaneously. 
Since YI(X) < a(x) <Ilt(x), YI(Y) < a(y) <1l!(Y), if both 

Yt(x) -1l1(Y) and YI(Y) - fll(X) are negative there is an 
overlap between the regions (Ilt(x), YI(X» and (1l1(Y)' 
YI(Y» (see Fig. 2). Otherwise there is no overlap. In the case 
there is no overlap the minimum of a(x) - a(y) is the posi-
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sinYlz) siny.(z) 

0.60598 0.60598 
0.62417 0.62433 
0.66160 0.66185 
0.70063 0.70096 
0.73928 0.73968 
0.77445 0.77491 
0.80213 0.80265 
0.81808 0.81864 
0.81911 0.81970 
0.80447 0.80509 
0.77618 0.77677 
0.73818 0.73874 
0.69491 0.69544 
0.65020 0.65069 
0.60666 0.60711 
0.56587 0.56627 
0.52857 0.52893 
0.49494 0.49525 
0.46490 0.46513 
0.43817 0.43843 
0.42600 0.42624 

sifl/l,(z) 

0.60598 
0.62434 
0.66185 
0.70096 
0.73969 
0.77492 
0.80265 
0.81865 
0.81970 
0.80508 
0.77677 
0.73875 
0.69545 
0.65070 
0.60711 
0.56628 
0.52893 
0.49526 
0.46518 
0.43843 
0.42624 

0.819705 
0.426244 
0.606122 
0.465459 
Met 
Violated 
Violated 
Violated 

LHS 
ofEq. (11) 

o 
0.22294 
0.30561 
0.36323 
0.40766 
0.44185 
0.46925 
0.49141 
0.50781 
0.51967 
0.52846 
0.53292 
0.53476 
0.53351 
0.52854 
0.52117 
0.51180 
0.49992 
0.49260 
0.50573 
0.55147 

Condo (11) met. 

tive one ofthe pairYI(x) - I1t(Y) and YI(Y) -Ilt(x) and it is 
not zero. Obviously 

siilfL2.1 (z) < siilfLl(Z), 

or 

1l2.1 (z) <Ill(z). 

So the angle-dependent upper bound has been improved. We 
also repeat this process withIl2,11_1 replacingll2•11 • 2' to find 
an improved upper bound until the limit has been reached. 
We call 

n-... oo 

we thus have 

III (Z) > 1l2.1 (Z) > 112,2 (Z) ... > Iliz) > a(z) . 

In the case there is overlap everywhere, that is if 

inffl(X)> supy(X), -1 <x< 1, 

the possible minimum of a(x) - a(y) is zero. There is no 
better majorization of the cosine factor under the integral 
than one. The angle-dependent upper bound cannot be im
proved further. 111 (z) and Y t (z) are the best angle-dependent 
upper and lower bounds and the solution of the integral 
equation cannot be obtained by improving them. 

We note that if there is overlap at some pair x, and Xj 

and no overlap at other points (see Fig. 2) Ill(z) can still be 
improved and the method is applicable. 

(D) We repeat steps (B) and (C). In step (B) the new 
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TABLE II. rr'p scatteringpcM = 0.176 GeV Ie, P",h = 0.221 GeV Ie. 

z sitlfL I (z) siny,(z) sitlfL,(z) 

1.00 0.69233 0.69233 0.69233 
0.90 0.71759 0,66719 0.71729 
0.80 0.76576 0.69484 0.76393 
0.70 0.81722 0.72692 0.81319 
0.60 0.87019 0.76150 0.86362 
0.50 0.92151 0.79493 0.91224 
0.40 0.96652 0.82383 0.95458 
0.30 0.99947 0.84375 0.98511 
0.20 1.0Wll 0.85022 0.99859 
0.10 1.00974 0.84117 0.99210 
0.00 0.98457 0.81717 0.96634 

-0.10 0.94349 0.78170 0.92536 
-0.20 0.89233 0,73948 0.87488 
-0.30 0.83673 0.69516 0.82039 
-0.40 0.78098 0.65185 0.76600 
-0.50 0.72779 0.61154 0.71432 
-0.60 0.67860 0.57837 0.66670 
-0.70 0.63397 0.54351 0.62366 
-0.80 0.59392 0.51588 0.58533 
-0.90 0.55821 0.49164 0.55156 
-1.00 0.54115 0.47999 0.53685 

sitlfL 1.01491 0.99859 
Slnl' 0.54115 0.53685 
RHS of(9) 0.99718 

RHS of (10) 0.99843 

Condo (6) Violated Met 
Condo (8) Violated Violated 
Condo (9) Violated Violated 
Condo (10) Violated Violated 

11 n (X) will replace 11 n 1 (X) and in step (C) the new Y n (x) will 
replace Y/I _ 1 (x), 

Using this iteration method the angle-dependent upper 
and lower bounds are continuously improved. Finally 11/1 (z) 
and Yn (z) will converge to the same value, which is the solu
tion of the integral equation. 

III. ITERATION OF n+p SCATTERING 

We now apply this method to a specific case. For this 
purpose rr+p scattering is considered a scalar particle scatter
ing neglecting the spin. The scalar amplitude is taken as the 
square root of the elastic differential cross section and we 
have reconstructed the elastic differential cross section from 
Lovelace phase shifts. We have applied the iteration process 
at two energies. The results for PCM = O.168Ge Vic are pre
sented in the Table I. In this case 

sup siIlf.l(z) < 1, - 1 <Z < 1, 

so that the sufficiency condition for the existence of the solu
tion is met. After the 4th iteration the difference between 
115(z) and Yiz) is less than 10-5

• Thus the solution has been 
obtained with this accuracy. 

We notice that all uniqueness sufficiency conditions 
(Eqs. 7-10) are violated except the last one (Eq. (11). 

In Table II. we show the numerical results for 
PCM = O.176GeV Ic. In this case 

sup siIlf.l(z), - 1 <z < 1, 

is slightly above one. We chose this energy on purpose to 
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siny,(z) sinll,,(z) 

0.69233 0.69233 
0.68659 0.70929 
0.71888 0.74915 
0.75514 0.79225 
0.79353 0.83690 
0.83072 0.88005 
0.86294 0.91750 
0.88526 0.94404 
0.89328 0.95474 
0.88461 0.94696 
0.85972 0.92141 
0.82276 0.88196 
0.77821 0.83400 
0.73104 0.78271 
0.68478 0.73186 
0.64141 0.68389 
0.60216 0.64003 
0.56729 0.60064 
0.53676 0.56576 
0.50996 0.53502 
0.49765 0.52216 

0.95473 
0.52215 
0.90781 

0.91798 

Met 
Violated 
Violated 
Violated 

siny,,(z) 

0.69233 
0.70927 
0.74915 
0.79225 
0.83689 
0.88004 
0.91750 
0.94403 
0.95473 
0.94695 
0.92140 
0.88196 
0.83399 
0.78270 
0.73185 
0.68389 
0.64002 
0.60064 
0.56576 
0.53502 
0.52215 

LHS of 
Eq. (II) 

o 
0.73736 
0.97520 
1. 13657 
1.24891 
1.33900 
1.40795 
1.45930 
1.49566 
1.51999 
1.53608 
1.53777 
1.53162 
1.51437 
1.48312 
1.44341 
1.38901 
1.31785 
1.23704 
1.17037 
1.32860 

Condo (II) 
Violated 

show the convergence in a case when siIlf.l > 1. However one 
has to make here the additional assumption that O.;;;a.;;;rrl2. 
Thus in the majorizations under the integral we take 
a = rr/2 whenever siIlf.l(z) > 1. The convergence of both 
11/1 (z) and Yn (z) is much slower than in the first case. 

But it is interesting to note that sup siIlf.l(z) has been 
brought down to below one andl1n (z) and Yn (z) converge to 
the same value (with five decimal accuracy) after 25 iter
ations. All the sufficiency conditions for existence and 
uniqueness are violated, which once more demonstrates the 
need for necessary conditions. It is also worth noticing that 
the solution is unique once the assumption is made that 
O.;;;a.;;;rr!2. We have checked other examples and it is found 
that the larger the angle region is for which siIlf.l(z) > 1, the 
slower is the convergence. 

If siIlf.l(z) > 1 for all z (as in the case nearN33 resonance 
energy) the method can not be applied. The other case when 
the iteration cannot be further pursued was already men
tioned, namely when 

inf siIlf.l(z) > supy(z), - 1 <z < 1, 

the first time in the iteration. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Subject to the condition 

inf siIlf.l(z) < supy(z), - 1 < z < 1, 

the iteration method based on improving the upper and low
er bounds of the phase of the amplitude guarantees both the 
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existence and uniqueness ofthe solution ofthe unitarity inte
gral equation. 

If one restricts onself to the first quadrant for the phase, 
the iteration gives the same results even when sin,u > 1. We 
do not know whether the condition (12) is satisfied by all 
functions or only by certain functions. In the first case it 
would be equivalent to the aforementioned condition 
sin,u < 1. However it is at least to us not obvious that Eq. (12) 
should be satisfied by any arbitrary function. It therefore 
looks like Eq. (12) is one of the best available uniqueness 
conditions so far for the solution of the unitarity integral 
equation. 
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It is shown that solutions to a class of diffusion equations of the two-way type may be found by a 
method akin to separation of variables. The difficulty with such equations is that the boundary 
data must be specified partly as initial and partly as final conditions. In contrast to the one-way 
diffusion equation, where the solution separates only into decaying eigenfunctions, the two-way 
equations separate into both decaying and growing eigenfunctions. Criteria are set forth for the 
existence of linear eigenfunctions, which may not be found directly by separating variables. A 
speculation with interesting ramifications is that the growing and decaying eigenfunctions are 
separately complete in an appropriate half of the problem domain. This conjecture is not proved, 
although it does enjoy some numerical support. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Many physical systems may be described by what might 
be called a two-way diffusion equation, which we write in the 
form 

h(e) af(x, e) = ~D(e)~f(x e) (1) 
ax ae ae' 

in the domain a < e < band 0 < x < L, with D (e) assumed 
positive. If h (e) is also positive, then Eq. (1) represents the 
usual diffusion equation, which is well posed when initial 
conditions are given at x = 0 and boundary conditions are 
given at e = a and e = b. However, in the event that h (e) 
changes sign in the interval (a,b), Eq. (1) then describes dif
fusion towards increasing x where h is positive and diffusion 
towards decreasing x where h is negative. Hence, we have the 
nomenclature "two-way" diffusion, which is also found in 
the literature as "forward-backward" diffusion. These equa
tions are then well-posed only when initial conditions are 
given where h is positive and final conditions (i.e., at x = L ) 
are given where h is negative. Consideration of these equa
tions occurs in the literature as early as 1913. I 

More complicated variations of Eq. (1) may be envi
sioned, for example, when hand D depend on x as well as e. 
However, we restrict our consideration to h, D, and bound
ary conditions that are independent of x, so that Eq. (1) may 
be approached by the method of separation of variables. 
Also, for simplicity, we will assume, except in Sec. VIII, that 
h has only isolated zeros. The goal ofthis paper is, in part, to 
examine various subtleties arising in separating variables in 
the two-way diffusion equation. 

In practice the restriction on hand D does not exclude 
most cases of interest arising in physics applications. For 
example, particles impinging with velocity Ivl upon an infi
nite slab of randomly located, small-angle, elastic point-scat
terers are governed by the diffusion equation 

(.!!...+ v . .!!...)f=a,1J, at ar 
(2) 

wherefis the particle phase space density, a is a constant, 

and,1" is the angular Laplacian operator in velocity space. 
The steady-state distribution of particles along the axis of the 
slab is described by2 

e af 1 a . e a j' cos - = ----sm - , 
ax sine ae ae 

(3) 

where e is the angle the velocity vector makes with thex axis, 
x being the distance along the slab axis normalized to 
Ivl/a. The range of e is (0,1T), so that Eq. (3) is a special case 
of the two-way type considered in Eq. (1). 

The two-dimensional analogue of Eq. (2) occurs when 
particles are scattered instead by randomly located rod scat
terers, the rods being oriented in one direction and parallel to 
the face of the slab. Instead of Eq. (3), we then get 

af a2 

sinO- = --f - 1T<O<1T, (4) ax ae 2 ' 

where e is now the angle the velocity vector makes with the 
direction perpendicular to both the slab axis and the rod 
orientation. The distance along the slab axis, x, is now nor
malized to alv l' where v j is the particle velocity perpen
dicular to the rod orientation and is conserved now during 
scattering events. Equations (3) and (4) govern what is called 
diffuse reflection. Proper boundary conditions would speci
fy the incident particle distribution [corresponding, say, in 
Eq. (4) to () > 0] at x = 0 and would specify that only outgo
ing particles are present at x = L. A recent problem of inter
est governed by Eq. (4) is the scattering of plasma waves in a 
tokamak by random density fluctuations aligned in rodlike 
fashion along the magnetic field. 3 

Much of the research on two-way diffusion equations 
has centered around a special case ofEq. (1), namely Eq. (3), 
which was derived by Bothe. 2 Bethe et al.4 treated this equa
tion by using separation of variables and finding the domi
nant behavior from the lowest eigenfunctions. A numerical 
check of those conclusions has been provided by Stein and 
Bernstein.5 Beals6 analytically proved the existence of a solu
tion to Eq. (3) and, furthermore, proved that it could be 
represented by the eigenfunction expansion proposed by 
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Bethe et al. Considerations of other two-way equations oc
cur in Refs. 7-11. 

Our approach to the general equation, Eq. (1), is to use 
separation of variables as in Ref. 4. Here, our concern is that 
the resulting eigenvalue equation is not governed by the usu
al Sturm-Liouville theorems, a situation that we seek to 
remedy. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we 
examine when, as Bethe et al. found in their case, the separa
tion of variables solutions must be supplemented by an adi
tional singular eigenfunction. In Sec. III we show how this 
singular eigenfunction may be derived from a limiting case of 
completely separable (nonsingular) two-way equations. In 
Sec. IV we show that no other singular types of solutions are 
possible for this class of equations. In Secs. V and VI we 
prove a completeness theorem on the interval (a,b) for the 
eigenfunctions obtained by separating variables. In Sec. VII 
we conjecture a further completeness property of these ei
genfunctions and we appeal to, among other things, a nu
merical computation that lends support to the conjecture. In 
Sec. VIII we show how to extend our considerations to the 
case that h vanishes over an interval. In Sec. IX we conclude 
with a summary of the salient findings, including ramifica
tions of the proved completeness theorem and the conjec
tured completeness property. 

Before concluding this introductory section, we wish to 
point out that the uniqueness of the solution to Eq. (1), if it 
exists, is an easy matter to show via the usual energy integral. 
Since Eq. (1) is linear, it is satisfied by the difference, 
cP = fl - j;, of any two supposed solutions. We multiply Eq. 
(1) by cP and integrate over x and e. Upon integrating by 
parts in e on the right-hand side, the surface terms vanish for 
suitable boundary conditions at e = a and e = b [see Eq. 
(7)], implying that cP vanishes, hence also uniqueness. 

II. SEPARATION OF VARIABLES 

To solve Eq. (1) by the method of separation of varia
bles, we attempt an expansion 

f= Lcd)k(X)Uk(e) , (5) 
k 

where c, is a constant, cPk (x) = exp(kx), and Uk satisfies the 
eigenvalue equation 

,Y' k uk(e)=[ ~ D (e) ~ - kh (e) ]uk(e) = o. 
de de 

(6) 

We assume that the boundary conditions are given such that 
Eq. (6) is self-adjoint, i.e., the boundary conditions are such 
that 

( 
du/a) dU k (a) ) 

D (a) -- Uk (a) - -- u(a) 
de de J 

(
dUj(b) dUk(b») 

=D(b) --uk(b)- --u(b) . 
de de J 

(7) 

Self-adjointness assures the existence of an orthogonality re
lation between the Uk with weighting function h, i.e., 

fh (e)Uk(e)U1(e) = 0, if k =1-1. (8) 
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The question arises whether the Uk found from Eq. (6) 
comprise a complete set of eigenfunctions. Completeness is 
not assured by the usual Sturm-Liouville l2 theorems, which 
do not apply when h vanishes in the interval (a,b ). In fact, the 
Uk are not, in general, complete. For example, suppose that, 
as in Eq. (4), we pick D = 1, h = sine, and we try to use the 
eigenfunctions calculated from Eq. (6) to describef(e) such 
that 

J~ "f(e) sine de = J =1-0. (9) 

Since all the Uk are orthogonal to sine, any function repre
sented as a linear combination of the Uk must have J = O. 
Hence, anf characterized by Eq. (9) is not representable, 
implying that the set I Uk l is not complete. It turns out, how
ever, that supplementing the set I Uk l with sine does produce 
a complete set offunctions. This assertion will be proved in 
Sec. V. 

More generally, suppose that there exists a function g 
obeying the boundary conditions of the eigenvalue Eq. (6), 
and satisfying 

d d 
-D(e) -gee) + h (e) = o. 
de de 

(10) 

The conditions for the existence, which is not assured, of 
such a g are well known. 12 When g exists, there may be a 
solution to Eq. (1) of the form x - g(e), which we refer to as 
the linear or diffusion solution. This solution, which is not 
obtained by means of product separation of variables like the 
other solutions, but by sum separation, may be used to com
plete the Uk' so that the union of the Uk and the linear solu
tion can represent any function of e at a given, i.e., constant, 
x. 

Since the linear-in-x part of the diffusion solution must 
also satisfy the boundary conditions, in fact at every x, only a 
subset of the self-adjoint boundary conditions allow diffu
sion solutions. It may be seen that for diffusion solutions to 
exist in well-posed problems, the self-adjoint boundary con
ditions must be restricted such that for some constant 17 

D(a) af(x, a) = D(b) af(x, b) -17 I 
ae ae (11) 

and either 

f(x, a) = f(x, b), if 17=1-0, (12) 

or suitable conditions hold on allowable f if 17 = O. In this 
latter category falls the first example of Sec. I, i.e., Eq. (3), 
whereD (a) = D (b) = 0 andfis assumed to be nonsingular. 
In the former category, 17=1-0, falls Eq. (4), the example dis
cussed in this section, where periodic boundary conditions of 
fare assumed. In this case we haveg = sine, so thatx - sine 
is the diffusion solution that completes the Uk' 

The rule is that when h is orthogonal to all the Uk' so 
that it cannot be expanded in the Uk' then the solution x 
- g(e) exists and may be used to represent h. Furthermore, 

in such a case, g is orthogonal, with weighting function h, to 
all the Uk except uo. This may be demonstrated by multiply
ing Eq. (10) by Uk' integrating twice by parts the left-hand 
side, and finally substituting from Eq. (6). Invoking the orth
ogonality of h and Uk on the right-hand side, which is ob-
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tained by virtue ofEq. (11), then gives the desired orthogon
ality property for g, 

k fh (e)g(e)uk(e) = 0, (13) 

which is nontrivial for k #0. 

III. DEGENERACY OF THE ZEROTH EIGENVALUE 

In the previous section we noted that the diffusion solu
tion is orthogonal to all but uo, the k = 0 eigenfunction. This 
observation naturally leads us to suspect that there may be a 
particularly close connection between the diffusion solution 
and Un- In this section we explore this connection and derive 
the diffusion eigenfunction in a natural way from the limit
ing form of a separable equation. 

For convenience, we consider a specific example, al
though the conclusions are general. Therefore, considering 
the example in Sec. I, we attempt to break the degeneracy in 
Eq. (4) by posing instead 

af a2f 
(E + sine) - = -0 ' (14) ax ae-

again with periodic boundary conditions and in the interval 
( - 1T,1T). For E#O, the boundary conditions are incompati
ble with the existence of a diffusion solution, i.e., no g can 
solve Eq. (10). It naturally follows, then, to ask how the 
diffusion solution can arise in the limit E-o. 

For E#O, we can solve Eq. (14) by separation of varia
bles, i.e., 

f= Ia k exp(kx)<Pk(e) , (15) 
k 

where <Pk satisfies the eigenvalue equation 

k(E + sine)<pk = <P Z, (16) 

the prime denoting differentiation with respect to e. 
We wish to prove now that there is an eigenvalue k of 

order E, for E small. This eigenvalue is in addition to the 
eigenvalue k = O. To find this eigenvalue, we assume k~E 
and formally expand 

<P = <Po + <P I + <P2 + ... , (17) 

where <P1l ~E" ~k". Inserting Eq. (17) into (16), we find to 
zeroth order 

(18) 

whereupon invoking periodicity boundary conditions, we 
find <Po = Co, where Co is a constant. The order-E equation 
now gives 

(19) 

and, again invoking periodicity boundary conditions, we 
find 

(20) 

which is of order E, as supposed. So far k has not been deter
mined. However, the order E2 equation may now be written 
as 

(21) 

which has a solution for periodicity boundary conditions 
only if the consistency condition 
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(22) 

is satisfied. From Eq. (22), we determine k = 2E. This allows 
us to find 

<P2 = - Co(!E2 cos2e + C2) , (23) 

where C2 ~ E2 is a constant that may be lumped in with Co. 
Thus, we have found an eigenvalue of order E to Eq. 

(16), and the corresponding term in Eq. (15) is 

ak exp(kx)<Pk = ak (1 + kx +!k 2X2 + ... )(1 - k sine 
- kk 2 cos2e + ... ) 

= ad I + kx - k sine + 0 (k 2) 1 , (24) 

where we have expanded the exponential term in kx, assum
ing thatx is 0 (1) when retaining terms. The eigenfunction in 
Eq. (24) is additional to the eigenfunction corresponding to 
k = 0 exactly, which is a constant. Thus, we may use the 
k = 0 eigenfunction to subs tract out the constant part ofEq. 
(24), i.e., ak , the remaining part also satisfying Eq. (14). We 
writethisremainingpartasakk [x - sine + 0 (k)] and take 
the limit k-+O while taking a k ~ 11k. Thus, higher-order 
terms in k drop out and we are left with the diffusion eigen
function, x - sine, as found in Sec. II. 

Finally, we note that before removing the constant term 
in Eq. (24) and taking the limit E-o, all eigenfunctions are 
orthogonal with respect to the weighting function, E + sine. 
Taking the limit E-o may be viewed as the merging of two 
eigenvalues or a degeneracy in the zeroth eigenvalue. Thus, 
the two eigenfunctions remain orthogonal to the remaining 
eigenfunctions. They may also be made orthogonal to each 
other at any x, but not simultaneously at all x. 

These arguments may be applied to the general case, 
where h is altered perturbatively in such a manner that g no 
longer exists. This removes the degeneracy in the lowest ei
genvalue, and taking the limit of zero perturbation recovers 
the diffusion solution in a manner entirely analogous to the 
case presented. That the resulting set of eigenfunctions, the 
Uk plus the diffusion solution, is complete is still not assured, 
although this property is now somewhat motivated by the 
observations on the degeneracy as a limiting case. In the next 
section we show that other degeneracies, not in the zeroth 
eigenvalue, are impossible. The proof of the completeness 
property is reserved for Sec. V. 

IV. SIMPLICITY OF THE NONZERO EIGENVALUES 

The results of the previous section concerning the de
generacy of the zeroth eigenvalue point naturally to the pos
sibility of degeneracy in the nonzero eigenvalues also. If such 
a degeneracy were to occur, then by analogy to the degener
acy already studied, we may expect solutions of the form 

f = g I(e)x exp(kx) + gie) exp(kx) . (25) 

Substituting into Eq. (1), we see that gl and g2 must satisfy 

ii' kgl(e) = 0, (26a) 

Y kgie) = h (0 )gl(O) . (26b) 

We assume boundary conditions that allow diffusion solu
tions, i.e., 

f(a) = f(b), (27a) 
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D (a) a f(a) = D (b) a f(b) , 
ao ae (27b) 

although we prove now that such solutions cannot occur for 
k ¥-O. 

Note that g I satisfies the usual eigenvalue equation, i.e., 
Eq. (6), and thus has the usual property 

kf'hg~ dB = - fD e:~ Y dB. (28) 

Now we also find 

f (g2x kgl -gIXkgZ) dB = - fhgi dB=O, (29) 

where the second equality is obtained because the left-hand 
side of Eq. (29) vanishes upon application of the boundary 
conditions after the obvious integration by parts. Equation 
(29), which is a necessary condition for any degenerate solu
tion, implies that h must change sign. Furthermore, Eqs. 
(28) and (29) together imply that 

lhD (~~r de = 0, (30) 

which, in turn, implies that g I must be constant, since D is 
not zero at any interior points. However, if gl is constant, 
then k must be zero to satisfy Eq. (26a). Hence, all nonzero 
eigenvalues are nondegenerate or simple, and degenerate so
lutions can occur only for k = 0, i.e., they are of the type 
considered in the previous section. The necessary and suffi
cient conditions for their occurrence are that the boundary 
conditions permit the constant solution to be an allowable 
eigenfunction and that Eq. (29) hold, which may now be 
written simply as 

lbh(B)dB=O. (31) 

Although we have shown that merging of roots may 
occur only at k = 0, we have not yet limited the number of 
roots which may merge, i.e., the order of the degeneracy. For 
example, if n roots were to merge at k = 0, then a solution of 
the form 

f=x" +xn-'g,(B) + ... +xgn _ 1 (B) +gn(B) (32) 

could exist, where the coefficient of x II must obviously be 
independent of B as taken. We show now that multiple de
generacies of the form ofEq. (32) cannot exist for n > 1. For 
Eq. (32) to satisfy Eq. (1), the gn must satisfy 

nh= ~ Ddg
" dO de 

(n -l)h = -.!!..-. Ddg1+ 1 1 I 
gl dB dB ' <: <:n , 

(33a) 

(33b) 

and obey boundary conditions of the type given by Eqs. (27). 
From Eq. (33a) we find that 

fD(~r dB= -nfhg,dB=O, (34) 

where the second equality arises from use ofEq. (33b) when 
n i= 1 and implies that dg 1/ dB = 0, which is impossible in 
view of Eq. (33a). Hence there cannot exist any solutions of 
the type given by Eq. (32) for n > 1. 
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In summary the rule is that there is only one possible 
degeneracy, namely, the merging of two roots at k = 0. Cor
responding to this degeneracy, there can be at most one inde
pendent diffusion solution of the form x - g(B). [Any other 
diffusion solution, say x - y(O), is a linear combination of 
the above solution and the Uo eigenfunction, since g - y sat
sifies Eq. (6) with k = 0.] 

V. PROOF OF CLOSEDNESS 

In the next two sections, we prove that any function 
defined on the interval (a,b) and obeying the boundary con
ditions at e = a and B = b may be written as a linear combi
nation of the Uk and g, which are found from 

Xkuk(B)=O, 

2' ~(O) = h (0), 

(35a) 

(35b) 

where x k is defined in Eq. (6) and the boundary conditions 
are given by Eq. (11) and either Eq. (12) or a suitable replace
ment as discussed in Sec. II. The completeness proof that we 
offer is motivated by the method of Kneser, 13 which was 
useful in proving completeness for proper Sturm-Liouville 
problems. First we prove a "closed ness" property, i.e., if any 
function is orthogonal to all of the eigenfunctions, then it 
must be zero. The completeness property follows from the 
c10sedness property. Kneser's idea, which may be found 
within the context of subsidiary theorems in Ref 12, is to 
construct a series solution to a related inhomogeneous prob
lem. Information concerning the closed ness of the eigen
functions of the homogeneous problem then follows from 
the convergence properties of the series. 

Motivated in this manner, we first consider the inhomo
geneous equation 

~D(B) -.!!..-. vee) + kh (B)v(B) + p(O) = 0, (36) 
de dB 

with boundary conditions imposed on v that allow diffusion 
solutions to the related homogeneous equation, i.e., Eq. (36) 
withp = 0. We construct a solution to Eq. (36) by means of 
the expansion 

v(B) = Vo + kv, + ... + k "v" + "', 
where the terms of the series are found from 

d d 
-D-vo+p=O, 
dO dO 

d d 
-D-u +hv 1=0, n;;d, de dB n n-

(37a) 

(37b) 

(37c) 

with the Vn obeying the same boundary conditions that v 
obeys. 

The radius of convergence of the series solution is 
bounded by p = Ill, where lis the smallest (in absolute value) 
eigenvalue of the homogeneous system for which 

f p(B)u,(O)d = 0 (38) 

does not hold. Ifnosuch I exists, thenp = 00. For Ik I <p, the 
series will converge (e.g., Sec. 11.3 in Ref. 12 with minor 
modification assures this) so long as successive Vn may be 
found unambiguously. The condition on the existence of the 
series' coefficients Vn imposes restrictions on p in addition to 
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those already imposed by Eq. (38). The analysis now departs 
somewhat from that for a proper Sturm-Liouville problem, 
for which the existence of the Vn is assured without further 
restrictions on p. 

First, we note that upon integrating Eqs. (37b) and 
(37c) over the interval (a,b) and applying the boundary con
dition in Eq. (II), we obtain 

f~(e)de=o, (39a) 

fh (e)Vn(e) de = 0, (39b) 

the latter relation holding for all n. The restriction onp given 
by Eq. (39a) is necessary for the convergence of the series 
anywhere and is equivalent to Eq. (38) with I = 0, where 
then u, is the zeroth eigenfunction, which is a constant when 
the boundary conditions allow diffusion solutions. Never
theless, the necessity of satisfying Eq. (39a) means that Vo 

cannot be fully determined from Eq. (37b) alone. Similarly, 
the compatibility condition, Eq. (39b), means that Eq. (37c) 
alone is insufficient to determine Vn unambiguously. It may 
be suspected, however, that the compatibility conditions 
provide sufficient additional restrictions to determine the Vn • 

We now set out to prove that, in fact, this is so. 
Multiplying Eq. (37c) by g and integrating yields 

(bghv de = _ (bg (~ D ~ v ) de Ja n -I Ja de de n 

= (h (dVn) D dg de 
Ja de de 

- v -D- de l' b (d dg ) 
a n de de 

- fVnh de, (40) 

where, upon each integration by parts, the boundary terms 
vanished by virtue of the assumed boundary conditions. The 
last equality was written on the basis of substitution from Eq. 
(35b). Now by virtue ofEq. (39b), the right-hand side ofEq. 
(40) vanishes, from which we obtain the orthogonality of g 
and the Vn with weighting function h. 

Although g is orthogonal to the Vn , it is not orthogonal 
to the constant function, as may be shown by multiplying 
Eq. (35b) by g and integrating once by parts to obtain 

fhgde= - fD(~~y de#O. (41) 

The inequality above obtains because D does not pass 
through zero and g cannot be constant. 

It maybe seen that each Vn is determined from Eq. (37c) 
up to an arbitrary additive constant, say of the form 

Vn = C + R (e), (42) 

where R (e) is a known function and C is an unknown con
stant. We show now that Eqs. (40) and (41) are sufficient to 
determine C and resolve the ambiguity in the Vn • Substitut
ing for Vn from Eq. (42) into Eq. (40) and using Eqs. (39b) 
and (41), we construct 

C= fRhgde [fD (~~y de rl 

. 
(43) 
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The point is that C is always determined because the denomi
nator cannot vanish. It may be noted that simply substitut
ing Vn from Eq. (42) directly into the compatibility condi
tion, Eq. (39b), would not determine C since h has zero area. 

It should be noted that, in the above, nonzero k has been 
tacitly assumed in the application of the orthogonality rela
tions, i.e., Eqs. (39b) and (40). When k vanishes, these rela
tions, and hence Eq. (43) also, do not necessarily hold and C 
cannot be uniquely determined. In fact, when k = 0, the so
lution to Eq. (36) is not unique and can be determined only 
up to an arbitrary constant. Similarly, an additional con
traint is needed to uniquely determine the solution to Eq. 
(37b), which is identical to Eq. (36) with k = O. Here, nearly 
any additional constraint will do; we could, for example, 
assume that Eq. (43) holds also for k = 0 in which case a 
unique solution to Eq. (36) exists, even for k = 0, and may be 
constructed by means of the series for Ik I <po 

Finally, mUltiplying Eq. (37b) by g, integrating, and 
manipulating the subsequent expression in a manner analo
gous to Eq. (40), we obtain 

fgpde=o, (44) 

which represents an additional constraint onp if the series is 
to have a nonzero radius of convergence. It should be appre
ciated that this condition is essentially anticipated by the 
resemblance ofEq. (44) to Eq. (38) in view of the discussion 
given in Sec. III. 

To recapitulate, we have so far shown that if Eqs. (39a) 
and (44) hold, then the series solution converges in a finite 
interval about k = 0, namely for Ik I <po The series coeffi
cients may be determined uniquely order by order by means 
ofEqs. (37) and (43). We now proceed to exploit the fact that 
if p = 00, i.e., if Eq. (38) holds for alii, then v is an entire 
function of k. 

We consider two cases ofEq. (37c), say 

d d 
-D-v +hv 1 =0, de de n n-

(45a) 

d d 
-D-v 1 +hvrn =0. 
de de rn+ 

(45b) 

Multiplying Eq. (45a) by Vrn +1 and Eq. (45b) by Vn, sub
tracting, and integrating, we obtain 

f (vrn +1 Vn -I - vnvrn)h de = 0, (46) 

where we made use of the boundary condition, Eq. (II). We 
may note that since nand m were arbitrarily chosen, the 
definition 

wq-fVnVrnhde, n+m=q, (47) 

is unambiguous. 
For proper Sturm-Liouville problems, the proof pro

ceeds somewhat more simply as Wq is always non-negative 
for q even, since h is non-negative. This simplification does 
not occur in our case, where h does, in fact, pass through 
zero. We can, however, show that Wq is always non-negative 
for q odd. We do so by multiplying Eq. (45a) by Vn and 
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integrating to obtain 

O<;tD(~;y dO= fhUnUn-1 (48) 

We may also consider the quantity 

D __ t[a(~;)+ /3 (d;; )f dO 

=a2 W2n _ 1 +2a/3Wm+ n _1 + /31W2m _l , (49) 

where a and /3 are arbitrary constants. Since {j is non-nega
tive for any choice of a and /3, we must have 

(50) 

Let q be an odd integer. From Eq. (50) we see that if Wq = ° 
for any q, then all the Wq must be zero, except possibly for 
WI' We now, in fact, show that WI must then also be zero, 
although this is not implied by Eq. (50). Using instead Eq. 
(48) with n = 2, we see that W3 = ° implies that du21 dO = 0, 
which, in turn, implies from Eq. (45a) with n = 2 that 
hU I = 0, which requires that WI vanish too. Hence, either all 
the Wq vanish or none do. Suppose first that none do. Since 
by Eq. (48) Wq ;;;.0, Eq. (50) implies the inequalities 

Wj Ws W7 W2n + 1 ;;:"', -' <;-<;-<; ... <;--'--"", 
WI W3 Ws W2n - 1 

which in turn implies that 

W2n +1 ;;;'T"WI , 

where we have defined 

T=W,IW1>0. 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

Now when U is an entire function of k [i.e., whenp is 
orthogonal to all the U / and g, with a constant as the weight
ing function, as in Eqs. (38) and (44)], then so is the quantity 

fuuohdO= Wo+kW1 +···+k"W" +.... (54) 

The assumption Wq #0, however, leads to a contradictory 
statement, since the sum of the subseries of all the odd terms 
of the series in Eq. (54), 

~ k 2m + 1 W :;;,kW~(k2T)m L 2m +1 p 1"::'" , (55) 
m~O 0 

clearly diverges for some k. Hence, we have proved by con
tradiction that Wq = ° and, in particular, that WI = 0, 
which implies that 

0= W 1- (hU1uoh dO = (hD (dU I)2 dO, 
10 Ja dO 

(56) 
----________________________________ J 

boundary conditions, and 

which means that VI must be a constant. This latter state
ment, in turn, implies from Eq. (37c) that huo = 0, which 
finally implies from Eq. (37b) that p = 0. 

What we have proved is that if p is orthogonal to all the 
Uk and g, then p = 0. This closedness property is shown in 
the next section to imply completeness, i.e., that any suitable 
p may be constructed as a linear combination of the Uk andg 
in the manner 

p(O) = ICkUk(O) + cgg(e) , (57) 
k 

which is the completeness relation that we seek. The con
stants ck and cg may then be determined easily from the 
orthogonality properties of the eigenfunctions. We multiply 
Eq. (57) by either h, hUI> or hg and integrate to obtain, 
respectively, 

~f~~=f~~, ~~ 
c/fhU;dO= fhPU/dO, 1#0, (58b) 

Co f hg dO = fp gh dO - cg fglh dO . (S8e) 

The constants are all determined from Eqs. (58) since all the 
integrals on the left-hand sides have been shown not to van
ish. The case I = ° is excluded in Eq. (58b) for just that rea
son, sinee h has zero area, and instead use is made of Eq. 
(58c) to determine Co. 

VI. PROOF OF COMPLETENESS 

In order to prove that the closed ness of the eigenfunc
tions implies their completeness, we begin by pointing out 
that the asymptotic behavior oflarge eigenvalues is given by 

kn-nlnl, n=0,±I,±2, ... , (59) 

where n indexes the k" and spans ( - 00,00). In contrast, for 
Sturm-Liouville problems, k n _nl where n'spans only 
(0,00). The validity of Eq. (59) can be demonstrated by 
means of matched asymptotic expansions. For example, sup
pose thatH =h I Dpasses through zero only once in the inter
val (a,b ), say at e = 0, with finite positive slope C> 0. We 
can then solve Eq. (6) away from 0::::;0 by means of a WKB 
expansion, which matches onto Airy functions near 0 = 0. 
Doing so for k--+ + 00, we find Uk = auAO) +/3uB CO), 
where a and {3 are constants to be determined from the 

~H-1/4 exp ( _ k lido [H(O ')] 112 de '), 
2Y 1T Jo 

0>0, 

uA(O)= Ai(kI/3CI/20), 0::::;0, (60a) 

I [ _ H ]-114 sin (k 111[[ _ H(O')] III dO' + ~), 0<0, 
Y1T 0 4 

{ 

I H-114exP(kllliO[H(01)]lI1dO'), 0>0, 
uB(O) = Y 1T b 

0, 0$0. 

(60b) 
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The point is that in order to satisfy self-adjoint boundary 
conditions, k 1/2 is determined only up to multiples of 21rr, 
where r is a finite constant, whence Eq. (59) follows. For 
example, for periodicity boundary conditions, we have 

!!... = [ - H (b) ] 1/4 sin (k 1/2[( _ H)1/2 de + !!...), 
a H(a) a 4 

(61) 

and k is determined from 

( [ 
1r) [- H (b) ] 1/2 . tan kl/2 a (-H)1/2 de +"4 = H(a) (62) 

We now turn to the question of uniform convergence. 
Consider the functions which represent the decomposition 
offinto orthogonal modes, i.e., 

F"(e)=u,,(e)ffoU,, de, (63) 

where U" is the eigenfunction corresponding to k n and is 
normalized according to 

fhU~ = 1 . (64) 

Note that from the asymptotic representation of the Un for 
large n, we see that H 1/4U" is uniformly bounded for all nand 
e. 

Suppose thatfobeys the same boundary conditions as 
the un and is twice differentiable. From Eq. (6) we have 

i
b d d 

Fn =kn-Iu" a f de D de Un de 

i
b 

d d 
=kn-Iun a Un de D de fde . (65) 

By virtue of the boundedness of H 1/4un and the integrability 
of the weak singularity (i.e., since Un _H- I14 ) in the inte
grand on the right side of Eq. (65), it is seen that 

H I14Fn -1Ikn _1In2
, as n- ± 00 , (66) 

where we now made use of Eq. (59). Hence, the series of 
partial sums of H 1/

4Fn is absolutely and uniformly conver
gent in the interval (a,b ). 

Weare now in a position to demonstrate that closedness 
implies at least a mild type of completeness, i.e., complete
ness in that any continuous twice-differentiable functionf 
may be uniformly approximated. This restrictive or narrow 
property is needed before we relax the conditions onfto 
include all continuous functions. Proceeding in this vein, we 
define the function 

,p (e) -f(e) - ~Uk(e) f uk(e ')h (e ')f(e ') de' 

fee) - Iuk(e)ak . (67) 
k 

Consider the quantity 

ibhU'~Ukak = ibhU,lh 1-1/4~lh 1I/4ukak 

= Iakibhu,Uk = a, , 
k a 

(68) 

where reversing the order of integration and summation to 
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obtain the second equality is clearly allowable since the se
ries is uniformly convergent by virtue of Eq. (66). Thus, we 
have for every u, 

f,phU, de = f foUl - a, = 0, (69) 

which implies from the closedness of the U, that ,ph = O. 
Hence, from Eq. (67) we see that the Uk can representfev
erywhere except possibly at the isolated point e = 0, which is 
the mild completeness property we sought to prove. It is now 
possible to follow relatively standard but tedious procedures 
to show that the above property implies that, in fact, any 
continuous/. not necessarily twice-differentiable, may be 
uniformly approximated by the Un (except where e = 0). 
This last step of the completeness proof is given in Appendix 
A. 

Note that this proof relied on a finite first derivative of h 
at e = 0 in order to write down the asymptotic expansion in 
terms of Airy functions. Nevertheless, it is easy to show that 
similar conclusions may be drawn when this derivative van
ishes or when more general (but self-adjoint) boundary con
ditions are used. The case of h vanishing over an interval is 
discussed in Sec. VIII. 

We now show that the proved completeness property 
on the interval (a,b) guarantees that if a solution to Eq. (I) 
exists, then it can be expanded in the separation-of-variables 
eigenfunctions. For fmay then be put in the form 

f = IAk (x)ude) + B (x)[x - g(e) 1 (70) 
k 

and it suffices to show that the A k and B are in fact given by 

Ak(X) = ckekx (71a) 

B=-cg , (7lb) 

where the Ck and cg are constants found, say, from evaluat
ing Eqs. (58) at x = O. Equations (58) may now be used to 
establish Eqs. (71). For example, using Eq. (58b) and assum
ing the u, have been normalized, we have for k #0 

Ak (x) = f fou k de, (72) 

and differentiating by x gives 

d ib 
df -Ak(X) = hUk -de 

dx a dx 

i
b d d 

= Uk -D-fde 
a de de 

i
b d d 

= f-D-u k de 
a de de 

= fkfoUk de 

= kAk(x) , (73) 

where in deriving the third equality we integrated twice by 
parts. Thus, Eq. (71a) follows for k #0. In a similar manner, 
Ao(x) and B (x) may be shown to be constant as required. 

VII. COMPLETENESS ON THE HALF-INTERVAL 

In Sec. VI, we showed that the Uk are complete on the 
interval (a,b ). This implied that the expansion by separation 
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of variables could be used to represent/everywhere, when/ 
exists. 

However, the existence of/for arbitrary initial and final 
conditions indicates that the Uk possess a far stronger prop
erty than completeness on the interval (a,b ). By taking the 
limit d-- 00, it can be seen that only the non-growing-in-x 
eigenfunctions can contribute at x = 0, while only the non
decaying eigenfunctions can contribute at x = d. Thus, as
suming that h vanishes only once, say, h (0) = 0, we see that 
the exponentially decaying eigenfunctions, supplemented by 
the constant and linear eigenfunctions, should be complete 
on the interval where h is positive, say in (O,b ). Similarly, the 
growing eigenfunctions, also supplemented by the constant 
and linear eigenfunctions, should be complete in the interval 
(a,O). (There is no problem in switching the order of taking 
the limit d-- 00 with taking the limit of the number of eigen
functions becoming infinite, since the higher order eigen
functions, decaying or growing most rapidly, certainly can
not contribute at both boundaries.) 

Thus, it may be seen that existence of the solution and 
its representability by the eigenfunction expansion should 
imply the further completeness property of the Uk' that 
"half' the Uk are complete in the interval (O,b) while the 
other half are complete in the interval (a,O). Furthermore, it 
may presumably be shown that the converse is also true, i.e., 
if the Uk possess this completeness property, then/must 
exist. This should follow from a construction ofjby means of 
a convergent, iterative scheme, where the boundary condi
tions are alternatively satisfied by the decaying set of Uk at 
x = ° and the growing set at x = d. 

Unfortunately, we have not been able to prove the com
pleteness of the eigenfunctions on the half-interval, which 
would have, from the above argument, presumably provided 
a general and independent proof of the existence of solutions 
to Eq. (1). We must therefore content ourselves, at present, 
with the reverse argument. Thus, in special cases, where we 
may rely on other proofs for existence, then we can infer that 
the associated eigenfunctions possess a completeness proper
ty on the half-inteval. 

To demonstrate how the eigenfunctions may be used to 
construct the solution, and to provide additional support for 
the conjecture that they are complete on the half-interval, we 
numerically consider one example of Eq. (1), namely 

a{ 0) a I az.r - 1T < 0 < 1T, ° < x < d , (74) ax a0 2 
' 

where 

a(0) = {
I, 

-I, 
(75) 

and periodicity boundary conditions are assumed. This par
ticular example was chosen for numerical analysis because 
the eigenfunctions are particularly simple. Since u(O) has 
zero area, we expect a linear eigenfunction of the form 
x - uoo(O), where 

uoo(O)= {0(1T-0), 0>0, (76) 
0(1T+0),0<0. 

The eigenfunctions that are even about 1T/2 in the interval 
(0,1T) are of the form, for n > 0, 
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where 

en = [cos(An1T/2)][cosh(An1T/2)]-1 

and An solves 

COMn 1T = secMn 1T . 

(77) 

(78) 

(79) 

For n < 0, i.e., for the decaying eigenfunctions of the form 
Un (0) exp( - Anx), we have Un (0) = U ~ n ( - 0). Similarly, 
there are eigenfunctions that are odd about 0 = 1T /2 in the 
interval (0,1T). Since we will assume even boundary condi
tions, the odd functions need not be considered here. 

Part of the reason for giving these eigenfunctions in de
tail is that as n--oo the Un exponentially fast approach 
cos[(2n + D(O - 1T/2)]. If the Un are complete on (0,1T), 
which we will demonstrate numerically, it is expected that 
the cos[(2n + D(O - 1T/2)], supplemented by a constant or 
roughly constant function, must also be complete on (0,1T). 
Nevertheless, despite its simple form, we have been unable to 
analytically demonstrate that the set cos[(2n + D(O - 1T/2)] 
is complete, which presumably might be an easier task than 
to demonstrate that property for the Un' 

In Fig. I we show the results of numerically fitting the 
eigenfunction expansion to boundary data using the method 
of least squares. The boundary conditions are that/CO < 0, 
x = d) = ° and/(O > 0, x = 0) has the Gaussian type of de
pendence shown in Fig. lea). Here, we have taken d = 10. 
We find that the root-mean-square difference between the 
eigenfunction expansion and the given bundary data con
verges to zero as 1/ N, where N is the number of eigenfunc
tions employed. This type of convergence is indicative of the 
presence of Gibb's phenomenon in this problem. Indeed, 
some such phenomenon is expected since the solution on the 
boundary cannot be analytic over the whole interval 
( - 1T,1T). For example, at x = d, there cannot exist a smooth 
fit of any non-zero solution in the region 0> ° to the zero 
data given in the region 0 < 0. (Parenthetically, we remark 
that in analogy with the examples given in Sec. I, the zero 
data correspond to a condition of only outgoing particles 

-1T -1T/2 o 1T 

]1'1 ': r=1 
-1T -1T /2 o 1T /2 1T 

FIG. I. Data on the boundaries. (a)f(O) vs 0 on the boundary at x = 0; for 
0> 0, the data is given, whereas for 0 < ° the data is computed, using 250 
eigenfunctions. (b)f(O) VS Oon the boundary atx = 10; forO <0, the data is 
given, whereas for 0> ° the data is computed. Note change of scale. 
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'l 

o 

FIG. 2. Surface of/(8,x) using the boundary data given in Fig. 1. 

present at one end of the collision region.) In Fig. 2 we show, 
using a large number of eigenfunctions, / as a function of 
both x and 8. Note that, except near the boundaries,fis 
described mainly by the linear solution. 

Numerical results for large d are similar. For very large 
d, only the decaying eigenfunctions remain finite. Thus, 
there is numerical evidence, at least in this case, for the con
jectured completeness property on the half-interval. 

A remark, appropriate before closing this section, is 
that the eigenfunctions Un' which are supposed complete on 
(O,lT), pass through zero n times in that interval and not at all 
in ( - IT,O). The reverse holds true for those eigenfunctions 
complete on the other half-interval. 

VIII. WHEN h(e) VANISHES OVER AN INTERVAL 

When h (8) vanishes over an interval, it turns out that 
the closedness and completeness properties of the Uk do not 
extend over the full interval (a,b). Instead, it may be shown 
that these properties extend over the interval (a,b ) with the 
exclusion of the subintervals over which h vanishes, For ex
ample, in deducing the closed ness property following Eq. 
(56), we relied on the vanishing of hvo. Were h to vanish over 
an interval, then we could conclude only that p vanishes 
where h does not. Similarly, the conjectures regarding prop
erties on the half-interval would then apply only where h is 
either positive or negative. 

That the completeness property fails to apply where 
h = 0 presents no difficulty in describing the solution to Eq. 
(1) by means of an eigenfunction expansion. In fact, it can be 
shown via an energy integral (in the manner described at the 
end of Sec. I) that specifying boundary conditions at x = 0 
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where h > 0 and at x = d where h < 0 implies uniqueness of 
the solution. Hence, nothing can be specified where h = 0 
anyway, which is eminently consistent with an eigenfunction 
expansion wherein the eigenfunctions are complete on the 
interval that excludes the set where h = O. 

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In a manner of summary, we remark that the important 
features in this work are the proof of completeness of the 
Uk (8) on (a,b), the criteria for the existence of a diffusion 
solution, and the conjecture regarding the completeness of 
half of the Uk (8) on the interval (a,O) or (O,b). 

The completeness of the eigenfunctions Uk (8) on the 
interval (a,b ), which was proved in Secs. V and VI, guaran
tees that when a solution to Eq. (1) exists it may be expanded 
in the form given by Eq. (5). It should be pointed out, howev
er, that it may not always be practical to employ the expan
sion in numerically solving Eq. (1), since the Uk themselves 
may be hard to compute and, once computed, do not enjoy 
useful orthogonality properties for properly posed boundary 
value problems. Nevertheles, we have seen that when the Uk 

are easily found, as in the example given in Sec. VII, the 
eigenfunction expansion is certainly convenient. 

The criteria for the existence of the diffusion solution 
allow the gathering of partial information about the solution 
without obtaining it completely. For example, the existence 
of a diffusion solution to Eq. (3) implies the well-known fact 
that the amount of sunlight reaching earth through a nonab
sorbing cloud layer drops off only as the reciprocal of the 
layer thickness rather than with an exponential dependence 
on it. 

Finally, the conjecture regarding the half-interval prob
lem perhaps has the farthest reaching implications of all and 
its verification is worthy of future investigation. The correct
ness of the conjecture should imply an independent proof of 
the existence of a solution to the related two-way diffusion 
equation. There is the added academic interest in that the 
conjecture relates to functions which do not satisfy a Sturm
Liouville equation on the interval upon which the complete
ness property is supposed. This is in contrast to the other 
findings here, which may be viewed somewhat as a supple
ment or extension to the standard Sturm-Liouville theory. 

The proof of the conjecture regarding completeness on 
the half-interval has now been provided by R. Beals. 14 
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APPENDIX A 

In this appendix we show that the capability of the ei
genfunction expansion to represent continuous twice-differ
entiable/implies the capability to also represent any/that is 
merely continuous. The proof of this step, which supple
ments the completeness proof in Sec. VI, follows Ref. 12, 
Sec. 11.52. The idea is to compare the expansion in the Un 

with a uniformly convergent expansion in a known set of 
complete orthogonal functions, X n • For simplicity, we con-
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sider the intervals (a,a) and (O,b ) separately. Assume that the 
X n are defined on (O,b ) and are orthogonal with respect to the 
weighting function v(O) > 0. We define the X" to be zero for 
e < 0. Then we can define the partial sums 

Sv(O)= f f(t) tvUn(O)Un(t)h (t) dt, (Ala) 

(Alb) 

where u,,.,(O) is known to converge uniformly tof(O) in the 
interval (O,b ), and we would like to prove the same for 
S ",(0). Thus, we will try to show that 

SN(O) - u,,.,(O) ---+ ° (A2) 

uniformly in (O,b) as N-oo. 
To expedite matters, we define the function 

N 

if>N(O,t)- I [un(O)un(t)+u_n(O)u __ n(t) 
,,=0 

- Xn(O)Xn(t)] , (A3) 

where, for simplicity of notation, the diffusion solution, if it 
exists, is not written explicitly but is understood to be includ
ed in the summation. Now if G (0) is continuous and twice 
differentiable, then 

f<pN(O, t)G(t)-O (A4) 

uniformly in (O,b) as N-oo. This is a consequence of the 
uniform convergence of S,v to such G (proved in Sec. VI). 
The same property holds for the cr N by assumption. Equa
tion (A4) is obtained since their difference must then uni
formly converge to zero. 

Consider the sequence of functions 

such that the Gn are continuous, twice-differentiable func
tions that uniformly converge tofin (O,b). The Gn could be, 
for example, n-term polynomial or Fourier approximations 
to! We may then write 

SN(O) - uN(O) = f<pN(O, t)[f(t) - Gm(t)] dt 

+ fif>,,.,·(O,t)Gm(t)dt. (AS) 

If if>N(O,t) is uniformly bounded for all N,O, and t, then the 
first integral in Eq. (AS) may be made arbitrarily small by 
taking m large enough. Then, by Eq. (A4), the second inte
gral can be made arbitrarily small by taking N large enough. 
Hence, Eq. (A2) follows. 

It remains to show that if>N(O,t) is, in fact, uniformly 
bounded. For simplicity, we begin with a specific example, 
namely that considered in Eq. (74). We take the Xn to be 
cos[2n(O - 1T/2)]. Since only functions even about 1T/2 are 
considered here, it suffices to examine the interval (0,1T/2). 
Consider one of the contributions to <P N' which may be writ
ten as 

N 

A - Icos[(2n + DO 1 cos[(2n + Dt 1 
N, 

- cos(2nO) cos(2nt) 
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N 

= I!! cos [(2n + 1)¢) - cos(2n¢) I 
No 

+ ! [cos(2n + !)z - cos(2nz)] , (A6) 

where ¢_O + t and z-O - t. It is assumed that No is a suffi
ciently large eigenvalue, so that the asymptotic representa
tion of the Un as cos(2n + DO is valid, We note, for example, 
that 

v ( i,;,2 I ) 
Icos(2n + D¢ - cos2n¢ = Re ~,. -: (e 2

.
Vi

", -I) , 
So e~,"'o"l -1 

(A7) 

which is obviously uniformly bounded. Thus A is bounded. 
The other contribution to if>N(fJ,t) arises from the de

caying eigenfunctions in the interval (a,b ), and may be writ
ten as 

.v S 

B-Iu_n(fJ)u.n(t)~Iexp[ -(2n+!)(fJ+t)] , 
No SO 

(AS) 

which is uniformly bounded for fJ in any closed interval in 
(0,1T/2) that does not include zero. Since <P,,,(fJ,t) 
= A + B + (a finite number of terms), it follows that 

<PN(fJ,t) is similarly uniformly bounded in any closed inter
val not including zero. 

This property of if>N(fJ,t) implies, through Eq. (AS), 
that Sv(fJ) uniformly converges to any continuousf(fJ) in 
any closed interval in (O,1T/2) not including the origin. The 
exclusion of the origin [i.e., where h (fJ) = 0] from the com
pleteness proof is expected, as in other aspects of this prob
lem. In a similar manner, it can be shown that Sn (fJ) con
verges tof(O) in the restofthe interval ( - 1T,1T). Note that for 
periodicity boundary conditions, the endpoints, e = ± 1T, 
must be excluded in the same manner and for the same rea
son that the point fJ = ° is excluded from the interval over 
which the completeness holds. 

The general case in which h passes through zero at 
0= a is handled similarly. From the asymptotic expansion 
of the Un' given by Eqs. (60), it can be seen that the Un asymp
totically approach sinusoidal or decaying functions. The 
Airy function behavior occurs only near the origin, so that 
for any closed interval not including the origin, it is possible 
to begin the summation at a large enough No, as in Eqs. (A 7) 
and (AS), that the asymptotic behavior is valid. From the 
example given above, it is clear that the if>,v would be similar
ly bounded. For one may, for example, pick the X n such that 

d d 
dfJ D de Xn + k n Ih IXn = a , (A9) 

with Sturm-Liouville-type boundary conditions at the end
points of either interval, (O,b ) or (a,O). The eigenfunctions X" 
would then be asymptotically sinusoidal, but shifted from 
the Un' a case known from Eq. (A 7) to have the requisite 
properties. 
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The most general possible noninertial acceleration in special relativity is formulated with 
differential forms in the cotangent bundle. We show that the Lie derivative plays the same role in 
the cotangent bundle that the covariant derivative plays in the tangent bundle. We also show that 
a cotangent bundle analog of Fermi-Walker transport can be based upon the, "cotangent
geodesic" equation, !L u UJ = O. This gives a generalization of the work by Kiehn on classical 
Hamiltonian mechanics to special relativity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently DeFacio, Dennis and Retzloffl used the pre
symmetry ofEkstein and others2-5 to derive an exact, closed
form expression for noninertial acceleration and Fermi
Walker transport in special relativity. They used invariant 
methods, including the covariant derivative, to formulate 
the entire problem in the tangent bundle. We will show here 
that an alternate formulation exists in the cotangent bundle. 
In addition to giving an interesting use of some different 
modern geometrical techniques, there are other reasons for 
our study. One reason is that in many studies such as by 
Havas and Plebanski,6 a formal a/at operator is used, which 
they point out in general, is our Lie derivative !L". In this 
case, our work shows explicitly what terms are involved in 
general noninertial frames over manifolds which are trivial 
bundles. Another reason is that Estabrook and collabora
tors7-11 and Corones et al. 12

-
14 showed that related methods 

lead to useful local relations, the prolongation structures, 
which are important in the understanding of classical soli
tary waves. Finally, a series of papers by Kiehn 15-17 have 
used differential forms and Lie derivatives to formulate 
Hamilton's equation of motion and periods on manifolds for 
a variety of nonrelativistic problems. 

There has been other recent work on noninertial accel
eration by Ni and Zimmerman 18 and Li and Ni 19.20 which 
extend the early work by Ni21 which was discussed by 
Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler. 22 These authors l8-21 were 
studying a more general problem, specifically general nonin
ertial observers in gravitational fields. Therefore some of 
their studies include general relativity effects, whereas ours 
do not. Nevertheless, they find it necessary to make some 
simplifying assumptions and through second order noniner
tial and gravitational effects decouple. 18 Thus, through sec
ond order our different studies are comparable and calcula
tionally our methods are simpler (when they are applicable). 
However Li and Ni20 have shown that at thtrd order, nonze
ro coupling terms exist between the gravitational and inertial 
effects and the methods of DeFacio, Dennis, and Retzloffl 

"'Permanent address. 

and the present paper are not sufficiently general to explore 
such phenomenon. A method is being developed to study 
such coupling terms and it will be reported separately.23 

Let (L, g) denote the usual Lorentz space-time. Then L 
is the manifold of four-dimensional space-time points and 
g = diag( -1, -1, -1,1) is the metric. We denote the tan
gent bundle as T (L ) and the cotangent bundle as T *(L ). A 
general manifold may not admit a metric structure. Of 
course, if a Riemannian or pseudo-Riemannian metric exists 
for any space-time (M, g) of interest, it induces a duality 
relation between T(M) and T*(M). Even in this case, fully 
invariant formulations may look quite different from one 
another. We wish to understand this complementarity bet
ter. Even more important are those cases in which no metric 
exists because now T(M)and T*(M)areinequivalent. When 
T (M) and T *(M) are inequivalent, it is an interesting open 
question as to which one is more useful and when. One set of 
examples are the symplectic structures24 associated with La
grangian theories. These symplectic structures are formulat
ed in the cotangent bundle. Another set of examples is the 
relativistic string models which Tucker et af.25 have shown 
to admit a natural formulation in the cotangent bundle large
ly because of the simplicity of the pull-back mapping there. 
Related but different studies by Tucker et al. have shown 
that Yang-Mills26 and supersymmetric gauge field theor
ies27 can be expressed by these methods. Finally, bifurcation 
questions seem most easily answered in the cotangent bundle 
because they are associated with the vanishing of the normal 
(here Lie derivative) of an n-surface. The reader can find 
additional discussions beyond the references of this paper in 
the series of monographs by Herman. 28 

In order to use presymmetry in conjunction with the 
invariant methods of differential geometry it is necessary to 
lift the Lorentz manifold into its cotangent bundle. This is 
achieved by identifying each event of PEL with its form 
(J"pET%(L) as 

(l.l) 

For a complete form field the form ,p : (J" transforms to (J" 
under the action of the map tP and the relevant diagram 
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C(d 

-

FIG. 1. Parallel transport of a I-form (v, along the curve C (1") in a manifold 
M. 

tP: 
T*(L) +- T*(L) 

exp* t t exp*, (1.2) 

L ~ L 

tP 
commutes provided tP is a diffeomorphism. In this instance 
the effect of tP on the observation of an event is given by 

(1.3) 

and guarantees the existence of a causality condition for 
tPEAG, the presymmetry group. 

It is obvious from (1.2) that for nonhomeomorphic 
maps only retrodictive analysis is deterministic. Predictive 
analysis does not exist in this case and physical descriptions 
based on the tangent bundle may not exist or will be difficult 
to formulate. The cotangent bundle description of the phys
ics through Cartan's theory of differential forms is well de
fined for these situations. Dissipative systems are one real
ization of these ideas which has been thoroughly treated in 
the context of retrodictive analysis by Kiehn. 17 

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec 2 we 
will show that the action of the Lie derivative on I-forms in 
the cotangent bundle generates a cotangent bundle parallel 
transport. These results do not seem to be available in the 
literature. Then the cotangent bundle version of Newton's 
second law will follow directly. In Sec. 3 we will use these 
methods to give a geometrical realization of the acceleration 
group and, therefore, the presymmetry. The connection co
efficients r ~r which are needed for the Cartan matrix are 
given in Sec. 3 as part of that analysis. In Sec. 4 we use this 
formalism to give the most general Fermi-Walker transport 
in special relativity and in Sec. 5 our conclusions are given. 

2. THE LIE DERIVATIVE AND PARALLEL TRANSPORT 

It is well known22 that the motion of a freely falling 
particle in an inertial frame is given by the parallel transport 
of the local tetrad frame of the particle. The geodesic equa
tions express this transport irrespective of whether the phys
ical motion is described in the tangent or cotangent mani
fold. Therefore in order to prove that the Lie derivative 
acting upon some particular form describes the freely falling 
particle it is necessary to show that: 

(i) The actions of the Lie derivative on the form of inter
est parallel transports that form; and 

(ii) The resulting equations describing that transport 
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when expressed upon a coordinate chart are geodesic 
equations. 

Two theorems will be given next which establish these 
two propositions. Since we only need I-forms to describe the 
freely falling motion, the theorems and proofs will be re
stricted to these cases. 

Theorem 1: If w is a I-form on a reductive homogeneous 
manifold which contains a curve C parameterized by a prop
er time r as shown in Fig. 1, with a tangent vector v which is a 
Killing vector, i.e., v is an element of the invariant principal 
fiber bundle of linear frames, then 

!i'vw = 0 

describes the parallel transport of w along C in the canonical 
linear connection. 

Proof As shown in Fig. 1 the curve C, parametrized by 
rand w, is an arbitrary I-form defined on C. Let w( r I) denote 
the value of w at x on C, and let w/(r2) = exp(Lir)*w(r), 
where Lir = r 2 - r l , be the value of w at y and C where 

yl' = x ll + ul', u l
' = v ll = ar, and 

dx l ' 
v l'= --. 

Parallel transport of w along C (r) is defined by 

lim (eXP(LirV)*W(r) - w(r l ) )= !i'vw = O. 
4T .0 Lir 

dr 
(2.1) 

(2.2) 

Consider the representations of w/(r2) and w(r l ) on the co
ordinate atlases (U,XIl) and (u, yll) as shown in Fig. 1. This 
gives 

w(r l ) = All (x ')dXI', w/(r2) = A;, (y')dy". (2.3) 

If A;,'s are smooth enough and y" is near x I' we can expand 
A ;, (y') in a Taylor'S series about x I' as 

A'(y')=A (X,)+(aAIl)u,,+.... (2.4) 
I' ax" 

But Eq. (2.1) implies that 

d Il (aull)d" u = -- x. 
ax" 

Also we can rewrite Eq. (2.2) using this to obtain 

lim {~[(aAI' (X'»)v"Dr dxll 
br +0 Dr ax" 

+AI'(X')( ~:~ )ordx" + 0 [(Dr)2]]) = 0 

= i(v)dw + di(v)w 

= [i(v)d + di(v)]w 

= !i'vw = O. 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2: If I a j Ii = 1,2,3,4 J is a set of basis forms in 

the cotangent bundle and eo is the tangent vector to the 
curve, then the inertial frame equations of motion can be 
written as 

!i'i'" a j = O. (2.7) 
Proof In Fig. 2 a four-dimensional eo is shown. Consid

er a particle which is constrained to move on a surface N, and 
let Pbe a point on the curve traced out by the motion of the 
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FIG. 2. The world line of accelerating observer showing the vector tetrad 
ID,i!, I and its corresponding dual I jj ,jjil· 

particle. In standard geometry notation, see Flanders, 29 Car
tan,30 0'Neill,3l Herman,28 or Misner, Thorne, and Wheel
er,22 one has 

dP = I (Tiei , dei = I w,A, 
i j 

d(Ti = I (TJWiJ , 
J 

(2.8) 

Using the parts of Eq. (2.8) to write out Eq. (2.7) yields 

if e,a' = i(eo)d(T i + di(eo)(T i = ° 
= [i(eo)-t.f r }k(TJ(Tk + di(eo)(Tl (2.9) 

But on a coordinate atlas (u,x i), 

i_ dx
i 

d)' 
(T - dA. ' 

where A. is the arc length function which parameterizes the 
curve C, so Eq. (2.9) becomes 

[ (~~)( ~:k)r }kd)' + d (~~;)] 
=0 

= [(~~~) + r ~k(~~J)(~k) JdA.. 

Therefore, for d)' #0, we must have 

[(d 2Xi) + r i (dxJ)(dXk)] = 0. 
d)' 2 Jk dA. d)' 
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(2.10) 

(2.11) 

Q.E.D. 

This allows a Newton-Cartan theory of 
gravity I5.22.28.3 1 to be cast in terms of 

<S!' if, (T; = 0, 

providing 

r J 00 = a¢ and r n {3r = 0 ('if p,a # 0). 
ax) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

Q.E.D. 

3. INVARIANT METHODS AND THE ACCELERATION 
GROUP 

In this section modern invariant methods, especially 
differential forms, will be used to study general noninertial 
frames. This will represent a generalization of recent work 
by Kiehn 15-17 who has developed a (nonrelativistic) Hamil
tonian theory of dissipative systems. We will use Kiehn's 
notation and will work in the cotangent bundle as he did. A 
geometrical interpretation and physical construction of N
particles in noninertial frames will be given. The exact ex
pression for general noninertial acceleration will be post
poned until Sec. 4. 

Let C : L-+R 1 be the trajectory curve of an accelerated 
observer in a Lorentz manifold L. At each proper time t, an 
observer at C (t ) has two local laboratory frames, one the 
tangent manifold and the other is the cotangent manifold. In 
the tangent manifold T (L ), the local frame consists of three 
orthonormal unit spatial vectors and a unit timelike vector 
which is recorded by a standard clock at C (7). In the cotan
gent manifold T*(L), the local frame consists of three orth
onormal unit spatial forms and a unit timelike form which is 
also measured by a standard clock at C (7). This yields two 
vector spaces TC(T)(L) and T~(T) (L) which we call the "lab
oratory frame" of an accelerating observer. These laboratory 
frames are distinct from the manifold, because following Ek
stein et al. 2

-
5

.
1 we distinguish between the "space-time 

point" and the clock and ruler "measurement of the space
time point" in particle mechanics. At each instantaneous 
proper time in special relativity, a pair of isometric 
isomorphisms 

L-+TC(T)(L), L-+T~(T)(L), 

exist by the postulates of special relativity. 1 

The timelike velocity vector uETc(T) is tangent to C(r) 
and is given by 

C* (:7 )=U = (dC(7),eo), (3.1a) 

where 

(u,u) = -1. (3.1b) 

The accelerated observer carries a triad of spatial vectors 
e;ETc(T)(L) for each i = 1,2,3. These vectors satisfy 

(e,(7),0(7» = DiJ' (u(7).ej (r» = O. (3.2) 

At each instant t, the set of ie, Ii = 1,2,3j 's span a three
dimensional vector space SC(T) which is orthogonal to u as 
shown in Fig. 2. Physically SC(T) is a spatial rest frame of the 
observer at C (r). The set of e; 's are unique modulo a spatial 
SO(3) rotation which reflects the Galilian principle of rela
tivity.l,b Overarrows denote vectors which lie entirely in 

SCCr) , 
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GEODESIC 
WORLD 
LINE 

FIG. 3. The geometric concept of null simultaneity in relationship to the 
accelerating observer. 

The I-forms [u 'Ii = 1,2,3 J form an orthogonal basis 
for the cotangent bundle, which is dual to the orthonormal 
tetrad of vectors [u,ei Ii = 1,2,3 J which form a basis for the 
tangent bundle. Both sets are shown in Fig. 2. The I-forms 
are defined such that Vi,} = 1,2,3 one has 

(dl(r),elT» = 0, (uO(r),u(r» = 1, 
(3.3) 

(eT'(r),~(r» = 0ii' (eTi(r),u(r» = 0. 

At each instant r, the set [eT i( r) I i = 1,2,3 J spans a three
dimensional vector space S ~(T) which is orthogonal to eT ° as 
shown in Fig. 2. Overcarats denote forms which lie entirely 
in S~(T)' The forms eT i are therefore spacelike forms. 

The tetrad 

(3.4) 

is a frame field. When the associated frame matrix as a ma
trix of functions is of maximal rank, it can be shown that the 
derivative of the field frame is closed even if the associated 
frame matrix does not posses a global inverse. This closure 
property for an immersive map can be written as 

(3.5) 

where Crf R is the right Cartan matrix of differential forms. 
Proposition: The right Cart an matrix Crf R is 

antisymmetric. 
Proof Using Eqs. (3.1b) and (3.4) yields 

(-1 0) 
[e]f·[e] = ° 1 -..Y, (3.6) 

where 1 is a 3 X 3 unit matrix. Using the product of [e] t and 
Eq. (3.5) gives 

[e]td [e] = [elt·[e] C6'1 = f·y,' R' (3.7) 

Since Eq. (3.6) clearly implies that..Y 2 = four-dimensional 
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unit matrix, further multiply Eq. (3.7) by f to obtain 

f 2·Crf R = Crf R = f·[ep·d [e], (3.8) 

and take the adjoint ofEq. (3.8) to get 

Crf~ = d [e]t.[e]·f. (3.9) 

But 

d [[e]t·[e] j = d [e]t·[e] + [e]td [e] = 0, (3. lOa) 

by the properties of the d-operator. This gives that 

d [e]t'[e] = - [e]d [e]t. (3. lOb) 

Putting Eq. (3.10b) into Eq. (3.9) completes the proof 
because 

Crf~ =d[e]t·[e]·f= -f·[e]t.d[e] = -Crf R. 
(3.11 ) 

Q.E.D. 
The trajectory of an accelerated observer C (t ) can be 

written as 

dC(r) = uu 0 + eieT i = [e].[O']. 

This is to use the d [d (.)] = 0 property to obtain 

O=d[dC(r)J =d[e]'[O'] + [e]·d[O'] 

= [e]'[d[O'] + CrfR·[O']j. 

This implies that 

d [0'] = - crt R' [0']. 

The components of Crf R are given by 

(Crf R y,~ = r I""A u A
, 

where the values of r l'vA are tabulated in Table I. 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

The timelike velocity form uET~(T) corresponding to 
the orthogonal tetra I I u o,eT iii = 1,2,3 J is defined as 

C:(:r)=UO==1'uC(r)=uo. (3.16) 

This tetrad propagates along the O-form C (t ) according to 
the equations 

and 

l' ueT o=i(u)du ° + di(u)u ° = - fl 0pi, 

where 

Ill". = - r fl,{] = aflu" - a"up + u"UJ(Jc"fJl'". 

The invariant acceleration a of C (r) is 

a = .Y'u·2'uC(r). 

(3.17a) 

(3.17b) 

(3.I7c) 

(3,18) 

The angular momentum form of C (r) is denoted as & and 
both a and & are contained in S ~(t). We can prove that 
aET~(T) by observing that 

0= .f" (u,u) = 2(u, y' "u) = 2(u,a). (3.19) 

The propagation equations in Eq. (3.19) preserve the ortho
gonality relations in Eq. (3.2) and (3.3) becausefl is antisym
metric. Acting on either basis set [u o,eT ij or I u,ei J fl gener
ates an active infinitesmal Lorentz transformation. 1 

Expanding Eq. (3.17) gives 

(3.20) 
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TABLE I. The Cartan matrix coefficients for the proper reference frame of an accelerating observer. 

rap" 

a=O 

/3\ 17 0 1 2 3 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 a' 0 0 0 
2 a2 0 0 0 
3 a3 0 0 0 

All coefficients not tabulated are zero. 

and 

(3.21) 

In Eq. (3.20) the first term on the right-hand side is required 
to preserve the relation 

(u,u i
) = (UO,u i

) = 0, 

and the second term represents a spatial rotation with angu
lar momentum w in the rest frame of C (I ). 

The same problem with time ordering which we found 
in the tangent bundle! occurs in the cotangent bundle. A 
cotangent bundle version of null simultaneity is needed here. 

Definition 1: A point XEL is called spatially simulta
neous with C(7), written asx#C(7), if there exists some 
rES ~(t) for which 

X=C(7)+r. (3.22) 

Definition 1: A point XEL is called spatially simulta
neous with C(7), written asX #C(7), if there exists some 
rES~(t) for which 

(3.23) 

Definition 3: A point XEL is called null simultaneous 
with C(7), written asXO#OC(t), iff 

X = C(7) + y, (3.24) 

where 

(y,a- 0
) = (y,u) <0. 

17=0 

/3\ a 0 1 2 3 
0 0 

I 
2 
3 

0 0 0 
0 0 al

3 _ al2 

0 _ al3 0 ai' 

0 ui _ ai' 0 

The geometry of null simultaneity is depicted in Fig. 3. As 
argued in Ref. 1 the decomposition in Eq. (3.24) is unique 
whereas Eq. (3.22) is nonunique. It is necessary to use the 
presymmetry structure in an essential way because the pres
ervation of equivalence classes of both observation proce
dures and state preparation procedures with the same expec
tation values is the basis of the argument. ! 

4. COTANGENT FORMULATION OF FERMI-WALKER 
TRANSPORT 

To obtain the equation of motion of a free particle rela
tive to a noninertial frame, let X (7') be the world line of a free 
particle in an inertial frame as shown in Fig. 3. The velocity 
form v of this particle is 

(4.1) 

Suppose 7 is the proper time in some non inertial frame which 
corresponds to 7' in the inertial frame, so we can use Defini
tion 3 to write 

X [7(7')] = C(7) + r(7). (4.2) 

Therefore, 

(
dr' ) v = 2'.X(7') = dr 2'. [C(7) + r(7)] 

= r.2".of C(7) + r(r)l 
= r [u + .2"~r(7)], (4.3) 

TABLE II. The interpretation of the most general non inertial acceleration r;. Special relativity corrections are to all orders since Eq. (4.14) is exact. 

Effect 

I. "Gravitational" Doppler red shift correction to lowest order 
2. "Gravitational" Doppler red shift correction to all orders 
3. Gravitational magnetic" correction 
4. "Gravitational electric" correction 
5. [nertial acceleration with all orders gravitational red shift 
6. Corolis acceleration 
7. Centripetal acceleration 
8. Rotational coordinate acceleration due to 

- €/J...tiJjr" 
9. "Gravitational magnetic" correction with all orders of gravitational Doppler shift correction 
10. "Gravitational electric" correction, with all orders of gravitational Doppler shift corrections 
II. Translational coordinate acceleration due to 0",0 
12. Translational coordinate acceleration due to 0",0, 

with all orders of gravitational Doppler shift correction 
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Term in r 

(a,r,!c2)/aj 
R ==(1 + a'r,!c2y' 
E,.JJ..Wj'J., ai r,/c2 

ri a/"i le2 

- a;(I + a'r,!c')" 

2E/'al/A 
- €/"wj £/...'l7Iw,rm 

Wj ",0 

(E/,wjr,a, ;,!c2)R 
(;;a,r,!c2)R 
oJ,!c' 
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where r = (d7'/d7). Because X (7') is the world line ofa free 
particle in an inertial frame, its acceleration vanishes, i.e., 

(4.4) 

Theorem 2 is adequate to show that Eq. (4.4) is a fully invar
iant cotangent bundle geodesic equation. From arguments 
parallel to Ref. 1 for PES ~(T) 

U? A _ U' j _. j (U?)j . A I" 
j~ u r - 02 u rj(J - r(J - ri '" R I" (J , (4.5) 

which implies that PES !(T)' Using Eq. (4.5) in Eq. (4.3) gives 

0= r(7) [(1 + air,.)(Jo + rj(Ji + E-/cujrkuT (4.6) 

The fact that 0 is a function of t, or U, only implies that 

!.t' f + iJx ,,0 = O. 

In terms of the convenient variable 

w= r(t)[ (1 + iU)u +,: + aiX1j, 

Eq. (4.4) can be rewritten as 

0= !fvO =!f roO = r(l + a.1)!f 40. 

From this we obtain 

0= !f vv = i' [(l + a'r")(J 0 + (r, + €/kcujrk)ui] 

+ r I (airi + airl)(J 0 

+ [ri +€/(mjrk +CU/k)]Uij 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

+ r [(1 + drj)a + (ajri + €/kaicujrk)(J 0 

+ €/(cujrk + €/"'cujcujrm)u']. (4.10) 

Separating Eq. (4.10) into components parallel to (J 0 

1'(1 + airi) + r(airi + air + €/a'cu/k) = 0, (4.11) 

and components perpendicular to (J 0 

t(ri + €/cujrk ) + r(ri + €/cujrk +2 €/CU/k) 

gIVes 

I' = - r [aJi +2 dr, + E/aicujrk ](1 + airi tl. (4.13) 

Substitution ofEq. (4.13) into Eq. (4.11) allows one to solve 
for the noninertial acceleration 

2a'r 
+-'+ 

c2 (4.14) 

where factors of c, the speed of light in vacuuo, have been 
reinstated. This is in complete agreement with Ref. 1 and Li 
and Ni, and agrees with Ni and Zimmerman in the correct 
limit as shown in Ref. lb. The special cases then follow now 
in the cotangent bundle. In Table II, an interpretation of 
each term ofEq. (4.14) is given. A Newtonian physicist do
ing very accurate mechanics experiments involving relativis
tic particles on earth would "discover" these additional 
forces with these interpretations. We remark that Table II, 
unlike related tables in Refs. 18-22, has the special relativity 
corrections or "inertial corrections" to all orders. 

This completes the discussion of the most general non-
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inertial acceleration in the cotangent bundle; or equivalently 
shows that a cotangent bundle Fermi-Walker transport can 
be defined which is simply related to the usual tangent bun
dle Fermi-Walker transport. These two ways oflooking at 
parallel transport are dual to one another when a metric 
exists. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We have used differential forms together with cotan
gent bundle techniques and implicitly presymmetry to for
mulate a cotangent bundle Fermi-Walker transport. The 
most general possible noninertial acceleration is in exact 
agreement with an earlier tangent bundle study. 

The Lie derivative was shown to play the same role in 
T*(L) as the covariant derivative played in T(L). Interest
ingly it was invariance together with physics [the particle 
trajectory X (1") was free in an inertial frame] which gave the 
key result; the cotangent geodesic equation 

!fvO = O. 

providing v is a suitable Killing vector. However, this is less 
"natural" than the covariant derivative V since the choice of 
v must furnish the algebraic connection structure which V 
carries. 

Finally, if the metric were not defined then it might be, 
with 50% probability, that only the cotangent bundle paral
lel transport is well defined. In this case, the value of this 
formulation is obvious. 

Even though initial and intermediate steps looked very 
different from Ref. 1, the latter stages became idential. Thus, 
we have shown that another set of mathematical techniques, 
certain Lie derivatives and cotangent bundles, are well suit
ed to the study of noninertial acceleration. 
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Inverse problem for the reduced wave equation with fixed incident field 
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The inverse problem for the reduced wave equationLlu + k 2n 2(x)u = 0 is examined when n(x) is 
assumed to be real continuous and equal to unity outside some prescribed compact domain Do in 
R 3. The case where a finite set of measurements of the scattered or total field (generated by a single 
incident wave at a fixed frequency) at points outside Do is considered. It is shown that the inverse 
problem can be expressed in terms of a system of linear functional equations, plus a quadratic 
nonlinear integral equation. By imposing an additional criterion for uniqueness of the functional 
equations and placing certain restrictions on the size of the measured data, a solution of the system 
can be generated by successive approximations. It is shown that the iterative scheme yields 
correction terms to the solution that are obtained by the common linearized approximation where 
n(x) is assumed to be a very small perturbation of a known quantity and only linear terms are 
retained. 

INTRODUCTION 

The inverse problem of the reduced wave equation 

Llu + k 2n\X)U = 0, xER 3, (1) 

associated with time dependence exp( - icut) will be exam
ined where the index of refraction n(x) is assumed to be unity 
outside some region of compact support. To be more precise, 
Do will be a given compact region in R 3. The index of refrac
tion n(x) will be assumed to satisfy the conditions 

(i) n(x) is real and continuous, 
(ii) supp[n(x) -l]CDo· 

The inverse problem consists of the determination of n(x) 
from suitable scattering measurements. 

The emphasis here will be on the limited but realistic 
problem where a finite set of scattering measurements is 
made on either the scattered field US or the total field 
u = u i + u', for a fixed frequency or wave number k and a 
fixed incident field u i. Once this problem is properly under
stood, one can treat the problem where sets of measurements 
are made for a set of different incident fields. As was pointed 
out in "Non-linear Approach to Inverse Scattering," 1 the 
inverse problem under investigation here is nonlinear. 

For subsequent analysis the following mathematical 
conventions and notations will be introduced. 

A fixed compact domain D containing Do will be em
ployed. D will be sufficiently large so that a continous func
tion 1](x) with support in D can be defined so that 1](x) 1 for 
xeDo and 1] = 0 on the boundary of D. 

Both the Banach space C (15) of real continuous func
tions on jj with norm 

Ilulic = ma~lu(x)1 
x,D 

and the Hilbert space .!I' z{D ) of square integral functions 
over D with norm 

IIul1 2 = (L u1 dx yl2 
will be employed. If lK is bounded linear operator that maps 

C (15) into C (15), its norm will be denoted by IllKllc' IflK maps 
.5t' 2(D ) into .5t' 2(D ), the corresponding operator norm will 
be denoted by IllK112' If, however, at the same time lK maps 
.5t' 2(D) into C (15), the norm in this case will be given by IilKll, 
with 

IllKll = suplllKull c Illul12' 

DIRECT SCATTERING 

As a preliminary, a few results on the direct scattering 
problem will be presented. From Leis2 it is shown that with 
the assumptions (i) and (ii) imposed on n(x), the direct scat
tering problem 

Llu + k 2n2(x)u = 0, 

u=u'+u", 

:1:'1 - iku' ~o(lxl-l), as Ixl--- 00, 

has a unique solution with UEC \D ), provided that the inci
dent wave u' is continuous in D (all sources are external to 
D). For plane-wave incidence u(x) will be C 2 for allxER 3. 

For later analysis the formulation of the direct-scatter
ing problem as a perturbation about some known index of 
refraction n* (x) satisfying assumptions (i) and (ii) is re
quired. Let G (x,y,n*) represent the Green's function satis
fying the equation 

LlG + k 2n~ (x)G = - o(x - y) (2) 

and the radiation condition. 
Set 

(3) 

then on rewriting Eq. (1) in the form 

Llu' + k 2n~ (x)u' = k 2 [v* (x) - vex) ]u' - k 2V(X) u i 
, 

one obtains the result 

u(x) = u*(x) + k 2 L G(x,y,v*)[v(y) - v*(y)] u(y)dy, 

(4) 
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where 

u. (x) = ui(x) + k 2 i G (x,y,v.) v. (y) ui(y) dy (5) 

is the total field produced by the wave u i(X) incident upon 
the scatterer characterized by the index of refraction n. (x). 
The direct-scattering problem consists of solving Eq. (4) for 
u(x) when the kernel in the integral operator and u. (x) are 
known. 

The Green's function has the decomposition 

G (x,y,v.) = Go(x, y) + G (x,y,v.), 

where 

I eik Ix - y\ 

Go(x,y) = -4 I I 
1T X - Y 

(6) 

(7) 

is the free-space Green's function (corresponding to n. _I 
or v. 0) and G (x,y,v.) is a continuous function ofx andy 
satisfying the integral equation 

G (x,y,v.) = k 2 i Go(x,y') Go(y',y) v* (y') dy' 

+k2 i Go(x,y')G(y',y,v.)v.(y')dy'. 

When Ixl~oo, G (x,y,v.) has the asymptotic form 

- eik Ixlk 2 i -ik(x·x')' " 
G(x,y,v.)~ e G(x,y,v.)v.(x)dx. 

Ix141T D 

Hence from Eqs. (5) and (6) it follows that for Ixl~oo, in the 
scattering direction given by the vector k s, 

k'=(k/lxl)x, 

G(x,y,v.)~(eiklxl/41Tlx u.(y, - kj, 

(8) 

(9) 

where u. (y, - k ') represents the total field generated by a 
plane wave propagating in the direction - k S on the scat
terer with index of refraction n. (y). 

The far-field behavior of u Sex) in the scattered direction 
k ' is represented in the form 

u'(x)~(eik Ixl/lxl) g(k S,v), (lOa) 

where from Eqs. (4) and (9) the complex scattering ampli
tude g(k "v) is given by 

g(k"v) = g(ks,v.) + (k2/41T) 

xL u.(y,-k')[v(y)-v.(y)]u(y)dy. (lOb) 

FORMULATION OF THE INVERSE PROBLEM 

The inverse problem associated with scattering by a 
fixed incident wave u i(X) generated by sources exterior to jj 
(with a plane incident wave as a special case) will be formu
lated where measurements are made of the scattered or total 
field in the near or far field. 

For measurements made in the near field at the set of 
pointsx{, I = 1,2, ... ,N, one obtains from Eq. (4) the relations 

k2L G(x{,y,v.)[v(y)-v.(y)] u(y)dy=b{, (lla) 
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where the complex numbers b{ correspond to the difference 
in the measured value of u(x{) and the calculated value of 
u. (XI) corresponding to the index of refraction n. (x). 

For measurements made in the far field in the scattering 
directions given by the vectors k ~, 1= 1 ,2, ... ,N, one obtains 
from Eq. (lOb) the relations 

(k 2/41T) L u. (y, - k;)[ v(y) - v. (y)] u(y) dy = bl , 

(lIb) 

where b{ is the difference in the measured value of the com
plex scattering amplitude g(k ~,v) and the calculated value 
g(k ;,v.) associated with index of refraction n •. 

The functional relations (lla)and(llb) contain the un
known quantity (v - v.) u. The total field u itself is a func
tion ofv and is obtained by solving integral equation (4). 
Hence equations (lla) and (lIb) are nonlinear functional 
equations of v. 

The inverse problem can be stated as follows: find the 
real con tin uousfunction vex) vanishing on the boundary of D, 
such that Eqs. (lla) and (4) or (lib) and (4) are satisfied. 

Simplification of the problem is achieved by transform
ing the nonlinear functional equations into a system oflinear 
functional equations. This is achieved by setting 

(v-v.)u=w, (12) 

in which case Eqs. (1la) and (lIb) have the general form 

L hl(y) w(y) dy = bl, 1= 1,2, ... ,N, (13) 

hl(y) are known functions. Equation (4) reduces to the form 

w = (v - v.)[u. + Gw], (14) 

where G is the integral operator with kernel k 2G (x,y,v.). It 
can be seen that the system oflinear functional equations can 
be used to determine w(x)(not uniquely) and in turn Eq. (14) 
is used to determine vex) as follows, 

v-v. = w/[u. + GwJ. (15) 

But in order for vex) to be a bounded real quantity, the fol
lowing additional constraints on w(x) need be imposed: 

Imw[u. + Gw] = 0, 

lu* + Gwl /lwl>c>O, 

(16) 

(l7) 

where c is some suitable constant. The bar indicates the com
plex conjugate. 

Thus an alternativeformulation of the inverse problem is 
asfollows:find the complex quantity w with continuous real 
and imaginary parts vanishing on the boundary of D, and 
which satisfies relations (13), (16), and (17). Then vex) is 
found from Eq. (15). 

It is obvious that this latter inverse formulation is equiv
alent to the previous one since once w(x) and vex) are found, 
u(x) is recoverable from Eq. (12) for values of 
xED' = supp(v - v.). Equation (I 5) can then be rewritten to 
yield the following integral equation which is satisfied for 
u(x) for xED': 

u(x) = u. (x) + k 2L, G (x,y,v.) [v( y) - v. (y)] u( y) dy. 
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This is sufficient since this equation can then be used to de
fine u(x) for xiI> '. 

To facilitate analysis of the inverse problem as given by 
Eqs. (13), (16), and (17), it is easiest to work with real quanti
ties. But first the following implicit assumption will be im
posed both upon v* (x) and the incident field: 

(iii) 1/[u*(x)[<co < 00, for all xED. 

This condition implies that the magnitude of the total field 
corresponding to v* is bounded from zero. This assumption 
is satisfied in the case v* =0 and plane-wave incidence ui(x) 
= exp(ik '·x), since then u * = u'. 

With the above assumption (iii), real and continuous 
functions Q?(x) and if;(x) are then defined by setting 

wu* = Q? (x) - iif;(x) . (18) 

Next define the operator L by the relation 

Lf=k 2 L G(x,y,v*)[u*(x)u*(yn'f(y)dy (19) 

and decompose it by separating its kernel into real and 
imaginary parts yielding the respective operators such that 

(20) 

Equation (16) can now be reduced to the following form 
involving real variables only: 

if;=if;(Llif;-LR Q?)+Q?(LlQ?+LR if;). (21) 

The constraining inequality (17) reduces to 

(1 + LR Q? - L, if;)2 + (Ll Q? + LR if;)2 

(22) 

The corresponding expressions for the system oflinear func
tional equations (13) needs to be considered. These can be 
written in the form 

L h/Y)(Q? + iif;) dy = b
" 

1= 1,2, ... ,N. (23) 

For measurements in the near field at the points XI' 

h,( y) = k 2G (xl'y,v*) 7](y)[ u* (y) ]-1, (24) 

and in the far field in the scattered direction k s, 
h l(y)=(k 2/41T)U*(y -k;)7](y)[u*(y)]-'. (25) 

Note that the factor 7](Y), which has the property 7](y) -1 
for yE supp[v(y) - v*(y)]. has been introduced for math
ematical convenience of further technical analysis. 

Finally, the appropriate expression for vex) correspond
ing to Eq. (15), which allows one to compute vex) from the 
solutions Q?,if; of Eqs. (21), (22), and (23) needs to be ob
tained. From Eqs. (18) and (19) it follows directly from (15) 
that 

vex) = v* (x) + (Q? + iif;)/ [u* 12[ 1 + L (Q? + iif;») . 

Hence, from expression (21), the following simpler form is 
developed: 

vex) = v* (x) + (lIlu* [2) Q? [1 + LR Q? - L[ if; ]-1 . 
(26) 

The general approach that will be employed to investi
gate the solution of systems (21), (22), and (23) will be to first 
solve the system of linear functional equations (23), and ob-
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tain an expression for Q? in terms of if; and the data. The 
resulting expression for Q? will then be substituted into Eq. 
(21), yielding a quadratic integral equation for if;, the solu
tion of which will be investigated. The resulting solution pair 
Q?,if; will then be examined to see if they satisfy Eq. (22). It 
will be seen that at certain steps in the analysis additional 
criteria will have to be imposed to insure uniqueness. 

SOLUTION OF THE LINEAR FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS 

In the solution of the system of linear functional equa
tions (23) the following assumption will be imposed upon the 
complex quantities h,(y), 

(iv) The 2N real continuous functions 
! Rehl(y), Imh,(y) I f~ 1 form a linearly independent set. 

With this, define the following real quantities 

{
Rehl(Y), 1= 1,2, ... ,N, 

HI(y) = 
Imh , _ N(y), 1= N + 1, ... ,2N, 

{
RebJ , 1= 1,2, ... ,N, 

B{= 
Imb l _. N , I=N+1, ... ,2N, 

and the elements eij of a square 2N matrix 

(27) 

(28) 

{
8u+ n )J' i=1,2, ... ,N, 

eij = _ D,U t N)' i = N + 1, ... ,2N, (29) 

where Dij is the Kronecker delta. 
The system of N linear functional equations (23) now 

can be reduced to the following set of2N real linear function
al equations 

2N 

(Hi ,Q?) = I eij (Hj ,if;) + B" i = 1, ... ,2N, (30) 
J ~ 1 

where (u,v) = S D u(y) v(y) dy. 

Let {em };,;V~ 1 be a suitably chosen basis of real con
tinuous functions on D, vanishing on the boundary of D, and 
for which det! aij 11'0, where 

(31) 

The solution of systems (30) may be found in the form 

2N 

Q? (x) = I cje/x) + Q? lex), 
J~l 

where Q? lex) is orthogonal to span {HI }7~ I' The coefficients 
C; are then obtained from the resulting algebraic system 

LV 2N 

I aijcj = Bi + I eij(Hj ,if;). 
j~l jo"l 

If \ iiij I denotes the inverse matrix of \ aij I, 
2S 

I. a ik ilk} = Dij' 
k ~- 1 

the general solution Q? (x) has the explicit form 

Q? (x) = cp (x) + Kif; + Q? lex), (32) 
where 

2S 

cp (x) = I. Sj(x)Bj , 
j~1 

2N 

Kif; = I. s/x) ejk(Hk ,if;) , 
j.k ~ 1 

2N 
Si(X) = I. iijlej(x), i = 1,2, ... ,N. 

i-I 
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As is apparent, the solution for tp(x) is not unique since 
tp 1 is undetermined. Hence Eq. (32) represents a family of 
solutions. An additional condition needs to be employed to 
select out of this family of solutions one particular solution. 
A common approach is to select the smoothest solution in 
some appropriate sense. Here the solution with the mini
mum.? z(D) norm will be selected. Apart from being the 
smoothest in this norm, it will be shown later that this condi
tion has other important ramifications. The minimum norm 
solution tpM (x) is obtained by directly requiring that each 
element in the basis {ej}]~ 1 be a linear combination of 
{~}J~ 1 • Then <P (x) and KtP will lie in the space spanned by 
{Hj }J~ 1 , and the minimum.? 2(D) norm is obtained by set
ting <p lex) =0. 

The results are summarized as follows. 
Lemma 1: If {Hj }]:: 1 form a linear independent set, 

then the minimum.? z(D) norm solution tpM(X) of the sys
tem of linear functions (23) is given by 

(36) 

where <PM (x) and KMtP are given by Eqs. (32), (34), and (35), 
with the restriction that the basis {ej}J:: I be chosen so that 
each ej (x) is a linear combination of {~}J:: I . 

The additional result is obtained:L 

Lemma 2: 11K 112 = IIKM 112 = 1. 

Proof From Eqs. (35) and (31) it follows that 
2N 

(ti ,~) = I Gki(ek ,H) = Dij , 
k~1 

hence the sets { 5j}]~ 1 and {~}J:: 1 form a biorthonormal 
system. The operators K and KM have the property 

2N 

K5n = I ejn 5j(X) 
j=1 

= {- 5n+N' .: = 1,2, ... ,N, 

5n _ N, n - N + 1, ... ,2N. 

It can thus be shown that the compact operator K (or KM ) of 
finite rank has two distinct nonzero eigenvalues ± i, each 
with mUltiplicity N. The eigenvalue i has the N independent 
eigenfunctions 5n + i5n + N' n = 1,2, ... ,N, and the eigenval
ue - i has the N independent eigenfunctions 5 n - i5n + N , 

n = 1,2, ... ,N. It thus follows that the operators K or KM 
have.? z(D) unit norm. 

When N approaches 00, the functions Hi (y) become 
close together in the sense of the .:f 2(D ) norm and the matrix 
! aij I becomes singular. This instability and the effect of er
rors in the data can be removed by using a regularization or 
approximate method. 3

.
4 It is best to solve Eq. (30) for tp in 

terms of tP and! Bi I separately. In order to keep the results 
IIKM tPII2 = 1, a judicious choice of a finite set of 2M 
equations 

2N 

(Hi ,<p) = I eij(Hj ,tP), 
j~ I 

for i = i ,.i2 , ••. ,iM • N + i ,• N + iz •... ,N + iM • should be solved 
as in the previous manner. Essentially, these equations are 
picked so that the distances between the Hi's involved, 
IIHi - H j Ib are not too small. To find the approximate solu
tion <PM (x), set <PM (x) = };,J:: I Cjej(x) for a suitable chosen 
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basis ej (which could be a linear combination of the set of 
Hi's used in the equation to find KM)' Then find the least
squares solution of the equations 

(Hi .<P) = Bi . 

Thus the ci's are obtained from 

~~~ t~I (~1 a,kck - B j Y + a k~1 c~ } 

for some suitable a > D. 
SOLUTION OF THE QUADRATIC INTEGRAL EQUATION 

U pan substitution of the expression tp M (x), 

tpM(X) = <PM(x) + KM tP 

(obtained from solving the linear function equations), into 
Eq. (21), namely, 

tP = tP(L 1 tP - L R tp) + tp (L R tP + L 1 tp), 

one obtains a quadratic integral equation for tP(x), which will 
be represented by the general expression 

tP = s (tP)· (37) 

In order to investigate the solution of this equation, some 
properties of the operators LR and Ll will be required. It 
should be recalled that the kernels of the operators L Rand 
L 1 correspond to the real and imaginary parts of 

k zG (x,y,v*)[ u* (x)u* (y) J- I
, 

respectively. Because of assumption (iii) on the properties of 
u* together with the properties of the Green's function [see 
Eqs. (6) and (7)], the kernels will be weakly polar kernels,5 
hence the operators not only map C (D) in C (D) and .:f 2(D ) 
into.:f 2(D ), but also.? z(D ) into C (D). In this latter case the 
respective norm for LR has the estimate 

IILR II <ma_x ( ! Re [k 2G (x,y,v*) U~-l (x) u* I (y)] 12 dy 
xE;D JD 

and a similar result holds for IILIII. 
Results ofRa1l6 on Newton's method and related iterat

ed schemes for quadratic equations like Eq. (37) can be em
ployed, but first, Eq. (37) must be placed in the "normal" 
form. To accomplish this the following Taylor expansion for 
quadratic operators is used: 

S (tP) = S (tPo) + S '(tPo)(tP - tPo) + A (tP - tPo,tP - tPo)· 

Here A is the bilinear operator 

A (r,X) = X(L I - LR K M ) .1'+ (KM X) 

·(L R + LI KM ) X, (38) 

andS '(tP) is the Frechet derivativeofS (tP), given explicitly by 

S'(tP)h = a(x)h + Mh, (39a) 

with 

(39b) 

and the linear operator M given by 

Mh = tP(L I - LR KM)h + (KM tP + <PM)·(L R + L[ KM)h 

+ [(LR +L, KM)t/,+L, <P.~f]·KM h. 
(39c) 

With this result Eq. (37) can be reduced to Rail's normal 
form 
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(7f; -7f;0) = [I - S'(7f;O)]-1 A (7f; -7f;o,7f; -7f;0) 
+ [I-S'(t,bo)]-' [S(t,bo)-t,bol, 

for which the following result may be stated. 
Lemma 3: If 

(40) 

4 (II [I - S'(7f;0)1-'112j2JJA 1121IS(t,bo) - 00112<1, (41) 
both the Newton's and the modified Newton's iterative pro
cedures applied to Eq. (40) (starting from the initial approxi
mation 7f;o) converge in the J iD ) sense to a unique solution 
I/; ofEq. (40), which lies in the ball 

110 -1/;0112<211[1 - S'(I/;o)]-' 1121IS(1/;0) - t,boI12' 
Proof With the substitution I/; - t,bo = X' 

[I - S '(t,bo)]-'(S (1/;0) - t,bo] = t, Eq. (40) reduces to the form 
X = B(t,X) + t, 

where B is a bilinear operator. From Rall,6 convergence fol
lows if 411B Ib lit Ib.;;; 1. The solution X satisfies the inequality 
Ilx il2<211t 112[1 + (1 -411B 11211t 112)1/2]-1. 

From this the following more useful (although not as 
sharp) estimates can be obtained for the important case 
when the initial approximation in the iterative schemes is 
1/;0- 0. 

Lemma 4: If 

III1>MI11<~ !IILIII + IILRII + [21ILIII(IILIII + IILRII)]'llj-', 
(42) 

then both Newton's and the modified method, with initial 
approximation t,bo===O, applied to Eq. (40) converges to a 
unique solution 0 such that 

11t,bllz<III1>Mllz[2(IILIII + IILRIJ)/IIL I II]-1/2. (43) 
Proof The basic problem is to reduce constraint (41) to 

a simpler form. At first the additional assumption 

IILRI1>MII,. < 1 

will be imposed (later on it will be shown to be automatically 
satisfied). 

From Eq. (39a) it is seen that 

[I - S'(O)lh = [l + LRI1>,\1][h - ~[,h] , 

where 

:W,h = [1 + LR I1>M ]-' [11>11(LR + L1fil..M)h + L I I1>M:K,l1 h ] . 

Using the above assumption, it follows that 
(44) 

11(l-S'(0)t'112<O-IILR I1>Mllct'(I--II:¥J[1112)-' . 
From Eq. (44) and the result that IIKl1lb = 1, it is seen 

that 

(1-IILR I1>MII,)IIM,IIz<IICPI1I12(IILR II +211 L/II)' 
hence 

11(1 --S'(0»'112<[1-21111>,l1lliIILRII + IILIII)]-I. 
For the case 00 ===0, it can be shown that 

IIS(0o)-1IIoI12 = III1>MLII1>I1I12<IIL,I1>MII,III1>MI12 
<IIL/II(IICPMI12f· 

Finally, an estimate for IIA 112 is needed. It can be shown 

IIACr,x)112< IIxI1211(L, --L n K,\1)xIL 
+ IIKl1 x 11211(1-/1 + L,KM):rllc , 
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IIA 11z<2[i1LIII + IILR II] . 
Finally, on combining results, inequality (41) reduces 

to 
8(1111>11112)21ILIII(IIL/11 + IIL R II)<[1-211I1>MI12(IILR II + IIL/II)P 

(45) 
Taking the square root of both sides and rearranging terms, 
one obtains the desired result: 

1111>M112<HlILIII + IILR II + [21ILIII(IIL/11 + IILR 11)]'/2]-1. 
It is immediately obvious that since IILR I1>M II 
<IILR 111111>M112' the assumption IILR I1>Mllc < 1 that was in
troduced in the beginning of this proof is automatically satis
fied if inequality (42) is satisfied. 

From Lemma 3 the condition on the size of the solution 
o reduces to 

1I1/;112<2(III1>MIl2)21IL/II[1-211I1>MlliIIL/11 + IILRlIn', 
and on using Eq. (45) this simplifies to 

110112<III1>.11112[2(IIL1 11 + IILRI\)/IIL/II]-'/z. 
Note that it was also shown by RaIl that the successive

approximation scheme applied to the normal form con
verges if in the inequality (41) the factor 4 is replaced by a 
factor 8, However, even if successive approximation was em
ployed, one needs to invert an integral equation to go from 
the original equation t,b = S (t,b) to the normal form. It is of 
interest to see if the method of successive approximations is 
valid as applied to the equation in the original form, especial
ly if the initial approximation t,bo 0 is used, since no inver
sion of an integral equation would then be required. 

Lemma 4: If inequality (42) is satisfied for 1111>.11112' then 
the method of successive approximation 

1110 = 0, 

w,,~, =S(t/',,), n=0,1,2,.· .. 

converges in the ,f iD) norm to a solution t,b which lies in 
the ball given by inequality (43). 

Proof A brief sketch of the proof will be given. Since 

[17f;o - S (00 )112«III1>M 112)21IL,11 ' 
IIS'(w)112«IIL,I[ + IILR 11)(411t,b112 +21111>.11112)' 
it can be shown (Vainberg7) that the equation 7f; = S (t,b) is 
majorized by the equation 

2[t 2 - t (1 -2 [I\I1>M 112) + [ILl [1<lII1>I1IIJ2 
= 0, 

where [= IlL/II + IILR II· 
lt can be shown that this has positive real roots if in

equality (42) is satisfied. Hence the result follows. 
It has been shown that the various iterative techniques 

converge to t,b in the ,:j'z{D) sense. The results can be made 
stronger as is shown in the following. 

Theorem 1: The solution of equation 7f; = S (if;) obtained 
by the successive approximation scheme in Lemma 4, or by 
Newton's method starting for 7f;o = 0 as given by Lemma 3, 
is a continuous function in D and vanishes OIl the boundary 
of D. Furthermore, inequality (22) is satisfied by the pair C{J"" 

¢, where 'P.11 = 11>.~1 + lK..H t/I. 
Proof By construction, the function C{J\I = 11> \1 + K l1 w 

is continuous on D and vanishes on the boundary of D. Equa
tion 1/, = S '(t/!) can be written in the form 
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4J r dXAdY (2 + v) Js (1 +X2 + y2)2 = n 2 '1T, 

where n = 0,1,2, .. ·. With the aid of the stereographic 
projection 

X = cot{t? 12).cosq?, 

Y = cot{t? /2).sinip, 

(4.6) reads 

J lSin -8d-8dip = (2n + vI2)1T. 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.6') 

Equation (4.6) isjust regarded as a quantization condition a 
la Bohr-Sommerfeld in the curved phase space S 2. However, 
in contrast to the usual (flat) phase space quantization condi
tion, the integer n does not take arbitrary positive values 
because the integral (4.6) isjust proportional to the area on a 
unit sphere encircled by the closed orbit and is bounded by 
41T. 

Finally we examine the formula (4.6) for the simplest 
Hamiltonian if = - fl£uJz, which was taken up in the pre
vious section. The classical orbit (3.45) is written in angle 
variables as 

-8 = -80 = const, ip = wt + ipo, (4.8) 

which just describes a circle on a unit sphere. The energy is 
given by 

E = - wf1./z = - wf1./cos-8o' (4.9) 

The index v is given by 2 for the solution (4.8), since the 
singularity of the semiclassical propagator, as is seen from 
Eq. (3.49), appears twice per period, i.e., sin wt vanishes at 
two points t = 1Tlw, 21Tlw. Thus Eq. (4.6') yields 

21TJ(1 - cos-8o) = (2n + 1)1T. (4.10) 

Using the relation Jz = Jcos-8o' we get 

Jz = J - (n + !). 
From (4.11), Jz takes an integer or half-integer value between 
- (J - 1/2) and J - 1/2. Hence we obtain an energy 

spectrum 

Em = - wfun [m = - (J - !), - (J - ~), ... ,J - !)]. 
This spectrum clearly differs from the exact result of the 
quantum theory, i.e., the magnitude of the spin is reduced by 
fz12. This discrepancy originates from the index v = 2. It 
suggests that in the semiclassical approximation one makes a 
replacement J-+J + 1/2. This is correct in the large J limit, 
where the semiclassical picture becomes accurate. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper we have investigated a semiclassical analy
sis of the spin system and obtained a closed form of the semi
classical propagator. The formula obtained here is useful for 
the approximate calculation of the energy spectra of an 
asymmetric top and the many-body systems which can be 
described by the quasispin formulation, etc. '6 

The essential point of our treatment is that the semiclas
sical propagator in the curved phase space (~two-dimen
sional sphere), which appears at first sight rather complicat
ed, can be handled on the same footing as that in the usual 
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flat phase space. In this way, the present method would pro
vide us a promising tool for the semiclassical analysis of the 
path integral in a curved phase space with more complicated 
geometrical structure. As an immediate extension, we can 
consider the spin systems with many degrees of freedom, 
e.g., a spin chain. 

The other problem is the extension to the path integral 
in the coherent states for the unitary group of higher dimen
sion which has been proposed elsewhere '7 in connection 
with the quantization of nuclear collective motions. The pre
sent method would provide us with a useful basis for this 
subject. As for a path integral on the group manifold SU(n), 
Dowker found a compact formula for the propagator by ap
plying the DeWitt formula for the Riemannian space as the 
case ofSU(2) propagator, 18 whereas the path integral form in 
Ref. 17 is given by the functional integral on the homogen
eous space U(m + n)/U(m)XU(n); hence the semiclassical 
propagator may result in a quite different form from the one 
for the group manifold SU(n). 
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APPENDIX 

In this appendix we evaluate the reduced propagator 
(3.14) by adopting the discretization procedure for function
al Gaussian integral. 19 The Nth approximation for K reads 

KN = (21Tfz)-Nj)l'dXk JJ/Yk 

XeXP[(ilfz)ktl{YdXk -Xk _ 1 ) 

- !E(AkX~ + 2BkxkYk + Cky~)j]. (AI) 

with E={t" - t')/N. By performing the integration over Y 
variables, we get 

_ N 

KN = (21Tfz) - N( - 21Tifzt12 II (CkE)-1/2 
k~1 

jYt'dxkex p[ ~L ~I]. 
k ~ 1 fz 

(A2) 

L ~I is the Nth approximation of the Lagrangian 

L 121 It" [ 1'2 B. ( B 2 ) 2] = -x - -xx +! - - A x dt. 
t' 2C C C 

(A3) 

By using the integration by part and noting the boundary 
Xo = x N = 0, the Nth approximation of L (2) becomes 

L~)=ktJ(Xk~k;I)2 -+[A- ~2 -(~),LX~'E}' 
(A4) 

where ( )' denotes the differentiation with respect to t and ( )k 
the value at the time tk = t' + kE. Noting that the (A4) is 
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nonsingular, hence [/ - S '(t,b)]-. isa bounded operator. Thus 
it follows that av is related to errors in the data by a linear 
bounded operator of the form 

2N 

c5v = I ~c5Bj . 
j ~ • 

Hence small errors in the data produced finite size errors in 
the solution av. 
APPLICATION TO THE LINEARIZED THEORY 

The nonlinear results can be used to easily obtain higher 
order correction terms to the linearized theory.9 The linear
ized approach is based upon (1) the perturbation of the prob
lem by assuming that the unknown quantity n(x) is a small 
perturbation of a known value n* (x), and (2) the subsequent 
linearization of the problem by taking as the perturbed solu
tion u(x) ofEq. (4), that given by the first two terms in the 
Neumann expansion 

u(x)~u* (x) + k 21 G (x, y; v*)[ v(y) - v* (y) ]u* (y) dy . 

Consequently, measurements made at points XI' 
1= 1,2, ... , N, in the near field yield the system oflinear 
functional equations over the unknown perturbation 

(v - v*): 

k 21 G (XI' y; v*) [v(y) - v* (y) ]u* (y) dy = hi , 

1= I, ... ,N, 

with a similar result corresponding to Eq. ( 11 b) for measure
ments in the far field. In either case, the general form for the 
linear functional equation is 

r hl(Y)lu* (YW [v(y) - v* (y)] dy = hi , J[) 
where hl(y) is given by Eq. (24) or (25). 

(51) 

Since the system of equations corresponding to the non
linear approach, Eq. (23), reduce to the linearized set given 
by Eq. (51) if 

({J = [u*(xW[v(x) - v*(x)] , 

and t,b = 0, the minimum Y 2(D) norm solution of Eq. (51) 
will be given by 

lu*(xW[v(x) - v*(x)] = <l>M(X) , 

where <I>,w(x) is given by Eq. (33). Thus the linearized ap
proach yields the solution 

v(x)~v* (x) + <I>,w(x)!lu* (xW· 

In comparison, the nonlinear approach yields various 
higher-order approximations by taking successive approxi
mations of the equation t,b = S (t,b)startingfrom t,bo = 0. Thus 
the zeroth-order solution will be given by 

(jJo(x) = <P,",(x) , t,bo(x) = 0, 

yielding from Eq. (26) the zeroth-order approximation 

vo(x)~v*(X)+<PM(X)![U*[2(1 +LR<I>M]' (52) 

The first-order approximation is given by 

764 

w,(x) = S(t,bo) = <l>ML/<I>,w , 

(jJ,(x) = <l>M(X) + lKMt,b. , 
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(53) 

(54) 

Yielding the value 

v.(x)~v*(x) + (jJ. (55) 
[u* [2(1 + LR(jJ. - L/t,b.] 

As an illustration, consider the particular case where 
the incident wave is a plane wave u i = exp(ik i·X ) and n{x) is 
assumed to be a perturbation of n* (x) 1. In this case 

v*(x)~O, lu*(x)1 = [u~(x)[ = 1, 

LRf = ~f cos[k Ix - yl - ik i.(X - y)lf(Y) dy , 
41T [) Ix - yj 

with a similar representation for LI except that the cosine 
term is replaced by a sine. 

If measurements are made in the far field in the scat
tered directions k;, 1= 1,2, ... ,N, then 

h/(x) = ~ 17(x)exp( - ik;·x + ik i.X) . 
41T 

The solution to the linearized problem in this case is given by 

vex) ~ <I>.w(x) , 

which is equivalent to the Born approximation. 10 The non
linear iterative approximations (52) and (53) then yield cor
rections to the Born approximation, i.e., 

vo(x) ~ <l>M(X)! [1 + LR <l>M(X)] . 

COMMENTS 

There still remains to be done a considerable amount of 
analysis for the single incident wave case, including the in
vestigation of the number of solutions to the equation 
W = S (t,b) and the means of selecting the initial approxima
tion wo when inequality (50) fails. In addition, the results 
should be extended to the case where measurements are 
made on the scattered fields generated by more than one 
incident field. The equation t,b = S (t,b) would then have to be 
replaced by a system of quadratic integral equations. 

Other possible stategies for choosing the component 1> I 

need to be investigated. 
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The diffusion equation is derived from the ordinary space-time transport equation with an 
arbitrary scattering cross section 0'(010')#0'(0'10). After various equations are Fourier 
transformed with respect to the space-time coordinates, the transport equation is shown to be 
reduced to an integral equation of the Fredholm type with respect to the angle of scattering, with 
the variables of Fourier transformation kept constant. The solution is then expanded in the 
eigenfunction series and, under the diffusion condition, its convergence of series is generally good 
enough to keep only the first term of the series except for the case where the waves are scattered 
mostly in forward direction, as in turbulent air. The boundary equations on the surface of medium 
discontinuity are then obtained, also based on the eigenfunction expansion of the quantities 
continuous across the boundary surface. A simple application is made to the pulse wave 
propagation in a space of semi-infinite scattering medium. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It has been known I that the average intensity of waves 
in stationary random media can be obtained, to a very good 
approximati0ll, by solving the ordinary transport equation 
of the form 

[o.J/Jp + c-IJ/Jt + y,(O) ]1(0,,0) 

= I d 0'0'(010')1(0',,0) + Jc(O,,o). (1.1) 

Here, p = (Pl,p2,P3) denotes the space coordinates, t the 
time, and,o = (p,t) represents the space-time coordinates 
together; 0 = (fJ .. fJ2 ,fJ3) with 0 2 = 1 denotes the unit vec
tor in space, and 1 (0, p) is the angular distribution function 
of the wave, expressing the intensity of wave propagating in 
the direction 0 at,o; 0"(0 I 0') is the scattering cross section 
per unit angle and per unit volume, giving rise to the scatter
ing of the wave propagating in the direction 0' into 0, and 
Jc (0, p) is an external wave source; the term y, (0) is conve
niently divided into two parts, accoring to 

y,(O) = y(O) + Ya(O), y(O) = I d 0'0"(0'10), (1.2) 

where y(0) gives the total scattering cross section for the 
wave propagating in the direction 0, whereas Ya (0) gives 
rise to an absorption of the wave. When the reciprocity rela
tion is kept in the scattering process, it holds the relation 
0"(010') = 0"( - 0'1 - 0) which is generally not equal to 
0"(0' I 0). This sort of anisotropy often happens in nature 
when asymmetrical scatterers are likely to be oriented in a 
particular direction in space, as in rain, snow, plasma, etc. 
The transport equation can be derived, to a good approxima
tion, from the equation of the space-time coherence function 
of the wave (which has the form of the Bethe-Salpeter equa
tion) in almost the same way as in the time-independent case, 
but discussion of the approximation involved in Eq. (1.1) is 
outside of the scope of the present paper. 

Solving the space-time transport equation of the form 
(1.1) provides a useful means of investigating the pulse wave 

broadening, not only in media of discrete random scat
terers2

,3, but also in turbulent media where the scattering is 
made essentially in the forward direction4

-
7

• Here, in the 
latter case, the transport equation can be approximated by a 
simple equation by means of an approximate Fourier trans
formation with respect to 0 6

.
7

, but it is generally not an easy 
task to solve the transport equation even when 0'(010') is a 
function only of 0·0' and the equation is time-independent; 
Case and other people developed an analytical method 
which utilizes an expansion of 1(0,,0) in terms ofa set of 
singular eigenfunctions8

.
9

, but the most popular way seems 
to be the numerical methods of discrete ordinates by Sick 
and Chandrasekhar. 

On the other hand, as the distances of wave propagation 
become sufficiently large beyond the coherence distance of 
the wave, the wave intensity tends to be given by an asymp
totic expression which is known to obey a sort of diffusion 
equation. In a recent paper3, a diffusion equation was de
rived from the equation of the two-frequency mutual coher
ence function and was given by a second order differential 
equation in time, while, starting from the Fokker-Planck 
equation, Titulaer lO derived a diffusion equation of first or
der in time for a Brownian particle in the high-friction case 
and showed a systematic expansion prodedure in terms of 
the inverse friction coefficient. This is also the case of the 
diffusion equation for the concentration near the nonequilib
rium steady state derived by Gantsevich et al. II Indeed, in 
the case of isotropic scattering where an exact solution is 
obtainable, the diffusion equation can be given only in the 
first order in time (Sec. II), and this is also the general case of 
anisotropic scattering (Sec. III) . 

In this paper, the diffusion equation will be derived 
from the space-time transport equation with an arbitrary 
0"(010')#0'(0'10) and also the boundary conditions to be 
satisfied on surface of medium discontinuity, including that 
of free space. The method is based on an eigenfunction ex
pansion of various physical quantities and is essentially an 
application of the method that was previously used for the 
time-independent transport equation. 12 
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II. PRELIMINARIES AND BASIC EQUATIONS 

In terms of the angular distribution function 1(0, p) 
introduced in Eq. (1.1), the wave intensity I (p) and the flux 
vector I (P) = (11,12 , I3)(P) are given by 

/ (P) = J d 01 (0, p), 

(2.1) 

~(p) = J dO OJ(O,P), j = 1,2,3. 

Hence, the 0 integration on both sides ofEq. (1.1) with the 
aid of Eq. (1.2) yields the equation of continuity 

(JIJp)·I(P)+(Ya +c-IJIJt)I(p) = Jc(P), (2.2) 

where 

Ya = J d 0 Ya (0)/ (O,pl J dO/ (O,pl, 

(2.3) 

Jc(P) = J d 0 Jc(O,P). 

Since the transport equation depends only on J I Jp but 
not onp explicitly, it is most convenient to treat the equation 
in terms of its Fourier transform with respect to p: With the 
notation i = (A, v) and A = (A.\>,lt2' ..1. 3), the equation obeyed 
by 

i (O,X) = J dp / (O,p)exp [i(A.p - vt)], dp = dp dt, 

(2.4) 

becomes 

[i(vlc - O'A) + y,(O)]i(o,i) 

= J d O'(7(OIO')i (O',i) + ic(o,i), (2.5) 

where ic (fl,i) is the corresponding Fourier transform of 
Jc(fl,P). 

To put Eq. (2.5) in the conventional form in terms of the 
coherent wave part ic(fl,X) and incoherent wave part 
i,(fl,i), we introduce the new quantity 

i,(fl,i) = J d fl'<7{fllfl')i(fl',i), 

and multiply both sides of Eq. (2.5) with 

(2.6) 

iJ(fl,X) = [i(vlc - fl.A) + y,(O)]-1, 

whence, as a particular solution ofEq. (2.5), 

(2.7) 

i(fl,i) = is (fl,i) + ic(fl,i), (2.8) 
i,(fl,i) = iJi,(fl,i), ic(fl,i) = iJic(fl,i), (2.9) 

while the general solution is obtained by adding to the coher
ent part ic(fl,i) a function, given in terms of the complex [) 
function by 

[) [i(v/c - fl.A) + y,(O)]f(O,i), 

where f(O,i) is an arbitrary function to be determined by 
the boundary condition. 

766 

Here, by Eq. (2.6), the equation of is is found to be 

i,(o,X) = J d fl'<7{fllfl')iJis (fl',i) + i ; (o,i), 

(2.10) 
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where 

i;(fl,i) = J dfl'u(fllfl')ic(fl',i) 

= J d fl'u(fllfl')iJic(fl',i). (2.11) 

Equation (2.10) forms an integral equation of the Fred
holm type with respect to fl, where i is kept to be constant 
and iJ (fl'x) is regarded as the weighting function, and is the 
basic equation in the following. 

In the same way as in Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9), we obtain 
from Eq. (2.1) the expressions of total intensity and flux vec
tor components, given in the form 

i(i) = J d fl i(fl,X) = is (i) + ic<i), 

~(i) = J d fl n/ (fl,i) 

= isii) + icj(i), j = 1,2,3, (2.12) 

where 

is(i) = J d fliJi,(fl,X), 

isj(i) = J d fl nj iJis(fl,i), etc., (2.13) 

in which, as in Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11), iJ (fl,i) plays the role 
of the weighting function when integrating with respect to 
fl. 

On the other hand, from the equation of continuity 
(2.2), we find 

- iA.i(i) + (iv/c + Ya) / (i) = ic (i) 

= J d fl ic(fl,i), (2.14) 

where 

Ya(i) = J dflYa(fl)i(fl,i)/ J dOi(fl,i), (2.15) 

while the corresponding equation of continuity for i, alone 
becomes 

- iA.is(i) + (ivlc + Yas)i,(i) = i ;(i), (2.16) 

where 

i;(i) = J dni;(fl,i) = J dfly(fl){(fl,i), (2.17) 

and Yas is defined in the same way as in Eq. (2.15) with i 
replaced by is. Equation (2.16) is obtained by multiplying 
both sides of the first equation in Eq. (2.9) by iJ-1 and per
forming the fl integration over the entire solid angle. 

A. Diffusion equation in case of isotropic scattering 

To see how the diffusion equation is derived from the 
above equations, we consider the simplest case of isotropic 
scattering in which u(Olfl') = (417yly is independent of 0 
and 0', and Ya is also constant, and in which an exact expres
sion is obtainable for the diffusion term of the wave. From 
Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11), it is immediately found that i, (fl,i) 
and J ; (fl,i) are independent of fl, yielding 

J,(fl,i) = (417yIJ,(i), J;(fl,i) = (417y IJ;.(i), (2.18) 
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and hence, by Eq. (2.13), also 

i,(X) = (41Tt1 j d n U(n,x)1s (X), 

iv(X) = (41Tt1 j d nnj U(n,x)1s(X), j = 1,2,3, (2.19) 

whereas 1c (n, X) is a given function of n in contrast with the 
n independent 1, and 1;. 

Here, on substituting Eq. (2.18) into (2.10), we obtain 
the equation of 1,(X) of the form 

[1 - A (X)]1,(X) = 1 ;(X), (2.20) 

with 

A (X) = (41Tt J d nyU(n,x), (2.21) 

which becomes, on employing Eq. (2.7), 

A (X) = ~ 10g[ ~(vle - A) + y, ], ,.1,= IAI, (2.22) 
U l(vle+A)+Y, 

where the function log[ ] tends to zero as ,.1,----+0. 
On the other hand, by Eq. (2.21), is (X) in Eq. (2.19) can 

be exhibited by 

is (X) = y -IA (X)1s(X), (2.23) 

which gives, in terms of a particular solution of Eq. (2.20), 

i s(X)=y-I[1-A(X)]-IA(X)1;(X). (2.24) 

Hence, in space-time coordinates, 

is(p) = y-I(21Tt4j dX[I-A ]-IA (X)1;(X) 

X exp [i( vt - A"p)]' dX = d A dv, (2.25) 

which gives the solution in the infinite space. 
In the integral (2.25), we assume that 1 ;(p) is distribut

ed within a small domain of I yP'1 .;;; 1 in space and time, so that 
1; (X) can be regarded to be nearly constant in the important 

Im(v/c) 

- >. + i l't :>.+i!'t 

--------If------- Re(~/c) 
o 

FIG. I. Branch cut and pole for integral (2.25). 
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range of integration of IX Iyl -( 1 when lyP'l> 1. Here, to per
form the v integration for given A, first, we note that the 
integrand is regular everywhere on the v plane with a cut 
drawn between the two points at (Fig. 1) 

vic = ±A + iy, (2.26) 

on the upper half-plane, except at one pole, say of v = w(A ), 
given by 1 - A (X) = 0. Here, by Eq. (2.22), the pole is exact
ly at 

iwle = - y, + A cot(A Iy) 

- Ya - Y [+ (~ y + 4
1
5 (~ r 

+ 9!5 (~ r + ... ], Im(w) > 0, (2.27) 

which tends to zero as ,.1,_0 when Ya = 0. Also, the inte
grand tends to zero as V-oo since A (X)_O. 

Thus, when t> 0, the v integral is found to be given in 
terms of the residue value at the pole and of the contour 
integral around the branch cut, while the contributions from 
singularities of 1 ;(X) are negligible when yet> 1, since they 
are to be distributed in the range Ivleyl ;;: 1 by the assump
tion. The last situation is the same also for the contour inte
gral, having the factor exp( - y, et ), as is evident from the 
branch points given by Eq. (2.26). Thus, when yet> 1, the 
dominant contribution to the integral is found to be made by 
the pole and, in its neighborhood, A (X) is given by 

- JA I l-A(A.)- - - [v-w(A)], v-w, 
Jv v=w 

(2.28) 

JA I - i(eyt1w-I(A ), 
Jv v='" 

w(A ) = 1 + + ( ~ y + 0 [( ~r], 
and hence, byEq. (2.27), 

1 - A (i)- [ ~ (i ; + Ya) + + ( ~ y 
+ 4

1
5 (~ r + ... ] w-I(A). (2.29) 

Thus, substituting the expression (2.29) into the inte
gral (2.25) to the order of (A Iyf, we obtain, after the v inte
gration, the A integral given by 

Is (p)-ey(21Tt3 j d A w(A) 1 ; (A) 

Xexp[ - (Ya + (3y)-IA 2)et - iA.p], yet> 1, 
(2.30) 

and Is(P) = ° for t <0. Here, since yet> 1 and 1 ; (A) 
==i; (X) I v = ", is nearly constant over the range I AI yl -( 1, the 
integration ofEq. (2.30) can be effected by use of the saddle 
point approximation, yielding 

I s(p)-eYW(As)1;(As)[3yI41Tet p/2 

xexp[ -Yaet-(3yl4ct)p2], 
As = - iy(3p/2et ), (2.31) 

where As is the saddle point. Here, since the assumption has 
been made that Ivlcyl-3- I IA ly12-(1 in thederivationofEq. 
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(2.30), the expression (2.31) is valid for yet>l and l)'slyl2 
= (3pI2et? <: 1. 

Also, it is to be noted that, in the integrand ofEq. (2.30), 
the function w(A ) is combined with i; (A ) to form an effec
tive source, given by wi ; ()'). 

This is also the general case of anisotropic scattering to 
be treated in the following, and the effect of w(A ) - 1 will not 
be considered any further with the understanding that i; (Pj 
is to be replaced by the effective one when necessary. 

So far we have seen that deriving the diffusion equation 
is reduced to finding the root of v obeying 1 - A (i) = 0 as a 
function of)" w().), which tends to zero as ).~ when 
Ya = 0, or, more simply, w().) in power series of )'Iy to the 
first few orders. Therefore, w().) is found systematically as 
follows: First, il(O) in Eq. (2.7) is expanded in a power 
series of the form -

il (0) = y -1(0)[1 + h (0) + h 2(0) + "'J, (2.32) 

with 

h (O,i) = [i(O.)' - vic) - Ya(O)]/y(O), (2.33) 

where h is of the order of IAlyl, Ivleyl, and Ya Iy, orof Ii Iyl 
for short. 

Here, in the particular case of isotropic scattering, the 
substitution ofEq. (2.32) with (2.33) into Eq. (2.21) yields a 

power series of i Iy, given by 

_ Ya V [ . v 1 ( A )2] I - A (A) = - + i-I - 1-- - -
y ey ey 3 y 

to the order of (A ly)4, (vley)2, and Yaly. Therefore, the root w(A) is obtained in a power series of (A ly)2 of the form 

iwley = f In (A ly)2n, (2.35) 
n -=- 0 

where the unknown In is found by substituting v = w into Eq. (2.34) for 1 - A = 0 and equating the resulting coefficient of 
(A ly)2n, n = 0,1,2,00', to zero. Thus, to the order of (A ly)2, 

iwley = - Yaly - 3- 1(..1, Iy?, (2.36) 

and the term of order (A ly)4, to be added on the right-hand side, is obtained by the substitution of w of Eq. (2.36) into the 
higher order terms on the right-hand side ofEq. (2.34), yielding -45- 1(..1, ly)4 in accordance with that given by Eq. (2.27). 
Also, the factor JA IJv in Eq. (2.28) is obtained from Eq. (2.34) to the order of (A ly)2. 

In the same way, on employing Eq. (2.19), the corresponding expressions of is(i) andisj(i) valid in neighborhood of the 
pole become 

i,(i) = y -IA (i).iJi)-y -li,(i), 
(2.37) 

i,,(i)-i(3ry IAj [1 + 15-1(..1, ly)2 + 0 {(A ly)4} ]i,(i), 

where v appears only in i,(X). Here, it will be noted that the substitution ofEq. (2.37) into the equation of continuity (2.16) 
reproduces Eq. (2.20) with A (X) given by Eq. (2.29), except for the factor w-I(A )-1. 

Thus, Eqs. (2.20), (2.29), and (2.37) are found to be consistent to each other and are expressed in the space-time 
coordinates by 

(e- I ! + Ya - (3yyl ( :p r + (45rYI ( ~ r]Is(p) = i;(p), 

I,/P) = - (3yyl ~ [1 - (15rY1 ( ~ )2]1,(P), j = 1,2,3, 
JPj Jp 

giving the diffusion equation and the flux vector in terms of 1, (P), respectively, to the order of (A ly)4. _ 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

In the general case of anisotropic scattering, it will be shown in Sec. III that there exists a set of functions A (A ), each of 
which obeys an equation of the form (2.20), but that, except for a special case, only one oftheA (X)'s gives the root v = w().) of 
I - A (i) = 0, tending to zero as ),_0 when Ya = 0, and all the other A (i),s give those of tending to finite positive imaginary 
values in the same limit. This implies that, for the members of A (X) having roots of the latter class, the integrals corresponding 
to Eq. (2.25) have factors rapidly decreasing in time in the domain of diffusion and therefore are negligible as compared with 
that having the former w()'). 

B. Characteristics of Ie(P> and i ;(P> 

By Eq. (2.9), the intensity of coherent waveIc (P) can be 
expressed in terms of U (0,,0), the Fourier inversion of 
il(O), which, according to Eq. (2.7), is given by 
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I f -- -U(O,P) = (21T)-4 dAU(O,A )exp[i(vt - )"p)] 

= e exp( - y,P )03(p - Oct), t> 0, 

= 0, t < 0, P = I p I· 
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Thus, with the aid of the relation 

f d Ob\p - Oct )f(0) = p-2b(p - ct)f( pip), 

we obtain from Eq. (2.9) 

leU;) = f dp f dOU(O"o -p')Je(O,p',t') 

= f dp'lp - p'I-2exp( - Yt Ip - p'l) 

(2.41) 

XJ" [(p - p')llp - p'l,p',t - Ip - P'l!c], (2.42) 

which shows that Ie (Pl is different from zero only within the 
domain of distance of the order Yt- 1 from the source Je • 

Here, to see the difference between the original source 
Jc (0,iS) in Eq. (1.1) and the secondary source J ; (0 ,is) de
fined by Eq. (2.11), we consider a point source of the form 

Jc (0,iS) = f(0)b4
( is) , (2.43) 

and, on following the procedure of Eq. (2.42), use Eq. (2.17) 
to obtain 

J;'(iS) = f dnJ;(O,iS) 

= yp-2exp( - Ytp)f(plp)b(t - pic), (2.44) 

where yand Yt may be functions of 0 set equal to pip. 
Equation (2.44) shows that J :. (is) moves with the veloc

ity c and is different from zero only in the domain of p 
.5 Yt 1 in space and of t .5 (cYt t 1 in time. Therefore, when 
viewed from the space-time point of Y,p» 1 and y, ct» 1, 
J ;. (is) can be regarded also as a point source and has the 
relations 

f dpJ;(iS) = I dO(yIYt)f(O)~ I dpJ" (is). (2.45) 

III. EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSIONS OF PHYSICAL 
QUANTITIES 

The integral equation (2.10) is of Fredholm type with 
the weighting function U and therefore the solutions can be 
expanded by the set of eigenfunctionsfA (o,i) defined by the 
eigenvalue equation 

(3.1) 

f dO~(O',i)U(O',i)o-(O'IO) =A (i~(O,i). 
Here, A (i) is the eigenvalue and.!: (0, i) is the adjoint ei
genfunction, normalized according to 

(3.2) 

and hence by the completeness of the set of eigenfunctions, it 
holds the relation 

If A (0, i~ (0', i) = ou(O - 0'), 
A 

where ou(O - 0') = 0 for 0#0' and 

f d OUou(O - 0') = 1. 
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(3.3) 

(3.4) 

In terms of the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions, 
0-(010') can be exhibited by 

0-(010') = 2. A (i)fA (0, i~ (0', i), (3.5) 
A 

and, in the same way, Js(O, i) by 

J,(O, i) = 2. CAi)fA (0, i). (3.6) 
A 

Here, the equation of CA is obtained by the substitution of 
Eq. (3.6) into Eq. (2.10) and the subsequent use of the ortho
gonality (3.2). Thus, 

[1-A(i)]CA(i)= f do14 uJ;(0,i). (3.7) 

Now, on performing the 0 integration on both sides of 
Eq. (3.6), we obtain an eigenfunction series of the form 

where 

JAi) = CA (i) f dO fAo, i) 

obeys the equation 

[1 - A (i)]JA(i) = J:.A(i), 

with a source term J:'A (i), defined by 

J:.A(i) = f dOfA(O,i)f dO' .!:uJ;(O',i) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

= A (i) f dO fA (0, i) f d 0' .!: uJcCo', i). 

(3.11 ) 

Here, it will be noted that Eq. (3.10) has the same form as Eq. 
(2.20) for the case of isotropic scattering. 

In the space-time coordinates p, Eq. (3.8) is expressed 
by 

Js(iS)= f d 0 J,(O, is) = ~ JAiS), (3.12) 

where, by Eq. (3.10), JA (is) obeys the equation 

[l-A ualaiS)]JAiS) =J:A(iS), (3.13) 

in terms of the notation alap = (alap, - alat). 
In order to obtain the corresponding eigenfunction se

ries of wave intensity Is (is) and flux vector Is (is) = (Is, ' I", 
I s ,)( is), we introduce new quantities, defined by 

fJA (i) = < U(o,i» A' 

aA/i) = <njU(o,i»A' j= 1,2,3, (3.14) 

in terms of the notation 

(Q(O»A = I dOQ(O~(o,i) II dOfA(o,i). (3.15) 

Hence, on substituting Eq. (3.6) into (2.13), we obtain 

i,(i) = ~ CA (i) I d OUfA (o,i) 

= ~ CA (i)fJA (i) f d Of A (o,i), 

which, by Eq. (3.9), can be expressed by a series of the form 
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i,(X) = I)A(X), iAX)=f3A(XVA(X) (3.16) 
.4 

in terms of JA (X). In the same way, 

i,/X) = I iAj(X), i 4j (X) = aAj(XVA (X). (3.17) 
.4 

Thus, in the space-time coordinates, we formally 
obtain 

1,(fi) = I f3A(ialaw.4(fi), 
A 

(3.18) 

i,/fi) = I aAj(ialaWA (fi), j = 1,2,3. 
A 

Here, J4 (fi) obeys the equation (3.13) and its general solu
tion is given by 

JA (fi) = (21Tt4f dX exp[i(vt - A,.p)] 

X{[I-A(i)]-IJ;A(i)+o[I-A(i)]g(i)}, 

di = d A, dv, (3.19) 

where g(i) is an arbitrary function to be determined by 
boundary conditions. 

The usefulness of the eigenfunction expansions (3.8), 
(3.16), and (3.17) depends on their convergence properties, 
of course, and also on whether the eigenfunctionfA (G,i) 
and eigenvalue A (i) can be obtained to a sufficiently good 
approximation. Here, in the eigenvalue equation (3.1), the 
variable i appears only through the function U (G,i) ofEq. 
<:,3.7), which can be regarded as a function of i Iy instead of 
,.1,. Therefore, the eigenvalue A (i) can also be regarded as a 
function of i Iy. To investigate the convergence properties 
under the condition of the diffusion approximation in which, 
as we have seen in the previous example of isotropic scatter
ing, various equations are treated in the range of Ii Iyl ~ 1, 
we first observe that, as X Iy-+O, 

U(G,i)---Yr 1(!1)~y -I(G), Y~Ya' 

and, correspondingly, 

A (i)--- a, 14 (G,i)-+.t:, (G). 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

Therefore, if the above limiting values are used in the inte
grand ofEq. (3.19), and if a # 1, the integral simply becomes 
o 4{jJ) except for a constant factor, provided that the source 
J: (fi) is distributed within a small domain of I y.ol s 1, giving 
J :(i) andJ;A (i) nearly constant within the range Ii lyl ~ 1. 
Therefore, it follows that the contributions of these terms to 
the series (3.12) become negligible in the domain of space 
and time where the distances from the source are large 
enough to be I y.ol ~ 1. This result implies that, in the series 
(3.12), the terms with the limiting eigenvalues a# 1 are of 
short range and, like the coherent wave Ie (fi), are terms 
decreasing rapidly in space and time. However, as will be be 
seen in Sec. IV, there is at least one eigenfunctionfl(G) hav
ing the eigenvalue a = 1, and thecorrespondingJA (fi) ofEq. 
(3.19) is a long range function, giving the leading term in the 
domain of diffusion. 

Here, on performing the G integration on both sides of 
Eq. (3.1), we obtain, by use ofEq. (1.2), 
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f d Gy(G)UfA (G,i) = A (X) f d GfA (G,i), 

where, on the left-hand side, Eq. (2.7) gives 

y(G)U(G,i) = 1 + (iG·A, - ivlc - Ya)U(G,i). 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

Therefore, on u~ing Eq. (3.23) in (3.22), we obtain an expres
sion of 1 - A (A ), given by 

1 -A (i) = « - iG·A, + iv/c + Ya)U(G,i»A' (3.24) 

in terms of the notation (3.15). Here, the right-hand side of 
Eq. (3.24) formally tends to zero asi-+o when Ya = 0, but 
this never means that, as X-+o, all the A (i)'s tend to unity, 
since, according to the definition (3.15), (Q > A may have a 
finite value asX-->o even when Q-->O if f d G fA -0, simulta
neously. In fact, this is the case for most ofthefA 's, as will be 
seen in Sec. IV. 

If S d G fa #0, on the other hand, then Eq. (3.24) 
shows thatA-+l asi-+O and, in terms Ofj3A and U A = (aA" 

a A " a A ), defined by Eq. (3.14),1 -A (A) is exhibited by 

1 - A (X) = - iA"uA (i) + (ivlc + YaA )f3A (X), (3.25) 

where the absorption coefficient YaA is defined by 

YaA = (YuU)A/(U>A' (3.26) 

Thus, substituting the expression (3.25) into Eq. (3.10), 
the equation of iA (X), defined in Eq. (3.16), is found to be 
given by 

[ - if3 A IuA·A, + ivlc + YaA ]i4 (i) = J;.1 (i), (3.27) 

and the corresponding flux vector iA (i) = (iA , ,fA, , i A , )(i) 
by -

(3.28) 

in terms of iA (i). Here, between iA and i A , it holds by Eq. 
(3.27) that 

(3.29) 

which represents the equation of continuity of each eigen
function component. Indeed, on usingEq. (3.29) with (3.11), 
we find the equation of continuity (2.16) reproduced in 
terms of the eigenfunction series, or, in the space-time 
coordinates, 

:p .I,(fi) + (c- I :t + Yas)ls (fi)=J;(fi), (3.30) 

with the aid of the relation 

f d GYu(!1)i,(G,i) = ~ CA (i) f d GYa UfA (G,i) 

= I (Yo U)AJAi) = I YaAiA (i), 
A A 

(3.31) 

by virtue of the definition (3.26). 
So far we have not made any approximation and have 

found that, whenSd G fa #O,A (i)---l asi-->o. When this is 
the case, A (X) can be conveneintly obtained according to Eq. 
(3.25) with U A andf3A given by Eg. (3.14) and, to first order 
of i, the latter quantities can be given in the form 

aAj(i) = a j + i[ ± Ajk,.1,k - AjV/c] , j = 1,2,3, 
k~1 

(3.32) 
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(JA (x) = (J + {tl BkAI. - B VIC]. 

Here, the necessary subscript A has been dropped on the 
right-hand side, and (l, (J~O [y -I], whereas Ajk' Aj' Bj , 
B ~ 0 [y -"], as will been seen later in Eq. (4.21) and (4.22). 
Thus, on substituting Eq. (3.32) into (3.25), we obtain an 
expression of 1 - A (X) to the order of (X Iyf. 

The next task is to find the root v = w(X) obeying 
1 - A (X) = 0 in a power series of A of the general form 

3 3 

icvlc =!o + I/;A j + I /;kAjAk + "', (3.33) 
j ~ 1 j,1. C,' 1 

by following the procedure ofEq. (2.34) and (2.35). Howev
er, to obtain the result to the order of A 2 , we can follow the 
method described after Eq. (2.36), i.e., to the first order of X, 
Eq. (3.25) gives 

1 - A (X) = - iA'(l + (ivlc + YaA )(J, (3.34) 

YuA = f d OYa (,O)y -I!I(O) f d Oy -11(0), 

with (l = (a I' a 2 , a 3 ), and therefore, by putting vic = (l'AI(J 
in the right-hand side ofEq. (3,32) and then substituting the 
result in Eq. (3.25), the root W(A) is obtained to the order of 
A2 and Yu' 

Thus, at the pole of v = W(A), aA/X), and(JA (A) in Eq. 
(3.32) are given by 

a 4j (A),=aAj (X) I \-" 
,\ 

= aj + i I (Ajk -(J-IAjak)A k , 

1.',1 

(3.35) 
(JA(A) (JA(X)lvcw 

,\ 

= (J + i I (Bk - (J.IBadAk' 
I.~I 

and hence, in neighborhood of the pole, 

1 -- A (X) ~ [ - iA'(lA (X) + (ivic + YaA )(JAX) ]W-I(A), 
(3.36) 

where the function W(A), defined by 

~A(X)I = -iC-I(JA(X)W-I(A), av \' ('I 

3 

W(A) = 1 - iI (J.I{A j -(J-IBaJAj + 0 [('Aly)2], (3.37) 
j~ 1 

corresponds to W(A ) in Eq. (2.28), 

Here, the final result can be given in a more compact 
form by Eq. (3,27) rather than by Eq. (3.10). Thus, in neigh
borhood of the pole v = w( A), fA (X)~(JA (A) iA (X) [cf. Eq. 
(2,37)] and 

J 

(JA I aAj(A) = (J-Iaj + i I Djk AI., j = 1,2,3, (3.38) 
I. ~~ 1 

where, by Eq. (3.35), 

Djk = (J-l [Aj" - (J-I(Apk + ajBk ) + (J-2Bap.] , (3.39) 

and Djk = D kj in the symmetrical case of 
0-(010') = 0'(0'10) (Sec. IV). Hence, the use ofEq. (3.36) 
yields the equation of 14 , given by 

[iv/c + YaA - i(J-I(l'A + A.D.A] fAX) 

= W(},.) j:'A (X), (3.40) 
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in terms of the 3 X 3 matrix D having the matrix elements 
Djk' or, on replacing Wi:.1 by j ;.1 , the space-time equation 

[C-I~+ YaA +(J-I(l'~- ~'D'~]IAji) 
at ap ap ap 
=J;'Aji). (3.41) 

In the same way, from Eqs. (3.28) and (3.29) together with 
Eq. (3.38), we obtain 

IAji)=~-I(l-D' :p)IA(ji) , (3.42) 

:p ·IA(ji) + (YaA +c- I 
:JIA(ji)=J;A(ji). 

(3.43) 
So far it has been supposed that!4 (O,X) is the only 

eigenfunction having the eigenvalue tending to unity as 
X--O. However, as will be seen in Sec. IV, several eigenfunc
tions have eigenvalues equally tending to values very close to 
unity as X--o, when the scattering is made mostly in forward 
direction, as in turbulent air, so that 0-(010') is different 
from zero only in a narrow range of 0 ~ 0' .Even when this is 
the case, the expansion (3.32) is still valid, but is quite limited 
within a range of very small values of IX IYf~l. 

IV. EIGENFUNCTION tA(O,X) AND EVALUATION OF 
(l,(J, and D 

In Sec. III, the wave intensity I, and flux vector I, have 
been expanded in the eigenfunction series (3.18) where 
(JA (X) and (lA (X) are defined by Eq. (3.14) and JA (ji) obeys 
the equation (3.13). Here, in the domain of diffusion where 
IX IYI~l, only the term of the eigenfunction!A with the ei
genvalueA tending to unity asX--O becomes dominant and, 
for this eigenfunction, the linear approximation (3.32) of 
(JA (X) and (lA (X) is enough to obtain the diffusion equation 
to the second order in space. 

Here, to obtain (J A and (l A to the first order of X, we can 
employ a perturbative method and begin with the eigenvalue 
equation (3.1) for X = 0 and Yu = 0: 

f d O'O'(OIO')y -I (O')(u (0') = a!a(n), 

f d oJ., (O')y -1(0')0-(0'10) = ala (0), 

with the normalization 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

where O'(OIO')~o-(O'IO) and y(O) is defined by Eq. (1.2). 
Here, it holds that lal <: 1 since, by Eq. (4.1), 

J dO'0-(°lfl')y-1CO')1 !aCO')I>laIIIaCO)I, (4.3) 

and hence, by the 0 integration on both sides, 

(I-Ial) J dOIIaCO)I>O, or lal<:l. (4.4) 

On performing the 0 integration on both sides of the 
first equation of Eq. (4.1), we obtain 
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f d 0 la(O) = a f dO la(O), 

which leads to the important results that 

a = 1 if f dO la(n)#O, 

whereas 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

Also, we can directly show, by Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), that 

!ten) = (477't ly(0), (477llf d 0/1(0) = 1, (4.8) 

f dO !ty 'Ya(O) = (41T)'J d 0 ta(O) = 0, a# 1, (4.9) 

where the last relation is another version of Eq. (4.7) and 
indicates that all thela(O)'s with a# 1 have the vanishing 
average value. 

To obtainlA (O,x) to the first order of X, we substitute, 
on using Eqs. (2.32) with (2.33), 

U(O,x) = y'I(n)[1 +h(O,x)], Ih 1<1, 
(4.10) 

IA =Iu + IlbCW 
b 1'a 

into the eigenvalue equation (3.1) and subsequently use the 
orthogonality (4.2) to obtain 

(A - b)CbA = bI (h )beCeA' CaA = 1, 

in terms of the notation 

(h) be = f d Oy '%hle(O), 

(h) Ie = (41TyJ d Oh.fc(O). 

(4.11 ) 

(4.12) 

Here,inEq.(4.11),A~aand ICbA 1<I,b #a,andtherefore, 
to the first order of h, 

CbA~(a-bylb(h)ba' b#a, (4.13) 

while, from Eq. (4.10), 

(41T)'J dO IA = f dO !ty-I/A = CIA' (4.14) 

showing that the average value of/4' a# 1, tends to zero as 
X--+O when Ya = O. 

In the same way, on putting 

1.1 =Ia + I CA~' (4.15) 
b 1'a 

we obtain 

(4.16) 
CAbCbA ~(a - b )'2b 2(h )ab (h )ba' 

Here, the condition of applicablility of the present perturba
tive method is ICAb CbA 1<1 and therefore turns out to be 

(alb-l),zIXlyI2<1, Ihl-IXlyl, (4.17) 
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which becomes a very severe condition of IX Iyl when a ~b. 
WhenlA -+/1 as X-+O and also/l(O) is the only eigen

function having the eigenvalue of unity, then it follows from 
Eq. (4.14) that 

(41Ty J dO IA(O,x) = 1. (4.18) 

Therefore, according to the definition (3.14) with Eq. (4.10), 
we obtain, to the first order of ,1-, 

aAj(X) = (41T),lf d o[ f1jY '1(1 + h )(11 + b~/bCbA)]' 
(4.19) 

which gives, in terms of the notation of Eq. (4.12), 

aAj(X) = (f1j y-I)11 + (f1j y- lh )11 

+ I (f1j y,I)lb CW (4.20) 
b 7' I 

where the CbA 's are given by Eq. (4.13). Thus, according to 
the definition (3.32), we find that 

aj = (f1jy'I)II' 

Ajk = (f1jf1ky'2)1I + I b(1-b),I(f1j y,I)lb(f1 k y,l)bl' 
b l' I 

Aj = (f1jy'2)11 + I b(l-b),I(f1
J
y,I)lb(y,l)bl' 

b 7' I 
(4.21) 

In the same way, 

/3 = (y -I ) I I' B = (y -2) II + I b (1 - b ) ,I (y ,I ) 1 b (y ,I ) b 1 , 

bTl 

Bj = (f1j y-2)11 + I b(l-b)'I(y'I)lb(f1jy'l)bl' 
b 7' 1 

(4.22) 
Here, A jk ,A j' B, and Bj are of the order of y2 whereas aj 

and /3 are of y ,I. 
In the case of symmetrical scattering where 

0(010') = 0(0'10), it follows from Eq. (4.8) that 

11(0) = y(O)/(y), (y) = (41TY1f d Oy(O), 

aj = 0, /3 = (y)'I. (4.23) 

Also, the matrix D has the symmetrical matrix elements, 
given by Ajk = A kj , and Aj = Bj #0 when y(O) depends on 
O. 

As an example, it will be interesting to consider the case 
of the form 0(010') = a(O·O') which has been widely as
sumed by previous authors. In this case, o(cosB) can be ex
panded, in terms of the Legendre functions P" (x ),n = 0, 1, 
2, ... , by 

a(cosB) = (41Ttly[ 1 + n~1 (21Z + I)Pn(COSB)an], (4.24) 

where the extinction coefficient y is constant and 

a" =y'J dOPn(cosB)o(cos(}), dO = 21TsinBd(}, 

P,,(I) = 1, ao = 1. (4.25) 

Here, by (4.24), we can directly show that the spherical 
harmonics 
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cosmcp} m Y;;'(n)=y~n(o,cp)= . Pn(cosO), n;;;,m;;;'O, 
smmcp 

m=O, 

f
dO [Y;;'(0)p=41T(2n+ltl (n+m)! {I, 

(n - m)! 1/2, m#O, 
(4.26) 

are the eigenfunctions of Eq. (4.1) and have the eigenvalues 
, . 

a" s, l.e., 

f d O'y -IU(O.O')Y;;'(O') = an Y;;'(O). 

On the other hand, 

J;(n) = (41Ttly, /1(0) = 1, 

and hence 

({lJ1k)11 = (41Tt J dO{lj{lk = +Djk , 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

while, if {lj = cosO, then ({lj) Ib is different from zero only 
when/b (0) = PI (cosO ) = cosO, yielding ({lj) Ib = 1/3. 
Also,ft,(fl) = (3/41T)Y cosO and hence ({lk) b 1 = Dkj . Thus, 

({l) Ib ({lk) b 1 = 1 DJk' (4.30) 

and by Eqs. (4.21), (4.22), and (3.34), 

a j = 0, Djk = yAjk = 3- 1(1 - a1tly -IDjk , 

[3= y-I, YaA = (41Ttlf dOYa(O), (4.31) 

where a 1 is given by Eq. (4.25). 
On the other hand, in Eq. (3.11), we can use the ap

proximation/A -/1' fJ -Y -I, II/yl <;1,andEq. (4.28), toob
tain i;A (ji) -i; (ji) and thus the diffusion equation (3.41) 
becomes 

[c-IJ/Jt + YaA - 3-1(1 - a1tly -1(J/Jp)2]ls(Pl = i;(PJ, 
(4.32) 

while the flux vector is given, according to Eq. (3.42), by 

I,(ji) = - 3-1(1 - a1tly -1(J/Jp)ls(ji). (4.33) 

Here, when the scattering is made mostly in forward 
direction, then Eq. (4.25) shows that an -lover the first 
several orders of n, while the second term on the left-hand 
side ofEq. (4.32) tends to the infinite as a 1--+ 1. This reflects 
the fact that the present perturbative method is valid only 
under the condition (4.17), which is not satisfied when 
an -ao = 1, n = 1,2,. ... 

p' p 

FIG. 2. Boundary of the medium discontinuity and notations for Eq. (5.2). 
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V. CONDITIONS AT BOUNDARY OF MEDIUM 
DISCONTINUITY 

We first suppose that the space is divided into two parts 
by a surface, the one being free space and the other a homo
geneous scattering medium (Fig. 2), and ask the boundary 
conditions to be satisfied by solutions of the diffusion equa
tion (3.41). Here, in free space where no scatterer presents, 
Js = Oby the definition (2.6) and thereforeJ, is not a quanti
ty continuous across the boundary. 

To find the latter quantities, we observe that fJ -I is = is 
by the first equation ofEq. (2.9) with fJ given by Eq. (2.7) or, 
in the space-time coordinates, 

[O·J/Jp + c-1J/Jt + y, ]1,(O,pl = J,(O,ji). (5.1) 

Thus, on following the usual procedure, we find the condi
tion of continuity, given for arbitrary 0 by 

(n.O)ls(O,ji) I :+: -(0·0)[1, (O,ji) I + - 1,(O,pll. ] = 0, 
(5.2) 

where n is the unit vector normally directed into the scatter
ing medium, say on the side I., from the free space side 1_, and 
the marks I + denote the quantities on the referred sides. 

The quantities in Eq. (5.2) are functions of 0 and, in 
view of the right-hand side ofEq. (5.1) given by Js ' can be 
exhibited in terms of the previous eigenfunctionsf, (O')'s. 
Thus, for each eigenfunctionf, (0), it holds 

r dOy-1la(0)(n.n)ls(0,p)1-t: =0, 
J41T 

(5.3) 

where the integration is performed on the entire range of 
solid angle. 

Also, there should not be any contribution offlux from 
the free space side 1_, distributed within the range ofo·O > 0 
and therefore, besides Eq. (5.3), we have the additional 
condition 

r dOy-1la(0)(n.0)ls(fl,p)l+ =0. 
In.O>O 

(5.4) 

Here, in the domain of diffusion, the components of the 
eigenfunctionJ;(O) = (41Ttly(0) are most important in 
Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) and are given by 

r d O(n·n)ls (O,ji) I :+: = n.Is(Pll + = 0, (5.5) 
J41T 

(5.6) 

whose expressions are independent of the natures ofthe scat
tering cross section. Here, the condition (5.5) is just the con
dition of continuity of total flux across the boundary surface 
and can also be derived directly from the equation of con
tinuity (3.30). Since the diffusion equation (3.41) is the sec
ond order differential equation in space, the above two con
ditions are enough to determine I, for a boundary surface of 
free space. 

By Eq. (5.5) with Eq. (3.42), the normal component of 
total flux flowing away into the free space, say I B' is given by 

IB = - o·Is 1- = - 0.([3-1a - D.J/Jp)ls I., (5.7) 

while, on following the procedure leading to Eqs. (4.21) and 
(4.22) and also referring to Eqs. (3.38) and (3.39), we obtain 
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the condition (S.6) expressed, to the first order ofy -IJ IJp, in 
the form 

[p-Ia(n) - D(n)·JIJp]Is(,o)I. = O. (S.8) 

Here, the vector D(n) = (D \n), Din), D ~n» is given by 

Djn) = p-I [A j") - P-I(A (n)aj + a(n)B) + p-2Ba(n)aj ], 
(S.9) 

where ai' p, Bi' and B are given by Eqs. (4.21) and (4.22), 
and 

a(n) = (n.fly-I)W, 

A(n)= (n.fly-2)~~)+ L b(l-byl(n.fly-I)~';?(y-l)bl' 
b '" I 

A j") = (n.onjy -2>W 

+ L b(l-byl(n.Oy-I)~';?(njy-Ihl' j= 1,2,3, 
b '" I 

(S.lO) 

in terms of the notation similar to Eq. (4.12): 

(Q>~';?=i dOy-llaQfb(O). 
n·O>O 

(S.l1) 

In case of the previous example where a(010') 
= 0-(0·0'), we find, on choosingfb (fl) = cos(n.O), that 

(n.Oy -I)W = (4y)-I, (n.Mjy -2)W = (6ft lni , 
(S.12) 

(n.Oy-I)\,;?=(6y)-I, (niy-I)bl =y-Inj , 

and all the contributions from the otherfb 's identically van
ish. Thus, on using a j = Bj = 0, we obtain from Eqs. (S.8), 
(S.9), and (S.lO) 

(S.13) 

which, when combined with Eq. (4.33), enables Is in Eq. 
(S.7) to be expressed by 

(S.14) 

which means that one half of Is on the boundary surface 
contributes to the normal component of flux into free space. 

When the source Jc is in the free space side, the explicit 
expression of the source term J; in the diffusion equation 
(3.41) becomes, on using (2.17) and the method of deriving 
Eq. (2.42), 

J ;(,0) = J d Oy(O)IJO"D) 

= J dp'lp - p'1-2y(0)exp[ - y,(O)lp - p~ I] 
XJc(O, p',t - Ip - pVc), 

n = (p - p')/lp - p'l, (5.1S) 

where p~ is the point on boundary surface of free space, 
made by the line connecting the points p and p' (Fig. 2). 

The above boundary conditions can be generalized to 
the case where the domain of the side 1_ is not free space but 
another scattering medium having properties different from 
those of I •. In that case, the mark I. in Eq. (S.6) is replaced by 
1+ = I. - 1-, and this is the case also for Eqs. (S.8) and 
(S.13). 

In the particular case of a(0 I fl') = a(0·0'), the new 
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boundary condition yields, when combined with the condi
tion (S.S), simply the conditions of continuity of I, and n·ls ' 

where Is is given by Eq. (4.33) in terms of the gradiant of 
Is (,0). In the general case of anisotropic scattering, however, 
the continuity of Is at boundary surface is not always guar
anteed by Eqs. (S.5) and (5.6) or Eq. (S.8) with I. replaced by 
I:+: ,in spite of the condition I,(O,pll:+: = 0 which directly 
follows from Eq. (S.2). However, as far as the diffusion equa
tion is given to the second order in space, the two conditions 
(S.S) and new equation (5.8) are necessary and sufficient at 
the expense of the I, continuity. 

VI. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE-PULSE WAVE 
PROPAGATION IN A SEMI-INFINITE SCATTERING 
MEDIUM 

Here, the diffusion equation (4.32) is conveniently giv
en in the form 

[Ya + c-IJIJt - (7Jyyl(JIJp)2]Is(,o) = J ;(,0), 

7J = 3(1 - al)' (6.1) 

whereJ; is given by Eq. (S.15) and Ya represents YaA' Hence, 
the equation of the Fourier transform 

I, (p, v) = roo x dt e - ;"'1, (p,t ), 

with respect to the time t, becomes 

(6.2) 

[Ya + ivlc - (7Jytl(JIJp)2]Is(p,v) = J;(p,v), (6.3) 

where J ; (p, v) is the corresponding Fourier transform of 
J ;(p,t). The solution of Eq. (6.3) is given, in terms of the 
Green's function Gv(pi p') to be given later, by 

Is(p,v) = J dp'Gv(plp')J;(p',v). (6.4) 

Here, in the coordinate system p = (PI,P2,P3)' we sup
pose that the domain of P3 > 0 is filled with random scat
terers whereas the domain of P3 < 0 is free space, and ask the 
plane wave solution homogeneous over the PI P2 plane. 
Then, the Green's function G" (P3Ip;) is given in the form 

G,,(p31 p;) = 7Jy[I ooJJOIJp3 - IOJI 00 IJp3]-1 

XIO(p < ,v)I oo(p> ,v). (6.S) 
Here, P < and P > denote the smaller and larger of P3 

and p;, and I O(p3'v) is the solution of the homogeneous 
equation 

[Ya + iv/c - (7Jyt l(JIJp3)2]I(p3'v) = 0, (6.6) 

satisfying the boundary condition ofEq. (S.13) atp3 = 0, 
while I 00(P3'V) is the solution which tends to zero as 
P3~ + 00. In order to prove Eq. (6.5), we only need, first, to 
note that the factor [ ]-1 is a constant, and then to check, 
after the substitution of Is = Gv in Eq. (6.3), the term result
ing from the discontinuity at P3 = pi, giving {) (P3 - p;) for 
J;. 

Here, in terms of the variable 

k = ! (Ya + ivlc)7JylI/2, Re[k 1 > 0, 

Equation (6.6) gives 
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I "'(P3'V) = e - k
p

" 

and hence, according to Eq. (6.5), 

G,,(p3IpD = (2k yl7JY IO(p < ,v) I oo(p> ,v). (6.9) 

On the other hand, to excite a plane wave pulse homo
geneous on the PI P2 plane, the source function Jc (fl, p, t) is 
assumed to have the form 

(6.10) 

where Pc <0 is the coordinate of the source in the free space 
and 10 is a constant. Hence, on referring to Eq. (5.15), we 
obtain 

J ;(P3,t) = Ioy8(t - P3/c)exp( - YtP3)' P3 > 0, 

= 0, P3 <0, (6.11) 

whose Fourier transform with respect to time is 

J;(P3,v)=Ioyexp[ -(Yt +ivlc)P3]' P3>0. (6.12) 

Thus, on employing the expressions ofEqs. (6.9) and 
(6.12) in Eq. (6.4), we obtain, whenp3 = 0, 

I,(O,v) = 1'" dpGv(Olp)J;(p,v) 

= Io(2k y l7Jr(k + y, + ivlcyIIO(O,v), (6.13) 

and hence, by Eq. (6.8), 

I,(O,t) = (217"yJ: 00 dv I,(O,v)eivt 

= Ior17"-1 f: = dv(2k 171 + y)-I 

X(k + Yt + ivlcy1eivt, (6.14) 

where Yt = Y + Ya' 
After changing the variable of integration from v to k, 

the integral (6.14) is found to be expressed in terms of the 
function W(x), defined by 

W(x) = (1Tl}J: 00 du (u - ixyle - u' 

= 2 eX'(OC dte- t', larg(x) I <17"/2, (6.15) 
v' 17" L 

whence 

I,(O,t) = 2cyIo exp( - Yac! )(4171 _I)-I 

X [2 Rel$W Is (7JYC! )1/2J] - WI !(7Jyct )1/2}] , 
(6.16) 

where Re[ ... ] indicates the real part and S is a complex con
stant, given by 

S = ![1 + i(417J _1)1/2], 71 = 3(1 - al) < 3. (6.17) 

The flux component IB away from the boundary at 
P3 = ° into the free space of P3 < ° is given by 1.12 according 
to Eq. (5.14) and therefore, utilizing the expansion 13 

W(x) = ! (- xYlr(1 + n/2) 
n=O 

-(1T.I!2X t l
[ 1 + m~1 (_)m 1.3 ... (2m _1)(2xZ)-m], 

Ixl>l, I arg(x) I <317"/4, (6.18) 

Eq. (6.16) gives 
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FIG. 3. Intensity of a plane wave pulse backscattered from a boundary of a 
homogeneous scattering medium, The normalized intensity In/ 
[eyexp( - yuel)] is shown as a function of yet for several values of a I' 

IB/[cyIoexp( - Ya ct )] 

_17"-1/2(7Jyct )1/2, 7JYC!0( 1 

_(217"llzyI7J(2 + 7J)(7JYCt)-3/2, 7Jyct> 1, (6.19) 

which indicates that, except for the factor exp( - Ya ct), IB 
decreases with the time by the factor t -3/2 for t - 00 . Curves of 
I 8 1[cyIoexp( - Ya ct)] are shown in Fig. 3 as a function ofyct 
for several values of a I' 

On the other hand, when a source is embedded in the 
scattering medium at P3 = P > 0, I, on the boundary surface 
is given, to a good approximation, by the Green's function 
Gt (Olp) in view of Eq. (2.45), and 

Gt(Olp) = (217"YJ~ 00 dv Gv(Olp)eivt 

= !c7Jyexp[ - Yact - 7Jyp2/(4ct)] 
X [217"-1/2(7JyctyI/2 - W(z)], (6.20) 

z = !( 7Jyct ) 1/2(1 + pi ct), 

and, when 7Jyct>>l and (pi ct )20( 1, 

Gt(Olp) -17"-1/2C7JY(7Jyct y3/2(7JYP + 2) 

Xexp[ -7Jyp2/(4ct) - Yact], 

which again decreases with the time by the factor 
r 3/2exp( - Ya ct ). 

(6.21 ) 

(6.22) 

In Fig. 4, curves of (C7Jyy 1exp(Yact )Gt(Olp) are shown 
as a function of 7Jyct for several values of 7JYp. 

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

In order to derive the diffusion equation, it is most sim-
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FIG. 4. Intensity of a plane wave pulse propagated into free space away 
from a point source embedded in a semi-infinite scattering medium. The 
normalized intensity (c7Jyt 1exp(y" ct )G, (Olp), given by Eq. (6.20), is shown 
as a function of 7Jyct for several values of the numerical distance 7JYP from 
boundary to source. 

pie to treat various equations in terms of their Fourier trans
forms with respect to the space-time coordinates p since the 
transport equation (1.1) does not depend on the coordinates 
explicitly, although it does on a lap, This is also closely con
ected to the fact that the Fourier transform of the transport 
equation can be reduced to an integral equation of the Fred
holm type with respect to the angle of scattering, with the 
variable of Fourier transformation i kept to be a constant 
parameter (Sec. II). This enables the solutions of the integral 
equation to be expanded in the eigenfunction series (3.8), 
where each term of the series obeys Eq.(3.1O) and is repre
sented by the integral (3.19) in space and time. When inte
grating with respect to v in the latter integral for given J..., 
there exists one eigenfunction with the eigenvalue A (i) 
which yields the pole of[ 1 - A (i)]-I, cu(J...) , tending to zero as 
J...-o when ru = O. Here, in the domain of diffusion where 
the space-time distances p from the wave source are large 
enough to be I rpl ~ 1 or Ii I rl ~ 1 in the important range of 
integration of Eq. (3.19), the dominant contribution to the 
integral is given by this pole in terms of the residue value and 
therefore obeys an equation, given by Eq. (3.10) or (3.13), 
with 1 - A (i)~ - [v - cu(J...)]aA lavl v =",' Therefore, the 
diffusion equation thus obtained necessarily becomes the 
first order differential equation in time, and cu(J...), which is a 
function of J...lr with (u(O) = ira' can be expanded in a power 
series of J...lr to arbitrary order, giving a corrected diffusion 
equation when the order exceeds two. Here, the contribu
tions from the terms of other eigenfunctions are negligible 
since, when Ii Irl ~l, 1 - A (i)~ 1 - a, lal < l,givingbythe 
Fourier inversion in Eq. (3.19) a function proportional to 
D 4( p) or a short range function negligible in the range 
I rpl ~ 1. In the present case, the important physical quanti
ties are the total wave intensity I,(ft) and flux vector I,(Pl 
and their Fourier transforms are given by the corresponding 
eigenfunction series (3.16) and (3.17), respectively. Here, 
when performing their Fourier inversions, the dominant 
terms are again given by the residue values at the pole 
v = cu(J...) with /3A and (lA given by Eq. (3.35) to the first 
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order of J.... In this connection, the expression (3.25) for A (i), 
given in terms of /3 A (i) and (lA (i), is very useful for evaluat
ing A (i) and is also directly connected to the equation of 
continuity (3.29) for each eigenfunction component. The ex
ceptional case is when the scattering is made mostly in the 
forward direction, as in turbulent air, and then the conver
gence of series becomes poor and also the present perturba
tive method with respect to i Ir is not possible (Sec. IV). 

In the general case of anisotropic scattering where 
a(OIO')'fa(O'I!l), the diffusion equation is given by Eq. 
(3.41) and, in the infinite space, its solution for a space-time 
point source shows that the waves diffuse in an elliptical 
form and its center moves with the velocity c(l//3 in time. 
Here, it will be noted that, starting from the Boltzmann or 
Fokker-Planck equation, the diffusion equations of the form 
(3.41) were previously obtained for the concentration near 
the nonequilibrium steady state II and also, in a more general 
form, for a Brownian particle in the high-friction case. 10 

Comparing the method in Ref. 10 with the present one, par
ticularly, one finds that (j!" and PI n I are similar to!a and!A in 
the present paper, respectively, but are different in that, 
while (j!" is the eigenfunction of the operator C according to 
the usual definition and PI" I is not defined by an eigenvalue 
equation, both.t;, and!A are the eigenfunctions explicitly 
defined by the eigenvalue equations (4.1) and (3.1), where 
r -1(0) and fj (O,i) are regarded as the weighting functions 
in the respective equations. Here, when solving the transport 
equation (1.1), the latter method seems to be essential since 
the scattering cross section a(OIO') can be exhibited in 
terms of the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues by Eq. (3.5) or 
by the corresponding expression in terms ofthe!a and a's, 
where the effect of [j (o,i) or the extinction coefficient reO) 
is inevitably included and needs not to be taken into account 
separa tel y . 

The boundary equations on the surface of the medium 
discontinuity can also be exhibited in terms of the eigenfunc
tion!a's introduced in Sec. IV and, in the case of the bound
ary of free space, the equations are given by Eqs. (5.3) and 
(5.4). In the diffusion approximation, these conditions are 
reduced to the two conditions (5.5) and (5.6), which belong 
to the eigenfunction dominant in the domain of diffusion. 
Here, the first condition coincides with that given by the 
equation of continuity (3.30) for the total flux ofthe incoher
ent wave. Here, if the diffusion equation was given to the 
fourth order in space, as in Eq. (2.38), then two more bound
ary conditions would become necessary and be given by Eq. 
(5.3) and (5.4) for the!a having the eigenvalue a nearest to 
unity. In the special case of time-independent isotropic scat
terers where a I = 0, the solution for a semi-infinite slab is 
known as the Milne solution, and it was pointed out in Ref. 3 
that the condition (5.13) is a good approximation to the ex
act condition of this case. 

I A through review paper was given by Yu.N. Barabanenkov, Yu.A. Kravt
sov, S.M. Rytov, and V.1. Tatarskii, Sov. Phys. Usp. 13, 551 (\971). See 
also R. L. Fante, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 64, 592 (1974); I.M. Besieris, J. Math. 
Phys. 17, 1707 (1976). 

'I. Sreenivashiah, A. Ishimaru, and S.T. Hong, Radio Sci. 11,775 (1976). 
'A. Ishimaru, J. Opt. Soc. Am 68, 1045 (1978). The diffusion equation, 
corresponding to Eq. (6.1), contains a second order term in time, and it 
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was concluded that. in the diffusion approximation. the wave has a charac
teristic speed of clY3. Correspondingly. the boundary condition also dif
fers from Eq. (5.13). except for the special case of time-independent iso
tropic scattering. 

'V.1. Shishov. Sov. Astron. 17. 598 (1974). 
'L.C. Lee and J.R. Jokipii. Astrophys. J. 201. 532 (1975). 
"L. Dolin. Radiophys. Quantum Electron. (USSR) 7. 380 (1964). 
7K. Furutsu. J . Math. Phys. 20. 617 (1979). 
"K.M. Case. Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 9. 1(1960). 
9N.J. McCormick and I. Kuseer. J. Math. Phys. 7. 2036 (1966). 
IOU.M. Titulaer, Physica (Utrecht) A 91. 321 (1978). The Fokker-Planck 

equation for the distribution function P(u.x. t) of the velocity and position 
of a particle with mass m in an external potential f/J (x), and in a medium 
with temperature (KIJ)-' and friction coefficient r. was given in the form 

i!. P (u.x,t) = [re - u ~ + J... af/J ~]p (u,x.t). 
at ax max au 

where C is an operator defined by 

C= _1_(~)2 + ~u. 
mfJ au au 

and the dominant term on the right-hand side is given by re when r is 
sufficiently large. To obtain its solutions. the eigenfunction tp n (u) of C was 
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defined by the eigenvalue equation 

Ctpn(u) = -ntpn(u). n=0.1,2,···. 

and special solutions were constructed in the form 

Pin I(U,x.t) = Clnl (x.t)tpn(u) = y'P\~1 (u,x.t) 

+ y2PI~)(u.x.t) + .... 
together with the time derivative of the form 

i!.C1nl (x.t) = [ - nr + ~~I + y'~~) 
at 

+ y2~~) + ... ]Clnl(x.t). 

where the ~'~) are linear differential operators to be determined by the 
integrability condition in the course of calculation. Thus. the equation of 
PIn) was shown to be systematically obtained to any order of y' by several 
examples. 
"S.V. Gantsevich. V.L. Gurevich. and R. KatiJius. Phys. Cond. Matter 18. 

165 (1974). 
'2K. Furutsu. Radio Sci. 10. 29 (1975). 
13M. Abramowitz and I.A. Stegun, Handbook of Mathematical Functions 

(Dover. New York, 1964). p. 297. 
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Subsystems in physics described by bilinear maps between the 
corresponding vector spaces 
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":Ie show that whenever. a physica.l syster:n is composed of two subsystems, there exists a (U 1,U2)
linear map between their generallz~d Hilbert spaces which describes this composition. As a 
C?~s~que~ce, subsystems of a ~hyslcal system described by a generalized Hilbert space over a 
divIsion nng K are always descnbed by a generalized Hilbert space over a subdivision ring of K . 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since it seems to be rather difficult to give a physical 
description of the whole universe, we are always obliged in 
physics to give a description of a subsystem of a bigger phys
ical system. 

Taking into account the results of two preceding pa
pers 1.2 it seems to be appropriate to give the following defini
tion of a subsystem: Given two physical systems SI and S, 
then S I is a subsystem of S iff there exists a third physical 
system S2 such that S is composed out of SI and S2' We will 
say that S is composed of SI and S2 if the three following 
conditions are satisfied: 

(1) The structure of SI andS2 is preserved being consid
ered as parts of S. 

(2) A measurement on one of the system SI or S2 does 
not disturb the other one. 

(3) When we know the state of SI and of S2 then we 
know also the state of S. 

We want to look at this definition on a level as general as 
possible, therefore we will describe a physical system by 
means of the collection of all its properties, which seems to 
be the most general language at hand at this moment. We'll 
follow the interpretation given in Ref. 3, where from some 
basic physical requirements it is shown that the collection of 
all the properties of a physical system has to have the struc
ture ofa Plattice.4 With this description it is indeed very easy 
to express mathematically the three requirements we asked 
for a physical system to be a subsystem. In Ref. 2 we were 
able to prove that for clasical systems, if SI and S2 are de
scribed by the phase spaces r 1 and rZ, then (1), (2), and (3) 
force S to be described by the Cartesian product r l X r 2 of 
the two phase spaces. On the other hand for quantum sys
tems if SI and S2 are described by two complex Hilbert 
spaces, then (1), (2), and (3) force S to be described by the 
tensor product .cW'1 ® dYz of the two Hilbert spaces. This 
gives us two motivations for our definition. First of all the 
requirements (1), (2), and (3) seem to be physically intuitive 
and secondly they give the expected answers in the special 
cases of systems described by phase spaces and systems de
scribed by complex Hibert spaces. Since every classical sys
tem can be described by a phase space, the interpretation of 

'''Scientific collaborator at the Interuniversitair Institut voor kerniwete
schappeu (as part of Program 21 EN). 

(1), (2), and (3) for three classical systems was made in Ref. 
2. For pure quantum systems however we restricted our
selves in Ref. 2 and 1 to the study of those quantum systems 
described by a complex Hibert space and all our results de
pend essentially on this restriction. In general a pure quan
tum system is described by a generalized Hilbert space (see 
Sec. 2) which is a vector space over an arbitrary division ring 
with involution. We'll try to see in this paper what the mean
ing of (1), (2), and (3) will be for general pure quantum 
systems. 

We will prove that if a physical system is composed of 
two subsystems there exists a (aI' a 2)-linear map (for a defi
nition see Sec. 2) between their generalized Hilbert spaces 
which describes this composition in a way that will be made 
precise in the following. In the same way as the theorem of 
Wigner5

.
3 is used to describe mathematically the symmetries 

of a physical system by means of a-linear maps, we can use 
our theorem to describe subsystems of a physical system. 

In a forthcoming paper we will also use the results of 
this paper to study the possible subsystems of an ordinary 
physical quantum system described by a complex Hilbert 
space. 

Another reason why this general approach seems to be 
interesting is that in a forthcoming paper we will try to solve 
the problem of the joint system of two physical systems. In
deed we can ask ourselves if it is possible, having two phys
ical system SI and Sl described by P lattices . ..'1' I and ,Y'" to 
find the Plattice which describes the joint systemS. If SI ~nd 
S2 are classical systems described by phase spaces r l and r 1 

this problem is solved in Ref. 2 and the joint system is de
scribed by r l Xrz. If SI and S2 are pure quantum systems 
described by complex Hilbert spaces cW'I' and ,W'z the prob
lem is also solved in Ref. 2 and the joint system is described 
by JV'I ® ,W'2 or ,WI ®,~. For general systems we need the 
results of this paper, and for example it will be interesting to 
see which will be the P lattice describing the joint system of a 
quantum system and a classical system, for this would enable 
us to describe the measuring apparatus together with the 
system during the measurement. 

2. DEFINITIONS, NOTATION, AND PRESENTATION OF 
THE PROBLEM 

If S is a physical system we will denote by .Y' the collec
tion of all the properties (yes-no experiments) of S. If S is a 
classical system described in phase space r, then j' is the 
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collection of all the subsets of phasespace. We'll denote this 
collection 9(r). If S is a quantum system described in the 
complex Hilbert space JY', then X' is the collection of all the 
closed subs paces of JY'. We'll denote this set likewise 
9(dY'). In general X' has to be a weakly modular, ortho
complemented, complete, atomic lattice satisfying the cov
ering law. We'll call such a lattice a Pi ron lattice (P lattice). 6 

2.1. Definition: A set X' is a P lattice iff: 
( 1) X', < is a partial ordered set, 
(2) X', < is a complete lattice. This means that for 

every family (b j )jE/ of elements in X' there exists a greatest 
lower bound A IE/bj and a least upper bound V jE/bj' 

(3) Y, < is an orthocomplemented lattice, with ortho
complementation'. This means that' is a bijection, mapping 
X' to Y such that for b, CEX' 

(i) (b ')' = b , 
(ii) b < c:::>c' < b' , 
(iii) b Vb' = I, b A b ' = 0 , where I = V bEY band 

O=AbE,b. 
(4) X' is weakly modular. This means that whenever 

b < c, the sub lattice generated by [b, b " c, c' I is distributive. 
A lattice Y is said to be distributive whenever 
b V (c Ad) = (b V c)A(b V d) if b, C, dEX' 

(5) Y is atomic. This means that for every element 
bEX' there exists an atom PEX' such that P < b where we 
mean by atom an element pEY such that whenever XEX' 
and 0 <x <P, then x = 0 or x = p. 

(6) Y satisfies the covering law. This means that if pis 
an atom of X' and a, XEX' such that a Ap = 0 and 
a <x<aV p, then X = a orx = aVp. 

For a physical justification of these requirements we 
refer to Ref. 3. 

2.2. Definition: Two properties b, cEY are said to be 
compatible iff the sublattice generated by I b, b', c, c'l is dis
tributive. We shall denote this by b+-+c 

2.3. The following results from lattice theory will be 
used frequently in the calculations: 

(1) In a weakly modular, complete orthocomplemented 
lattice Y if bE X' and ajE X' 'ViEJ and b+-+a j 'ViEJ, then 

V(bAa,) = bA(Va,) 
i£/ iEI 

(see Ref. 3, Theorem 2.21). 
(2) In a weakly modular, orthocomplemented lattice 

X' we have two criteria which enable us to see whether two 
elements are compatible: 

If b, CEX' :b+-+e <;::=::::>(b A c) V (b ' A c) = c 

<;::=::::>(b ' V c') A c < b ' 

(see Ref. 3, §2.2). 

(3) In a weakly modular, orthocomplemented lattice 
X', the triplet (b, c, d) is distributive whenever one of the 
three elements is compatible with each of the other two (see 
Ref. 3, Theorem 2.25). 

For a classical system described in a phase space r, 9 (r) is 
a P lattice and < is the inclusion of subsets and the ortho
complement of a subset is his complement. For a quantum 
system described in a complex Hilbert space JY', 9(JY') is 
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also a P lattice and < is also the inclusion of subspaces and 
the orthocomplement of a subspace is the orthogonal 
subspace. 

2.4. Definition: A physical system where every element 
is compatible with every other is said to be a classical system. 
A physical system where the only elements which are com
patible with every other are 0 and I is said to be a pure quan
tum system. 

In general a system is intermediate between those two 
extremes. It is in fact a quantum system with superselection 
rules and can be considered as a combination of pure quan
tum systems (see Ref. 3, chapter 2). 

9(r) is a classical system and 9(dY') is a pure quan
tum system. The following representation theorem shows us 
that a classical system is always a 9 (r). 

2.5. Theorem: If X' is the Plattice ofa classical system, 
then X' is isomorphic to 9 (r), where r is the set of all the 
atoms of X'. (For the proof see Ref. 3, p. 9.) 

For the pure quantum systems the situation is more 
complicated. 9 (dY') is not the most general pure quantum 
system. Still there exists a representation theorem for pure 
quantum systems. Let us first give some definitions. 

2.6 Definition: Let K be a division ring. A mapping a: 
K -+K is called an involutive antiautomorphism if: 

(l)a(k +/)=a(k)+a(l), 
(2) a(k./) = a(/ ).a(k ) , 
(3) a (a(k » = k for k, IEK . 
2.7 Definition: Let (V, K) be a vector space and a an 

involutive antiautomorphism over K. A mapping 

cp: VXV-+K, 

(x,yk(x,y) , 

is called a definite Hermitian form if it satisfies 
(1) cp(x + ky, z) = cp(x, z) + kcp(y, z), 
(2) a (cp(x, y» = cp( y, x) , 
(3) cp(x, x) = O=>x = 0 . 
If (V, K) is a vectorspace equipped with a definite Her

mitian form cpandx, YEVsuch thatcp(x, y) = 0, we say thatx 
is orthogonal to y. If M is a subset of V we define the ortho
gonal complement of M, 

Ml = [XIXEV and cp(x,y) = 0 'VyEM J . 

This is a subspace of V. It is easy to see that alwaysMCM 11. 

If M = M 11 we will say that M is a closed subspace. If V is 
finite dimensional all the subspaces of Vare closed. If M C G 
are subsets of V, then G 1 CM 1. Every subspace of the form 
M 1 is closed because M 1 = M 111. In fact we can see that 
M 11 is the smallest closed subspace containing M. Therefore 
we call it the closure of M. For an arbitrary family of sub
spaces (Mj)jFl we have that 

(lin(MJ)l = nM 7 , (2.2) 
'E/ 

where lin(Mj ) is the subspace generated by all the M; 'so 
From (2.2) follows that the intersection of an arbitrary fam
ily of closed subs paces is closed. The set of closed subspaces 
is therefore a complete lattice which we will denote by 9 (V). 

It is an orthocomplemented lattice because 
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': 9(V)~9(V), 

Mf-"M 1
, 

is an orthocomplementation (Definition 2.1). It is atomic, 
the one dimensional subspaces being the atoms, and it satis
fies the covering law (see Ref. 3, p. 55). So if M and G are 
closed subspaces of V we will write M < G instead of M C G 
and M' instead of M J and if (M, )iE! is a family of closed 

subspaces niMi = !\ iMi and (UiMi)lJ = V iMi' 
2.8 Definition: Let (V, K) be a vector space equipped 

with a definite Hermitian form. We'll say that (V, K) is a 
generalized Hilbert space iff 

MI+M11=V, 

for every subset M of V. 
We can see that if (V, K) is a generalized Hilbert space, 

:7'(V) isa weakly modular lattice (see Ref. 3, p. 55), so 9'(V) 
is a P lattice. 

Thus 9' (V) is a more general ex aId pIe of a Plattice then 
the one used in ordinary quantum mechanics. A representa
tion theorem of P lattices describing pure quantum systems 
proves that it is the most general. 

2.9. Theorem: If 2" is the Plattice ofa pure quantum 
system and 2" has more than three orthogonal atoms, then 
!;{' is isomorphic to a set 9' (V) where (V, K) is a generalized 
Hilbert space (for the proof see Ref. 3). 

2.10 Definition: Let (V, K) be a vector space equipped 
with a definite Hermitian form. A subset M of V is "dense" 

iff M JI = V. 
If one takes the field in this representation theorem to 

be C and the involutive antiautomorphism to be the conjuga
tion, one can prove that the V becomes a complex Hilbert 
space (see Ref. 3, p. 56). This justifies the name "generalized 
Hilbert space." 

2.11 Definition: Let (VI' K I ) and (V, K) be two vector 
spaces and let a be a morphism of K I into K. A map U of VI 
into V will be called a a-linear map if: 

(i) U(XI + YI) = U(x l) + U(YI)' VXI,YIEVI , 
(ii) U(klx l ) = a(kl)U(x l), VklEk l . 

It is called a a-linear isomorphism if ais an isomorphism and 
if U is bijective. 

2.12. Definition: Let (Vi' KJi = I. .... " be n vector spaces 
and (V, K) also a vector space and let ai : Ki~K be mor
phisms. A map B of VI X ... X V" into V will be called a 
(al, ... ,an)-linear map if 

Vi = 1.. .• n 

B(xl,,,,,Xi + Yi'''''X,,) 

= B(xl, .. ·,Xi, ... ,x,,) + B(XI'''''Yi'''''X,,) , 

Vi = 1, ... n. B (xl, ... ,kix" .... x,,) = ai(ki)B (xl, ... ,Xi, ... ,x,,) . 

2.13. Definition: Let (VI' K I) and (V, K) be two vector 
spaces with definite Hermitian forms (fY1 and (fY, a a-linear 
map U will be called a a-linear isometry, ifthere exists a dEK 
such that 

(fY (U(x l), U(YI» = a«(fYI(xl'YI»d, VXI'YIEVI · 

2.14. Definition: Let (V" KJi= I ..... " be n vector spaces 
equipped with definite Hermitian forms (fY\>".,(fY" and (V, K) 
a vector space equipped with a definite Hermitian form (fY. A 
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(0'1""'0'" )-linear map B will be called a (0'1""'0'" )-linear iso
metry whenever 3dEK such that 

cp (B (x 1'''''Xn), B (YI'''''Y''» 

= IT ai«(fYi(xi'Yi»d, VXi,YiEVi' dEK. 
, I 

2.15. Definition: Let (VI' K I ) and (V, K) be two vector 
spaces equipped with a definite Hermitian form. A a-linear 
map U is said to be continuous if the following condition is 
satisfied: 

If MI is a subset of VI' then U(Mil)C U(Mt) 11 . 

2.16. Definition: Let (Vi' KJ be n vector spaces 
equipped with definite Hermitian forms (fYt, ... ,(fY" and (V, K) 
a vector space equipped with a definite Hermitian form cp, a 
(0'1""'0'" )-linear map B is said to be continuous if the follow
ing condition is satisfied: 

If MI, ... ,M" are subsets of VI'"'' V"' then 
B(M~J,,,.,M~l)CB(MI,· .. ,Mn)l1· 

2.17. Definition: Let (VI' K I ) and (V, K) be two vector 
spaces equipped with a definite Hermitian form. A a-linear 
map U is said to be "dense" if it maps every dense subset of 
Vt to a dense subset of V. 

2.18. Definition: Let (Vi,K,) be n vector spaces 
equipped with definite Hermitian forms (fY»".,(fYn and (V, K) 
a vector space equipped with a definite Hermitian form cp, a 
(al,,,.,an)-linear map B is said to be dense if every family 

(MJi ~ I, ... , .. of dense subsets of (VJ, = I. ...... is mapped to a 
dense subset of V. 

2.19, Let us now interpret the three conditions to be 
fulfilled for a system to be a subsystem of a bigger system. 
Suppose we have three systems SI' S2' and S with their corre
sponding P lattices 2" I' 2' 2, and 2". 

[1] The structure of SI andS2 has to be conserved when 
they are considered as parts of S. 

It is clear that every property of St and S2 has to be a 
property of S. So there must exist maps 

hI :2"l~Y' h2:2"2~Y' 

h I and h2 have to conserve the structure of 2' I and 2' 2' It is 
sufficient to ask the following: 

(i) for ai' blEX I and a l <b; we have hl(a l ) 

<hl(b l )' , (2.3) 

) (ii) for (ai)iEJ ,aiE 2' I we have h l (!\ iE/ai) 

= !\iElhl(a i )· 

From these requirements follows immediately that 
(iii) hl(DI ) = D, 
(iv) h I(a;) = h I(a I)' !\ h 1(11) , 
(v) hl(V iE/a,) = V iE/hl(ai)· 

(2.4) 

So (i) and (ii) make hI to conserve the structure of 2' I' We 
ask the same properties for h2 • 

Definition: A map h I from a P lattice 2' I to a P lattice 
2' which satisfies (i) and (ii) will be called a c-morphism. 

h I (I I) is a property which the system has whenever S I exists. 
So it is a property that the system always has. (2,5) 

Therefore hl(Il) = I and for the same reason hz(I2) = I, 
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Definition: A c-morphism between two P lattices such 
that the identity is mapped on the identity is called a unitary 
c-morphism. 

[2] No measurement on SI may disturb S2 and vice 
versa. The mathematical translation of this requirement is 
the following: If a lE1 I and a2E12, then hl(al)~hz(a2)' 
This follows directly from the interpretation of the compati
bility relation (see Ref. 3). 

[3] When we know the state of SI and S2 then we must 
know the state of S. The state of a physical system is the set of 
all the properties which are actually true for the system. 
Usually this state is represented by the infimum of all these 
properties which has to be an atom ofthePlattice if the state 
represents maximal information (see Ref. 2. 1.2). So the 
atoms of the P lattice represent the states of the correspond
ing system. 

The mathematical translation of our requirement then 
becomes: If P I is an atom of 1 land P2 is an atom of 1 2• then 
h l(PI)l\h2(P2) is an atom of 1. 

2.20. Conclusion: If SI' S2' and S are three physical sys
tems described by P lattices 1 I' 1 2, and 1. then S I and S2 
will be subsystems of S whenever 

(1) There exists two unitary c-morphism 

hI: 1 1-1. h2 : 12-1 . 

(2) h I(a 1)~h2(a2) for every a,E1, and a2E1 2 

(3) If PI is an atom of 1 I and PI an atom of 1 2, then 
hl(p)l\h1(Pl) is an atom of 1. 

From now on we will always describe a physical system 
which has more than three orthogonal atoms by its general
ized Hilbert space. If x is a vector of a generalized Hibert 
space (V. K). then x will represent the one-dimensional sub
space generated by x. 

We will now prove the following two theorems in the 
next section. 

2.21. Theorem: If we have three physical systems de
scribed by P lattices .9' (VI) • .9' (V2)' and .9' (V). where 
(VI' K I). (V2• K 2 ). and (V2• K1) are generalized Hilbert 
spaces and 

B: VI X V2-V is a dense (0"1'0"2)-isometry 

and we define 

hI: ,9 (V1)-.9' (V) • 

al_B(a l• V2)11. 

h2 : 9(V2)-.9'(V). 

a2-B(VI • a2)11. 

Then 
(1) h I and h2 are unitary c-morphisms. 
(2) h l(al)~hzCa2) for a IE.9'(VI) and al E.9' (VI)' 
(3) hl(p,) I\hz(PI) is an atom if PI is an atom of .9'(VI) 

and P2 is an atom of .9' (VI)' 
2.22. Theorem: Ifwe have two physical systems with 

each more than two orthogonal atoms and described by the P 
lattices .9'(V,) and .9'(VI ). where (Vlt K I) and (VI' K I ) are 
generalized Hilbert spaces. and a third physical system de
scribed by the P lattice .9' (V). where (V. K) is a generalized 
Hilbert space. and two maps 

hI : .'?,(VI)_.9'(V). hI: .9'(VI )-.9'(V). 
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such that (1). (2). and (3) of Theorem 2.21 are fulfilled. then 
there exists for every zEh I (z I) 1\ hl(ZI) one unique dense 
(0"1' O"l)-linear isometry B: VI X V2-Vsuch that 
B (z I' Z2) = Z and such that 

h,(a,) = B(a\, V2)11 • 

hz(al ) = B (VI' al )11 • 

hl(a l ) 1\ h2(a2) = B (a l• a2)11 . 

These two theorems will prove that subsystems are described 
by dense (0"1' O"I)-linear isometries between the correspond
ing generalized Hilbert spaces. 

3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 2.21 AND 2.22 

We will prove Theorems 2.21 and 2.22 in different 
steps. 

3.1. Lemma: If(V,. K I). (VI' K 2). and (V. K) are three 
generalized Hilbert spaces with Hermitian form rpl' rpl and 
rp. and 

B: VI X VI-Vis a dense(O"p0"2)-isometry 

then 

subset of VI and a2 a subset of V2 (3.3) 
Proof: (i) Take a subset a I of VI' 

B (a ll' VI)l1 I B ( )! ( ) 0 fi = XI' X2 rpl XI'YI = or ylEa l 

andxI EV2 111 

= (B(X"X2)!0"1(rpl(X I'YI» =OforYIEa l 

and X 2E VI l l1 

= (B(x l• xl)!rp (B(x l• x 2). B(YI' x 2» = O. 

YIEa l • x 2EV2 1
11 

= [B(VI' V2)nB(a l• V2)l]11. 

Now B(VI• V2)nB(a l• V2)lCB(a l• V2)1. So 
[B(VI• VI)nB(a l• V2)l]Jl<B(a l• V2)l. Therefore 
B (at. V2)H <B (a l• V2)l. Since .9'(V) is weakly modular, 
B (at. VI)H and B (a l• V2)1 are compatible. So from Sec. 2.3 
(2) it follows that 

B (a l• VI )l = B (at. VI)H V [B (a l• V2)lI\B (at. V2)l] . 

Suppose zEB (a p V2)11\ B (at. V2)\ then 

so 

rp (z. B (YI' x 2» = 0 'v'YIEat • 'v'X2EV1 • 

rp (z. B (YI. Xl» = 0 'v'YIEal • 'v'XI EV2 • 

rp (z. B (YI' Xl» = 0 'v'YIEaluat • 'v'X2EVI . 

Nowaluat is a dense subset of VI because 

(aluat)l = at I\atl = O. 

so B (a)uat. VI) is a dense subset of V. But then 
B (a luat. V2)l = O. So z = 0 which proves that 
B (a I' VI)ll\ B (at. V2l = 0 and B (a I' VI)l = B (at. V2)H. 

(ii) In an analogous way we prove that 
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so 

B(a l, a1)ll = [B(a l , V1)nB(VI, a2)]1l 

=B(a l, V2)11I\B(VI,a2)11. 

• 
3.2. Lemma: If(Vp K I), (V2, K 2), and (V, K) and are 

three generalized Hilbert spaces with Hermitian forms ({>I' 

({>z, ({>, and if B: VI X Vz-Vis a (ai, O'z)-isometry, then B is 
dense if and only if B is continuous and B (V)' V2)11 = o. 

Proof If B is continuous andB (VI' V2)11 = Vand M~1 
= VI and M~l = V2, then V = B (M~\ M~1)11 

CB (MI, M2)11. So V = B (M!> M2)11 which proves that B is 
dense. 

Suppose that B is dense then we see immediately that 
B (VI' V2)11 = V. Take a I a subset of VI and al a subset of V2 · 

Using (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) we have: 

B(a:l,a~")ll =B(a ll
, V1Y"I\B(VI,ail)11 

= B (aL VZ)1 A B (VI' aD1 

= B (a I' V2)11 1\ B (VI' a2)11 

=B(a l,a2)11, 

so B (ail, a~1)CB (a I' a2)11 , 

which proves that B is continuous. 

These two lemmas are sufficient to prove Theorem 
2.21. 

• 
3.3. Theorem: If(V1, K I), (Vz, K z), and (V, K) are three 

generalized Hilbert spaces with Hermitian forms ({»' ({>z, and 
({>, and B: V) X V2-Vis a dense (0'1' O'z)-isometry and we 
define maps 

h) : 9(V)-9(V), 

al-B(a l , VZ)l1, 

hz : 9 (V2)-9(V) , 

az-B (VI' az) 11 , 

then (1) h) and hz are unitary c-morphisms, 

(2) hl(al)~hz{az) for a)E9(V) and a2E9(V2)' 

(3) hl(PI) 1\ hz{P2) is an atom whenever PI is an atom of 
9 (VI) andpz is an atom of 9(V2)' 

Proof (1) If a IE9(V1), then using Lemma 3.1 we have 
hl(aD = B (aL V2)11 = B (a~1, VZ)l 

=B(a), V1)1=h l(a l)1. 

Take a family (aJid witha i E9(V\) then using again lemma 
3.1 we have 

I\hl(a;) = I\B(a i , V2)11 
iel lEI 

= 1\ B (aT, V2)1 Put aT = bi 
iEI 

= nB (b i , V1)" 
lEI 

= B (Ubi' V1)1 
lEI 
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So h I is a map that fulfills (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) and is there
fore a unitary c-morphism. 

In an analogous way we prove that hz is a unitary c
morphism. 

(2) Take a IE9(VI ) and a2E9(V2)' We want to see that 
hl(al)~hz{aJ. Since 9(V) is a P-Iattice we can use the con
dition given by Sec. 2.3 (2), 

hl(al)~hiaz) 

<=:=;> [h I(a 1)1 V h2(a2)1 ] 1\ hiaz) < h I(a 1)1 . 

We have 

h l (a l )1 V h2(a2l = [h/al)Ahz(a1)]1 = B(a l, a1)1 . 

Now take zE[hl(al)l V hZ(a2)"] I\hz{a1), then 

({>(z, B (x I' Xl» = 0 Vx )Ea), VXl Ea2 , 

({>(z, B (YI> Y2» = 0 VYIEV), VYzEaz . 

Take now X1E V1 . Since Vl is a generalized Hilbert space 
we have 

al + a~ = V1 . 

So there exist (lEa 2 and z2Ea~ such that X 2 = t2 + Z2' If x )Ea I 
we have 

({> (z, B (x I' x 2» = ({> (z, B (x I' (2) + B (x I' (2» 

= ({> (z, B(x l , tz» + ({> (z, R(x l , Z2» 

=0. 

So zED (a I' V2) 1 = h I(a Il. This proves that h I(a 1)~hzCa2)' 
(3) If XI is an atom of 9(VI) and x2 an atom of 9(V2) 

we have from Lemma 3.1 that 

h I(X I ) 1\ h1(xZ) 

= B (x I' V1)11 1\ B (VI> x2l 1 

= R(xl , x2)11 

= B (XI' Xl) and this is an atom of 9(V). 

• 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.21. We will show 
next that every two subsystems are described in this way by a 
dense (0'), 0'2)-linear isometry. For this we need to find a 
linear structure underlying the c-morphisms hi and hz. Let 
us note a result from lattice theory which says that any c
morphisms between P lattices representing pure quantum 
system is injective (See 3, pp. 31, 33). 

3.4. Theorem: Suppose we have three P lattices X' ), 
X' 2' and X' and two maps 

hi: X'I-X' , hz : X'1-X" 

which satisfy the coupling conditions: 
(1) hi and h2 are unitary c-morphisms, (3.4) 
(2) hl(al)~h2(a2) VaIEX'I' Va2EX' 2' 
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(3) hl(PI) 1\ h2(P2) is an atom whenever PI andp2 are 
atoms. 

For every atompi of!.t" I and for every atomp2 of!.t" 2 consid
er following maps: 

up, : !.t" 1-[0, h2(P2)] = la21a2E!.t"2 and a2 <h2(P2») , 

a l-h l(a l)l\h2(P2) , 

vp, : !.t"2r-[0, hl(PI)]' 

a2r-hia2)1\ hl(PI) , 

then up, and vp, are c-morphisms which map atoms to 
atoms. 

Proof Since h2 is injective we have hz{P2) =1= 0, and 
[0, h2( P2)] is a P lattice with relative orthocomplementation 
a r = a' 1\ hi P2) (see Ref. 3, p. 30). 

up,(V ja;) = hl(V ja;)1\ hip2) 

= [V jh l(a;)]l\h2(pz) using Sec. 2.3 (1) 

and (3,4) we have: 

= V j(h l(a;)l\hz(P2» 

= V jUp , (a;) , 

up,(a') = h I(a') 1\ h2(pz) using Sec. 2.3 (2) we have: 

= [h,(a')V hiPz)'] I\hip2) 

= [h l(a)l\h2(P2»)' I\hiPz) 

= Up, (a)' I\hiPz) 

= Up, (a)' . 

up, (PI) = hl(p,) 1\ h2(P2) and this is an atom if PI andpz are 
atoms. 

Up, (II) = h,(I,)l\hip2) = h2(P2)' 

This proves that up, is a unitary c-morphism that maps 
atoms to atoms. In an analagous way we prove that vp, is a 
unitary c-morphism that maps atoms to atoms. 

• 
Using the notation of the preceding theorem we can see 

that vp, (!.t" 2) and up, (!.t" I) are P lattices with atoms which 
are also atoms of !.t"; we will denote these P lattices !.t" p, and 
!.t" p, • 

3.5. Lemma: If we consider the following map 

h" p, :!.t" p, -!.t" q, 

ar-[a V h,(rl )] 1\ h Jql) , 

where PI' q I' r I are different atoms of !.t" I such that 
r l <PI Vq" thenh"p, (a) = vq , Vp-:l (a) and sois independent 
ofr l , 

Proof If aE!.t" p,' then a = vp, (az) = hiaz) 1\ h1(Pl)' 
This gives us: 

Iq"p, (a) = [(h2(a2)l\h1(PI» V hl(rl)] I\hl(ql) ' 

Since hl(rl)~hz(a2) and hl(PI)~h2(a2) we can use Sec, 2.3 
(3) and get: 

h"p,(a) = [h 2(a2)Vh l(r l)]1\ [hl(PI)Vhl(r l)]I\h l(ql) 

= [h2(a2)Vhl(rl)]l\hl«PI Vr l)l\ql) 
= [hia2)V hl(r l)] I\hl(ql) ' 

Since hl(ql)~hia2) and hl(rl)~hia2) we can again use Sec, 
2.3 (3) and get: 
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hOop, (a) = [h2(a2)l\h l(ql)] V [h l(r l)l\h l(ql)] 

=h2(a2)l\h l(ql) 

= Vq , (a2) 

= Vq , Vp-:I (a) . 

• 
3.6. Lemma: Suppose that from the threePlattices!.t" I' 

!.t" 2' and !.t" of Theorem 3.4, !.t" I and !.t" are of the form 
9 (VI) and 9(V), where (VI,KI) and (V,K) are generalized 
Hilbert spaces, and let hi' h2' up,' vx, be as in Theorem 3.4, 
wherexlEVI, and leth" x, be as in lemma 3.5 where 
Y I' X I E VI' If XE V such that XE!.t" x, , then 

xEhICVI) + hl(x i - YI) V'YIEVI· 
Proof If XEX x, , then we can consider Iy"x, (X) and 

lx" _ y, x, (X) which are atoms of X y, and X x;-=y;--> 

h" x, (X) V lx, _ y" x, (X) 

= vy, v.i. 1 (X) V V~vx-:I (X) 

= [h 2(vx-:
I (X)l\h l(YI)]V [h 2(v.i. I (X)l\h l(x l - YI)] 

= h2(Vx-:
1 (X) 1\ [hl(Yl) V hl(x i - YI)] 

And since X = h2(Vx-: I (X) I\h l(xl) we have that X <h"x, (X) 
V lx, _ y" x, (X), So there exists a vector wEfy, _ x, (X) and a 
vector tEj--- (X) such that x = W + t and we also have 

xt-.vt,x\ ---

wEhl(Yl) and tEhl(x, - y,), thusxEhl(y,) + hi (x, - y,), 

3.7. The vectors wand t which we constructed for • 
XEX x, and for every YIEVI in the preceding lemma will be 
denoted 

W = Fy" x, (x), t = F", _ y" x, (x) , 

So we have X = Fy"x, (x) + F x, -y"x, (x) where in a certain 
sense F y" x, (x) and F x, _, y" x, (x) are the projections of x on 

h\(y\) and on h\(x\ - y\). Note that for an arbitrary vector 
of h\(x\) these projections do not necessarily exist since 

h\(x\) is not necessarily a part of h\<Y\) + h\(x , - YI) al

though it is contained in h I(Y\) V h\(x I - y\). But when they 
exist they are unique, Indeed suppose x = r + s, with 

rEh\(y\) and sEh\(x l - y\), then 

F y" x, (x) + F x, _ y" x, (x) = r + s , 
So 

Fy"x, (x) - r = S - F x, -y"x, (x) = Z 

and zEhl(YI) 1\ h,(x , - YI)' so Z = 0, This gives us 

r = Fy" x, (x) and s = F", _ y" x, (x) . 

So we can consider the set of maps 

Fy"x, : h,(xl)_h,(YI) for XI =l=O¥YIEVI , 

the domain of Fy " x, being all the vectors XE V such that 
XEX x, ' 

We will now study the structure of this set, 
3,8, Lemma: Let 9(V\), 2"2' 9(V), hi and h2 be as in 

Lemma 3.6 and suppose further that 9(V,) has more than 
two orthogonal atoms. Let IFy"x, :YI' XIEVI, XI =l=0=l=YI J 
be the set of maps constructed in 3,7, This set has the follow
ing properties: 

( 1) If x is in the domain of Fy , , x, and kEK, then kx is in 
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the domain of Fy " x, ' ify is in the domain of Fy " x, such that 
x + y is in the domain of Fy" x, ' then we have: 

Fy" x, (kx) = kFy" x, (x) , 

Fy"x, (x + y) = Fy"x, (x) + Fy"x, (y). 

(2) The domain of Fx" y, is the image of Fy" x, and Fy" x, 
= F X,,'y, ' We have the following chain rule: 

(3) Fz"y, oFy"x, = Fz"x, for every y,EV,. 
(4)Fx"x,(x)=x for XEX'x,. 
(5) Fk,y" k,x, = Fy" x, for every k,EK" 
Proof Ifx is in the domain of Fy" x, ' thenxEX' x, and so 

kx is in the domain of Fy" x, for kEK 

kx = Fy"x, (kx) + Fx, -y"x, (kx) 

= kFy" x, (x) + kFx, _ y" x, (x) , 

and since the decomposition is unique we must have 

Fy"x, (kx) = kFy"x, (x). 

In an analogous way we have 

Fy" x, (x + y) = Fy"x, (x) + Fy" x, (y) . 

This proves (1). 
Consider Fy"x, : h ,(y,)-+h ,(x,). IfYEX'y, we have 

y = Fx"y, (y) + Fy, -- x"y, (y) 

and Fx"y, (y) EX x, so we have 

Fx " y, (y) = Fy" x, Fx"y, (y) + Fx, _ y" x, Fx" y, (y) . 

So 

y = Fy" x, Fx"y, (y) + Fx , y,.x, Fx"y, (y) 

+Fy,_x,.y,(Y) 

This gives us 

t = Y - Fy"x, Fx,.y, (y) 

= Fx, -y"x, Fx"y, (y) + Fy, -x"y, (y). 

This proves that tEh,<y,) 1\ h,(x, - y,), so t = ° which 
proves that 

y = Fy" x,Fx"y, (y) . 

In an analogous way we prove that Fx"y, Fy" x, (x) = x 
for xEh ,(x,) such that XE!t' x, . This proves (2). 

Now takex"y" Z,EV, such thatx"y" andz, are lin
early independent. Since 9(V,) has more than two ortho
gonal atoms there always exist three linearly independent 
vectors in V" 

So y, - z, < (,V, V 2,) 1\ (y, - x, V x, - z,) and since 
y" z" x, are linearly independent we have 

So 

h,(y, -z,) 
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= (h,<y,) V h ,(2,» 1\ (h,(y, - x,) V h ,(x, - y,» . 

Now take XEX x, . Then we have 

x = Fy" x, (x) + Fy, _ x,. x, (x) 

= F z " x, (x) + F z ,_ x" x, (x) . 
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So 

Fy,. x, (x) - Fz" x, (x) 

But 

= Fz , _ X"x, (x) - F v , -X,.x, (x) = t. 

Then tEh,( y, - z,), so we have 

Fy"x, (x) = Fz"x, (x) + t. 

Fy" x, (x) = Fz" y, Fy"x, (x) + Fz, _ y" y,Fy" x, (x) . 

So since the decomposition is unique we must have 

Fz" x, (x) = Fz"y, Fy" x, (x) . 

If x" y, are linearly dependent, when x ,EY, it is now possible 
for us to define Fy " x, • Indeed take at, fX, and define 

Fv"x, =Fy,.r, oFr" x, • 

It is clear that this definition does not depend on the choice 
of t, because of the just proven chain rule. It is also easy to see 
that (2) and (3) hold even when the vectors are not linearly 
independent because we have 

Fx,.y, =Fx"r, oFr,.y, =Fr,~~, oFy--:,'r, 

= (Fy,.r, oFr"x,>-' =Fy,.x, ' 

Fx"y, oFy,.z, =Fx"r, oFr"y, oFy,.z, =Fx"z, 

It is clear that F". x, (x) = x if xEh ,(X) and XE!t' x, . Since we 

have k, y, = y, and k,x, = x, and k,(x, - y,) = x, - y" 
(5) is a direct consequence of the definition of Fy " x, . 

Remark: For this proofwe essentially need the fact that 
V, is a vectors space of at least dimension three. If 
dim V, = 2 we can still construct Fy " x, but it is impossible 
to prove the chain rule. 

3.9. Lemma: Let &(V,), !t' 2' .sP(V), hI' h2 , and 
IFy .. x, : X"y,EV" x, #O#y,l be as in Lemma 3.8 and take 
x" y" Z,EV, such thaty, + z, #0. If xEVsuch that XEX' x,, 
we have: 

Fy,. x, (x) + Fz" x, (x)Eh,( y, + Z,), 

Fy"x, +Fz"x, =Fy , +Z"x, . 

Proof Take x" y" z, to be linearly independent. Then 
we have 

y, + z, = (y, V 2,) 1\ (x, V x, - y, - z,), 

x,-y,-z, =(X,-y,V2,)I\(X,-z,VY,)· 

Take 

XE oY' x, ' x - Fv, x, (x)Eh,(x, - y,), 

x - Fz,. x, (x)Eh ,(x, - z,) . 

So we have 

x - Fy,.x, (x) - Fz"x, (x) 

E(h,(x,-y,)Vh(2,»I\(h(x,-z,)Vh,<y,» 

=h,(x,-y,-z,). 

So Fy" x, (x) + Fz,. x, (x)Eh ,(x,) V h 1(X 1 - Yl - z, ). This 
gives us 

F v,. x, (x) + Fz ,. x, (x) 
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E[h ,Cv,) v h,(z,)] 1\ [hlx,) v h,(x, - y, - zd] 

=h,(y,+z,). 

We also have 

x = FI',." (x) + Fz,. x, (x) + x - Fy,.x, (x) - Fz" x, (x), 

x = FI', ! Z,.x, (x) + Fx, ~y, -Z"x, (x). 

So 

FI', .', (x) + Fz" x, (x) - Fy, + z" x, (x) 

= Fy"z, (x) + Fz"x, (x) - x + Fx, -v' -z"x, (x) = t. 

Thus we have tEh,(y, + z,) 1\ h,(x, - y, - z,) and so t = 0 
which proves that 

Fy, + z" x, (x) = Fy" x, (x) + Fz" x, (x). 

Suppose now thaty,Ez, such thaty, + z, #0 and sup
pose x ,e z,. Then there always exists a t, such that 
lx" ("y, + z,l and lx" t, + y" z,l are linearly indepen
dent sets. We have 

F" +y, +z"x, =F" +y"x, +Fz"x, 
= F,,,x, + Fy"x, + Fz"x, 

=F,,,x, +Fy, +Z"x, 

and this proves that Fy, + z" x, = Fy" x, + Fz,. x, . 
There is still one case to examine. Suppose x ,EY, V Z, 

andy, + z, #0 (y, and z, can be linearly dependent). We 
choose a t, such that (,ey, V Z, and have 

Fy, +Z"x, =Fy, +z""F,,,x, = Fy""F",x, + Fz""F,,,x, 

=Fy"x, +Fz,.x,· 

This proves Lemma 3.9. 

3.10. Lemma: Let 9(V,), Y z, 9(V), hi' hz, and 
IFy" x, : x"y,EV" x, #O#y,l be as in Lemma 3.8 and take 
k, EK, and xEY x, . We then have 

Fk,y" x, (x) = O",(k" x, x I)Fy" x, (x) , 

where 0",(" x, x,): Kr-K is a morphism. 
Proof IfxEY x, and k,EK" we know that (see Lemma 

3.5) 

Fk,y,.x, (x) = f",y" x, (X) = A.x, (X) = Fy"x, (x) 

So 

Fk,y"x, (x) = O",(k"y"x" x)Fy" x, (x), 

O",(k"y" x" x)EK. 

Now takey" Z,EV, andy, #z" 

Fk,(y, + Z,),x, (x) 

= O",(k" y, + z" x" x)Fy, + z,. x, (x) 

= O",(k" y, + z,' x" x)(Fy,. x, (x) + Fz,. x, (x». 

But we have also 

Fk,(y, +z,).x, (x) 

= Fk,y" x, (x) + Fk , z" x, (x) 

= O",(k"y" x" x)Fy" x, (x) + O",(k" z" x" x)Fz,.x, (x). 

Sincey#zwe must have 

O",(k"y" x" x) = O",(k"y, + z,' x" x) = O",(k" z,' x" x). 

This proves that 0", is independent ofy" 0", will certainly 
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depend on x, and x. To somewhat alleviate the notation we 
will often not explicitly write this dependence since most of 
the time we will work with a fixed x, and a fixed x. 

O",(k, + 1,)Fy" x, (x) = F(k, + I, )y,. x, (x) k ,,liE K, 

= Fk,y" x, (x) + F/,y" x, (x) 
= (O",(k,) + O",(l,»Fy,.x, (x). 

So we have 

O",(k, + I,) = O",(k,) + 0",(1,), 

O",(k,·!,)Fy" x, (x) =Fk,/,y"x,(x) 

= O",(k,)F"y"X, (x) 
= O",(k,),O",(l,)Fy"x, (x). 

This proves that: O",(k\,!,) = O"\(k\),O"\(!\). 
o 

3.11. Suppose that we have ,9'(V\), 9(Vz), 9(V),h"hz 
as in Theorem 2.22 and that we construct for h \ the set of 
maps [Fy,.x, :y\,X,EV"X,#O#yt! and forh z the set maps 
I Gy,.x, : Yl' X1EV1, xz#O#yz! defined in 3.7. His evident so 
that the set I Gy,.x, ; Yz, X 2E V2 , X2 # 0 # yzl also fulfills the 
properties proved in Lemmas 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10 where we 
change every assertion on 9(V,) and h, in an analogous 
assertion on 9(V2 ) and h2• So we have the following 
properties: 

(1) If x is in the domain of Gy" x, and kEK, then kx is in 
the domain of Gy,.x" if y is in the domain of Gy,.x, such that 
x + y is in the domain of Gy"x, , then we have 

Gy,. x, (kx) = kGy" x, (x) , 

Gy"x,(x + y) = Gy, ,x,(x) + Gy,.x'(y)· 

(2) The domain of Gx ,. y, is the image of Gy , x, ' 

and Gy,.x, = G x-;.' .. , . 

(3) Gz ,. y, oGy ,. x, = Gz ,. x, for every hE Vz • 

(4) Gx ,. x, (x) = x for xEYx,. 

(5) Gk,y,. k,x, = Gy" x, for every k1EK1· 

(6) Gy" x, + Gz,. x, = Gy, + z,. x, if Y2' x Z• ZzE V1 such that 
Yl + Zl#O. 

(7) G"y" x, (x) = O"z(kl' x, x1)Gy" x, (x) if kzE K1, Y2' 
X1E VZ, xEY" ' 

where O"i', x, xz) : Kz-~K is a morphism. 
But we can prove more. 
3.12. Lemma: Let 9(V,), .'7 (Vz), 9(V), hi, hz, 

I Fy ,. x, l. I Gy " x, l. 0"" and 0"2 be as in 3.11 and suppose 
z = h I(ZI) 1\ hzzz), where ZEV, ZIEV1, and Z2E V2, then we 
have: 

(1) Gy,. z, (X)EY z,' and Fv, .z, (z) EY z,' 

(2) Fy ,. z, 0 .. ,. z, (z) = Gy ,. z, Fy ,. z, (z) . 

(3) For \fx1EV1 , \fx2EV1 , \fk,EK
" 

\fkzEKz, and 
\f kEK we have: 

(i) O",(k" F" z, (z),x 1) = O",(k I' z, z,) 

= 0", (k I' Gx ,. z, (z), z,) , 
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a2(k2, Gx" z, (z), X2 ) = az(kz, z, zz) 

= a Z(k2, Fx " z, (z), zz) , 

(ii) al(k l, kz, Zl) = kal(k l, z, zl)k-' , 

alkz, kz, zz) = kaz(k2' z, zz)k -, , 

(iii) al(k"z, zl)'az(k 2, z, zz) 

= alkz, z, zz}al(k l, z, Zl)' 

Proof Gy" x, (x) 
= Uy, Uf--; I (i) and Z = Vf, (Zz) = Uz, (ZI) 

= Uy,(z,) 

= Vf, (Jz)EX z, ' 

In an analogous way we prove that Fy " x, (Z)EX f,' This 
proves (\) and so this proves that Fy " z, Gy " z, (z) and 
Gy" z, Fy" z, (z) are well defined. 

We have Z = Gy" z, (z) + Gz, -y"z, (z), so from Lemma 
3.8 (1) we have 

Fy" z, (z) = Fy" z, Gy" z, (z) + Fy" z, Gz, _ y" z, (z) . 

But we also have 

Fy"z, (z) = Gy"z,Fy"z, (z) + Gz,_y"z,Fy"z, (z), 

so 

Fy" z, Gy" z, (z) - Gy" z,Fy" z, (z) 

= Gz, _ y" z,Fy" z, (z) - Fy" z, Gz, _ y" z, (z) = t . 

This proves that tEh I(YI) A hlYz) and 

tEhl(Yt) A hz{zz - Yz), and so t = 0 which gives us 

Fy,.z, Gy"z'(z) = Gy" z,Fv, , z, (z), 

This proves (2). 
We have 

Fk, v,. x, Fx " z, (z) = al(kl, Fx,. z, (z), Xl )Fy,. z, (z) 

= Fk,y,.z, (z) 

= a\(k\, Z, zl)Fy" z, (z), 
so 

a,(k l, Fx"z, (z), XI) = al(k l, z, Zl), 

We also have 

Fk,z"z, Gx"z,(z) = al(k l, Gx"z,(z), ZI)Gx,.z,(z) 

= G",z,Fk,z,.z, (z) 

= Gx"z,(a\(k\,z,z\)x) 

= al(k l, z, ZI)Gx " z, (x). 

So we have 

a\(k l, Gx" z, (z), z\) = al(k\, Z, z\), 

This completes the proof of (3) (i). 
Next consider 

Fk,x" z, (kz) = kFk,x" z, (z) = kal(k" z, z\)Fx ,. z, (z) 

= al(k j, kz, z,)Fx" z, (kz) 

= al(k l, kz, z\)kF".z, (z). 

So we have 

al(k j, kz, Zj) = ka\(k\, z, z,)k -, . 

This proves (3) (ii). 
Now consider 

Fk ,.,,, z, Gk,x" z, (z) 
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= a\(k j, Gk,x" z,(z), Zj)Fx" z, Gk,x,.z, (z) 

= aj(k l, z, ZI)F,,, z, (a2(k1, z, Zz)Gx " z, (z» 

= aj(kl' z, zl)aik2, z, zz)Fx" z, Gx" z, (z) 

= Gk,x,. z,Fk,x" z, (z) 

= az(kz, z, zz)al(k l, z, z\)Gx,.z,Fx"z, (z), 

And since Fx" z, Gx" z,(z) = Gx" z,Fx" z, (z) we conclude 

al(k l, z, zl)·a2(k1 , z, Zl) = a 2(k2, z, zz)·al(k l, z, ZI) , 

We are now in the position to construct the (ai' az)-linear 
map which we need to prove Theorem 2.22. 

3.13. Theorem: Let &,(VI), &'(V2)' &,(V), hi' h2' 
I Fy" x, }, [Gy" x, J, ai' and a z be as in 3.11 and fix three vec
tors ZIEV1' ZzEVz, and ZEV such that zEhl(zl) A hlzz). Let us 
define the following map: 

B (z, Z I'ZZ") : VI X V1--+ V 

(XI' Xl) --+Fx"z, Gx"z,(z) = B(z, ZI'ZZ, Xp x 2) 

This map has the following properties. 

(l)B (z, z I' zz,,.) is a (a 1(', z, Z I), ai·, z, zz»-linear map, 

(2) It is an isometry and 

cP (B (Y1,h), B (XI' Xz» = al(CPI(YI' x l»a2(cpz(Yz, xz»d, 

where d = cp(z, z)al(cpj(zl' ZI»-I(az(zz, zz»-\' 

(3) It is a dense (aI' (2)-linear isometry. 
(4) It generates hi and hz in the following way: 

hl(al)=B(a l, V1)JJ for aIES"(VI) , 

hz(az) = B (VI' a 2)Jl for a 2E&(V2)· 

(5) We have for (XI' X2 )EVI X V2, 

(i) B (Fx " z, (z), X I' zz,,) = B (z, Z I, Z2"") 

= B (Gx " z, (z), ZI' x 2,·,·) , 

(ii) B (kz, ZI' zz,,) = kB (z, ZI' zz,"), for kEK. 

(6)If W: VI X V2--+Vis another (el> ez)-linear map that 
generates h I and h2, then there exists a kEK such that 

W = kB (z, z" zz",-) 

and 

(JI = kal(-,z, zl)k -I, (Jz = kaz<., z, zz)k -I . 

Proof In the case where z, Z I' and Zz are fixed we will not 
write the dependence of B, 0'1' andaz on these vectors. Take 

XI'YIEVI' X2,YzEV1 , klEKI> and kzEKz· 

B(xl+Y\'xz) =F"+y"z,G,,,z'(z) 

= F,,, z, Gx ,. z, (z) + F v ,. z, Gx " z, (z) 

=B(xl,xz) +B(YI'xz), 

In an analogous way we prove that 

and 

B (XI' x 2 + Y2) = B (XI' x 2 ) + B (XI' Y2)' 

We also have 

B(x l,k2x Z) =F",z, Gk,x"z,(z) 
= alkz)B(x p Xz) 

B (klx I, X2) = al(kl)B (XI' X2) . 

This proves (1). 
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Let us put t = Fx " z, Gx ,. z, (z). 

'P (B (y" Yl), B (x" Xl» 

= 'P (Fy " z, Gy,. z'(z), Fx " z, Gx " z, (z» 

= 'P (Fy ,. x, Gy ,. x, (t), t) , 

where t = Fx " z, Gx ,. z'(z). 

We know that tEh,(x,)l\hixl ) (see Lemma 3.12). Put 

t, = 'P/x" x')''P,(Y" x,y'y, , 

tl = 'Pixl , Xl)''Pl(Yl' x lY'Y2 . 

Then we have t, - xlix, which implies h,(t, - x,) 

Ih,(x,) and also tl - xlixl which implies hz(tz - x2)lhl(Xl) 
We also can write 

So 

t = Ft" x, (t) + Ft, _ x" x, (t) 

= Gt,. x, (t ) + Gt, __ x,. x, (t ) . 

t = Ft,. x, Gt,. x, (t ) + Ft,. x, Gt, _ x,. x, (t ) 

+ F" _ x,. x, Gt,. x, (t) + Ft, _ x" x, Gt, _ x,. x, (t) . (3.5) 

Now 

and since hitl - xl)lhlxl ) we have also 
Ft .. x, Gt, _ x,. x, (t )It . It is easy to see that also 

Ft.-x,.x. G,,,x,(t)lt and Ft, -X"X, Gt,_x"x,(t)lt. (3.6) 

From (3.5) and (3.6) it now easily follows that 

'P (t, t) = 'P (F,,, x. Gt,. x, (t), t) . 

So we also have 

'P (Fv .. x, Gy ,. x, (t), t) 

= 'P (F<{,. (y •. x. h{',(x, .x. )·'t"x. G""(y"X,).<{"(x,,x,)"',,x, (t), t) 

= 0", ('P,cy" x ')''P,(x" x ,t' )'O"l(IPICYl' X2)-IP2(Xl , x 2t')IP (t, t) 

= O",(IP,cy" X'»O"l(IP2CYl, xl»'O",(IP,(x" x')-')0"2(IPz{Xl• Xlt') 

'IP (B (x" x 2). B (x,. Xl» . 

So we have 

IP (B cy" Yz), B (x" Xl» 

= O",(IP,cy" x,»O"z{IPlCYl' xl»g(x" Xl)' 

where 

g(x" x 2) = O",(IP,(x" x,t') 

'0"2(IPix2, x1)-')IP (B (x" x 2), B (x" Xl» . 

Now take x" Z" Y ,E V, such that X, #z" and take 
X 2.YzEVz, 

IP (B cy" Yz), B (x, + Z" Xl» 

= 0"1 (IPICYI' XI +ZI»'O"l(IPlCYl' Zl»g(X, + z" Xl) 

= O",(IP,cy" XI»)O"l(IPlCYl' Zl»g(X, + Zl' x 2) 

+ O",(IP,cy" X'»O"l(IPlCYl, Zl»g(X, + Z" x z). (3.7) 

But we also have 

IP (BCY"Y2), B(x, +z" Xl» 

= IP (B VI' Yz). B (X,. Xl» + IP (B cy" Yl), B (zl' Xl» 
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= O",(IP,cy" x'»O"Z('PZCYl' xl»g(x" Xl) 

+ O",(IPICY" Z'»O"l(IPICYl' Zl»g(Z" Zl)' (3.8) 

From (3.7) and (3.8) we have for V'y,EV, and V'Y1EV1 

0= O"l(IP,CY" X'»0"1(IP1CYl' xl»[g(X 1 + Z" Xl) - g(x" Xl)] 

+ O",('P,cy" Z'»0"1('PICY1, Zl» 
X [g(x, + Z" x 2) - g(z" X 2)] • (3.9) 

(i) Takey,lz, andYz.lzl· Sincez, #Xl we havey,1x" this 
implies that 0", (IP,cy" z,» = 0 and 0", ('P,cy" x,» #0. From 
(3.9) we then get 

g(x,. Xl) = g(x, + Z" x 2), V'XlEVl . 

(ii) TakeYtixt andy2.lz2' Again we haveyt.lzt and so 
from (3.9) we have 

g(z" X2) = g(x, + Z,' x 2), V'X 2EV1 . 

Combining (i) and (ii) we have proven that 

g(X 1,X1)=g(Zt,x2), V'XzEV2, V'X"Z,EV,. 

If X, = f" we can always take a t,EV, such that ~ #x,. We 
then conclude using the foregoing result, that 

g(x" x 2) = get"~ Xz) = g(ZI> Xl)' V'X2EV2 · 

In the same way we prove that 

g(x" Xl) = g(x" Zl), V'X,EV, and V'xl , ZlEV1 . 

So g has to be a constant element of K. Let us call this ele
ment d. We then have 

IP (B V" Yl)' B (x "x2» = 0", (IP,V" X '»)O"l(IP2CY2' x1»d . 

And, since Z = B (z" Zl) we easily see that 

d = IP(z. z)·O",(IPt(Zt. Ztt')O"l('Pl(Zl' Zlt') . 

This concludes the proof of (2). 
Now take M, to be a dense subset of V, and M2 to be a 

dense subset of Vz• then we have 

B(M"M2)11 = V B(x t,x2) 
x,EM,.X:1.EM~ 

using Sec. 2.3 (1) we have: 

= x,fM, [h,(x,)I\C,~w,hl(Xl»)] 
= V [h,(X,)l\h l ( V Xl)] 

x.EM, xJEM;z 

using again Sec. 2.3 (1) we get: 

= h,( V x,)l\hiM~l) 
x,EM, 

= h,(V,)l\hl(Vl) = V. 

This proves (3) 

X,Ea, 

thus 

X,Ea. 

= L~a, h,(xt)] 1\ Lyv, hl (X2)] 

and using twice Sec. 2.3 (1) we have: 
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v (hl(xl) 1\ h2(X2» 
XI Ea •• XzEV.I 

V B(xlt X2) 
X1Eql,X.lEV,I 

=B(a l, V2)11. 

In the same way we prove that h2(aJ = B (VI' a2) 11 which 
concludes the proof of (4). 

Let us now prove (5) 

B (Fx" z, (z), XI' Z2'YltY2) = Fy ,. x, Gy ,. z,Fx"z, (z) 

= Fy ,. z, Gy ,. z, (z) 

= B (z, Zit Z2, YI' Y2) 

= Fy" z, Gy,. x, Gx ,. z, (z) 

= B (Gx"z,(z), ZI' X2'YI'Yl), 

B (kz, Z I' Z2' YI' Y2) = Fy" z, Gy" z, (kz) 

= kB(z, ZI' Z2'YI'Yl). 

Now take W: VI X Vr --. V to be another «() I' (}2)-linear map 

that generates hi and h2. We must have W(x l , x2) 

= hl(xl) 1\ h2(X2) = B (XI' x2) and thus we can find an ele
ment g(x I' x2)eK such that 

W(x l , x2) = g(x l, x2)B(xlt x2)· 

Takexl,YIEVI such thatxI~YI' 

W(x i + YI' x2) = g(x i + Ylt x2)B (XI + YI' x2) 

= g(x i + YI' x2)B (XI' x2) 

+ g(x i + Yt> x2)B (YI' X2) . 
But we also have 
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W(XI + YI' X2) = W(x l , X2) + W(YI' X2) 

= g(x l , x2)B (XI' X2) + g(YI' x2)B (YI' X2) . 

Since XI =i=YI we have proven that 

g(x l, x2) = g(x l + Yl' x2) = g(YI' x2) VX2EV2 • 

In the same way we can prove that 

g(x l, X2) = g(xt> Yl), Y2' X2EV2 and VXIEVI , 

so g(x l, x2) has to be independent of Xl and x2. Putting 
W(z., Z2) = t, then we just proved that 

W = B (t, Zl' Z2,''')' (). = 0'.(" t, z.) , 

(}2 = 0'2(" t, Z2) . 

And since there always exists a keK such that t = kz we 
conclude using (5) (ii) and Lemma 3.12 (3) (ii) that 

W= kB(z, Zl' Z2''')' (}I = kO'I(" Z, zl)k-I 
, 

(}2 = kO'i" z, z2)k -I . 

This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.22. • 
'D. Aerts and I. Daubechies, "A characterization of subsystems in phys
ics," Lett. Math. Phys. 3, 1\-\7 (1979). 

2D. Aerts and I. Daubechies, "Physical justification for using the tensor 
product to describe two quantum systems as one jointsystem," Helv. Phys. 
Acta 51, 661 (1978). 

'C. Piron, Foundation of Quantum Physics (Benjamin, New York, 1976). 
'For the definition of a P lattice see Sec. 2. 
'E.P. Wingner, Group Theory (Academic, New York, 1959). 
.p lattices are often called "propositional system," but this term interferes 
with the word "physical system," which is often used in the text. 
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A probabilistic formulation of quantum theory 
Alexander Bach 
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By means of integration in the Hilbert space H which is associated to a quantum mechanical 
system we demonstrate that the expectation value of quantum mechanics, E w(A ) = tr( WA ), can 
be expressed as Ew(A ) = S H dJiw(ifJ )(1I2)(ifJ IA lifJ ). HereJiw denotes a probability measure in 
H which is determined by the statistical operator. We discuss this hidden variables representation 
of quantum mechanics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is widely accepted opinion that there is no hidden 
variables theory for quantum mechanics. On the other hand 
it is this aspect of quantum mechanics which was recognized 
but never satisfactorily understood. There is a never ending 
series of attempts to obtain a hidden variables theory for 
quantum mechanics. I In general these approaches do not 
seem convincing. 

In this paper we present a hidden variables theory of 
quantum mechanics which we believe satisfactory regarding 
the following result: The hidden variables are the wavefunc
tions of quantum mechanics themselves and it is well known 
that these have no empirical meaning. 

As the hidden variables now are to be thought of as 
elements of an infinite dimensional Hilbert space the prob
ability measure describing a quantum mechanical expecta
tion value has to be defined on an infinite dimensional space. 

We demonstrate that the characteristic measures on 
Hilbert space are determined by the statistical operator of 
the system and that the measurable functions which allow 
one to evaluate the expectation values are determined by the 
operators which represent the observables. Nevertheless, 
these never admit dispersion-free ensembles. 

We remark that we are not concerned with Feynman 
path integrals nor with functional integrals used in quantum 
field theory but with integrals which are set up by means of a 
measure in an infinite dimensional space. 2 

Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we estab
lish an isometry between real and complex Hilbert spaces 
which allows us to give a formulation of quantum theory 
based on the field of reals. We demonstrate that this isometry 
leaves invariant the characteristic properties of operators 
which are used in quantum theory. 

In Sec. III we review Borel measures on real Hilbert 
spaces. It is observed that the covariance operator of such a 
measure and the statistical operator of quantum mechanics 
have the same properties. 

This fact is used in Sec. IV to set up a measure in the real 
Hilbert space by means of the real representation of the sta
tistical operator. We then prove the formula for the expecta
tion value of quantum mechanics. An application of the in
verse isometry enables us to set up this probabilistic 
formulation on the complex Hilbert space associated with a 
quantum mechanical system. 

In Sec. V we discuss the probabilistic formulation of 
quantum theory which we have obtained. We investigate the 
fact that quantum mechanics does not admit dispersion-free 
ensembles and elucidate the difference between classical and 
quantum mechanics. 

Section VI is devoted to a general discussion concerning 
the restrictions and possible extensions of probabilistic 
quantum theory. 

II. THE CANONICAL ISOMETRY BETWEEN A COMPLEX 
AND A REAL HILBERT SPACE 

Let (H, (,1,) ) be a complex separable Hilbert space and 
(Ho, < ·1· ) 0) a real separable Hilbert space such that 
2 dim(H) = dim(Ho) if dim(H) < 00 and dim(Ho) = 00 jf H 

is infinite dimensional. Denote by t ifJlI l:~ I' ten l:;' = I a com
plete orthonormal system for H, Ho, respectively. 

We define the canonical isometry U,U: H-+Ho as fol
lows. Let be 1I/J)Ell, znEC, Zn = an + ibn; 

(1) 

and set 

(2) 

Vis an lR-linear operator with domainH and imageHo. 
Furthermore V is an isometry as we have 

II 

On the basis t 1 ifJ n ), nEN I the isometry acts as 

(4) 

from which follows that! V lifJl! ),nEN I is a complete orthon
ormal system for a subspace of H o, the orthogonal comple
ment of which is generated by [UilifJn), nENI. 

We define the linear operator U-I: Ho-+H by 

(5) 

(6) 

On the basis (Ie ll },nENI the operator U- I acts as 
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U -II e" ) = I (h, 1 1)12 ), n odd, 
(7) 

U-Ile,,) = il¢"i2)' n even, 

such that l U -I \err ), nEN I is overcomplete in H. Further
more we obtain 

(8) 

such that U -I is an isometry as well. Remark that U is not 
unitary as IR3 (U¢ lVtf;)o# (¢ 1tf;)EC. Denote by ~(H)the 
space of linear bounded self-adjoint operators on H, by 
. T(H) the Banach space of operators oft race class defined by 
H and by ../ (H) the convex space of positive, self-adjoint 
operators of trace class which satisfy tr H (.) = 1. Let us de
note the spaces of operators subject to the same conditions 
on Ho by ul/(Ho), ,(Y(Ho), and Y(Ho), respectively, with the 
slight difference that for elements of Y(Ho) we require 
trl{" (-) = 2. 

We now define an operator T on the Banach space 
Y (H) of linear bounded operators on H with values in the 
Banach space Y (Ho) by 

TB = UBU- I = :Bo, BEY(H). (9) 

T is an IR-linear operator. Bo is isometrically equivalent to B 
aswehave IITB 110 = liB II, hence Tdefinesan isometry on the 
space of operators. 

By means of this isometry we obtain a one-to-one rela
tion between the spaces ~(H), .'T(H), Y(H) and ~(Ho), 
,T(Ho), ,,!,(Ho), respectively. For compact operators it is 
easy to show by means of the matrix representation that TB 
has the same properties with respect to the classifications 
given above as B. We remark that a matrix element Bnm 
= (I eb" I Beb m ) transforms as 

~ (Re(B "m ) - Im(B '"'' ») . (10) 
B"", Im(B"",) Re(Bn",) 

This demonstrates that operators belonging to Y (H) are re
presented in Ho by unitarily equivalent ones which satisfy 
tr/l (-) = 2. 

" For elements of ul/(H) we conclude as follows. We set 
up the spectral decomposition of A 

A = r A dP) , (11) Jg 
where l P; ,A.EIR I is a bounded projection-valued measure 
and obtain 

Au = TA = (A d (TPA )· 

JI' 
(12) 

Clearly l (UPA U-I), AEIR 1 is a bounded projection-valued 
measure with values in Y(Ho). 

Finally let us remark that for AE~(Ho)' Ao = TA 
E "l/ (Ho) the identity 

(xIAolx)o = (U-IxIA lV-IX), (13) 

Can be derived by means of the spectral decomposition of A 
and regarding that U is not linear. 

III. BOREL MEASURE IN HILBERT SPACES 

Let (Ho, (·1·) 0) be a real separable Hilbert space and 
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denote by fil(Ho) the Borel field of Ho. This is the 0' field 
generated by the open sets of Ho. A measure defined on 
(Ho,fil (Ho» is called a Borel measure. It is a probability 
measure if fl(Ho) = 1. For further information on Borel 
measures in real Hilbert spaces see Ref. 2. 

Most important for the following considerations is the 
covariance operator C" of a measure fl defined on Ho. It is 
defined by C

il 
:Ho~Ho, I y), Iz)EHo, 

(yICI,z)o: = L, dfl(x) (Ylx)o (xlz}o· (14) 

If Cp exists it is positive, self-adjoint and if 

1, dfl(X) Ixl~ < 00, Ixl~ = (xlx)o, (15) 

C'L is of trace class. 2 Then it is easy to show that 

trH " (Cp ) = L" df.l(x) Ixl~· (16) 

As an example let us consider the Dirac measure {j x" on 
(Ho,fil(Ho» which is defined by 

{
I, 

{jxJB) = 0, 

As in finite-dimensional spaces we have 

1 d{jx"(x)/(x) =/(Xo), 
H" 

from which we obtain the covariance operator 

Co, = Ixo) (xol· 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

The measure fl to which a given covariance operator CIL 
corresponds is not uniquely determined. The most impor
tant exceptions are-as in finite-dimensional spaces-Gaus
sian measures which are uniquely determined by the covar
iance operator and the mean Im'L )EHo which is defined by 

(ylmlJo = L" df.l(x) < Ylx)o· (20) 

A Gaussian measure is defined by the relation 

fl([ yEHo,(xlY)o<aj) 

= fa [21T0'(X)]-112 exp (- [t-m(x)]2)dt, (21) 
- x 20'(x) 

where 

m(x) = (miL Ix)o, O'(x) = (xICIL \x)o' (22) 

We now consider measures on the complex measure 
space (H,fil(H». As the isometry U-I is linear bounded, 
hence continuous, it is (Ho,.UJJ(Ho» - (H,!:IJ(H» measur
able. By means of U -I we define the image measure of flo, flo 
measure on (Ho,g;(Ho», by 

f.l(B) = flo( U (B », BEg; (H). 

Let/,f H~IR, be a measurable function, then 

L dfl(¢ )/(¢) = L" dflo(X)/(U-\x). 

(23) 

(24) 

In the following we confine ourselves to probability 
measures flo on Ho. In this case fl defined by (23) is a prob
ability measure too. 
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IV. QUANTUM MECHANICS AND INTEGRATION IN 
HILBERT SPACES 

By means of the mathematical tools of the Secs. II and 
III we now are going to demonstrate how to express quan
tum mechanical expectation values by measure integrals 
which are defined on the Hilbert space which by familiarity 
is associated with a quantum mechanical system. 

We denote the quantum mechanical expectation value 
of an observable which is represented by the operator 
AEv?/(H) by Ew(A) if the state of the system is given by the 
statistical operator WEY(H). Ew(A) is evaluated as 

Ew(A) = trH(WA). (25) 

Let us now apply the isometry between H and the real 
Hilbert space Ho which we defined in Sec. II. We present the 
operators A and Wby the unitarily equivalent ones and de
note them by Ao, WOo As we know AoEU//(Ho) and 
WoEY(H<l This yields 

Ew(A) = !trH , (Wo Ao)· (26) 

As WoEY(Ho) we can interpret Wo as the covariance opera
tor of a probability measure on (Ho,!!ll(Ho» which we de
note by !1 W,' Note that this does not determine the measure 
uniquely. 

By means of this measure we establish the following 
identity where WoEY(Ho) and AoEU// (Ho): 

trH,(WoAO) = ( d!1wJx) (xIAolx>o· (27) JH, 
For the proof we need the spectral decompositIOn of Ao 

Ao = ( A dP;. . (28) Jll, 
We proceed as follows: 

I, d!1 w, (x) (xIAolx>o 

= t, d!1w, (x) (xl (1 A dP;.)x)o 

= t, d!1 w, (x) ~ (xlen>o (en I (i A dP;.) em)o 

x (Ie m Ix>o (29) 

= I, d!1w"{x) ~ (em Ix)o (xlen >0 

xII Ad«enIP;. em>o)}. 

By (25), Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, and 
the theorem of Fubini 

I, d!1w, (x) (xIAolx}o 

791 

= ~ { .. d!1w,,(x) {i A d«en IP;. em >o)} 
X (em Ix>o (x/en)o 

= I {i A d«e" IP;. em )o)} 
n,m R 

X t, d!1 w, (x) (em Ix)o (xlen )0' 
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(30) 

By the definition (14) of the covariance operator we obtain 

I, d!1w, (x) (xIAolx>o 

= ~ (em I Wole" >0 (en I (L A dP;. )Iem}o (31) 

= I (em\WoAolem}o=trH,(WoAo)· 
m 

For convenience let us express the result (26) by means 
of the image measure!1w [cf. Eq. (23)] on H 

Ew(A) = ~trll, (AoWo) 

= 1 d!1w(l/J)!<Ul/JIUAU- 1 IUl/J)0' (32) 

Using Eq. (13) this can be expressed by the scalar product on 
Has 

Ew(A) = trH(WA) = I d!1w(l/J H(l/J IA Il/J}· (33) 

Note that the factor 1/2 in the expectation functional 

fA (l/J) = !(l/J IA Il/J)· (34) 

is due to trll, (Wo) = 2. 

V. A PROBABILISTIC FORMULATION OF QUANTUM 
THEORY 

The central result of this paper is contained in 

Ew(A)= I d!1w(l/J)fA(l/J), 

where 

fA(l/J) = !(l/J IA Il/J), !1w(B) =!1(TW) (U(B», 

BE!!ll(H). 

The mappings 

f cft(H)-+ [measurable functions on (H,!!ll(H»], 

(35) 

(36) 

!1: Y(H)- [probability measures on (H,!!ll(H»], 

show indeed those properties characteristic for a hidden var
iables theory. For a review of hidden variables theories cf. 
Chap. 7 of Ref. 1. Note that these criteria apply to the real 
representation as well. 

The space of hidden variables is the Hilbert space ofthe 
system. That the elements of H are hidden variables can be 
understood from the fact that quantum theory is a partially 
interpreted theory. This means that the formalism of quan
tum theory contains an element, a "theoretic term" without 
empirical meaning given by the wavefunctions. Thus it is not 
so surprising that these quantities without empirical mean
ing constitute the space of hidden variables. 

In Ref. 3 Wiener and Siegel have established a hidden 
variables theory of quantum mechanics which resembles 
that one we present here insofar as the space of hidden varia
bles in Ref. 3 is defined by the underlying Hilbert space too. 
But their definition of the mappings (36) is quite different 
from ours. The most important difference results from the 
fact thatfin Ref. 3 implicitly depends on the statistical oper
ator W of the system. Thus according to the definition of a 
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hidden variables theory Wiener's and Siegel's construction 
does not define such a theory. 

The possibility demonstrated in (36) to set up a hidden 
variables theory of quantum mechanics seems to contradict 
v. Neumann's famous "impossibility proof." It was proved 
by v. Neumann4 and later in a more refined manner by Glea
sons that a probability measure 1T defined on the complete 
orthocomplementary lattice of closed subspaces of a Hilbert 
space H of dimension dim(H»3 uniquely is defined by a 
positive, self-adjoint operator of trace class n such that 
tr(/l) = 1 and 

(37) 

where P u denotes the orthogonal projection on the subspace 
U. 

This result justifies Eq. (2S) which in turn was used by 
v. Neumann to demonstrate that there are no dispersion-free 
states in quantum theory. A dispersion-free state W is char
acterized by the fact that for all A E Cif/ (H) 

Ew(A2)- [Ew(A)Y=O. (38) 

The fact that there are no disperson-free states has been re
garded as the proof for the impossibility of hidden variables 
representations. Indeed, a formulation of quantum theory 
by means of classical probability theory admits the Dirac 
measure which is dispersion-free in each measure space. 
What we have done, however, is no more than to express the 
familiar term tr(WA ) by means of a measure integral such 
that v. Neumann's argument still holds. 

To elucidate the situation let us rewrite the left-hand 
side of Eq. (38) using the probabilistic formulation we have 
established 

LdJl w(c,6).t;A')(c,6)- [L dJlw(c,6)fAc,6)r. (39) 

Obviously this is different from the expression 

L dp w(c,6 ) [fA (c,6 ) y - [ L dJl w(c,6 )fA (c,6) r (40) 

as in general 

(41) 

The fact that (40) is used to define a dispersion-free random 
variablefA on (H,::JjJ (H» and that this expression is different 
from (39) indicates that with respect to the quantum me
chanical meaning of dispersion free the functionalfA cannot 
be regarded as an ordinary random variable on (H,&J(H». 

This becomes more evident if we consider a pure state 
which can, e.g., be represented by means of a Dirac measure 
in (H,::JjJ(H». Whereas expression (40) vanishes identically 
for a Dirac measure, due to Eq. (41) this is not the case for 
expression (39). This shows that the quantum mechanical 
meaning of dispersion free is different from that one of classi
cal probability theory, and for that very reason different 
from classical physics. This fact allows the representation of 
quantum theory by means of integration in Hilbert space. 

Equation (41) which is crucial for our reasoning is con
nected with the transformation properties of the functional 
11 with respect to operator valued functions k (A )E u2l(H). 
Substituting k (A) for A, the mapping fA has to be replaced 
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by /ck(A» which cannot be effected by a substitution of the 
variable c,6EH. 

These transformation properties are different from 
those which hold in classical mechanics and show explicitly 
that the nonexistence of dispersion-free states depends on 
the mappingf and not on the measure. The formula 
E w (k (A » = tr( Wk (A », however, corresponds to the clas
sical analog. 

We finally remark that these arguments do not depend 
on dim(H). 

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The most severe restrictions to the probabilistic version 
of quantum mechanics we present here are due to the fact 
that we confine our treatment to linear bounded self-adjoint 
operators. We do so in order to avoid singularities of the 
mappingfA if we deal with unbounded operators A which 
can only be defined on a dense linear subset of H. 

In this situation the concept of rigged Hilbert spaces has 
successfully been used in quantum mechanics. As there ex
ists a theory of integration for one of the spaces of the 
Gel'fand triplet6 it might be expected that this construction 
is apt to overcome these difficulties. 

The above probabilistic formulation of quantum theory 
fulfills the formal aspects of a hidden variables theory. But as 
the hidden variables are the wavefunctions themselves the 
indeterminism of quantum mechanics still remains. 

As we have seen this depends on the properties of the 
mappingfwhich associates to each observable an integrable 
function. Structurally f sets up the expectation value of an 
observable A with respect to the state 1c.6 > (c,6 I. The quantity 
thus obtained, (c,6 IA 1c,6 >, already contains the relevant quan
tum mechanical information and clearly demonstrates the 
difference compared to classical mechanics. 

In contrast to the expression tr(WA) where all matrix 
elements of A with respect to a complete orthonormal system 
are needed, the probabilistic formulation gets along with the 
diagonal elements. But these constitute an uncountable set 
and the "summation over all states" is carried out with re
spect to this overcomplete set. These aspects of our theory 
resemble the well-known properties of the coherent state 
represen tation. 

The bilinear structure of the functionalfA implies that 
the measures in Hilbert space are arbitrary up to the covar
iance operator as the other moments are empirically irrele
vant. In the description of quantum theory by means of clas
sical probability theory this indicates a degree of indeter
minateness which discerns classical statistical mechanics 
and quantum mechanics. 

These properties have an impact on quantum dyna
mics. Given a statistical operator W (t ), tE[O, T], a probability 
measure may be associated with it at each instant of time. 
This gives a stochastic process with state space H [0. Tl. But 
remember that it is possible to associate the measure at dif
ferent times in a quite different manner. From this we con
clude that there is no specific quantum mechanical stochas
tic process which in addition would contain more inform
ation than empirically relevant. 

We remark that quite in analogy to the fact that Feyn-
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man's path integral can be applied to problems of statistical 
mechanics, this is the fact for our formalism too. The canoni
cal distribution of quantum statistical mechanics, 
p = exp( - {37t), has just the properties which are needed 
for a covariance operator of a measure in H. This permits the 
representation of the partition function Z by means of the 
formula 

Z=tr(p)=! f d/-lp(cp). J1/ (42) 

To summarize, we have given a probabilistic formula
tion of quantum theory by means of measure integrals in 
Hilbert space. Mathematically our formalism is identical to 
the well-known representations of quantum theory such that 
no new questions arise with respect to the interpretation of 
quantum mechanics. Concerning the question of hidden var
iables we have arrived at what might be called a vicious 
circle. 

The present formalism is not able to deal with unbound
ed operator so far. As we have shown integration in function 
spaces applied to quantum mechanics is sensitive to the do-
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main of an operator. This may be helpful for a better under
standing of the role of the various topologies we are con
fronted with in infinite dimensional spaces-e.g., Gel'fand 
triplets-the empirical meaning of which is not evident. 
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We demonstrate the existence of positive phase space density functions which yield the quantum 
mechanical marginal distributions of position and momentum. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The possibility of formulating quantum mechanics in 
the phase space of position and momentum was first investi
gated by Wigner in 1932. I He studied a function F (q,p) 
which yields the proper quantum mechanical marginal dis
tributions when either one of the variables is integrated over, 

f F(q,p)dp= 1 If(q) 1 2, 

J F(q,p) dq = 1 r,b (p) 12, 

(Ll) 

(1.2) 

where If and r,b are the configuration and momentum wave 
functions respectively. 

Since Wigner's original paper other phase space distri
butions have been found which also satisfy the above.2 Co
hen3 has given an explicit formula for the set of all such 
functions. The description of quantum mechanics in terms 
of these functions is often called the phase space formulation 
of quantum mechanics. It has been applied to a wide variety 
offields such as to quantum statistical mechanics, coherence 
properties of light and to questions relating to the founda
tions of quantum mechanics. 

As Wigner pointed out in his first paper the function he 
presented cannot be considered a proper probability distri
bution because it may take on negative values. The other 
distributions which have been investigated also take on nega
tive or even imaginary values. For this reason these functions 
are sometimes called quasi probabilities. In Wigner's 1932 
paper he stated that positive distributions which are bilinear 
in the wave function do not exist and he has recently pub
lished a proof demonstrating that fact. 4 Numerous authors 
have blanketly stated that positive distributions do not exist 
and have either quoted Wigner (although Wigner was quite 
clear that his proof applied only to bilinear forms) or have 
given other arguments. The aim of this paper is to show that 
positive phase functions do exist. They are, of course, not 
bilinear in the wave function. 

We point out that positive distributions which do not 
satisfy Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) exactly have been given by Bopps 
and Kuryshkin. 6 

In Sec. II we present some of the basic ideas and prove 
some theorems relating to products of probability functions 
which will be subsequently used. The main results and the 
demonstration of positiveness is presented in Sec. III. 

"'Work done during tenure of a grant from The City University Faculty 
Research Award Program, 

b'Permanent address: Peoples' Friendship University, Moscow, U,S,S.R. 

II.DENSITY FUNCTIONS AND CHARACTERISTIC 
FUNCTIONS 

The set of all possible functions of q and p which are 
consistent with (1.1) and (1.2) is 

F(q,p) = _1_ J exp( - iOq - irp + iOu)f(O,r) 
4n2 
X 1f*(U - !rfz)If(U + !rfz) dO dr du, 

wheref(O,r) is any function satisfying 

f(O,O) = f(O,r) = 1. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

The Wigner distribution is obtained by takingf = 1. The 
characteristic function of a distribution and its marginals are 
defined as follows, 

M (B,r) = f f F(q,p)e iIJq + irp dg dp, 

Mq(O) = J Iw(q)1 2 eieq dq, 

Mp(r) = f 1¢i(p)12e'~Pdp, 
and furthermore satisfy 

Mq(O) = M (0,0), 

Mp(r) = M(O,r), 

Mq(O) = Mp(O) = M(O,O) = 1. 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

Specifically for F as given by Eq. (2.1) the characteristic 
function is 

M(O,r) =f(O,r) JeiIiUIf*(U - irfz)lf(u + ~rli) duo (2.9) 

We now prove the following theorem relating probabil
ity distributions. Let h (v,w) be a joint probability density of 
the random variables v, w defined over the range (0, 1) and let 
k (q) andg(p) be any probability density distributions of the 
variables q andp which range over all space. Then, H(q,p) 
defined by 

H (q,p) = k (g) g(p)h (v,w), (2.10) 

is a proper probability function where v and ware taken to be 

v(q) = f k (q') dq', 

w(p) = r g(p') dp'. 

Also, the marginals of H (g,p) are given by 

HI (q) = k (q)hl (v), 

H 2 (p) = g(p)h 2 (w), 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 
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where h I and h2 are the marginal distributions of H (q,p). 

We first note that since k, g, and h are positive H is also. 
To show that H is properly normalized consider 

f f H(q,p) dq dp 

= f f~ 00 k (q)g(p)h (v(q),w(p» dq dp. 

Making the change of variables 

dv 
dq= -, 

k 

dw 
dp= -, 

g 

Eq. (2.15) becomes 

f f h(v,w)dvdw= 1, 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

by definition and hence H is a well-defined probability. To 
show the relation between the marginal as given by Eq. 
(2.13) we have 

HI (q) = f H(q,p) dp 

= f k (q) g(p)h (v,w) dp 

= f k (q)h (v,w) dw 

= k (q)h I (v(q». (2.19) 

Similarly for relation (2.14). 
We define the characteristic functions of H (q,p), 

HI (q), H2 (p) by 

N(e,r) = f f H(q,p)exp(ieq + irp)dqdp, (2.20) 

Nq(e) = f HI (q)eillq dq, (2.21) 

(2.22) 

In the subsequent we specialize to the quantum case by 
taking 

k (q) = I !,b(q) 12
, 

g(p) = 1<p(p)12. 

III. POSITIVE QUANTUM DISTRIBUTIONS 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

The class of distribution functions we shall show are 
positive are obtained by choosing 

/(O,r)=M(e)M(r)[I+c( N(O,r) 
M(e)M(r) 

_ N(O) _ N(r) + 1 )] 
M(e) M(r) 

X (J !,b*(u - ~m)eillu!,b(u + 1m) dU) --I , (3.1) 

where c is a constant appropriately chosen as discussed be
low and the N's are obtained from any probability function 
h (v,w) defined on the unit square, as outlined in Sec. II. 
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Putting/(e,r) as given by Eq. (3.1) into Eq. (2.1) yields 

F(q,p) = I !,b(q) 12 I <P (p) 12 [1 + cp(q,p)], (3.2) 

where we have defined 

p(q,p) = h (v(q),w(p» - hi (v(q» - h2 (w(p» + 1. (3.3) 

Special cases of distribution functions of this form have 
been studied in other contexts. 7

-
9 Gumbas,8 in particular, 

has studied the case whenp(v,w) = (2v -1)(2w -1) which 
is obtained from our formulation by taking the probability 
distribution h (v,w) = 4vw. We note that the advantage of 
formulating Fin terms h (v,w) is that the marginals will al
ways be satisfied for any h. Hence F's can be generated at 
will. 

We now show that indeed the marginal distributions 
are satisfied and that c can be chosen to make F positive. 

A. Marginals 

Taking r = ° in Eq. (3.1) 

/(OO)=M(e)[I+C(N(e,O)_ N(e) -1+1)] 
, M(e) M(e) 

x(f 1!,b(u)12eiIlUdu)-1 = 1. (3.4) 

which follows by noting that N (e,O) = N (e) and thatthe de
nominatorisM (e). Similarly for/CO, r). HencetheFgiven by 
Eq. (3.2) satisfies Eqs. (Ll) and (1.2). 

It is of interest to show directly from (3.2) and (3.3) that 
the marginal distributions are satisfied 

f F(q,p)dp 

= f I !,b(q) 12 I <P (pW (1 + cp(v,w» dp 

= 1!,b(q)12+C f p(v,w) 1<p(p)1 2 1!,b(q)1 2dp. 

But 

f p(v,w)I<p(p)1 2 1!,b(q)1 2dp 

= f [H(q,p)-HI (q)I<p(p)1 2 -H2(p)I!,b(q)1 2 

+ I !,b(q) I 2 1<p(p)1 2] dp 

= HI (q) - HI (q) - I !,b(q) 12 + I !,b(q) 12 = ° 
and hence (1.1). Similarly for (1.2) 

B. Positiveness 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

We show that for agivenp(v,w) a range of c's can always 
be found which makes F positive. From Eq. (3.3) we have 

L L p(v,w) dv dw 

= f [h(v,w)-h l (v)-h2 (w)+I]dvdw 

=0, (3.7) 

and thereforep(v,w) must take on positive and negative val
ues on the unit square. We follow an argument similar to that 
of Farlie. 9 Define the absolute minimum and maximum of 
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p(v,w) by - 11 and 12 respectively. Suppose e is positive 
then from (3.5) we must choose e such that 

or 

c<,1//I' 

Nevative e's force 

/e/>1//2' 
and hence any e chosen such that 

-1/ 12 <,c<, 1//1' 

will make F positive. 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11 ) 

We note thatp(v,w) may go to either plus or minus 
infinity but not both, otherwise we would be forced to choose 
e equal to zero. 

We have shown the existence of an infinite class of posi
tive joint quantum distributions which satisfy the proper 
quantum mechanical marginal functions. They can be gen
erated at will: Choose any probability distribution defined 
on the unit square and formp as in (3.3). Find the absolute 
minimum and maximum of and choose any c in the range 
given by 3.10. The F defined by (3.2) will be positive and 
satisfy the quantum mechanical marginals given by Eqs. 
(1.1) and (1.2). We point out that consistent with Wigner's 
proof the F's given by Eq. (3.2) are not bilinear in t/J. Also, it 
is probably the case that there are positive F's of different 
functional form from those considered here. 

The uncertainty principle is very often appealed to ar
gue that positive joint distributions with correlations cannot 
exist. It has been previously pointed out that such arguments 
are not valid and in the light of having found positive distri
butions it may be worthwhile to point this out again. 10.1 I The 
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uncertainty principle is a statement regarding the root mean 
square deviations of position and momentum, 

(Llq)2 = f (q - (q»2 I t/J(q) 12 dq, 

(Llp)2= f (p- (p»2ItP(p)1 2 dp. 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

It is clear that Llq and Llp depend only on the marginal distri
butions and hence any proper joint distribution which yields 
the proper quantum mechanical distribution of position and 
momentum will yield the uncertainty relations. The well de
fined positive distributions given in this paper are such 
functions. 

'E. Wigner, Phys. Rev. 40, 749 (1932). 
2Some of the early papers studying particular distributions are: Ya.P. Ter
letsky, JETP, 1290 (1937); D.I. Blokhintsev, J. Phys. (Moscow) 2, 71 
(1940); H.J. Groenewold, Physica 12, 405 (\946); J.E. Moyal, Proc. Cam
bridge Philos. Soc. 45, 99 (1949); T. Takabayasi, Prog. Theor. Phys. 11, 
341 (1959); G.A. Baker, Jr., Phys. Rev. 69, 2198 (1959); H. Margenau and 
R.N. Hill, Progr. Theor. Phys. 26, 722 (196\); C.L. Mehta, J. Math. Phys. 
5,677 (1964). 

'L. Cohen, J. Math. Phys. 7, 781 (1966). 
4E. Wigner, "Quantum-Mechanical Distribution Functions Revisited" in 
Perspectives in Quantum Theory, edited by W. Yourgrau and A. van der 
Merwe (M.tT., Cambridge, 1971). 

'F. Bopp, Ann. L'Inst. H. Poincare IS, 81 (1956). 
bV.¥. Kuryskin, Izv. Vusov Phys. 11,103 (1971). 
7D. Margenstern, Mitt. Math. Stat. 8, 234 (1956). 
"E.J. Gumbel, Rev. Fac. Ci. Univ. Lisboa Ser. 2A Cl. Mat. 7,179 (1959). 
"D.J.G. Farlie, Biometrica 50,499 (1963). 
"'L. Cohen, Philos. Sci. 33, 317 (1966). 
"V. V. Kuryshkin, "Uncertainty Principle and the Problems of Joint Co

ordinate-Momentum Probability Density in Quantum Mechanics," in 
The Uncertainty Principle and Foundations o/Quantum Mechanics (Wi
ley, London, 1977). 
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A Lie superalgebraic interpretation of the para-Bose statistics 
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We show that n pairs of para-Bose operators generate the classical simple orthosymplectic Lie 
superalgebra osp(1 ,2n ) B (O,n). The creation and annihilation operators are negative and 
positive root vectors, respectively, and they span a basis in the odd part of B(o,n). 

It is well known that generalizations of the ordinary 
quantum statistics are possible if one abandons the require
ment for the commutator or the anticommutator of two 
fields to be a c-number. 1,2 The most popular one is the para
statistics proposed by Green. I In the case of spinor fields the 
anticommuting relations between the Fermi operators are 
replaced by double commutation relations for the para-Fer
mions. Ryan and Sudarshan have shown 3 that the para-Fer
mi statistics have well defined Lie-algebraical meaning: n 
pairs of para-Fermi creation and annihilation operators gen
erate the simple Lie algebra B n of the orthogonal group 
SO(n + 1). This property simplifies considerably the investi
gation of the para-Fermi statistics. It has essentially been 
used in some recent new physical ideas based on the para
Fermi statistics. 4--7 

The fact that the para-Fermi operators generate a sim
ple Lie algebra is important not only because it makes it 
possible to translate most of the problems of the para-Fermi 
statistics in the language of the simple Lie algebras, it also 
provides a basis for further generalizations. Indeed, the Fer
mi and para-Fermi quantization is actually a quantization 
according to certain representations of the odd-orthogonal 
algebra. Therefore, it is natural to ask whether one can quan
tize according to some representations of other classical Lie 
algebras. This question has been investigated. 21t was shown 
that of every classical simple Lie algebra there corresponds a 
quantization which is logically compatible with the second 
quantization axioms. 

The Lie algebraical properties of the para-Fermi opera
tors are closely connected with the fact that their defining 
relations are expressed only in terms of commutators. This is 
not the case for para-Bose statistics. The para-Bose creation 
(5 = +) and annihilation (5 = -) operators af satisfy the 
relations 

[{af,a7}, an = (c - S)o,ka7 + (c -1/)okj af, (1) 

(Throughout the paper 5,1/, c = ± or ± 1, [x,y] = xy 
- yx, and !x,yl = xy + yx.) Therefore, the para-Bose stat

istics do not allow generalizations along a Lie algebraical 
line. It is known that the linear envelope of all anticommuta
tors, i.e, the set 

Lo = lin.env.{{ af,allli,} = 1, ... ,n; 5,1/ = ±}, (2) 

is isomorphic to the classical simple Lie algebra of the sym
plectic group Sp(2n). 8 The operators are not, however, ele
ments ofthis algebra and cannot be elements of any other Lie 
algebra in such a way that they generate through commuta
tions the whole algebra. 

The relations (1) indicate however that the para-Bose 
operators can be considered as elements of a Lie superalge
bra, generating the whole algebra. To show this, denote by 
LI the linear envelope of the para-Bose creation (5 = +) 
and annihilation (5 = -) operators, 

LI = lin.env.{afli = 1, ... ,n; 5 = ±}. (3) 

Let pB n be the direct sum of the spaces Lo and L I , 

(4) 

From now on the lower case index a = 0,1 indicates that the 
corresponding element belongs to La' i.e., au E La. 

Define a multiplication 

[a,b]EpBn, a,bEpB". 

In the space pB" by the relations 

Cal ,b l ] = {a l ,bl } al ,bl E L 1 , 

[ao,bu ] = [ao,ba ] aoELo,baEL". 

(5) 

(6) 

To obtain the multiplication for arbitrary elements one has 
to extend the relations (6) by linearity. 

Let Z2 be a ring with two elements (0,1) and 
multiplication 

o +0 = 0, 0 + 1 = 1, 1 + 1 = O. 

From relations (2) one easily obtains 

[a" ,b/3]E L" +/3' a,{3EZ2 • 

(7) 

(8) 

Therefore, pB" is a Z2 -graded algebra. Moreover, from 6 it 
follows 

[aa,b/3] = -( -1)a/3[b(l,aa], a,{3,yEZ2 , (9) 

[aa ,[b/3'cy)] = [[a" ,b/3]'cr] + ( - l)Uflb(J, [a" ,cy n (10) 

The relations (8-10) are defining for a Lie superalgebra. For 
the abstract definition of a Lie superalgebra see Ref. 9. The 
subs paces Lo and L I are the even and odd parts of the alge
bra. We collect the result. 

Lemma 1: With respect to the multiplication (6) pBn is 
a Lie superalgebra. The para-Bose operators a l± , ... ,a"t de
fine a basis in the odd part LI CpB" and generate through 
multiplication the whole algebra pB". 

We call the Lie superalgebrapB" para-Bose algebra. If 
A,BCpBn we denote 

[A,B] = ([a,b ]laEA, bER J. (11 ) 

in particular, 

{A,B} = {!a,b IlaEA, bER, A,BCL 1 }, (12) 
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[A.B] = {[a.b ] laEA CLo• bEBCpBn }. (13) 

Lemma 2: The para-Bose algebrapBn is simple. 
Proof We have to show thatpBn has no nontrivial 

ideals. Let 1=1=0 is an ideal in pBn. Consider three cases. 

(a) Suppose In Lo #0 and let 

O#xElnLo. (14) 

Since Lo is isomorphic to the simple Lie algebra en. 
[x,Lo ] = Lo; (15) 

moreover. 

[Lo.LI] = L I · (16) 

Therefore. Lo and LI are contained in I. Hence I = pBn • 

(b) Suppose 0 =1= XE InL I . The para-Bose operators con
stitute a basis in LI . 

X= Ia~ aT 
j,n 

Let a~ #0. Using the relation 

[ J --5 ~5} 71] _ 2( f: )~ ~s ,Pi • ai , aj - !> + 1] uij a, • 

we obtain 

[{ai~ s. ai~ s},x] = 4sa~ ai~ 5E I. 

Therefore. a,~ 5El. From the relation 

[{ak- s. an. a,~ 1;] = -2s ak~ t; • 

we conclude that 

ak sE I, k = 1,2, ... ,n. 

Hence 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

The relations (19) and (20) indicates that LI CI. Using (16) 
once more we conclude that I = pBn . 

(c) It remains to consider the general case 

O#x=xo +xIEI. (21) 

where Xu E La are nonzero elements. 

Suppose [xo .X I ] # 0; then 

[Xo + XI ,xo] = [XI ,Xo]E Ll n I. 

Remark that if 

O#Xl ELI ~{XI ,XI }#O. 

therefore if [x 1 .xo] = O. then 

O#[xo + xpx l ] = {xpxl}E Lon I. 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

So this case reduces to (a) and (b). Therefore. the Liesuperal
gebrapB" contains no ideals different from 0 andpB", i.e., it 
is simple. 

Recently. the simple Lie superalgebras have been fully 
classified. 9 As in the Lie algebraical case the simple Lie su
peralgebra is completely determined by its root system. The 
roots are vectors from the Cartan subalgebra ~ which by 
definition is the Cartan subalgebra of the even part. If A is a 
lienar operator in L = Lo + L 1 denote by 

(25) 

the trace of the operator A in the subspaceLu. a = 0.1. Then 
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the Killing form on t is defined as 

(a,b) = tr ad a ad b I L" - tr ad a ad b I L, a,bE L. (26) 

Here ad a is an operator from the adjoint representation. 

(ad a)z = [a,z]EL, zEL. (27) 

The Killing form of a simple Lie superalgebra is not degener
ate. The basis 

hl •...• hn ew , , •.• ,e,"p , (28) 

in L can always be chosen such that for every hE ~ 

[h.e,,,, ] = (h,wi)eWI i = 1 .... ,p. (29) 

Here. 

h 1 ,h2 ..... hp (30) 

is an arbitrary basis in the Cartan subalgebra ~. 

Returning to the para-Bose algebra we choose as a basis 
in pB n the vectors 

af, i = 1,2, ... ,n; s= ±, 
basis in Ll (31a) 

hi = 1{ + ~} - '2 aj ,ai , i = 1, ... ,n. (31 b) 

{at .ak- }. i#k = 1, ...• n. (31c) 

{a%,a~}. p<q = l •... ,n; s= ±. (31d) 

basis in Lo 

The vectors h W •.• hn constitute a basis in the Cartan subalge
bra~; the linear envelope of the vectors (3Ib) and (3Ic). 
gives the Lie subalgebra glen + I)CLo = Cit' 

From (26) and the structure relations (1) one easily 
obtains 

(hi.h) = oy(4n + 2), 

so that (31 b) is an orthogonal basis in~. Let 

h l.h 2 ••••• h n 

be the dual basis to (31 b), 

(hi,h j
) = of. 

A simple calculation gives (hE JYj: 

[h,af] = (h, - Sh ')af • 

[h. {a% .a~}] = (h, - sh p - 1]h q){a% .a~}. 

therefore the root system ~ of pB n is 

~ = {sh i.sh i + 17hjli,i = 1 •...• n; S,17 = ±}. 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

Hence the vectors (3Ia), (31c), (31d). are the root vectors of 
the Lie superalgebra. The correspondence with their roots is 

af<-+ - Sh i. 
{af.aj'}~ - sh' - 17h ). 

(37) 

(38) 

so that the para-Bose creation (5 = +) and annihilation 
(5 = -) operators are in the basis (33) negative and positive 
root vectors, respectively. 

The only simple Lie superalgebra with root system (36) 
is the algebra OSP(1.2n) or in the Kac notation 9 the algebra 
B (O.n ). We collect the results obtained so far in a theorem. 

Theorem: The para-Bose algebrapBn of n pairs of cre
ation and annihilation operators a l± ..... a,~ is isomorphic to 
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the classical simple Lie superalgebra B (O,n). The para-Bose 
operators constitute a basis in the even part of the algebra 
and generate the whole algebra. The basis in the Cartan 
subalgebra of pB n can always be chosen such that the cre
ation and annihilation operators are negative and positive 
root vectors, respectively. 

Corollary 1: The Bose creation and annihilation opera
tors a,± , ... ,a

f
; considered as odd elements ofa Lie superal

gebra generate one particular infinite-dimensional represen
tation of the algebra B (O,n). 

In other words the usual Fock representation of n pairs 
of Bose operators is an infinite-dimensional irreducible re
presentation of the Lie superalgebra. Since B (O,n) is generat
ed by the para-Bose operators, from the above Theorem we 
immediately conclude 

Corollary 2: There exists a one to one correspondence 
between the (irreducible) representations of a given number 
n of para-Bose operator and the (irreducible) representations 
of the Lie superalgebra B (O,n). 

Thus, the problem of finding all representations of the 
para-Bose operators is equivalent to the determination of all 
representations ofthe orthosymplectic Lie superalgebra. In
verting the problem, we can say that a class of representa-
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tions of the orthosymplectic algebra labelled by one positive 
integer p, the so called order of the parastatistics, has been 
found by Green' long before the concept of Lie superalgebra 
was introduced. 

Since the transition to an infinite set of creation and 
annihilation operators does not change the algebraical struc
ture, one can view the ordinary second quantization of, say, 
scalar field as a quantization according to an irreducible re
presentation of the infinite dimensional orthosymplectic Lie 
superalgebra. 

'H.S. Green, Phys. Rev. 90, 270 (1953). 
'T. Palev, Thesis, Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy, Sofia 
(1976). Part of the results were published in Compt. Rend. Acad. Bulg. Sci. 
30,993 (1977); preprint JINR E2-10258 (1977); Proc. XVth ICCR, Povdiv 
11, 546; (1977); See also preprint JINR E2-11904 and E2-11905 (1978). 

'CO Ryan and E.C.G. Sudarshan, Nucl. Phys. 47, 207 (1963). 
4A.B. Govorkov, JETP 54, 1785 (1968). 
'A.B. Govorkov, Int. J. Theor. Phys. 7, 49 (1973). 
"A.B. Govorkov, preprint JINR, E2-7485 (1973). 
7A.J. Bracken and H.S. Green, J. Math. Phys. 14, 1784 (1973). 
"S. Kamefuchi and Y. Takahashi, Nucl. Phys. 36,177 (1960). 
9V.G. Kac, Adv. Math. 26, 8 (1977). 
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Differential properties of the energy functional on the set of Slater determinants are defined 
according to a new differential calculus on complex Banach spaces previously considered. Such 
properties permit us to derive, with a new and rigorous procedure, the Hartree-Fock equations 
and to define an iterative method of the gradient type to minimize this functional on the above !;et. 
For a large class of one-body and two-body potentials, including Coulombic potentials, we show 
that our gradient method yields a decreasing sequence of values of the energy functional and a 
sequence of approximate solutions of the Hartree-Fock equations. The convergence of the latter 
sequence to a solution of these equations is proved in any finite-dimensional subspace. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The idea of determining approximate stationary states 
of a many-fermion system by restricting the wave function to 
a Slater (S) determinant is old. 1 The corresponding precise 
mathematical problem consists in the minimum problem for 
the energy functional 

E('/I) = <I/IIH'/I) 
1'/1 12 

on the set of S determinants. Up to now this problem pre
sents formidable difficulties, both in proving the existence of 
the minimum and in determining a reliable approximation to 
it. In fact, only in the last few years2 has the existence of the 
absolute minimum been proved for Coulombic interactions, 
while the research of numerical methods, which are more 
efficient and reliable than the solution of the Hartree-Fock 
(HF) equations by the usual diagonalization procedure, is 
still in progress. J 

Moreover, we note that most atomic and nuclear physi
cists do not use the correct mathematical language to formu
late our extremum problem. This language, as we show in 
Ref. 4, is the semi differential calculus on complex Banach 
spaces. Therefore we can say that until today the extremum 
problem of E ('/I) on the set of S determinants is not even 
rigorously formulated. 

As an unpleasant consequence, neither the theoretical 
results of the modern calculus ofvariations5 nor the numeri
cal methods of the optimization theory6 can be applied to it. 
For these reasons we have thought it useful to formulate this 
extremum problem according to the language of the semidif
ferentia1 calculus. The results of the present paper can be 
summarized as follows. We establish (Sees. III and IV) some 
semidifferentiability properties of E ('/I); we can then avoid 
the unpleasant facts previously mentioned. Thus we can de
rive in Sec. III the HF equations by a rigorous procedure, 
and we can extend in Sec. V the well-known iterative method 
of optimization theory, the gradient method, to solve ap
proximately our extremum problem. In fact, for a large class 
of potentials, including Coulombic potentials, we construct 
by our gradient method a decreasing sequence of values of 
E (1/1) and a sequence of approximate solutions of the HF 

equations. Convergence to a solution is proved only in the 
subspace case when the space is restricted to a finite-dimen
sionalone. 

Already other authorsl.~ have considered the minimi
zation of E ('/I) on the set of S determinants by means of a 
gradient method. 9 However, as we shall discuss widely in the 
concluding remarks, such a method is not, strictly speaking, 
correct, nor is it expected to be the most efficient method of 
the gradient type to solve approximately our extremum 
problem. Moreover, these authors do not give any conver
gence proof to a solution of the HF equations. For an easier 
reading of the paper we have summarized the main notations 
in the next section. 

II. NOTATION 

8(L2(R 3;C 2»: Banach space of all bounded operators on 
L2(R 3;C 2) to L2(R 3;C 2). 

8(L2(R ';C 2) ® L2(R 3;C 2»: Banach space of all boundedop
eratorson L2(R 3;C 2

) ® L2(R 3;C 2
) to L 2(R 3;C 2) ® L2(R 3;C 2

). 

C: complex numbers. 
C(L2(R 3;C 2»: set of all closed operators from L\R 3;C 2

) to 
L2(R 3;C 2). 

D(A ): domain of definition of A, where A can be an operator 
or a functional. 
D v' =- [k,l]: minor of the first rank assigned to the k row and I 
column of matrix {(t/J' Ix ')}, where t/J' and X S , r,s = 1, ... N, 
are the one-particle functions associated with the S determi
nants '/I and E. 
Dv' =- [k Ik2,lllz]: minor of the second rank of the matrix {(t/J' 
Ix ,)} assigned to the k l ,k2 rows and 11,/2 columns and anti
symmetrized in these indices. 

E('/I,,) = E" = ('/In IH'/In)/ 1 '/In 12, n = 0,1,2,··. 

E ;.}<. = rc( h ~It/J:, - rtl (h ~/Ft/J;, It/J~ )t/J~): 
strong partial gradient of E ('/I) with respect to t/J:" 
i = 1,2, ... N, at (t/J~ , ... ,t/J':), with (t/J;, It/J~) = OJ) , 

i,j = 1, ... ,N, n = 0,1,2 .. · . 
h = t + v; one-particle part of one-body Hamiltonian 
operator. 
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h HF = h + ~.~~ I (·t/r'lwl//·): Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian. 
h ~F = h + ~.~~ I (.t/r;, Iwt/r:,.): Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian 
at the nth step. 
H = ~;'V= I h I + ~~<) ~ I Wi): Hamiltonian operator. 
L 2(R 3;C 2): space of square-integrable functions on R 3 with 
values in C 2, i.e., "one-particle functions of space and spin." 
L~(R 3N;C 2N ): space of anti symmetrized square-integrable 
functions on R 3N with values in C 2N , i.e., "N-fermion func
tions of space and spin." 
N: number of identical fermions. 
R: real numbers. 
t: one-particle kinetic energy operator. 
v: one-body potential. 
w: two-body potential. 
w: antisymmetrized w. 
1/1 = (N!tlf2 det I t/JI ,I//, ... ~ l: Slater determinant. 
1/111 = (N!t'/2det[ t/J:"t/J~, ... ,t/J;;l Slater determinant at the 
nth step. 
1/1 [.] = (N!t'/2det( t/JI , ... t/J: -I.,t/J' + I , ... ,~ 1: Slater determi
nant where t/Ji is replaced with another vector of L 2(R 3;C 2). 
II'IIL': norm of operators of 8(L 2(R 2;C 3», or of 
8(L2(R 3;C 2)® L2(R 3;C 2». 
1I'llz : norm of bounded operators on Zc to L 2(R 3;C 2). 

III. WEAK SEMIDIFFERENTIABILITY OF E{IF} AND 
HARTREE-FOCK EQUATIONS 

First of all we recall the definitions of the semidifferen
tial calculus used in this paper so that it is self-contained; for 
more details we refer the reader to Ref. 4 and to references 
quoted therein. Let XI , ...• XN be complex Hilbert spaces 
whose scalar products (linear in the first arguments) and 
norms we denote by ('1' > and 1'1. and A be a functional on 
X=XIE/)···E/)XN.IO 

Definition I: lffor afixed vector (t/JI , ...• ~)ED(A) there 
exist two vectors ofX\ fA ~l and SA ~l' such that for every rP i 

EX" (linear manifold dense in Xi) 

i = 1,2, ... N. 

I , '.I.N (",1 .I.N) 
1
· A (t/J •... ,tf; + arP , .... 'f/ ) - A 'I' •..•• 'f/ 1m ~~~~~~~~~--~~~~ 

a 
(1) 

then A is said to be weakly partially semidifferentiable at 
(tf;1 , ...• ~) and IA ~, SA ~. are called respectively the weak par
tiallinear gradient and the weak partial semilinear gradient 
of A at (t/Jl, ...• ~) with respect to t/Ji. 

We note that a is a real variable and the limit (I) is taken 
in the usual sense of norm convergence in Xi. However, this 
convergence may not be uniform with respect to rP i. 

Definition 2: If the convergence in (I) is uniform with 
respect to rP iEX" on a ball I rP i I = k. then A is said to be strong
lypartiallysemidifferentiableat(t/JI •...• ~)andIA;,. andsA ~/ 
are respectively called the strong partial linear gradient and 
the strong partial semilinear gradient of A at (tf;l, ...• ~) with 
respect to 1/1. The total weak and strong semidifferentiability 
of A are defined analogously.4 

Concerning the definition of semidifferential properties 
of E (1/1) on the set ofS determinants. we note that such a set is 
not a linear manifold. therefore our semidifferential calculus 
cannot be directly applied. 

However. we can overcome this difficulty by regarding 
E(I/I) not as a functional on L~(R 3N;C 2N

).11 considered at 
any S determinant 1/1 =1= 0 ED(H). but as a functional on the 
space L = L2 (R i ;Cf) E/) ... E/) L2 (R 1;C~). In this space each 
S determinant 1/1 =1=0, built up from the linearly independent 
one-particle functions tf;1 •... ,~. is represented by the vector 
(t/Jl , ...• ~) and the domain of E (1/1) by some set D(E )ofthese 
vectors. From now on our functional will always be regarded 
as a functional on L. but we shall continue to denote it as 
E (1/1). 
In this section we define weak semidifferential properties 
only, so we need no particular hypothesis on H except the 
very general one that D(H) is a set dense in L~(R 3N;C 2N

). 

Proposition I: Thefunctional E (IF) is, at any (tf;\ ... ,~) 
ED(E). weakly partially semidifferentiable with respect to 1//. 
i= 1,2, ... N. 

Proof Let (t/J1,. ..• ~) be fixed. For any rP i belonging to a set dense in L2(R 3;C 2
) we have 

lim E (1/1 [t/Ji + arP in - E (1/1) = _1_«H _ E (1/1»1/111/1 [rP i]) + _1_( 1/1 [rP i) I (H _ E (1/1»1/1) 
a-~O a 11/112 11/112 

+ lim a (1/1 [rP i) IHI/I [rP i» - E (1/1) 11/1 [rP i] 12 

a-~O 11/112 +a(l/Ill/I[rPi» +a(l/I[rPi]ll/I) +a2 11/1[rPi] 12 
(2) 

Since the first and second term on the right-hand side can be written as scalar products in L 2(R 3;C 2), as we shalI see below, and 

lim a (1/1 [rP iJ IHI/I [rP ']) - E (1/1) /1/1 [rP i] /2 = O. 
a~ 0 11/112 + a ( 1/111/1 [rP i]) + a < 1/1 [rP i] 11/1) + a 2 11/1 [rP i] /2 

(3) 

the proposition is proved on account of Definition 1. 
In order to write (1/11/112)«H - E (1/1» 1/1/1/1 [rP iJ) and (1/11/112)( l/I[rP i] I (H - E (1/1» 1/1) as scalar products in 
L2(R 3;C

2
), we use the well-known formula for the matrix elements of an operator with respect to two S determinants. 12 In the 

case of the operator H this formula is written (for notation see Sec. II) 

(E'/HI/I) = I <Xklhtf;/)D:",[k,l] +! I <Xk'Xk'lwtf;/'t/JI')DSIJ'[klk2,ili2]' 
kl k,k, 

(4) 

1,1, 
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For the sake of brevity we give the expression of our scalar 
products only in the case (If/lt/J i ) = D'i' i,j = I, ... N. So for 
(1/1 1[112)«H - E (1[1» 1[111[1 [¢ ']) we have 

s 
(h HFt/J'I¢ ') - I (h HI.t/J,It/J') (t/J'I¢ i) , (5) 

r ~ I 

and for (1/ 11[11 2
) ( 1[1 [¢ '] I (H - E (1[1» 1[1) , 

.\' 

(¢ 'Ih HFt/J,) - I (t/J'lh HFt/J') (¢ 'It/J') . (6) 
,- I 

Therefore the vector of L 2(R 1;C 2), 
,v 

E ~., = h HFt/J' - I (h HFt/J,It/J')t/J, , (7) 
r =- I 

is by Definition I both the weak partial linear gradient and 
the weak partial semi linear gradient of E (1[1) at (t/Jl, ... ,tI/') 
with respect to t/J', with (t/J'lt/JJ) = D,J , i,j = 1, ... ,N. Because 
of the coincidence ofthese weak gradients, 13 from now on we 
shall speak only of weak partial gradients of E (1[1). Exactly as 
above, we could show that E (1[1) is weakly totally semi differ
entiable in D(E) and the total weak gradient of it at 
(t/JI, ... ,t/JN) ED(E), with (t/J'It/J J ) = D,J , is the vector of L 

E' = (E ~,1 ,E >, ... ,E ~,,) . (8) 

Proposition 2: The necessary condition of extremum for 
E (1[1) at (t/JI , ... ,I/,N) ED(E) with (t/J'lt/JJ) = D'J' i,j = 1, ... ,N, 
gives the HF equations. 

Proof By virtue of Proposition 1, for (7) and (8) this 
extremum condition is given4 by the equations (Euler 
equations) 

N 

h HFt/J' - I (h HFt/J'It/J')t/J' = 0, i = 1, ... ,N. (9) 
r = I 

These are not yet the HF equations because of the off-diag
onal matrix elements (h HFt/J'It/J') are, in general, different 
from zero. However, if we carry out a unitary 
transformation 

N 

t/J" = I c; t/J', k = 1, ... ,N , (10) 
i:- I 

the extremum condition (9) becomes 
N 

h 'HFt/J'1 - I (h 'HFt/i'It/J")t/;" = 0, 
r ----: 1 

where 
N 

h 'HF = h + I (.t/;'SlliJtjJ"·). 
s =: I 

Since 
IV 

(h 'IIFt/J'ilt/J") = I c~ (h HFt/Jqlt/Jp)c p , 

q. p cc I 

it is sufficient to choose a unitary transformation (10) dia
gonaJizing the N X N matrix (h HFt/Jql t/Jp) so that the HF 
equations 

E ~" = h 'HFt/J'1 - (h 'HFt/J"It/J')t/J'i = 0, i = 1, ... ,N, (11) 

are obtained. 
We note that the equations (11) are derived in quantum 

mechanics mostly by means of the Lagrange-multiplier rule. 
However, this rule, as we noted in Ref. 4, is applied disre
garding the appropriate mathematical formalism. Here, on 
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the contrary, as was suggested in Ref. 14, the HF equations 
have been derived with a rigorous, and at the same time 
simple procedure. In fact, we have not imposed the ortho
normalization conditions (t/J'lt/JJ) = D'j' as constraints, but 
we have merely written, in the appropriate mathematical 
formalism, the necessary condition of free extremum for 
E (1[1) on L at the special vector (t/JI, ... ,t/J''',) built up of orthon
ormal one-particle functions . 

IV. STRONG SEMIDIFFERENTIABILITV OF E(I/I) 

Proposition 3: In L the functional E (1/1) is not strongly 
partially semidifferentiable with respect to t/J', i = 1 , ... ,N, at 
any (t/JI, ... ,t/JS)ED(E). 

Proof On account of Definition 2, it will be sufficient to 
show that the relationship of convergence (3) is not uniform 
with respect to alli/J ' on a ball II/J' I = k . In fact, for any 
sufficiently small E> 0 we have 

l
a (1[I[¢i]IHI/I[¢'])-E(I[I)II/I[¢'W I 

11[11 2 + a( 1[111[1 [¢ ']) + a( 1[1 [¢ '] 11[1) + a 2 1 1[1 [¢ iW 
<E 

for la I < D(¢ i), with 

D(¢ ') = E 11[11
2 

1(1[1 [¢ '] IH [¢ ']) - E (1[1)11[1 [¢ iW I 
but, owing to the unboundedness of H, in general 

Inf D(¢ ') = 0 
I,,'! .' " 

for any k. 
This proposition, together with Proposition 1, states 

that E (1[1) has only the weak semidifferentiability property in 
L. Such a property, though useful for deriving rigorously 
necessary conditions for extrema, is nevertheless inadequate 
to extend iterative methods of the optimization theory to our 
extremum problem. For this purpose the strong semidiffer
entiability will turn out to be more useful. 

In this section we shall obtain for some classes of one
body and two-body potentials such a semidifferentiability 
property by introducing a new topology. The classes of po
tential which we shall consider are: 

(a) vEB(L2(R 3;C 2», 
(b) v t-bounded l5 with t-bound smaller than I, 
(c) h = t + v EC(L2(R 3;C 2» for one-body potentials, 

and 
(a') wEB(L2(R \C 2

) ® L2(R 3;C 2», 
(b') w (t + t )-bounded with (t + t )-bound smaller 

than 1, 
(c') w (h + h)-bounded with (h + h)-bound smaller 

than 1 for two-body potentials. In each class the operators 
are supposed to be symmetric. 

We think that the above classes are sufficiently general 
to include a lot of potentials currently used in nuclear or 
atomic physics. For instance, if v is a local potential defined 
by a bounded function, or a non local one satisfying the in
equalities SI (rlv r') Idr',;;;;l and S! (rlv r') I dr';;;; I (l is a con
stant), then 16 it belongs to the class a); an analogous consid
eration holds for w. If v or ware defined by locally square
integrable functions bounded at infinity (Coulombic poten-
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tials or potentials of the form r - m with m < ~), then 17-19 they 

belong respectively to the class b) and b'). For more poten
tials included in our classes we refer the reader to Ref. 19. 
However, we remark that for all these potentials every 
(I/JI ,oo.,I/JN) ED(E) is built up oflinearly independent one-par

ticle functions l/J'ED(h), i = I,oo.,N. Therefore 
D(E) C D(h I) ffi ". ffi D(h ."') . The following proposition es
tablishes how to choose a new topology on 
D(h 1) ffi 00. ffi D(h\). 

Proposition 4: Let c be an operator belonging to 
C(l2(R 3;C 2») with D(c) = D(h ). Set, VfjJ, I/JED(h) and 
0<17<00, 

(fjJ II/J), = (fjJ II/J) + 17-2(cfjJ ICI/J) , 

III/JII; = (ifll/J)e , 

(12) 

(13) 

then the expression (12) defines a new scalar product on D(h) 
and D(h ), in the topology of the new norm (13), becomes a 
Hilbert space. 
From now on we shall denote this space by Zc and the space 
Z,I ffi 00. ffi z;\ by Zc' 

We omit the proof of this proposition because the proof 
of Proposition 3.3 of Ref. 4 holds equally well here, provided 
that the operators Hand C, the space l2(R 3N) , and the N
particle wavefunctions <I> and tf! are replaced respectively by 
h, c, l2(R -\C 2), cP, and I/J. For the same reason we omit the 
proof of two next propositions. 

Let us consider the operator (I + 17-2 c*c), where c* is 
the adjoint operator to c and I the identity operator in 
l2(R 3;C 2

), then we have4.17 

Proposition 5: The operator (metric operator) 

re = (I + 17-2 c*ct 1 (14) 

exists, is defined on the whole ofl2(R 3;C 2), has as range 
D(c*c)C O(h), belongs to B(l2(R 3;C 2) with lire IlL' <;;; 1, and is 
the unique operator with the property 

(r,l/JlfjJ)e = (1/J1fjJ ),V I/JEl2(R 3;C 2),VfjJED(h). (15) 
Proposition 6: For any choice of the operator c and the 

number 77 in Proposition 4, every operator AEC(l2(R 3;C 2
), 

with D(A ) = zc' is bounded if regarded as an operator from Ze 
to l2(R 3;C 2). In other words, 

Sup ~ = IIA liz < 00 . 
O-rd>~z, IIfjJ lie ' 

For the self-adjointness of t, 2.19 and the properties of our 
potentials, some choices of the operator c satisfying the con
dition of Proposition 4 are: c = t ,h,h HF for potentials of the 
classes a), a'), and b), a')20; c = t for potentials of the classes 
b), b'); c = h for potentials of the classes c), a'), and c), c'), 
etc. On account of Propositions 4 and 6, we have, at least for 
the above choices of c, 

Proposition 7: In Z, the functional E (1/1 )isstrongly par
tially semidifferentiable with respect to I/J', i = I,oo.,N, at any 
(1/J1,oo·,r)ED(E). 

Proof E (1/1) regarded as a functional on Zc is defined, as 
it is easily seen, in a neighborhood ofl/J' 1= ! VfjJ ':lIfjJ 'lie <;;;k, 
with k sufficiently small J. Moreover, as we shall show in 
Appendix A. since it turns out that 
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Inf /j(fjJ'» . E/IJII2 ., 
\1<1>'\\, d k (pi + IE (tf!) I q') 

p' and q' constants, 

the convergence relationship (3) is uniform with respect to 
all fjJ i with IIfjJ ill e = k. So the proposition is proved. 
By Definitions 1 and 2 we get the strong partial linear and 
the strong partial semi lin ear gradient of E (tf!) by writing the 
first and the second term of the right-hand side of (2) as 

scalar products in ze' In the case of (I/J'I if}) = /j,j' 
i,} = I,oo.,N, these scalar products, on account of the expres
sions (5) and (6) and the property (15) of r" are written 
respectively 

IV . 

(rehHFI/J'lfjJ')c - I (hHFI/J'II/J')(rcif'lfjJ')" 
r= I 

and 
N 

(fjJ 'Irch HFI/Jl_ - I (I/Jrlh HFl/Ji)(fjJ 'Ircl/J,)c . 
r =- I 

The vector of z" 

E;,p.=re(hHFl/Ji- rt (hHFl/Jill/Jr)l/Jr), (16) 

is therefore both the strong partial linear and the strong par
tial semi linear gradient of E (tf!) with respectto ifi, i = I, ... ,N, 

at (if',oo.,r), with (I/J'II/J}) = /jij' i,} = I, ... ,N. Because of 
the coincidence of these strong gradients21

, from now on we 
shall speak only of strong partial gradients of E (1/1). 

Proposition 8: The mapping (I/Jl , ... ,I/JN) ~ strong partial 
gradient of E (1/1 ),Jrom Ze to zc' is strongly continuous in Ze' 
at any (1/J1, ... ,t/r") ED(E). 

Proof The expression of E ;,/ at any (if 1 , ... ,I/JN) EO(E) is 
given by a linear combination of vectors of Zc of the following 
kinds22

: 

d) rc (l/Jk'lhl/J" )I/Jr , 
e) rc (l/Jk'l/Jk'lw I/J"I/J")I/J, 
Ore (.l/Jk'lw I/J"I/J") , 
g) rchl/Jr , 
h) E (tf!)rc I/Jr , 

being k l ,k2 = I,Oo.i -l,i + I,oo.,N, r,/ J ,l2 = I, ... ,N, and 
r=/=11,r=/=12 • This can be seen by taking into account the ex
pression of the first and second terms on the right-hand side 
of (2), together with (4) and (15). 

Now, by using the Schwarz inequality, the properties of 
our potentials (boundedness, relative boundedness, etc.), 
Proposition 6, the inequality I/-Ile > 1'1, and lire ilL' <;;; 1 , it can 
be easily shown that the mapping from Zc to any vector of 
the kinds d), e), 0, g), and h) is strongly continuous in Zc at 
any (t/,I,oo.,t/r\') ED(E). 

V. GRADIENT METHOD 

The gradient method is weII known both as a minimiza
tion23 technique and as a technique to solve nonlinear equa
tions. 24 In this section we consider a gradient method that 
generalizes the usual one because it is defined by means of 
the strong gradient of the previous sections and thus depends 
on the metric operator rc. Here we use this method to lower 
at each step the value of E(I/I) and at the same time solve 
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iteratively the HF equations.25 The procedure of its applica
tion is the following: 

(1) Carry out a choice for the operator c and the number 
17 of Proposition 4. 

(2) Compute at an initial guess (¢6, ... ,~)ED(E), with 
(¢;) I¢'i{) = 8ij , i.e., at the corresponding S determinant tJlo, 
E (tJlo) = Eo and the strong partial gradients (see notation) 

E ; •. ;,' i = 1, ... ,N. 
(3) Determine a new vector (¢: , ... ,lif() by means of the 

iterative formula 

¢:,-tl =¢'~-a~E;.i' i=I, ... ,N, n=0,1,2,.·., (17) 

where a;" ... a~ are real numbers to be specified below. 
(4) Orthonormalize the one-particle functions ¢; and 

let ¢"I , i = 1, ... ,N, be the orthonormalized ones. 
(S) Compute at (¢: , ... ,¢~), i.e., at the corresponding S 

determinant tJlp E (tJl1) = EI andE ;,;,;, i = 1, ... ,N, and so on. 

Concerning a suitable choice ofthe numbers a;, ,a~ , ... ,a~, we 
have 

Theorem: Values a,~ " i = 1, ... ,N, belonging to the do
main f:!J = [a~: la~ I <,k I,k I arbitrary constants, i = 1, ... ,N j 
exist such that 

(1)En >En+ l , 
(2) limn .. ~ 00 liE ;.,;, lie = 0 , i = 1, ... ,N. 
Proof Since the total weak gradient of E (tJI) exists [see 

(8)] at any (¢I, ... ,tf!i) ED(E), we can write, by choosing in 

(17) a~, = a;' = ... a~ = a, 

- a it! (E ; •. ;, I( h ~F ¢'~ 
- rt! (¢'~ Ih ~F¢'~ >¢'~) + C.c. + € . 

This equation, on account of the property (lS) of the metric 
operator re and of the expression for the strong partial gradi

ent E ; •. ;, (see notation), becomes 

N 

E" t! - En = -2a L IIE;.,;,II: + €, 
;;0;-1 

where 

lim ~=O. 
a ·0 a 

Therefore, if a is a sufficiently small positive number, 

E,,+I -En <0 

and point 1) of the theorem holds for the particular choice 

a~ =a;, .. ·a~=a. 
However, better values of these variables can be ob

tained by a reasonable approximation of 

by means of a suitable minimization algorithm.26 Let us now 
consider the value E (tJln [¢'~ + 1 ]) = E ~ + 1 and the function 
of a:, 
F(a:.)=E:,+! -En 

804 

= [(a~ ?(E (tJln [E ;\b;, ]) - En) 1 tJln [E ;\b:, ] 12 
- 2a~ liE ;",;, II~ ]/ [ I tJI [f/Jn +! ] 12] , 
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where ¢':, + 1 is determined according to (17), with a~ satisfy
ing the inequalities 

8<,a~<,min[k',lo-'n 1-8j, (18) 

being 8 < k I , 0 < 8 <! Io-'n I and 

10-'" I = 211E :'\b;, II~ 
I (tJI [E :..,;, ]IHtJI [E ;1/,;, ]) - E" 1 tJI [E ;1/J;, ] 121 

(19) 

As shown in Ref. 27, F (a~) is negative in the interval defined 
by (18) and hence 

(20) 

Now there exist value a~ of the variables a~, i = 1, ... ,N, be
longing to fi) such that 

E~-tl >Enj ! . (21) 

In fact, this inequality is surely satisfied if a~, ,a;' , ... ,a;; are 
taken to minimize exactly on fi), En + I - En' when the 

Inf (E" + I - E,,) 

is attained on fi) (steepest-descent method), or otherwise, if 
they are taken to give the best possible approximation to 

In any case, such values, a~ ,a;' , ... ,a~ can be identified in 
practice with a good approximation to 

Inf (E" + I - E,,). 

For these values of the variables a~, both point 1) of the 
theorem, as is immediately seen by (20) and (21), and point 
2), as we show now, hold. 

In fact, the sequences Eo, E;, EI, ... ,E" , E ~ +! , En +! , ... , 

i = 1, ... ,N, on account of (20) and (21), are decreasing; more
over, owing to the boundedness from below of H, they are 
bounded from below and are therefore convergent. Thus 

lim E:,+I -En = lim F(a:,)=O, 

i = 1, ... ,N. (22) 

Now since I d" I;;,d > 0, as we shall prove in Appendix B, we 
can take in (18) 0 < 8 <!d . With this choice of 8 and by using 

the inequality I tJln [E :.>1,;, ] 12<,N liE :'1/';' II~ (see Appendix B), 
it can be shown, exactly as in Ref. 27, that 

. 82 liE :'>I,;,II~ 
F(a'» --------

n k l +81+k '2NIIE'iI1 2 

eu" c. 

This inequality gives by (22) 

lim liE' 1'112 = 0, i = 1,2, ... ,N . 
c,u" c 

n • 00 

Thus the theorem is proved. 
We remark that the procedure of application of the gra

dient method which we have considered so far is not the only 
one by which the theorem can be proved. Another procedure 
which has this property, although the proof is more compli
cated, is that of splitting up a step of gradient methods into N 
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"sub-steps," where one single-particle wave function at a 
time is changed according to (17), with a~ satisfying (18) 
and ° < 8 < ¥i .28 

The equations E ~,:. = ° and E ;.':, = 0, i = 1" .. ,N, have 
the same solutions because the metric operator ro has the 
inverse (I + YJ- 2 c*c). Therefore, in virtue of point 2) of the 
theorem, we can regard (¢~ , .. "tf/:) or (¢~I , ... ,¢~N) [see (10)J, 
if the off-diagonal elements (h ~F¢~ I¢~) are different from 
zero, as an approximate solution of the HF equations. The 
error for this approximation could be estimated by methods 
described in Ref. 29 (for instance, see p. 192). We note that 
point 2) of the theorem does not imply the convergence of the 
sequence ! ¢~ , ... ,¢;;l ' n = 0,1,2, .... Actually, we have not 
been able to give sufficient conditions for this convergence. 
However, we have 

Proposition 9: Iflim n _ 00 (¢~ , ... ,tf/:) = (ip , ... ,iiI') 
(strong limit in ZJ , then (ij;I , ... ,iiI') or (¢,I " .. ,¢,N) [see (10)] 
solves the HF equations. 

Proof By Proposition 8, the existence of the inverse of 
the metric operator rO' and point 2) of the theorem, we have 

flli~oo E ;.':, = E ;0' = E S, = ° . 
Thus, if the off-diagonal elements (h HF¢il¢r) are zero, 
(¢I , ... ,iiI') solves the HF equations [see Ref. 11]; otherwise, a 
solution (¢,I, ... ,'b,N) is obtained by means of the unitary 
transformation (10), which diagonalizes the N XN matrix 
(h HF¢ql¢p) . So the proposition is proved, Ifwe restrict the 
space L2(R 3;C 2) to a finite-dimensional subspace M, we have, 
moreover, (call PM the projection operator onto M) 

Proposition 10: The sequence [(PM¢~,,,,,PMtf/:)J, 
n = 0,1,2" .. , contains a subsequence f (PM ¢!, '''''PM tf/:,) l, 
n' = 0,1,2, ... , such that limn ,_ 00 (PM ¢:" '''''PM Ijr~) 
= (¢~, ... ,iU:,;) (strong limit in the topology of the norm of 
ZJ. The vector (¢~ , ... ,iU:,;) or the vector (¢U, '''''¢M~) [see 
(10)] solves the HF equations restricted to the sub-space 
MI Gl M2 Gl ... M". 

Proof Since at any n, <¢~ I¢/,) = 8ij , i,) = 1, ... ,N, the 
sequence! (PM ¢~ '''''PM 11';;) J, n = 0,1,2, ... , is bounded in the 
topology of the norm of L, thus it contains l7 a subsequence 

!PM¢!"""PM¢;~)j, n' = 0,1, ... , weakly convergent in 
MI Gl M2 ••• Gl M". Now, in a finite dimensional space, weak 
convergence implies strong convergence and any two norms 
are equivalentY Hence the sequence! (PM ¢~, ""'PM If;) j, 
n' = 0,1,2, ... , is strongly convergent both in the topology of 
the norm of L and in the topology of the norm of Ze' There
fore, since Proposition 9 holds as well in MI Gl M2 Ell '" Gl MN 

the proof is complete. ' 

VI. CONCLUSIVE REMARKS 

The gradient method presented in the previous section 
is actually a family of gradient methods depending on the 
choices of number YJ and operator c in the definition (12) of 
the scalar product. For the choice c = I, i.e., no change of the 
usual topology of L2(R 3;C 2

), re - I, E ;1/1" _ E ~:, and thus 
(17) becomes 

.7i .Ii iE' . 1 N 
'f'n + I := 'rn - an 1//' 1 == "." . (23) 

The gradient method defined by this formula is basically the 
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method of Refs. 7 and 8, however, it has two deficiencies: 
(1) Because the operator h has as range the whole space 

L 2(R 3;C 2), it may happen that even if ¢~ belongs to D(h ), 
¢~ + I does not. In this case the sequence defined by (23) goes 
out of D(E) at the step n and the iterative process cannot 
work any more. 

(2) In general, point 2) of the theorem does not hold,30 
We have these two unpleasant features because the method 
defined by (23) disregards the unboundedness of operators t, 
v, or w, and in practice can work only in finite-dimensional 
subspaces. On the contrary, our gradient method takes into 
account, by means of a metric operator rc =1-1, the unboun
dedness of t and several kinds of unboundedness of v and w. 
Thus it does not share with the method defined by (23) the 
disadvantages 1) [rc has as range D(c*c) C D(h )] and 2), and 
it can work equally well in the whole space and in a finite
dimensional subspace. 

However, as is widely discussed in Ref. 31, the pure and 
simple method (23), translated into the formalism of the den
sity matrix and applied in finite dimensional subspaces to 
nuclear systems, is much faster and computationally simpler 
than the usual procedure for solving the HF equations. Now 
some applications32 of our gradient method to exactly solv
able problems, in the case of the total wave function IP not 
restricted to be a S determinant, clearly indicate that the 
metric operator greatly increases the convergence speed. 
Therefore the same advantageous effect of the operator ro is 
also expected in the case of this paper where IPis restricted to 
be a S determinant. 

So the introduction of a new topology, that is to say, of 
the metric operator rc , has both theoretical and probably 
practical advantages. 

The calculation of re , necessary for applying our gradi
ent method, is in general a hard job, but for the choice c = t 

this operator has the explicit form3
] (in the coordinate 

representation) 

(ylr,lx)= 2mYJ exp(- v--;;;;; IX-YI) 
41Tlx - yj 21/2 

X sin( V~ j x _ y j) , 
where m is the mass of the particle. 

APPENDIX A 

By the Schwarz inequality in L2(R 3;C 2), the properties 
of our potentials, the inequality 11·lle > 1·1, and Proposition 6, 
we get from expression (4): 

I (IP [tP i) IHIP [tP i) I.;;; I p~/lItP ill~ + 1 I P~"k,,1,.I, IItP '11;' . 
kl /.:.j kJ 

1,1, 
(AI) 

The coefficients P~, and P~"k,.l"l, depend on the potentials v 
and w, as well as on the one-particle functions. For instance, 
P;i = Ilh Ilz.ltfiI12 .. ·I¢i-112Itfii+112"·1~12(N -1)! 
if v belongs to the classes b) or c), and 

P)i,ji = V 2a II¢jll~ Itfi I 12 .. ·ltfii -1121tfii + 11 2 
... 

l¢j-112I¢j+112"'1~12(N -2)! 
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(for the definition of the constant a see Ref. 15) if W belongs 
to the classes b') or c'). 
Similar expressions are found for the other coefficients. 
Analogously, by the Schwarz inequality and 11·lle;;;' 1·1, we 
have 

lIP [<p i] 12.;;; I q~ 11<p ill~ , (A.2) 
k 

where the coefficients q~ depend only on the one-particle 
functions. Now by (AI) and (A2) and by putting 

pi = Ip~, + 1 I pL.k,.I,.I, and qi = I q~ , 
kl k,k, k 

fllJ 

we get 

8(<pi) = £11P12 
I (IP [<p i] IHIP [<p i]) - E(I{!)II{! [<p i] 121 

£1 I{! 12 
;;;.~--------------~~---------------I (IP [<p i] IHI{! [<p i]) I + IE (I{!)III{! [<p i]J2 
~ £1 I{! 12 
"" (pi + IE(IP)lqi)ll<pill~ 

and hence 

Inf 8(<pi);;;. , £1 I{! 12 , 
111> 'II, ~ k (p' + IE (1P)lq')k 

APPENDIXB 

By (AI) we obtain 

I (IP" [E ;".:. ] I HIP" [E ;".:. ])1 

.;;; IpkiliE ;w:. 112 + ! I Pk .. k,.I .. I, liE ;".:. II~ . (B1) 
kl k\kl 

Here, however since (t/J~ It/J~ > = 8/j' i,j = 1, ... ,N, 
n = 0,1,2, ... , and our sequence! En J, n = 0,1,2, ... , is de

creasing, the coefficients P~' and P~, .k"I,,/, ' result in being 
independent on the one-particle functions, i.e., on the index 
n. Moreover, by the Schwarz inequality and 11·lle;;;' 1·1, it can 
be easily shown that 

Il{!n [E ;".:. ]1 2 .;;;N liE ;w:.II~ . (B2) 

Now by (B1) and (B2), we get 

, 211E' .112 
Iif" I = I (IP [E' , ]IHIP [E' ~]') ~ E" lIP [E; , ]1 21 

et/<" et/<" t/<" 

211E' ,11 2 

~ et/<" e = 2 = d> ° (B3) 
~ (p + ..toN) liE ;t/<:,II~ P +..toN ' 

where we have set 

P = IPkl + ! I Pk .. k"I .. I, 
kl k, k, 

and 

..to=max{1 Inf E(IP)I,IEol}. 
<PEO(E) 

The value of P, if VE a) and WE a'), (for the sake of brevity we 
consider only this case) is 

P = (2N + 1)111 liz, + (N 3 +3N 2 +3N) IIvlk, 
+ (N 4 + 3N 2 + 7N 2 +2N) Ilwlk, + (N 2 + N)..to· 
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All rotationally invariant, time-dependent potentials for the time-dependent, three-dimensional, 
Schrodinger equation' are classified in terms of their dynamical symmetries. A comparison is 
made to their classification by kinematical algebras. The degeneracy and dynamical algebras are 
identified for each potential. The oscillator, constant, and Coulomb potentials are shown to be 
unique in the sense that their degeneracy algebras are all larger than 0(3). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Our explanations of a physical or chemical system at 
the microscopic level may require knowledge of the solu
tions and their properties of an appropriate Schrodinger 
equation. However, the intricacies of real systems forbid, in 
general, a complete description of all but the simplest sys
tems. On the other hand, for many cases, the adoption of an 
efficacious model permits the simulation of a real system in 
many of its most significant features. For instance, one ex
pects that both the model and modelled system will possess, 
if only approximately, the same conservation laws. Al
though any symmetry inherent in a model may be used to 
characterize states, determine transition probabilities, and 
in certain cases to solve the Schrodinger equation itself, more 
often direct methods are employed in the analysis with sym
metry emerging after the fact to rationalize apparent degen
eracies in the energy. Both the harmonic oscillator 1,2 and the 
Coulomb problem 1,2 may be cited as examples. The former 
has been applied to a number of fields including vibrational 
spectroscopyZ,3 and nuclear physics,4 while the latter is im
portant in the treatment of the nonrelativistic hydrogen 
atom, 1,2 with extensions to many electron atoms and 
molecules. 5 

In a recent work, Boyer6 derived the maximal group of 
space-time transformations, called the kinematic group, for 
the time-dependent, n-dimensional Schrodinger equation 
with an arbitrary time-independent potential. The gener
ators of these local space-time symmetries (rotations, trans
lations, etc,) form a Lie symmetry algebra, called the kine
matic algebra Y, A classification of model Hamiltonians 
was then obtained in terms of their kinematic algebras, Futh
ermore, Boyer6 showed that these symmetry algebras for the 
constant potential, repulsive and attractive oscillators, and 
linear potential are isomorphic, previously demonstrated 
only for the constant and harmonic oscillator potentials,7,8 
The kinematic algebra for the constant potential, 6 

(0(3) Gl sl(2,R»Ow3 is called the Schrodinger algebra,9 
More recently, Boyer, Sharp, and Winternitz lO have 

systematically investigated the symmetry properties of the 
possibly nonlinear Schrodinger equation Uxx + iu/ 
= F(X,l,u,Ii), They found all continuous subalgebras of the 

Schrodinger algebra and the most general interaction term 

"'Permanent address: Department of Chemistry, University of Calgary, 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada, T2N IN4, Please address all correspondence 
to this address. 

F (x,l,u,1i) associated with each subalgebra. In each case, the 
symmetry subalgebra was used to obtain special solutions or 
separate variables for the resulting Schrodinger equation. 

The characterization of the dynamical state of a quan
tum mechanical system requires the specification of a com
plete set of commuting observables. I If one of the commut
ing observables is the Hamiltonian, then the remaining 
compatible observables are constants of the motion which 
lead to the conservation laws for the system. A possible 
source of constants of the motion is the kinematic algebra. 
For rotationally invariant [0(3)-invariant] models such as 
the three-dimensional Coulomb system or oscillator, the 
generators of rotations, the components of the angular mo
mentum, are constants of the motion which pertain to con
servation of angular momentum for these cases. I Now, not 
all constants of the motion are compatible; the angular mo
mentum operators do not commute with each other but form 
a basis for an 0(3) Lie algebra. 6 Usually, the square of the 
total angular momentum, which is an invariant (Casimir) 
operator, and thez component ofthe angular momentum are 
chosen as the compatible variables. II These operators and 
the Hamiltonian characterize the dynamical states. The 
compatible observables form a set of simultaneously diagon
izable operators, with their common eigenvectors determin
ing the dynamical states. Hence, a multiplicity in the energy 
may occur. If.fi; denotes the algebra formed by the constants 
of the motion, then .fi; is called the degeneracy algebra, and 
the Hamiltonian is said to have a.fi; degeneracy. 1,1 I .fi; is the 
smallest algebra whose representations completely span the 
states of individual degenerate levels of the system, and the 
generators of.fi; permit a laddering among the various states 
of a degenerate level. The primary problem, then, is the iden
tification of all constants of the motion and hence the degen
eracy algebra. 

In certain instances, there exist constants of the motion 
which may not be found in the kinematic algebra. For cer
tain rotationally invariant potentials, the energy multiplicity 
is greater than that predicted from rotational invariance 
alone. For instance, the energy degeneracy for the bound 
states of the Coulomb potentials l ,12-14 is n2 rather than 
21 + 1, the latter expected from conservation of angular mo
mentum only. IS The extra degeneracy occurs because of the 
existence of symmetries which are constants of the motion 
but are not kinematic in origin; they arise from the particular 
form of the force law and are termed dynamical symme-
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tries. 16 In addition to the generators of rotations, the Cou
lomb potential admits the three components of the Runge
Lenz vector as constants of the motion, 12-14.10 and for the 
bound states of the hydrogen atom, lei; c = 0(4) which has 
0(3) as a subalgebra 12~14; the degeneracy algebra 9 0 for the 
three-dimensional oscillator is u(3) which also contains 0(3) 
as a subalgebra I2

-
14; the dynamical symmetries correspond 

to components of some quadrupole tensor. 16 The three-di
mensional oscillator and Coulomb potentials are the only 
rotationally invariant potentials known to exhibit this unex
pected degeneracyll; in this work we shall show that these 
two cases and the constant potential are the only ones with 
this property. 

In addition to (./, there may exist an algebra g which 
contains .5: as a subalgebra and which has an irreducible 
representation which spans the entire set of dynamical 
states. 12 .14 Such an algebra !l is called a dynamical alge
bra.12.1~ It contains generators which permit a laddering be
tween different degenerate levels and hence determine tran
sition probabilities between states. 12.14 Since!iJ has 
operators which do not commute with the Hamiltonian, it is 
a noninvariance algebra. The dynamical algebras for the 
three-dimensional oscillator I 2 and the Coulomb poten
tial 1214 are sp(6,JR)Ow, and 0(4,2), respectively. 

In this work we consider the following 0(3)-invariant 
time-dependent Schrodinger equation 

QIJI(YJ,l) = {ktl dH +2id, -2W(77) }1JI(YJ,t) =0, 

(1.1) 

where fl = 1, du = d2/d77L and 77 = (77; + rl~ + 77DI/2. 
The operator Q is 

.' 
Q = L d" +2i d, -2W(77)· (1.2) 

" .. I 

Equation (1.1) is equivalent to a one-body Schrodinger equa
tion or a two-body equation with center-of mass removed. 17 
For all systems of this type angular momentum is conserved, 
and 0(3) EB t I is their minimal kinematic algebra. In Sec. II, 
Boyer's classification of rotationally invariant potentials in 
terms of their full kinematic algebras is briefly reviewed. In 
Sec. III, all potentials of the form W (77) and their associated 
symmetry algebras realized as differential operators of order 
at most two are calculated. All geometric and dynamical 
invariances are identified for each case, and it is shown that 
the only rotationally invariant (two-body) potentials with 
degeneracy algebras greater than 0(3) are the Coulomb, os
cillator, and constant potentials. Furthermore, the Coulomb 
potential is proven to be unique in the sense that its dynami
cal symmetries, the components of the Runge-Lenz vector, 
cannot be written as symmetric products of elements of the 
kinematic algebra, as in the case for the oscillator and con
stant potentials. The structure of these second order algebras 
and their relationship to the boson representation is briefly 
outlined in Sec. IV. 

II. KINEMATICAL ALGEBRAS FOR POTENTIALS OF 
THE FORM W(Tj) 

Boyer!> has given a complete classification of potentials 
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TABLE L Potentials W(77) and their associated kinematical algebras. 

Name of potential 

Constant potential 
Harmonic oscillator" 
Centrifugal potential 
Radial oscillator 
Other 

Potential W(77) 

K 

(f)'77'/2 + K 

Air]' 
u}77' /2 + A /77' 
W(77) 

Algebra [§" 

(0(3) ffi sl(2,1R»Ow, 
(0(3) ffi sl(2,1R»Ow~ 
0(3) ffi sl(2,1R) 
0(3) ffi sl(2,1R) 
0(3) ffi /, 

"0(3) is the Lie algebra of the rotation group, sl(2,1R) is the Lie algebra of he 
special linear group, and w, is the seven dimensional Heisenberg-Weyl 
algebra. 19 /, is the one-dimensional algebra formed by the time displace
ment operator. ffi indicates a direct sum; 0 is the semidirect sum." 

"Both the attractive oscillator (j)' > 0 and the repulsive oscillator (j)' < 0 are 
included here. See Boyer. h 

W (77) in terms of their kinematical algebra, and we briefl y 
mention the procedure and results here. The form of the 
operators is important for the calculations in Secs. III and 
IV. 

If we consider the set of local space-time transforma
tions of the form 

IJI(YJ,t)~T(g)IJI(YJ,t) = Vg(g~I(YJ,t»Ifr(g~I(YJ,t», (2.1) 

Whereg~'(YJ,t) gives the local action of the transformationg 
on the space-time coordinates and Vg is an arbitrary func
tion called the multiplier; T (g) is called a multiplier repre
sentation. 18 If we denote by ~ the space of solutions of Eq. 
(1.1), then we want the subset of transformations which 
leaves ~ invariant, i.e., 

QT(g)IJI(YJ,t) = O. (2.2) 

Such a subset forms a group. When Eq. (2.1) is expanded, the 
infinitesimal generators of first order in the derivatives asso
ciated with the transformation T(g) have the formo.18 

, 
L = L A k(YJ,t)dk +A '(YJ,t)d, +A (YJ,t). (2.3) 

k~1 • 

For L to be consistent with Eq. (2.2), it is required that 

[L,Q] = R (YJ,t )Q, (2.4) 

where Q is given by Eq. (1.2), and R (YJ,t ) may be a complex
valued function of its arguments. The elements L form a Lie 
algebra 18 f!j. 

In Table I, the potentials and their respective kinemati
cal algebras f!j are given. Generators of the 0(3) subalgebra 
are 

MI = i(773d2 - 772( 3)' M2 = i(77ld3 - 773d l)' 

M3 = i(772d l - 77l ( 2)' (2.S) 

the usual angular momentum operators. The generators of 
dilations and conformal transformations for (a) the constant 
and centrifugal potentials (K = 0), are 18

,20 

~ (YJ.() + 2td, + 2iKt + D, 
2 

~ ( - tYJ'() + (1 - t 2)d, + 
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and (b) the harmonic and radial oscillator potentials (K = 0) 
are 

II = _1_' «(t! cos2uJt1],a + sin2(t!t a, 
2(t! 
+ i«(t!21]2 + K) sin2(tJ{ + ¥V cos2uJt ), 

12 = _1_' (- (t! sin2(t!t1]·a + cos2{ut a, 
2(t! 
+ i«(t!Z1]2 + K) cos2(tJ{ - ¥V sin2(t!t ), 

I, = _1_' (a, + iK). 
" 2uJ 

(2.7) 

For the general potential W (77),1 I is a one-dimensional alge
bra consisting of the time translation operator T = ar • Fi
nally, the generators of the Heisenberg-Weyl algebra W3 are 
for (a) the constant potential 

Clk)=iak, Cik)=i(tak-i77k)' E=I, 1 <;h;;3, 
(2.8) 

and (b) the harmonic oscillator potential 

C \k) = - i(t!-'/Z(COSUJt ak + i(t!77k sin(tJ{ ),} 
1 <;k<;3, 

C~") = - i(t!-'/2(sin(t!t a" + i(t!77k cOSUJt), 

E=1. 

The commutation relations are 

[MJ,Mk ] = iEjk,M" 1 <; j,k,l<; 3, 

[I,,!2] = - if3, [I2,!3] = if" [I3,!,] = ifz, 
[Ci" >'Ci'l] = i8k1 E, 1 <;k,l<;3, 

(2.9) 

[C\kl,C\/)] = [C~k),C~)] = [C\k),E] = [C~k),E] = 0, 

[Mk ,!,] = 0, 1 <;k,l<;3, 

[M,,!,] = 0, 1 <;k,l<;3, 

[M"C~l] = i(8zk C<;) - 83kC~l, 

[M C lk)] - '(£ C(I) £ COl) 
2' (7 - 1 u3k (7 - uJk (T , 

[I C(k)] - ~ C(k) 
l' 1 - 2 " 

[I C lk)] - - i C(k) 
3' I - -2- 2' 

[I C(k)] - i Clk) 
l' 1 - 2 2, 

[I C (k)] - i C(k) 
2' 1 - 2 z' 

l<;k<;3, 

[I C(k)] - ..i. C(k) 
3' 2 - 2 ,. 

(2.10) 

The isomorphism of the kinematical algebras for the 
constant potential and the oscillator are clear. Also note the 
isomorphism of the kinematical algebras for the radial oscil
lator and centrifugal potential. We shall exploit this isomor
phism in the next section. The Coulomb potential is con
spicuous by its absence from Table I; in terms of its 
kinematic algebra, it must be classified with the general form 
W(77) as 0(3) Ell 11' Its special status will become apparent in 
Sec. III. 
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III. SECOND ORDER SYMMETRY ALGEBRAS AND 
THEIR CLASSIFICATION 

If we expand Eq. (2.1) to second order, the generators 
associated with the transformation T ( g) have the form 

1 3 

S = ! A k (1],t )au + L A kI (1],t )akl 
k ~- I k,/ __ " I 

3 

+ L B k(1],t)ak +B'(1],t)ar +C(1],t). (3.1) 
k~1 

Also, we require that S satisfy 

[S,Q] = UQ, (3.2) 

where U is a first order differential operator. 21 Now, if we 
denote by q = (RQ: R a complex-valued function J, the set of 
all trivial symmetries, then for some R we have 
Sl =S +RQ, where 

3 

Sl = L A k(1],t)au + I A k(1],r)ak , 

k~ I u~ I 

3 

+ L B k(1],t)ak + C, 
k~1 

with Eq. (3.2) reduced to 

[SI,Q] =0. 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

Thus, every S is equivalent to an S I in which the time deriva
tive has been removed, and S I commutes with Q. Denote the 
set of all such S I by fZ2 /q. 

Like members of the kinematic algebra [1, elements of 
fZ2 / q map solutions of Eq. (1.1) into solutions. Unlike .'1', 
however, fZ2 /q is not, in general, a Lie algebra, as the com
mutator of two second order operators is usually a third 
order differential operator. Nevertheless, a subseL'1' * of 
fZ2 / q does form a Lie algebra, in particular for the kinematic 
algebra f.f ~ [1* c :Z2 / q. 

Now, we calculate a basis for fZ2 /q for Q given by Eq. 
(1.2) and determine the explicit form of W(77) associated 
with each such g /q. For all potentials, W(77) we shall find 
that a minimal fZ) /q exists which consists of the kinematic 

algebra f.f and the set! M~, [Mk ,M, J+ = MkM, + M,Mk: 
1 <;j, k < 1<;3/, where Mj , 1 <J<;3 are the generators of rota
tions. The operators M~ and (Mk ,M,]+ are symmetric pro
ducts of elements of 0(3) and are said to be second order 
elements in the universal enveloping algebra of 0(3). Denote 
these elements by 0 2(3) and call the minimal algebra 
,'1'u 0 2(3) (not a Lie algebra). With the single exception of the 
Coulomb potential, 9/q will consist of ,'1' and any remain
ing elements of !!) /q may be written as symmetric products 
of elements of f.f, i.e., second order elements of the universal 
enveloping algebra of [1. Potentials (Schrodinger equations) 
with this property will be labeled class 1.21 On the other 
hand, fZ2 /q for the Coulomb potential has elements not in f.f 
and which cannot be written as second order members of the 
universal enveloping algebra of f.f; potentials like the Cou
lomb potential are termed class 11.21 Finally, we show that 
only for the oscillator, the constant, and Coulomb potentials 
is f.f * strictly larger than 0(3). 

Substituting Eqs. (3.3) and (1.2) into Eq. (3.4), the fol-
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lowing system of partial differential equations is obtained for 
the coefficients A k, A kl, B k, and C: 

A ~ = 0, I.;;;k.;;;3, 

A ~ + A 71 
= o,} 

kl l.;;;k<I.;;;3, 
A; +A k = 0, 

A ~-' + A i-' + A ~2 = 0, 

-' 
LA~k+2B~+2iA;=0, 1.;;;1.;;;3, 
k~1 

-' 
L A~k +2B~ +2B7'+2iA;m=0, 1.;;;l<m.;;;3, 
k~1 

(3.Sa) 

-' -' L Bik +2 C I +2i B; +4A IWI +2 L A IkWk = 0, 
k~1 

-' 
L (Ckk +2 B kWk +2 A kWkk) 
k~1 

+2 I A ,IWkl +2iC{ = O. 
k.1 c, 1 

,<I 

k ,- I 

k of-I 
1.;;;1.;;;3, (3.Sb) 

(3.Sc) 

Equations (3.Sa) may be integrated and the functions A k, A kl, and B I obtained as polynomials in the coordinates (171)172,173)' 
The coefficient of each term in the polynomial is either time independent (Greek letters a, /3, y, etc.) or time dependent (Latin 
letters, a, b, c, etc.). The resulting expressions for A \ A kl, and B k are 

A I = /31217~ + /31317~ - /31172173 + a 12172 + a 13173 + a 1,} 

A 2 = /31217i + /32317~ - /32171173 + a21 171 + a2317, + a2, 

A 3 = /31317~ + /32317~ - /33171173 + a31 171 + a 32172 + a3, 

(3.6a) 

A 12 = -2/312171172 + /31171173 + /32172173 - /3Z317~ - a 12171 - a zl 172 + bl23173 + b12, } 

A 13 = /31171172 -2/313171173 + /33172173 - /3217~ - a 1317 I - a 31 173 + b 132172 + b13, 

A 23 = /32171172 + /33'Tf1173 -2/323172173 - /31171 - a23'Tf2 - a32'Tf3 - (b123 + b132)'Tf1 + b23, 

(3.6b) 

B 1= ia 1217 1172 - ia 13171173 - (ia l + /312 + /313)171 + ia2117~ + ia3117~ - i(bl23 + b132)172173 + C 12172 + C u 173 + C I ' 

B2 = - ia2l 171172 - ia 23172173 - (ia z +/312 +/323)172 + iaI217~+ ia3217~ + ai 132171173 

- (ib 12 + C 12 - /33)171 + C23173 + C2, (3.6c) 

B 3 = - ia 31 171173 - ia32172173 - (ia3 + /313 + /323)173 - ial317~ + ia2317~ + ib 123171172 

- (ibn + C 13 - /32)171 - (ib 23 + C23 - /31)172 + C3, 

where x = dx/dt. The remaining four conditions (3.Sb) and (3.Sc) will now be used to determine the explicit form for the 
potential Wand the coefficients a, b, and c. 

First, we can eliminate the term CI from the three equa
tions (3.Sb) to obtain three expressions containing the coeffi
cients A, B, their derivatives, and derivatives of W, where we 
have made use of the fact that B ~km = 0, for all indices, k, I, 
m. Thus, 

- i(BL -B7,) 
-3A 7Wk +3A ~ WI +2(A I-A k)Wkl 

+A kl(Wkk - W/I) 

+ (A ~m - A 7m)Wm + A ImWkm 
-A kmwlm , l.;;;k<1 =l-m.;;;3. (3.7) 

If we substitute 

Wk = (17k/17)W', 

Wkl = (l/17)W'Okl - (17k 171/173)G, k.;;;I'/.;;;3, (3.8) 

along with the expressions (3.6) for the functions A \ A kl, 

B k, and their derivatives into Eq. (3.7), we obtain, after some 
algebraic manipulation, three polynomials of the form 

L 17f'17~'17~' I!~:~I,k )(17)r~,~I,k )(t) = 0, l.;;;k.;;;3, 

(3.9) 

where a is a multi-index lal = a 1 + a 2 + a 3, and 
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2 

! ~~,:I,k )(17) = L g;, (17) w(n) + ~(17)' s = (I a I ,k,a,a), 
n=l 

(3.10) 

The r ~,~I,k) are functions of the time-dependent coefficients 
a, b, C and their first or second derivatives. 

The conditions (3.9), with explicit expressions for/and 
r, are given in Table II. For Eq. (3.10) to hold for all values 
of (171,172,173) either the! or r coefficient in each term of the 
double sum must vanish. This requirement in turn restricts 
the form of Wand determines, in part, the time-dependent 
coefficients. 

We proceed by enumerating the various cases which 
arise by inspection of Table II, stating the conditions on the 
potential W (17) and the relationships among the coefficients 
a,b,c,d, and their derivatives. Once W (17) has been obtained, 
Eqs. (3.Sb) can be integrated for an explicit form of the func
tion C. 

Case I: If we choose 

b132 =1-0, b123 =1-0, (3.lla) 

then we must have 

W'=o. (3.12a) 

Furthermore, together, Eqs. (III.12a) and (111.8) imply 
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TABLE II. Explicit expansions for polynomials (3,9), 

k=1 

lal a (J' f r 

0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 

2 (2,0,0) I ~G b) 2 

2 71 hl2 -2ie]2 
(0,2,0) I G b'2 

2 71 i;,2 -2ic'2 
(0,0,2) I 71 i;,2 -2ie" 

2 0 0 
( 1,1,0) 2G a, - a2 

(1,0, I) ~G b2J 
(0,1,1) G b" 
(3,0,0) G~3W' a 12 

2 ~371 al2 

(0,3,0) 1 ~(G~3W') all 
2 371 a21 

3 0 0 
(0,0,3) 2(G ~ W') b"2 

2 - W' b'D 
3 -71 i;m +2b'l32 

3 (2,1,0) - (G -3W') a2, 
2 -371 (j-21 

3 0 0 
(2,0,1) I G-2W' b"2 

2 -W' b'23 
3 -71 b'''3 +2b'l32 

(1,2,0) I G-3W' a 12 

2 -371 a12 

3 0 0 
(0,2, I) I G-2W' b"2 

2 G-W' b l23 

3 -1] b", + bm 
(1,0,2) I G an 

2 -3W' a'2 
3 -31] al2 

(0,1,2) I -G Q.H 

2 3W' a" 
3 -31] ap, 

(I, I, I) G a 13 -on 

G=o, (3.12b) 

Thus, W(q) is the constant potential 

(3.12c) 

Consistent with Eqs. (3.1Ia), (3. 12a), and (3. I2b) are the 
following constraints on the a,h,c coefficients: 

jj132 = bl23 = 0, 

(3,lIb) 

b,) #0, } 
b'i} -2i ci} = 0, 

a, -aj#O 

1 «i<j«3, 

The function C is given by 

C = - i(a21 + a31 )1JI - i(a l2 + a32)1J2 

- i(a13 + a23 )1J3 - !(ii ,1Ji + a21J~ + a31JD 
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k=2 k=3 
f r f r 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

~G b" 71 i;" ~2ic" 
71 i;" ~2ic" 0 0 

71 iJu ~2icLl -G b2, 
0 0 71 b" -2ic2, 
G b" G bn 
0 i;,~ ~2ic" 71 i;23 ~2ie2' 

~G b2) -G b" 
2G a l -a3 G b'2 
G b" 2G a2 -a3 

G~3W' a l :> W' b"2 - b'2' 
-371 aD 71 bL" ~ b", 
~W' b132 

G~3W' an 
~2W' b'23 ~371 an 
~71 2bm + bl}2 0 0 
- (G -3W')aJ, ~ (G -3W')a32 

371 ii:H 371 ii32 

0 0 0 0 

-W' bL'2 -3W' a2 ? 

G-2W' b", G au 
-71 2b'",+b'132 - 317 ii2J 

- (G -3 W')a" -G a'2 
371 aJ ] 3W' a:' 2 

0 0 371 iiJ2 

-3W' au W' bin 
G a" G-W' b"2 

-31] au 1] bl32 - bl23 
3W' °31 - (G -3W')a32 

-G a 21 31] iiJ2 

371 ii31 0 0 
G-3W' au - (G ~ W') b"2 

-31] au - W' b", 
0 0 1] b'l32 ~ b'", 
G~3W' a lJ G-3W' an 

-31] 013 -31] an 
0 0 0 0 
G a l2 - °.12 G a2l - aJ ! 

- iC I21J11J2 - iC 131J11J3 - iC231J21J3 

- iC ,1J, - ii:21J2 - iC31J3 + d, (3,13) 

where d is a time-dependent function occurring in the inte
gration ofEq, (3.5b), 

Case 2: Now let 

hi) #0, 1 «i<j«3, 

Then we require 

G = W' - 1J W" = 0, 

whose solution is 

W(1J) = 0/1J2/2 + K, 

(3. I4a) 

(3.I5a) 

(3,15b) 

the harmonic (or repulsive) oscillator potential. Equations 
(3,15a) and (3, 14a) together imply 

b'ij -2i cij = O,} 
a, -aj#O, 

1 «i<j«3, 

.. 2 
ail + liJ aij = 0, 1«i#j«3, (3. 14b) 

b"32 + liJ2b m = 0, 
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ijl2J + o}b 123 = 0. 

The expression for the C coefficient is 

C = i(021 + 031 + (:1)7]1 + i(ai2 + an + (:2)172 

+ i(a l3 + an + (3)7]3 + ~ r (iik + 2u/ak)7]~ 

Case 3: When 

aij=FO, 1 <J:j:J<3, 

we must have 

k 

G -3W' = -2W' -7]W" = 0. 

This equation has the Coulomb potential 

W(7]) = -AI7]+K 

(3.16) 

(3. 17a) 

(3.18a) 

(3.18b) 

as its solution. Consistency of Eqs. (3. 17a), (3. 18a), and 
(3.18b) with Table II require further that 

ail = 0, 1 <i=/=J<3, 

b.ij _= O,} 
l<i <J<3, 

cij -0, 

a I = a2 = a3 = a, 

b 132 = biD = 0, 

akm-alm=O, akm=amk , l<k<l=/=m<3. 

The expression for the C function is 

C = - a7]2/2 - i(c i +2a31 )7]1 - i(c2 +2a 12)7]2 

- i(c3 +2a23 )7]3 + a 12 (A 7]217]) + a31(A7]/7]) 

+ a2lA7]317]) +2a(A 17]) + d. 

Case 4: Now, if we let 

aij = - o/aij' 1 <i=/=J<3, 

(3.17b) 

(3.19) 

(3.20a) 

then the equation restricting the form of the potentials is 

G -3W' = -30/7]. (3.21a) 

Its solution is the Coulombic oscillator potential 

W(7])=0}7]2/2-AI7]+K. (3.21b) 

Conditions (3.20a) and (3.21) together with Table II yield 

bij = O,} 
1<i<J<3, 

(:'j = ° 
(3.20b) 

b 132 = b l23 = 0, 

akin - aim = 0, akm = amk , 1 <k < 1 =/=m<3. 

C has the form 

C = - !(a +20/a)7]2 + a(U 17]) - i(2a31 + (1)7]1 

- i(2a 12 + (2)7]2 - i(2a23 + (:3)7]3 + a 12(A7]217]) 

+ a31 (A7] I I7]) + a23(A7]3117) + d, (3.21) 
Case 5: Let 

812 

bi) = 0, 1 <i <J<3,} 

a l =a2 =a3=a, 

aij = 0, 1 <i=/=J<3,} 

b I2 ., = b 132 = 0. 
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(3.22a) 

Then W(7]) is an arbitrary function of its independent vari
able but is not of the type mentioned in the previous four 
cases. However, relaxing any of the constraints (3.22a) will 
achieve one of the four previous cases. Equations (3.22a) 
imply that 

(3.22b) 

and 
3 

C = - a7]2/2 -2a W - i r ck 7]k + d. (3.23) 
k = I 

For each of the above cases Eq. (3.5c) may now be ap-
plied to theA, B, and Cfunctions to obtain conditions on the 
remaining, as yet undetermined, time-dependent coeffi
cients a, b, c, and d. These may now be substituted back into 
(3.6) and the appropriate C function and S I determined for 
each case. An appropriate basis for each !!l 1 q is chosen and 
expressed in terms of elements of a kinematical algebra 
wherever possible. 

Case 1: Previously, it was mentioned that the kinemati
cal algebras for the oscillator and constant potential are iso
morphic. That their second order algebras !!l 1 q are also iso
morphic follows from the fact that both potentials are class I. 
With this in mind, we pass on to the calculation of the oscil
lator algebra. 

Case 2: The condition (3.5e) for the harmonic oscillator 
potential is 

3 . 3 

-! r (dk + 4w2ak)7]I + id -! r ak 
k = I k= I 

3 

+ r (ck + w2cd7]k 
k=1 

3 ••• • 

-i r (b kl +2w2bkl -iCk/)7]k171 =0. 
k.l= I 

For this to be true for all (7]1,7]2,7]3) we must have 

(j'k +4w2 ak = 0, l<k<3, 
. 3 

(3.24) 

'd I"" ° I - '2 L ak = , 
k = I (3.25) 

ck +W2Ck =0, 1<k<3, 

b~1 +2w2 bkl - iCkl = 0, l<k <1<3. 

Integrating the system of equations (3.14) and (3.25), we 
have 

akl = (a\'WV:-) sinwt + (aC(/N:-) cowt, 
l<k =/=1<3, 

ak = (a~3)/2w) sin2wt - (a\,2)/2w) cos2wt + a~l), 
l<k<3, 

bkl = (/12)/2w) sin2wt - (Yk?/2w) cos2wt + €kl' 

b 132 = (37 cowt + (38 sinwt, (3.26) 

b l23 = (39 cowt + (310 sinwt, 

Ckl = - ~(Yk~) cos2wt + Y;:l sin2wt) + Y0), 1 <k < 1<3, 

Ck = (y/);V:-) cowt + (Ykl);V:-) sinwt, l<k<3, 

d = -! r (aP) cos2wt + a\,2) sin2wt) + (311' 
k 
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A basis for :!J I q consists of 

E, C\k>, C~k), l<k<3, 

M], [Mk,M,]+, I <J,kd<3, 
[Mj,C~k)]+ subject to the constraint M·C, = 0, 

I<J,k<3, 1<1<2, 

P (k) _ ([C(k) C(k)] p(k) = I(C(kl' _ C(k)') 
I -4 I' 2 + 2 4 I 2' 

P (k) _ «Clk)' + Clk)') kkd 
3 -4 t 2' '" "<:::::: , 

± 2 I' 2 +- I' 2 +, 1<k<I<3, 
T(k./) = 11 [Clk) CU)] + [e(l) elk)] l } 
S(;.I) = H [C\kl,e\')]+ ± [C~k),e~)]+J, 

(3.27) 

where 

M( = T(2,3l, M2 = - T I1.3), M3 = T I1.2
). (3.28) 

Since on the solution space jy ofEq. (1.1) we have the 
identities 

(3.29) 

the harmonic oscillator is class I, where the Pjk),S are de
fined in Eqs. (3.27). 

Case 3: The remaining constraint (3.5c) for the Cou
lomb potential has the form 

(iI2}i'irJz + ia( - A IrJ) + ¥i - id + ian< - ArJzlrJ) 

+ ia31 ( - ArJJrJ) + ia 23( - kr/JlrJ) - (ClrJl + C2rJ2 

+ C3rJ3) - (ArJJrJ3)(C I + a3() - (ArJ2I rJ3)(C2 + alZ) 

- (ArJ3IrJ3)(C3 + a23) = 0, (3.30) 

which is valid only if 

a=O, 

ak , = 0, I <k d<3, 
(3.31) 

C I + a31 = C2 + a l2 = C3 + a23 = 0, 

d=o. 

When the system of equations (3.17) and (3.31) are integrat
ed, we get 

cl =-a 13 , c2 =-aI2, c3=-a23, 

d=az· 

(3.32) 

A basis for gl q is provided by the symmetry generators 

M k , E, l<k<3, } 
M], [Mk,Md+, l<J, k d<3, (3.33a) 

T=.<1 3 +U IrJ, 
which can be identified on the solution space jy as the time 
displacement operator T' = - iat + K. Finally, we obtain 
the three components of the Runge-Lenz vector13·14 

(3.33b) 
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where C I is given in Eq. (2.8) and M by Eq. (2.5). 
Since the components of A cannot be written as sym

metric products of members of the kinematic algebra ~ , 
glq for the Coulomb potential is class II. 

Case 4: For the Coulombic oscillator, we have the fol
lowing condition: 

- i(d +4u/a)rJz/2 + a( - iA IrJ) + id - ¥i 
3 

+ I (Ck + U/Ck)rJk + (C I + a31 )(ArJllrJ3
) 

k~\ 

+ (Cz + a Iz)(A rJ21rJ3) + (C3 + a23)(ArJ3/rJ3) 

+ iadArJ2lrJ) + ia3\(ArJ\lrJ) + ia23(ArJ3IrJ) = 0, 

which is consistent for all values (rJI' rJ2' rJ3) only if 

a = 0, d +4u/a = 0, 

ck + U/Ck = 0, I <k<3, 

C I + a31 = Cz + alZ = C3 + a23 = 0, 

alZ = a31 = aZ3 = 0, 

d - ¥i = 0. 

(3.34) 

When Eqs. (3.20) and (3.34) are integrated, we find that 

a=a l , 

Ck = 0, l<k<3, 

aI2=a31=a23=0, 

d=az, 

Ck, = Yk" I <k < 1<3. 

(3.35) 

The second order symmetry algebra is spanned by the 
basis 

M k , E, 1<k<3, } 
T= -at +K, 
M], [Mk,Md+, I<J kd<3. 

(3.36) 

This potential is class I, and g Iq is not exceptional consist
ing only of ~u 0 2(3), the minimal :!Jlq algebra. 

Case 5: For the general potential W(rJ), where W(rJ) is 
none of cases 1,2, 3, or 4, we have for Eq. (3.5c) 

~ iirJz + ia(2 W + rJ W') - id + ¥i 
2 

3 3 

- I Ck(rJk W'lrJ) - I Ck rJk = o~ 
k=1 k=1 

Three special situations can be identified: 

(a) a#O. 

Therefore, 

2W+ rJW' =0, 

whose solution is 

W(rJ) = A IrJ 2
, 

(3.37) 

(3.38a) 

(3.39a) 

(3.39b) 

the centrifugal potential. The remaining conditions on the 
coefficients a, b, c, and dare 

(j'= 0, } 
- id + ¥i = 0, 

Ck = 0, l<k<3. 
(3.38b) 
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Integrating the system of equations (3.22) and (3.38), we 
obtain 

a=a3t2+a2t+al' } 

Ckl=Ykl.' l<k<I<3, 
d = -31a3t + a 4 • 

A basis for g / q is provided by the elements 

M),E, } 
l<j, k <1<3, 

M;, [Mk,M1 J., 

(3.40) 

(3.41a) 

SI = Ll3 -u /1]2, } 
S2 = tLl3 - i1]-a -2tA /1]2, (3.41b) 

S3 = t 2Ll3 -2it 1]-a -3it _1]2 -2t 2,1 /1]2. 

On the solution space JY' we may write Eq. (3.41b) in 
terms of the constant potential, Heisenberg-Weyl algebra 
(2.8): 

3 

II = - !(S2 - ~iE) =! I [c\k),Cik)]. + fA /1]2, 
k~l 

3 

12 = - !(SI - S3) =! I (C\k)' - Cik )') 

k~1 

+ (1 - t 2)(0/1]2), 
3 

13 = - !(SI + S3) =! I (C\k)' + Cik)') 
k~1 

+ (1 + t 2)(0 /1]2). 

Therefore, the centrifugal potential is class I. 
(b) If 

ii= -4lila, a#O, 
then the potential W(1]) must satisfy 

1] W' +2W = 2W21]2, 

(3.42) 

(3.43a) 

(3.44a) 

which has as its solution the radial oscillator potential 

W(1]) = W21]2/2 + A /1]2. (3.44b) 

Now Eq. (3.37) implies that 

- id + ¥i = 0, } (3.43b) 
Ck = 0, 1 <k<3. 

Integrating the system (3.22) and (3.43), one obtains 

a = (a /20) sin2wt - (a 2/2w) cos2wt + (a 3/20 )'} 
Ckt=Ykt 1<k<I<3, 
d = - ¥(a I cos2wt + a2 sin2wt) + a 4 • 

(3.45) 

A basis for g /q is 
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~,E, } l<j, k<l<3, 
M;, [Mk,Md., 

SI = _1_( -2iw cos2wt1]-a + sin2wtLl3 
20 
+ (W21]2 -U /1]2) sin2wt -3iw cos2wt), (3.46) 

S2 = - _1_ (2iw sin2wtll-a + cos2wtLl3 
2w 

+ (W 21]2 -2,1 /1]2) cos2wt +3iw sin2wt), 

S} = _1_ (LlJ _ W2n2 -U /n2). - 2w - ., ., 
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On the solution space JY', SI' S2' S3 may be interpreted as 

II = - !SI = !Ltl [C\k l,Cik 
)]. + (2w- 1A /1]2»), 

12 = !S2 =![ ktl (C\k)' - Cik)') - (2W- IA /1]2)], (3.47) 

I} = - ~S3 =![ ktl (C\k)' + Cik)') + (2W-IA /1]2)], 

where C\k), Cik ) are elements of the Heisenberg-Weyl alge
bra, [Eq. (2.9)], for the harmonic oscillator. The radial oscil
lator is class I. 

(c) If 

ci = 0, (3.48a) 

then W(1]) is arbitrary [except for cases 1,2,3, 5(a), and 
5(b)]. Furthermore, 

Ck = 0, 1 <k<3,} 
d=o. 

Therefore, 

Ckt = Ykt' 

d=a 2
• 

A basis for g / q consists of 

~,&} } M2 [M M J l<j, k<l<3, 
J' k' I +, 

T=Ll 3 -2W. 

(3.48b) 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 

T on the solution space JY' of Eq. (1.1) becomes the time 
displacement operator. Thus, potentials of this type are class 
I, and g / q is the minimal algebra. 

The general features of the g /q algebras have been out
lined, and they will be further analyzed, and the structure of 
~ * identified in Sec. IV. 

IV. DYNAMICAL AND DEGENERACY ALGEBRAS 

At the beginning of the previous section it was re
marked that in general we have the chain of algebras 
~ ~ ~ * ~ g / q, where ~ * is the largest subset of g I q clos
ing under the Lie product. For the centrifugal potential, ra
dial oscillator, and general potential, we have shown that 
~ = ~ * in Sec. III. Therefore, the maximal Lie symmetry 
algebra of second order differential operators in these in
stances is equivalent to the kinematic algebra. The algebra 
~ * is larger than ~ only for the harmonic oscillator, the 
constant potential, and the Coulomb potential. In the first 
two cases ~* - [prj) pU) prj) T(k.l) S(k,/) C U) CU) E-

, 0- l' 2' 3' ±' ±' l' 2', 

1 <j, k < l< 3 j; in the last case, ~ ~ = [Mj' A j; 1 < j < 3j. 
The commutation relations satisfied by the elements of 

~ (l' are given in the Appendix, and those for ~ ~ may be 
found in Miller24 or Gilmore. 27 ~ (l' has the structure 
sp(6,JR)OW3 and hence ~ (l' = fiJ 0, the dynamical algebra for 
the harmonic oscillator in three dimensions. To demonstrate 
this it is instructive to transform the differential operators of 
~ (l' into the corresponding operators in the boson represen
tation. This is achieved by first going to the Heisenberg pic
ture22 by letting t ---+ ° in Eq. (3.27) and replacing at by H, 
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TABLE III. Analysis of [:) 1 q algebras for 0(3)-invariant potentials. 

Potential 
W(l1) 

Harmonic 
ocsilJator 

Constant 
K 

Coulombic 
- A 11/ 

Radial 
oscillator 
&/1/2/2 

+ A 11/2 

Centrifugal 
A 11/' 
General 
W(1/), 
none of the 
above 

Class !!1 Iq 
Degeneracy 
algebra fi; 

II 

(sp(6,IR)Ow3)u 02(3) u(3) 
:Ju(3)::)0(3) 
:Jsl(2,1R) 
isomorphic to 
oscillator 
0(3)u[ A Juo'(3)" so(4)::)so(3) 

(E <0) 

(0(3) $ sl(2,1R»uo2(3) 0(3) 

isomorphic to 
radial oscillator 
(0(3) $ t,)uo2(3) 0(3) 

"[ A J is the set of Runge-Lenz vectors [Eq. (3.33b)]. 

Dynamical 
algebra !iJ 

sp(6,IR)Ow, 

so(4,2) 
:Jso(2,1) 
:Jso(4) 
0(3) $ sl(2,1R) 

the Hamiltonian.6.21 In this picture, the form of the opera
tors in Eq. (3.28) is retained with Crff\k), Crff\k) replacing C~k), 
C ik ), respectively, where Crff\k) = - iW- I

/
2Jk and Crffik) 

= - W1/2rtk' The commutation rules are preserved. 2 1.22 
Now if we let ak = (- iCrff\k) + Crffik»IV2 and at = (iCrff\k) 
+ (tiYl)/v2, we have [a k ,a1] = 8k1 E. Transforming fiJo 

into the boson model we have the operators 

u}JU) = ..!..... (aa . - a*a*) 
• 1 4 J J J J' 

2/1(3J) = ~(aa* + a*a .), 4 J J J J 

y(~/) = i(akal - atan Y(k) = i(akaf - alat) , 

.01(:·1) = akaf + alat, .a1(I<./) = - (aka l + atar) , (4.1) 

'6'\k) = i(a k - at)lY2, Crffik) = (ak + at)lY2' , 

E = 1, 1 <,},k <1<,3. 

The commutation rules obeyed by these symmetry operators 
of Y;r are identical to those in the Appendix. 21.22 It is 
straightforward now to show '2 that Y;r is isomorphic to 
sp(6,R)Owy 

The kinematical subalgebra Yo may be readily identi
fied. The Heisenberg-Weyl algebra 
W3 = t 'G'\k), 'G'~k ),E: 1 <,k<,3 J ;0(3) = ! 5"'1<./): 1 <,k <1<,3 J 

where, by Eq. (3.28), M, = Y(2:2), M2 = - YC2:3
), and 

M3 = y(U). The sl(2,R) algebra is realized by the operators 
3 3 

4C' _ '" WJ (J) 4C' _ '" WJ (j) 
.71- ~:7" u2- ~ ;/2' 

j-I j=1 

3 1 
f 3 = I 2/1 ~J) = - H , 

j=1 2w 
(4.2) 

APPENDIX 

Commulation relations for fiJ 0 are as follows: 

and is locally isomorphic to so(2, I) [-sp(2) -sU(l.I)]. 20 It is 
called the spectrum generating algebra of the oscillator. 12 
Utilizing Eq. (4.2) and the Appendix, the nine symmetry 

generators fiJ 0 = ! 9~J\Y(Y),.a1(!·I): I <, j, k < 1<,3 J can be 
shown to satisfy the Heisenberg equation22 such that 

-- --
dX I dt = 0, for all X EfiJ 0' the elements of fiJ 0 are constants 

of the motion, fiJ ° is the degeneracy algebra for the oscilla

tor, and fiJ 0 is isomorphic to u(3). As commutation relations 
between the Heisenberg and Schrodinger pictures are pre-

served,22 the structure of the algebra fiJ 0 in the latter is 
identical. 

For bound states (E < 0), the degeneracy algebra for the 
Coulomb problem is 0(4).23-25 The six constants of the mo-

tion fiJ c = ! Mi' A j: I <,}<,3 J provide a basis for 0(4).23-25 

For the continuum states (E < 0), the algebra fiJ c is isomor

phic to 0(3, 1).24.25 Although fiJ c is obtained directly from 
our calculations, the spectrum generating algebra so(2, I) 
may be realized by noting the relationship with the so(2, I) 
[ - sl(2,R)] algebra of the harmonic oscillator?6 The full 
dynamical algebra for the Coulomb potential is '4 0(4,2); a 
boson representation of this algebra has been obtained?? 

The dynamical group of the radial oscillator (and the 
centrifugal potential) is fiJ r = Y. The spectrum generating 
algebra is the sl(2,R) - so(2, 1) subalgebra of Y. The degen-

eracyalgebra fiJ r is 0(3). For a treatment of the radial oscil
lator see Moshinsky et al. 26 

fiJ w for the general potential Wert) is also 0(3). 
It is mentioned that the elements of fl2 Iq are important 

for the classification of separable coordinate systems for Eq. 
(1.4).21 

The above discussion has been summarized in Table 
III. We have illustrated a general technique for systematical
ly computing all kinematic and dynamical symmetries asso
ciated with, in principle, any Schrodinger equation. Specifi
cally, for rotationally invariant, two-body Schrodinger 
equations, explicit forms of potentials, their degeneracy al
gebras, and in certain instances their dynamical algebras 
have been identified and for the oscillator and Coulomb 
problems agree with those found by other means. The alge
braic approach has the advantage of providing a general 
framework within which quantum mechanical problems 
may be analyzed. 
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I , 2 - 3 U kl> 2' 3 - I kl' [p (k)p(l)] _1'pCk)';: l/k 1./3 

3 , I - 2 ukl' .",.", 
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[P(}) T(k,I)] - + ~ (8 T(j,k) + 8 T(j,I») 
I' ± - 2 jl += jk += ' 

[P(J) T(k,I)] = ~ (8. S(j,k) + 8· S(j,I») 
2' ± 2 JI ± Jk ± ' 

[P(J) T(k,I)] = ~ (8. SIP) + 8· S(j,/») 
3' ± 2 JI + - }k += ' 

~(8. SVck) + 8. S(j,/») 
2 JI + Jk += ' 

[P(2J\S(±k,/)] = + ~ (8. T(j,k) + 8. T(j,l») 
- - 2 JI ± Jk ± ' 

[p(j) S(k,l)] = + ~(8. T(l:,k) + ". T(l"») l' k 1 3 
3' ± - 2 }I + u}k + ' <i, < < , 

[ T(i,}) T(k,/)] = - i(8. T(U) + 8 T(j,k) + 8. T( i,k) + ". T(j,l») ±' ± Jk - II - _ ;i - _ U,k - , 

[ T(i,j} T(k,/)] = i( _ 8. T(i,l) + 8 T(j,k) + 8. T(i,k) _ 8 T(j,,») 
+, - }k + II + }I +- ik + ' 

[ T(i,}) T(i,})] - 4i(P(1) pI}») +, - 1 - 1 , 

[S(~}\S(~I)] = ± i(8 jk T(U) + 8i/ T(j,k) + 8 jl T(I,k) + 8ik T(~'») , 

[S(i,}) S(k,I)] = - i(8. T(i,l) + 8 T(j,k) + 8. T(i,k) + ". T(j,/» 
t-' - }k +- II + }I + U lk - , 

[S(~}\S(~})] = - 4i (Pi/) + Pi})) , 

[T(I,]} S(k,l)] = - i(8. s<0) + 8 SVck) + 8· S(i,k) + 8 S(j,/») 
t-' t: }k + Ii + }I + Ik + ' 

[Ti't ,S(~})] = -4i(P~)+P~})), [T(~}\S(i·j)] = -4i(P~)+P~}»), 

[ T(i,}) S(k,/)] = i( _ 8. stU) + 8 S(j,k) - 8. S(i,k) + 8 S(j,/» 
--, ± Jk ± "± Jk ± Ik ± ' 

[T(i~J\S(i~})] = -4i (P~) - P~}»), [T(i,J),Su,})] = -4i (P~i) _ P~})), 

[PI}) elk)] = ~e(M. 
2" 2 2 U}k' [p(3}),e(,k)] = - ~ e(})8 

2 2 jk' 

[p(3}),e(2k)] = - ~ e(J)" l' k 3 2 I U jk' < j, < , 

[ T(i,j) e(k)] = i( + 8· e(l) + 8 e(})) ±, 2 _ Jk 2 Ik 2 , 

[S(I,j) elk)] = + {'(". e(l) + " e(}») +-, l' U)k 2 U,k 2 , 

[S(~j},eik)] = i(8 jk e ii) + 8ik e\1») , 1 <k, i<j<3, 

[C\kl,eil )] = iE8kl , [e\k),e\/)] = [e~k),eil)] = 0, l<k, 1<3, 
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On some representations of the Poincare group on phase space. lIa) 
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Represen tat ions of the proper Poincare group on spaces of functions of the phase space variables 
q and p have been studied, by starting with the rotation subgroup SO(3), and carrying out an 
inducing procedure. A complete decomposition theory, for the physically interesting 
representations, have been developed. Explicit computations of the forms of the generators and 
certain systems ofimprimitivity have been carried out. The role of the Newton-Wigner position 
and momentum operators, in the setting of phase space representations, has been discussed. The 
work is a continuation of an earlier paper on phase space representations, inspired ultimately by 
the possibility of developing a consistent relativistic quantum mechanics for single particles on 
phase space. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous papert (hereafter referred to as I) we con
structed representations of the Poincare group !!J> 1-/- on 
spaces of functions of the phase space variables q and p. The 
reducible representations corresponding to classical systems 
of particles having spinj and mass m #- 0, and hence adequate 
for the purposes of classical statistical mechanics, were con
structed by an inducing procedure, starting from the sub
group T ® SO(3) of time translations and spatial rotations. 
The irreducible quantum mechanical representations, again 
for particles with spinj and mass m #-0, were constructed by 
means of a unitary transformation, starting with the stan
dard Wigner representations. These latter representations 
were then extended to unitary reducible representations on 
an enlarged Hilbert space, which is more convenient for the 
purposes of deriving equations of motion in the presence of 
electromagnetic fields (cf. Ref. 2). 

The present paper is a continuation of I. We first con
struct the quantum mechanical representations described in 
I by means of an inducing procedure, starting this time from 
the subgroup SO(3). We obtain thereby both the reducible 
representations on the enlarged Hilbert space as well as their 
irreducible sectors on the projected spaces, getting thus a 
deeper understanding ofthe unitary map ~if; e used in I (cf. 
Theorem 1 in that paper). We also obtain a decomposition 
theory for representations built on the relativistic phase 
space {} (see Sec. 2 for definition). These representations be
come useful whenever one wishes to construct a field theory 
on phase space (cf. Ref. 3). We construct, in addition, the 
infinitesimal generators for our representations, and look at 
some systems ofimprimitivity. 

The material in the sequel is organized into four sec
tions. Section 2 deals with the inducing procedure used to 
construct the reducible representation, of which the quan
tum mechanical representations developed in I, in a rather 
ad hoc manner, from irreducible components. We obtain 
first an induced representation starting from the subgroup 

"'Work supported in part by the NSERC. 
'''Present address: Institut fUr Theoretische Physik der Technischen Uni

versitiit Clausthal, 3392 Clausthal-Zellerfcld, Fed. Rep. of Germany. 

SO(3) and then develop a decomposition theory for this re
presentation. We identify in it the quantum mechanical re
presentations found in I and get an alternative proof of the 
isometry ~¢ e' first derived in Ref. 4. In Sec. 3 we construct 
the infinitesimal generators for some of the representations 
obtained in Sec. 2 and briefly discuss some systems ofimpri
mitivity associated with these representations as well as 
some useful resolutions of the identity. We conclude in Sec. 4 
with a brief comment on some ofthe physical implications of 
using phase space representations of quantum mechanics 
and of group contractions to go from our representations to 
representations of the GaIilei group. Some possibilities of 
further work are also suggested. 

2. REPRESENTATIONS INDUCED FROM SO(3) 

Much of the notation followed in this paper is the same 
as that introduced in I. Results derived in that paper will be 
used with our further comment. 

Consider the subgroup SO(3) of 9 ') and let 

,1"'= ~:J', ISO(3) (2.1) 

be the associated left coset. For RESO(3), let f}J l(R ) be the 
usual 2 j + 1 dimensional unitary spinor representation on 
the Hilbert space ,,W J. The "velocity hyperboloid" 

')" = (ulu o = Vu2 + e2 = reI, (2.2) 

can be used to parametrize pure Lorentz transformations, 
and indeed we have the (topological) isomorphism 

. j'=R4 x;7 '. (2.3) 

Setting 
n=1R4 x7', 

we see that {} carries the invariant measure 

dfl = d 4q d'u . 
uo 

Let 

and denote elements in ,W' by f 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

The representation £:/; 1 of SO(3) can be seen (using the 
methods of I) to induce on ,;Y the following unitary repre
sentation of yJ 
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(U(a,A )f)(q,u) = 9' l(A u-
I AAA .. Jf(A -I(q - a),A -IU), 

(2.7) 

where A u is the same as A u introduced in I. This representa
tion is highly reducible, and we proceed immediately, there
fore, to examine some of its irreducible components. 

It will be useful for what follows to introduce the for
ward and backward momentum hyperboloids 

cr,~ = ± mer = [plPo = ± y' p2 + m2e2 = ± myeJ, 
(2.8) 

for particles with mass m and having positive and negative 
energies, respectively. We shall also use the full velocity (two 
sheeted) hyperboloid 

'I'm = rm+ur,-:.. (2.9) 

Further, if 

11;!: =]R4 X r m± (2.10) 

represent the relativistic phase spaces, for positive and nega
tive energies, and if 

11 m = 11 ;:; u!1 ;;; , (2.11) 

then 11 !: carry the invariant measures 

dl1;!: = d 4q d 3
p , 

±Po 
(2.12) 

while 11m carries the invariant measure 

dl1m = d 4qdvm' (2.13) 

where 
dVm = 2dp8(p2 - m 2e2

). (2.14) 

The sets r;!: themselves carry the invariant measures 

dv± = d
3
p 

m ±Po' 
(2.15) 

while 'Y'm carries the invariant measure dv m' 

The unitary irreducible representations of 9 f+ for 
mass m and spin} are implemented (for positive and negative 
energies) on the Hilbert spaces 

q;:p ± - L 2( r ± d ±) 0'/ 1 
,if{ m.} - Pm' 11m ®JZ , 

by means of the operators 'i~ ,;ja,A ): 

(?"';~l(a,A )rj ± )(k) 

= 9' l(A A-I AAA'k )e(i/Ii)karj ± (A -I k), 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

where rj ± ~m~j' If Y m is the isometric relativistic Fourier 
transform, we write 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

where ¢ .± are elements of the Hilbert space £' m~j' On £' m~l 
the scalar products are defined by 

(¢ftl¢l)= if! r (¢I±(x)laol¢l(x»jd 3x, (2.20) 
2 JH' 

where (I)j denotes the scalar product in % i, and for any 
scalar functions X I and X 2 of x: 
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The two representations V ';'i can be combined to form a 
single (reducible) representation 

(2.22) 

on 

as 

(Vm,i(a,A )rj)(k) = .fi1i(A ;;1 AAA'k)e(i/li)karj (A -lk). 
(2.24) 

Consider now the spaces 

£'(11 ;!:) = £' m~O ® ~ m~i' 
£'(11 m) = £'(11 ;:; ) Gl £'(11 ;;; ), 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

whose elements are (2) + I) spinor valued functions of q and 
p. We denote vectors in £,(11!:) and £,(l1m), respectively, 
by f.,;± andfm, and note that these Hilbert spaces carry uni
tary (reducible) representations U m± and Urn' respectively, 
of 9 1+: 

(U m± (a,A }f m± )(q,p) 

Urn = (U;:;,U;;;). 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

We state and prove now our first decomposition theo
rem for the representation U(a,A ) defined in Eq. (2.7). 

Theorem 2.1: The representation U (a,A ) of 9 1+ is the 
direct sum of two (reducible) subrepresentations 

U = (UI,U II
), (2.29) 

with the decomposition 

£' = £,1 Gl £,11, (2.30) 

where £,11 consists of a direct integral of spaces correspond
ing to representations of 9 f+ with vanishing and imaginary 
mass, while £,1 and U I decompose into the direct integrals 
(up to isomorphism) 

£,1 = ('" £,(l1m)dO'(m), 
Jm>O 

(2.31) 

and 

UI(a,A) = ('" Um(a,A )dO'(m), 
Jm>o 

(2.32) 

O'(m) being the measure with 
2 

dO'(m) = hCI/2 m 2dm. (2.33) 

Proof LetfEJY and consider the Fourier transform 

f(q,u) = ~ L. r(i/li)k:/(k,u)d 4k, (2.34) 

where R4 is the four-dimensional "momentum space." De
noting this Fourier isometry by :7 we have 

and 

:7U(a,A):7 -I = U(a,A), 

where clearly 

S. Twareque Ali 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 
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(U(a,A )j)(k,u) = fi)J(A ~IAAA'U)e(illi)kaj(A -lk,A -IU). 

(2.37) 

Now ,W' can be written as the direct sum 

jV = *1 $*11, 

corresponding to the (invariant) decomposition 

j=p$jll, 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

of any vector j&W~ into a partj I(k,u) for which k 6 > k 2 and 
into a partj l1(k,u) for which k 6 <k2

• Thus, writing 

/ 1= .'7 -Ij I, /11 = .'7 -Ij 11, (2.40) 

we obtain Eq. (2.30). Further, U I and U II are just the restric
tions of U to JY I and JY II, respectively. 

To analyze U I further, we see that 

(UI(a,A }f I)(q,U) 

= -\- ( e-(i/li)kq(UI(a,A )jI)(k,u)d 4k. (2.41) 
h Jk~>kl 

In Eq. (2.41), since k 6 > k2
, let us write 

k~ = k 2 + m 2e2
, (2.42) 

and change the integration over ko to one over m, where 

A straightforward computation then yields the result 

(UI(a,A }f I)(q,U) 

(2.43) 

= e: f m dmf e -- (i/Ii)kq( U ~ (a,A )j! )(k,u )dv m • 

h m>O ! '" 

(2.44) 

In Eq. (2.44), for each m,j ~1 is an element of the Hilbert 
space 

'~m.o ®L 2(r, du~U) ® jyl. 
Also, for each m, we can replace this space by the space 

LV(n ) _ 00+ 0;0+ '" Q0- ><>.*-
(Il J~tn -,/l m.O®c.7l m,j'\;IJcfC m,O'CI m,j' (2.45) 

using the isometry I:, >--->-jmEJY(flm) with 

""' 1 - I i",(k,p) = -/m(k,p/m). (2.46) 
m 

Then, as a consequence of Eq. (2.19) we see that Eq. 
(2.44) can be rewritten as 

(UI(a,A}fI)(q,u)= e
l
"/

2 
( m 2 dmUm (a,A)fn(q,p), 

h J",:.o 
(2.47) 

from which Eqs. (2.31)-(2.33) follow. 
The subrepresentation U II can be analyzed after setting 

k c) = k" - p2e2
, 

where now 

(2.48) 

(2.49) 

and hence ip plays the role of a vanishing or imaginary mass. 
Q.E.D. 

The subrepresentation U II will not be analyzed further 
here, since we shall mainly be interested in physical particles 
with positive, nonzero mass. 
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From the nature of the decomposition in Eqs. (2.31) 
and (2.32), it is seen that the U m are only components in a 
direct integral decomposition, and not genuine subrepresen
tations. Further, they themselves are also reducible. Howev
er, it is these component representations that contain the 
irreducible sub representations Ue obtained in I. Also, the 
extension of Ue to a larger Hilbert space as defined in Eq. 
(3.31) ofI is equivalent to the U m just obtained. We proceed 
to explore this point in detail now. 

Consider the sets 

(2.50) 

In I it was pointed out that these sets are (topologically) 
isomorphic to the set 

ji = ,9'+ /T® SO(3), (2.51) 

and carry the invariant measures 

(2.52) 

It is important to notice in this context that elements (q,p) of 
the spaces r ,;;: represent a parametrization of the coset 
space.AI, and can, for example, be looked upon as the initial 
data for classical free particle trajectories. Thus, the space 
time pointq = (O,q) and the momentump = (Po,p) together 
determine the coset representative (q,p) in r ,; ; however, the 
translated space time and momentum point (through the 
group element [a,A l-I) 

(ij,ft) = (A .I(q - a),A -lp), (2.53) 

corresponds to the r,~ space element (q',p') with 
components 

q" = (A -I):(q _ a)" _ (A·I)~. 

X [(A -I): p''/(A -l)~ p'], 

p" = (A -I): pO', 

(2.54) 

[cf. Eqs. (2.10) and (2.16) in I], where (q - a) is the four 
vector ( - ao, q - a). Equations (2.54) may be written more 
conveniently as 

(q',p')= [a,A l-I(q,p) 
(2.55) 

Let 

(2.56) 

which also carries the invariant measure df1m. The spaces 
r,,; were indentified in I with the physical (six-dimensional) 
phase spaces, which form speciallightlike surfaces (corre
sponding to t = 0) in the seven-dimensional relativistic 
phase spaces fl ,,; . The representations of .0/ " over phase 
space were built on the Hilbert spaces 

Yr,(r ,; ) = L 2(r,~ ,df1m) ®.JY J. (2.57) 

Let 

.'!r(r",) = Ji"(r,~) ffi k"(r", ) = L 2(r", ,df1",) ® jV J. 

(2.58) 

Elements in these three spaces will be denoted by !/J,e;, and 
I/-'m' respectively. Changing the notation slightly in Eq. 
(3.31) ofI, we see that the operators W,,~ (a,A ) implement a 
(reducible) representation of ;1) 'f in the manner 
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(W ,;(a,A )t/!,;)(q,p) 

= (exp [ + ~ qo{:~3 + Bin - H~}] 

X9 j(A p-I AA;\ "p)(t/!,; )la,A l-I(q,p»), 

where 

Hin = c[PZ + mZcZ] liZ, 

and 

~ .(0 0 B) 
P = -!Ii oql ' oq2 ' oq3 . 

[If we also introduce on ~(r ,;) the operators 

(2.59) 

(2.60) 

(2.61) 

(2.62) 

A 1 
Po = ± -H':r, , (2.63) 

c 

then it is not hard to see that the operators Po and P together 
form a four-vector under Lorentz transformations A -a fact 
we shall use in the sequel.] Once again we define a represen
tation W m on ~(r m ) as the direct sum 

Wm = W,;; $ W,;; . (2.64) 

For each A in the Lorentz group .:£'1+ ' let us define an 
operator a(A ) on :;r(F ,;) as 

(a(A )t/!,; )(q,p) = ([P o-l(AP)oPo(Ap)O-1 ]I;Zt/!,; )(q,p). 
(2.65) 

These operators display some very interesting properties 
which we will analyze somewhat later. Let us first use them 
to construct another set of representations of [fJ 1+ on 
:;r(r ,;) and ~(Fm)' Let 

W,; (a,A ) = W,; (q,A )a(A ), (2.66) 

and 

Wm=W';;$W,;;. (2.67) 

We state next a theorem whose proof is somewhat lengthy 
and is given in Appendix A. 

/'. A 

Theorem 2.2: The operators W,; and Wm implement 
[respectively, on :;r(r,;) and :;r(r m)] unitary (reducible) 
representations of 9 1+ which are equivalent to the repre
sentations U,; and U m' respectively. These equivalences 
lead to the alternative (equivalent up to isomorphism) de
compositions of ~I and U I in the manner 

and 

u l = V[ Lffi>O Wmdo(m») V-I. 

Here V is the unitary operator 

V = fill V (m)do(m), 
m>O 

with 

V(m) = (V(m)"V(m)-), 
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(2.68) 

(2.69) 

(2.70) 

(2.71) 

and 

(V(m)±t/!,~)(q,p) 

([ -I pA ]-1/2 [- i Hq ]<t.±)( ) (2.72) = Po () exp + -,; mt 'Pm q,p, 

defined initially on dense sets in p(7(r,; ) and then extended 
by continuity. 

As noted in the proof of this theorem, the equivalence of 
W,; with U!; is achieved by applying the unitary maps 
V(m) 1. defined in Eq. (2.72), so that 

Im±(q,p)=(V(m)+J/!,~)(q,p). (2.73) 

Also, since the operators Po and of multiplication by 
[ ± PO]-1/2 are well defined (in fact retaining also the same 
form) on ~(n ,~ ), we have in addition the inverse 
relationships 

t/!,~ (q,p) = ([ V(m) ± ]-l/m-l- )(q,p) 

([ -Ip~ ]1/2 [ i Hq )1 t)( ) = Po 0 exp ± -,; m t m q, P . 

(2.74) 
Equations (2.74) show us that in going from the spaces n,,; 
to r ± we have to perform some kind of a mass (through Po) 
and ~ergy (through Po) renormalization. 

It is with the representations W,; that we are mainly 
concerned, since these are the ones which arise most natural
ly in the theory of relativistic quantum mechanics on sto
chastic phase spaces (cf. for example, Refs. 2 and 4). We shall 
prove below the unitary equivalence of W,~ and W,~, and 
ultimately get a complete decomposition theory for W,~ 
and hence for the two other sets of equivalent representa-

.A 

tions U,; and Wt . However, it will be useful to have avail-
able the represent~tions W,;; in addition to the other two 
sets U ±. and W,n+-. Besides, as we shall see later, the repre-

m r-. 

sentation W ,; is a little "less relativistic" than W,;; , in the 
r-. 

sense that with respect to W ,:, , the relativistic Newton-
Wigner position and momentum operators' retain exactly 
the same form as in the nonrelativistic case. 

We notice first that the operators a(A ) are unitary, 
A 

since W:: and W,~ are unitary in Eq. (2.66), and besides, 
for any pure rotation R, 

a(R) = I. (2.75) 

[The unitary of a(A ) can also be proved directly; cf. Lemma 
A.2 in Appendix A.] Hence, it follows that for any element in 
9 1+ which is of the type I a,R I, we have 

W,; (a,R ) = W ~ (a,R ), (2.76) 

and, writing A = RiJ p " 

W ,;; (a,A ) = W;;, (a,A )a(Ap')' (2.77) 

The next theorem, whose proof we again relegate to 
Appendix A, carries the relationships (2.76) and (2.77) 
further. 

.A 

Theorem 2.3: The representations W ,:; and W,;~ are 
unitarily equivalent, so that W,~ and Won realize the alter
native decomposition (up to isomorphism) or JY'I and U I as 

(2.78) 
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and 

u l
= v[L">o Wmda(m)] V-I. (2.79) 

Here V is the unitary operator 

V = re 

V(m)da(m), 
Jm>O 

(2.80) 

with 

V(m) = (V(my,v(mt), (2.81) 

and 

(V(m)±¢~)(q,p) 

= (mctI/2([Ap-IP]6/2 exp [ + ~ H;"t ]¢~ )(q,P)' 

(2.82) 

Once again we have the relations, analogous to Eqs. 
(2.73) and (2.74) 

1 m±(q,p) = (V(m)±¢~ )(q,p), (2.83) 

and 

¢~ (q.p) = ([ V(m) ± ]-11 m± )(q.p) 

= (mc)1/2([A p-
1P]oI/2 exp[ ± ~ H;"t ]Im±) 

X (q,p). (2.84) 

Let us note that if we work with the functions 

ifJ~(q,p)= [exp( + ~ H;"t)¢~(q,P)']' (2.85) 

and identify the spaces of these functions once again (as can 
obviously be done) with~(r ~:), then in view ofEq. (2.84), 
the representations W,;: can be written very simply in the 
forms [analogous to Eq. (2.27)] 

(W ~(a,A)ifJ ~)(q,p) 

(2.86) 

As mentioned earlier, the representations W ~ were 
obtained in I by starting with the irreducible representations 
V ~.j on *,~.j (cf. Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17)], embedding them 
isometrically in ~(r ~), and then extending the resulting 
expressions to the whole of ~(r ';). The procedure was 
clearly ad hoc and somewhat artificial. In this paper, we 
proceed now to follow the reverse route, namely, we decom
pose the representations W,; into an infinite direct sum of 
irreducible representations which are unitarily equivalent to 
representations of the type V,;,j' thereby making the afore
mentioned embedding V ';,r~W,; much more natural. 

Consider first the Hilbert spaces ~(fl ,; ) offunctions 
J,;,t and the representations V'; defined in Eqs. (A16) and 
(A 17). V'; is unitarily equivalent to U,; and hence to tV ,,; 
and W';. Lete1: be a function in *'';'0 satisfying 

e ± (Rk) = e ± (k ), (2.87) 

for all rotations R in SO(3) and almost all k, and 

f le±(k)1 2dv,; = 1. 
1 ,,: 

(2.88) 

Consider now the set of functions in *'(fl ,; ) which are of 
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the type 

Je±(k,p) = e±(A p-1k) .f2Jj(A k-IApAA 'k)*¢) ±(k), ,. 
(2.89) 

v:here ¢) ±~';'j' Let us denote this set off unctions by 
~(fl e±). 

Lemma 2.1: The set *'(fl et ) is a proper subspace 
*'(fl ,;) which is isometric to *'';'j via Eq. (2.89). Further
more, the irreducible representation V';'j of 9 1+ on c:W~,~,j 
induces, through this isometry, an irreducible representa
tion vet in *'(fl e± ) which is in fact a subrepresentation of 
V,C;. 

Proof The mapping ¢)± t-+J e ± is clearly linear. To 
prove that it is an isometry, we have 

Now, if 1m is the four-vector (mc,O), then 

A-1k =A -IA 1 
p p k m 

= A p-I AkA A-,I'pAA, 'p 1m 

= A p-1AkA A-,I, pA k-1p. (2.91) 

However, A p-I AkA i,I, p is a rotation in SO(3), so that us
ing Eqs. (2.91) and (2.87) we have 

(2.92) 

Putting this back into Eq. (2.90) and using the in variance of 
the measure d 3p/ po together with Eq. (2.88), we see that 

(2.93) 

In view of this isometry it is clear that *'(fl e± ) is also a 
proper subspace of ~(fl ,; ). 

Let V e± (a,A ) be the image of V,;;ja,A ) in Lir(fl /). 
Then, 

(V"i(a,A )je±)(k,p) 

= e±(A p-Ik) .f2Jj(A k-IApAA 'k)* ,. 
X (V ,;.j (a,A )¢) ± )(k ), 

= (i ± (A I k ) .f2J j(A I A A )* 
p k PA

I
•

1 k 

X g l(A k- I AA A' k )e(i/fl)ka¢) + (A -I k ), (2.94) 

by virtue of Eq. (2.17). Now, 

e±(A Ik)=e±(AIAA A-1A-lk) p p A'p A'p 
= (it- (A ;!pA -Ik), (2.95) 

in view of Eq. (2.87) and the fact that A p ·1 AA.~ 'p is a rota
tion. Also, 

9j(A; IApA1,. 'k)*9 j(A k IAAA .d 
=yl(A\ l'kAp·IAA A .k ) . ,. 
= g; j(A p I AAA .p).£O j( [A ;!pA .IAp]A ,1,.1, k 

X [A p I AA.1 .p]A .'\!pA1 'k)' 

In Eq. (2.96) if we make use of the relation 

RApR· 1 
= A RP ' 
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for RESO(3), we see that since A A--I.pA -IAp ESO(3), 

f0j(A k-IApAA 'k)*f0 j(A k-IAAA-.d 
p 

= f0 j(A p-I AAA'P)f0 j(A A~kAA -'pAA A ~~ -'k)*' 
(2.98) 

Hence, using Eqs. (2.95) and (2.98) in Eq. (2.94) and com
paring with Eq. (A 17), we see that 

(Ue±(a,A )/e±)(k,p) 

= e(ilfi)ka f0 j(A p-I AAA'p)/e ± (A -lk,A -Ip), (2.99) 

implying that U e± is a subrepresentation of U ,; . Q.E.D. 
Lemma 2.2: The mapping 

fe±(q,p)= h!/2 f e-(ilfi)kQe±(Ap-lk) 

xf0 j(A -IA A 1 )*A. ±(k) d
3

k 
k PAp k 'I' I ko I ' 

(2.100) 

embeds JY.;, j isometrically into a subspace ~(n f) of 
~(n .; ) and the representation V m~j into an irreducible 
sub representation U e± of U .; . The mapping 

¢e± (q,p) = h ~/2 i ,,; e<ilfi)k'<I(;:Y/2 e ± (A p- I k) 

xf0 j (A -1 A A I )*A. ±(k) d
3

k 
k PAp k 'I' I ko I ' 

(2.101) 
and the mapping 

± _(mC)II2( e(i/fi)k.q e±(Ap-Ik) 
t/Je (q,p)- h 3 J7", I(Ap-Ik)o 11/2 

xf0 1(A ;IApAA Ik)*~ ±(k) d
3

k, (2.102} 
Ikol 

embed JY m~j isometrically into a subspace if>(r e± ) and 
~(r e± ) of ~(r .;) and the r~resent~tion V ;'j into an 
irreducible subrepresentation W e± of W'; and W e± of 
W';. 

The proof of this lemma follows immediately from 
Lemma 2.1 and Eqs. (AI6), (AI8), and (A23). 

Equation (2.102) is a restatement of the isometry 
¢ ....... t/Je used in I (cf. Theorem 1 in that paper) and first estab
lished in Ref. 4. Actually, in both these papers the function 

e(k) = (mc)1/2 e+(k) , (2.103) 
kb12 

was used. It is then easy to verify that 

and 

In Eq. (2.102) we have also used 

e±(A -I k) 
(mc)1/2 p =e±(A -Ik) 

1 (A p-I k )0 11/2 P' 

(2.104) 

(2.105) 

(2.106) 

which being similar to e in Eq. (2.103) leaves the nature of 
the isometry unaltered. It is also clear from this discussion 
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that the mapping] m± ~t/J'; in Eq. (A23) is a generalization 
of the isometry ¢J--..+t/Je of! to the whole of ~(r ';). 

To end this section we state our final theorem, which 
completes the decomposition of the representations U .; , 
tV.;, and W'; and hence through Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 of 
U 1

• The proof is given in Appendix A. 
Theorem 2.4: The representations W'; split into the 

infinite direct sums 

(2.107) 

where, for each n,l and each integer, or half-odd integer fl, 
W n'J.1' is a representatioan of 9 '+ which is unitarily equiv
alent to the irreducible representation V';' 1" The index fl 
takes on the values Ij -II, U -II +1, U -II +2, etc. 

It is now trivial to work out the analogous decomposi
tion for tV.; and U ,; . Also, it is clear from Eq. (2.107) that 
Eq. (2.102) maps V';'j into a subrepresentation of the type 

W n~o.j' 
As a final remark, it can be seen from the proof of this 

theorem that the decomposition is somewhat similar to that 
of the direct product to two irreducible representations of 
.9"+ of the type V ';'j' Besides, the decomposition is effected 
by going to some sort of a centre of mass frame (cf. Ref. 6, 
Chap. 8), and comment at the end of Appendix A. 

3. GENERATORS AND SYSTEMS OF IMPRIMITIVITY 

In this section we first look at the infinitesimal gener
ators of the representation W'; and their decompositions 
into the generators for the sub-representations W n'J.I" Sec
ondly we look at some systems of imprimitivity associated 
with these representations as well as some resolutions of the 
identity on the subspaces ~(r e±)' Finally, we discuss brief
ly the Newton-Wigner position and momentum operators in 
relation to these representations. 

Consider the representation V';'j on JY m~j' These have 
the generators (cf. Ref. 6) 

(3.1) 

M = - HjkX~\ + J, (3.2) 

N = + ifzko'ilk - JXk (3.3) 
mc+ko 

In Eq. (3.1), nl' are the generators of the four space-time 
translations, while the three components ofM in Eq. (3.2) 
are the generators of rotation (or angular momentum) and 
the three components ofN in Eq. (3.3) are the generators of 
the pure Lorentz boosts. The vector J is the generator of 
spin, so that J2 has the eigenvalue fz.j(j + 1). 

From the nature of Eqs. (2.17) and (A 16) it is then 
straightforward to verify that the representations U.; on 
JY(n ,; ) have the generators 

illL =kl" 

M= -ifz[kX'ilk +PX'ilp ] +J, 

N = + ifz [ ko 'il k + Po 'il p ] _ J X P 
mc+po 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

Using now the isometry in Eq. (A23), a straightforward 
computation yields the following generators for the repre
sentations W'; on ~(r .;): 
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~ a 
([I' = PI' = ifz-a ' (3.7) 

ql' 

M=qXP-ifzPXVp +J, (3.8) 

N = + [q + ifzp/(A p-I .P}olPo 
~ ~ Jxp 

+ ifzpo[Vp + P/(A p-I P)o] - (3.9) 
mc+po 

The decomposition of these generators into their irreducible 
subsectors can be achieved using Theorem 2.4. We only dis
play here the form of these operators for the special case of 
j = 0 on the irreducible subspaces ~(r e±) defined in 
Lemma 2.2. Indeed, using Eqs. (3.1)-(3.3) in conjunction 
with the unitary map in Eq. (2.102), we obtain, after some 
computation, the following generators for W:- : 

~ . a n =P =Ifz-, (3.10) 
I' I' aql' 

M=qXP+ifzpoPo-IPXVp, (3.11) 

(3.12) 

We proceed next to construct the projection operators 
lP' e± onto the subspaces ~(r e±) of ~(r ';;=). This will lead 
to the resolutions of the identity mentioned earlier. Consider 
the representation X ,;;= on3Y(fl.±) defined in Eq. (A31) and -- --
let lP e± be the projection operator I e ± ) (e ± I on 3Y(fl ,;;= ) 
corresponding to some vector en± = e± in the decomposi
tion in (A34), i.e., 

(lPe± g,;;= )(k, p) 

( - d 3p' 
= J e±(p')e±(p)g±(k,p')-, -, ,. (3.13) 

7~ ~ 

Let lP' e± be the unitary transform of lP e± in ~(r ';;=). In view. 
ofEqs. (A37) and (A42) it is then clear that lP'e± project onto 
the subspaces ~(r e±) and give rise to the subrepresenta
tions W e± . We next write lP e± in a somewhat different form. 
Let e ± be the vectors defined as in Eq. (2.103): 

e±(k) = (mc)1/2 e±(k) (3.14) 
/k 0 /1/2 ' 

and set 

i±(k,p) = h -3 /2e±(k)e±(p), 
and 

(3.15) 

iq~p (k " p') = h -3/2e - (i/fi)k"qe ± (A p-I k ')e ± (p'). (3.16) 

Actually, it is easy to verify, using Eq. (A31) and the rota
tional invariance of e ± , that i q,\ is just the vector 
i ';,0 «O,q),A p)i ± , where i ';'0 is the representation (A31) 
for the casej = O. The vectors iq~p then lead to the following 
resolutions of the identity: 

L .. : liq~p) (iq~pld3qd3p=lPe±, (3.17) 

where lici~p) (iq~p I is the usual projection operator on 
~(fl ,~ ) corresponding to the function i q,\. 

The proof of this result is given in Appendix B. We may 
rewrite Eq. (3.17) on ~(r ,;;=) to get the analogous result 

(3.18) 

Once again, a straightforward computation shows that r, ± 
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is the (2j +1)X(2j + I)-matrix valued function 

r,±(q,p)=(m~)1/2f ,e(i/filk·q!pj(A;;IApAAp'k)* 
h ,", 

X [i±(k.A k-
I 
p)/(A;1 k)b

/2
] ~:o~' (3.19) 

and, r,q,p is the matrix valued function (using an obvious 
abuse of notation): 

r,q~p = W';;=«O,q).Ap)r,±. (3.20) 

With this notation, I r, q~p) (r, q~p I is the projection operator 

Ir,q~p) (r,q'\ I¢)(q',p') 

= t .. : r,';:=p(q",p")*r,q~p(q',p')¢(q",p")dll;';· 
The matrix functions r,q~p will be called resolution gen

erators for the irreducible representations W e±. They have 
the following useful properties (proved in Appendix B): 

r, ± (Rq,Rp) =!p j(R)r, ± (q,p)!P j(R )*, (3.21) 

r,q~p(q',p') = r,q~p,(q,p)*, (3.22) 

i r,';:=p (q',p')*r,q:J.i,p" (q',p') d 3q' d V = r,q:J.i,p" (q,p). 
r,,: 

(3.23) 

Equation (3.21) holds for all rotations RESO(3), while Eq. 
(3.23) is known as the reproducibility property. 

Equation (3.18) suggests that there exists on ~(r e± ) a 
positive operator valued system of imprimitivity (POYSI) 
with respect to the Euclidean subgroup of 9 1+ (cf. Refs. 7 
and 8 for relevant definitions of systems of imprimitivity, 
their relationship to stochastic phase spaces, and their use in 
defining extended localization of elementary systems). To 
explore this point further, let ]E3 denote the Euclidean sub
group of 9 1+ (i.e., it is the subgroup T~O(3)ofall spatial 
translations and rotations.] If gE]E3, then g has the form 

g = «O,q'),R '), (3.24) 

whereq'ET 3 andR 'ESO(3). Also, for the phase space element 
(q,p) let 

g-I(q,p) = (R '-I(q _ q'),R '-I p). (3.25) 

Then using Eq. (3.21) it is easy to see that 

We±(g)*Ir,q~> (r,q~pIW:-(g) 

(3.26) 

Consider now the normalized POY measures a ± (.:3 ) de
fined on the Borel sets.:3 of r ,;;= : 

a:t (.:3 ) = i Ir,:'p) (r,q~p I d 3q d 3p (3.27) 

(cf. Ref. 7 for technicalities regarding the convergence, etc. 
of these integrals). Clearly a ± (.:3 ) satisfies 

a ± (¢) = 0, 

a±(~.:3,) = Ia±(.:3,), 
I 
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where ¢ denotes the null set and the Ai'S are a countable set 
of mutually disjoint Borel sets of T ! . Also, in view of Eq. 
(3.26) we have 

W /- (g)*a ± (A )We±(g) = a ± (g-I(A ». (3.31) 

Equations (3.28)-(3.31) define the required POVS!. We 
state, without proof here, that this POVSI can be canonically 
embedded in a projection valued system of imprimitivity 
(PVSI) defined on the enlarged Hilbert space :J1"(T ';). The 
result is analogous to that described in Sec. 3 of Ref. 8. 

Finally, a word about the Newton-Wigner operators: It 
is well known that the Hilbert spaces JY';;'J admit an irredu
cible representation of the canonical commutation relations 
via the "relativistic position and momentum" operators 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

Using Eg. (2.102). it is possible to map these operators into 
Yf'(T e' ). Consider. for simplicity the case ofj = O. In this 
case we get on /¥'(T "t ) the following equivalents of the 
Newton-Wigner operators: 

Q=q+in[poPoIVp +!PP o-
2

], (3.34) 

P = - inVq . (3.35) 

These operators can clearly be extended to the whole of 
Yt"(T ,~ ) giving there a reducible representation of the ca
nonical commutation relations. The decomposition into ir
reducible components would then follow Theorem 2.4, the 
operators remaining form invariant on each subspace. The 
operators (3.34) and (3.35) do not have, however, the "prop
er" nonrelativistic limit. Roughly speaking, nonrelativisti
cally, Po ~ me - Po, and it is seen that the Q and P above do 
not go over into the nonrelativistic phase space position and 
momentum operators discussed in Ref. 8. Consider, howev-_ _ A 

er, the images of Q and P on :;r(T e± ) obtained via the iso
metry in Eg. (2. JOl). In this case (again forj = 0) we have 

Q = q - ifzpoP 0- 1 V P' (3.36) 

(3.37) 

It is these latter operators that have the proper nonrelativis
tic limits. This does not necessarily imply, however, that for 

A 

physical applications the representations W! are to be pre-
ferred over W';;'. In fact, quite the contrary is true, for the 
isometry (2.102) is directly amenable to physical interpreta
tion in stochastic phase space terms. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The tremendous value of phase space representations of 
the Poincare group has been amply underscored in a number 
of recent papers (cf. Ref. 9 and references cited therein). 
Physically, one is able to construct, using these representa
tions, a consistent relativistic quantum mechanics of both 
bosons and fermions for which the wave functions involve 
only positive energy solutions. These wave functions have a 
proper probability interpretation and satisfy in addition the 
correct current conservation laws. Besides, they throw much 
light on the problem of sharp localizability of relativistic 
particles. 
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On the mathematical side, the phase space approach 
achieves a great unification of the description of physical 
particles, classical as well as quantum, at both relativistic 
and nonrelativistic velocities. The transition from the rela
tivistic to nonre1ativistic regimes should be effected by a con
traction procedure on the representations of 9 1+ described 
here, to go to the corresponding representations of the Gali
lei group. Such a procedure is well worth following, for it 
would also clarify the situation vis a vis the two sets of New
ton-Wigner operators mentioned in Eqs. (3.34) and (3.35) 
and Eqs. (3.36) and (3.37). 

Finally, on a more esoteric level, one can think in terms 
of a deformation theory in the sense of Bayen et aI., 10 to go 
from relativistic classical to quantum mechanics using phase 
space ideas on the representations of 9 1+ developed in I and 
in the present paper. 

APPENDIX A 

To prove Theorem 2.2 we first need a technical lemma. 
Lemma A.l: The operator H ~ -e [ - n2V~ + m 2e2

] 1/2 

is densely defined on each one of the spaces ~(fJ ,; ) and 
.7[(T ';). In each case, it has a completely positive spectrum 
extending from me2 to 00 and hence it has a bounded inverse 
there. In addition, [H;n ]I/2 and [H;" ]-1/2 are well defined 
on both of these spaces. 

Proof Consider the spaces 

.7[(fJ ,;;) = L 2(R4, ( , ).) ®L 2(,)/-':; ,dv':;) ® ,J( J, (AI) 

and 

(A2) 

In Eq. (AI), for functions S and ~ on R4
, ( , ). is a scalar 

product of the type 

(s,~). = in i [s (x) ~ ~ (x) - (~s (X»)~ (X)]d 3X, 
2e R' at at 

(A3) 

and to be in L 2(R4
,( , ).), a function S has to have the time 

dependence 

sex) = S(et,x) = [exp( - ~ H~,t )s}(O,X), (A4) 

with 

=e -n --,--,-- +m e , 
[ 

2( a2 a2 a2
) 2 2]112 

ax~ dxi dX~ 
(A5) 

as follows from Eq. (2.19). Hence by Eq. (A 1) H;" is densely 
defined on .7[(fJ ';). Also, from Eg. (2.19) we see that 

where K ~ is the operator of multiplication by 

ko = [k2 + m 2e2
] 1/2 (A 7) 

on L 2(~",;; ,dv';;). Since O<:k2 < 00, it follows that H;n as an 
operator on .7[(fJ ,;:- ) has a spectrum extending from me2 to 
00. Thus [H in ] 1/2 and [H ~ ] -1/2 are operators having the 
same spectral projectors as H in and with spectra ranging, 
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respectively, from m l/2e to 00 and 0 to m- 1J2e- l • In fact, 
[H~ ]-1 with spectrum ranging from 0 to m-1e-2 and 
[H;n ]-1/2 are both bounded operators on 7r'(fl ';;). 

Consider now the set of Schwartz functions Y(R3
) of 

rapid decrease. For gEY(R3
) define 

t(x) = (exp( - ~H~t)g](X). (A8) 

Then the functions t form a dense set in L 2(R4, ( , ) .). Con
sider now functions g,;; in 7r'(fl .;; ) which are of the type 

(A9) 

with ¢ ,;; EL 2(;tY.,;; ,dv,;;) ® T i. These functions form a 
dense set in 7r'(fl ,;; ), as is clear from Eq. (A 1). Finally, on 
this set of functions g,;; consider the mapping 

t/!,;; (q,p) = (epotI/2[ [H~ JI /2 exp( ~ H~t )g,;; ](q,P)' 

(A 10) 

A straightforward computation shows that 

lit/!,;; II} = II g,;; lI;l' (All) 

1I···lIr and 1I···lln being, respectively, the norms in 7r'(F ,;;) 
and 7r'(fl ';;). Thus, the mapping in Eq. (A 10) is an isometry 
from 7r'(fl ,;; ) into 7r'(r,;; ) and hence can be extended to 
an isometry W defined over the whole of 7r'(fl ';;). Also it is 
clear from Eq. (A 10) that the operator H ~ on 7r'(fl ,;;) is 
mapped into the same operator [ - ~2V~ + m 2e2

] 1/2 on the 
range of Win 7r'(r ';;). Thus, the inverse of W can be de
fined as 

(W-It/!,;;(q,p) 

= (epo)1/2[ [H~. ]-1/2 exp( - ~ H~t )t/!,;; ](q,P), 

(AI2) 

and is a mapping which can be extended by continuity to the 
whole of 7r'(r ';;). Thus W is an isometric bijection. Let us 
write 

V(my= W- I
. (AB) 

Then, 

[V(mtl-'H~ V(mY = H~, (A14) 

and the lemma is proved for the space 7r'(fl ,;; ) and 
7r'(F ,;; ). For the other two spaces 7r'(fl ;;;) and 7r'(r;;;), 
the proof is similar. 

Proof of Theorem 2.2: In view of the above lemma, to 
complete the proof of Theorem 2.2 it is only necessary to 
demonstrate that 

, , A 

[V(m)±]-IU,,::V(m)± = W,,~. (AI5) 

Consider the Hilbert space 7t"(fl ,;;) = 7t" ';;,0 ® 7t":. i 
[cf, Eq. (2.16») obtained from 7r'(fl ,~) by the Fourier iso
metry [Eq. (2.19)]: 

J.: (k,p) = h~~2 i, e(iH.)k'lj';; (q,p)d 3q. 

On 7t"(fl ,;; ) the operators U,;; (a,A ) transform to 
(j ,;; (a,A ) with 
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(AI6) 

(6 ,;;(a,A 11,;; )(k,p) 

= eUlfi)ka9J(Ap-IAA" .pl1,: (A -lk,A -Ip), (AI7) 

and the operators H~ and P become multiplication by eko 
and k [cf. Eq, (A6)]. Next, it is straightforward to verify that 
the unitary map [V(my]-I in Eq. (A 13) from :;r(fl ,;;) to 
7r'(r ,;;) transforms to the unitary map 

t/!,:(q,p)= h!f2 S. e(ilfi)k'Y';; (k'P)(koyl2 d;k , 
7 m Po 0 

from 7t"(fl ,;; ) to JP(r,;;). Thus, 

(W,;; (a,A )t/!~- )(q,p) 

(AI8) 

= h !fl f ' e(i/fi)k-q( (j ,;; (a,A 11,;; ) (k,p )(ko yl2 d
k

1

k , 
1 m Po 0 

so that, using the invariance of the measure d 3k/ ko 

(W,;; (a,A )t/!,;; )(q,p) 

= _1_ f e - (ilfi)k (" -'(q -- all 

h 3/2 )1 ,,; 

x9 l(A p- IAA"-'pl1,;; (k,A _Ip )[ (Ak)o ]1/2 d
3
k . 

Po ko 

Using Eqs, (2.53) and (2,54) this can be recast into the form 

(W,;; (a,A )t/!,;; (q,p) 

I f -(ilfi)q,,[k, - k'p'lpi.l (ilfi)k·q' (/jI l(A --I AA ) 
= -- e e = p " -'p h 3/2 / ,,: 

X [ (Ak >o(A -lp)O 1112 j,;; (k,A -Ip) 
Poko 

X [ ko ] 1/2 d 3k , 
(A -lp)O ko 

which upon using Eqs. (2.60) and (2,61) becomes 

(W,;;(a,A )t/!,;;(q,p) 

= exp [ - ~ {:2t + H'/n - H;;'}]9 i(A p- ' AA,1'p) 

X 1 f e(ilfi)k·q'(a(A l1m+ )(k,A -Ip) 
h 3/2 / 

X 0 --. [ 
k J 1/2 d 3k 

(A -lp)O ko 

The operator a(A ) in Eq. (A 19) is defined as 

(il(A l1,;; )(k, p) = [ (Ak )oPo] 1/2 j,:, (k, p), 
(Ap)oko 

(AI9) 

(A20) 

The isometry in Eq. (A 15) is now an immediate consequence 
of Eqs. (A19), (2,59), (2.63), and (2.66). Similar consider
ations apply on the spaces 7r'(fl ;;;) and :Jt''(r In)' Q.E.D. 

Lemma A.2: The operators a(A ) commute among 
themselves for all AEyl+ (the proper orthocronous Lo
rentz group) and are unitary. 

Proof Consider the representation a(A ) of a(A ) in the 
Fourier transformed spaces cW'(n ,~ ) as given by Eg. (A20). 
Since these are operators of multiplication, they commute 
for all AEy1-t ' To prove unitarity, we have (denoting the 
scalar product in ,/y j by < I) i) 
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Next, writing A = RA p~l, we see that 

(
Ak)oPo]1/2 = (P'k)PO]1/2 = [p~ -P'.k/ko ]1/2. 
(Ap)oko (p'p)ko pb - p',p/Po 

(A22) 

Using Eq. (A22) and rewriting the integral in Eq. (A21) in 
the frame in which p' = 0, and using the invariance of the 
measures d 3k/ ko and d 3p/ Po, we get 

l/il(A )/,~ 112 

= f 111,,;(.1 i 1 k,A p:l p)llJ- d
k

3

k d
3

p 
o Po 

= Ill.: 112. Q.E.D. 

Proof of Theorem 2.3: Consider again the Hilbert space 
,7r(fl ,;) and the mapping I m± ~t/J;!; from cir(fl ;!;) to 
7/'(r ,;;: ) given by 

+ (me )112 S (,/1i)k·q I m± (k, p) d 3k 
,p,n(q,p)= J;3 ;.,;e j(Ap- 1 k)ojl/2/ko/ 

(A23) 

We prove first that this is an isometry. Indeed, 

Iit/J,; 112 = L.,; (t/J;!; (q,p)It/J~ (q,p»j d 3q d 3p 

= me f e(i/fi)(k - k').q 

h 3 

X (lm± (k, p)1 I,;;: (k', p»j 

X[/(A -lk) (A -Ik') IJ-lI2 d
3
k d

3
k' d 3qd 3p. 

pOp 0 I ko I I k b I 
For sufficiently smooth functionsl;!;, the q integration may 
be performed first and then the k' integration to yield 

Iit/J± ))2 = meJ Ill;!; (k,p)11] d
3
k d 3p 

m (A p- I k )0 I ko I I ko I 
_ fill,,; (k,Ak plU (A ) d 3k d 3

p 
- me k Po, 

Poko I ko I Ipo I 
(A24) 

where use has been made of the invariance of d 3k/ko. Since 

(Ak p)o k·p 
me = I + --. 

Poko koPo 
Eq. (A24) transforms into 

1It/J,; 112 = IIf~ 112 + J k:'!o Ill,,; (k,Ak p)IIJ ~:o~ ~:~ . 
(A25) 

The integral on the right hand side ofEq. (A25) can now be 
shown to vanish. Indeed, one may write [cf. Eqs. (A29) and 
(A37) below] for a dense set of vectors I ,,;: 
lm±(k,A,p) 

! ! T, ji' (J",!",¢,'f(k)en±(p), 
,,~I'o_O 1'~lj_'1 
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where the /3",/, /L 's are constants, ¢ /L± sir;;, /L' and e"± 's are a 
rotationally invariant orthonormal set [as defined in Eq. 
(A33) below} and the T, 's are isometries defined in Eq. 
(A34). Using the rotational in variance of the en± 's, the van
ishing of the integral in Eq. (A25) is immediate, establishing 
the required isometry. 

In view of this isometry, and using the notation 

PaPo - pop = me(A p-l P)o' (A26) 

we see that Eq. (AI6) implies the unitary map 

fm±(q,p) = (V(m)±¢,;)(q,p) 

= (metI/2( [A p-Ip J6 /2 

xexp[ + ~ H;"f l¢~ )(q,P), 

between ~(fl ~ ) and ~(r ;!;). Thus, 

[V(m)±]-IU~(a,A)V(m)± = W;!;(a,A), 

(A27) 

(A28) 

while the rest of the theorem follows from Theorem 2.1. 
Q.E.D. 

Proof of Theorem 2.4; Consider the unitary map 
T-I:l m± -gm' given by 

lnf(k,p) = (Tg,,;)(k,p) 

= !3J j(A k' I ApA A ,,)*gm± (k,A k- I p). ,. (A29) 

It is straightforward to verify, using the methods of Lemma 
2.1, that if 

U n~ (a,A ) = TX ,;;: (a,A )T- l; (A30) 

then 

(X ;!;(a,A )gn;(k,p» 

= eU1fi)kagj(A k- I AAA'k)gm±(A -lk,A ;1'kA -lA, p). 
(A3I) 

In Eq. (A31) we see that the variable p is acted upon by the 
rotation matrix A A-l'kA -IA k under the effect of the group 
element (a,A ). We therefore expand gm± (k, p) as a function 
of Po and in the spherical harmonics of the unit vector p/ I p I. 
Thus, 

cc oc I _ 

gn;(k,p)= L L L a n,!,/1cfJ/(k)e,'!=(p) Yt'/1(8,cfJ), 
"~I'=O/1=-' 

(A32) 

where an,', /1 are constants, ¢ / Eilr m~j' Y" /1 are spherical 
harmonics in the angles ofp/lpl, and the e! are a set of 
orthonormal vectors in cir m~O which depend on Po alone and 
satisfy 

f (A33) 

It is then clear that each e,~ is rotationally invariant and 
satisfies Eq. (2.87). Since for each I the YI• /L 's form a basis in 
the 21 + 1 dimensional spinor space % " we may unitarily 
map linear combinations of Y" I' into ,5V '. Let T [-I denote 
this isometry. Then 

g,;,±(k,p) = I ! T,an,!¢/(k)e!(p), (A34) 
II = I 1=0 

where the an,! 's are vectors in .5V '. Further, in view of Eq. 
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(A31) we see that under the action of the group (note that the 
en± 's are unaffected) 

(i ~ (a,A )g,; )(k,p) 

= ! ! Tlane(ilfi)kafj)j(A k-1AAk'k) 
n= 11=0 

(A35) 

where i> /i E% j ® %1 ® K m~o and the an's are constants. 
The direct product representation fj) j ® fj) I ofSO(3) which 
appears in Eq. (A35) may now be decomposed, using stan
dard techniques as 

fiJj®fj)I= jil 
fiJ/-', 

/-,=\j-II 

where,u assumes the values Ij -II, Ij -II +1, 
Ij -II +2, ... ,j + I. Hence, we may write 

(A36) 

QC 00 j+l _ 

gm±(k,p)= L L TI L (3n.I,/-,¢J:-(k)en±(p) , 
n=II=O /-,=Ij-II 

and (A37) 

(i ~ (a,A )gm± )(k, p) 
QC 00 )+/ 

= L L TI L (3n,I,/-, 
n=II=O /-'=Ij-II 

X [fiJ /-'(A k-IAAk,de(illi)kai> /-,±(A -Ik)] en± (p), 

(A38) 

so that in fact we have the direct sum decomposition 

i ~(a,A) = Ell ntllto TI[ /-'~t~11 V m~/-,(a,A )]T I-
1
. 

(A39) 

Finally, combining the isometry Twith the isometry (A23) 
connecting fft"(fl ~) to :Jr'(r ~), we get the stated result for 
W ~ (a,A ). Explicitly, if we write 

_ 00 00 j+] _ 

:Jr'(fl ~ ) = Ell L L L :Jr'(fl ;!j, /-,), 
n=II=O/-,=lj-11 

(A40) 

and 
00 00 J+l 

:Jr'(r ~) = Ell L L L :Jr'(r nJ,/-'), (A41) 
n=II=O/-,=Ij-11 

then fft"(fl /), /-') consists of functions of the type 
-----

lnJ,/-,(k,p) = TlfiJ /-'(A kIApA!\" Ok)*i> /-,±(k) e,f(A k- I p), 

(A42) 

[compare with Eq. (2.89)], and using Eq. (A23), 

tPn~I,/-, (q,p) 

= (m~)1/2 ( e(ilfr)k,qT
I 

h J,. .. : 
X fiJ /-'(A k-

I ApA II I' 0 k)*i> /-'± (k) 

X e n± (A p- I k) d 3k 

1 (A p- 1 k )0 11/2 I ko I ' 
(A43) 

with 

(W nL(a,A )tPn~I,/-,)(q,p) 
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= (ex
p[ + ~ qo{::c3 

+ H~ - H~).] 

X fiJ "(A p-I AA!\ -.p)tPnJ, ")< I a,A J -I(q,p». (A44) 

Q.E.D, 

Note that in view of the fact that 

(k - pr = 2m 2c2 
- 2kp = 2mc[mc - A k- Ip)O]' (A45) 

the mapping Tin Eq. (A29) is some sort of a center of mass 
transformation. 

APPENDIX B 

ProofofEq. (3.17): From the definition in Eq. (3.16), we 
have, for sufficiently smooth vectors gmt in fft"(fl ~) 

(i .. : liq~p) (iq~p I d 3
q d3pg~) )(k ",p") 

= ~ f e(iifr)(k' - k")-q e ± (A k-: 1 p) e ± (p')e ± 

d 3k' d 3 , 
X(A -:.1 p)e±(p")g (k' p')d 3qd 3p ____ P 

k m , 1 k b 1 Ipb I 

= i e±(p')e±(p")g~(k ",p") dV , (Bi) 
! .. ; IPb 1 

In the last step in Eq. (Bl) use has been made ofEq. (2.105). 
If g is an element in P, fft"(fl ~ ), i.e., if it has the form 

(B2) 

then using Eq. (2.105) once again, it is easy to see that the 
right hand side ofEq. (Bl) reduces togm± (k ",p"), Further, 
applying the operator on the left hand side ofEq. (3.17) once 
more to Eq. (Bl), its idempotence is straight-forward to 
prove. Se1f-adjointness is obvious from the definition, and 
hence the result. Q.E.D. 

Proof of Eqs. (3.21 }-(3.23): Equation (3.21) follows 
from (3.19) when combined with the rotation in variance of 
e ± and the in variance of the measure d 3kl ko. Next, combin
ing Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20), we see that 

ijlp(q',p') 

= _1_ ( e(ilfr)(k,(q' - q» fi)j(A k IA ,A ,)* 
h 3 J 1 ' .. : p /I" k 

X fiJJ(A k-IApAII ,.0 k)e(A p-I k )e(A p-;-I k) ~30kl ' 

(B3) 

from which Eq. (3.22) follows as an easy consequence. 
Finally, to prove Eq. (3.23), we see using Eq. (B3) that 

i ijq~p (q' ,p')*ijqf.,p" (q' ,pi) d 3q' d V 
r,,: 

= _1_ f e - I/fr(k,(q' - q)) fi)J(A - 1 A A )* 
h 3 k P A,.'k 

X fi)J(A ,,- I A p" A II" 'k) Ie ± (A p~ I k ) 12 

X e ± (A -I k) e ± (A -: I k) d 3k d 3p '. 
p p I kol (B4) 
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Once again, in obtaining Eq. (B4) use has been made of the 
invariance of the measure dv ~. Using Eq. (2.105) in the 
right hand side of Eq. (B4) and applying Eq. (B3), the re-
quired result follows. Q.E.D. 

As a corollary to Eqs. (3.18)-(3.23) it is easily deduced 
that 

¢dt (q,p) = (Pe± ¢~ )(q,p) 

l,,; illp (q',p')*¢;(q',p')d 3q' dp' 

l,,; il ±(q',p')* 

X [W ; «O,q),Ap)*¢; ](q',p') dp;". (B5) 
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The linear potential wavefunctions a) 
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(Received 15 May 1979; accepted for publication 21 December 1979) 

We present an exact analytic solution to the Schrodinger equation for two particles interacting via 
a central linear potential ofthe from V (r) = Vo + kr. The solution is given in terms of the 
generalized hypergeometric functions, and is especially useful when discussing problems where 
the radial parameter is small. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the past few years, the Schrodinger equation, with a 
central linear potential, has been of interest to many and has 
been studied extensively using various approximation tech
niques. 1 The purpose of this paper is to give the exact solu
tion to this equation and then investigate this solution in the 
region where the radial parameter is small. 

Basically, we arrive at the solution by solving, in a noni
terative fashion, the three-term recursion relation that re
sults from a power series solution to the Schrodinger 
equation. 

In particular, we are interested in the nonrelativistic 
Schrodinger equation for two particles interacting through 
the potential 

V = Vo + kr. (1) 

The reduced equation for this potential is usually written in 
the form 

(
d 2 

1(/+1) ) 
-2- " -(p -t) U,(p,t)=O, 
dp p-

(2) 

where p and t are dimensionless distance and energy 
parameters. 

The physically acceptable solutions to the above equa
tion must satisfy the following boundary conditions2

,3: 

(i) U, (p,t )/ p must be regular at the origin; 
(ii) For large separationsp, U,(p,t) should approach 

the well-behaved solution of the differential equation ob
tained by neglecting the centrifugal term in Eq. (2), namely 

U"-(p-t)U=O. (3) 

The solution to this equation with the correct asymptot
ic behavior is the Airy function Ai(p - t), thus requiring 

U,(p, t) ~ Ai(p - t). (4) 
p--.. oo 

The series solution to Eq. (2) satisfying condition (i) is 

U,(p, t) = p' +1 I bm pm. (5) 
m=O 

The energy eigenvalues are generated by requiring 
U,(p,t) as expressed by Eq. (5) to be square integrable. This 
is equivalent to imposing the asymptotic condition ofEq. (4). 

a'Work supported in part by a grant from the Office of Research and Patent 
Affairs (O.R.P.A.), Villanova University. 

The exact eigenvalue condition and the explicit eigenener
gies for this potential have been presented in Ref. 2. These 
eigenvalues are used in the final forms of the wavefunction, 
derived in this paper to generate Figs. 1,2, and 3, showing 
explicitly the required asymptotic fall off. 

When Eq. (5) is used in Eq. (2), a three-term recursion 
relation on the expansion coefficients, bm , is obtained 

m(m+2/+1)bm =-tbm _ z +bm 3 form>O, 
(6) 

with the initial value conditions 

bm = AoOmo for m<;;;O, 

where Ao is fixed by requiring the wavefunction to be 
normalized. 

(7) 

We present two equivalent solutions to the recursion 
relation Eq. (6) that lead to two equivalent representations of 
the linear potential wavefunction in terms of generalized hy
pergeometric functions. This is done in Sees. II and III, re
spectively. Sec. IV gives the summary of our results and dis
cusses the relevance of our wavefunction representation to 
the problem of quark confinement. 1 

II. SOLUTION 

As usual, one can solve Eq. (6) for bm iteratively, the 

f =0 

-05 

FIG. I. Plot of the linear potential wavefunction for the orbital quantum 
number I = 0 and the principal quantum number n = 1,2, and 3 and 

A" = I. 
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1'J_ 

n=2 
n=3 

o 

FIG. 2. Plot of the linear potential wavefunction for the orbital quantum 
number I = I and the principal quantum number n = 1,2, and 3 and 
,10 = I. 

first few terms are 

bo = ,10' 

b l =0, 

b2 = - tA.0I2(3 +21) , 

b3 = ,1013(4 +21) , 

b4 = t 2,1014(5 +21)2(3 +21) . 

(8) 

However, the three-term recursion relation ofEq. (6) 
can be solved in an exact analytic fashion just as one would 
solve a simple two-term recursion relation. 

A new combinatorics function technique3 makes this 
possible. One possible representation of the solution is 

_ n
mall 

_ 

bm=A.J(l) L [(-tYI3 2nr(n+l+pI3)] 
n = nmin 

XL'" I 11 r lk + n - p i
/
• I IT - (. --=-2p _+ 2_' -_2k )V 

i, ~ 0 i
l
• ~ 0 k ~ I 3 

r(ik + 2p +~ -2k ), (9a) 

where 

r(a)=r(aW(a+ 2/;1 ), p=3n -m, (9b) 

and r is the gamma function. The limits on the n summation 
in Eq. (9a) are given by 

nmin = [ m ;2 ] -<5ml , n max = [ ; ] , (9c) 

where the square brackets refer to integer division and <5 is 
Kronecker's symbol. Another representation of the solution 
to Eq. (6) will be given in Sec. III. 

It is easy to show that the sequence in Eq. (8) is repro
duced in a noniterative fashion. Using Eq. (9a) and some 
standard summation techniques,4 the wavefunction U1 (p,t ) 
can be written in hypergeometric form as 

U1(p,t)= A.opl+1 I (-tp2/9)" I [p3/9]I"1 
n ~o II" II 

(10) 
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The c's and d 's are given by 

C2k - 1 =In_1 -h-I +2(n-k+I), I.;;;;k.;:;;n, 

cn =C2k _ 1 +(2/+1)/3, l.;;;;k';;;;n, 

(lla) 

(lIb) 

d 2k +1 =In_1 -Ik_1 +2(n-k+I+2)/3, 0.;;;; k.;;;; n , 
(1Ic) 

(lId) 

In Eq. (10) we have made use of the shorthand notations 

Ip==io + i l + ... + ip ' p>O, (12a) 

LI=O, (12b) 

I I .. ·I=I· (12c) 
io =0;. =0 i,.=O 11,.1 

Equation (l2c) continues to be meaningf~l for p = -I and 
corresponds to no summation. Finally, pFq as appearing in 
Eq. (10) is related to the standard hypergeometric function4 

pFq' according to 

- [c l , ... , cP • ] = r(cl) .. ·r(cp ) [c l , ... , cp • z] . 
pFq , Z pFq d d' 

d l , ... , dq r(dl) .. .r(dq ) I' ... , q 

(13) 

The exact wavefunction is now given in terms of sums over 
generalized hypergeometric functions. The wavefunction is 
analytic in the variable z = p3/9 since pFq (z) is an entire 
function of z for p.;;;;q which is our case here. It should be 
noted that for Rei = -1/2 there is a cut in the complex 1-
plane. This is evident from the properties of pFq(z) and Eqs. 
(1Ia)-(lld). This is not a surprise since such a property 
holds for all central potentials producing bounds tate 
systems. 

For the case I = 0 the! In J summations can be done 
resulting in the hypergeometric form of the Airy function 
Ai( p - t ) if one adds the energy eigenvalue condition, that is 
Ai( - t) = O. 

On the other hand, the! In _ I J summations can also be 
done if one keeps just the first term in the hypergeometric 
series 2nF2" + I . The result in this case is 

Ut(p, t) = A.opl+ I J\ [;1 + 312; - t p2/4 ] , (l4a) 

UA 

10. 1=2 

n=1 

05. 

n=2 

n=3 

0 p 
1 ;0 4 5 

-05, 

FIG. 3. Plot of the linear potential wavefunction for the orbital quantum 
number I = 2 and the principal quantum number n = 1,2, and 3 and 
,10 = I. 
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and can be written in terms of a Bessel function as 

U,(p, t) = ;'oV-;Jv(z) , z = p V-;, v = 1+ 1/2. 
(14b) 

It is interesting to note that this is the regular solution of the 
truncated Schrodinger equation 

( 
d 2 I (I + I) ) 
-2 - 2 + t U,(p,t) = 0, 
dp p 

(15) 

valid only for small values of the radial parameter p com
pared to the energy parameter t. 

Equation (15) provides only the lowest order term con
tributing to the wavefunction for smallp; however our solu
tion to the non truncated equation can provide corrections to 
any desired order. This is done by taking higher order terms 
in the hypergeometric series 2nF2n +1 . It is rather tedious, 
using Eq. (10), to collect these higher order terms in the 
correct sequence. In Sec. III we present another representa
tion of the wavefunction that gives the correct sequence in a 
straightforward way. 

III. ALTERNATE EXACT SOLUTION: A PERTURBATION 
APPROACH 

As mentioned in Sec. II, there exists another represen
tation to the solution of the three-term recursion relation of 
Eq. (6) and it is 

;.of(1) nm .. (- t )3n - m 

b = - I, 
m r(I + m/2) n=nm;n 4n 

3n - m i, ip I fI F [ik + (3p -3k +3)/2 ] 
XI,I, ... I, -. ' 

i,=Oi,=O i,,=Ok=1 r[lk + (3p-3k+2)/2 ] 
(16a) 

where 

F(a) = r (a)F (a + I +1/2), p = m -2n , (16b) 

and the limits on the n summation are the same as in Eq. (9c). 
Here again it is easy to show that Eq. (6a) generates the 
sequence in Eq. (8).5 

The wavefunction expression resulting from this repre
sentation is 

U,(p,t)=;.of(l) f (p3/4)mu~m)(p,t), (I7a) 
tn=O 

and 

(l7b) 

Here the arguments c' and d' of the hypergeometric function 
appearing in Eq. (I7b) are slightly different from those of 
Sec. II., namely, 

C;k_1 =1",_1 -1"_1 +3(m-k+I)/2, I.;;k.;;m, 
(18a) 

C;k =C;k_1 +1+1/2, I.;;k';;m, (18b) 
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d;"+1 =1m~1 -1k_1 +1+3(m-k+l)12, 0.;; k.;; m , 

(l8c) 

(l8d) 

This new representation of the exact wavefunction is 
equivalent to the one presented in Sec. II. It has the advan
tage that, for smallp, it can also be viewed as a perturbation 
expansion in the variable (p3/4), which gives all higher or
der terms directly and in the correct decreasing order ofim
portance. In particular, it can be seen that the lowest order 
term obtained by setting m = 0 in Eqs. (I7a) and (l7b) re
produces Eqs. (14a) and (14b). The second order term is 
simply obtained by setting m = 1 again in Eqs. (17a), and 
(17b), whereas the second order term using the expression of 
Sec. II requires much more elaborate and tedious 
manipulations. 5 

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

We have presented two exact and equivalent solutions 
to the Schrodinger equation with a central linear potential, 
for any orbital quantum number I. This was accomplished by 
solving, in a noniterative fashion, the three-term recursion 
relation that results among the expansion coefficients of the 
series representation of the wavefunction. Both solutions are 
written in terms of sums over generalized hypergeometric 
functions of the form pFq (z) with p < q. Because of this we 
are able to make explicit the analytic properties of the wave
function. In particular, the expected cut in the complex I 
plane at Rei = -1/2 is made apparent. 

Also, we have presented a new perturbation expansion, 
for small distances, where each term in the perturbation se
ries is explicitly given for any I. This perturbation approach 
is most suitable, for example, in discussing quark confine
ment, when a linear potential is used as the confining 
mechanism. 

We have plotted the wavefunction for various values of 
the principal and orbital quantum numbers, n and I, respec
tively. Figures 1, 2, and 3 have been generated using our 
perturbation expression. The agreement with the numerical 
solution of the Schrodinger equation is within less than 1 % 
using only the first 5 order terms (m = 1 to 5) in the expan
sion Eqs. (l7a) and (17b). 

We would like to thank RobertJ. Meier, Jr. for his com
putational assistance. 
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'The problem of writing down an explicit noniterative expression for the 
expansion coefficient bm is intimately connected to the partitions of an 
interval oflength m into parts of length 2 and 3. This connection is fully 
understood by means of the combinatorics function technique (eFT) (Ref. 
3). Gamma-function expressions are then generated with arguments that 
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are integer multiples of 1/2 or 1/3 depending on the summation choice. 
Equation (6a) is generated by singling out the parts oflength 3, and Eq. 
(16a) is generated by singling out parts of length 2. More specific details of 
the calculations leading to the results stated throughout this paper will be 
made available in an unpublished Villanova preprint #TH 23-04 (1979). 
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Lower bounds for quantum energy levels through statistical mechanics 
methods 

L. Nitti, M. Pellicoro, M. Villani 
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(Received 17 July 1979; accepted for publication 30 November 1979) 

A perturbative variational method for the calculation of lower bounds to energy eigenvalues is 
given for a wide class of quantum mechanical systems. The method makes use of the quantum 
statistical partition function and exploits the inequalities satisfied by the generalized Pade 
approximants. The mathematical and physical content of our approach is illustrated through a 
standard model. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the calculations of quantum bound states, a very im
portant role is played by variational methods. As it is well 
known, through the Rayleigh-Ritz's variational principle, 
approximate values for the energy levels, having the mean
ing of upper bounds, can be obtained. Still, the knowledge of 
lower bounds can be very useful, too. By using the latter, in 
fact, both error estimates and bounds for the energy level 
differences are easily obtainable. 

A class of lower bounds can be calculated through the 
Weyl's inequalities, combined with intermediate Hamilto
nians, , or by means of the Lowdin's bracket method. Z These 
methods are particularly effective for simple quantum me
chanical systems. Lower bounds can be also calculated in the 
context of the Brillouin-Wigner implicit perturbation ex
pansion. 3 Moreover, in the particular case of unidimensional 
anharmonic oscillators, lower bounds for the energy eigen
values can be computed by starting from the Rayleigh
Schrodinger (R-S) explicit perturbation expansion and by 
using the diagonal Pade approximants (PA).4,5 Unfortu
nately, this approach requires peculiar analytic properties of 
the energy levels,6 which have not yet been proved valid in 
other cases. 

In this paper, for a wide class of quantum mechanical 
systems, a perturbative-variational method for the calcula
tion of lower bounds is proposed. Instead of the R-S series, 
we make use ofa perturbative expansion typical of the quan
tum statistical mechanics; in accordance with the functional 
integral approach,7 we take into consideration the partition 
function. In a way our method is based on a Gaussian inte
gration formula for functional integrals; furthermore, it ex
ploits the usefulness of the partition function from a vari
ational point of view. 

We consider a quantum mechanical system with a finite 
number N of degrees offreedom, described by a Hamiltonian 
of the type 

H = Ho + AV'(q" qz, .. ·, qN)' (1.1) 

where 

N p] 
Ho = L -- + V(q" qz,"" qN)' 

j~' 2mj 

The potentials Vand V' are real function of 

q (q" qz, .. ·, qN)' Internal degrees offreedom and symme
try conditions are not taken into account. We consider the 
operator (1.1) in a region n, where n can be either a bounded 
region of R N or the whole Euclidean space R N. In this paper 
we assume the following: 

(i) the coupling constant A is positive; 

(ii) V(q) + AV'(q»K , IK 1< + 00 , V'(q»xo , (1.2) 
IXol < + 00 ; 

(iii) I V(q) + AV'(q)1 P is locally integrable, where 
p = 2N I(N +2), if N>3,p > 1, if N = 2 andp = I if N = 1; 

(iv) when n is bounded, the Dirichlet boundary condi
tion is imposed. 

Furthermore, we suppose that 

Z(A,t)=Trexp[ -t(Ho+AV')l < + 00 (1.3) 

for t> 0 and every A>O and that the eigenvalues and the 
eigenvectors of Ho are known. 

It is well known that a first order expansion in A of Eq. 
(1.3) provides an upper bound for the ground state energy. 
This result is achieved through the limit t-+ + 00 and by 
making use of the Gibbs-Bogolioubov inequality or the con
vexity inequality satisfied by the exponential function. 7 

We show that a lower bound for the ground state energy 
can be obtained from Eq. (1.3) if the second order term inA is 
considered as well. Furthermore, this lower bound can be 
improved in a systematic way through the calculation of the 
higher order terms. Our results are drawn from the inequal
ities satisfied by the generalized Pade approximants (GPA), 
which are exploited in connection with a monotonicity prop
erty of ( -1/t )lnZ (A, t) as a function of t. Moreover, we 
show that the knowledge of upper bounds for the energy 
eigenvalues with the addition of their degeneracy allows us 
to obtain lower bounds to the excited levels, too. 

The basic ideas will be explained in Sec. II. The mean
ing of our approach is illustrated in Sec. III through a stan
dard example. The calculations show a remarkable feature 
of the method, which works well both in the weak coupling 
and in the strong coupling limits. Nearly uniform approxi
mations for every value of the coupling constant involved in 
the model are obtained. Additional comments are made in 
the concluding Sec. IV. 
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II. PERTURBATIVE-VARIATIONAL LOWER BOUNDS 

We assume for the time being that, besides the condi
tions (1.2) and (1.3), the Hamiltonian H is positive definite. 
The starting point is the following proposition: 

Proposition A: "For every fixed t> 0, we have the inte
gral representation 

Z(A, t) = f + '" e- AxdJ1(x; t), 
txo 

(11.1 ) 

where 

and dJ1(x; t) is a positive measure." 
The proposition A has been proved in Ref. 8, on the 

basis of the Trotter's product formula. The latter holds un
der the hypotheses (1.2;ii,iii,iv).9 

The representation (11.1) allows us to obtain upper 
bounds for Z (A, t), 8 by making use of its perturbative expan
sion in powers of A. In this paper we will assume that the 
perturbative coefficients are all finite. They can be obtained 
by iterating the Bloch equation in integral form: 

e - IH = e - IH, _ A i'dS e - (I - s)H, V'e - sfl, (11.2) 

or by considering the functional integral expression for 
Z(A, t). 

If the expansion (convergent or not) is given by 

Z (A, t) = cit) + Ac,(t) + ... + A 2NC2N (t) + ... , (11.3) 

then the GPA IO 

N (N) 

Z (.IV IN)(A, t) = wiJ"')(t)e - AIX, + L w~N)(t)e - As; (I), 

;= I 

(11.4) 
N = 0,1,. ... 

f (N) (N) (N) f;(N) f;(N) d t . d . II 
tWo ,WI'"'' WN '~I '''''~ N are e ermme umvoca y 
by the condition Z (A, t) - Z (N IN)(A, t) = 0 (A 2N + I) I is 
an upper bound to Z (A, t). More precisely, due to Eq. (I.2;i), 
we have 10, II 

Z(A, t)<; ... <;Z(NIN)(A, t)<; ... <;Z(l/')0, t)<;Z(OIO)(A, t), 

(11.5) 

where 

Z (010\,1, t) = co(t)e - Alx, = Tr(e - IH')-e - AIX, . 

From Eq. (11.1) it follows that S~N>, ... ,S~) are distinct 
and are all greater than txo. Furthermore, W6N), ... ,W~) are 
positive. 

When the moment problem associated with the mea
sure dJ1(x; t) is determinate, 12 we have 

lim Z(NIN)(A, t) = Z(A, t). (11.6) 
lIt' "CO 

Now let Eo, E
" 

... , be the eigenvalues (distinct) of H, 
ordered in the following way: 

O<Eo<E, < ... , 
and let 

100 <10 1 < ••• 

be the eigenvalues (distinct) of Ho. 
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(11.7) 

First of all we consider the calculation of a lower bound 
for Eo. From the spectral theorem 

Z(A, t) = 'IJ1ne-'E", (11.8) 
n=O 

where the integers J1n represent the degeneracy of En' one 
obtains the standard formula 

Eo = lim {- ..!.. InZ (A, t)} . 
1-_ + 00 t 

On the other hand, from Eq. (11.5) it follows that 

- ..!..lnZ(A,t» ... >- ..!..lnZ(NIN)(A,t» •.. 
t t 

> - ..!..lnZ (1/1)0, t» - ..!..lnZ (0/0)(,1, t) 
t t 

for every t> O. 

(11.9) 

(11.10) 

At first sight, formula (11.9) would lead us to carry out 
the limit t-+ + 00 in Eq. (11.10) and then to get lower bounds 
for Eo.'3 However, we will show at once that we achieve a 
proper calculation of lower bounds for Eo in a different way. 
In fact, one must bear in mind the following proposition: 

Proposition B: "For every fixed A, ( -lit )lnZ (A, t) is a 
monotonous increasing function of t, (t> 0)". 

Proof Let us consider the function 

Z (A, t) = J10 + 'I J1n e - I(E" - Eo) . (11.11 ) 
n=l 

The derivative of Eq. (11.11) in the t variable can be done 
term by term. Then, it follows from Eq. (11.7) that 
Z '(A, t) < O. Furthermore, we have Z (A, t) > 1. Thus, 

!!.. { - ..!..lnZ (A, t)} = ..!..lnZ (A, t) _ ..!.. ~'(A, t) > 0 . 
dt t t 2 t Z (A, t) 

Then the proposition follows from 

11-
- - InZ (A, t) = Eo - - InZ 0, t) . 

t t 
(11.12) 

The monotonicity property, stated by the previous pro
position, allows us to carry out the limit t-+ + 00 for 
(-lIt).lnZ(A, t) in Eq. (11.10), yielding 

Eo> ... > - +lnZ(NIN)(A, t» ... > - +lnZ(\/')(A, t) 

> - ..!..lnZ (0/0)(,1, t) . 
t 

(11.13) 

It follows that the best lower bound for Eo, attainable 
through Z (N IN )(,1, t), is given by 

E6N1N )(A) = sup (- ..!..lnZ(NIN)(A,t»). 
1;;>0 t 

(11.14) 

It can be easily verified that E 6010)0) = Eo + Axo. Sum
marizing, we have 

Eo(A » ... >E6N IN)(A » ... >E61/1 )(A »100 + AXo 

for every fixed A > O. 
IfEq. (11.6) holds, then we have also 

lim ErIN)(A) = Eo(A). 
N--___ + 00 
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The limit (11.16) replaces the double limit 

t I.i~ oc N I~~ oc ( - + InZ (N IN)(J, t») = Eo(J ) 

by a single one. We have met a similar procedure for a class 
of power series expansion with divergent coefficients, 14, 15 

where a limit like Eq. (II. 16) has been proved to be valid. 
Now, let us suppose we know an upper bound Uo for Eo 

(Eo<Uo). We have then (we assume,uo = 1) 

Z (J, t) - e - tE" <Z (N IN )(J, t) _ e - tE" 

<Z(NIN)(J, t) _ e- tV", (II. 17) 

If Z (J, t) is replaced by Z (J, t) - e - tE", then the pro
position B keeps its validity, The inequalities (II.7) and the 
limit 

EI = t I.i~= ( - + In[Z(J, t) - e- tE")) 

lead to 

1 [Z(NIN)(l) - tV,) E I > .. ,> - -In /\', t - e > ... 
t 

> - ~ In[Z(1/I)(J, t) - e - tV"j 
t 

> - ~ In [Z(O/O)(J, t) - e- tV") 
t 

for every t> 0, 

(II.18) 

(II. 19) 

Therefore, the best lower bound for E I , obtainable 
through Z (N IN )(J, t) and Uo, is given by 

E\NIN)(J) = ~~r ( - + In[Z(NIN)(J, t) - e-- tV,)) 

<EI(J) , (II, 20) 

If [ Uo(N) J is a sequence of upper bounds convergent to 
Eo and ifEq, (1I,6) holds, we have, replacing Uo with Uo(N) 
in Eq, (II,20), 

lim E IN IN)(J ) = EI(J ) . (11.21) 
N-+ x 

The results (II, 20) can be easily generalized. Let us sup
pose we know the multiplicity ,uo,,u 1"", ,u'-I and some up
per bounds Uo, U I" .. , U'_I forEo,E]" .. ,E,_I' We have 
then 

E\NIN)= ~~r( - +In[Z(NIN)(J,t)_:~:ie--tV')) 
<E,(J) . (1I,22) 

We can obtain Uo> U 1,. .. , U'_I , for example, through 
the usual Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle. 

We remark that, when H is not definite positive, the 
previous results can be applied to the modified positive defi
nite Hamiltonian: Ho - Eo + J (V' - x o)' 

In the previously described procedure, the t variable, 
which has the physical meaning of the inverse of a tempera
ture, plays the role of a variational parameter. However, in 
order to improve the method we can introduce additional 
variational parameters through suitable potentials, as it is 
usually done in statistical mechanics. 

Let us start from the following Hamiltonian: 
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(11.23) 

and let us assume we know the eigenvalues and the eigenvec
tors of the unperturbed Hamiltonian 

N p2 

Ho = L _.1_ + V(ql"'" q,,;) + W(ql"'" qN; a), 
j - 12m) 

(1l,24) 

where the potential W(ql,"" qN; a) depends on a set of real 
parameters a (aI' a 2, ... , a,), which belong to some region 
D. We consider, then, the Hamiltonian 

H(J; a) = Ho + J (gU(ql"'" qN) - W(ql, .. "qN; a» 

= Ho + JV'(q) , (11.25) 

where A> O. However, we are interested in the value J = 1, 
in order to recover our Hamiltonian (1I,23): H (1; a) = H. 

Let us suppose that H (J; a), for every a in D, satisfies 
our basic conditions (1.2) and (1.3), and that 

Z (J, t; a) = Tr e tH(A a) (U,26) 

can be expanded in powers of J with finite coefficients. Start
ing from this expansion, we can build up the upper bound 

Z(NIN)(J, t; a»Z(J, t; a) (II,27) 

for every a in D and every J > O. In particular, we have 

Z (N IN)(1, t; a»Z (1, t; a) = Tr e - tll . (Il.28) 

If H is positive definite, it follows from Eq, (II.28) that 

sup (- ~ InZ(N/N)(I, t; a») <Eo , 
I/O,aE:D t 

(11.29) 

where Eo is the ground state energy. 
The extension is straightforward to the excited levels 

and to the case of a not positive definite Hamiltonian. 

III. AN EXAMPLE 

The method given in the previous section will be illus
trated through the standard unidimensional anharmonic 
oscillator 

H= 1 d 2 I? 4 ( 0' --+ -x- +gx g», 
2 dx2 2 

(III. 1) 

The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian (Ill, 1) have been 
already calculated in the literature by several methods and 
with high accuracy. Our aim is not to reproduce results al
ready known, but to see how our method works and to show 
its mathematical and physical meaning. We limit ourselves 
to consider the first nontrivial approximation of our ap
proach, which needs the calculation of Z (I/I)(J, t). We take 
as unperturbed Hamiltonian 

1 d 2 1 ( 2) ? 

Ho= ---+ - I +w x~ 
2 dx2 2 

(1l1.2) 

so that 

H(J) = Ho + J (gX4 - +W2X2) = Ho + JV'. 

(1Il,3) 
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TABLE I. Comparison of our lower bounds for the ground state energy of 
the anharmonic oscillator (111.1) with the exact values. 

g wo(g) to(g) E&'/II(g) Eo(g) 

0.05 0.526 8.30 0.5325 0.5326 
0.50 1.381 3.80 0.6912 0.6962 
7.00 3.560 1.50 1.3240 1.3517 
g-+ + 00 1.884 g'/3 2.91/g '/3 0.6507 g'/3 0.6680g'/3 

In this case the set a is reduced to the parameter w;>O. 
In order to build up Z(l/IJ(A., t; w), we must calculate 

the first three coefficients of the expansion 

Tr e - tH(A) = co(t, w) + A.CI(t, w) + A. 2cit, w) + ... 
Using standard techniques, we obtain 

t 2 ( 2 2 (4) 
C2(t,w) = '2Co(t,w) gB22 -gwB21 + 4 B11 , 

where 

a = ~Y 1 + w 2 t, P = min(r,j) , 

Br) = (2r)!(2j)! ( cotha )r+) f (secha)21 
4Y 1 + w2 1= 0 (r - I)!(j - 1)!(2/)! 

X ((2') + ~ If (2.') sinh2(1 - l)a) . 
1 a i = 0 / 2(1 - /) 

The GPA Z(l/I)(A., t; w) is given by 

Z(l/IJ(A., t; cu) = co(t, cu) 

where 

X (wo(t, w)e-Atx,(<uJ + wl(t, w)e-As.(t.<uJ) , 

(III. 5) 

Wo = 2 2 - -' 
t Xo +2txoc1 +2c2 

!:' _ _ U 2 + tXril 
~l - _ ' 

C1 + txo 
4 

Xo = infV'(x) = - ~, 
x g 

Previous formulas allow us to calculate the lower 
bound for the ground state energy Eo(g): 

E~I/IJ(g) = sup {- ~ InZ(lII)(1, t; w)} . (111.6) 
t>O • .,>O t 

In Table I we give E ~I/IJ(g) for some values of g, includ
ing the strong coupling limitg~ + 00. The maximum on the 
right-hand side of Eq. (111.6) is attained for finite values of t 
and w, which are functions of g and are denoted by to(g) and 
wo(g), respectively. In the last column we report values of 
Eo(g), calculated numerically with very high accuracy (see, 
for instance, Ref. 16). 
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We point out that our method, is able to provide lower 
bounds for Eo(g), which also turn out to be very good ap
proximations. The approximate values, of course, are better 
for small values of g, but the discrepancy keeps small also in 
the limit g~ + 00. 

It is worthwhile to show some remarkable properties of 
our results by the following comparisons: 

Consider the usual R-S perturbative expansion for the 
ground state energy of the Hamiltonian (111.1): 

Eo(g) = ao + alg + azg2 + ... . (III.7) 

It has been proved4
.
5 that the Pade approximants (PA) 

[N IN](g) to the series (111.7) (a ratio of two polynomials ing 
of degree N) give lower bounds for Eo(g) and that 

lim [N IN ] (g) = Eo(g) 
N~+ 00 

for every fixed g. These results are a consequence of the ana
lytical structure of Eo(g), which is a Stieltjes function in the 
case of the anharmonic oscillator. 

Now, let us compare our calculations with those report
ed in Ref. 5. If we take, for example, g = 0.5, we see that 
E ~1/1)(0.5) is more accurate than the value obtained from the 
PA [3/3] to the series (III. 7), which requires the knowledge 
ofthe expansion of Eo(g) up to the order g6: [3/3](0.5) 
= 0.6869. E~III)(0.5) is closer to the value given by the PA 

[4/4](0.5) = 0.69188, which is obtained through a perturba
tive expansion up to the order g8. For greater values of g, 
E gll)(g) is exceptionally good when compared to the PA 
[N IN](g). For example, E&I/IJ(7.) is better than the PA 
[20/20] to Eq. (111.7), which requires the expansion of Eo(g) 
up to the order g40: [20/20](7.) = 1.2785. 

If we consider the Pade-Borel approximants 
[N IN ]B(g) to the series (111.7), we find that [10/1O]n(7.) 
= 1.3417.17 We remark that [lO/lOln(7.) is a better lower 

bound for Eo than ours, but does not follow from any rigor
ous inequality. 17 On the other hand, the approximation 
E~I/IJ(g) will certainly be more accurate than [N IN ]B(g) 
for higher values of g. In fact, when g~ + 00, the 
[N IN ]B(g), as well as the [N IN](g), become constants, 
while E &IIIJ(g)/gI/3 has a finite limit, in accordance with the 
behavior of Eo(g). It is well known5 that the limit 

Eo(g)lgI/3~onstant 

comes from a scaling property of the Hamiltonian (111.1). 
This property is recovered by E &I/I)( g) through the behavior 
of the maximum points to(g) and wo(g) as a function of g. 
More precisely, it results that wo(g) increases with g without 
bounds. Then, for very large g, to(g) and wo(g) can be deter-

TABLE II. Comparison of our lower bounds for the first excited level of the 
anharmonic oscillator (111.1) with the exact values. 

g UoCg) w,(g) t,(g) E\'/I)(g) E,(g) 

0.05 0.532643 0.564 3.55 1.6441 1.6534 
0.50 0.696700 1.516 1.61 2.2412 2.3244 
g--+ + 00 0.680 g'/3 2.11 g' /3 I. 13/g '!3 2.1509 g'/3 2.3936g'/3 
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mined by replacing (1 + u/)1/2 with w (w> 0) in Eq. (IlI.4). 
After this change, if we introduce the parameters 

1 g 
a = 2" wt, y = 4w3 ' (111.8) 

it can be easily verified, through Eqs. (IIl.4) and (111.5), that 

(IlI.9) 

Therefore, for very large g, Eq. (111.6) leads to 

E ~1!l)(g) = 2g1/3 

sup ( __ I_lnZ (1I1)(a, Y») , 
44/3 y;.O.a>O yl/3a 

(lII.lO) 

which shows clearly the above mentioned scaling property. 
The expression at the right of Eq. (III. 1 0) attains its 

maximum for a = 2.741 andy = 0.0374; from these values 
and Eq. (111.8) we obtain to(g) and wo(g) for very large g. 

We consider, at last, the calculation of the lower bound 
E\l/l)(g) for the first excited level E,(g) ofEq. (111.1): 

E\l/t)(g)= sup (- ~ln{Z(t/t)(l,t;w)-e-(U'J), 
,>0.,,,;,0 t 

(111.11) 
where Uo(g) is an upper bound to Eo(g). The results are given 
in Table II: t1(g) and wt(g) are the points where the right
hand side of Eq. (111.11) attains its maximum and the last 
column gives the exact values of E}(g).16 As upper bounds 
for Uo(g) we used very accurate values for small g. 

The results show that our approximation for Et(g) be
haves like the one obtained for Eo(g), but it is less accurate, 
even if we use good values for Uo(g). For instance, when 
g = 0.5, we have an error ofO. 7% on E gil), against an error 
of3.6% on E\l!l). Again for g = 0.5, the lower bound Eilll ) 

for the second excited level, calculated through good upper 
bounds for Eo and E I' gives a result with an error oft 0%. We 
point out that this feature is common to other methods. In 
fact, a more accurate calculation of the excited levels would 
require either a higher order approximation or a clever 
choice of Ho. 

We conclude this section with a commept on the phys
ical meaning of our method. We limit ourselves to E bl/l)(g) 
and put Eq. (111.6) in the form 

E g!1)(g) = max (- ~ InZ (111)(1, t; wo(g») . (111.12) 
,;,0 t 

The maximum point is given by the condition 

~ InZ(l/l)(l, t; wo(g» 
t 

+ (dldt)Z(I/I)(l,t;wo(g» =0. 

Z (l!1)(l, t; wo(g» 

It follows then that 

E b1/1)(g) = - (dldt)Z(\/')(l,t;wo(g» I . 
Z(lIl)(1, t; wo(g» '~I,(g) 

(IIl.13) 

In other words, E glll(g) has the meaning of a mean 
energy at the temperature lIto(g) of a system described by 
the partition function Z(l/l)(l, t; wo(g». 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The partition function has been the object of several 
investigations, due to its expression as a functional integral. 
Using classical methods, one can get out very useful results 
from it. Recently, the large orders of the R-S perturbative 
series have been calculated by applying the saddle point 
method. 18 Using the functional integral for the partition 
function with imaginary t (t-it ), the stationary phase meth
od is able to recover the semiclassical part of the energy 
spectrum. 19 

In this paper it has been shown an approximation 
scheme very different from the classical ones and based on 
the partition function as Laplace transform of a positive 
measure. This property allows us to state rigorous inequal
ities and to draw out lower bounds for the energy eigenva
lues. From the functional integral point of view, our method 
corresponds to splitting all the paths in families; in each one 
of them the potential term gives the same contribution. 

Since in Euclidean field theory the partition function 
plays a very important role, it would be useful to extend our 
results to systems with infinite number of degrees of free
dom. As a further extension, symmetry conditions have to be 
taken into account. Moreover, for quantum mechanical sys
tems with a continuous part in the energy spectrum, one has 
to replace the partition function with a different statistical 
quantity. We think that the proper candidate would be the 
density matrix, which satisfies the proposition A in the co
ordinate representation.s However, we should probably re
place or generalize proposition B with a new one. 
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The existence of a family of self-adjoint Hamiltonians H 0' () E [0, 21T), corresponding to the 
formal expression Ho + v8 (x) is shown for a general class of self-adjoint operators Ho. 
Expressions for the Green's function and wavefunction corresponding to Ho are obtained in 
terms of the Green's function and wavefunction corresponding to Ho. Similar results are shown 
for the perturbation of Ho by a finite sum of Dirac distributions. A prescription is given for 
obtaining HI! as the strong resolvent limit of a family of momentum cutotfHamiltonians H N. The 
relationship between the scattering theories corresponding to H Nand Ho is examined. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The assumption that the particles making up a quan
tum mechanical system interact by "zero-range potentials" 
(also referred to as "delta-function potentials") or "delta
shell potentials" provides a considerable simplification of 
the scattering and bOUtid state problems. For example, the S
matrix has been obtained explicitly for various particular 
cases of N-particles interacting in R 1 by zero-range poten
tials. 1-4 In R 3 the scattering of two particles interacting by a 
zero-range potential can be solved exactly5.6 which simpli
fies the corresponding three particle problem. 7 In the case of 
delta-shell potentials both the scattering and bound state 
problems can be solved exactly.R.9 

In this paper we consider the problem of a particle inter
acting with N fixed particles, located at ai' 1 <i<N, by zero
range potentials plus a potential V (x) with Vex) a real func
tion of x ERn. The formal Hamiltonian is given by 

.'II 

-..1 + Vex) + ~>j8(x - a), (Ll) 

where 
j - I 

fI a2 

Ll= L 2 
i_c I ax, 

and for each I <I<N, VjE R 1 and8 (x - a)istheDiracdelta
function. 

It is usually possible to associate with - Ll + Vex) a 
self-adjoint operator, denoted by H o, with domain 
D (Ho)CW = 12(R n; dx). Ifeach¢ E D(Ho)iscontinuous 
at ai' i = t, ... ,N, then the operator H given by 

, , .'II 

(HI/;) (p) = (Ho¢) (p) + (21T)- '1/2 L Vj exp( - ipa)¢(a), 
j~ 1 

(1.2) 

is well defined onD (Ho). In general, however, HI/; will not be 
in ,jy for every ¢E D (Ho). 

In this paper the following three methods for associat
ing a self-adjoint operator with (Ll) will be considered: 

Method I: Let 9 be defined by 

.ri = ! I/;E D (Ho)!I/;(a,) = 0, i = 1,. .. ,N J , (1.3) 

and assume that fj) is dense in JY'. Define the Hamiltonian 
corresponding to H as a self-adjoint extension of 

T=Hor·l/· 

Method 2: AssumeHo is semibounded and let (,p, Ho¢) 
denote the quadratic form corresponding to H o' Let q denote 
the quadratic form defined by 

N 

q(rfJ, ¢) = (rfJ, Ho¢) + L vj,p (a)l/J(a) . (1.4) 
j= 1 

If !.f'= 1 VjtP (a)¢(aj ) is relatively (rfJ, Ho¢)-form bounded 
with relative form bound less than I, then there exists a 
unique self-adjoint operator corresponding to q.1O 

Method 3: Consider the family of operators H N defined 

, N 
= (Ho¢)(p) + v(N)(21T) - n L exp( - ipaj)XN(p) 

j= 1 

X J dqexp(iqaj)XN(q)¢(q) , (1.5) 

where ¢(q) is the Fourier transform of ¢(x) and XN 
E C "'(R n) satisfies 

{
I if ! p!<N 

XN(P) = 0 if ! p!;;.N +1 . 

For appropriate V the operator H N is self-adjoint for each 
N < 00. Define the Hamiltonian corresponding to H as the 
strong graph limit 11 of H N (if this limit exists and is self
adjoint). 

Method 1 has been used to give a rigorous definition of 
(Ll) for Ho = -..1, n = 3.6 The quadratic form approach 
has been used for H 0 = - d 2/ dx2

, n = 1. 12-14 The definition 
of the Hamiltonian as the strong graph limit of momentum 
cutotfHamiltonians is motivated by a standard prescription 
for dealing with delta-function potentials.5

-
7

.1 5 An alterna
tive approach to the problem of delta-function potentials is 
given in Refs. 16 and 17. 

In Sec. II of this paper a technical result is proven which 
allows us to associate a family of self-adjoint operators with 
the formal perturbation of a general self-adjoint operator by 
a finite sum of Dirac distributions. Various examples are 
given in Sec. III in the case of a single Dirac delta-function. 
The general case of a finite sum of Dirac distributions is 
discussed in Sec. V. 

We now give a brief outline of the results contained in 
this paper concerning the self-adjointness of H for the case of 
a single Dirac delta-function with Ho = - .1. Similar results 
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are also shown in the case Ho = - L1 + V (x) for a general 
class of potentials V (x). 

For n = 1 each of the three methods described above 
leads to an infinite family HI.!' BE [0, 217'), of self-adjoint oper
ators corresponding to H. In particular, for each fixed VE R I 
there exists a BE [0, 217') such that HI.! corresponds to the 
quadratic form (1.4) and is also the strong graph limit of H N. 

The form approach is shown to fail for n>3. For n>4 
Methods I and 3 yield - L1 as the precise version of H. Thus 
it does not seem possible to define a zero-range potential for 
n>4. 

For n = 3 Method I yields an infinite family of self
adjoint operators Ho, BE [0, 217').6 It is shown in Sec. VIII 
that if one "renormalizes" the coupling constant v appearing 
in (1.5), that is, allows v to have a particular N dependence, 
then H S converges to Ho in the strong graph limit. This 
result provides a rigorous relationship between the momen
tum cutoff dynamics and the operators HI.!' 

In Sec. IX the wave operators W ± (H N, - L1) are 
shown to converge strongly in the limit N- 00 to the wave 
operators W J (Ho, - L1 ) for n = 1 and 3. 

The results contained in Secs. VIII and IX concerning 
the large N behavior of H Nand W +- (H N, - L1) are moti
vated by the work ofBerezin and Faddeev. 6

.
5

,7 They showed, 
forn = 3and Vex) = 0, theconvergenceofthewavefunction 
corresponding to H.\' (with v depending on N) to the wave
function corresponding to Ho in the limit N- 00. The analo
gous result for wave operators is verified in Sec. IX of this 
paper. In particular, the Hilbert space techniques used in 
this paper allow us to verify the convergence of 
W :t (HN, - L1) for a general class of potentials V (x). 

The paper concludes with a discussion of the validity of 
the stationary formalism when zero-range or delta-shell po
tentials are present. The applicability of the results of this 
paper to the problem of delta-shell potentials8 and the modi
fied Fermi potential9 is discussed. 

II. THE DEFICIENCY SUBSPACES 
Let Ho be a self-adjoint operator in Jr'c and T = Ho I .9 

where q is defined by (1.3). In the following a characteriza
tion of.5Y' = Ran(T - z) \ Imz#O, is given which allows us 
to construct the deficiency subs paces of T explicitly. 

In order to construct .~/' we make the following as
sumptions concerning the Green's function and domain of 
Ho: .c/. 

There exists for each z E C, Imz#O, and almost all 
(x, y) E R " X Rna function G (x, y; z) which satisfies: 

(i) . (Ho-ztlif!)(x) = fG(X,y; z)if!(y) dy , for 
each if! E ,;Y'. 

(ii) G (', Y; z) EW'. 

(iii) G (x. y; z) = G (y, x, z) . 

(iv) G(x,y;z) = G(x,y;z) 

,q;. Each if! E D (Ha) can be written as a sum of a con
tinuous Y ~ -function and a Y I-function which is continu
ous ataj;j = I, ... ,N. Furthermore for each aj ERn, 1 <,j<,N, 
there exists 1]j ED (Ho) with 1]/a) = 1 and supp 1] j nsuPP1]j 
= 0 for i#j. 
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Lemma 2.1: Let H 0 be a self-adjoint operator and as
sume T = Ho I .9 is a closed symmetric operator in dY'. If 
,r;f and YJ are satisfied, then 

.~ = {¢ (x)l¢ (x) = jtlCjG (x, aj; Z), cj E C, I <,j<,N } . 

(2.1) 

Proof Denote the right side of (2.1) by Y'. We first 
show that Y' ~ Y = Ran(T - z) 1.. It is sufficient to show 

(G(',aj;z)I(Ho-z)¢) =0, (2.2) 

for each ¢ E .9, 1 <,i<,N. 
Let 

g«x) = (Ha - ztlk<)(x) , 

n t 
k«Y)=1T-

n n 2 2' 
j~1 (Yj-a j ) +t 

wherey = (YI'''''y,,), a j = (a jl , ... ,aj,,). Since each if! E D (Ha) 
satisfies ,'!lJ, we have 

lim (g< I¢) lim (k< I(Hu - Z)-I¢ ) 
E-*+O €~+o 

= (G(., aj;z)I¢) , 

for each ¢ E dY'. 
An application of the above result yields 

(G (', a j ; z)1(Ha - z)¢ ) = lim (k< I¢) = ¢ (a;) = ° 
< • + U 

for each ¢ E g. Thus (2.2) is valid and Y' ~ ~/'. 
We will now show that Y ~ .5V'. 
Let t/J be a fixed vector in Y. We first show that there 

exists Aj E C, i = I, ... ,N, such that 
N 

(t/JI(Ho-z)¢) = LAj¢(aj), (2.3) 
i= 1 

for each ¢ ED (Ho). Let J (x) be defined by 
N 

J (x) = ¢ (x) - L 1]j(x)¢ (a;) , 
i= 1 

where the functions 1]j(x) are given in YJ. Clearly J E .9!, 
and since if! E Ran (T - z)1, (2.3) follows with Aj 
= (t/JI(Ho-z)1]j). 

We now note that there can be at most one function 
if! E dY', which satisfies (2.3). That is, if t/J' E dY'satisfies 

N 

(t/J'I(Ho - z)¢ ) = L Aj¢ (a;), 
i= I 

for all ¢ ED (Ho), then 

(t/J - t/J'I(Ho - z)¢) = 0, 

for all ¢ ED (Ho)' Since Ran (Ho - z) = dY'. it follows that 
t/J'=t/J. 

By the argument given in the first part of the proof the 
function 

N 

t/J(x) = LAjG(x,aj;z), 
i= I 

satisfies (2.3), and thus t/J E Y'. 

III. APPLICATIONS 

In this section Lemma 2.1 is used to associate a family 
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of self-adjoint operators with 

Ho + VD (x - a) , (3.1) 

for several choices of Ho. The perturbation of Ho by a sum of 
delta-functions can be treated by an analogous argument or 
by repeated applications of Lemma 2.1 as discussed in Sec. 
V. 

Denote the deficiency subspaces of T = Ho ~ g; by 
5Y ± = Ran (T ± i) \ where g; is defined by (1.3) with 
N = 1 and a 1 = a. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 2.1 we 
have 

5Y :!- = ! cG (x, a; ± i), c E C J , 

where G (x, y, z) denotes the Green's function corresponding 
to (Ho - ztl. For each 0 E [0, 21T) define fi) e by 

fi) Ii = ! ¢(x) = ¢ (x) + cG (x, a; 0 
+ cexp(iO)G (x, a; - Ol¢ (x) E g;, C E C J . 

The self-adjoint extensions of T denoted in the following by 
He, 0 E [0, 217), are given by (Theorem X.2, Ref. 12) 

(He¢)(x) = (Ho¢ )(x) + icG (x, a; i) - icexp(iO) 

xG(x, a; - i), (3.2) 

where ¢ E g; e' Thus under the hypothesis of Lemma 2.1 it is 
possible to associate an infinite family Hoof self-adjoint op
erators with (3.1). 

We now consider an example of the above construction. 
The formal Hamiltonian is given by 

-.J + V (x) + vb (x) , (3.3) 

where x E R ", n = 1 or 3. If Vex) is -.J -bounded with 
relative bound less than one then Ho = -.J + Vex) is self
adjoint with domain D ( -.J ). In addition, each vector in 
D ( - .J ) is a continuous .2' "" -function 18.12 and 
T = ( -.J + V (x» I g; is a closed symmetric operator. 
Furthermore, for a general class of potentials the Green's 
function corresponding to -.J + Vex) exists and satisfies 
d. 19

-
20 Thus for a general class of potentials a family H o, 

o E [0, 21T), of self-adjoint operators can be associated with 
(3.3). 

Remarks: (i) When n>4, -.J is essentially self-adjoint 
on CO' (R "\ ! 0 J)Y Thus it does not seem possible to define a 
delta-function potential for n>4. 

(ii) In the case V (x) = 0 the functions G (x, 0; z) are giv
en by 

{ 
- (2iv';t 1exp [iv';lxl] if n = 1, 

G (x, 0; z) = ... r (3.4) 
(41Tlxl)-lexp [i V z Ixl] if n = 3, 

where Imy z > O. In this particular case we will use the sym
bol Te to denote the family of self-adjoint operators defined 
by (3.2) with G (x, 0; z) given by (3.4) 

(iii) A particularly interesting case is the formal 
Hamiltonian 

.i!. 
-.J + - + v8(x) , 

Ixl 
(3.5) 

where.i!. E R I, n = 3. In this case the Green's function corre
sponding to -.J +.i!. Ilxl is known. 21 The functions 
G (x, 0; z) are given by 
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G (x, 0; z) = (41Tlxl)-lr (1 + iJ.L)W _ il';l12 ( -2i v';lxl) , 
(3.6) 

where W _ ill;Y(W) denotes the Whittaker function22 and 
J.L =.i!. 12y z, Imy z > O. Thus a family of self-adjoint opera
tors given by (3.2) with G (x, 0; z) given by (3.6)can be associ
ated with (3.5). 

IV. THE GREEN'S FUNCTION 

In this section we derive expressions for the Green's 
function and wavefunction corresponding to He, 0 
E [0, 21T), for a general class of self-adjoint operatorsHo. The 
case Ho = -.J +.i!. Ilxl is discussed in detail. 

Theorem 4.1: Assume the hypothesis of Lemma 2.1 is 
satisfied and let He, o<,e < 21T, be a self-adjoint extension of 
T = Ho I g;. Then the Green's function Ge(x, y; z) corre
sponding to (He - Z)-I exists and is given by 

Ge(x,y; z) = G(x,y; z) +.i!. (z, O)G(x, a; z)G(y, a; z), (4.1) 

where 1m yz>O and 

.i!. (z, 0) = (I + exp(iO »[ (i - z) j dy G (y, a; z)G (y, a, i) 

- exp(iO)(i + z) j dy G (y, a; z)G (y, a; - 0 ] -I . (4.2) 

Proof Let.i!. (z, 0) be a function ofz and Oand define (see 
Sec. V. 6 Ref. 7) 

«He - Z)-I¢)(X) 

= fdY G(x,y; z)¢(y) +.i!. (z, O)G(x, a; z) 

xjdYG(y,a;z)¢(y), (4.3) 

for each ¢ E cW'. In order to determine .i!. (z, 0) and, at the 
same time, verify that the operator (4.3) is the inverse of 
He - z we must show for each ¢ E D (Ho) 

«He - ztl(HIi - z)¢)(x) = ¢(x) . (4.4) 

It is straightforward to see that (4.4) is valid if.i!. (z, 0) is given 
by (4.2). 

IfHo = -.J + V (x) with V (x) a short-range potential 
then the Green's function (4.1) can be used to calculate the 
wavefunction, denoted ¢o (x, p), corresponding to He. The 
usual prescription yields 
¢e(x, p) = ¢ (x, p) +.i!. (+ l(p2; O)¢ (a, p)G (+ l(X, a;p2) , 

(4.5) 
where ¢ (x, p) is the wa vefunction corresponding to H 0 and is 
given by 

¢ (x, p) = lim (- i€)(21T) - "12 
<_+0 

X J dy exp(ipy)G (x, y; p2 + it) . (4.6) 

In the case oflong-range potentials the definition (4.6) is not 
valid. For example, if Ho = -.J +.i!. Ilxl, x E R 3, the pre
scription (4.6) must be modified. 23 It is not hard to see how
ever, that the modified prescription together with (4.1) also 
yields (4.5) . 

The Green's function given in part (a) of the following 
corollary has been applied to the study of spectral properties 
of singular perturbations.24 The Green's function given in 
part (b) was first derived in Ref. 6. (see Ref. 7 for a detailed 
account.) 
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Corollary 4.2: (a) (n = 1) The resolvent (T(J - zt· 
O<;J) < 211', is an integral operator for 

t _ fro, oo)U[ _a
2/4j, a<O 

zo{T(J)- [0,00), a>O' 

-2 cos(O /2) a = ----'-----'--
cos«O /2) - (11'/4» , 

that is, for each l/J E y2(R I), 

(T(J - Z)-Il/J)(X) = J dy Go(x,y; z)l/J(y) , 

where 

Go(x,y; z) = 
exp [iY~lx - yll 

2iYz 

ia exp [iY~(lxl + Iyl)] , 
2Y z(a -2i Y z) 

(4.7) 

with 1m Y~ > 0. 
(b)(n = 3) The resolvent (To - Z)-I is an integral opera

tor for 

zt o{To) = {[o, 00 )u! -/]2 j, 
[0, 00), 

/3 = _ sin(O /2 - 11'/4) , 
cos(O /2) 

that is, for each l/J E y2(R 3) 

(To - ztll/J)(x) = J dy G(J(x, y; z)l/J(y) , 

where 

with Imv' z > 0. 

(4.8) 

Let H ~ denote the family of self-adjoint operators cor
responding to (3.5). In this case (4.2), denoted by Ac(Z, 0), 
can be calculated and is given by 

where l/J(UJ) denotes Euler's psi function. 25 

Corollary 4.3: The resolvent (H ~ - zt·, 0 E [0, 211'), is 
an integral operator for Imv' z> 0, that is, for each 
l/JE y2(R 3) 
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(H~ - zt·l/J)(x) = J dy Go(x,y; z)l/J(y) , 

where G fJ (x, y; z) is defined by (4.1) with A (z, 0) given by 
(4.9). 

According to (4.5) the wavefunction coresponding to 
H~, denoted cP ~(x,p), is given by 

cP ~(x, p) = cPc(x, p) + A ~ + )(p2, 0 )cPc(O, p)G ~ + )(x, 0; p2) , 

where cPc(x,p) denotes the Coulomb wavefunction and 
Gc(x,y; z) the Coulomb Green's function. 

V. THE PROBLEM OF NDELTA-FUNCTIONS 

In this section we outline a prescription for associating a 
family denoted H (OI, ... ,ON)' OJ E [0, 211'), 1 <;i<,N, of self-ad
joint operators with the formal expression 

N 

Ho + L vj 8(x - aj ). 

j= I 

(5.1) 

A procedure for obtaining the Green's function correspond
ing to (H (OI, ... ,ON) - z)-· is given. 

In Sec. III a family of self-adjoint operators, denoted in 
this section by H (0.), O. E [0, 211') was associated with 

Ho + v.8 (x - a.) , 

for a general class of self-adjoint operators Ho. By Theorem 
4.1 the Green's function corresponding to (H (OJ) - z)-· can 
be determined and will be denoted by Go, (x, y; z). 

For each fixed O. E [0, 211') let 

iiJ(O.) = [l/J(x)ED(H(OJ»Il/J(az)=Oj, 

and assume the hypothesis of Lemma 2.1 is satisfied (with 
Ho = H(O.) and 9 = 9(0.». Then for each O2 E [0, 211') 
there is a self-adjoint operator H(O., ( 2) defined by 

(H(OJ' (Jz)l/J)(x) = (H(O.)cP )(x) + ieGo, (x, a2; I) 

- icexp(i02)G(J, (x, a2 ; - /) , 

for each l/J E D (H (0., ( 2» where 

D (H (OJ, Oz» = [l/J(x) = cP (x) + eGo, (x, az; I) 

+ eexp(iOz)Go, (x, a2 ; -l}lcP E 9(OJ) 

and CE C j . 

By Theorem 4.1 the Green's function corresponding to 
(H(O., Oz) - z)-· is given by 

G(J"o,(x,y;z) 

= G(J, (x, y; z) + A (z, Oz)G(J, (x, a2; z)Go, (y, a2; z) . 

It should be clear that by repeating this construction 
N -2 times we can associate a family H (O., ... ,ON)' OJ 
E [0, 211'). 1 <,i<,N, of self-adjoint operators with (5.1) and at 
the same time construct the Green's function corresponding 
to (H (O., ... ,ON) - z)-· for a general class of self-adjoint oper
ators Ho. 

VI. SELF-ADJOINTNESS OF To + V(x) 

In Sec. III we associated a family of self-adjoint opera
tors, denoted H o, with (3.3) by treating v8 (x) as a perturba
tion of -..1 + V(x). An alternative approach is to first asso
ciate a family T(J of self-adjoint operators with 
-..1 + v8 (x), as in remark (ii) of Sec. III, and then treat 
V (x) as a perturbation of T(J. In this section we show that the 
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second approach leads to an infinite family of self-adjoint 
operators Ko = To + V (x), 8 E [0, 21T). Furthermore for a 
general class of potentials we show that both approaches are 
consistent, that is, they lead to the same family of self-adjoint 
operators. 

Theorem 6.1: (a) (n = I) Let V = VI(x) + Vix) with 
VI E .:i"2(R I)and V2 E J>X(R I), then Te + V(x)isself-ad
joint on D (To) for each 8 E [0, 21T). 

(b) (n = 3) Let V = VI(x) + Vz(x) with 
VI EI2(R \ dx)nyn(R 3;lxl-2dx) and V2 E 'yY0(R 3), then 

Til + V (x) is self-adjoint on D (To) for each 8 E [0, 21T). 
Proof By Corollary 4.2 there exists a r Ii < ° such that 

for all - a 2 < ro, (To + a2t l is an integral operator. 
For l/; ED(To) 

IlVtPll<IIV(To + a2t l
11[11 TotPll +a2

1ItPlll· 

It is easy to see that for large lal, II VeTo + a2t'll < 1, and 
thus by the Kato-Rellich theorem To + Vex) is self-adjoint 
onD(To)· 

For potentials Vex) = rlxl ... ", r E R I, X E R 3, the 
above theorem requires O<a <! in order that Til + Vex) be 
self-adjoint. In the following theorem we treat V (x) as a form 
perturbation of To. This allows us to define Te + V (x) as a 
self-adjoint operator for V = VI(x) + V2(x), 
VI E Rn.:f" I(R 3; Ixl- 2dx), V2E .Y "'(R 3) whereR denotes the 
class of Rollnick potentials. 19 In particular, Te + Vex) can 
be defined as a self-adjoint operator if O<a < I. 

Theorem 6.2: (n = 3) Let V = VI(x) + Vix) with 
VI E RnY' I(Rl; Ixl-2dx) and V2 E .y >o(R 3). Then there ex
ists a unique self-adjoint operator Ke for each 8 E [0, 21T) 
with Q(KII ) = Q(To) and 

(cp, Kol/;) = (cp, Tol/;) + (cp, VtP) , 

for each cp, tP E Q (To). 
Remark: The above theorem can be verified by showing 

that Vis relatively form-bounded with respect to Til' with 
relative bound less than 1 (see Theorem 3.2, Ref. 10.) This 
can be verified by a similar argument as used to show relative 
form-boundedness of V with respect to - .:::1. 19 

The relationship between the operators HI! and To 
+ Vex) is given in the following proposition. 

Proposition 6.3: Assume Ho = -.:::1 + VI(x) where 
VI (x) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 6.1. Then 

(To + VI(x)18 E [LO, 21T]) I = (Ho 18 E [0, 21T) 1 . 
(6.1) 

Proof For each 8 E [0, 21T) TFI + VI(x) is a self-adjoint 
extension of T = Ho I ,&;. Since every self-adjoint extension 
of T is a member of [Hili 8 E [0, 21T) 1 we have To 
+ VI(x) = H(}' for some 0<8 1< 21T. 

Let Ho' 8 E [0, 21T), be a self-adjoint extension of T. Us
ing Theorem (4.1) it is straightforward to show that VI is He
bounded with relative bound less than 1. Thus Ho-bounded 
with relative bound less than 1. Thus He - VI(x) is self
adjoint on D (HI!)' Furthermore (Ho - VI(x» I !!JJ 
= ( - .:::1 ) I !!JJ which implies He - VI(x) = To' for some 

8 'E [0, 21T). Thus Ho = To + VI(x) and (6.1) is valid. 

VII. A QUADRATIC FORM APPROACH 

In this section the quadratic form approach for asso-
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ciating a self-adjoint operator with -.:::1 + vo (x) is 
examined. 

Theorem 7.1: (a) (n = I) For each v E R I there is a 
unique self-adjoint operator denoted H" corresponding to 
the quadratic form (1.4). If v = a (defined in Corollary 4.2) 
then H" = To. 

(b) (n>3) There is no self-adjoint semibounded opera
tor H", v> 0, such that q(¢, tP) = (rP, H" tP) for all 
rP, tP E S(R "). 

Proof (a) The existence of H" has been shown. 12-14 

An elementary calculation shows that each tP E D (To) is 
contained in 

D(H,) 

= {tP E Q (p2)1 p2tP(p) + (21Tt IV f dq tP(q) E 'y2(R I)} 

and H" tP = Te tP for v = a. Thus H,. :2 To, which implies 
H,.=To· 

(b) If H" is a self-adjoint semibounded operator with an 
associated quadratic form q(¢, tP) then q(¢, tP) is closed. II 

For n>3 the form q(¢, tP), given by 0.4) with 
Ho = -.:::1, N = I, and form domain S (R "), is not closable. 
In particular, the sequence ¢N(X) = exp[ - (l/2)N Ix12] is 
such that, rPs--+O in it'2(R ") as N--+ 00, q(¢N - ¢M' ¢N 
- rPM )--+0 as N,M--+oo but q(¢N'¢S )--+v as N--+oo. Thus, 

there is no semibounded self-adjoint operator H" such that 

q(¢, tP) = (rP, H,.tP) for ¢, tP E S(R "), n>3. 

VIII. STRONG RESOLVENT CONVERGENCE OF HN 

In this section we examine the strong resolvent conver
gence of the family of operators H N defined by 

(HstP)(p) = « -.:::1 + V(x»tP) (p) + (21T)-"VXN(P) 

X f dq XN(q)¢,(q). (8.1) 

Theorem 8.1: (a) (n = 1) Let V= VI(x) + Vix) with 
VI E :.(/2(R I) and V2 E 'yY0(R I). Then H N converges to Ke 
in the strong resolvent sense with v = a. 

(b) (n = 3) Let V = VI(x) + Vz{x) with 
VI E it'2(R 3)n'y2(R 3; Ixl-2dx)and V2 E it' >o(R 3).Fore~ch 
fixed 8, 0<8 < 21T, let v appearing in (8.1) have the followmg 

Nand 8 dependence 

v = - (21T)3(41TN -2~(3 + rtl , (8.2) 

r = (1 + exp(i8 »-1 { I"ql' N +1 dq x;"'(q)(l- 0-
1 

+exp(i8) L .. 1ql'Nt
l 

dqX;"'(q)(q2+ IYI}. 

Then the momentum cutoff Hamiltonians H N converge to 
Kg in the strong resolvent sense. 

INN V() (c)(n>4)ForeachfixedvER ,H 0 = H - x con-
verges to -.:::1 in the strong resolvent sense. 

By Proposition 8.2 we must show that for each 
tP E D (Ko) there exists (tPN I with tPN ED (H N) such that 
s-limN>oc tPN = tP and s-limN_~oc HNtPN = KetP, where v is 
related to Nand 8 by (8.2). 

For each tP E D (Te) define tPN by 

¢'N(P) = J (p) + CIXN(P)(p2 - i)-I + c l exp(i8) 
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XXN(P)(p2 + i)-I, 
where,p E !iJ. Clearly, tPN ED (H N) and s-limN~oo tPN = tP. 

In order to show H NtPN-+Ko tP, as N-+ 00 we consider 

IIHNtPN -KotPll.;;;(21Tt3 Iv lllxN fdqXN(q)¢(q)1I 

+ Icllllx N {(l + exp(iO» + (21T)-3V f dq X~(q)(q2 - i)-I 

+ (21Tt3vexp(i0) J dq X~(q)(q2 + Ill} II 
+ II V (tPN - tP)1I +21cl l {fdP (1- XN(P»2(p4 +Itl r2

. 

(8.3) 

It is not difficult to show that the last two terms above con
verge to zero as N-+ 00. 

The first term on the right side of the inequality (8.3) 
can be bounded as follows: 

(21Tt 3 IvlllxN JdqXN(q)¢(q)11 

.;;; IvlCN3/21 J (xN(q) -1 )¢ (q) dql 

.;;;lv1CN3/2f IXN~;);IIlI/2 IXN(q)-III/2 

X(q2 +I)I¢(q)1 dq 

where C and C' are constants. Due to the N dependence of v 
the above goes to zero in the limit N-+ 00 • 

The second term on the right side of the inequality (8.3) 
is bounded by 

{ . [( 1TiVi) IcllllxN (1 + exp(IO» + (21Tt 3v 41T N + -2-

+ r dq X~(q)(q2 - i)-I] 
IN<.lql<N +1 

+ (21Tt3VeXP(iO)[ 41T (N _ 1T;i) 

+ L'lql<N+1 dqX~(q)(q2+i)-I]} II 

+1T-2IClllvIIlXNII/ LoodP (p2_i)-II· 

The first term above is zero due to the choice of v and the 
second term goes to zero in the limit N-+oo. Thus H N con
verges to Ko in the strong resolvent sense. 

It is straightforward to show that H ~,p-+ - A,p, as 
N-+oo, for each,p E C o(R "" [OJ), n>4. This verifies part 
(c) since C o(R "" [0 J) is a common core for H ~ and - A 
for n>4.12 

Proposition 8.2: Suppose that {A" JandA are self-ad
joint operators. If for each tP E D (A ) there exist [tP" J, 
tP" ED(A,,), such that s-limn~oo tPn = tPand s-lim"~ooA"tP" 
= AtP, then A" converges toA in the strong resolvent sense. 

Proof Denote the graph of A by r (A ) and let r denote 
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set of pairs <,p, tP> E JYXJYin the strong graph limit I I of A " 
Since for each tP E D (A ) there exist ! tP" J, tP" E D (A,,), 

tP" -+tP and A" tP" -+A tP it follows r (A ) k r. Furthermore 
(Theorem VIII.27, Ref. 11), r is the graph of a closed sym
metric operator A. Since A ;;2A it follows that A is the strong 
graph limit of A". For self-adjoint operators strong graph 
convergence is equivalent to strong resolvent convergence 
which concludes the proof of the proposition. 

IX. TIME-DEPENDENT SCATTERING FOR ZERO
RANGE POTENTIALS 

In this section the usual time-dependent scattering for
malism, which is based on the wave operator concept, is ex
tended to Hamiltonians involving zero-range potentials. The 
relationship between the time-dependent scattering theories 
corresponding to H Nand Ko is established. 

The following theorem can be verified by a similar argu
ment as used for the case of singular potentials.26 

Theorem 9.1: (n = 1,3) Let V(x) be such thatKo = To 
+ V(x) is selfadjoint, O.;;;0<21T, withKo I !iJ0S(R ") 
= (- A + V(x» I /5jJ0S(R "). Furthermore assume that 

for some € > 0 and R > 0 

1,;'R W(xW(1 + Ix l)-("-2H< dx< 00. (9.1) 

Then the wave operators W ± (Ko, - A) defined by 

W + (Kg, - A) = s-lim exp(iKet )exp(iAt) 
-- /- -+ ± co 

exist. 
Remarks: (i) The above theorem is also valid with Ko 

replaced by Ho' 
(ii) It is straightforward to extend the above results to 

include long-range potentials V(x). 
The results of Sec. VIn will now be used to verify the 

convergence of the wave operators W ± (H Nt - A) to the 
wave operators W + (Ko, - A) in the limit N-oo. 

Theorem 9.2: (a) (n = 1) Let V(x) E :'l'2(R I) satisfy 
(9.1) and for each fixed 0, 0.;;;0 < 21T, let v E R I satisfy v = a. 
Then 

s-lim W + (H Nt - A ) = W + (Ko' - A ) . 
l\'-+x -- -

(b) (n = 3) Let V(x) = VI(x) + V2(x) satisfy (9.1), 
VI E !f2(R 3)n!f2(R 3; Ixl-2dx),and V2 E !f OC(R 3).Further
more, for each fixed e, o.;;;e < 21T, let 
V= - (21T)3(41TN -2~/3 + rtl. Then 

s-limW ~ (HN, -A) = W + (Ke, -A). 
N-~ - -

Proof Consider the inequality 

II [W+(HN,-A)- W+(Kg,-A)JtPll 
- --

If 

.;;; II [exp(iHNt ) - exp(iKet)]exp(iAt)tPll 

+ II [W ± (H N, - A ) - exp(iH Nt )exp(iAt) ]tPli 

+ II [exp(iKe t )exp(iAt) - W + (Kg, - A) ]tPll . 
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W ± (H N, - Ll ) = s-lim exp(iH Nt )exp(iLlt) , (9.3) ,_± 00 

uniformly in N, N> 1, then for sufficiently large It I the last 
two terms in (9.2) can be made arbitrarily small independent 
of N. By Theorem 8.1, H N converges to K o in the strong 
resolvent sense and thus the first term on the right side of the 
inequality (9.2) goes to zero for each fixed t E R I as N---+ 00. 

Thus, in order to verify the theorem we must show that (9.3) 
is valid independent of N, N> 1. 

Let X R (x) be a COO-function which satisfies 

{
o if Ixl <R -17, 

XR(x) = O<17<R. 
1 if Ixl>R, 

In order to verify (9.3) it is enough to show 

W + (H N, - Ll ) = s-lim exp(iH Nt)X R exp(iLlt) , 
-- 1----->- ± 00 

uniformly in N> 1. By a standard argument this will be true 
if for each if; E .%', with.%' dense in ,2"2(R n) (The case t < 0 
is verified by an analogous argument.), 

,li~ f'" du [II(u) + Iiu) + Iiu») = ° , (9.4) 

uniformly in N> 1 where 

II(u) = II( - LlXR + XRLl )exp(iLlu)if;11 , 

Iiu) = IlVxRexp(iLlu)if;1I ' 

Ilu) = II(H~ + Ll )xRexp(iLlu)if;11 . 

Let.%' denote the set of all functions if;(x) such that 
their Fourier transforms are given by ¢<p) = (II7 ~ IP;) 
xexp[ - p2 - ip.a], a ERn. This set offunctions in dense in 
,2"2(R n) and satisfies27 

C' 
(exp(iLlu)if;)(x) = --

(I + iu)3n!2 

X {IT (Xi - ai)}exp [ _ (x - a!2 ], 
i~ I 4(1 + IU) 

(9.5) 

where C' is a constant. 
Using (9.5) it is straightforward to see that the u-inte

grals over II(u) and Iiu) converge to zero uniformly in Nfor 
each if; E.%'. 

Using (9.5) for n = 1 and performing several integra
tion by parts yields 

II (H~ + Ll)XR(exp(iLlu)if;)1I 

elvIN 1/2 I f + 00 (f + 00 • x~)(q) ) « 3 2 dy dq exp(lqy) --II + iu I / - 00 - 00 q 

X!!... {y_4XR (Y)(y _ a)exp [ _ (y - a~2 ]} I 
dy 4(1 + IU) 

CN 1/ 2 

« 11 + iul3;2 log(l + N-
1

), 

where C is a constant independent of N > 1. Thus for each 
if; E .%' the u-integral of Iiu) converges to zero uniformly in 
N>1. 

An argument along the lines of the above also verifies 
(9.4) for the case n = 3. 
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Remark: Let S N = W"+ (H N, - Ll) W(H N, - Ll ) 
and SO = W"+ (Ko, - Ll) W(Ko, - Ll ). Under the hy
pothesis of Theorem 9.2, w-limN __ 

oo 
SN = So. 

x. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

There does not seem to exist a rigorous argument show
ing the validity or lack of validity of the usual integral equa
tions when Dirac delta-function potentials are present. For 
delta-shall potentials8

,9 and zero-range potentials in one di
mension28

,4 these equations can be solved explicitly. Howev
er in the three-dimensional case the formal replacement of 
the potential appearing in these equations by a Dirac delta
function leads to a contradiction. 

The results of Sec. VIII and IX of this paper provide a 
rigorous procedure for calculating the wavefunctions and S
matrix corresponding to TIl + V(x), e E [0, 217"). One first 
calculates the wavefunctions and S-matrix for the momen
tum cutoff Hamiltonian with v chosen so that H N converges 
to To + V (x) in the strong resolvent sense. For N < 00 the 
usual integral equations are valid and thus in principle the 
momentum cutoffwavefunctions and S-matrix can be calcu
lated. Since the wave operators corresponding to H N con
verge to the wave operators corresponding to To + V (x) as 
N---+ 00 , it follows that the momentum cutoff wavefunctions 
and S-matrix converge to the corresponding wavefunctions 
and S-matrix of To + V(x) in the sense of distributions. 

In this paper we have concentrated on the problem of 
zero-range potentials in one and three dimensions. It is not 
hard to extend the results of this paper to include delta-shell 
potentials8 and the modified Fermi potentia1.9 In particular 
for the formal Hamiltonian 

_ ~+ /(/+1) +vo(x-a), (10.1) 
dx2 x 2 

where a> 0, v E R I, and / = 0,1, ... , it is possible to introduce 
momentum cutoff Hamiltonians which for each fixed value 
of v (with v independent of the cutoff) converge in the strong 
resolvent sense to a member of the family of self adjoint oper
ators associated with (10.1) by Lemma 2.l. Similar results 
are valid for the formal Hamiltonian 

_ ~+ 1(1+1) + ~+vo(x-a), 
dx2 x 2 x 

which has been proposed as an alternative model for the 
Fermi contact Hamiltonian.9 
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An integral equation is proposed for the vertex function occurring in the quantum-mechanical 
many~body problem, such that the s channel and the t channel are treated simultaneously on the 
same level. The equation thus provides an intricate blending of the two channels. Its solution is 
given in closed form, and although this is complicated, it allows the physically interesting 
features to be investigated numerically. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the Green's function formulation of the nonrelativis
tic quantum-mechanical many-body problem the vertex 
function plays an important role. I It is defined as consisting 
of all connected diagrams which begin and end with a two
body force2 (we confine ourselves to one-body and two-body 
interactions). Physically, the vertex function is the scattering 
amplitude for two particles in an interacting medium. 

We denote the vertex function by rijkl(IiJ,O/,w), where 
the labels refer to a single particle basis. The energy param
eters are three independent combinations of the four off
shell energies associated with the labels, 

w = Wi + Wj = Wk + WI' 

W' = W k - Wi = Wj - WI' 

W = Wk' 

This particular choice of variables is useful for formulating 
the s channel and t channel integral equations which must be 
satisfied by r. In the references3 

•• these two integral equa
tions have been discussed at length and solutions have been 
found for specific approximations of the input, i.e., the re
spective irreducible vertex parts. While a great deal of in
sight is gained in the quoted papers, there is a certain draw
back which originates from the fact that if, say, an s channel 
equation is solved for r, the t channel properties become 
very unsatisfactory (unless, of course, one could take the 
correct s channel irreducible part). This disadvantage is ex
hibited in the properties of the t channel two-particle propa
gator when it is calculated from a r which is the solution of 
an s channel equation with approximate input. Spurious 
poles are obtained; in particular the pole terms at the unper
turbed energies reappear and the sum rule is not complied 
with. Likewise, a t channel integral equation furnishes an 
unsatisfactory s channel two-particle propagator. 

It appears that it is too complicated a task to find a 
suitable input for the s channel (t channel) integral equation 
such that the t channel (s channel) two-particle propagator 
exhibits acceptable properties. The theoretical requirement 
of crossing symmetry which postulates that both the s chan
nel and the t channel two-particle propagators should be 
calculated from a single vertex function seems to be beyond 
practical reach. 

In this paper an attempt is made to implement crossing 
symmetry in an approximate way. We abandon the concept 

of a proper s channel or t channel equation. A single integral 
equation for r is suggested, which is neither an s channel nor 
a t channel equation but such that the two channels have the 
same footing, i.e., there is no bias towards a specific channel. 

Denoting by l'ijkl (;;;,w' ,w) and Uijkl (w,w' ,w) the s chan
nel and t channel irreducible parts of r, respectively, and by 
lU ijkl (;;;,w' ,w) the contributions irreducible with respect to 
both channels, we may write down the equation 

r = lU + il'·(GG)s"r - iu*(GG),*r 

in an abbreviated form, where dots and stars indicates chan
nel and t channel connections, respectively. Summation and 
integration over the appropriate labels and energy variables 
is understood. Replacing the single-particle Green functions 
Gby their free counterparts, and the quantities l', U and lU all 
by the same static term Aijkl' we arrive at the equation which 
is the subject of this paper, viz., 

r ijkl (w,w' ,W ) 

= AM - A J !!!..... r mnkl(;;;,Z,W) 
I) I)mn 2rri (w - z - €m)(w - W + Z - €n) 

J dz rinkm(z,w' ,w) + Amjnl - . 
2rri (z - W - €m)(z - W + w' - €n) 

(1.1) 
Here and in the sequel the summation convention is used. 

The approximations by which Eq. (1.1) is obtained 
seem to be very drastic. A major deficiency which emerges 
from this treatment is the lack of time-reversal symmetry. It 
leads to nonsymmetric two-particle propagators 

KU.k/;;;) = K~ke{ + [(GGt·r-(GG), ]U.k/' 

Fik.Ij(w') = Fitt - [(GG), *r*(GG), hIj' 

(l.2a) 

(l.2b) 

in the s channel and t channel, respectively. This defect could 
be overcome by properly symmetrizing Eq. (1.1). However, 
a very important attribute ofEq. (1.1) which would then be 
lost is its solvability in closed form. The advantage of having 
an analytic solution which is easily amenable to numerical 
investigation is here given higher priority than time-reversal 
symmetry, since the emphasis in this work lies on a study of 
the effects of implementing crossing properties within a sim
plified mathematical model. Note that if the last term in Eq. 
(1.1) we dropped, this would lead to a vertex function de
pending on w only, and from Eq. (1. 2a) a traditional particle
particle RPA propagator would be obtained while F(w') 
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would exhibit spurious properties. Conversely, if the first 
integral in Eq. (1.1) were dropped, this would lead toar(cu') 
and via Eq. (1.2b) to a traditional particle-hole RPA propa
gator, but K (W) would be spurious. The intricate blending of 
the two channels becomes obvous if one considers the Neu
mann series ofEq. (Ll). 

The usefulness of Eq. (1.1) hinges to a large extent on 
the question of whether the propagators K and F have ac
ceptable properties. The results of numerical investigations 
in which use was made within a schematic model of the ex
pressions derived in this paper were in fact very satisfactory. 
The sum rules are satisfied to within about ± 1 % over a 
wide parameter range; inconsistencies5 occur only for pa
rameter values which closely approach those at which the 
stability limits of the usual RP A are reached. Further details 
are to be published elsewhere. 6 

The following two sections are devoted to the construc
tion of a solution of Eq. (1.1). The final expressions appear in 
the form of rapidly converging matrix series. In order to 
facilitate the solution procedure we assume a degenerate par
ticle and hole spectrum. The paper concludes with a discus
sion of the properties of the solution. 

2. SOLUTION OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATION 

We aim at a solution ofEq. (1.1) in a finite-dimensional 
space, i.e., each of the four labels runs over N = Nh + Np 
states corresponding to Nh hole states and Np particle states. 
In accordance with the degeneracy assumption all particle 
states of the single-particle basis have the same energy denot
ed by E, and 8 denotes the degenerate hole spectrum. The 
singularities of the integral kernels ofEq. (1.1) are defined in 
the usual manner: 

Pk hk 
--= + , 
Z - Ek Z - E + iO Z - 8 - iO 

where here and in the following we denote the projection 
operators onto the particle space and hole space by P and h, 
respectively. 

The structure of Eq. (Ll) implies that the solution 
r(w,cu',cu) cannot be increasing when wor cu' approach plus 
or minus infinity along the real axis. While this is desirable 
from the physical point of view, it is of importance for our 
mathematical procedure. As a consequ~ce, the first and the 
second integral of Eq. (Ll) vanish for cu~ ± 00 and 
cu·~ ± 00, respectively. Furthermore, we conclude from 
Eq. (1.1) that the solution r has the structure 

rijk/W,CU',cu) = Aijkl + rijkl(;;;'CU) + r ~kl(CU',CU). (2.1) 

Introducing this expression into Eq. (1.1) we obtain 

rijkl(;;;'CU) + r~kl(CU',CU) 
PmPn - hmhn( 1 r s (-») 

= Aijmn Amnkl + mnkl CU,CU 
cu - Em - En 

J dz rr",nk(Z,CU) 

- Aijmn 2rri (cu - Z - Em)(W - cu + Z - En) 

+ Amjnl p:hm - Pmh\A'nkm + r:nkm(cu',cu) 
cu - En + Em 
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f dz r;nkm(Z,CU) 

+ Amjnl 2rri (z - cu - Em)(Z - cu + cu' - En)' 

This equation is separable into two parts, one depending 
only on;;; (the variable cu is a parameter) and the other de
pending on cu'. Each part must therefore be equal to a con
stant which must be zero owing to the fact that r' and r t 

must vanish for large;;; and cu', respectively. 
It is convenient to introduce the functions 

_ rijkl(U,CU) 
Cijkl(U) = -.:....---

U - cu - EI 

h ) U-E~E-iO ' 
I J 

(2.2) 

x( Pj + hj ). 
U - Ej + E/ + iO U - Ej + E/ - iO 

In terms of these functions we obtain the coupled system 

(u - cu - E/)(U - E, - E)Cijk/(U) 

1 Pm Pn - hmhnA 
== /Lijmn rntlJ .. .1 

U - Em - En 

+ Aijmn(Pm Pn - hmhn)(u - CU - E/)Cmnk/(U) 

J dz (z - En + E/)dmnk/(z) + A,jmn . , 
2m Z + U - OJ - En 

(U - cu + E,)(U - Ej + E/)d,jI,Au) 

-A . Pnhm -Pmhn"l 
- mpd inkm 

U - En + Em 

+ Amjn/(Pn h", - Pmhn)(u - cu + E,)d,nkm(U) 

J ~ (z - E, - En )Cinkm (Z) 
+ Amp,/. . 

2m z + U - cu - En 

(2.3) 

The structure of Eqs. (2.3) suggests taking the Fourier 
transform, as the Fourier transform of a simple pole term is 
well known. From the asymptotic properties of r s and r t 

and from Eq. (2.2) it is clear that the Fourier transforms 

() JdU -iur- () Cijk/ r = -e Cijkl U, 
2rr 

dijl,t(r) = J ~ eIU Tdijk I (u), 
2rr 

exist, where the contragredient tranforms for C and d is 
taken for convenience. We obtain from Eqs. (2.3) the system 
of coupled differential equations 

(id /dr - cu - E/)(id /dr - Ei -- E)c,jkI(r) 

- iA.. e -- i(Em + E,,)T(e (r)nmP 
11'nn r n 

+ e ( - r)hmhn)Amnk/ 

+ Aumn(PmPn - hmhn)(id /dr - cu - E,)Cmnk,(r) 

+ AUmn(e ( - r)hn - e (r)Pn) 
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x ( - id Id7 + liJ + EI)e - i(w + E,,)7 dmnk/ (7) , (2.4a) 

( - id Id7 -liJ + E;)( - id Id7 - Ej + EI)dijkl(7) 

- iA rnjnl e - (Em - E,,)r(e (7)Prn hn + e ( - 7)Pn hm )Ainkm 

+ Amjnl(hrnPn - h"pm)( - id Id7 - OJ + E;)dinkm(7) 

+ Amjnl(e (7)h n - e ( - 7)Pn) 

( 'd Id ) i(w + En)7 ( ) (2 4b) X 1 7 + liJ - Ei e Cinkm 7 . . 

The explicit discontinuity of these coupled second-order 
equations, which appears on the right-hand side at 7 = 0, 
rules out the possibility that the solution may be globally C 2. 

We therefore seek a strong solution within the two separate 
ranges 7> 0 (denoted by 7 + in the following) and 7 < ° 
(denoted by 7 - ), while we require the global solution to be 
C 1 throughout. We first treat the solution for 7> 0, while 
the range 7 < ° is discussed later. 

A particular solution of the inhomogeneous system 
may be chosen as 

A • e - iCE - o)r 

dijkl(7 + ) = IhjPIAijkl . 
OJ + E - 0 - Ei 

Four independent solutions of the homogeneous system are 
required in order to obtain the general solution ofEqs. (2.4a) 
and (2.4b). Two of these solutions are readily guessed, and 
we choose the form 

and 

I ( ) . (+) -- i(w + E,)7 
C ijkl 7 + = la ijkl e , 

d I ( +) - 'h ( +) - i(E- 0)7 ijkl r - -I jPlaijkl e , 

II ( +) - . f3 ( +) - 2iH Ccjkl 7 - - 'PiPj ijkl e , 

d II ( +) - f3 C +) - iCE, - W)7 ijkl 7 - 1 ijkl e , 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

where the four-index quantities a ( + ) and f3 ( + ) are integra
tion constants. The two remaining solutions are harder to 
find. As verification is straightforward we only quote the 
results. In order to abbreviate the notation we introduce the 
quantities 

l;n.kl = 0 ik Ojl' 

1 ;k,/j = Ojk 0 ii' 

S(OJ) = OJI' - S, 

Sij,A/ = (£i + £)1' + Al)klCPk PI - hkh l ), 

T(OJ) = OJI' - t, 

tik,1j = (£, - E)11 + A'jkl(h; Pk - Pi p,,), 

The inverses of Sand T are defined by the relations 

[S(OJ)-S - I(OJ)]ijkl = Sijmn(OJ)S ';;-nL(OJ) = 1', 

[T(OJ)*T - I(OJ)]ijkl = Tmjn/(OJ)Ti-;;k!n(OJ) = 11, 

A third solution of the homogeneous system is 

III ( ) Cijkl r + 
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= i I f 41l1(s +) exp( - ipsr) exp[ - in(£ - 0)7] , 
s n = 0 

(2.7) 
d t~/(r + ) 

= -iI f [T- 1(OJ+0-n(£-0)-p,)*A ]mjrl 
s n =0 

where 

4~/(s + ) = - [S-l(n(E - 0) + Ps)H ]ijmr Pr 

X [T-l(OJ + E - neE - 0) - p,)*A ]prql 

.hqC<;'q,,)l(s + ), 
cij'rl (s + ) = X ij (sty mn (s)t,n~L· 

The quantities X (s) and X (s) are respectively left-hand and 
right-hand eigenvectors of Sij.kl associated with the eigenva
lue p" i.e., 

Sijmn(Ps)Xmn(S) = 0, 

i mn(S)Smnkl(Ps) = 0, 

and r + is the integration constant. The fourth solution has 
an analogous structure, 

ctL(r + ) = i I f [S - I(OJ + E + neE - 0) - oJ·A ]ijmr 
I n =0 

'Pr d <:'~k/(t + ) exp{ - i(liJ + £ 

+ neE - 0) - OJ7] , 

d tX/(7 + ) = i I f dW/(t + )eia
,7e - in(E- 0)7, 

1 n =0 

where 

d WI(t + ) = - [T - 1(0'1 - neE - o»*A ] mjrA 

X [S - 1 (OJ + 0 + neE - 0) - O'tH Lpq 

'P~~~kml)(t +), 

d ~O,Mt + ) = CPjl(t )(jJmn(t)~ )nt~· 
This time we have defined cP, q; and O't by 

Tmjn/(O't)CPnm(t) = 0, 

(jJ mn(t ) Tinkm( O't) = 0, 

and introduced the fourth integration constant ~(+). 

(2.8) 

The same procedure is followed for r < 0, with obvious 
modifications, giving rise to the integration constants 
a-, ... ~-. The general solution of Eqs. (2.4) thus reads 

Cijk /(7 ± ) = cijk/(r ± ) + ctkl(r ± ) + ... + ctX/(r ± ), 
A I IV 

dijk/(r ±) = dijk/(7 ±) + d ijk/(7 ±) + ... + d ijk/(7 ±). 

3. THE INTEGRATION CONSTANTS 

Having constructed a general solution of the coupled 
system of differential equations (2.4) we now proceeed to 
determine the integration constants in order to specify the 
solution in such a way that its Fourier transform fulfils Eqs. 
(2.3). The vertex function r which obeys Eq. (1.1) is then 
readily obtained by Eqs. (2.2) and (2.1) 

Two different considerations yield the conditions for 
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determining the integration constants: 
(i) The asymptotic boundary conditions requiring that 

c( 7 ± ) and d (7 ± ) should vanish for 7-+ ± 00 to ensure that 
the Fourier transforms exist; 

(ii) The matching conditions requiring that the solu
tions are C I, i.e., 

Cijk/(O + ) = Cijkl(O - ), 
(3.1) 

~ijkl(7)11"=0+ = ~Cijkl(7)1 ' 
d7 d7 1"=0-

and correspondingly for diikl . 

We turn to the boundary conditions first. As the infini
tesimal imaginary parts of the particle and hole energies are 
negative and positive, respectively, we conclude from Eqs. 
(2.5) that 

h a (+) - 0 I ijkl - . 

From the analogous expression for C~k/(7 - ) we obtain 

PI ajjki) = O. 

Thus a ( + ) and a( - ) occur in mutually orthogonal sub
spaces. We may therefore deal with one integration constant 
a, remenbering that 

a(+) -P a ijkl - I ijkl' 

a~ki) = hi aijkl' 

Similarly, from Eqs. (2.6) we introduce a single {3 with 

{3jj0) = Pi {3ijk/> 

{3jjkt) = hi {3ijkl' 

The asymptotic behavior of CWl(7 + ) is determined by the 
infinitesimal imaginary part of the valuesps [Eqs. (2.7)] 
which are the eigenvalues 7 of S ijkl' These eigenvalues may be 
classified in the following way: 

sES t :N~ eigenvalues Ps with Imps <0, 

sES2 :NpNh eigenvalues Ps = 0 + E with Imps < 0, 

andpj Xij(s) = Xij(s), 

sES3 :N~ eigenvaluesps with Imps >0, 

sES4 :NhNp eigenvalues Ps = E + 0 with Imps> 0, 

and hj xiis) = Xij(s), 

Actually, the imaginary part ofps for sES2uS4 is undefined as 
such. We define it in accordance with the first of Eqs. (2.2), 
where the convention is stipulated that the imaginary part of 
(Ei + E) associated with Cijkl is determined by the indexj. In 
the case considered, the distinction between Ei = E, Ej = 0, 
and Ei = 0, Ej = E is given by the second label of the eigen
function Xij(s) associated with p, = Ei + Ej . We conclude 
that only sES tuS2 may occur in the summation of Eqs. (2.7). 
The corresponding expressions for 7 < 0 allow only sES3uS4 . 

Since the projectors Xij(S)Xkl(S) are mutually orthogonal for 
different S values,8 we may again omit the superscripts ( + ) 
and ( - ) in the integration constants Yui!!) and use the single 
symbol Yijkl' 

The eigenvalues a, of tijkl' which occur in Eqs. (2.8), are 
classified in a similar way: 

tETt :NpNh eigenvalues a, with Ima, > 0, 
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tET2 :N ~ eigenvalues a, = 0 with [rna, > 0 

and h j ({Jjl = ({JjI' 

tET3 :NpNh eigenvalues a, with Ima, < 0, 

tET4 :N~ eigenvalues a, 

= 0 with Ima, <0 andpj ({JjI = ({JjI' 

Concerning the infinitesimal imaginary part of the eigenval
uesa, = 0 we refer to the second of Eqs. (2.2), where the 
imaginary part of (Ej - EI ) is defined by the indexj of d;jkl 
associated with it. Again, only tETtuT2 occurs in Eqs. (2.8), 

while only tET3UT4 occurs in the corresponding expressions 
for 7 < O. Owing to the orthogonality of the projectors 
({JjI(t )"izk (t) we replace the integration constants ~ ( ± ) by;, 
as; ( + ) and; ( -- ) appear in orthogonal subspaces. 

The four four-index quantities a,/3,y,~ which play the 
role ofintegration constants in our procedure still depend on 
the parameter w. They are uniquely determined by the linear 
equations expressing the matching conditions (3.1). To ex
plicitly write down this linear system offour times N 4 equa
tions requires some bookkeeping and is oflittle interest here. 
The coefficient matrix has full rank in general. The points 

wpoJe for which the determinant of the coefficient matrix 
vanishes are of physical interest. This aspect is discussed in 
Sec. 4. If a,/3,y,; satisfy the linear equations (3.1), the solu
tion of Eqs. (2.3) reads 

- - hi aijkl 
C,jkl(W) = -

W-W-E W-w-E 
h;hj {3ijkl + Pi Pj {3ijkl 

W -2E w-20 
(n) ( ) 

+ I.! Cljkl S -
,~s,uS, n ~ 0 W + n(E - 0) - Ps 

(1/) ( +) I.! C
,jkl 

S 

'ES,US, n ~ 0 W - n(E - 0) - P., 

I .! [S - J (w + E + n(E - 0) - aJ.Jl. ]ij""n' 
tET1UT~ 11=0 

I I [S-I(W+O-n(E-O)-a,Hhn'n' 
'ET~u7~ 11 = 0 

(3.2a) 

I .! [T - J (w + 0 - n(E - 0) - pJ*Jl. ]""kn'l 
\"ES1US~ n = 0 
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h n' C~~!km' (S + ) x --------------~----
u/ - w - 8 + n(£ - 8) + p, 

I f [T- l
(w+£+n(£-8)-pJ*A Jm'kn" 

\'ES ,US4 n = 0 

P n' C~~!km' (s - ) 
x --------------------

w' - w - £ - n(£ - 8) + Ps 

+ Pj h, +p,h j 

( ') Aijk" W - £j + £, (w - £i - £j + £,) 
(3.2b) 

from which the solution rijk (w,w',w) ofEq. (1.1) can be 
obtained by using Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). 

4. DISCUSSION 

Some of the properties of the solution ofEq. (1.1) may 
be read off immediately from Eqs. (3.2). While the poles at 
the unperturbed energies are cancelled by going from the 
pair c,d to rvia Eq. (2.2), we find poles of rin the following 
combinations of the energy variables: 

w = Ps + n(£ - 8), sE5\, 

w = p, - n(£ - 8), sES), 

W' = (Jt + n(£ - 8), tET) , 

w' = (Jt - n(£ - 8), tETl , 

for n = 0,1,2,,,,, We recall that; andw' are theschannel and 
t channel energies, respectively. It is obvious from the struc
ture of the integral equation (1.1) that no explicit energy 
dependence occurs in the combination; - w + w', which is 
the energy associated with the labelj. Further poles occur in 
the combinations; - wand w - w', which are associated 
with the labels I and i, respectively 

w - (IJ = n(£ - 8) + £ - (Jt' tETl , 

; - w = n(8 - £) + 8 - (Jt, tET) , 

w - w' = n(£ - 8) - 8 + p" sESl , 

w-w'=n(8-£)-£+ps, sES). 

The positions of the poles listed so far are appropriate combi
nations of s channel (Ps) or t channel «(Jt) RPA energies with 
the unperturbed energies £ and 8. We still consider these 
energy combinations as essentially unperturbed in nature, 
since a proper blending of s channel and t channel features 
has not taken place. 

A second class of poles occurs in the variable w, howev
er. These poles appear in the quantities a,/3,y,[; at those 
points at which the determinant of the linear system (3. I) 
vanishes (the case where no pole occurs in the solution al
though the determinant vanishes, would be purely incidental 
and is of no specific interest). The positions wp of these poles 
correspond to those values of w for which the homogeneous 
part ofEq. (1.1) admits a nontrivial solution, i.e., they play 
the role of eigenvalues. From the physical point of view, 
these values correspond to an excitation spectrum which is 
generated by the specific model defined by Eq. (1.1). In 
terms of the single-particle basis the states occurring at the 
energy values wp consist of superpositions of n-particle, 
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(n - I)-hole components or n-hole, (n - I)-particle compo
nents. Within the model considered it is in the variable w that 
the blending mechanism of s channel and t channel becomes 
fully effective. 

As stated in Sec. 3, the linear system (3.1) ensures that 
the expressions given in Eqs. (3.2) are in fact solutions of 
Eqs. (2.3). Exploiting (3.1) one finds as a consequence that 

lim (;ic(W) = 0, 
(J ...... ± oc' 

lim w'2d (w') = 0, 
w ' _ ± 00 

which is not obvious from the form in which c and d appear; 
it is consistent with the statement that the Fourier transform 
of c and d exists. 

For zero interaction the determinant of the linear sys
tem (3.1) has zeros at w equal to £, 8, 2£ - 8 and 28 - £. To 
first order of the interaction parameter A. the solution is given 
by 

a = 0, /3= 0, 

Pi Pj - hihj Pi h, - hj p, 
Yijk' = _ _ + Aijk" (;i/kI = Ai/k,· 

W ~ ~ ~ w-~-~+~ 

Using this result, it can be verified that c and dhave no first
order term in A., i.e., that the last term in Eqs. (3.2a) and 
(3.2b) in cancelled by the other terms. This property is con
sistent with Eqs. (2.3). As the interaction is turned on, the 
positions of the zeros of the determinant exhibit their param
eter dependence. In addition to the zeros listed above, fur
ther zeros emerge from the unperturbed values at 
n(£ - 8) + £ and n(8 - £) + 8, n = 2,3, .. ·. The whole pat
tern, i.e., the dependence on the interaction and on the num
ber of available particle and hole states, can be studied nu
merically. Since the rate of convergence of the series 
involved is governed by l/(n!f, such an investigation is easi
ly implemented. While details of a calculation will be pre
sented elsewhere/' we include here one further result which 
we consider to be important. The poles which occur in r in 
the variable (J are expected to appear in the four-point func
tion K (W), since only integrations over w' and ware implied 
by going from r to K [see Eq. (l.2a)]. However, it turns out 
that the residues of K at the poles of Zl = p, ± n(£ - 8) are 
very small for n = 2,3, .... A new family of poles at 

-;; = w; + £ and Zl = w~ + 8 appears in turn with more sig
nificant residues (w~ and w~ are the poles of r in the variable 
w, which were discussed above; the superscripts r and I indi
cate the negative and positive sign of the infinitesimal imagi
nary part, respectively). A corresponding statement holds 
for F(w') [see Eq. (l.2b)]. 

We summarize as follows. Inorder to gain insight into 
the mechanism of implementation of crossing symmetry, an 
integral equation for the vertex funtion is considered, which 
brings about a considerable degree of genuine mixing be
tween the s channel and the t channel. A major advantage in 
this mathematical study is solvability in closed form. In or
der to achieve this, simplifying assumptions are made which, 
we believe, are not crucial for the gross structure of the re
sults such as the spectra displayed in K (Zl), F«(IJ') or the vari
able w. Preliminary numerical calculations seem to confirm 
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the usefulness of this approach. While further studies should 
take into account time reversal as well as the u channel, only 
approximation schemes seem to be amenable to a solution. 
The methods used in this paper and the findings reached are 
expected to be of assistance in such further investigation. 
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A few-body quantum mechanical system is examined. It is assumed that the scattering operator of 
the system is a sum of two-body potential operators. Some odd ends in the sum commute. Four
dimensional perturbation potentials and second quantized formalism is used for a solution of the 
problem. The scattering of two distinct particles in a force field is considered as an example. For 
this case, the system of the integral equations for the scattering amplitudes are obtained. These 
amplitudes permit us to construct channel Moller operators. It has been shown that such system 
has unique solution equivalent to the solution of the corresponding Schrodinger equation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A method for solving the few-body scattering problems 
is proposed in the case where the interaction operator is giv
en by a sum of operators, some of which commute with each 
other and with some of kinetic energy operators. 

In our method, the second quantized formalism is used 
for an interaction operators definition. A scattering operator 
of the particles in the system is given by the series in the 
interaction representation, i.e., by the series of four-dimen
sional perturbation theory. The second quantitized formal
ism introduces one-particle Green's functions and depen
dence of the total scattering operator on the energy of all 
possible subsystems in the theory.l.2 

As an example of how this method works, consider the 
problem of two distinct nonrelativistic particles scattering in 
a force field. For this case we will construct an integral equa
tion set for scattering amplitudes which directly permit us to 
construct the channel M011er operators and to obtain a wave 
function with a real asymptotic behavior. 

The equation set can be found by regrouping four-di
mensional perturbation theory series and taking into ac
count the commuting properties of the interacting operators. 
This set can be reduced to one equation containing in the 
kernel the total Green function of the system of two-particles 
in the force field, which are not interacting between them
selves. The obtained set of equations is then investigated in 
this paper. It is shown that this set defines the system wave 
function which satisfies the corresponding Schroedinger 
equation. It is also shown that the homogeneous equation set 
corresponding to the one obtained in the present paper has 
no nontrivial solutions by values of the system energy which 
does not belong to the Hamiltonian energy spectrum. 

In conclusion, the connections between different meth
ods of deriving the many-particle scattering theory integral 
equations are considered. 

2. THE REGROUPING OF THE FOUR DIMENSIONAL 
PERTURBATION THEORY SERIES 

The Hamiltonian of a 2-particle in the force field is de
fined on the Hilbert space H = L 2(R 6) in the form 

H=Ho+ V, (1) 

V = LVi' i = 1,2,12, 
i 

where Ho = H o, + Ho, is the kinetic energy operator, Vi 
(i = 1,2,12) is a real function of i particle variables in L 2(R 3) 
Hilbert space. It is known that in this case the operator H is 
self-adjoint on the domain of Ho. The operators VI and V2 

commute. 
The presence of the commutating operators VI and V2 

in (1) distinguishes the solution of the problem with the Ha
miltonian (1) from that of the three-body problem with finite 
masses. 3 

For solving the problem with Hamiltonian (1) the fol
lowing scattering operator T in the interaction representa
tion is used: 

00 (-on foo f'" 
T= n~1 -n-l- _ 00 dt l· .. _ 00 dt"p [V(tl)· .. V(tn»), (2) 

because 

T + 1 = lim U(t,to) 

and U (t,to ) is evolution operator ofthe system. In Eq. (2) Pis 
the Dyson operator and V (t) is the particle interaction 
operator. 

V(t) = VI(t) + Vit) + Vdt), 

V lt) - iH,,,tV - iH".t . - 1 2 
i\ - e je ,1-, , 

V (t) - + iH,,, V - iH,,, 
12 -- e 12e . 

(3) 

The scattering operator T defines all transitions in the given 
system from the initial state were the particles (1) and (2) are 
free (from the zero channel). Hence, the operator T is de
fined on the subspace JYo of the square-integrable functions 
and JYo does not contain the bound states state functions of 
the system.4 

U sing the full set off unctions I PI P2)' where I Pi> is ith 
particle plane wave with the normalization of the form 
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one can represent 

T I fa) = I dpi I dp2T (Ep, + Ep, + iO) I PIP2) (PIP21 fa), 

and consider the operator T in the momentum space. 
In this space the Hamiltonian (1) has the form: 

(KIK2IH I qlq2) 

= E K ,8(K I - ql)8(K2 - q2) + EK ,8(K I - ql)8(K2 - q2) 

+ (KII Vl lql)8(K2 - q2) + (K21 V2Iq2)8(KI - ql) 

+ (K121 V12 1 qI2)8(KI + K2 - ql - q2)' (4) 

The operator V (t) is defined in the second quantized 
formalism. 

V,(t) = I a/ (p;, t )(P;j V;j q;)a,(q;,t), i = 1,2, (5) 
p,q, 

P, p"q,q, 

It is known that the Green function of the particle (i) in 
second quantizationl. 2 is determined as 

g o,(p;,t l - t2) = (0 IP [a,(Pi,tl)a/ (Pi,t2) J 10) 

= exp( - iEp'ul - t~ )8(tl - t2) 

= I<Xl ~ exp( - i£,(tl - t2» 
~ 00 - 21Ti £; - EPi + iO ' 

where 10) denotes the vacuum state; 

l
a,?;,t) is the annihilation operator, 

a; (p;,t) is the creation operator, 

8 (x) is the Heaviside function. 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Further, we will use the time-independent Green function 

g 0,(£) = (£; - H 0; + iO) ~ I, 

8(p; - q;) 
(P;jg 0,(£;) I qi) = E '0 ' (9) 

£i- Pi+ l 

which is an operator dependent on the variable £j' 

Let us study the properties of the operator T given by 
the series (2) with the commuting operators VI (t) and Vit). 

It will be shown below that the presence of the commut
ing interaction operators leads to the special procedure of 
regrouping of the series (2). Such regrouping procedure may 
be treated as the procedure for selecting the asymptotics of 
the system wave function. 1.2 

This procedure may be demonstrated by transforming 
the third-order term of the series (3): 

;! I: <Xl dt l I: <Xl dt2 I: 00 dt3P { ~ Va(tl) 

X ~ Va(t2) ~ Va(t3)} 

1 J<Xl Joo Joo 
= 3! a,ta, ~ oc dt l ~ <Xl dt2 ~ <Xl dt3Va,(tI) 

X Va,(tz)Va,(t3)8(tl - t2)8(t2 - t l), 

a l ,a2,a3 = 1,2,12. 
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(10) 

The following cases are sufficient to consider in study
ing the properties of the expression (10). 

First case: Let VI(t) = Va,et) = Va,(t), Vit) 
= Va. (t ) and the commutator [ VI (t ), V2(t )] = 0 is equal to 
zero at any tl and t2• In this case the term of the form 

1 f'" foc foo 2! -00 dt l -00 dtz -00 dt3P{VI(tl)VI(t2)V2(t3)} 

= I:oo dt l I:oo dt2 I:<Xl dt3VI(tl)VI(tZ)V2(t3) 

x[8(tl -t2)8(t2 -t3)+8(tl -t3)8(t3 -t2) 

+ 8 (t3 - t l )8 (t l - t2) J, (11) 

is singled out in the sum (10). In (II), the position of the 
operator V2 (t3) relative to the operator VI (t) is of no impor
tance because of the commutation property of these opera
tors. Bearing in mind this fact and the following 8-function 
property 

8(tl - t2)8(t2 - t3) + 8(tl - t3)8(t3 - t2) 

+8(t3 -tl)8(tl -t2)=8(tl -t2), 

the expression (11) will be reduced to the form 

1 I= foo foo 2!-00 dt l -00 dt2 ~OO dt3P{VI (tl)VI (t2)V2(t3)} 

1 foo foo = 2! -00 dt l -00 dt2P[VI(tl)VI(t2)J 

(12) 

® I: 00 dt3 V2(t3)· (13) 

The symbol ® designates the direct products of the opera
tors acting on various arguments of (p I pz I to ) so that the 
matrix element of such a product is equal to the product of 
the matrix elements in the momentum representation. In the 
case of higher-order terms, when only the commutating op
erators VI (t) and V2 (t ) are inserted after the sign P, the 
regrouping procedure is the same. 

Second Case: Let 

Vu,(tl) = VI (t l ), Va ,(t2) = V2(t2), Vu,(t3) = V I2 (t3)· 

The term 

I: 00 dt l I: 00 dt2 f~ 00 dt3 VI (t l )V2 (t2) VIZ (t3) 

.[ 8(tl - t2)8(tz - t3) + 8(t2 - tl )8(tl - t})J, 
(14) 

is singled out in (10). Since 

8(tl -t2)8(t2 -t})+8(tz -tl )8(tl -t3) 

= 8(tl - t3)8(tz - t}), ( 15) 

the expression (14) is regrouped to the form 

{I:", dtIVI(t l )® I:oo dti'(tz)} 

X foc 00 dt} VI2(t})8(tl - t})8(t2 - t}) 

= { f~ 00 dt l VI (t l ) ® I: oc dt i'(t2)} 

X I:oo dt3VI2(t3)8[min(tl,t2)-t3]. (16) 
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Third case: Let 

Va,(tl) = Vlit l), Va,(t2) = VI(t2), Va,(t3) = Vit3)· 

Then the examined term from (10) is of the form 

f: 00 dt l f: 00 dt2 f: 00 dt3VI2(tI)VI(t2)V2(t3) 

X le(tl - t2)e(t2 - t3) + e(tl - t3)e(t3 - t2»). (17) 

Since 

e(tl - t2)e(t2 - t3) + e(tl - t3)e(t3 - t2) 

= e(tl - t2)e(t1 - t3), 

regrouping of (17) gives the following result: 

f~oo dt IV12(tI)X{f:oo dt2VI(t2)e(tl-t2) 

® f: 00 dt3V2(t3)e(tl - t3)}' 

(18) 

(19) 

3, THE INTEGRAL EQUATION SET FOR THE CHANNEL 
AMPLITUDES 

The properties of the series (2), which are shown in Sec. 
2 of the present paper, permit us to represent the scattering 
operator T (E + iO) as the sum of the channel operators 

TI(EI,E + iO), TiE2 = E - EI,E + iO), 

T I @ iE I ,E - E I'E + iO), TdE 12,E + iO). 

These operators are defined as 

(KIK21 t~~ WI(t) I K;K2} 
= - 21T'io(EK + EK - EK, - EK,) 

I 1 I 1 

X (KIK21 TI(EI,E + iO)I K ;K2), 

(KIK21 t~~ Wit)IK;K2) 

= - 21T'io(EK, + EK,- EK; - EK) 

X (KIK21 TiE2 = E - EI,E + iO) I K;K2), 

(KIK21 tl~~ WI @2(t)IK;K2) 

= - 21T'io(EK, + EKl - EK; - EK) 

X (KIK21 T I @2(EI,E2 = E - EI,E + iO) I K;K2), 

(KIK21 }!~ W12(t)IK;K2} 

= - 21T'io(EK, + EK, - EK; - EK) 

X (KI K21 T12 (E 12,E + iO) IKI K;), (20) 

where the energies, Ea, a = (1,2,12), and EI2 have the fol
lowing meaning: 

EI =EK ,=Ki/2m l' E2=EK1=K~/2m2' 
are the energies ofthe particles 1 and 2 in the initial state; E ; 
= EK; = K ;2/2ml andE 2 = E K , = K 22/2m2 are theener

gies of the particles 1 and 2 in the final state, E = E ; + E 2 
= E K; + E K , is the total energy and E ; 2 = E - (K I 

+ K2)2/2(m I + m 2) is the relative motion energy of the par
ticles 1 and 2 in the final state. (The units adopted here are 
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those in which Ii = 1.) The operators Wa(t), a = 12, 
a = (1),(2),(1 ® 2), in (20), satisfy the equation set 

W,{t) = n~1 (-IY f: 00 dt l,·· f: 00 dtnV,(tl) .. ·V,(tn) 

·e(t-tl)e(tI-t2) .. ·e(tn_l- tn) 

X [1 + W12(tn»), i = 1,2, 

WI@2(t) 

= n,I I ( - on + m f: 00 dt\ ... f: 00 dtn VI(t l) .. · VI (tn) 

Xe(t-tl)· .. e(tn_l-tn)® f:oo d1'j'" 

X f: 00 d7 m Vi7 1)'" V2(7 m)·e (t - 71) .. ·e (7 m _ I - 7 m) 

.[1 + Wd min(tn,7 m)] J, 

Wdt ) = n~1 (- on f: oc dt j ... f: 00 dtnV12(tI) .. ·Vli tn) 

X e (t - tn)· .. · e (tn _ I - tnH 1 + WI(tn) 

+ Witn) + WI@itn»). (21) 

It can be proved, based on the set (21), that the operator 
U (t,to = - (0) given by the sum 

U(t,to = - (0) = 1 + I Wa(t), 
a 

a = (1),(2),(12),(1 ® 2), (22) 

is the solution of the Schrodinger equation in the interaction 
representation 

i!.... U(t,to = - (0) = V(t)U(t,to = - (0), at 

U (t = - 00 ,to = - (0) = 1. 

This statement can be verified by differentiation. 

(23) 

This means that the result of the regrouping procedure, 
described in Sec. 2, is equivalent to the solution of the Schro
dinger equation in the interaction representation. It follows 
from this in particular, that the M0ller operator 

{} + = U (t = O,to = - (0), 

is the isometric operator 

(I ~ I {} ! {} + I 10) = (I ~ 1/0)' 
We introduce the channel operators Ta(E + iO), where 
a = (1),(2),(1 ® 2),(12), to define the transition of the system 
to all possible asymptotic states. 

The operators TI(E + iO) and T2(E + iO) determine 
only the transitions when particle 1 or 2 in its final state is 
scattered by the force center while particle 2 or 1, respective
ly, is free. The operator T I @iE + iO) corresponds to the 
transition when particles 1 and 2 in their states are simulta
neously and independently scattered by the force center. The 
operator TliE + iO) determines the transition when mutu
ally interacting particles 1 and 2 are the final states. 

Before deducing the set of integral equations for the 
scattering channel amplitudes it is necessary to give some 
definitions. The matrix element of the operator ti(E; + iO), 
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where a = 1,2,12, is defined by the series 

(Kjl n~\ (-on f:oo dt\···f:oo dt"PIV,(t\) ... V,(tn)IIK;) 

= - 21TiD(EKj - EK;)(K;J t,(EKj + iO) I K;); 

E j = K;12mj' (24) 

In the case of i = (12), E j and K j are the energy and momen
tum of the relative motion of particles 1 and 2. 

It is easy to verify that the operators t\(E\ + iO), t2(E2 

+ iO), and t\2(EI2 + iO), satisfy the Lippman-Schwinger 
equations for the potentials VI' V2, V12, respectively: 

tl(EI + iO) = VI + V\g ol(E\ + iO)t\(E\ + iO), 

t2(E2 + iO) = V2 + V ~ OiE2 + iO)tlE2 + iO), (25) 

Joo dCI 
tliEl2 + iO) = V12 + V\2 --. gO\(£\ + iO) 

-00 -2m 
Xg olE12 - £1 + iO)tdEl2 + iO). 

One can see from (20), that the operators TI(EI,E + iO), 
TiE2 = E - EI,E + iO), TI .. 2(EI,E2 = E - EpE + iO), 
and TdE12,E + iO) depend on the energies of the real parti
cles on the energy shell. 

Consider further Eq. (21) and take into account Eqs. 
(24) and (25). This gives in the second quantized formalism 
for the operators TI(cI,E + iO), Tic2 = E - cpE + iO), 
TI .. 2(CI,C2 = E - cl>E + iO), and Tdc12,E + iO), and the 

equation set: 

TI(Cl,E + iO) = tl(C\ + iO)D(c\,E D + tl(CI + iO) 

X g O1(CI + iO)Tdc12,E + iO), 

TiE - cI,E + iO) 
= tiE - CI + iO)D(E - cI,E~) 

X + tiE - CI + iO)g 02(E - CI + iO)TlicwE + iO), 

T I .. 2(cI,E - cl,E + iO) 

= - 2m'D(cl - E ;)tl(cl + iO)t2(E - Cl + iO) 

+tl(CI +iO)t2(E-cI +iO)gOI(CI +iO) 

X g oiE - CI + iO)TlicI2,E + iO), 

Tdc12,E + iO) 
= tdc12 + iO)D(CI2,E;2) + tdc12 + iO) 

f oc d£1 
. --. g 01(£1 + iO)·g olE - £1 + iO) 

-00 -2m 
.[TI(£I,E + iO) + TiE - £I,E + iO) 

+ TI .. i£I,E-£I,E+iO)]. (26) 

Here £1' £2' Cl> c2 are the energies of the virtual particles off 
the energy shell. 

The operators TI(cI,E + iO), T2(C2 = E - cI,E + iO), 
and TI .. icI,E - cI,E + iO) are the analytic continuation of 
the corresponding operators TI(El>E + iO), T2(E - E I, 
E + iO), and Tl .. iEI,E - EI,E + iO) over the variable EI 
and E2 of the physical domain. 

In Eq. (26) D (a I (3) is the Kroneker symbol, EI2 is the relative motion energy of the real particles 1 and 2 in the final state, 
and cI2 is the relative motion energy of the virtual particles 1 and 2. 

Let us note that in the matrix elements of the operators Tdc12,E + iO) and tdc12 + iO), which are 

(ql q2 I Tl2 (Cll ,E + iO) I K; K~), 
and 

(27) 

the energy c12 and momentum ql2 are 

(ql + q2)2 q lm2 - q2ml 
c12 = E - , ql2 = (28) 

2(m l + m2) m l + m 2 

The one-particle Green functions (9) appears in the Eq. (26), obtained in second quantized formalism from Eq. (21), because 
of presence of the 8 functions in Eq. (21). Consider the operatorsNI(cl.E + iO), N2(E - cpE + iO). NI .. icI,E - cI,E + iO), 
and Ndc2,E + iO), which are defined by the relations 

Tl(cl,E + iO) = tl(CI + iO)D(cpE;) + NI(cI,E + iO), 

T2(E - cI,E + iO) = t2(E - cI + iO)D(E - cI,E 2) + NlE - cI,E + iO), 

T 1 ,.2 (Cl ,E - cl ,E + iO) = -21TiD( Cl - E ;)t l (CI + iO).t2 (E - Cl + iO) + N I®2(CI ,E - CI ,E + iO), 

TdcwE + iO) = t 12(CI2 + iO)D(CI2,E ;2) + NdcJ2tE + iO). (29) 

The equations for these operations follow from Eq. (26): 

857 

NI(cI,E + iO) = tl(CI + iO) g OI(CI + iO)t12(E;2 + iO) + ll(ci + iO) g O1(CI + iO)N12(CI2,E + iO), 

NiE - cI,E + iO) = liE - CI + iO)g oiE - Cl + iO)t I2(E 12 + iO) + t2(E - cl + iO)g oiE - cI + iO)NnCc12,E + iO), 

Nl .. icl,E - cI,E + iO) = tl(CI + iO)t2(E - ci + iO). g OI(CI + iO)·g oiE - CI + iO)tliE 12 + iO) + ll(CI + iO) 

XtiE-CI +iO)g01(CI +iO)goiE-cl + iO)NI2(CI2,E+ iO), 

N I2(C I2tE + iO) = t 12(C12 + iO) g ol(E 1+ iO)tl(E; + iO) + tdc\2 + iO).g oiE 2. + iO)tiE ~ + iO) 

+ t 12(C12 + iO) g ol(E; + iO)g oiE ~ + iO) X tl(E; + iO)t2(E ~ + iO) + tdcJ2 + iO) 
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(30) 

One can see that the matrix elements of the operators Na(E + iO) define only connected amplitudes. 
We note as a consequence that the S matrix of the studied system is the sum of all possible disconnected amplitudes and 

the completely bound amplitude with the singularity appearing due to the law of total energy conservation. In this case, the 
law of momentum conservation in the entire system is not satisfied. Thus, we get the following representation for the S matrix: 

(KIK2IS IK;K~) 

= 8(KI - Ki)8(K2 - K2) + ( - 2m)8(EK, - EK)8(K2 - K2)(KII tl(EK; + iO) 1 K;) + ( - 21Ti) 

X8(EKl - EK)8(KI - K;)(K21 t2(EKJ + iO) 1 KD + ( - 2mi8(EK, - E K)8(EK1 - E K) 

.(Kllll(EK; + iO)IK;).(K2ItiEKJ + iO)IKi) + (- 2m)8(EK, + EKz - E K; - E K) 

.(KIK2IN(E + iO)IK;K2), 

whereE=EK; +EK'l and 

(KI K2IN(E + iO)1 K; Ki) = (KI K2iNi (E\,E + iO) IKI K2) + (KI K2 iN2(E - EI ,E + iO) IKI K2) 
+ (K IK2 iNl .. 2(Ep E - EI ,E + iO) IKI K2) + (KI K2 iNl2(E12 ,E + iO) IKI K2)' 

(31) 

is the completely connected amplitude of particle scattering in the system, on the energy shell. The system (30) can be reduced 
to the one equation of the type 

N\2(E\,E+iO)=t\2(E12 +iO)·[go\(E; +iO)t\(E; +iO)+g02(Ei +iO)t2(Ei +iO)+go\(E; +iO)g02(Ei +iO) 

foo d£\ 
.l\(E; +iO}t2 (Ei +iO)]+t2(E2 +;0)· --. [g 0\ (£\ +iO)g02(E-E\ +iO)] 

-00 -2m 
Xt l (£\ +iO)go\(£\ +iO)+go\(£\ +iO)g02(E-£\ +;0)t2(E-£\ +iO)g02(E-£\ +iO) 
+gO\(£\ +iO)g02(E-£\ +;O)t\(£\ +iO)t2(E-£\ +iO)go\(£\ +iO}g02(E-£\ +;0)] 

·[N\2(E12 ,E+iO)+t\2(E;2 +iO)]. (32) 
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+ f dql f dq2 \KI K21tl2 (E - ;~I++K;~2) + iO )Iql q2)' r~ '" ~;~i (£1 _ E
q

, + iO) . (E _ £1 - E
q

, + iO) 

'<ql q21N1 (£1 ,E + iO) IK; K;) + <ql q21N2(EI - £1 ,E + iO) IK; K;)] + <ql q21N1 ®2(£I'E - £1 ,E + iO) IK; K;) ]'(33) 

4. THE PROPERTIES OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
FOR THE CHANNEL AMPLITUDES 

In this section we prove that the analytical continuation 
of the operators Ta(E + iO) over the energy of particles, 
which was perfomed by obtaining Eq. (26), has been carried 
out correctly. It is necessary for this proof to construct the 
wave function of the system. 

We insert the following notations: 

g,(£1 +i7)= [£I- HOi+ i7 ]-1 

is a Green function of the ith particle (i = 1,2): 

-jI o,(E - HOj + iT) = [(E - Ho) - HOi + i7] - I 

is a Green function of the particle i (i = 1,2) in the circum
stance that particle I=I=i (j = 2,1) is on the energy shell, £ j 

= Hoi' and '!!/ o(E + iT) = (E - HOI - H02 + i7) - I is a to-
tal Green function of the system of particles 1 and 2 with the 
following matrix element 

(PIP21 '!!/ O<E + iT) I qlq2) 

8(PI + P2 - ql - q2)8(PI2 - qd 

E - «PI + P2?/2(m l + m 2» - (pizI21l1Z) + i7 
(34) 

The operators ,::?J o,(E - HOj + iO) and '!!/ o(E + iO) are in
verse to the operator (E - HOI - Hoz)' 

The wave function of the system is determined as 

Iw) =fl+ 1<P1<P2) = U(t=O,to= - OO)I<Pl<P2)' 

where I <p) <P2) is the initial state of the system. Further, ac
cording to the adiabatic hypothesis,' the wave function II/!) 
= I!/J(E + iO» is to be constructed on the basis of the fol

lowing limit process: 

I!/J(E + iO» = lim I!/J(E + iT». (35) 
r··-+O 

The convergence by 7--0 in (35) is considered in the space of 
the generalized functions, because the vector (35) belongs to 
that space. The set (21) gives the representation of the wave 
function 

I!/J(E + iT» = I <PI <PI) + l!/Jl(E + i7» + l!/JzCE + iT» 

+ I WI ,. 2(E + i7» + 11/!12(E + iT». (36) 

The functions I!/Ja (E + iT», where a = (1),(2),(1 ® 2), 
a = (12), are defined, by using (33) by the following 
expressions 

/!/J, (E + ir» 

= g 01 (EI + i7)tl (EI + i7) / <PI <P2) 

f'" d£ 
+ __ 1_. gOI(£, +irl )g02(E-£, -i7

2
) 

-- YO -21TI 
XNI (£1 ,E + i7) /<PI <P2), 

/!/J2(E + ir» 
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= g 02 (E2 + ir)t2 (E2 + ir) I<pI <P2) 

Joo d£1 . ). (E .) + ---. gal (£1 + 1 7) ~ 02 - £1 - 1 r2 
-00 -2m 

XN2 (E - £) ,E + iT) I<pI <Pz), 

l!/Jl"Z(E + ir» 

=go)(E) +irl)tl(EI +irl )g02(E2 +i1'2) 

t2(E2 + i 1'2) I<pI <P2) 

£CO d£1 . ) (E .) 
X --. gal (£1 + 11'1 g 02 - £1 + 11"2 

- oc -2m 
-N1 .. 2 (£1 ,E - £1 ,E + i1") I<pI <P2)' 

1!/J12 (E + ir» = '!!/ o(E + i1')t12 (E12 + iT) 1<p1 <PI ) 

+ '!!/ o(E + i1")NI2 (E I2 ,E + iT) I<pI <Pz)' 

71 + 1"2 = T, 1"1,r2 > O. (37) 

The meanings of E I , E I are 

El + E2 = E, HOI I<pI ) = El 1<p1)' Hozl<p2) = E21<p2)' 

It is emphasized that in compliance with the adiabatic hy
pothesis, we deal first with finite values of 7 and only after 
that calculate the limit 7--+ +0 of the wave vectors, as was 
shown in (35). 

We assume that the amplitudes t l , t2, tl2 have poles 
only at real negative values of energy. 3 Therefore, the kernels 
of (3 7) are defined at all finite values of 7. Using the standard 
procedure 

1 . = ~ (00 da exp(i(x _ a + i 1")a), (38) 
x - a + 1 r 1 Jo 

given in,S the set (37) is reduced to the form 

I!/JI (E + i 7» 

= '!!/ 01 (E - H02 + i 7)tl (E - H02 + i 7) 1<p1 <P2) 

+ '!!/Ol (E - H02 + i 7)t l (E - H02 + i 7) 

X ';'7/01 (E - H02 + i 1")TI2 (E + i 1') / <PI <P2)' 

l!/JiE + i 7» 
= -:?J oiE - Hal + i 7)tz{E - Hal + i 7) I <PI <P2) 

+ '!!/ olE - HOI + i 7)tz{E - HOI + iT) 

X '!!/ oiE - HOI + i 1') T 12(E + i 7) I <PI <P2)' 

1!/JI .. iE + iT» 

= g 01(E1 + i 1"1)tl(E1 + i 1'1)g oiEz + i 1"2) 

X tiE2 + i 72) I <PI <Pz) 

f'X> d£1 
+ --. g 01(£1 + i 7 1)g olE - £1 + i 7 2) 

--,~ - 2m 
XN I ® 2(£I,E - £I,E + iO) I <PI <P2)' 

1!/JllE + i 7» = '!!/ o(E + i 7)T12(E + ir) 1<p1 <P2)' (39) 

Now we prove two theorems. 
Theorem I: The wave function I!/J(E + iO» defined in 

(36) and (39) in the space of generalized function is a solution 
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of the Schrodinger equation 

(E - HOI - HOI - VI - Vl - V12) I t/1(E + iO» = 0, 

if V,{X)E2'l(R 2). (40) 

Proof Let us substitute the wave function of the system, 
given in (36), in the Eq. (39). We have to calculate the results 
of the operator (E - HOI - H02 - VI - V2 - VIl) acting on 
the function I t/1a(E + iO», where a = (1,2,(1 ® 2),12). For 
example, for the function I t/11(E + iO» we have 

(E - HOI - Hal - VI - V2 - V12) I t/11(E + iO» 

= VI I 'PI 'Pl) - V -£ ol(EI + iO)tl(EI + iO) I 'PI 'P2) 

- VI-£ O1(EI + iO)'!I(EI + iO) I 'PI 'Pl) 

+ VI '?Y O1(E - H02 + iO)T12(E + iO) I 'PI 'Pz) 

- V2'?Y oi(E - H02 + iO)tl(E - H02 + iO) 

X '?Y O1(E - HOI + iO)TdE + iO) I 'PI 'P2) 

- V12 '?Y ol(E - HOI + iO)tl(E - H02 + iO) 

X '?Y ol(E - H02 + iO)TliE + iO) I 'PI 'P2)' (41) 

without taking into account the terms which are equal to 
zero when 1"~0. The expressions for the other wave func
tions are similarly calculated. Summation ofthe expressions 
of the type (41) gives the result. 

Lemma: The homogeneous set of equations corre
sponding to the set (39) has no nontrivial solutions at the real 
energy E, except for the values in the point spectrum of the 
Hamiltonian H. The same class of potentials is considered as 
for the Theorem 1. 

Proof Consider the homogeneous set of equations cor
responding to the set (39) 

- foo d£1 
I t/11(E + iO» = --. g 01(£1 + iO) 

-oc -2m 
Xg oiE - £1 + iO)TI(£I,E + iO) I fa), 

- fOO d£1 
I t/12(E + iO» = --. g 01(£1 + iO) 

-00 -2m 
Xg oiE - £1 + iO)TiE - £1'E + iO)1 fo), 

II/JI ",z{E + iO» 

fOO d£1 
= --. g 01(£1 + iO)g oiE - £1 + iO) 

-00 -2m 
X TI ®2(£I,E - £I,E + iO) I fa), 

lI/JdE + iO» = '?Y o(E + iO)T12(E + iO) Ifo) , (42) 

where the operators Ta(E + iO) with fixed E ~t on an arbi
trary vector to form JY'0 . Here the operators Ta(E + iO) sat
isfy the homogeneous equations obtained from the Eq. (26). 
Applying the same procedure as when proving the Theorem 
I, we get 

(E - HOI - HOI -- VI - V2 - VI 2) II/J(E + iO» = 0, 
(43) 

where 

II/J(E + iO» = L II/Ja (E + iO», Ee spectrum of H, 

a = (1),(2),(1 ® 2),(12). (44) 

Theorem II. If the function II/J(E + iO» defined in (44) 
and (42) satisfies Eq. (43), all operators Ta (E + iO) where 
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a = 1,2,1 ® 2,12, and the homogeneous set of equations for 
the operators Ta (E + iO) corresponding to the set (26) have 
only trivial solutions at the real total energy except the val
ues in the spectrum of the Hamiltonian H. 

Proof Substituting II/JI ® 2 (E + iO» from (42) in the 
equation for the operator TI2 (E + iO) and bearing in mind 
(43) we get 

TdE + iO) Ifo> = - tdE + iO)'?Y o(E + iO)TdE + iO) Ifo)· 
(45) 

Multiplying (45) to the left by [V12 '?Y a<E + iO)] we get 

f;z<E + iO)lfo) = 0 and T I2(E + iO) = O. (46) 

Hence, all the amplitudes TdE + iO) where 
a = 1,2,1 ® 2,12 are zero. 

5. THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE INTEGRAL 
EQUATIONS OBTAINED BY THREE AND FOUR 
DIMENSIONAL PERTURBATION THEORY 

The rearrangement of the series of stationary (three
dimensional) perturbation theory also makes it possible to 
obtain a set of equations for the amplitudes of two-body scat
tering in central field which coincide with set (31) on the 
energy shell. Off the energy shell, however, the scattering 
amplitudes found in terms of four-dimensional perturbation 
theory do not prove to be as singular as the amplitude found 
in three-dimensional perturbation theory. 

Indeed, consider the Lippman-Schwinger equation for 
the above mentioned problem: 

T(Z) = (VI + V2 + V12) + (VI + V2 + V12) 

X Go(Z)T(Z), 

Z=E+iO. 

The operator T (Z) will be presented as the sum 

(47) 

T(Z) = TI,2(Z) + T12(Z), (48) 

where the summed operators satisfy the equations of the 
form 

TI,2(Z) = NI,2(Z) + NdZ )Go(Z)TI2(Z), 

and where 

(49) 

t 12(Z) = V12 + VI2GO(Z)t 12(Z), (50) 

NI,2(Z) = (VI + V2) + (VI + V2)Go(Z)NdZ), (51) 

and G (Z) is the free Green function of the system. 
As shown in Ref. 6, Eq. (51) fails to have a unique solu

tion; then the operator NI,2 (Z) should be determined using 
the total Green function GI,2 (Z) corresponding to the Ha
miltonian of the form 

(52) 

Such determination of N 1•l (Z) is given by the relations 

NuCZ) = (VI + V2) + (VI + V2)GdZ )(VI + V2), 
(53) 

NdZ) = (Z - Ho)GI.2(Z)(Z - Ho) - (Z - Ho)· 
(54) 

In this case, the Green function G 1,2 (Z ) should be defined as 
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a convolution 

f OO d£1 
GI,2(Z) = --, g 1(£1 + iO)g iE - £1 + iO), 

-00 -2m 
Z = E + iO, (55) 

where g,(Z) = (Zi - HOi - V) - I, whence the operator 
N1,2 (Z) may be determined as 

NI,iZ = E + iO) = tl(E - H02 + iO) + tiE - HOI + iO) 

foo d£1 
+ --, [g 01(£1 + iO) 

- 00 - 21Tl 

+ g oiE - £1 + iO)]tl(£1 + iO) 

Xt2(E - £1 + iO)[g 01(£1 + iO) 

+g oiE - £1 + iO)]. (56) 
el4 
The operator ti (Zi) in (56) can be found from the equation 

tlZ) = Vi + VPo(Z )tlZ;), 
(57) 

Zi = Z - Hop i=/=j, i,j = 1,2. 

Bearing in mind the representation (56) for the operator 
N1,2 (Z) Eqs. (49) may be rewritten as 

TI(Z) = tl(Z - H 02) + tl(Z - H 02)GO(Z)TliZ), 

T2(Z) = tiZ - HOI) + tiZ - HoI)Go(Z)TJiZ), 

TI • .iZ) = Y I .oiZ) + Y I .. iZ)Go(Z)TJiZ), 

TliZ) = tJiZ) + tJiZ)Go(Z) 

where 

X[TI(Z)+ TiZ) + TI .. iZ)], Z=E+iO, 
(58) 

Y I .. 2(Z = E + iO) 
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= fOO ~ [g 01(£1 + iO) + g oiE - £1 + iO)] 
-00 -2m 

Xtl(£1 + iO)t2(E - £1 + iO)[g 01(£1 + iO) 

+ g oiE - £1 + iO)] , (59) 

or 

YI .. iZ=E + iO) 

foo d£1 
= --. (E - Ho + iO)g 01(£1 + iO) 

-00 -2m 
Xg oiE - £1 + iO).tl(£1 + iO)tiE - £1 + iO) 

·gOI(£1 + iO)·g oiE - £1 + iO)·(E - Ho + iO). (60) 

Obviously, the structures of sets (58) and (26) prove to 
be the same. Besides, the integral equations for scattering 
amplitudes written on the basis of (58) on the energy shell 
coincide with (31). Off the energy shell, however, the ampli
tude obtained from (31) does not prove to be as singular as 
those obtained from (58). 
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A recent investigation due to Ashtekar and Xanthopoulos of isometries compatible with 
asymptotic flatness at null infinity is extended by considering space-times which admit "only a 
piece of ,F". This extension makes the interplay between asymptotic conditions and permissible 
isometries more transparent by bringing out how the various parts of the asymptotic structure 
individually lead to restrictions on isometries and by separating the consequences of field 
equations from those of purely geometric asymptotic conditions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There is available l in literature a detailed analysis of 
isometries admitted by space-times which satisfy certain as
ymptotic conditions at null infinity. These conditions re
quire, in particular, that the null boundary J of the given 
space-time be topologically S 2 X R and that the generators of 
J be complete. 2 The purpose of this note is to extend this 
work by weakening the asymptotic requirements. More spe
cifically, we shall proceed in the following steps: we will be
gin by examining space-times which admit only a "piece of 
J," i.e., space-times for which J is neither topologically 
S 2 X R nor with complete generators, then focus on the case 
when J is S 2 X R but with generators which are not neces
sarily complete; and, finally, consider space-times with a 
"global" J as in Ref. 1. Such a step by step analysis serves 
two purposes. First, it makes the interplay between the 
structure of the permissible isometry groups and the im
posed asymptotic conditions more transparent: one can now 
see, more clearly, how constraints on possible Killing fields 
arise from various individual pieces of the asymptotic struc
ture. Second, the generality gained over Ref. 1 is useful from 
a rather practical viewpoint as well: Models of isolated sys
tems with only a "piece ofJ" will be substantially easier to 
construct than those admitting a global J. 3 The present 
analysis may be useful in the investigation of global proper
ties of known models as well as in the construction of new 
models of this type. 

In Sec. 2, we consider space-times which admit only a 
"local J," and, in Sec. 3, those with a J which is topologi
cally S 2 xR.1t turns out that in spite oftheir apparent weak
ness, the asymptotic conditions involved do impose rather 
severe restrictions on the structure of isometry Lie algebras. 
Section 4 summarizes these results as well as those of Ref. 1, 
thereby providing a concise picture of the whole situation. 
For space-times with a global J, the only essential gap in 
the analysis of Ref. 1 is the lack of an argument showing that 
if the asymptotic curvature does not fall off "too rapidly," a 
translational Killing field, if present, is necessarily timelike 
near J. This gap is filled by the present investigation. 

Throughout this paper, we use the same notation as in 
Ref. 1. However, unlike in Ref. 1, we do not include the 
validity of Einstein's vacuum equation near.F as a condition 

in the definition of asymptotic flatness. Rather, at each stage 
in the analysis we explicityly impose additional conditions
whose satisfaction was ensured in Ref. 1 via Einstein's equa
tion-which are directly required to obtain the desired re
sults. Although this procedure makes the statements of some 
results more complicated, it has the advantage of separating 
the consequences of purely geometric asymptotic conditions 
from those of field equations. We hope that the separation of 
these two issues will be useful, e.g., in the construction of 
counterexamples to conjectures concerning isolated 
systems. 

2. LOCALf 

Consider a smooth (i.e., say en) manifold M without 
boundary equipped with a smooth metric gab of signature 
(- + + +). 

Definition 1: (M,gab) will be said to admit an asymptote 
provided there exists a manifold M with boundary J, to
gether with a smooth Lorentz metric gab' a smooth function 
fl and a diffeomorphism from M on to M (with which we 
identify M with its image in M) such that: 

(i) on M, gab = fl2gah' 

(ii) on ,f'-, fl = 0, Vafl #0, Vafl Vafl = 0, and 
Va V il fl = 0, where V is the derivative operator on (M,gah) . 

(M,gah) will be referred to as the asymptote of (M,gab) . 
Remarks: (1) These asymptotic conditions are quite 

weak. In particular, there exist several physically interesting 
nonstationary space-times which admit an asymptote: ex
amples are some of the Robinson-Trautman4 space-times, 
the c metric5 and Vaidya solutions. I> 

(2) The notation of an asymptote expressed by Defini
tion 1 is somewhat stronger than that used by Geroch7

: The 
requirement Va V bfl = 0 on J is omitted in Geroch's defini
tion. In particular, although Friedmann space-times with 
flat 3-surfaces admits an asymptote in the sense ofGeroch, it 
does not, apparently, admit one in the sense of Defini~ion 1. x 

(3) If Einsteins's vacuum equation holds in NnM for 
some neighborhood N of fin M-or, more generally, if the 
stress-energy Tal> falls off in such a way that fl Tail admits a 
limit to.F -then the last two equations in condition (ii) are 
superfluous: If the other requirements of Definition 1 are 
satisfied, one can always find a conformal factor satisfying 
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VJl Vun=OandVaVbn=Oonf 
(4) For the class of space-times satisfying this defini

tion, the BMS group need not be the group of asymptotic 
symmetries. Furthermore, the group of asymptotic symme
tries can change from one space-time to another in this class. 

Denote by Y the Lie algebra of the isometry group of 
(M,gab)' To investigate the structure of Y, we use, as in Ref. 
1, the notion of conformal Killing data and the technique of 
conformal Killing transport. Let i a denote a Killing field on 
(M,gUb) and let the quadruplet <S a, Fab,ifJ, ka) denote its con
formal Killing data w.r.t. gub' (Recall: Fab: = V[a5b I' 
ifJ: = iV uS a, ku: = VaifJ. For details, see Refs. 1, and 9.) 
Then, using the same arguments as on page 2218 of Ref. 1 we 
have: 

Lemma 1.1: i u admits a smooth extension 5 u to f 
which is a conformal Killing field on (M,gab)' 

Lemma 1.2: The conformal Killing data <S a, Fab ,ifJ, ka) 
at any point of f is tangentiaitof. That is,S ana = 0, Fabnb 
= 0, Kanu = ° at any point of f, where na - vun. 

Lemma 1.3: If 5 a vanishes in an open neighborhood, 
within f, of any point of f, then 5 a must vanish identically 
onM. 

These Lemmas assure us that we can investigate the 
structure of Y by examining the behavior of various Killing 
fields at points of f. We begin by introducing some nota
tion. A Killing field i a on (M,gab) will be said to be a transla
tional Killingfield, if the restriction of 5 a tof is of the form 
5 a I, = anU _ avan for some function a. (Lemma 1.2 im
plies that a can have only isolated zeros.) What does the 
conformal Killing data of translations look like at a point of 
f? It is easy to check that the data must satisfy the following 
conditions: Fab 17 = Via nb I ' ifJ Iy = 0, and ka 1 f = /3n a, 
w here Va is a vector field on f satisfying V una = ° and Y II VU 

= 0, and /3 is a scalar field on f. Denote by 7 the space of 
translational Killing fields. Then, from Lemma 1.3 and the 
form of the conformal Killing data of translations, it follows 
that dim n;;4, (where "dim" denotes dimension). Next, a 
simple calculation gives Y ,na 17 = - ifJna Iy for any Kill
ing field; on (M,gub)' Hence Y ~ana 17 = (Y ~a 
- aifJ )na 

1 y • Therefore, we have the following result: 
Theorem 1: The space 7 of translational Killing fields is 

an Abelian ideal of the isometry Lie algebra Y. Further
more, dim 7<4 and dim Y /7<6. 

Remark: Denote by Y the space of generators of f and 
by hab the natural metric thereon. [Since Y ngab 2V(anb) 
vanishes on f, Y inherits a natural metric. Since n = ° on 
f and since na - van is nonzero and null there, hab has 
signature (+ + ).] It is easy to show that each element of 
Y /7 induces a conformal isometry on (Y, hab)' However, 
since ,,? is two-dimensional and not necessarily compact, 
conformal isometries of(Y, hab) need not form a Lie group. 
Hence, for the class of space-times under consideration, the 
structure of the Lie algebra Y /r can be quite arbitrary. 

Next, we wish to restrict the number of permissible 
Killing fields by imposing suitable conditions on the fall-off 
of the Weyl curvature of(M,gab)' For this purpose, we intro
duce a tensor field Kabed which will be called the asymptotic 
Weyl curvature. Let Cabed denote the Weyl tensor of gab' If 
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Cubed does not vanish identically on f, set Kabed = Cabed' 
(Note: sincef is not required to be topologically S 2 X R, and 
since the field equations have not been imposed, the usual 
argument lO showing Cabed 1.7 = ° does not go through.) If 
Cubed does vanish identically on f, n-ICabed admits a 
smooth limit to f.11 If this limit itself does not vanish every
where on . .Y, we set K abed = n-ICabed' If Lim . f 
n -I Cabed = 0, we consider n -lCabed and so on. Thus, unless 
Cahed and all its derivatives vanish identically on f, there 
exists a tensor field Kabed , representing the asymptotic cur
vature, which fails to vanish everywhere on f. Now onwards 
we assume that, for some (nonnegative) integer n, Lim ~ f 
n - Il,- I C abed vanishes on f but Lim .'y n - "C abed fails to 
vanish identically there and set K abed = n - ncabed . (By 
Kabed Iy we shall always mean Lim_. f n -IlCabed .)Note 
that this assumption is substantially weaker than that of Ref. 
1: There, n was required to be 1. The intuitive idea behind 
this assumption is simply to exclude conformally flat space
times satisfying Definition 1 from the rest. 

Fix a point p of f at which Kabed fails to vanish. Since 
Kabed is a smooth tensor field, there exists a neighborhood 
N p off such that Kabed is nonzero everywhere in N p' Then, 
using the same arguments as in Lemma 2.1 of Ref. 1 with the 
trivial modifications in various numerical factors required 
by the fact that Kabed equals n - ncabcd ' rather than 
n-ICahed as in Ref. 1, we obtain: 

Lemma 2.1: There exists a curvature scalar f on f and 
a point p' in N p such thatf I p' #0, and for any Killing field 
i a on (M,gab)' 5 "'v m f = - (2n +4)ifJf in N p' where, as 
usual, ifJ = ! VmS m is the third piece of the conformal Killing 
data of 5 a W.r.t. gab' 

Thus, the presence of the asymptotic Weyl curvature 
constrains the conformal Killing data of 5 a at p' : 5 alp' 
completely determines the value of ifJ I p" Furthermore, 
since 5 "'v m f = - (2n +4)ifJ f everywhere in N p' the 
fourth piece, ka 1 p" of the conformal Killing data is also 
constrained. We therefore have the following result: The 
conformal Killing data <S a, Fab ,ifJ, ka) at p' is one of the type 

(5 alp' ,Fub 1 p" - (2n +4yl 5 m(v", log!) 1 p" 

- (2n +4yl [5mv m Va logf + F':;V m logf 

- (2n +4y1 5 m(v", 10g!)(Va log!)] p' + rna 1 p' ), 

for some real number r. Thus, the presence of the asymptotic 
Weyl curvature implies that values of 5 u and Fab at p' them
selves determine ifJ I p' and k alp' up to a multiple of na, Us
ing the fact that at any point of f, every translational Kill
ing field 5 a has the data of the form (ana, n [a Vb I ,0, /3n a) , 
with vana = ° and Y n va = 0, we have: 

Lemma 2.2: In the terminology of Theorem 1, 
dim Y /7 can not exceed three. 

Thus, from Theorem 1 and Lemma 2.2 we know that 
the given space-time cannot admit more than seven Killing 
fields. A strong restriction is obtained by a further, apparent
ly mild assumption. Let us suppose that the asymptotic Weyl 
curvature Kabed is such that Kabcdnd fails to vanish identically 
on f. Geometrically, this assumption requires that there is a 
point p of f at which na is not a fourfold degenerate princi-
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pal null direction of Kabcd (For a physical motivation of this 
condition, See Ref. 1, page 2219). Now using the same argu
ments as in Lemma 2.3 of Ref. 1 we have: 

~emma 2.3: If Kabcdnd does not vanish identically on 
J, dIm T<1. 

Remark: There is an alternate, more geometric argu
ment which makes the result of Lemma 2.3 more transpar
ent. This will be given in Sec. 3 (after Lemma 3.6). 

As a direct consequence of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 we 
have: 

Theorem 2: If the asymptotic Weyl curvature Kabcd is 
such that Kabcdnd does not vanish identically on J, the di
mension of the isometry Lie algebra .!f of (M,gab) cannot 
exceed four. Furthermore, dimension of the Lie ideal T (of 
translations) of.!f cannot exceed one and that of .!fIT can
not exceed three. 

Remark: Again, since Y, the space of generators of J, 
is not necessarily a compact 2-manifold, we cannot make any 
statements regarding the structure of .!fIT. In particular, .!f 

need not be a sub-Lie algebra of the Poincare algebra! Note 
also that dim .!f = 4 does not imply that .!f is isomorphic 
with the Lie algebra of Killing fields in the Schwarzschild 
space-time. Indeed, even if gab is required, in addition, to 
satisfy the vacuum equation near J, .!f can differ from 
Schwarzschild Lie algebra: The Levi-Civita b metric l2 offers 
an example. 

3. J WITH TOPOLOGY S2XR 

In this section we consider space-times satisfying stron
ger asymptotic requirements: We assume (M,gab) admits an 
asymptote (M,gab) such that the null boundary J is topo
logically S 2 X R. Note, however, that we do not require the 
generators of J to be complete nor, in the first part of this 
section, gab to satisfy Einstein's vacuum equation to any as
ymptotic order. One expects there to exist a large class of 
space-times-not necessarily stationary-which admits an 
asymptote in this stronger sense. Indeed, analysis5 in the 
linearized approximation strongly suggests that the c metric, 
which is a vacuum space-time with gravitational radiation 
belongs to this class. 

Since J is topologically S2 XR, the Lie algebra of in
finitesimal asymptotic symmetries is the BMS Lie algebra. 13 

[We cannot yet consider the group of (finite) asymptotic 
symmetries since generators of J need not be complete.] 
Hence, it follows that .!f is a sub-Lie algebra of the BMS Lie 
algebra. (Lemma 1.1, of Ref. 1.) Furthermore, since the 
space Y of generators of J is a 2-sphere and since the group 
of conformal isometries of a 2-sphere is the Lorentz group, it 
follows that Y Ir is a sub-Lie algebra ofthe Lorentz Lie 
algebra. This fact enables us to investigate the structure of 
permissible isometry Lie algebras. 

From now onwards, we assume that the asymptotic 
curvature Kabcd is such that Kabcdnd does not vanish identi
cally on J. Then, from Theorem 2, we know that 
dim.!f <4, dim T< 1, dim .!f 1r<3. We now consider the 
various possible cases. 

Lemma 3.1: If dim .!f = 4, T generates a BMS time
translation on J and .!f is isomorphic with the Lie algebra 
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of isom~tries on the Schwarzschild space-time. Further
more (M,gab) is spherically symmetric in NnM for some 
neighborhood N of J in M. 

Proof Since dim .!f = 4, T is necessarily one dimen
sional and .!f IT three dimensional. Let ana be the restriction 
to J of the translational Killing field. Then, the curvature 
scalar/of Lemma 2.1 satisfiesanaVa/ = OonJ. Since, by 
Lemma 1.3, a cannot vanish in an open set within J and 
since/is smooth,fis a lift toJ ofa smooth function/on the 
space Y ?f generators of J. Furthermore, since every Kill
ing field 5 a satisfies .!f s / = - (2n +4)ifJ / on J, with ifJ 
constant on each generator, each element of .!fIT gives rise 
to a conformal }~illing fie~d g a on (Y ,hab) satisfying .!f ~ 1 
= - (2n +4)ifJ f, where ifJ is the projection to Y of ifJ on J 

and hab is the natural metric on Y induced by the metric gab 
on J. It is this last equation that constrains the Lie algebra 
structure of .!fIT. 

Since .!f IT is a sub-Lie algebra of the Lorentz Lie alge
bra, (i.e., of the quotient of the BMS Lie algebra by super
translations), it follows that each element of .!fIT can be 
expressed as a 2-form on the Minkowskian vector space of 
BMS translations. Furthermore, one can always choose 
three basis vectors in Y Ir which are represented by simple 
2-forms. 14 A simple 2-form represents either a spatial rota
tion or a boost or a null rotation. Let us now suppose that 
.!f Ir is not the Lie algebra of SO(3). Then, one can always 
find an element of .!f IT which generates a rotation in a time
like 2-plane (i.e., a boost) or a null 2-plane. 

Let us suppose that there is an element of .!fIT which 
generates a rotation in the "tz plane." Then, in the Bondi 
frame singled out by "the t axis," we have go = - sinoa lao 
and t$ = - cos!J ~h~nce the only regular solution to taD a/ 
= - (2n +4)ifJ/is/ = 0, which contradicts the assump

tion. (Here, 0 is the standard 2-sphere polar coordinate.) A 
similar argument shows that no element of Y IT can gener
ate a null rotation. Hence Y Ir must be the Lie algebra of 
SO(3). 

Since T is a Lie ideal of .!f, it follows that the translation 
represented by T is a time-translation (i.e., a is nowhere zero 
on Y). Consider the Bondi (conformal) frame in which 
.!f /r is the isometry Lie algebra of (Y, hab ). [Such a frame 
must exist since .!fir is isomorphic to the Lie algebra of 
SO(3).] In this frame, each Killing field g a on (Y, hab) must 
satisfy Y ~a = Ka, for some constant K, since T is a Lie ideal 
~f Y. Choose a basis in .!fIT such that the corresponding 
s's have closed orbits on Y. Then, since a is regular, the 
corresponding K'S must vanish, i. e., each of these g 's must 
satisfy .!f ~ a = 0 on Y, and whence, .!f sana = 0 on J. 
Thus, T generates a BMS time translation which commutes 
with every Killing field in .!f. Therefore, .!f is isomorphic 
with the Lie algebra of isometries in the Schwarzschild 
space-time. Since the orbits on J of .!fIT are 2-spheres, 
the~ must continue to be 2-spheres in a neighborhood. That 
is (M,gab) is static and spherically symmetric and in NnM 
for some neighborhood N of J. 0 

Remark: Note that we have not imposed field equations 
at this stage. Hence (M,gab) need not be isometric to the 
Schwarzschild space-time in NnM. Note also that, a priori, 
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we only knew that 7 represents a BMS supertranslation. 
That it is a BMS translation is a consequence of the lemma. 

Next, we consider the case when dim !t' = 3. We have: 
Lemma 3.2: If dim !t' = 3, then dim 7 = 0 and hence 

.5:" is a sub Lie algebra of the Lorentz Lie algebra. 
Proof Let us suppose dim 7 = 1, then dim !t' /7 = 2. 

Again, we can introduce a basis in !t' /7 such that each basis 
vector represents a rotation in a spacelike, timelike, or null 2-
plane in the Minkowskian vector space of BMS translations. 
Again, as in Lemma 3.2, the presence of a nonzero curvature 
scalar]rules out timelike and null rotations. This is impossi
ble since SO(3) does not admit a two-dimensional sub-Lie 
algebra. Hence, 7 must be zero dimensional. 0 

Unfortunately, it is not easy to impose further restric
tions on .:7. The essential problem is that if dim 7 = 0,/ 
cannot, in general, be projected unambiguously on Y and 
we must carry out the analysis on the orbits of the Killing 
fields on.f itself. However, since the generators of f need 
not be complete, these orbits need not leave any 2-sphere 
cross section off invariant. Hence, we need to impose addi
tional conditions. We have: 

Lemma 3.3: If there exists a cross section S of f which 
is left invariant by the action of 2", and if the curvature 
scalar / of Lemma 2.1 is not identically zero on S, then !t' is 
isomorphic to the Lie al,$ebra ofSO(3) and (lY:,gab) is spheri
cally symmetric in NnM for some neighborhood N of f in 
M. 

Proof Replace Y by S in the proof of Lemma 3.1. 0 
Next, we consider the case dim !t' = 2. We have: 
Lemma 3.4: If dim Jt' = 2 and dim 7 = 0, there is no 2-

sphere cross section S of f which is left invariant by !t' and 
on which the curvature scalar/does not vanish identically. 

Proof Replace .9' by S in the argument used in Lemma 
3.2. 0 

Remark: The c metric does admit two (commuting) 
Killing fields neither of which is a translation. Thus, in this 
case, dim !t' = 2, dim 7 = 0 and !t' belongs to a Lorentz 
sub-Lie algebra of the BMS group. If the generators of fare 
complete, every Lorentz subgroup ofthe BMS group leaves a 
cross section of f invariant. In the case of the linearized c 
metric, however, the generators are incomplete and the sin
gularity structure is such that precisely that cross section of 
.f "which would have been left invariant" by isometries 
(and the future or past of that cross section within f) is 
missing. Lemma 3.4 implies that for the exact c metric, the 
situation must be similar. As one might expect, if the gener
ators of f are complete and if the vacuum equation holds 
near f, the cross section S of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 always 
exists. Hence, in this case, dim !t' = 3 implies spherical 
symmetry and dim !t' = 2 implies dim 7 = 1. 

Next, let us suppose that dim 7 = 1. Then, we have the 
following lemma. 

Lemma 3.5: If dim !t' = 2 and dim 7 = 1, then !t' h 
generates a SO(2) subgroup of the Lorentz group. 

Proof Since dim 7 = 1, the curvature scalar /has an 
unambiguous projection] on the space Y of generators of 
f. Next, since !t' /7 generates a (one-dimensional) sub
group of the Lorentz group, it determines, canonically, a 2-
form in the Minkowskian vector space of BMS translations. 
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If this two form is simple, by the argument in Lemma 3.1 
!t' /7 must generate a spatial rotation, i.e., a SO(2) subgroup 
of the Lorentz group. Let us suppose it is not simple. Then it 
must be ls of the form At /aZb / + I..IX/ a Yb I for some ortho
normal tetrad (t a time like) in the space ofBMS translations, 
with A and J.1 some real constant. Let t a denote the confor
mal Killing field on (Y, hab) induced by :f /7. This t a satis
fies 2";.] = - (2n +4)~]. In the Bondi frame singled out 

> 

by the BMS time translation t a, this equation becomes 
- A sine a/ / ae + J.1a / / arP = (2n +4 )ACOSe /, where e 

and rP are the usual polar coordinates on Y. It is easy to 
show, e.g., by multiplying both sides by/ cose, that the only 
everywhere regular solution to this equation is/ = 0 on Y, 
which contradicts the initial assumption. Hence the 2-form 
representing !t' /7 must be simple, whence 2"/7 generates a 
SO(2) subgroup of the Lorentz group. 0 

Finally, we introduce the field equations: We restrict 
ourselves to space-times admitting asymptotes with 
f ;:::;S2 X R and which satisfy Rab = 0 in MnN for some 
neighborhood N of fin M, where Rab is the Ricci tensor of 
gab' (Our discussion will also go through under the following 
weaker but somewhat more complicated condition: If K abcd 

= f) - "Cabcd is the asymptotic Weyl curvature which ad
mits smooth limits to f, then f} - n Rab must vanish in the 
limit to f.) The vacuum equation gives rise to a number of 
simplifications. First, as already remarked, the condition 
that vaVa f} If = 0 and Va V bf} 1.1" = 0 of the definition are 
automatically satisfied. Second, the Weyl curvature Cabcd 

vanishes everywhere on ,f. JO Hence, the integer n appearing 
in the definition of K abcd is strictly positive. Finally, from 
Lemma 1.4 of Ref. 1, one has: 

Lemma 3.6: Let K abcd = f} -I Cabcd ' Then, if t a is a 
translational Killing field, i.e., if S a If = a n°, then S a If is 
necessarily a BMS translation. Furthermore, in this case, the 
Bondi news (and hence also the radiation field) vanishes 
identically on f. 

Let us now assume that K abcd n
d does not vanish identi

cally on f and explore the consequences of this assumption. 
A simple calculation shows that V df} -ICabc d = 0 in N, 
whence, using regularity of K abcd on f, it follows that, if 
n > 1, K abcd n

d = 0 on f. Thus, for the class of space-times 
now under consideration, the condition that K abcd n

d should 
not vanish identically on f itself implies that K abcd 

= f} -lCabcd as in Ref. 1. For this class, we can now show 
that if there exists a translational Killing field, it is necessar
ily timelike in a neighborhood of f. 

Lemma 3.7: If t a is a Killing field on (M,gab) with 
S a I." = ana, a is nowhere zero on f. 

Proof Fix a point p of f at which Kabcd n
d fails to 

vanish. Let us suppose that a I p = O. Then the isometry gen
erated by S a leaves p fixed and induces a rotation in the 
tangent space Tp at p. Since :f f,Kabcd If = 0 and since the 
rotation in T p is a continuous one-parameter group of trans
formations, it must leave each principal null direction of 
K abcd I p invariant. Now, since K abcd n

d I p ;f0, K abcd I p must 
admit at least one principal null direction which is different 
from n°. However, since VaSb I p = V/an b II p for some vec
tor Va satisfying Va n

a = 0, the rotation generated by S a in 
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TABLE I. 

~ asymmetric 
conditIOns 4 3 2 

.Y=:;S'XR GeL Static spherically 
symmetric 
inNnM 

(radiation possible 
Example: Vaidya metric) 

IfdimN= I,N 
need not even be 
a BMS translation 

Ifdim N = I, N 
need not even be 
a BMS translation 

.Y=:;S'XR 

Rah =Oin NnM 

.Y=:;S'XR 
Generators 
complete 
Ruh =OinNnM 

Isometric to 
Schwarzschild 
metric in N n M 

Isometric to 
Schwarzschild 
metric in N n M 

GeL 
(radiation possible 
Example:?) 

Isometric to 
Schwarzschild 
metric in N n M 

T p cannot leave invariant any null direction other than na 

unless Va I p = 0, i.e., unless VaSb I p = 0. Thus, if S a I p = 0, 
then VaSb I p = 0. 

Let us suppose this is the case, Then the conformal Kill
ing data of S a at p are of the type (O,O,O[3n a

); S a is a null 
translation. S a satisfies, everywhere on M, 2" l,KObed 
= ¢Kabcd' By dividing the equation by n, taking the limit to 

p along any smooth curve in M, and using the fact that 
5 a I p = 0, and Va5b I P = 0, one obtains Kabcd I p = 0, which 
contradicts the initial assumption. Thus, if Kabcd nd I p #0, 
a I f' cannot vanish. 

Finally, using Bianchi identities on K abcd ' one can 
show16 that if there exists a point p of f with K abcd nd

p #0, 
then Kabed nd cannot vanish anywhere on f. Hence the 
result. 0 

Remark: The above argument also brings out the geo
metric reason behind the result of Lemma 2.3. (The follow
ing discussion will hold even if f fails to be topologically 
S 2 X R and gab fails to satisfy Einstein's equation near f; as 
in Lemma 2.3, we need only the existence of "local f.") 
Supose 5 a and 5 'a are two translational Killing fields with 
5 a If = ana and 5 'a I J = a' na 

• Then, given any point p of 
f, we can always find a (constant-) linear combination of 5 a 

and S 'a_i.e., a translational Killing field-which vanishes 
there. Choose p such that K abed nd I p #0. Then, by the first 
part of the proof of Lemma 3.7, we arrive at a contradiction. 
Hence (M,gab) cannot admit more than one translational 
Killing field. 

As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.7, we have: 
Lemma 3.8: If dim 2" = 2 and dim 7" = 1, then 2" is 

Abelian and the space-time is stationary and 
axisymmetric. 17 

Collecting the results of Lemmas 3.1-3.8 we obtain: 
Theorem 3: Let (M,gab) admit an asymptote with J 

topologically S 2 X R. Let, furthermore, the asymptotic Weyl 
curvature Kabed be such that K abed nd fails to vanish identi
cally on J. Then, the dimension of the isometry Lie algebra 
.5t' cannot exceed four. If dim 2" = 4, (M,gab) is spherically 
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IfdimN= I, 
stationary axisymmetric 
(IfdimN= 0, 
radiation possible. 
Example c metric) 

Stationary 
Axisymmetric 17 

IfdimN= I, 
stationary 

IfdimN= I, 
stationary 
IfdimN= 0, 

axisymmetric 

symmetric and static in NnM for some neighborhood N off 
in M. If dim 2" = 3, the isometry group is a subgroup of the 
Lorentz group. If, in addition, Rob = ° in NnM, the transla
tional Killing field, if present, is necessarily a BMS time 
translation and the Bondi news vanishes identically on.r. If 
dim .Y = 4, gab is isometric to the Schwarzschild metric in 
NnM; and, if dim .5t' = 2 and :£' contains a translational 
Killing field, (M,gab) is stationary and axisymmetric. 17 

4. SUMMARY 

The main results obtained here as well as those obtained 
in Ref. 1 may be summarized as follows. Let (M,gah) be a 
space-time which admits an asymptote in the sense of Defi
nition 1 of this paper. 1R Let, furthermore, the Weyl curva
ture be such that n - "Cabe d admits a smooth limit Kobe d to 
J (n;>O, integer). Finally, let K abcd nd not vanish on f iden
tically. Then the isometry group G of(M,gab) is at most four 
dimensional. G can admit a translation subgroup N, with 
dim N.;;; 1, this N is a normal subgroup of G with 
dim G /N.;;;3. 

The structure of G can be restricted with further as
sumptions. The various possibilities are listed in Table I. The 
notation used is the following: N stands for a neighborhood 
of fin M, L for Lorentz group, and, GeL means "G is a 
subgroup of L." The curious possibility that has not been 
ruled out is the following. Let (M,gab) be a vacuum, radiat
ingspace-time with f which is topologically S 2 XR. In this 
case, GeL. If G were isomorphic with SO(3), or SO(2, I), 
one knows by (generalized) Birkhofrs theorem that there 
must also exist a translation in (N,gah)' whence Bondi news 
must vanish. What if G is isomorphic to one of the remain
ingl4 three subgroups of L ? 
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The form of the electromagnetic test fields in the Kerr-Newman background, with the 
background metric held fixed, is closedly evaluated. 

There has been several attempts to study the behavior of 
perturbation equations in the Kerr-Newman metric. 1-7 Be
cause of the complexity of the problem arising out of the 
coupled nature of the equations, it has been found possible to 
derive definite conclusions only in a few simple cases; as for 
instance, in the limiting case of stationary axially-symmetric 
perturbations to black holes l

.
2 and that of perturbations to 

nonrotating black holes. 6 In this note we study another limit
ing, if admittedly oversimplified, case; namely, the behavior 
of electromagnetic test fields in the Kerr-Newman back
ground. Somewhat unexpectedly, it turns out that the Max
well's equations for the present problem can be integrated 
exactly and the solution, thus obtained, is unique. Physical
ly, the solution corresponds to the addition of (in general, 
complex) charges to the source. Thus, only trivial fields are 
allowed in the test field approximation. It should be empha
sized that no use is made of any boundary condition to derive 
this result. 

In the test field approximation, the background metric 
and hence the Ricci tensor are held fixed and therefore, via 
the Einstein equations, so is the energy-momentum tensor. 
This last requirement severely restricts the admissible form 
of the test fields whenever the first order variation in the 
energy-momentum tensor does not vanish identically. In the 
present case, the foregoing restrictions [Eqs. (4) and (5) be
low] together with the Maxwell's equation completely deter
mine [Eq. (18) below] the test field, which turns out to corre
spond to the addition of a magnetic monopole (more 
generally a complex charge) to the source. 

In the Newman-Penrose formalism,8 the electrovac 
Einstein equations are 

</>;j=2</>;</>j, (i,j=0,1,2) (1) 

where </>') are the usual tetrad projections of the Ricci and </>, 
those of the electromagnetic field tensor. Let us now write 

(2) 

where </> 1 denote the unperturbed Kerr-Newman field and 
</> f the test field. Equations (1) and (2) lead to 

</> A</> *B + </> *A</> B = ° (3) I} J I , 

since </>ij is kept fixed at </> j. Using Kinnersley's tetrad9 and 
the resulting expressions4 for </> 1( </> ~ = </> 1 = 0, </> t =I 0) 
we obtain from (3) 

(4) 

and 

(5) 

Let us consider the sourceless Maxwell's equations. 

Utilizing Eqs. (2) and (4), these can be written, in a standard 
notation,8 as 

(D -2p) </> f = 0, (6) 

(..1 +2#) </> f = 0, (7) 

(15 -21') </> f = 0, (8) 

(15* +21T) </> f = 0, (9) 

thus, </> f satisfies exactly the same equations as does </> t. 
Using the known4 values of the spin coefficients, we now 
write out the above equations explicitly in the Boyer-Lind
quist coordinates. 10 We thus obtain from (6) and (7): 

(r + az)(a/at)</> f + a(a/a¢J)</> f = 0, (10) 

B _ 2.n.B (a/ar)</> 1 = 'Y 1 • 
r_ 

Similarly, from (8) and (9) we obtain: 

a sinze (a/at)</> f + (a/a¢J)</> f = 0, 

(a/ae)</>f = - 2ia sine </>f. 
r_ 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

In the above, a denotes the angular momentum per unit mass 
of the source and r_ = r - ia cose. From Eqs. (10) and (12) it 
follows that 

(a/at)</> f = (a/a¢J)</> f = 0, (14) 

thus the test field must be stationary and axially-symmetric. 
Since </> f can depend only on the variables rand e, we are 
free to consider it to depend on r_ and r. (where r. = r 

+ iacose). We accordingly rewrite Eqs. (11) and (13) in the 
form: 

(a/ar_)</> f + (a/ar.)</> f = (a/ar)</> f = - (2/r-)</> f, 
(15) 

(a/ar_)</> f - (a/ar.)</> f = (l/ia sine )(a/ae)</> f 
= - (2/r_)</> f. (16) 

From the above, it is evident that </> f does not depend on r., 
i.e., a</> f /ar. = 0 and that: 

(d /dr-)</>f = - (2/r-)</>f. (17) 

The solution of Eq. (17) is 

(18) 

where & is a small constant parameter and the form of the 
solution (18) is obviously unique. Finally, equation (5) gives 
a constraint on DC: 

e&* + e*Dc = 0, (19) 

since4 </> t = e/2r_ . In the original Kerr-Newman solu-
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tion, II the parameter e is real and stands for the electric 
charge of the source; consequently, c must be purely imagi
nary and the resulting test field corresponds physically to the 
addition of magnetic monopoles to the source. More gener
ally, we are free to treat the parameter e in the unperturbed 
solution to be complex, corresponding to a source that car
ries both electric charge and magnetic monopoles. In the 
latter event c is complex satisfying the constraint (19). In any 
event, the solution (18) rules our nontrivial test fields. The 
foregoing result implies that nontrivial electromagnetic 
fields must show departure from test field behavior, that is, 
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The Ri~man~ curv.atures of 2-~urfaces are calculated for the spatial, 3-surfaces of transitivity of 
the vanou~ Bianchi m?~els. It IS found that some models are generally possessed simultaneously of 
both negative and ~oslt.lve curvature. The Bianchi V models are remarkable in that however large 
the degree of metric amsotropy, the curvatures are always isotropic. It is also found that Bianchi 
IX models, though invariably compact by virtue of the group structure, may have negative mean 
curvature. 

INTRODUCTION 

The evidence currently available, 1 i.e., isotropy of back
ground microwave radiation, distribution of galaxies, and 
red-shift of galactic spectra, taken together with the Coper
nican priciple that these observations are not made from a 
special position in the universe, combines to suggest strongly 
that the universe, on sufficiently large scale, is and has been, 
for a substantial period of the time leading to the present 
epoch, of Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FR W) character. 
Correctness of this view would rule out, inter alia, all the 
Bianchi types save the isotropic cases of Types I, V, and IX. 
(There is explicit recognition that use of such concepts as 
"sufficiently large scale" and "Bianchi models" permit gross 
simplifications. ) 

The nature of the universe at earlier times is much less 
well delimited. The observational data required to constrain 
the variety of possible models is not available. There are no 
more than hints in the current store of knowledge for any 
speculation beyond suggesting a primeval fireball and subse
quent formation of elements and later galaxies. What model 
served as stage for this scenario can only be guessed. Indeed, 
Ellis2 has emphasized that " ... we may suspect that the uni
verse was not very like a Robertson-Walker universe at early 
times··· ." 

For reasons such as these as well as others there has 
been extensive interest in recent years in cosmological mod
els not as highly symmetric as the FR W models. (The FR W 
models are maximally symmetric in that they are homogen
eous and isotropic.) Among the many approaches avoiding 
this constraint is to set aside the requirement of isotropy. The 
metrics thereby admitted are the so-called Bianchi symme
try types, 3 and they may be used as either the basis for a 
model or for perturbation of a given FR W model. Whatever 
the usage, it is accomplished with surer sense of outcome if 
pursued with fuller understanding of these non isotropic 
spaces. This paper presents the results of some studies under
taken to this end. The point of interest was the determination 
of the dependence of curvature on anisotropy. 

Recall that the term "constant curvature" used in dis
tinguishing FRW models refers to the (three-dimensional, 
spacelike) hypersurfaces of homogeneity and is a particular 
manifestation of isotropy. For the nonisotropy Bianchi types 
it may be expected that the curvature is also anisotropic. 

This turns out, with one remarakble exception, to be the 
case. 

What is actually determined is the following: Three mu
tually orthogonal directions are assigned at a generic point of 
the hypersurface of homogeneity. By pairs these define 2-
hypersurfaces, and for these the Riemann curvatures are cal
culated. The results, in general, (specific details are present
ed below) are that some of the types are distinguished by 
having simultaneously positive and negative curvatures. 
This is the case, for instance, for Brill's magnetic universe: 
The remarkable exception noted earlier is the class of Bian
chi V models which, independently of source or degree of 
metric anisotropy are of constant, i.e., isotropic (negative) 
curvature. The extent to which this should be considered 
when interpreting cosmic observations is not clear. Among 
other interesting results are those for Bianchi IX models; the 
completely anisotropic case may have negative scalar curva
ture, i.e., the sum of the Riemannian curvatures may be neg
ative, thus furnishing an example of a compact space of nega
tive curvature. A feature worth noting is that the technique 
is both general and simple in application. 

THE RIEMANN CURVATURES 

The Riemann curvatureS is 
R f;i ·f;k 1 

K _ ijkl ~ TJ' ~ 1] 
/;1) - (g . k . I' 

ij gkl - glk gjl )5'1]5 11] 
(1) 

where all quantities refer to the hypersurface of homogene
ity. Indices range from 1 to 3 and Rijkl is the Riemann
Christoffel curvature tensor. 5 i and 1]i are 3-vectors which 
define the 2-surface of which KST] is the Riemann curvature. 
K gr] is an invariant and may be calculated in any coordinate 
system. This is most simply accomplished in a Cartan orth
onormal frame. 3 In this frame 

gij = diag(1,l,l), (2) 

and with the choice of three unit vectors parallel to the basis 
I-forms, viz., 

5 i = (1,0,0), 

1]i = (0,1,0), 

Il i = (0,0,1), 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

the three curvatures defined by 5 - 1], 1] - 11, 11 - 5 are 
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simply 
KI2 = R 1212, 

K23 = R 2323 , 

K31 = K 3131 · 

(4a) 

(4b) 

(4c) 

The calculation of Rijkl for the 3-hypersurfaces is much 
simpler than for its four-dimensional counterpart because 
the calculations are for a fixed time. The general algorithm is 
outlined in Appendix A. Of the various models details are 
presented only for type only for type II and that only to 
illustrate the algorithm. For the rest only the exterior deriva
tives of the basis I-forms and concomitant curvatures are 
included with the comments. 

Bianchi I: 

d(T1 = d~ = d~ = O. (Sa,b,c) 

Consequently, 

KI2 = K23 = K31 = O. (6a,b,c) 

This corresponds to the well-known situation that how
ever anisotropic it may be, a Bianchi I model is always flat. 

Bianchi II: 

d(T1 =d~ =0, 

d(Tl = (TI A~. 

(7 a,b) 

(7c) 

For the orthonormal I-forms the only non vanishing exterior 
derivative is 

dUJ
3 = cd~ = C(TI A~ = ~UJI AUJ2• 

ab 

The corresponding structure coefficients are 

(8) 

fll2 3 = - :b = - fl21 3. (9) 

The three connection forms are 

I k C 3 
UJ 12 = T(fl l2k + fllk2 - fl2k I)UJ = - 2ab UJ, (lOa) 

and (similarly) 

C 1 
UJ23 = --UJ , 

2ab 
(lOb) 

C 2 
UJ 31 = --UJ . 

2ab 
(lOc) 

Finally, the curvature forms are 

R d A 3c
2 

IA 2 
12 = UJ 12 + UJ\3/\UJ I2 = - --UJ I\UJ , (lla) 

4a2b 2 

and (similarly) 

(lib) 

(llc) 

The corresponding relevant components of the Rie
mann-Christoffel tensor and the Riemann Curvatures are 

871 

3c2 

K12 = RI212 = - --, 
4a2b 2 
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(l2a) 

(l2b,c) 

These results are quite generally independent of the off
diagonal elements of the metic tensor if they exist. 

Bianchi III: 

d(T1 =d~ =0, 

d~=(TIA~, 

K = _ 3g2 
12 4a2b 2' 

(13a,b) 

(13c) 

(14a) 

(14b) 

(14c) 

The curvatures depend directly on whether or not the 
off-diagonal term g is present. If it is absent then the 1-2 and 
2-3 surfaces are flat. If it is present then the nature of the 1-3 
surface depends on the inequality 11 a2 vs g2 / 4b 2. The mean 
curvature is always negative. 

Bianchi IV: 

d(T1 = 0, 

d~=(TIA~, 

d~ = (TI A~ + (TI A~, 

(ISa) 

(ISb) 

(ISc) 

(16a) 

(16b,c) 

These results are quite interesting. It can be shown that 
a diagonal Bianchi IV metric does not exist. Nonetheless, the 
curvatures depend only on the diagonal elements. 

The only known exact solutions6 for this symmetry 
group have b = c with the result 

S 
K 12 = --, 

4a2 

K31=K23= 

Bianchi V: 

d(T1 = 0, 

d~ =(TI A~, 

d~ =(TI A~, 

(l7a) 

(17b,c) 

(l8a) 

(18b) 

(18c) 

K12 = K23 = K31 = - 1Ia2
• (19a,b,c) 

This is most remarkable in that independent of the na
ture of the sources and consequent degree of metric aniso
tropy, the hypersurface of homogeneity is of uniform nega
tive curvature. 

Bianchi VIh : 

d~ = h(T1 A~, 

d~=(TIA~, 

where h:;60,1. 

h 2 3g2 
K12 = - -- --(h _1)2, 

a2 4a2b 2 

Alex Harvey 

(20a) 

(20b) 

(2Oc) 

(21a) 
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(21b) 

(21c) 

If h = ° or 1, the symmetry group becomes type III or 
V, respectively. In general, the behavior is much like a per
turbed type V. It has the curious feature of being dependent 
on the off-diagonal element g and independent of the diag
onal element c. 

While the 1-2 surface is always of negative curvature, 
the other 2 may be either of positive or negative curvatures. 

Bianchi VIIh : 

du 1 = 0, 

ddl = u 1 1\dl + (h - 2)Ull\~, 

du3 = u 11\u3 + (h - l)Ull\~, 

(22a) 

(22b) 

(22c) 

where h < 2. For h = 2 the group becomes type IV.7 (The 
choice of representation was such as to make obvious the 
relation between the two types.) 

1 [ 3 c
2 

(g 3 g2) K12 = - - 1 + - - + (h -2) 2 -2 - - --
a2 4 b 2 C 2 b 2 

( 
1 g g2 1 b 2 3 g4)] + (h -2) 2 - - - - -:;- + - - + - - , 
2 c c- 2 c2 4 b 2C2 

1 [ 1 c
2 

1 - - +(h-l)- --- -(h-2) 
a2 4 b 2 4 

(23a) 

( 
g2 cg ) 1 2 X 1 - - - - - -(h -2) 
b 2 b 2 4 

There do not seem to be any general statements which 
are reasonable in this case. 

Bianchi VIII 

du l = - ~ I\u', 

d~ = UO 1\ ut, 

dcr' = u l 1\ ~; 

1 
K = --- [a2e2 - eyz - f 2a2 + befg 

12 a2b 2C2 

_ ~(f2 _ gZ _ C2)2 + H _ aZ _ e2 + b 2) 

X ( - f2 + g2 + c2) + 1< _ a2 + e2 _ b 2) ], 

1 
K2.l = [ -3 a4 +4 ey2 -4efgb 

4a2b 2C2 
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(24a) 

(24b) 

(24c) 

(2Sa) 

_ 2a2
(g2 + c2 + f2 + e2 + b 2) 

+ (e2 _ b 2 _ f2 + g2 + C2)2], (2Sb) 

+2 b 2( - a2 
- F + g2 + c2) -4( f 2e2 + g2b 2 

- a2f2 -2efgb ) + (a 2 
_ f2 + g2 + C2)2]. (2Sc) 

In distinction to earlier cases all elements of the metric 
influence the curvature. In the special case of a diagonal 
metric with two equal elements, i.e., 

gij = diag(a,b,b ), 

it is easily determined that 

K 12 >O, (26a) 

(26b) 

(26c) 

The mean curvature is always negative in this instance. 
Thus, it appears that Bianchi VIII models may generally be 
of mixed character. 

Bianchi IX: 

du1 = dl 1\ u 3
, 

ddl = u 3 1\ u 1 
, 

du3 = u 1 1\ dl. 

(27a) 

(27b) 

(27c) 

The discussion of Bianchi IX models is considerably 
facilitated by exploiting the fact that the associated group of 
automorphisms8 may be represented by orthogonal matri
ces. Hence, on a given hypersurface, gij' which is real and 
symmetric, may be diagonalized. (The diagonalization will 
not generally persist in time, but that is irrelevant here.) 
Thus, it suffices to consider diagonal metrics only.9 Under 
this condition (and writing a, for the three diagonal elements 
ofg,) 

1 
K·.= ---

IJ 4a2a2a2
k I J 

X (a; + at - 3a1- 2afaJ + 2aJa~ + 2a~f). (28a,b,c) 

It is readily shown that the mean curvature may be posi
tive or negative and thus, like the Bianchi VIII models, these 
too may be of mixed character. 

For the special case of two equal metric elements, i.e., 
gij = diag(a,b,b ), 

a2 

K12 = K.lI = --, . 4b 4 

1 3a2 

K - ----
23 - b 2 4b 4' 

(29a,b) 

(29c) 

and the mean curvature isK = (1 - a Z /4b 2)/b z. Thecharac
ter of K Z3 and K may change during the evolution of the 
model. For a reasonable range of parameters this is actually 
the case of Brill's electromagnetic universe.4 

APPENDIX A 

The calculation of the Riemann-Christoffel tensor is 
straightforward. The Bianchi models all admit a metric of 
the formS 
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(Ala) 

where uo, u i are basis I-forms. The metric in the orthonor
mal frame is 

° ° i j dsz = -w w + 7]y ww , (Alb) 

and is obtainable from Eq. (2) by 

w2 = eu l + b~, 
w 3 = Ju l + g~ + e~. 

(A2a) 

(A2b) 

(A2c) 

(A2d) 

This is much simpler to employ than the "square root" 
of gij and equally general. The coefficients a through g are 
functions of t only. The inverted set is 

I 
u l = _WI, (A3a) 

a 

e I I 2 ~ = - -w + -w , (A3b) 
ab b 

~ = eg-bJ WI _ .K. w2 + ~ w3• (A3c) 
abc be e 

Because the calculation is confined to a hypersurface of 
constant t the exterior derivatives of the I-forms are simply 

dw l = adu l
, 

dw2 = edu l + bd~, 
dw 3 = Jdu l + gd~ + ed~. 

(A4a) 

(A4b) 

(A4c) 

This much is identical for all Bianchi models. At this 
point the du i must be replaced by the I-forms characteristic 
of the Bianchi type in question, viz., 

dcf = lCjk iU j I\~, (AS) 

where the ~k i are the structure constants of the type group. 
The set of constants for a particular type are not unique, but 
depend on the choice of basis. 10 

With substitution of Eqs. (AS) into Eqs. (A4), replace
ment of u i by means of Eqs. (A3), and appropriate rearran
gement of terms the exterior derivatives may be expressed as 
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d",i- _In ir.,jl\r.,k 
LV - 2Ujk LV LV, (A6) 

where the quantities {Jjk i are functions of the coefficients a
g, are denoted "structure coefficients," and, like the group 
structure constants, are antisymmetric in the lower two 
indices. 

The structure coefficients are used to compute the con
nection forms. Firstly, note that the last index may be low
ered by use of the 3-tensor 7] ij' viz., 

{Jjki = 7]ih{Jjk h. (A7) 

Then the connection forms are given by 

wij = ~({Jijk + {Jikj - {Jjk,)Wk
• (A8) 

The curvature forms g; ij are given by the formula 

g; ij = dWij + Wik I\Wkj . (A9) 

Inasmuch as the connection forms are linear combina
tions of I-forms the g; ij are linear combinations of2-forms, 

U7J _lal kl\ I ;:/[ ij - 2.72' ijklW w, 

the coefficients of which are just the components of the Rie
mann-Christoffel tensor for the hypersurface of transitivity. 
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The theory ofleft-flat space-times is developed by introducing a null tetrad and imposing 
increasingly restrictive conditions on it. These conditions are justified from different points of 
view. In this way we present an elementary account of several of the different approaches to left
flat spaces. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For many reasons (which we will not go into here) the 
subject of complex space-times satisfying the vacuum Ein
stein equations with a self-dual (or anti-self-dual) Weyl ten
sor has been of considerable interest in recent years. I-I I We 
will refer to these complex space-times as left-flat (or right
flat). This paper is concerned only with the differential-geo
metric aspects of the subject and not with the physics. Basi
cally, there have been three different geometric approaches 
to the subject. One indirect approach was based on the dY
space construction where the asymptotically shear-free 
complex light cones of an asymptotically flat space-time 
were identified with the points of the left-flat manifold. 1,2 A 
second and closely related approach due to Penrose involved 
the deformations of twistor space. 3 A more direct line due to 
Plebanski was to straight away try to solve the left-flat field 
equations.4 (There is actually an elegant fourth approach 
due to Flaherty, II which is very close to that of Pie ban ski.) 

In addition to the fact that these different approaches 
end with essentially the same results they share another com
mon feature-namely it is difficult for the non-specialist to 
understand some of the remarkably beautiful differential
geometric results that are contained in this subject. It is a 
purpose of this note to try to partially remedy this situation. 
The results presented here are not essentially new, being ba
sically implicit in earlier papers. We make them explicit and 
express them in more conventional notation. This results, we 
believe, in a deeper understanding. 

We will consider a differential manifold with a complex 
structure so that local complex coordinates z a can be intro
duced. As our results are purely local we will work in a fixed 
patch. We will choose on this patch a holomorphic metric 
tensor subject to certain conditions from which the theory of 
left-flat space-times follows in an obvious and largely trivial 
fashion. We will finally indicate how these conditions origi
nate in the earlier approaches to the subject. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

We begin by introducing four (in some sense, to be de
cieded later, privileged) holomorphic vector fields, 

(2.1) 

with 

"'This research has been partially supported by a NSF grant. 

such that 

and 

o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 

-1 -D 
We now define the connection tensor by 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

with V c denoting the metric covariant derivative. Note that 
Feab are not the Ricci rotation coefficients, which are scalars, 
but are the components ofa legitimate tensor-they, howev
er, have a nonhomogeneous transformation law under a 
change in the e'"a-+e'/la = LI""eV

a, rtULl"pL va = 1]1"", 

F ' - F + '/1 'p L -Iu "L v 
cab - cab e a e b 1JJH' pVc (7. 

From the fact that the connection (in 2.5) is metric one 
can show (by differentiating (2.3) and substituting in the 
Christoffel symbols) that 

Feab = el"ae'"[b.e 1- el"be'"[a.el - el"ee"[a.b I' (2.6) 

where the bracket denotes the skew part of the ordinary 
derivative. 

Note two facts about F: 

(2.7) 

and 
V ee/1b = Feabe/, a . (2.8) 

From the Ricci Identity we have immediately 

!Rabed = V[eFd lab + F[/laFd leb . (2.9) 

Note again that every symbol here represents a tensor; no 
ordinary derivatives appear. (We point out in a brief digres
sion an alternate meaning to the tensor Feab . Since we have a 
privileged el"a we have a distant parallelism and can hence 
define a flat connection D, which preserves the metric but 
necessarily has torsion, by 

ae'.' 
Dae'\ = 0 = _b - C~ae'"e . axa 

Since 

Ve" =rce" =_b_ e", ae';' { c } 
a b abc aXa ba c 

(2.10) 

(2.11 ) 
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we see that r can be thought of as the difference between the 
flat connection and the Christoffel symbols.) 

III. ASSUMPTIONS 

We now make our first and most important restriction 
on the set elLa (and hence on the gab) namely, we assume 

VaL[b Me[ = 0, (3.1a) 

VaN[bMe[=O. (3.1b) 

Note that 

L["Mh [, 

L[aNb [ - M[aMb I ' (3.2a) 

N[aMbl' 

are a basis of anti-self-dual bivectors. That is, they satisfy 

F:b=€abCdFcd = - iFab 

with €abcd the alternating symbol with €0123 = - V g, while 

L[aMbl' 

L[a N" I + M[aMb I ' (3.2b) 

N[aMbl' 

are a basis of self-dual bivectors (i.e. F:b = + iFab ). 
From (3.1), using (2.8), we have immediately 

r aelb Me IL e - rae[b Le IMe = 0 (3.3) 

and 

rac[b Me [Nc - rae[b Nc [Me = 0; 

from which it follows that 

rabcM[b Lei = 0, 

rabe M [b Ne l = 0, 

rabe(L [b Nc) + M1b Me) = O. 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

Since (3.2) form a basis set for bivectors it easily is shown 
that (3.5) implies that rabe has the form 

robe = GaLlb Me I + Ha (L[b Ne I + M[b Me I) 

+ IaNlb Me I (3.6) 

(i.e., it is self-dual on the last index pair). From (3.6) it fol
lows that 

(3.7) 

[i.e. all the anti-self-dual bivector basis vectors (3.2a) are 
covariantly constant]. 

From (3.6) and (2.9) one can conclude (after a brief 
calculation involving the rr term) that the Riemann tensor 
is self-dual, i.e., 

Rabed * = iR ahcd , (3.8) 

and hence 

Rob = 0, Cabed ' = iCabcd . (3.9) 

Since the anti-self-dual bivectors (3.2a) are covariantly 
constant, they are, in particular, closed. Every simple closed 
anti-self-dual bivector defines a family of integrable two-sur
faces which fills the space-time. Further, these 2-surfaces 
are completely null, that is, any tangent vector to the two
surface is null and any two tangent vectors are orthogonal. 
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This can be seen by consideration of the first bivector in the 
basis (3.2a) since the tangents to the surface defined by 
L[aMb I at a point are linear combinations of L a and MO. 
The space of these two-surfaces for all possible simple anti
self-dual bivectors is the projective twistor space of Pen
rose. 3

.
7 It is a three-dimensional complex manifold and has 

further structures which can be deduced from the properties 
of the left-flat space. Penrose's construction of left-flat 
spaces3

.
7 proceeds from a construction oftwistor spaces as a 

deformation of the flat twistor space of Minkowski space. In 
the work of Plebanski, the completely null 2-surfaces are 
known as "null strings." 

IV. RESULTS 

We now assume [though it can be shown to follow from 
(3.1)] that one can choose La and Ma so that they are gradi
ents, i.e., 

La=L.a, 

Ma =M,a' 

From this we have (using (2.8), (3.6) and VlaLb I 

= V[aMb I = 0) 

L arabe = Marahe = 0 

and 

From (4.3), Eq. (3.6) takes the form 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

r abe = 2(aL" + f3Ma )L lb Me I +2( 13 La + yMa )(L lb Ne I 

+ M[b Me I) +2( - Y La + 8Ma)Nlb Me I' 
(4.4) 

In other words, the first index of the r (the I-form index, 
rbe = rabedz") holding the other two indices fixed, yields a 
vector which lies in the two surface defined by L[aMb I' 
From this it follows that 

rid e[arc[eb 

is anti-self-dual in the pair c,d and hence the equation for the 
curvature tensor can be split into self-dual and anti-self-dual 
parts, 

(4.5a) 

o=v[crdlab +r'clardleb' (4.5b) 

where the + and - mean respectively the self- and anti
self-dual parts. Notice that the curvature tensor is a linear 
function of r. 

We now make our last assumption, namely that Na and 
Ma have the form 

No =x,a +ALa +BMa' 

Ma = Y. a - BLa - CMa . 

(4.6a) 

(4.6b) 

(Once more, these can be proven from our basic assumption 
(3.1), though we will not do so. This point will be discussed 
later.) If(4.1) and (4.6) are inserted into (2.6) and the results 
compared with (4.4), we obtain the following relations 

LQVa A = -13, 
MaVa B = 13, 

E.T. Newman and K.P. Tod 

(4.7a) 

(4.7b) 
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LaVaB= -Y, 

Mavac= y, 

MaVaA=a, 

L avac= {j, 

MaVaA + NaVaB = 0, 

Navac + MaVa B = 0. 

(4.7c) 

(4.7d) 

(4.8a) 

(4.8b) 

(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

If we think of scalar functions t/J (z a) as functions of the four 
scalar fields L, M, X, and Y, i.e., 

t/J(L,M,X, y), 

then 

t/J.a =t/J,LLa +t/J,MMa +t/J,xX,a +t/J,yY,a' 

From the orthogonality properties of La' Na, Ma, Ma we 
have 

Lat/J,a = t/J,x, 

Mat/J,a = - t/J,y, 

and hence (4.7) and (4.8) become 

A,x = -{3, 

B,y = -{3, 

B,x = -y, 

C,y=-y, 

A,y=-a, 

C,X ={j. 

(4.10) 

(4. 11 a) 

(4.11b) 

(4, llc) 

(4.lld) 

(4.1Ie) 

(4.11t) 

We now obtain in a straightforward manner the Plebanski (J 
function. 4 From (4, l1a and b) we have 

A=il,y, 

B=il,x, 

while from (4.11c and d) 

B=A,y, 

C=A,x' 

Equations (4. 12b) and (4. 13a) imply 

n = (J,y, 

A = (J,x, 

(4. 12a) 

(4. 12b) 

(4. 13 a) 

(4.13b) 

(4.14a) 

(4. 14b) 

and thus we have the existence of (J (X, Y, L, M) such that 

A = (J, yy, B = (J.XY' C = (J,xx ' (4.15) 

a = - (J,yyy, {3 = - (J,XYy, Y = - (J,XXY , 

{) = (J,XXY . (4.16) 

The remaining Eqs. (4.9) are conditions on (J and become 

..::1,x =..::1,y =0..-....::1 =..::1 (L,M) 

with 
..::1 = (J,LX - (J,MY - (J,xx(J,yy + (J,Xy(J,XY , 

With no loss in generality ..::1 may be taken to be zero by 
replacing, e.g., 

(J-(J - X f ..::1dL 

and thus 

(J,LX - (J,MY - (J,xx (J, yy + (J ~Xy = 0, 
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(4.17) 

which is Plebanski's "second fundamental" equation,4 

Returning to Eqs. (4.6) and (4,1) gab = e';el,b becomes 

gab=17ah+2Hab' (4.18) 

17ab =L,aX,b +L,bX,a -M,oY.b -M,hY.a, (4,19) 

Hab = ALaLb + B (LaMb + MaLb) + CMaM" . 
(4.20) 

We conclude by showing the existence of a remarkable series 
of "Hertz-like" potentials and the relationships between 
them. 9 

Defining 

8 abed = 48L la Mb IL[cMd I ' 

Yabe = 2Llh Me 1(8 yL a - 8xMa), 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

one can prove, by directly applying the indicated operations 
and using relations already derived, the following 

Yeab = Vd8abcd , 

Hab = VCYahe , 

V[cHalb = !rbca + H la "relcb , 

which decomposes into 

VlcHal . h = !rbca , 

VIeHal h = H la erc[eb , 

and finally 

!Rabcd = Vlcrd I . aO , 

Vlerd1 ab =rldciarelcb' 
V. DISCUSSION 

(4.23) 

(4,24) 

(4.25a) 

(4.25b) 

(4.25c) 

(4. Sa) 

(4.5b) 

For didactic reasons, we have given the development 
simply in terms of a series of assumptions, which are justified 
in different ways by the different approaches to the study of 
left-flat spaces, Penrose3 and Plebanski4 begin by assuming 
(3.9) and remark that this is the integrability condition for 
covariantly constant anti-self-dual bivectors. Penrose pro
ceeds to construct a curved twistor space from the resulting 
completely null 2-surfaces. Plebanski justifies the choice of 
La andMa as gradients, (4.1), and the choice (4.6) for Na and 
Ma by verifying that the integrability conditions for this too 
are satisfied. In the J¥'-space approach 1,2,9.10 one is present
ed at once with a tetrad satisfying (4.1) and (4.6). These arise 
as follows: We recall that the J¥'-space of an asymptotically 
flat space-time M is the four-dimensional complex manifold 
of regular solutions to the good cut equation, a second-order 
nonlinear differential equation, 

(5.1) 

The function O'°(u,S,S) is the data for the asymptotic radi
ation field of M. 

Writing the general regular solution of (5.1) as 
Z (z a ,s,s ), [the (z") are coordinates on J¥'-space] a quadratic 
metric is defined on J¥'-space in terms of solutions of the 
linearization of (5, 1).1,2 Four covector fields are defined on 
J¥'-space by Z.a' dZ,a' dZ,a, and ddZ.a at fixed but arbitrary 
Sand t, These are all gradients and the first pair turns out to 
be null and orthogonal. Taking these for La and Ma satisfies 
(4.1). The tetrad can then be completed by takingMa and No 
to be the second pair with appropriate linear combinations of 
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La and Ma. A different choice of; and t changes the tetrad 
while preserving conditions (4.1), (4.6), and the normaliza
tion. However, as; changes, the bivector Z,ladZ,b I sweeps 
out all possible anti-self-dual bivectors. Thus (3.1) and (3,7) 
will follow if Z.la dZ. b I is constant at all values of;. That this 
is constant is shown in Ref. 2. 

In this paper we have attempted to give the relations 
between the various approaches to left-flat spaces in an ele
mentary form. Penrose's construction gives aBleft-flat 
spaces at least locally. Similarly, all left-flat spaces are local
ly given by solutions of PIe ban ski's equations (4.17). It is an 
open question whether all left-flat spaces are locally !JiP
spaces [that is, whether they can be expressed in terms of the 
solution of a good-cut equation (5.1)]. 
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There is a discussion of (i) the transformation properties of hyperbolic hypersurfaces in 
Minkowski 4-space, (ii) the association of hyperbolic world lines in Minkowski 2-space with 
uniformly accelerated motion. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the work of Cunningham and Bateman 1-3 it has 
been known that the full conformal group is the largest in
variance group for a set of electromagnetic phenomena. 
From time to time there have been attempts to associate the 
same group with uniformly accelerated motion. An early 
attempt of Page4 was subjected to criticism by Robertson,5 

who suggested that the correct framework for the investiga
tion was that of general relativity. A paper of Page and Ad
amsh concerning the transformation group for the electro
magnetic field equations simply confirmed the results of 
Cunningham and Bateman, but Page's association of the 
special conformal group with the kinematics and dynamics 
of fiat space-time was left open to question. In papers pub
lished in 1945 and 1947, HiW8 reiterated the association of 
uniform acceleration with the special conformal group, but 
Kastrup9, 10 and Rohrlich I I have given reasons for consider
ing the association inappropriate. In the present work, we 
confirm that the special conformal group is an invariance 
group for the hyperbolic hypersufacesx.x = x.b. In order to 
obtain the widest possible invariance group which is phys
ically relevant, we shall exclude the time reversal symmetry 
on the grounds that it is a global (and local) causality viola
tor, and discuss the inclusion of the special conformal trans
formations which are global but not local causality violators. 
With a system that is specifically designed to cater for the 
world line of a particle, we are then able to confirm that a 
hyperbolic world line in two-dimensional Minkowski space 
is that appropriate to a uniformly accelerated material parti
cle, and nominate the maximal in variance group for this 
behavior. 

Notation: M4 is the collection of quadruples of real 
numbers of the type (xo, x I' x 2, x 3) in which the inner product 

x.y = XoYo - XI YI - X2 Y2 - X3Y3' 

is defined. 
A hypersurface with equation x.x = x.b, where b has 

constant components is said to be hyperbolic; for reasons of 
physical interpretation we confine our attention to the case 
in which b.b = - k 2, kER. The inner product induces two 
relations 12 in M 4 ; we write X <Y iff (x - y).(x - y) > 0 and 
Xo <Yo ( < is a partial order); x <.y iff (x - y).(x - y) = 0 
and Xo <Yo' «. is not a partial order.) 

2. CONFORMAL MAPS OF M4 

A. The special conformal group and causality 

Iff M4--+M4 (compactified M4) and A is a region of M4 
which contains no singular points,jis said to be a causal 

bijection of A if!'j" I preserve <. (or <).12 If A is the whole of 
M4 it is known thatfis an element of the affine group gener
ated by the inhomogeneous orthochronous Lorentz group 
and dilatations. 12 

A map of M4 defined by 

x + (x.x)a 
x'= --------~~------

1 + 2(x.a) + (x.x)(a.a) 

is said to be a special conformal transformation. 
The collection of such transformations is an Abelian 

subgroup of the conformal group. 
Ifwe writeL1 x -1 +2(x.a) + (x.x)(a.a) it is easy to see 

that 

(5'-rO.(5'-rO= (5-1]).(5-1]). 
L1i;L1 'I 

Thus the map of a null line (punctured at a singular 
point) is another (punctured) null line; even so, if the points 
5, 1] are separated by the singular hypersurface L1 x = 0, the 
relation 5 < .1] is not preserved. 

We may however speak oflocal preservation of < with
in a neighborhood of x = O. (Although there are difficulties 
with the preservation of < . there, because for the space-time 
inversion that generates the special conformal transforma
tion, the cone x.x = 0 is singular.) 

3. BEHAVIOR OF THE HYPERBOLIC HYPERSURFACES 
UNDER LINEAR TRANSFORMATION 

It is clear that the hypersurfaces ! x : x.x = x.b,b.b 
= - k 2] are mapped onto each other by elements of the 

group generated by the Lorentz transformations and dilata
tions. For reasons of causality preservation we shall exclude 
the nonorthochronous transformations and note that the 
sets [x : x.x = x.b,b.b = - k 2,XO;;'0] are similarly mapped 
onto each other using orthochronous Lorentz transforma
tions and dilatations. 

4. TRANSFORMATION PROPERTIES UNDER SPECIAL 
CONFORMAL TRANSFORMATION 

Lemma: Under special conformal transformation, the 
set [x: x.x = x.b, L1x #0, b.b = - k 2] is mapped onto 
[x' : x' .x' = x' .{3, where {3 = (b /[ 1 + a.b D 1, provided that 
a.b # -1. 

Proof We have 
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and 

~xx'.b = x.b + (x.x)(a.b) ; 

thus, given that a.b =1= -I, the points ofx.x = x.b for which 
~x =1=0 are mapped ontox'.x' = x'.{3, where 
(3 = (b 1[1 + a.b )), as required. 
In addition, 

(3.(3 _ b.b < 0 . 
(l+a.b)2 

Remark: Ifwe keep the restriction a.b =1= -1 and con
fine our attention to the region of the local causality preser
vation 13 we have the following corollary. 

Corollary: The hypersurface fragments {x: x.x = x.b, 
b.b = - k 2 J which lie in the region oflocal causality preser
vation are mapped onto each other by elements of the special 
conformal group, provided that a.b =1= -1. 

5. REMARK 

If we choose a such that a.b = -1, then the set 
(x: x.x = x.b, ~x =1=0, b.b = - k 2) is mapped onto 
(x': x'.b = 0). 

It is clear, on the other hand, that every hyperplane 
Ix: x.b = 0, b.b = - k 2) is mapped onto {x' : x'.b' = 0, 
b '.b' = - k 2) under a Lorentz transformation, with a simi
lar preservation for dilatations. It is also easy to see that 
Ix: x.b = O,.:lx =1=0, b.b = - k 2) is mapped onto 
I x' :x'.x' = x'.b la.b ) under special conformal transforma
tion, provided that a.b =1=0, and onto! x' : x'.b = 0, 
b.b = - k 2) under a special conformal transformation for 
which a.b = O. 

We may refer to the set of all hyperbolic hypersurfaces 
and all homogeneous hyperplanes as H, and the collection of 
those parts of the ingredients of H for which xo>O as H 

6. THE MAXIMAL INVARIANCE GROUP, I 

Let L r be the orthochronous Lorentz group for M 4 , S4 
be the corresponding group of special conformal transfor
mations, and G be the group generated by S4 and L f. Let Ibe 
the maximal invariance group for the collection H f which 
also effects local preservation for xo>O; it is clear that GCI. 

In addition every element of I preserves the asymptotic 
surfacex.x = 0 and, from Bateman, I we haveIC G. Thus we 
have the following theorem. 

Theorem: The maximal invariance group for local pres
ervation of the collection H f is that generated by S4 and L 

7. KINEMATICS OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL MOTION 

A. Definitions 

For a particle in one-dimensional motion we shall iden
tify three systems of coordinates: 

(i) a system in which the particle is instantaneously at 
rest is called a rest-system;7 

(ii) a system in which the particle has zero acceleration 
instantaneously is called a zero-acceleration system; 

(iii) a system in which, instantaneouly, the particle has 
zero acceleration and is also at rest is called aproper-system.7 

We may use the definition given by Pauli l4 and HiW: 
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"A particle is said to be uniformly accelerated if its accelera
tion in every successive rest system is constant." 

B. Interpretation of k 

We may now confirm that the world line x.x = x.b with 
b.b = - k 2 and xo>O is, as far as M z is concerned, the histo
ry of a uniformly accelerated material particle. Suppose that 
the particle passes through 0 with speed u =1= 0, then bo =1= 0 
and u = (bo/b l ). 

Now consider the Lorentz transformation 

Xo= 
Xo u 

y'1 - u 2 y'l - UZ 
XI' 

X,= 
XI U 

y'l - u 2 y'l - UZ 
Xo; 

the map of x.x = x.b is x.X = X.B, where Bo = 0 and 
B, = [V(I - u2

)] b l =1=0. 

This is the form of the world line in Pauli, 14 and if K is 
the magnitude of the uniform acceleration, then 

1/K 2 - IB2 -lk 2 
-4 1-4 ' 

so that K = 2/k. 
However, if we consider a special conformal map of 

x.x = x.b, we obtain x'.x' = x'.(b 1[1 + a.b D, in general. 
In this frame, the particle passes 0' with speed (bolb l ), as 
before, but the magnitude of the uniform acceleration is now 
K' = (21k )(1 + a.b). 

C. The zero-acceleration and proper systems 

If x.x = x.b is a given world line we may obtain the 
zero-acceleration system by using the special conformal 
transformation 

X = (b.b)x - (x.x)b (subject to the usual nonsingularity 
b.b -2x.b + x.x 

restrictions) , 

which gives a straight line history in the new system, 

X.b = o. 
Thus, in the new system, the particle has constant speed 
(bolb,), and zero acceleration. In addition, the proper sys
tem is obtained by applying the appropriate orthochronous 
Lorentz transformation to the zero-acceleration system. 

D. Remarks 

Unbounded uniform acceleration: It is clear from Sec. 3 
that super light speeds are not attained for an unbounded 
uniform acceleration, since the limiting situation as K - 00 is 
the light cone as a degenerate hyperbola. 

Zero uniform acceleration: We now examine the limit
ing case K-O; let x.x = x.b be the usual hyperbolic world 
line, and let u = (bolb ,) be the speed with which the particle 
passes O. From (x~ - xT)/b , = (bo/b l ) Xo - XI we let k-oo 
in such a way that (bo/b l ) = u, and we obtain XI = uXo as the 
limiting equation for the world line, corresponding to the 
case of zero uniform acceleration. 

Subgroups o/the maximal invariance group: In Sec. 2 
we have obtained the maximal invariance group for the local 
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preservation of the collection HI oflines and hyperbolas. In 
the kinematics of one-dimensional motion, which is mod
elled by M 2, it is the nature ofthe whole groupR +x) [L>9S2l to 
preserve the local uniformity of acceleration; the whole 
group does not itself preserve zeroness and nonzeroness. To 
preserve zeroness and uniformity (and global causality) we 
are confined to the subgroup R +x)L. 

E. Interpretation of a 

Let (xo, SI)' with SI fixed, be the representative point of 
a given straight world line in the coordinate system associat
ed with O. It is not difficult to establish that the map of this 
line under 

x + (x.x)a 
x'= ------~~--~-----

1 + 2(x.a) + (x.x)(a.a) 

is the hyperbola (punctured) 

(x'o - (30)2 - (X'I - (3lf = - f-l2 , 

where 

1 
f-l = , (30 = 2f-laoSI' (31 = f-l(2a ISI - 1) . 

2[(a.a)SI + all 

We may therefore identify this world line as being asso
ciated with a uniform acceleration ± 2[(a.a)SI + all in the 
frame of 0'. Furthermore if we let SI-O we obtain the uni
form acceleration of 0 relative to 0' viz ± 2a I' There is, how
ever, no simple law of composition for uniform accelerations 
without certain conventions. For, if x.x = x.b is the world 
line associated with a uniformly accelerated particle P in the 
frame 0, we have a transformation to the system in which the 
world line is XX = X.B, with Bo = 0 and B I # 0, so that the 
uniform acceleration of Prelative toO is (2IB I ). On the other 
hand, if we make the transformation 
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x'= 
x + (x.x)a 

1 + 2(x.a) + (x.x)(a.a) 

first, which is equivalent to giving 0 a uniform acceleration 
of magnitude 2a I relative to 0', then the uniform acceleration 
of Prelative to 0' is (2/B I ) (1 + a.b). Only if 0, 0' both agree 
to reduce a given particle Pto zero initial speed before apply
ing the special conformal transformation can we restrict our 
attention to world lines 

and 

(x[)f - (X;)2 = - (3IX; . 

In this case, the acceleration of P relative to 0 is K = (21 b I)' 
the acceleration of P relative to 0' is K' = (2/b l )(1 - alb l), 
and we have the additive law K' = K +2a l . We must now 
adopt the convention that the acceleration of 0 relative to 0' 
is -2a I (NOT +2a I) to give a sensible interpretation of 
this result. With the same convention, we also have consis
tency regarding the proper system. 
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We prove that the pure phase correlation functions of the double-well model at small temperature 
in an appropriate limit case tend to the corresponding correlation functions of the classical Ising 
model in any dimension, extending results previously obtained by Rosen (see introduction). We 
use expansion methods proposed by Glimm, Jaffe, and Spencer. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Let us consider a statistical lattice system in v dimen

sions with continuous spin distribution given by A.(x2 
- Ii 

with A. > ° (double-well potential function). Because of the 
relation 

1
. exp[ - A. (x2 

- Ii] 
1m 2 2 

A-·oo S"':. ooexp[ - A. (x - 1) dx] 
= ~ [8(x + 1) + 8(x - 1) 1 , (1.1) 

it is generally accepted that the double-well model goes into 
the Ising model in the large coupling constant limit A.- 00 • 

Nevertheless, a rigorous proof of this result is not entirely 
trivial. Let us remark first that in a different context the 
statistical double-well model in one dimension was studied 
by Kac and Thomson. I A detailed discussion of the Ising and 
scaling limit of the double-well model in constructive quan
tum field theory was given by Glimm and Jaffe. 2 Based on a 
conjecture in Ref. 2 and using results from Ref. 1 Isaacson3 

proved that the scaling limit of the double-well model in one 
dimension is the continuous Ising model (Poisson pro
cesses). In the case of several dimensions Rosen4 proved that 
in the presence of a nonzero external magnetic field or for 
large temperature the double-well model goes into the Ising 
model for A.-+ 00 • In the case of zero magnetic field and small 
temperature, Rosen proved convergence of the two dimen
sional Dirichlet double-well model towards the Ising model. 

In this paper we prove that the correlation functions of 
the pure ± phases of the double-well model converge to the 
corresponding correlation functions of the Ising model in 
any dimension. Our technique is the mean field (contour
cluster) expansion of Glimm, Jaffe, and Spencer.! Let us re
mark that from the technical point of view our expansion (on 
the lattice) is simpler than that in Ref. 5. In the process of 
expansion we translate the field exactly to one or another 
minimum ofthe potential. This fact simplifies the expansion. 
We expect further results concerning an expansion of the 
double-well model "near" the Isling model (expansion in 
powers of l/ A. ), Borel summability problems, etc. 

2. THE DOUBLE-WELL MODEL 

We consider the unit lattice Z v in v;;.2 dimensions. We 
leave out for the moment the temperature and consider the 

a)Supported in part by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. 

formal model 

exp [ - (l/2)(q,( - A )q)] II exp [ - P (q;) dq;], (2.1) 
j 

where 

P(q) = A.(q2 _ m2/SA.)2, (2.2) 

with A. and m 2 two positive constants. In (2.1) A is the lattice 
Laplacian and ( ',' ) the scalar product in / l(Z"). Using stan
dard notation (see Ref. 6) we have 

{

-2V' jl =jl' 

A (jl,jl) = 1, Ijl-jll=I,. 

0, I jl - j21 > 1. 

(2.3) 

The minima of the spin distribution function P(q) (double
well potential) are located at 

± S = ± m(l/SA.) 112. 

The rigorous model with lattice cutoff A and + boundary 
conditions is given by the measure on /2(Z") 

dqA = exp[ - PA (q) + (ml/2)(q - s)~ ]d(q - S), 
(2.4) 

where 

PA (q) = L P(qj), (q - S)~ = L (qj - S)2, 
ieA ieA 

and d (q - S) is the Gaussian measure on / 2(Z") with mean S 
and covariance 

A -I = C = ( - A + m 2) -I . (2.5) 

We take A C R v such that aA lies on the dual (Z ,,)*. We 
remark that formally d (q - S) contains a factor 
exp( - m 2/2)(q - S )i. which cancels exp(ml/2)(q - s)~ . 
We are left with the double-well potential factor inside A, 
whereas outside A there is a Gaussian tendency towards the 
+ minimum. 

A similar definition can be given for the - boundary 
conditions model. 

Consider now an observable which is a product of mon
omials in q at some lattice points 

A ==A (q). 

We introduce the following standard notation 

Z A = Z (A ) = J dq A' Z (A ) > 0, 
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(2.6) 

where A contains the localization of A. In the first part of this 
paper we give a convergent expansion for (A > A in the case of 
A small and m 2 large. 

3. PROJECTION ON THE CLASSICAL ISING 
VARIABLES AND THE CONTOUR EXPANSION 

Let 

(7, = sgnq" iEA. (3.1) 

Outside A we impose + boundary conditions: (7, = +, 
i.el1. We denote by ~ = ! (7, J a configuration on the classical 
Ising variables in A. The set of phase boundaries ( contours) 
in the configuration ~ will be also denoted by ~. Let 

X g) X + 1 (;) = X -( - ; ) X -I (;) 

= rr- 1/2 1'" exp[ - (; - Z)2] dz. (3.2) 

We have 

X+(;) + X-(;) = 1. 

Let us define 

X.!' = IIXa,(q,). (3.3) 
iEA 

It is easy to prove that 

(3.4) 

For the convenience of the reader we remark that X ± are 
regularized characteristic functions of the intervals (0, 00 ) 

and ( - 00 ,0). From (3.4) follows 

(3.5) 

where 

dqA,.!' = X.!' dq.!'. (3.6) 

This is the contour expansion (on the Ising variables). In Sec. 
4 we prepare for the cluster expansion. 

4. TRANSLATION OF COORDINATES 

Let ~ be given. Our system consists ofa set of islands of 
+ and - spin coordinates separated by the contour ~. On 

islands we translate the coordinates to the corresponding 
minimum of the potential. This produces sharp discontinui
ties on the phase boundaries. Let 

h, =(7, S, t/J, =q, -h,. (4.1) 

The translated Guassian measure dt/J = d (q - h) is equiv
alent to the Gaussian measure d (q - f). For the Radon
Nykodym derivative we have the formula 

d(ep + f) = exp{ _ [1(/,( -.1 + m 2)f) 
deep) 2 ' 

+ (ep,( - .1 + m 2ll> ]) . 
From this formula we get 

BB2 

d (q - h) = exp! - W<s - h),A <S - h» 
d(q-f) 
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+ «q - S),A <S - h»]J. 

From (2.4) we get 

dqA = e -- Fexp[ - PA (q) + (m2/2)(q - h)A] dt/J 

= e - Fexp( - At/J4 - m V U t/J~) dt/J, (4.2) 

where dt/J is the Gaussian measure on 12(l'), with mean zero 
and covariance ( - J + m 2t 1 and 

F=F(RV,~)= -(t/J,.1h)-!(h,.1h). (4.3) 
We introduce some more notation 

Q = Q(R",~) = V(R",~) + F(R",~), 
V = V(RV,~) = PA (q) - !m2(q - h)A 

= At/J~ + m(U )1/2t/J~ . 

Then (4.2) gets the form 

dqA = e - Q(RV,.!') dt/J. 

The A dependence of Q is not explicit. 

5. THE CLUSTER EXPANSION 

(4.4) 

Let I,L be integers such thatL:>/:> 1. For the purposes of 
this paper we choose (see Ref. 5) 

1:::::llog(A/m2)11/4 and L:::::llog(A/m2W. 

We perform the cluster expansion on islands of the lattice 
II "far away (distanceL) from phase boundaries. Let us give 
some details. With ~ given, the standard cluster expansion 7 

is 

dqA . .!' = 2. dqA . .!'.r' 
rc.'l!(.!') 

dq = Sal ds ,ar·c.rI(I)X e'- Q(R'.I)d·t.ls) A . .!',r r s .!' '/"\ , 
o 

where 
Sr = !sblbETJ, 

dsr · =,lJ. dSb I S/~O ' 

ar = II ~ 
.\ bEI aSh' 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

and dt/J(s) is the Gaussian measure on t 2(l') with covariance 

C (s) = 2. (II Sb) (II (1 - Sb»)C r . (5.3) 
rc yi(.!') hEr' hEr 

For given~, g] (~) is the set of hyperbonds b of the dual 
lattice (ll ')* on which we perform the cluster expansion. 
For rc g] (~), C r is defined as follows: 

(5.4) 

In (5.4).1 r is the lattice Laplacian in which we break con
nections across r (for some notational details see Ref. 8). 
Finally ShE[O,l] are interpolating parameters, S = ~Sb land 
r C c= ,j) (~) - r. Let us introduce some more notation. If W 
denotes a set in R ,. whose boundary aWlies on the dual 
lattice (2')*, then we denote by W # the set of sites of 2 \" 
inside W. Conversely, if W # is a set of sites of l\', we denote 
by Wa set of smallest volume in R" such that a W lies on 
(l')* and W -# C W. Let a -# and d # be the lattice boundary 
and the lattice distance, respectively. We define 
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X: = (iEZVIO"i = ±,d#(i,a#.I)~L J, X=X'UX-. 
(5.5) 

Now we can define the set !!8 (.I) on which the cluster expan
sion is performed. It consists of (11. ,* lattice hyperbonds 
contained in the interior of X. In the Sec. 6 we give the full 
mean field (contour-cluster) expansion. 

6. THE CONTOUR-CLUSTER EXPANSION 

We combine the two expansions of Secs. 3 and 5 to get 
for the observable A: 

(A)A=ZA-II I R"(A,Rv,.I,r) (6.1) 
I rCdi(I) 

where 

R "(A,Rv,.I,r) = f dsr , a;J xIAe - Q(R',I)dt/J(s). (6.2) 

By the definition of dsr " the measure dt/J(s) has Dirichlet 
conditions on r. 

The formula (6.1) is known as mean field (or contour
cluster) expansion and was introduced in the context of con
structive quantum field theory by Glimm, Jaffe, and Spen
cer.5 We note that in our case the measure drp(s) has the 
lattice structure. We now perform two resummations in the 
spirit of Ref. 5. For the convenience of the reader we give 
brief details. Let { YI , ... , Yp J denote connected components 
of R v - r. It is not difficult to show that there is 
factorization 

R "(A,Rv,.I,r) = fi R "(Ak,Yk,.Ik,rd, (6.3) 
k=1 

where.Ik = .InYk , r k = rnYk and Ak has an obvious 
meaning. In (6.3) we have 

R "(A Y ~ r) = 11 d ar'C,YJ(I.Y,) 
k, k~k' k sr' s 

o 

X f XI,Ake - Q(y,.Ik)drp(s), (6.4) 

where !!8(.I,Yk ) = !!8(.I)nYk and 
Q(Yk,.Id = V(Yk,.Ik) + F(Yk,.Ik)' (6.5) 
V(Yk,.Ik) = PAny, (q) - !m2(q - h )~nYk' (6.6) 
F(Yk,.Ik) = - (rpy"J1h) - !(h y"J1h). (6.7) 

We note that in (6.4) it is not necessary to restrict drp(s) to Yk 
because of the Dirichlet conditions on r. 

Now let Y = Y (r) be the closure of the union of Yk 
which meets localization of A (in fact it is not necessary to 
take the closure as the reader can convince himself). We 
isolate A from the partition function in yc = R V 

- Y. Be
cause of factorization we have 

R "(A,R v,.I,r) = R "(A,Y,.InY,rnY) 

= Z " (yc,.I - Y,r - Y), (6.8) 

where 

Z "(yc,.I - Y,r - Y) = R "(A = I,P,.I - Y,r - Y). 
(6.9) 

We now perform two partial resummations of (6.1). 
Thejirst resummation: For.I given we hold Y = Y(r) 

fixed and sum up over all r compatible with Y = Y (r): 
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I =I I rc.W(I) ay Irc.c%J(I)IY(F) = YI 

The inside sum (in Y) is 

R '(A,Y,.InY) = I R "(A,Y,.InY,rnY), 
IrCA(I)IY(r)= YI 

and the outside sum (in YC) is 

Z'(P,.I - Y, aY) 

(6.10) 

I Z"(YC,.I- Y,r- Y). 
I rC4(I.Y')1 Y(F) = Y (6.11) 

The outside sum can be evaluated in the manner of the clus
ter expansion and gives 

Z'(yc,.I- Y,aY) = f e-Q(Y'.I-Y)XI_y,drpay· 

(6.12) 

Here drpay is the Gaussian measure with Dirichlet condi
tions on ay, and we used the fact that the constraint 
Y(r) = r is equivalent to r-::Jau. After the first partial re
summation we get 

<A) = I I R '(A,Y,.Iny) Z '(YC,.I - Y,ay) . 
I ay Z(A) 

(6.13) 

The second resummation: First we introduce some notation. 
Let 

ay± =aynX ±. 

We remark that each of a Y,a r and a Y - consists of a finite 
number of nonoverlapping closed hypercontours. For a set 
W # of sites in 1. v, let M (W #) be the set of sites in 1. v within 
distance L of W. Let 

N(ay ±) =M(a#(ay ±». 

The second resummation goes on with the constraint 

i.e., 

II = I I 
I BY ay' IIIIrN(BY')= ±I 

We define the inside sum 

R (A,Y,ay ±) = I R '(A,Y,.InY), 
IInYlItN(BY')= ±I 

(6.14) 
and the outside sum 

Z (P,N (aY+),N (aY-),aY) 

I Z '(yc,.I - Y,aY) 
II-YIItN(BY')=±1 

I J e - Q(yc,.J: - Y) drpBY' 
II-YIItN(BY')= ±I 

(6.15) 

After the second partial resummation we get from (6.13) 

<A)= I R(A,Y,ay±) Z(YC,N(ar),N(aY-),ay) . 
BY' Z(A) 

(6.16) 
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Wet get estimates on R and on Z terms of this expansion in a 
series of Appendices. From the estimates of Appendices A
H we get the convergence of the mean field (contour-cluster) 
expansion. 

Theorem 1: Let A and m be positive constants such that 
m> 1 and A 1m 2 < E where E> 0 is sufficiently small. Then 
the expansion (6.16) converges uniformly in A, A, and m. 

Proof Follows as in Ref. 5, p. 635 from Proposition G2, 
Proposition H5, and a simple combinatoric estimate. 

The convergence of the mean field expansion can now 
be used to obtain some other results on the lattice double
well model. The exponential clustering follows as usual from 
the convergence of the expansion by applying the Ginibre 
technique of duplicating variables (see Ref. 5, p. 668). From 
this result we get by standard methods (see Ref. 7, p. 162) the 
existence of the infinite volume correlation functions. 

Theorem 2: Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1 the 
infinite volume correlation functions exist. This result is val
id for the "plus" boundary condition as well as for the "mi
nus" boundary condition double-well model on the lattice. 

7 .. CONVERGENCE TOWARDS THE ISING MODEL 

Instead of (2.1) let us consider the model 

(7.1) 

where f3 = lIkT is the Boltzmann factor and va positive 
constant. As in Sec. 2 we can start with (7.1) and define the 
rigorous model with finite cutoff and "plus" or "minus" 
boundary conditions. The results of Sec. 6 (combined with 
the estimates of A-H) show that for small temperature the 
correlation functions of the model (7.1) with "plus" or "mi
nus" boundary conditions in A tend to the corresponding 
infinite volume correlations uniformly in v if A and m satisfy 
the conditions in Theorem 1. It is this uniformity in v of the 
convergence which enables us to state the following result. 

Theorem 3: Let A and m satisfy the conditions in Theo
rem 1. Then the (infinite volume) correlation functions of 
the model v" I (Aq4 - (mlI4)q2) at small temperature with 
"plus" or "minus" boundary conditions tend for v-+o to the 
corresponding correlation functions of the Ising model with 
spin (J = ± S, S = (m l/8A )1/2. 

Proof With finite cutoff A the convergence of the dou
ble-well model correlation functions to the correlation func
tions of the Ising model follows trivially from (1.1). The re
sult for the infinite volume correlations follows now by an 
d3 argument taking into account the uniformity in v of the 
thermodynamic limit for correlation functions of the dou
ble-well model. We note that similar results for other bound
ary conditions can be obtained by applying the methods of 
Ref. 9 and of the present paper. 

By using a scaling transformation we obtain conver
gence of the pure phases correlation functions of the double
well model with single spin distribution, given by 
v· 1 (q2 -1) 2, v~O towards the corresponding correlation 
functions of the Ising model at small temperature. Our finite 
result is then 

Theorem 4: The infinite volume correlation functions of 
the double-well model at small temperature with single spin 
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distribution given by v - 1(q2 - 1)2 and "plus" or "minus" 
boundary conditions converge for v-+O towards the corre
sponding correlation functions of the classical Ising model. 

APPENDIX A: ESTIMATES ON RN 

In this appendix we estimate 

R "(A Y ~ r) = II ds aF'c.eIJ(I,y) , ,...., rr s 

o 

X J XI Ae - Q(Y,I) dt/J(s), 

where here A,Y,.J;,r stay for Ak 'Yk ,.J;k,rk. The s integral 
causes no problems. For simplifying notation we change rin 
r C and concentrate to estimate 

a;'c.:4(I, Y) J e - Q(U)X IA d1/J(s). (AI) 

The differentiation in s gives according to Ref. 7 

",,~r) J [U Ha~c (s») .. ~", ]e - Q(y,I)XIA dt/J(s), (A2) 

where 9 (r) is the set of all possible partitions 1T of r. The 
elements r of 1T are groups of hyperbonds of (/Z ")* in r. 
Further, we have 

lasrc(s)~.,. = "" larC(s)(j' j') d
l 

(A3) 
2 '" j=tr.,j2) 2 s I' 2 dtPh dtPj2 

Using the notation 
jy=(Jy.l,jr,l)EZVXZV for rE1T, 

J ==.I1T = liy L'E1T , 
we have to estimate 

r r r 'JA 'W(1T,J)e- Q(Y·I) dtP(s) , (A4) 
TrE.:I'(F) J 

W here ~ , ranges over all possible derivatives of factors of A, 
X I' and e - Q(Y ... n. Such factors are denoted by A ' while 

(A5) 
)'E1T 

The Gaussian measure dt/J(s) has Dirichlet conditions on r. 
We look first at the integral 

J A W(1T,J)e - Q(y.I)dt/J(s). (A6) 

We apply Holder's inequality with lIpI + lip; = 1 and get 
the following bound for (A6): 

IIA 'W(1T,J)lIp;llx~e-Q(y,I)lIpl' (A7) 

The exact choice of PI ,pi will be given in Appendix B. 

APPENDIX B: ESTIMATE ON Ilx,;..e-Q(Y,I)llp, 
We have (see Appendix A) 

Ilx ~e - Q(Y.I)II~: 

= J exp( - PI [PAny - !m21/J~nY -lnlx~ 1+ F(Y,.J;) DdtP(s) 
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+( _ 1;17m2~ny+F(Y,I»)]}d¢(S) 
where 17 is a positive constant to be fixed later. The 
decomposition 

1 2.1). 17 2.1). 1 - 17 2.1:1-
2 m 'f'AnY= 2 m 'f'AnY+ -2- m 'f'AnY 

(BI) 

is useful because of the following two lemmas which have 
simple proofs. 

Lemma B 1: Let 17 < 1/36 and let A. 1m 2 be sufficiently 
small. Then we have for iEA: 

P(q) - ~ m2(q; - h)2 -lnXui(q);>O. (B2) 

We remark that in the Lemma B 1 X is not differentiated. We 
have a better estimate for the case in which X is 
differentiated. 

Lemma B 2: Let 17 < 1/36 and let A. 1m 2 be sufficiently 
small. If n; is the order of derivative of X in iEA, then there is 
a constant a > 0 independent of A. and m such that 

2 

P(q;) - ~ m2(q; - hY -lnX~i(q;);>a ~ - Inn;!. 

(B3) 

The proofs oflemmas Bland B2 are simple and are left to the 
reader (for proofs of similar results in constructive quantum 
field theory (see Ref. 5). 

Now let us remember that 

X.I = II X u,(q;)· 
;EAnY 

We get for (B 1) the following bound where X #, is the subset 
of l v on which X I is differentiated (certainly X' CAnY) 

(II nj!) e- O (m
2 /;[)(IX'le(P,12)(h.,<Ih) 

jEX' 

Xexp!pt [(1 -1712)m2~nY + (¢,..:1h)]}d¢(s). (B4) 

We have to study the integral 

f exp!pt [(¢,..:1h) + (1 -1712)m2~nY] jd¢(s), (B5) 

where the Gaussian measure d¢(s) has Dirichlet conditions 
on r. We are going to find an upper bound for the integral 
(B5). First we remark that we increase the integral in (B5) if 
we leave out the Dirichlet conditions on r and we increase 
the integral further by taking s = 1. In fact, we have to esti
mate an integral of the form 

f exp[(b,¢) + ~(¢,B¢)]d(A)¢, (B6) 

where d (A l¢ is a Gaussian measure on /2(l') with covariance 
C = A -I. In our case the covariance C is not trace class such 
that the measure d¢(A l is not (J additive on /2(l'). It is easy to 
prove that 

J exp[(b,¢) + ~(¢,B¢)]d(Alt/J 

885 

= J exp[(A - I12 b,¢) + !(t/J,Kt/J)]d(A=I)t/J 

= exp[!(b,A -112(1 -K)-IA - 1/2 b)] 
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x exp[ -1Tr In(1 - K)], (B7) 

where K = A - I12BA - 1/2 under the condition that K is a 
trace class operator and 11K II < 1. In our case these two con
ditions are satisfied. Indeed, K is trace class because A - 112 
is bounded and B is a trace class operator. We remark that 
In(I - K) is also trace class because K is trace class. The 
norm of Kis 

11K 11</iB IIIIA - 111<1 -17 < 1 

because IIA - III <m - 2 and liB II = (1 - 17)m 2. The two ex
ponentials in (B7) can be easily estimated. Indeed, we have 

- Tr In(I - K)<!..TrK 
2 

and 
TrK<IIA -IIITrB<1 Yrvt I. 

For the first factor we have 
2 

P~ (..:1h,A -I12(I-K)-IA -1/2..:1h) 

2 

< l!..:..IIA -1/2(1 _ K)-I A -1/2( -..:1)h II (h,( -..:1)h) 
2 

2 2 

= P; II(A - B) -I ( -..:1 )1I(h,( -..:1)h)< P; 

C 
X (h,( -..:1 )h ). 

C + 17m2 

For al/ m 2> 0 we can choose PI = PI (m2) > 1 such that 

C I(C + 17m 2) < 1/PI 

and this is actually a consequence of the fact that the lattice 
Laplacian is a bounded operator on 12(l'). Collecting to
gether an these estimates and taking into account (B4) we get 
the following 

Theorem B 1: Let 17 < 1/36 and let A.o , mo be positive 
constants such that A.olm6 is sufficiently small. Then for 
A.<A.o and m;>mo we can find PI = PI (m6) > 1 such that 

IIx~e- Q(y,Il"p, < (D. nj ! exp[ - 0 (m2/A. )(1.2" I + IX'I)] 

+ 0 (1)1 Yrvt I]. (BS) 

For completing the proof of this theorem we need only to 
remark that (h,( - ..:1 )h ) is of the form 0 (m 21 A. ) 1.2" I. By de
noting Yd = Yrvt - X' and absorbing part of the divergent 
into the convergent factor we can write (BS) in the following 
form: 

IIx~e-Q(Y.Illlp'«Dnj!)exp[ -O(m21A.)(I.2" I + IX'I) 

+O(1)IYd l]' (B9) 

APPENDIX C: IMPROVED ESTIMATE ON IIXx e - O(Y,I)llp, 

In this appendix we show that the estimate on 
IIx~e - Q(y,Il"p, can be improved (see Ref. 5, p. 654), Let tj 
be parameters between zero and one (0< tj < 1) for all iE Yd 

and let 

t= !t;liEYrl. 

Yr = /iEYd Itj t= OJ C Yd' 
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Now let 

Vi=V(q,) = P(qJ - !m2(qj - h,)2, 

V(t,y) = L tYi' 
ieY, 

Q(t,y)=Q(t,Y~) = F(Y~) + V(t,Y). 

With the help of the identity 

e - p, Vi = 1 - PI v.l l 

e - p,t,vidti , 

we get 

f e - P'Q(y,.E)lx~ IP'dtfo(s) 

< y'~Ydf f In,PI V(q;) \ 

Xe - PIQ(t'Y)lx~ IPdtP(s) dt. 

Now we apply the Holder inequality with indices 
1IP2 + lip'; = 1. We have 

IlxI e - Q(Y,.E)II~: 

< 2: t {[f InPI V(qJiPidtfo(S)]lIPl 
Y,C Y d Jo lEY, 

x s~p[f e - PoPzQ(t'Y)lxI IPoPZdtfo(s) rp2
. 

Let us look now at the integral 

(CI) 

(C2) 

(C3) 

We remove the Dirichlet conditions on r, increasing the 
integral. We further increase the integral by replacing the 
inverse covariance A = C - 1 in dtfo(s) by m2l (Neuman con
ditions). We end up with an upper bound for the integral 
(C3) which is a product offactors: 

(C4) 

where 
V(qj) = P(q) - (lI2)mZ(qj - hY = Atfoi + m(U )ll2tfo~ . 
Under the restriction A 1m 4 < 1 we get for (C4) the bound 

K ~i(Pil)Z( ~4 t!2 , 
where K 1 is a constant. Because we can find an upper bound 
onpi = Pl(m2

) which is independent on m 2 and because 
PI' PZ can be chosen independent ofm 2 ifm > mo where mo 
is a given positive constant, we can find a constant K2 such 
that 

thereK2 depends on mo but notA, m2 andA. We now study 
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the second integral in (C2). We remark that in tj Vj the quo
tient tj A Iti m

2 = A 1m2 and therefore we can apply the 
same estimates (B2) and (B3) without change, i.e., 

we have 

tj P(qj) - tj (1]/2)rn2(qi - hj)2 -lnXoi(q;):>O, 

tj P(qJ - t, ('YJ/2)m 2(qi - h;)2 -lnx~ (qJ 

:>am2lA -lnn j !. 

Using also the inequality 

exp [PI tj (1 - 1J/2)~y, ].;;;exp [PI (1 -1]/2)m2tfo~()y ] 

and applying Theorem B1 we get for (C2) the following esti
mate (valid for m:>mo) 

y,~y" ( K2( ~4 y(2)IY'I( U, nil) 
X exp [ - 0 (rn2 I A )(1.2' I + IX 'i) + 0 (1)1 Yt I ] . 

We absorb eO(I)IY,1 into K 1Y ,1 and get for (C2) the bound 

y,~y" ( K3( ~2 y12)'Y\ Unil) 
xexp[ - o (m 2/A )(1.2' 1+ IX'i)1 

CIJ nil)( U" ( 1 + K3 ( ~4 y12)) 
xexp[ - o (m 2/A )(1.2' 1+ IX'I) 

« U, nil) Jexp [ - o (m 2
/A )(1.2' 1 + IX')~ 

+ 0 «A Im4)1/2») Yd )]. 

We can therefore state the following results. 
Theorem C 1: Let 1] < 1/36 and letAo,mo be positive con

stants such that AoIm~ is sufficiently small and AoIm6 < 1. 
Then, for A <Ao and m:> mo, there exists P 1 (m~) > 1 such that 
for PI <p(m~) we have 

Ilx~ - Q(Y·.E)lI p , « Jl nil) 
X exp [ - 0 (m 2 I A )(1.2' I + IX' [) 

+ 0 «A Im4)112) I YnA 11 . (C6) 

As in Appendix B we can write this estimate also in the 
following form: 

\lx~-Q(Y·1:)llp,<C!J nil) 
xexp[ - o (m 2/A )(1.2' 1+ IX'I) 

+ 0 «A Im4)11I) I Yd 11 . 

APPENDIX D: RANDOM WALK AND COVARIANCE 
OPERATORS 

(C7) 

We use random walk methods in order to control the 
strong exponential decay of covariance operators and their 
derivatives. The results of this appendix are proved in Ref. 8. 
Let A = C - 1, A r = C r 1. All these operators are bounded 
in [2(Z,. Let P be the transition operator in [2(Z, of the 
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symmetric random walk on Z v, (For notations see Ref. 8). 
Let p(n,x,y) be the transition probability to get from xEZ v to 

YEZV in n steps, We have 

and 

p(n + m,x,y) = L p(n,x,z)p(m,z,y), 
ZEZ~' 

Pcp (x) = I p(l,x,y)cp (y), cpEI2(Z~, 
yEZ" 

pncp(x) = I p(n,x,y)cp(y). 
yEZ' 

Let E be the identity operator in 12(Z~, We have 
C = (1/2)(A.E - Pt1 and then 

c= _1_ I _1 pn, 
2vA. n = 0 A. n 

(01) 

where A. = 1 + (m 2/2v). We want to get a similar formula 
for C r- For given r we define 

= _ {P(I,x,y) if xynr = ¢' Ix - yl = 1 
Q(x,y)-q(1,x,y) - 0 h . , 

ot erwlse, 

Qcp(x) Prcp(x) = L q(l,x,y)cp(y), cpEI2(Z~, 
yEZ' 

We define q(n,x,y) recursively by 

and 

q(n + 1,x,y) = I q(n,x,z)q(I,z,y) 
ZEZ" 

Qncp(x) = I q(n,x,y)cp(y), cpEI2(Z~, 
yEZ' 

We have Ar = 2v(A.E - Pr ) and 

C - .. -1 1 ~ 1 pn 
r==r.tr = -- L.. - r' 

2vA. n = 0 A. n 

(02) 

This is a useful formula which relates the Dirichlet covar-
iance C r to the symmetric random walk on the lattice. 

APPENDIX E: ESTIMATES ON a~C(s){jy) 

The results in this Appendix are partially contained in 
Ref. 8, to which we refer the reader for details. Let n be the 
space of sample paths of the symmetric random walk on ZV. 
Let 

n ~.y = 1 wEillw(O) = x,w(n) = y 1, 
and let dP( . ) be the measure on n induced by p(n,x,y). 

Given a hyperbond bo on (Z~*, we define a measurable 
function 

w _ {O if 3mEN:w(m)w(m + l)nbo# 
Xb,,( ) - h' . 

1 ot erWlse 

It follows that 

q(n,x,y)_P'f-,(x,y) = 1 II Xbo(W) dP(w) 
fl:.I' bnEr 

and we have from (01) 

1 00 1 1 Cr(x,y) = - L - II Xbo(W) dP(w) 
2vA. n = 0 A. n n ':, boEr 
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= _1_ I ~ J II ( II Xbo(w»)dP(W). (El) 
2vA. n = 0 A. bEr b"Eb 

Introducing (El) into (5.3) we get 

C(s)(x,y) 

1 00 1 f 
= - I -n Jf" II [Sb +(I-sb)Xb(w)]dP(w), 

2vA. n = 0 A. f} '., beD 
(E2) 

where 

Xb(W) = II Xbo(W). 
boEb 

From (E2) we get 

1 00 1 f 
arC(s)(x,y).;;; 2vA. n.f:o ~ Jf]';J! (1 - Xb(w»dP(w). 

(E3) 

We remind the reader that the cluster expansion is per
formed on a subset of IZ v such that rand yare sets of hyper
bonds b of (lZ ~*. 

Obviously, the integral in (E3) is the probability that 
the sample path starting in x crosses all bEY before reachingy 
in n steps. 

Let tJ (y) be the set of all linear orderings of hyper bonds 
bin y. Let W (tJ) be the set of paths which meet the elements 
b in the order given by oEtJ(y). Then we get from (E3) 

arC(s)(x,y)< _1_ I ~ L JdP(w). 
2vA. n = 0 A. ,Ef"(r) 

(E4) 

Let bl ,b2 ,'" be the elements of y as ordered by o. We use 
separating parallel infinite (v -1 )-dimensional hyperplanes 
on Z v in order to project on the one-dimensional random 
walk (for details see Ref. 8). Suppose y contains at least two 
elements. We note that the ordering 0 induces an ordering in 
the set of separating hyperplanes. Certainly some hyper
planes as ordered by 0 may coincide. We see that from the 
point of view of estimates there is an optimal choice of the 
hyperplanes. There are m;,2 separating hyperplanes. 

Let 
aj = d# (Hj+1 ,H), l.;;;j<m-1. 

The strong Markov property combined with an estimate on 
the generating function of the one-dimensional random walk 
givesB 

_1_ I ~ f dP(w).;;;exp( _ av mfl a
j
), 

2vA. n = 0 A. Jw(,) j = I 

where 

1 2v 
a= -log------------------

v av + m 2 
_ m(m 2 +4V)I/2 

(E5) 

(E6) 

By taking the geometric mean over all coordinate directions 
we get 

arc (s)(x,y)< L e - aj. I , (E7) 
,E/.'(r) 

where 101 is the hyperplane distance of the 0 ordering of bEY. 
Ifly = 1¢ 1 orifycontainsonlyoneboundbwetake 101 = o. 
We give some simple properties of the coefficient a which 
are needed in the following. For m > 0 small we have 
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m m 3 

a = -- + -5/2 + O(m4). 
V3/2 24v 

(E8) 

For m large 

a = (2Iv)logm - (lIv)logv + 0 (11m). (E9) 

Finally, a = a(m) is an increasing function of m on the inter
val (0,00). 

The same type of estimate gives8 

ayc (s)(x,y) <X4e - ad (j.y) , (EI0) 

wherej = (jl ,j2)-(X,y) and d (j,y) is the maximal hyper
plane distance fromj to a line bEy. K4 is a constant indepen
dentofs,jand y. Ify = (0l wetaked = d# (x,y). Obviously, 
there exist optimal (maximal) values for 101 and d (j,y) for 
given yand 0 

We now introduce the following notation. Let 

ly*1 = min 101. (Ell) 
eEt"'(y) 

We prove the following 
Lemma E 1: Let ...to,mo be positive constants such that 

...tolm~ is sufficiently small. There are constants K6 (y), K7 
and 8 = 8 (mo) such that for ...t<...to and m>mo, we have 

ayc (s){j)<K6(y)exp [ - a8(d (j,y) + Iy* I») , (E12) 

and 

I II K6(y)<eK71r1 . 
1TE:/'(r) yE1T 

Proof The estimates (E7) and (ElO) give 

ayc (s)(j) <K y2e - (d(J,Y)/Z)(; e - a<le'1/2») 112 

<K !/Ze - a[d(j,Y)121I e - (1"'1/2) . 
II 

But 

Ie- aWI12) =Iexp{ - [a(I&1/3)+a(I&1/6)]l 
" / 

(E13) 

<e - a(IY"1/6)I e - a(IOI/3) = Ks (y)e - (11'"1/6) • 
t" 

where 

K 5 (y) = I e - a{l/ 1/3) . 
/ 

With K6==K6(Y) = K ~I2K5(Y) we get (E12) by taking into 
account the fact that a = a(m) is an increasing function of 
m. We have to prove only (E13). Let us first call the reader's 
attention to the fact that 101 and ly*1 denotelengths while Iyl 
and Ir I denote number of elements b in y and r. respective
ly. With this remark (E13) follows by "scaling" the argu
ments in Ref. 7, pp. 230--31. 

APPENDIX F: ESTIMATES ON IIA'W(1T,J)II~ 

In this appendix J ==J 1T = (j l' l. yE1T is a given set of 
indices. We have 

W(1T,J) = II !a{C(s)( jy). (Fl) 
yE1T 
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For a givenjy we have to perform derivatives 

d 2 

dq dq 
Jy.1 11'.1 

[see A(3)]. These derivatives act on factors of A, X, and e - Q 

and are indexed by elements YE1T. We consider two distinct 
cases: 

(i) Iyl > 4: Then there is a choice of the separating hy
perplanes such that 

ly*l>constfIYI. d(jy,y»f. 

Thus, we may extract a convergent factor 
e-mYllyl from exp[ - a8(d(jy.y) + ly*I)] of(EI2). This 
factor controls the derivatives of A, X. and e - v (remember 
Q = V + F) but not the derivatives of e - F. Indeed. 
F = - (¢,Ah ) - (1I2)(h,Ah ), and this derivative contribu
tion of <¢,Ah > gives a coefficient 0 (m2 /...t) ifiy,pjy,2 are 
strictly concentrated near the phase boundary. But in this 
cased(jy,y»L12. We then have 

o (~2 )exP[ - a8(j",y)] <exp[ - aD" d (j",y)] . (F2) 

It follows that for each rE1T such that Irl > 4 we can segre
gate in fIYE1T a convergent factor 

exp[ - ar(d (jy ,y) + flrl)] , (F3) 

where [) > ° is a new constant. 
(ii) Irl <4: The derivatives of e - v are controlled by 

(F4) 

Ifwe have derivatives of XjYI ,Xj"z' thenj)',l ,jy.2 belong toX' 
and we use the inequality 

(F5) 

We use the same inequalty for the differentiation of a linear 
factor of A. From the differentiation of e - F we use the same 
inequality (F2) as in (i) together with the inequality (F5). We 
conclude that the factor (F3) also can be segregated from the 
product TI vErr in case (ii). From IIA 'W(1T,J)1I ' we can there-, Pt 

fore extract a factor 

(F6) 

Now we come to factors in IIA 'W(1T,J)lI p ; which do not de
pend on...t and m. They come out from the Gaussian integra
tion of polynomials A '. Suppose the observable A has the 
form 

A (¢) = IT ¢'(". (F7) 
i= I 

Let 

(F8) 

where K> 0 is a constant. Using factorization of Gaussian 
integrals as in Appendix C and studying the factorials as in 
Ref. 5, p. 657 we get 

Proposition F 1: Let ,10 and mo> 1 be positive constants 
such that...to! m~ is sufficiently small. Then for ...t <...to and 
m>mo there is a norm IliA III and a constant [) > ° indepen-
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dent of A, m and A such that 

IIA 'W(1T,J)lI
p

; <IliA IIle-allWleIIX'1 

xII K6 (y)exp[ -aDd(jy,y)], (F9) 
)'€rr 

APPENDIX G: FINAL ESTIMATES ON R 

The bound on (A4) is given by 

I I I 'IIA ' W(1T,J)ll p ; IIX~nye - Q(y,2:)lIp ,· (Gl) 
rrE.:I'(r) J 

We introduce (F9) and (C4) in (Gl). The divergent factor 
e /lX'1 in (F9) is controlled by the convergent factor 
e - o (m'/,! JIX'I if A 1m Z is sufficiently small. The sums ~f and 
~J are controlled by scaling the Lemmas 10.1-10.2 of Ref. 1. 
The sum over 1TE9(F) is dominated by (El3). We get 

Proposition G 1: Under the hypotheses of Proposition F 1 
we have for an observable A of the form (F7): 

I a:J e - Q(Y,2:)X 2:nY A d¢(s) I 
< IliA Illexp[ -a81 IFI-O(m 2IA)I.InYI 

+O(Alm4)llzIYnA I], (G2) 

Now suppose the observable A has the form 

A=A(q-t)= IT (qi _t)m,. (G3) 
;=1 

We have 

qi - t = (q - hJ + (hi - t) = ¢ + (hi - t), 

and 

Ihi _tl<2t«:Z)l/2. 

A (q - t) can be written as a finite sum of terms ~, each of 
the form (G3) with 

IIIQII«:2Y/211IA III. 

We apply Proposition G I in each component Yk of Yand get 
the following estimate on R If 

IR "(A,Y,.I,F)I< IliA II i( (:2 y/2)Ne - abljT'j 
xexp[ - o (m 2/A )1.InYI + O(A Im4)1/21 YnA I] . 

(G4) 

In order to get an estimate on R we have to use (G4) together 
with (6.10) and (6.14), i.e., to sum up (G4) according to 

I I IInYII r N(aY , ) = ± I I rc.:d(I)1 yen = Y I 

This can be done exactly as in Ref. 5, pp. 658-59 and we 
get 

Proposition G 2: Let A be an observable ofthe form (G 3). 
For A and m as in Proposition FI there exists a constant 8 > 0 
such that 

IR(A,Y,aY±)I<A -N!2IIIA Ille-(OII)'YnA ,. (G5) 
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APPENDIX H: ESTIMATES ON Z 

First we want to get a simple form of the outside sum 
(6.15). Changing for convenience yc into Yin (6.15) we get 

Z (Y,N (aY+),N (aY-),aY) 

I Z f(Y,.InY,aY) 
IInYII IN(aY')= ± I 

I f e - Q(y,2:nYlXInyd¢aY' (HI) 
l2:nYIIr N (aY+J= ±I 

We simplify the notations as follow: 

N (ay ±) = N ±, aY = F, ay ± = F ± . 

We say that .I is compatible with N ± if u ~ N ± = ±. In 
analogy with (4.4) let us denote 

dqYnA,r = e - Q(Y,InY)d¢r . (H2) 

We have 
Proposition HI: The outside sum can be written as 

Z (Y,NW-,F) = f [no x·(qJ ][nX-(qJ] dqYnA,r' (H3) 

The proof of this proposition follows from 
Lemma H 2: LetA be an observable (function of q). For 

any two configurations.I I ,.Iz compatible with N ± we have 

f Ae - Q(y,I')d¢r = f Ae - Q(Y,I,) d¢r . (H4) 

Proof We have 
d¢r = e-(1/2)(v"Btf) d¢, 

where B is concentrated on F, i.e" 

B( ' .) - {I; il - j2 = 1, j) i2 nr =f.t/J, 
Jl,h -

0; otherwise, 

Then 

dqYnr,r = e - Q d¢r = e - Q - (l/2)Bd¢ = e - (l/Z)BdqYnA , 

because [see (4.4)] 

dqYnA = e - Q(Y,Iny) d¢. 

Furthermore, we have ¢i=¢i(.Id = qi - hi (.Ik ), for 
k = 1,2. The compatibility conditions give hi(.IJ = hi(.Iz) 
and therefore ¢i(.I1 ) = ¢i(.IZ )' The proof of (H3) is now 
trivial. 

We introduce some more notation: 

Np1us = ! N+UN-,f/J I, 

Z(Y,N,F) = Z(Y,N+,N-,F). 

The next result is valid for real coupling constant A. 
Lemma H3: We have 

Z(Y,N,F) 1 
_-'--'.--C...---'---. < . (H5) 
Z (Y,Nplus ,F) 

Proof In order to specify the h dependence we intro
duce the notation 

dqYnA,r,h -dqYrv1,h 

and 
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Z(Y,h) = J dqYnA.r.h' (H6) 

where h = h~ and.I are assumed to be compatible with N. 
We note that going from N to Np1us means going from h to S 
for all iEN. We claim first that 

Z (Y,h ).;;;Z (Y,S). (H7) 

Indeed, we have 

Z (Y,h) = J exp[ - (l/2)(q - h,B (q - h» ]dqYnA . 

The change of h affects only the linear term in 
- !(q - h,B (q - h» which is of the form 

I qihi' 
Ii -Jt = 1 

ijr.r'1'0 

We expand the exponentials, using the Griffiths' first 
inequality 

J q7dqYnA >0, k = 1,2, .. · 

and the inequality h.;;;S and resum in order to prove (H7). 
Now we introduce the notation 

Eh (A (q» = Z -I (Y,h) J AdqYnA.r . (H8) 

From (H3) follows 

Eh ([n. X.(qi)] [n X-(qi)]) = Z '(Y,h)Z (Y,N,r) . (H9) 

The lemma follows if we can prove that 

(HlO) 

In order to prove (H 1 0) we apply the FKG inequalities four 
times! (See Ref. 5.) 

Indeed, TIX. is monotone increasing and TIX- is monotone 
decreasing. Then FKG inequality gives 

A second application of the FKG inequality looking at.Igjhj 

as an external field shows that 

In Eh (lIN x-) we use the symmetry q-- - q, which gives 

From the FKG inequality as above 

and another application of the FKG inequality gives 
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This completes the proof of the lemma H3. We need one 
more lemma. 

Lemma H 4: Let ..:1 1 be an I-lattice square in Y. Then 
under the hypotheses of Proposition Cl with mo > 1 we have 

IZ (..:1 I,N (J..:1 1),fjJ,J..:1 1)1 ± .;;;exp[O (A. Im 2)1 v] . (Hll) 

This is a special case of Proposition Cl (see Ref. 5 and Ref. 
9). 

Now we get the final result of this appendix. 
Proposition H 5: Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1 we 

have 

Z(YC,N(JY+),N(JY-),JY) .;;; exp[O(A.lm2)IYnA I]. 
Z(A) 

(HI2) 

Proof The proof follows as in Ref. 5 or Ref. 9 by using 
the identity 

Z(yc,N',N-,JY) 

Z(A) 

Z (yc,N+,N-,JY) 

Z (yc,Nplus,fjJ,JY) 

Z (RV,Nplus U(YnA ),fjJ,(fPuB (AnY)) 
X ------~--------------------

Z(A) 

X 1 I 1 I' 
TI,j'CY Z(..:1 ,N(J..:1 ),fjJ,J..:1 ) 

(HI3) 

by applying Lemmas H3 and H4, and noting that the second 
factor in (H 13) is smaller than one. 
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A weaker form of the notion of a Wightman theory is introduced. The weakened form embodies 
all the requirements of a Wightman theory. However, the consequences of local commutativity 
are obtained without an assertion that local commutation can be stated in terms of the field 
operators. Models are presented that illustrate the usefulness of the weakened requirements. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The search for nontrivial Wightman field theories in 
three plus one dimensions has as yet been unsuccessul. In 
this paper we explore the consequences of modifying the no
tion of a Wightman theory in a mild way which does not alter 
its physical content. We shall illustrate the additional flexi
bility that results from this modificiation by showing that it 
facilitates a direct assault on the problem of constructing the 
Green's functions of the theory. Many simple Green's func
tions that must be discarded out-of-hand given the usual 
definitions are acceptable candidates in our modified version 
of the theory. 

The possibility of modifying the definition of a Wight
man theory without altering its physical content hinges upon 
the observation that the class of test functions used in the 
construction of the Hilbert space of physical states need not 
coincide with the space of test functions used to verify the 
local commutativity and spectral conditions. If one regards 
these latter two requirements on the support of the Green's 
functions as a condition that the Green's functions possess 
analyticity properties which guarantee the causal behavior 
of scattering amplitudes, then it is not necessary to demand 
that it is possible to test strictly local commutation rules for 
field operators. For example, if the Wightman distributions 
are defined on the Jaffe class, J but are only positive on a 
smaller class offunctions rich enough to verify the asymptot
ic conditions, we will be able to ensure the probability inter
pretation of amplitudes and simultaneously guarantee the 
consequences of the local commutativity properties of fields. 
This will be accomplished without having to actually manu
facture field operators smeared on compact space-time re
gions as an intermediate step. Indeed, if one eliminates the 
requirement that the Wightman distributions be positive on 
the entire Jaffe class, operators associated with compact 
space-time regions may not even exist because functions as
sociated with bounded regions of space-time may not be in
cluded in the Hilbert space of physical states. 

In a certain sense, one may regard the proposed weak
ened form of the Wightman theory as a hybrid of S-matrix 
theory and field theory in which causality is realized in a 
manner similar to the former while the other requirements 
can be stated in terms of the field operators. 

We shall illustrate the flexibility gained by the suggest
ed modification of the notion of a Wightman theory as fol
lows: We show that it is possible to construct a class of distri-

butions with a prescription ensuring the validity of the linear 
requirements (i.e., local commutativity, spectrum, Poincare 
in variance and Hermiticity conditons) and the cluster re
quirement of a Wightman theory, but not the positivity 
property. We then observe that if the positivity requirement 
is weakened as described above, mechanisms exist whereby 
it may be possible to modify the model distributions to make 
them positive without disturbing the validity of the other 
properties. This possibility would be unavailable however, if 
one insisted on the usual version of the positivity property. 
We shall see that although these models are physically triv
ial, they have certain nontrivial aspects. 

II. DEFINITION OF A MODIFIED WITHMAN THEORY 

For the convenience of the reader we present some defi
nitions: Let F(R 4,,) by a nuclear,2 countably normed space 
contained in 2" 2(R 4,,) whose elements aref(x)", where 
(x)" =(x J,x2, ... ,xn ) in which Xj E R 4. Let f} F be the set of all 
terminating sequences,L = ifoJ(x)J, ... J(x)" , ... ), 
(fo = const.), in which addition and scalar multiplication 
are defined component wise. f} F becomes a topological ring 
with unit element, !=(1,0,0, ... ), under the sequential prod
uct * defined by 

L*¥. = {fo go,"" kt/(X J""'x k ) g(Xk + J ""'Xn ), ... }, 

with an involution:L--L+={lo, .. .j(x", ... ,x J), •• .}. f}F is the 
union of nuclear spaces with the topology inherited from F. 

A continuous linear functional, W, on f} F is said to be 
positive if W(f*f+);;;.O for allfEilF and such functionals 
define right ideals,-Iw, in f}F' Namely: Iw 

= [.[I W(L*L+) = OJ. (The fact that W(f*g+) = ° when 
LEL w for every ¥.Eil F follows from Cauchy~ i~equality, 
1 W (L*¥.+) 12 = W (L*¥.+) W (g*f+) W ( g*g+), which holds 
only for positive functionals)~ Modding-mit I wand noting 
that (L~-W (L*¥.+) is a sesquilinear, positive form, f} F/ I w 
becomes a pre-Hilbert space under the inner product, ( , ), 
and may be completed to a Hilbert space, H (W,f} F)' under 
the corresponding norm. 3 

If G is a group of transformations of R 4 and gEG, one 
definesg[by replacing each Xj by gjX in the arguments of the 
constituent functions. f} F is G-invariant if each F (R 4,,) is G
invariant, and WisGinvariantifW(gD = W(DforallfEilF 
andgEG. -

Definition: A relativistic quantum "theory" is a rigged 
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Hilbert space n FCH C n F in which n F and Wand G-invar
iant, and G is the Poincare group. 

This definition is nonvacuous since the free scalar field 
satisfies its conditions. The Wightman reconstruction 
theorm (a variant of the GNS construction) allows one to 
define "field" operators whose vacuum (cyclic state) expec
tation values are identified with the Wightman function, 
(O,P(l/JJ)O) = W(f). 

Particular class~s of relativistic quantum theories are 
obtained by imposing further restrictions on F and W (hence 
on H (W,n F)' The fact that events become uncorrelated as 
they are spacelike separated is reflected in the cluster condi
tion which guarantees that the field operators are irreduci
ble4

.
5 and that the vacuum is unique. 
Definition: The Wightman functional, W, is said to 

cluster if for every J, gEfl F' (a)2 = - 1,limA~oo 
W(f*T(Aa)g)n +: ~ W(f)n W(g)m where 

T(Aa)g(X)m g(xi - Aa"",xm - Aa). 
This property is equivalent to requiring that the trun

cated n-point Wightman distributions decay in their spatial 
difference variables. The theory must be local and the spec
trum of the energy-momentum operators must lie in the 
closed forward cone (e.g., be a particlelike spectrum). Thus 
we need the following: 

Definition: W is said to be strictly localizable if it is 
simultaneously a continuous linear functional on nJ and 
nF , where J is the Jaffe class. We remind the reader that the 
positivity requirement necessary to the construction of 
H (W,n F) applies only to the elements of n F' 

Definition: A strictly localizable Wis said to be local if, 
for every n, W(f)n = ° whenf(x)n = g( .. ·,xi,xi + I'''') 
- g(""xi + I ,x;. ... ) and Xi,X i + I E support of g implies that 

(Xi -X i + I)2<0. 
Definition: A strictly localizable Wobeys the spectral 

condition if, for every n, W if)n = ° when the support of the 
Fourier transform off(x)n does not contain a neighborhood 
of the point 

PI EV., PI + P2EV\""PI + P2 + ... + Pn EV+' 

where j7+ is the closed forward cone, 
j7+ = I pER 41(p?;;;.0, o°;;;.0J. 

The fact that these support requirements hold in J plus 
the Lorentz-invariance of W imply that the Wightman dis
tributions are analytic functions in the extended, permuted 
tube,6 and these analyticity results are independent of any 
positivity property of W. 

Scattering amplitudes of a theory are defined when an 
asymptotic condition is satisfied: The reconstructed field 
must approach the freefield associated with an irreducible 
representation of the Poincare group in both the remote past 
and future. The asymptotic condition allows us to make a 
particle interpretation of the theory. Thus we need the 
following: 

Definition: A one parameter family,l.(t), of elements of 
n F' indexed by a real parameter, t, defines an asymptotic 
sequence if 

lim W (f(t) = Wo(f), 
111--+ 00 - -

(1) 
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where Wo is the Wightman functional for a free scalar field, 
andl.EflF • 

We refer to the set of all asymptotic sequences as an 
asymptotic space, n A • 

This definition is non vacuous; for example take 

f(t)(X)hElspan of IT fk(xdlfk(x) 
k=1 

= ~Jd4Ph (P2)ipx x(f.(p,t) + [(P,t»}, 
(21T) 

wheref ± (p,t) = [(Po ± wp)/2wp] exp[i(po+ wp)t] 
X f ± (p), h (m 2

) = 1, h (A) is Coo and of bounded support 
near A = m2,f ± (p)EJ (R 3), the Jaffe class, and 
wp ==(m2 + p2)1/2. We refer to this as the Haag-Ruelle as
ymptotic class, and note that for any t,1't)(x)n EJ (R 4n). It is 
known that the Haag-Ruelle class is an asymptotic space for 
any Wightman theory.s The fact that the Haag-Ruelle class 
is an asymptotic space does not depend on Wbeing positive 
onnJ • 

We defined the n-point Wightman distribution as 
Wif)n=W(l.) whenl.= 10, ... ,0/(X)n ,0, ... J and Eq. (1) is 
equivalent to 

lim TW (f (t)2 =,1 (f), 
111~00 

lim TW(f(I»n =0, n>2, 
111~00 

(2) 

where,1 is the positive-frequency Pauli-Jordan distribution 
and TWn are the n-point truncated7 Wightman distributions. 
We note that, for the Haag-Ruelle asymptotic class, 

TW(f(t)2 =,1 (f), (3) 

independent of time, t. 
Definition: If a strictly localizable, relativistic quantum 

theory is local, clusters, and satisfies the spectral conditon, 
and if F = J, then it is a usual Wightman theory . We remove 
the condition F = J, and refer to these as off-Wightman the
ories. If n F contains an asymptotic space, n A' the off
Wightman theory will be referred to as a modified Wight
man theory. 

In attempting to construct nontrivial Wightman theor
ies, perhaps the most difficult requirement to implement is 
the positivity property. It is interesting to note that if n F 

= n A' an asymptotic positivity property follows from the 
other properties. The asymptotic property states that 

W (1'1» = W. (f) + €(f (t », where lim €(f (I» = ° and 
- 0 - It I~oo -

Wo(f*F);;;.O, since the freefield theory exists. Hence, for a 
sufficient large It I, WCf:t)*f')+);;;.O. (For the Haag-Ruelle 
asymptotic class, 1€(l.(t»..;C (l.)11 1-3/2 forlarge II I.) How
ever, asymptotic positivity is insufficient to construct Hil
bert spaces, first of all because given any I, we are not guaran
teed that there exists a (positivity-preserving) closure to the 
subset of n F for which W is positive. We know that any two 
representations of the free, scalar field of mass m are unitari
ly equivalent, and therefore, formally, asymptotic positivity 
assures us that a unitary S-matrix exists. However, without 
the positivity property of W, that is, without an interpolating 
field, we cannot calculate the S-matrix elements. 

The requirement that positivity hold only on some re-
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stricted class off unctions has immediate and far-ranging im
plications. For example, if we choose F as the Haag-Ruelle 
class, then we know that W([ (t) can be identified as the 
vacuum expectation values of a quasi-local field: 
q(x) = (21Tt4Se ipxh (p2)¢j'(p) d 4p, smeared with smooth so
lutions of the Klein-Gordon equation.s Equation (3) states 
that the two-point function of this field is identical to the 
two-point function of a freefield, and normally we would 
conclude from this that the field was a free, trivial field. 
However, even though 1/(0 + m 2)¢ (f (1)10) 1/ 2 = 0 we can
not use locality to conclude that ¢ (x) is a free field. The fact 
that (0 + m 2)¢ (f (t) annihilates the vacuum is as much a 
property of the restricted functions,f(t)(x), as it is of the 
field, ¢ (x). If Fis not sufficiently rich in functions, we cannot 
use functions of compact support to etablish that all vacuum 
expectation values of(O + m 2)¢ (x) with fields ¢ (Xi) vanish 
on their Jost points and therefore vanish everywhere. J con
tains functions of compact support, however F need not. 
Therefore, in general, for a modified Wightman theory, 
¢ (x)IO) = o does not imply¢ (x) = O. This has wide-ranging 
implications (for example for the usual proof of the spin
statistics theorem) which we have not explored. 

III. MODELS 

The first model is entirely trivial but illustrates that 
there are realizations of the modified definitions that do not 
have the properties of a Wightman theory. We define the 
first model by setting all the truncated Wightman distribu
tions to zero expect for 

TW(p,q)2 = o (Po)84(p - q) 

X [8(p2 - m 2) + 1:, dj1 (a)8(p2 - a)], 

where dj1(a) is any tempered measure. Because of (3), the 
theories defined by these Wightman distributions satisfy all 
our axioms if we take F as the Haag-Ruelle class. Of course, 
if F = J, and if j1(a) is a positive measure, these would be 
generalized free-field models.9 All the scattering predictions 
of this model coincide with those of the free theory, yet it is 
not the free-field theory. 

Next we consider a wide range of possible theories. Tak
ing the familiar trivial theories as our guide, we construct 
our models entirely of products of two-point distributions, 
but in an attempt to escape the triviality of scattering ampli
tudes, we allow a wider range of distributions that that uti
lized in the familiar models. 

We consider generalized Pauli-Jordan (GPJ) distribu
tions, D (x - y), that satisfy the conditions listed below: 

(a) distribution, D (x)EJ (R 4); 
(b) invariance, D (Ax) = D (x) for every proper, ortho-

choronous Lorentz transformation, A· 
(c) spectrum, D(p) = 0 unlessp~V'; 
(d) locality, D (x) = D ( - x) for x 2 < 0; 
(e) cluster, lim",_"" D (x - ..ia) = 0 for a2 = - 1; 
(t) hermiticity, D (x) = D( - x). 

Note that the positive frequency Pauli-Jordan distribution 
satisfies these requirements in addition to the positivity 
property,Ll (f */) = SLl (x - y)/(x)/(y) dx dy>O. We con-
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sider the GPJ distributions which can be represented 

D (p) = (21Tt 1"" dj1 (m 2)H (p2)g(Op )0 (po)8(p2 - m2), 

(4) 

where j1(m2) is a Jaffe class measure and both Hand g are 
polynomials. 10 

Since D satisfies conditions (a)-(d), it has an analytic 
continuation to imaginary time. Its two-point Schwinger 
function is 

D,(x) =D(ilxOI,x) = f dj1(m2) 

X f d 4pei
PxH (I p12) g(Ll¢ )(1 pl2 + m2t l .(21Tt l

, 

where Ll is the Lapalacian in four dimensions, and Ix 12 is the 
Euclidean length squared ofxER 4. We can make De Nelson
Symanzik positive, that is, fDe(x - y)/(x)j(y) dx dy = O. 
[For example, H = (1 - p2?, g = 1 + Op.] However, there 
is no physical positivity property of the GPJ two-point dis
tributions for g not a constant. Indeed, no matter how one 
chooses H, g(Op) I f( p) 12 is not positive as j runs through J, 
and therefore D is indefinite. II 

n-point Wightman distributions satisfying the linear 
properties can easily be fashioned from the CPJ distribu
tions. We choose an n-point distribution of the form 

TI(X)n = II Dk (Xj, - Xi)' (5) 
k 

where thexj are picked from (x)n according to a scheme that 
we refer to as the "organization" of the model. To ensure the 
distribution and spectral properties, each argument, 
(Xj - x;), must be ordered withj> i. 

If each Dk is a GPJ distribution, the Poincare invari
ance of TI is manifest. In order to prove the distribution 
property, we note that, because of the argument ordering 
condition, TI is expressed entirely in terms of sums of differ
ence variables, E k ==x k + I - X k' The convolution theorem 
for test functions then implies that TI(X)n EJ (R 4n) if 
TI(x)n =r(E)n _ I EJ(R 4(n - I). 

r(f)n = f d 4
En IJLl(Ej , I +Ej , +"'Ei ) 

Xgk ( - (Ej, ,+'" + EiY) 

XHk ( - O(C}, _ ,+ ... + C,,) }feE) ,n, 
where/is C "", and polynomials are multipliers in J, so 
ITkgkHk / FEJ. Therefore, 

11'(f)n 1 = (217-)-4n 17(/)1.;;; f IJ dpkO(P~)8(p~ - m2) 

xexp [ -Qw(tlitP'1n] 
. sup I exp[Qw( i 1 qj 12) F(q)n] I, 

(q)" ~= I 

where Q is a sufficiently large integer, and w is a Jaffe indica
tor function. I Because each Ej appeared with a positive rela
tive sign, this bound is finite, 12 and the definition of Jaffe 
norms provides that 

11'(f)n I.;;;C 1lfllJ , 
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which is the distribution property. The spectral property 
now follows immediately from 

f(q)n = f II d 4Pk Dk (Pk) i {j4(qj - LPli )' 

k j= 1 IJ 

and the fact that V' is a cone. Using the hermiticity of the 
GPJ distributions, we establish the hermiticity of T I : 

TI(X)n = II Dk(xj, - Xi) = II Dk( - xj, + Xi) 
k k 

= TI(xn,· .. ,xl) = TI( - Xl"'" - Xn)· 

This last equality reflects the validity of the PCT theorm. 
The locality property of the GPJ distributions now al

lows us to implement locality simply by appropriately sum
ming different distributions of the form 5). 

(6) 
fr. 

where the sum is over all permutations of the arguments of 
T I , and the argument ordering condition is applied to each 
term. This prescription preserves the validity of the other 
properties and institutes the proper symmetry for T. 

If we choose each truncated n-point Wightman distri
bution to be a linear combination (with real coefficients) of 
the distributions, T(x)n, then the Wightman distributions 
themselves satisfy all the linear properties. (The relation be
tween the truncated and Wightman distributions6 displays 
W(x)n itself in the form of a linear combination of T(x)n 
distributions.) In each term of TW(xt is connected, i.e., ifit 
is not composed of two or more factors that depend on dis
tinct space-time variables, then the cluster property is satis
fied. We note that each connected TI(xl,···,xi,xi+ 1 
- Aa"",Xn - Aa) has at least one factor of 

D(xj, - xi, - Aa)thatvanishesasA~oo, and thus, TWn-+O 
as its arguments are space-like separated. 

It should be evident from the above construction that 
we can form new distributions satisfying the linear and clus
ter properties by adding the truncated distributions of any 
two theories that satisfy the linear and cluster properties. In 
particular, we can add the distributions of a positive theory 
to any set of truncated distributions satisfying the linear and 
cluster properties, and thereby hope to make an indefinite 
theory less negative. 12 

We have now constructed a class of distributions satis
fying all but the positivity properties of a Wightman theory. 
The class includes the familiar Wick monomial theories, in 
addition to a large number of models which are manifestly 
nonpositive because of the distributional derivatives in
volved in the definition of the GPJ distributions. 

The only positive candidate distributions available are 
the physically trivial theories constructed from the Pauli
Jordan distribution and its derivatives. If we wish to render a 
more general set of distributions positive by adding in the 
trivial but positive distributions, the first requirement is that 
the magnitudes of the positive and indefinite terms be com
parable. The indefinite terms involve X 2n times the test func
tionsf(x)(O; J(p» while the positive terms involve only 
f(x)(J(p». Therefore, by choosingf(x) such thatJ(p) is 
small with respect to Op J(p), the indefinite terms can al-
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ways be made to dominate. This is the case if we choose 
F = J. However, ifwe restrict our choice of functions to the 
Haag-Ruelle class, we get much stronger bounds on the mag
nitudes of general terms. This is essentially because the de
rivatives are applied to a fixed mollifier function, h (p2), and 
therefore the positive and general terms can be comparable 
in magnitude. We now derive such a bound 13; take: 

TWif)n= f kI]/k(Xk)<1ok TM(x)n dXk IX2=5' 

where TM (x)n is the distributional Fourier transform of 
II~ = 1 h (pDW(P)n, and eachh is a smooth solution of the 
Klein-Gordon equation. (fis an element of the Haag-Ruelle 
class.) We now take advantage of the cluster property to 
write 

1 TW(f)n 1< f 1/1(y,t)dY kI]2 s~p Ilk (Xk,t) I pn-IC \, 

where 0 may denote time differentiation, p = S dE (1 + E2)-2, 

and I II~ = 2 (1 + ED2 TM (~) n I ,C. C is independent of t be

cause of translation invariance. Hence, we see that W(f)n 
will be bounded by expressions involving only f and its inte
grals and derivatives, and not derivatives of its Fourier trans
form! This allows up to hope that trivial terms may be suf
ciently positive that they can make the more general theories 
positive. Therefore, one may attempt to institute positivity 
for this wide range of models simply by adding in the trun
cated Wightman distributions of a trivial theory and by 
choosing F in a sufficiently clever manner. 

These GPJ distribution models are interesting because 
they display nontrivial scattering in the following sense: 

S= f TW(PI""'Pj' -PH 1"'" -Pn) 

X IT (p~ - m2)fk(Pk) d 4Pk' 
k=I 

in the limit eachh(Pk) becomes supported onp~ = wk , is 
nonvanishing. TW (x)n is the time-ordered Wightman distri
bution. Of course, given a Wightman theory, this is the ex
pression for an S-matrix element. 13 However, the models, if 
they can be made positive, are actually trivial if we use the 
Haag-Ruelle asymptotic condition. In order for the theory 
to be nontrivial, the operator, 

A= f [ain(p)+aout(p)]f(p)dp, 

must not vanish. Given the Haag-Ruelle asymptotic condi
tion, matrix elements of A are 

«p);. A (Pi+2, ... ,Pn» 

f sin(p? - wp)t 
= lim N ' 

l-~ (P? - wp ) 2WPi 

X (P; - m2)h (p;)W(P)n f(p;) d 4 Pi-

N is a normalizing factor. After we apply the distributional 
derivatives of Wn , nontriviality is equivalent to 

lim (t)m f exp [i(p? - wp)t ](p? + wp) _1_ 
-~ ~~ 
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Xh (P7)W(P)n f(p;) d 4 Pi #0, 

where Wo(P)n has no principal value singularities at 
p? = wp , since it is composed entirely of ordinary Pauli-Jor
dan distributions. However, we know that these limits van
ish. 14 We wish to emphasize that an asymptotic condition 
involves both the properties of Wand the sequence of func
tions,Ct), and therefore it is conceivable that an asymptotic 
condition could be formualted in such a manner that these 
models would be nontrivial in the conventional sense. How
ever, that raises questions beyond the scope of this paper. 

Apart from the possibility of opening new directions in 
the search for nontrivial quantum field theories, there is an 
intrinsic interest to the elimination of F = J as a require
ment. 15 The Jaffe class contains functions, such as functions 
of bounded support in space-time, which cannot be realized 
as particle states. The positivity property is needed only to 
ensure the probability interpretation of the theory which is 
most relevant to particlelike states. Hence, we should not 
require the positivity property except for such states as the 
physics absolutely demands. 

'A. Jaffe, Phys. Rev. 158, 1454 (1967). 
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The problem of the limit behavior of a rescaled random field EUcp(X IE) as E--+O is considered as 
an analog for random fields of the classical limit theorems for sums of random variables. If the 
random field cp does not depend on the scale E, the limit is Gaussian in Euclidean field theory 
with a mass gap. If cp itself is a function of E (giving a double sequence scheme), any infinitely 
divisible distribution can appear as the limit. In this formulation the limit of E"· d cp(x IE) as E--+O 

is discussed. It is proved that the limit field (if it exists) is a random field with values independent 
at every point. A correspondence between this scale limit and low momentum behavior is 
revealed. It is shown also that the scale limit may be considered as a limit of field theory when 
rn--+oo and the coupling constant g--+oo in superrenormalizable theories and rn--+oo, g--+O for 
nonrenormalizable interactions. The scale limit of some ultraviolet regularized Euclidean fields is 
calculated. As an application some functional integrals are evaluated in the Ginzburg-Landau 
model in the low momentum limit. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND FORMULATION OF THE 
PROBLEM 

The behavior of sums of a large number of arbitrarily 
distributed independent I or weakly dependene random var
iables is determined by the classical limit theorems. These 
sums should have infinitely divisible distributions I and un
der some additional restrictions only the normal distribution 
is allowed. The limit theorems are of paramount importance 
as they provide some knowledge about the behavior of the 
sum disregarding the peculiar distributions of the sum
mands. These classical limit theorems should also govern the 
behavior of random fields because a random field q;(x) may 
be considered as a collection of (infinite number) random 
variables fixed at various points x. It would be of some im
portance for Euclidean field theory to separate this model 
independent large number behavior from the true dynamical 
problems. 

It has been noticed recently3.4 that scale transforma
tions of random fields are analogs of sums of random varia
bles. In fact, let us define 

Ta(A )q; (x) = A aq; (x), 
(1.1) 

S (A )q; (x) = q; (xl A), 

and consider the action of TTJ _ d(E)S (t) (d is the space di
mension) on q;(x) smeared out over the region.J: 

q;,j = 1 q;(x)dx. (1.2) 

Then we have for 1/ ~ = N, 

TTJ _ AE)S (E)q;,j = ETJ { E - dq; (xIE)dx = ETJ { q; (x)dx 
J,j J,j IE 

N 

I ETJq;,j: 
;=1 

(1.3) 

a)On leave of absence from Institute of Theoretical Physics, University of 
Wroclaw,Wroclaw/Poland. 

Hence, as E-o we deal with an infinite sum of random varia
bles. The normalization factor ETJ is needed to make ETJq; ,j 
small and the infinite sum convergent. The central limit 
theorem now requires 7] = d /2( ~ /2 = 1/ N 112) according to 
the square root law offtuctuations. This central limit theo
rem is expected to hold (see Refs. 2 and 5) in field theory with 
a mass gap, i.e., with short range correlations. 

Another scale limit has been discussed by Glimm and 
Jaffe.6

,7 Their scale transformations also transform the bare 
mass and coupling constant. It can be formulated in another 
way. We havea Euclidean field q; depending on some param
eters (e.g., the bare mass and coupling constant in superren
ormalizable field theories), then we perform a scale transfor· 
mation with the scale parameter E being a function of the 
parameters K [we may assume E(K)--+O as K--+ 00]. In Refs, 6 
and 7 E-o when rno --+ 00, go --+ 00 with the dimensionless 
coupling constant fixed. This scale limit is an anlog of the 
double sequence schemel related to the Poisson's limit theo
rem. In such a case we consider sequences of sums 

Sn = 51n + ... + 5r"n (1.4) 

of independent (in each sequence) random variables with rn 
--+00. It is known that any infinitely divisible random vari
able may be the limit of this sequence. I Let us note that now 
the normalization of the sum (1.3) is different. In particular, 
no normalization factor ETJ is needed if q;.-o in the sense 
that the characteristic function S" [f] of S q; Ax V (x) dx 
tends to 1 and the characteristic function SE(")," if] of 
S dxf(x)E - d (K)q;K (xIE(K») has a nontrivial limit So [f] when 
K--+ 00. This assumption means that when K--+ 00 SK [f] tends 
to 1 as (Soc [f] t i

(.) (an example of such a behavior of S" [fJ 
as a function of the coupling constant K is provided by a one
dimensional model considered in Ref. 8). S" [fJ should be
have in this way if the limit of S",ECK) [f] is to exist because 
the characteristic function SE [f] of E - dq; (xl E) tends to zero 
as (So [fly"~ [there are E- d summands in the sum (1.3)]. 

Hence, the limit of(SE [fJY" is expected to exist also and to 
be related to the limit of SK,E(K) [f]. 
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In this paper we will continue investigation of the scale 

limit E~ of (S £ [(])£" extending results of the previous pa
per9 (hereafter quoted as I). It will be shown in Sec. II that if 
so formulated a limit of E - dip (xl E) exists as a random field 
it should be a random field with values independent at every 
point. 10 

The fields with values independent at every point have 
no continuation to Minkowski space. Nevertheless, they can 
be of some importance in Euclidean field theory for some 
approximations in the limit of small (Euclidean) momentum 
or large mass and coupling constant (Sees. II and IV). In 
statistical mechanics a system of noninteracting Bosons at 
zero temperature consists of (infinite number) uncorrelated 
parts. The density distribution is then a random field with 
values independent at every point. 11 

II. THE SCALE LIMIT OF EUCLIDEAN FIELDS 

Let S. [j] be the characteristic function of 
fdxf(x)E - dip (X/E). Owing to the discussion in Sec. I we are 

interested in the limit E~ of (S. [(Dc' or in terms of the 
truncated (connected) Green functions in the limit 

G~O)(Xl> ... ,xn) = lim C"i- n _li_ .,. _li_ InS [j] 
.--0 lif(x l ) lif(xn) E 

I· ..d -ndG (Xl Xn ) tmt: E n -, ••• ,- • 
.--.0 E E 

(11.1) 

Let us separate the 8 function (resulting from the transla
tional invariance) from the Fourier transform of the truncat
ed Green functions denoting 

Gn(PI , ... ,Pn) = (217't/28(PI + .,. + Pn)Fn(P2, .. ·,Pn)· 
(11.2) 

It is an "axiomatic" resule z (cf. also Ref. 13) that 
Fn (P2 .... , Pn) has no singularities in Euclidean domain in 
Wightman field theory with a mass gap. Therefore, taking 
the Fourier transform of Eq. (11.1) we get 

G~O)(PI'''·'Pn)= limC"(217')d/28(EPI +"'+EPn) .-0 
XFn (E P2 , ... ,E Pn) 

= (217')d/28(P1 + ... + Pn)Fn(O). (11.3) 

So the limit (11.1) of the truncated Green functions exists 
and is in general non-Gaussian (Fn #0 for n > 2). Ifwe con
sidered instead of (11.1) the limit of E - d 12ip (xl €) with ip in
dependent of E [cf. the discussion below Eq. (1.3)] we would 
find that only the two-point function (217')d /28(PI 
+ P2)F2 (0) remained after taking the limit. This limit be

havior is a manifestation of the central limit theorem for 
random fields. [This result has been obtained before by Dr. 
V. Enss (unpublished). The author wishes to thank Dr. V. 
Enss for showing him that the limit of E - d /2ip (xl E) is Gaus
sian.] The definition (11.1) of the scale limit allows us to pick 
higher order Green functions. From the truncated Green 
functions G ~O) one can get the Schwinger functions S ~o) 
= ~G ~~)··.G ~~! as a sum over partitions of[I, ... ,n]. However, 

such Sn (0) will not in general be moments of an Euclidean 
measure. In order to determine when this is the case let us 
compare G ~O) with the truncated functions of random fields 
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values independent at every point. The characteristic func
tion ofthese fields is given by (Ref. 10) 

S [(] = exp{ r [eu/(x) - 1 - iA.f(x)]da(A,)dx 
J1", 1>0 

+ im f f(x)dx - ; f f2(X)dX}, (11.4) 

where a>O and da(J. ) is a positive measure such that 

r da(J. ) + r J. 2 du(J. ) < 00 . (11.5) 
J1"'I>1 JO<I"'I<I 

We can then show: 
Theorem: The functions G ~O) (11.3) are truncated Green 

functions of an Euclidean field if and only if a positive mea
sure du(J. ) exists such that 

Fn = f J. n du(J. ), for n > 2. (11.6) 

If these conditions are fulfilled, then the scale limit (11.3) 
determines a random field with values independent at every 
point with the characteristic function (11.4). 

Proof Taking the Fourier transform ofEq. (11.3) we 
find that G~O)(XI , ... ,xn ) is proportional to 8(xz - Xl) 
... 8(xn - Xl)' From this it follows that f G ~O)(XI , ... , 
xn)f(x l ),,!(xn) dX I ... dxn - f fn(x)dx and next that So [(] 
= exp{ f R (f(x»dx}. Then it is proved in Ref. 10 that such 

a functional So [f] is a Fourier transform of a positive mea
sure if and only if it has the form (11.4). Comparing Eq. (11.4) 
with Eq. (11.3) we get the conditions (11.6) [Eq. (11.4) gives 
no restriction on FI (0) and Fz (0) > 0] 

Corollary: The scale limit of an infinitely divisible field 
always exists and is a random field with values independent 
at every point. 

Proof For an infinitely divisible field the function 

(S. [(D .... is again a characteristic function of a random field. 
Then the infinitely divisible fields are closed under weak lim
its. 14 Hence, the limit E~ is again a random field and from 
the theorem it follows that this limit field has values indepen
dent at every point. 

It has been shown 15 that the Wick square: cp 2 : of the 
free Euclidean field is infinitely divisible. So the existence of 
the scale limit follows from the corollary. We have proved 
this in another way in Ref. 10. The moment problem (II.6) 
has been solved with the result (here d < 4) 

So [(] = !~ {f dJ-lmo (cp) 

xexp [ ~ f dX f (X)C d:cp2:(X/E)]r' 

= f dJ-lo(<p)exp [ ~ <P(!)] 

{ Ii'" 2 = exp dse- mo"s-l-d/2 
2(217')d /2 0 

X I ddx[e's[(x) -1 - isf(x) ]}, (11.7) 

where J-lmo is the Gaussian measure with covariance 

f 1 f eip(x - y) 

q; (x) ip (y) dJ-lmo (q; ) = (217') d p2 + m~ dp. (11.8) 
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We will next show that the scale limit in superrenorma
lizable filed theories constructed by means of the perturba
tion exp [ - g ~ V (rp )] of the free measure (II.8) may be 
considered as a large mass and large coupling constant limit. 
Whereas for nonrenormalizable interactions this is a small 
coupling (but large mass) limit. Let us consider first the free 
Euclidean field. From Eq. (11.8) it can be easily seen that the 
transformation 

U (A) : rp (X)~A I d 12rp (xl A), (II.9) 

is a unitary transformation from L ~mo onto L :'m,,< " Hence, 
the scale transformation, 

(11.10) 

renormalizes the field and transforms the mass mo into 

molE--oo as ~~o. So in Eq. (II.7) instead of taking the limit 
of ~ .. d : rp 2 : (x/~) we could show that the limit of m21 m~ : 
rp ;no : (x) exists when mo~oo and equals the r.h.s. ofEq. 
(11.7) (with mo--m). Consider now the interaction 
g ~J: rp k : (x)d dX • From the unitary equivalence (11.9) we 
get 

f dllm"(rp) exp[ - g ~ f : rp k : (x)dx ]F(cl" d!2rp (xlE» 

= f dllmo1irp) exp[ - g ~~k(d/2 - I)· d 

X f : rp k : (X)dX]F (rp (x». (II. 1 1) 

We can see that the scale limit~~ on the l.h.s. ofEq. (11.11) 
is equivalent to the limit oflarge mass and coupling constant 
going to 

i = g ~~k(d!2 - I) - d_{Ooo if k (d /2 - 1) - d < 0 (superrenormalizable theory), 
if k (d 12 - 1) - d> 0 (nonrenormalizable theory). (11.12) 

The result that an independent value field theory is a small 
coupling limit of a nonrenormalizable theory suggests that 
this field theory can be a starting point for perturbation ex
pansion in go for nonrenormalizable interactions. [It was 
suggested first by Klauderl6 that independent value field can 
be a gradient-free model of a nonrenormalizable field theory. 
However, it should be emphasized that our independent val
ue field and Klauder's are different (cf. the discussion of this 
point in I).] An example of such an expansion was consid
ered in I. That a large mass and large coupling limit of super
renormalizable theory can give a model ofunrenormalizable 
field theory has been advocated by Parisi. 17 There are known 
examples of such a behavior on the Lagrangian level. The 
limit of infinite mass of the intermediate boson leads to the 
Fermi current-current interaction and the limit of the inter

action g ~(cp2 - a2f as go-oo gives the a model constraint 

l'fll =a. 
The facts that the scale limit is at the same time a large 

mass and a small momentum limit [Eq. (11.3)] are clearly not 
independent. From dimensional analysis we find that G n 

should have the form 

d (g 2 11.5) (I 21> ) G,,(PI , .. ·,Pn) = mou omo gIl PI mo,PI go .... , 

h 
(11.13) 

were 

1/8 = k (d /2 - 1) - d, 

hence the limit mo ~ 00, g ~~ (d /2 - 1) .. d = const of 

mo- dG n(PI, ... ,Pn) is finite and coincides with the limit (II.3). 
Let us remark that the expansion in powers of momenta of 
the functionsF,,(pl, ... ,Pn) [Eq. (11.2)] is then an expansion in 
powers of 1/mo and g g. 

We have shown (Corollary) that the scale limit of an 
infinitely divisible Euclidean field is again an Euclidean 
field. In Sec. III we will give some examples oflimits of fields 
which are not infinitely divisible. Nevertheless, the condi
tions (II.6) are rather restrictive and it is not difficult to give 
an example of an Euclidean field whose truncated Green 
functions have the scale limit (11.1) but the conditions (II.6) 
are not fulfilled. It is known that the truncated four point 
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I 
Green function of the field rp in Euclidean rp 4 field theory is 
nonpositive. IX, 19 So F" (0) is nonpositive and F" (0), being the 
physical coupling constant in rp 4 (Ref. 19), is expected to be 
strictly negative. Hence, the condition (11.6) is violated. 

If the numbers F" (0) are known then the moment prob
lem (11.6) has a solution20 if and only if for all N and all 
complex a l , ... ,aN 

N 

I am a"F" + m(O»O. 
m,n t 

It is possible to express F" (0) in terms of the effective poten
tiaPI Define first the generating functional for vertex func
tions r [rp c] 

r [rpel = InS [ - iJ] - f dxJ(x) rpc(x), (11.14) 

where 

1 8S [ - LJ] 
rpc(x) = S[J] fjJ(x) 

then from (II. 14) we have 

8r[IP,] 
J(x) = - -----. 

8 rpc (x) 

(11.15) 

(II. 16) 

It is assumed that r (rp c> can be expanded in terms of rp c and 
its derivatives (this is equivalent to an expansion of the ver
tex functions r(PI,. .. ,Pn) in powers of Pp. around P = 0): 

-r[rpcl = f dx[Ve(rpc(x»+~Z(rpc(x»(Vrp(xnz"·l· 
(11.17) 

The first term in the expansion is called the effective poten
tial. Now we take the scale limit (11.1) of Eq. (11.14). In this 
limit the derivatives in Eq. (11.17) vanish. In such a case 

(11_18) 

Equation (11.6) is then equivalent to the following equation: 

iuV;(u) - iV;.(u) = f (iAV:.(U) -1 - iA V;(u» da(A) 
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- a2/2(V;(u)P + imV;(u). (II.19) 

In the one-loop (tree) approximation the effective potential 
coincides with the classical one. Then Eq. (11.19) has no so
lution for polynomial interactions. However, already in the 
two-loop approximation non polynomial terms appear (cf. 
Ref. 21). Nevertheless, the loop expansion seems useless for 
solution of Eq. (11.19). It would be possible to answer the 
question about the existence of solutions of Eq. (11.19) if 
either (j of Ve were known exactly. 

We could also compute Fn (0) in the conventional per
turbation theory. Then F2k (0) is negative in the lowest order 
ing ~ for the polynomial interactiong 6 : cP 2k : . So Eq. (11.6) 
fails. The situation looks more promising if we consider 
: cP 2 : in the field theory with interaction. Then Eq. (11.13) is 
fulfilled in each order of perturbation expansion in g 0 for go 
sufficiently small and therefore in each order the moment 
problem (11.6) has a solution. For cp2 we will derive some 
exact results in Sec. III. 

III. A SCALE LIMIT OF REGULARIZED (: cp2:)' 

We define first the regularized cp 2' 

: cp~' : (X) = (f .. {f (f: cp2 :(y,)pYz(y,)dy, Y 
X PY,(Y2)dY2Y"-PX(Yk-' )dYk_' r (111.1) 

wherepk (y') has its support concentrated aty - y' -0. Then 

exp [ - g ~ f : cp ~' : (x)h (X)dx] 

f dJiI(¢)exP[2i g o f: cp~' , :(y) 

X Pk(Y)v' h (x) ¢(x) dx dy 1 (111.2) 

here dJiJ is the Gaussian measure with covariance 1. We 

shall denote by : cp ~:< : (x) the field obtained by rescaling 
: cp 2 :(X)--+E - d : cp 2: (X/E). We are going to compute the 
limit 

Zo.P rJ,h ] 

= :i~ { f dJim"CCP) exp [ - g 6 f : cp ~~< : h (x) dx 1 
X exp[ - + J E- d : cp 2 :(X/E)(X) dX] r, (111.3) 

where r = 2k -\ . Let us note that the interaction cp 2' in Eq. 
(111.3) depends on c. We will get rid of this c in the definition 
of the interaction later (Sec. IV). Now the computation of 
the limit (IIL3) can be reduced, by a successive use of the 
formula (IIL2), to the limit of cp 2, which has been computed 
previously [Eq. (II.7)]. This can be easily seen if we investi
gate both limits (11.7) and (III.3) in terms of the truncated 
Green functions. After performing the E limit we evaluate 
again the ¢ integrals [Eq. (lII.2)] and we get the result 

Zo.prJ,h] = f dJio(4))exp[ -g6 f 4>; h(X)dX] 

X exp[ - ~4> (f)], (IlIA) 

where 4> p (x) = f P x (y)4> (y) dy, and Jio is the measure cor
responding to the independent value field defined by the 
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acteristic function (II.7). Next the regularizationp can be 
removed. Namely, Eq. (111.4) has a finite limit (Ref. 22) if we 
choose 

p:(y)_(b /2)2 - '8(x - y). (111.5) 

Here b is a dimensional constant. In the limit (III.5) we get 

Z rJ,h] =exp [ 1 (00 dse- m;"s-\-d/2 o , 2(21T)d /2 Jo 
X J dx exp( - sf(x) - !b g 6S'h (x» 

-1 +sf(x) ]. (IlL 6) 

For a more detailed derivation of the formula (111.6) in the 
case of cp 4 we refer to I. If the power series resulting from the 
expansion of the regularized exp [ - g 6 f(: cp 2 :Y] is Borel 
summable (it is for r = 2,23.24) then the formula (111.6) can be 
proved for all integer r. In such a case we do not need the 
method of ¢ integrals in order to prove that the E limit results 
in the replacement: cp ~.< :--+4> P' where 4> is the independent 
value field (11.7). As a special case ofEq. (111.6) we get the 
characteristic function of cp 2 in cp 2r 

So [f] = exp[ 1 ('" ds exp( - m6s - !bg 6s') 
2(21Ttl2 )0 

XS- 1- d12 f dx(eiSf(X)-I-iS f (X»] 

X exp [ __ 1_' _ d /2 (00 dse - mi,ss - d /2 

2(217') Jo 
X (1 - e -1/2b g {,s') f dxf(x) 1, (111.7) 

and the characteristic function of cp 2r 

S(r)[hJ=exp [ 1 fdsexpC-m2s)s-l-d/2 
o 2(21T)d /2 0 

X f dx (exp(i/2b g 6srh (x» -1 ) ]. (I118) 

Equation (III7) makes sense only in d < 4 dimensions, 
whereas (I118) is finite if d < 2r. The characteristic function 
(1II.8) has a limit when mo--+O which is the scale invariant 
stable distribution with 1 So'[h ]1 

= exp[ - a f Ih (x) 1 d/2rdx] (see Ref. 25 for the relation of 
stable distributions to long range order). 

The meaning of the limit (111.3) wiII be further clarified 
in Sec. IV. In particular, we shall show that: cp ;~E : (x) in 
Eq. (111.3) may be replaced by : cp 2 :(x)(f : cp 2 : (y) dy)' - 2, 

leading to the same final results [(III.6}-(III.9»). 

IV. AN APPLICATION: LOW MOMENTUM LIMIT OF 
GINZBURG-LANDAU MODEL 

In this section we will investigate the meaning of the 
limit (III. 3) in the momentum space and relate it to the low 
momentum limit discussed in Sec. II. The Euclidean field 
theory has physical meaning as a model of statistical me
chanics. Therefore, we shall discuss the low momentum lim
it in this physical context. A large class of phenomena in 
statistical mechanics can be described by the Ginzburg-Lan
dau partition function26•27 
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Z = f D q; (x)e - {3·'7lopl 

= J D q; (x) exp( - ~ J [(\7 q; (X»)2 + m~ q; 2(X) ]dX) 

xexp(K[ ~ f q;2(x)dx-g~ f q;\X)dX-R(q;)]), 

(IV. I) 

where q;(x) may be considered as an amplitude offluctu
ations of the order parameter and integration is over all con
figurations. The square q; 2(X) can be related to the density of 
these fluctuations. At small temperature there is no ex
change of energy and the densities q; 2(X) at different points 
are un correlated (cf. Refs. 11,28). In momentum space this 
means that the correlation functions of;P 2(q) do not depend 
on q (except of 8 function ensuring the conservation ofmo
mentum). We can then approximate q; 2(q) in Eq. (IV. I) by 
q; 2(0) = S dxq; 2(X) and further Sq;4(X) dx 
= Sq; 2( - k)q; 2(k) dk by cq; 2(0)2 = c(Sq; 2(x)dx)2. In such 

a case we are able to calculate the partition function (IV. I) or 
rather the pressure (Z behaves as e"ln I as n-R d): 

P = lim _I_ln{ J dflmo(q;) exp[!!.- ( : q; 2: (x) dx 
n_~Rd In I 2 In 
x -Cg~(L:q;2:(X)dXy +Cg~((f:q;2=y)]}. 

(IV.2) 

Here we set c = 8b (21T) d/2. We shall show that P coincides 
with 

lim lim ~ In{ f dflm (q;) 
n~Rd E~O In I " 

x exp [ ~ € - d L : q; 2 : ( : ) dx - g ~ 

(IV.3) 

For this purpose we need an expansion of the exponentials in 
both formulas into power series. It is known that after inte
gration over q; the series are divergent. However, it has been 
shown23

•
24 that such series are Borel summable if d <.2. There

fore, it is sufficient to take the Borel transform of the series in 
order to get a convergent perturbation expansion. Let us 
consider a typical term in the expansion of(IV.3): 

_1_ (_ !!.- )m( _ g ~y ( dxl .•. dxm dYI dy; ... dYn dy~ dZ I m!n! 2 In 
... dzn Pz, (YI) Pz, (y; ) ... Pz" (Yn) Pz" (y~) 

x J dflm,,(q;)C d: q; 2: ( x; } .. c d: q; 2: ( X~n ) 

X € - d : q; 2 : (Y; )€ - d:q; 2: r: } .. € - d : q; 2 : (Y; ) 
xed: q; 2 : (Y; ). (IV.4) 

Let Py (y')-p(y - y/) and denote the Fourier transform of 
p(y) asp(p). Then in momentum space (IV.4) equals 

f
dflmJq;) ( dx l ···dxm:q;2:(x l ) .. ·:q;2:(xm) JUl. 
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X f dpi dp; ... dPn dp~ dzl···dzne-'(p,+p;)Z, 

".e-'(p"+p;,)z,,p( -PI)P( -p;) ... p( -Pn)P( -p~) 

X:;P2 :(€PI): q;2 :(€P;) .. .;;P2 :(€Pn):;P2 :(€P~). 
(lV.S) 

In the limit €_O : q; 2 :(€ p)_: q; 2 :(0), and by assumption 

(111.5) S p( - PI) P(PI) dplPl = S p2(X) dx = b 18. Hence, 
(IV.S) is equal to 

( ~ )n(21T)n dl2 ( dXJ" .. dxm : q; 2: (Xl)"': q; 2: (Xm) 
8 JnlE 

(LIE dZ I : q; 2: (ZI)Y..{ LIE dzn : q; 2: (Zn)Y, 

which coincides with the expansion of Eq. (IV.2). 
The expression (lV.3) is known from the calculations in 

Sec. III [Eqs. (111.3)-(111.6)]. We set r = 2,/ = - u, h = I 
in Eq. (111.6) and subtract the mean value «: q; 2 :?) 
~ < 4> 2), finally getting for P [Eq. (lV.2)] the result 

P = I (00 dse-mf,ss.-I-dI2 
2(21T)d 12 Jo 

X (eSCT 
- 1/2b g f,s' _ 1 _ su + !b g ~2). (lV.6) 

It can be easily be seen that the argument above can be 
repeated for the Green functions Gr of S€ - d: q; 2 :(xl€)f(x) 
X dx = S: q; 2 :(€q)/( - q) dq. These terms inserted in Eq. 
(IV.S) give in the limit €_O as a result 8 (ql + ... + qr) times 
Green functions at zero momentum, i.e., the scale limit 
(11.3). So we get for the generating functional 

!~~ Z - I( f dflmo(q;) 

xexp [ ~ f:q;2:(X)dx-c g6(f:q;2:(X)dXY]) 

xexp [ ~ f €-d:q;2:(XI€)f(X)dx]r 

= exp [ 1 (00 ds exp( _ m~ + us 
2(21T)dI2 Jo 

- l/2bg ~2)S - I - d 12 J dx(eisf(X) - 1 - isf(x») ] 

xexp [ _ i (00 dse-mips-dI2 
2(21T)d /2 Jo 

X (1 - eUs - 1/2b g ;p2) f f(x) dX] = So[f], (IV.7) 

where c = 8b (21T) d/2 because the l.h.s. ofEq. (IV.7) coin
cides (apart from the normalization) with the limit (111.3) 
(for k = 2) which is equal to (111.7) (with r = 2). Let us recall 
(Sec. II) that the limit on the l.h.s. ofEq. (IV.7) has the sense 
of a low momentum limit of the field theory with (S: q; 2 :)2 

interaction. 
In Eq. (IV.7) the term exp( - m~ + us - l/2b g 6,s2) 

has maximum at So = 2(u - m6)/bg 6. If we approximate 
the integral (IV. 7) by this saddle point we get for the generat
ing functional of the correlation functions of the density 
: q; 2 :(x) the expression 
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So [f] = exp[A J (e isoJ
(X)_1 

- iso f(x»dx + iB J f(x) dx ], (IV.8) 

which coincides with the formula for density distribution of 
Bose gas at zero temperature derived in Ref. 11. This ap
proximation is justified for higher order (n > 2) truncated 
functions when the contribution to the integral over s in Eq. 
(lV.7) from the point s = 0 is negligible. In general Eq. 
(IV.7) can be interpreted as a density distribution of Bosons 
with an internal degree offreedom (cf. Klauder's Fock space 
construction29.,,). 

v. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have discussed a scale limit of Euclidean field the
ory which we consider as a special case of a more general 
formulation of the limit scale behavior of random fields. In 
this limit only random fields with values independent at ev
ery point can appear as a result. It seems that in more general 
formulation any infinitely divisible field could be a limit. If 
the limit of infinite physical mass (zero correlation length) 
exists at all as a random field, it should be a random field 
with values independent at every point. We have shown that 
our scale limit is at the same time a large mass and large 
coupling limit (for superrenormalizable interactions). So, if 
the limit of superrenormalizable theory for large (bare) cou
pling and fixed physical mass m exists (cf. Refs. 17, 6) it 
should coincide at p = 0 (i.e., when m-+ 00 ) with the limit 
considered in this paper. This suggests that the independent 
value field can be a good starting point for a construction of 
such singular models offield theory (cf. the expansion in part 
I). So far we were able to calculate the scale limit only in 
some models for the rp2 field. This was due to infinite divisi
bility of rp 2 in free theory. The calculation of this limit has, 
then, some technical relevance for computations of certain 
expressions which are translation invariant and therefore de
pend only on Green functions at p = 0 e.g., the pressure in 
the infinite volume limit. 
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By using a Lagrangian for an electromagnetic field with sources (in which the four-current is 
assumed to be specifiable without consideration of any dependence upon a fundamental charge 
carrying field) we have established that in any conformally fiat space-time (which includes 
Minkowski space-time) charge conservation may be obtained as a concomitant of infinitesimal 
Noether symmetry mappings that are not gauge transformations of the second kind. These 
Noether mappings, which couple geometrical and internal symmetries, are a combination of point 
mappings which define conformal motions in space-time with associated generalized gauge 
transformations of the four-vector potential. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With respect to a given Riemannian I space-time with 
metric tensor gij (x) referred to general coordinates Xi, charge 
conservation in the formz 

Pi=O, 

follows immediately from Maxwell's equations 

FijJ = (l/Eo)Ji, 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

where J' is the current four-vector, Eo is the permittivity of 
vaccum, and Fij is the electromagnetic field tensor which is 
expressible in terms of the four-vector potential ¢;i by the 
relation 

FIj=¢;j-i - ¢;i-j (Fij = tagjbFab)· (1.3) 

As a consequence any meaningful method which establishes 
charge conservation as the result of the existence of a sym
metry mapping must be based upon a procedure which 
avoids use of Maxwell's equations. Distinguished by the 
manner in which charge is introduced into the theory two 
such procedures are well known: 

(i) If J' = Ji(x) is assumed to be specifiable without 
consideration of its structural dependence on any fundamen
tal charge carrying field, then to obtain charge conservation 
in the form (1.1) as a concomitant of a symmetry transfor
mation it is sufficient to demand the invariance of the action 
integral, based upon the Lagrangian (g=ldetg ij I) 

:£ = - (EoI4)gl/ZgiagjbPabFij +gl/ZJi¢>i' (1.4) 

with respect to an infinitesimal gauge transformation of the 
second kind. 3 This type of internal symmetry is defined by a 
deformation in the four-vector potential in which 

¢;i(X)-ii(X) = ¢;i(X) + orp,(x), Orpi(X) t/J(xLoa, 
(1.5) 

where t/J(x) is an essentially arbitrary scalar. 
(ii) If J i is assumed to be defined in terms of a charge 

carrying field, one may obtain charge conservation as a con
comitant of a symmetry mapping by demanding the invari
ance of an action integral based upon a more complicated 

Lagrangian which couples the electromagnetic field to the 
charge carrying field.4 For this more complicated case 
charge conservation may also be associated with an internal 
symmetry in which the four-vector potential is again altered 
by a gauge transformation of the second kind (1.5), but this 
deformation is now accompanied by an associated deforma
tion in the charge carrying field (gauge transformation of the 
first kind)4. 

For each of the cases (i) and (ii) we propose to examine 
whether charge conservation may be considered a concomi
tant of Noether symmetry mappings in which the deforma
tion of the four-vector potential is not a gauge transforma
tion of the second kind. To increase the generality of the 
study we shall assume the space-time to be Riemannian, I 
and consider infinitesimal symmetry transformations which 
couple point mappings in space-time with" generalized 
gauge changes." 

Although case (ii) is of more fundamental interest, in 
this paper we shall restrict our analysis to case (i). We exam
ine this case first because the essentially arbitrary structure 
of J '(x) in this case does not impose any a priori restrictions 
on the allowed symmetry mappings. Hence we may regard 
the symmetries obtained in case (i) as fiducial with respect to 
the more limited symmetries which we anticipate obtaining 
in case (ii) where the current J' has a complex structure 
dependent upon the field variables. 

Hence in.this paper we will consider the most general 
Noether symmetries [based upon Lagrangian (1.4)] in which 
the infinitesimal transformations are of the form 

Xi = Xi + ox" oxi-s '[rpj(x), xj]oa, (1.6) 

(1.7) 

We shall show that in any conform ally flat space-time (such 
space-times include Minkowski space-time) charge conser
vation [for case (i)] is a consequence of the existence of cer
tain groups of conformal motions which occur as part of 
these general Noether symmetry mappings. 5 
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In Sec. II we formulate the Noether symmetry condi
tions (2.5) based upon mappings of the type (1.6) and (1.7). 
For the electromagnetic Lagrangian (1.4) we find the 
Noether symmetry conditions require that the point map
ping vector Si = Si(X) define a conformal motion (2.26) in 
the Riemannian space-time, and that the symmetry defor
mation (2.28) of the four-vector potential ¢i denoted by the 
vector 1]i consists of two parts: a "pure" gauge change denot
ed by Ni (x) plus an additional part dependent upon the point 
mapping and the four-vector potential. The pure gauge 
change Ni is in algebraic relation to the current Ji (2.39). In 
addition the dynamics of Ni is determined by a Maxwell-like 
equation (2.38) which has as its "four-current" a function 
which is essentially the Lie deformation of the current four
vector J i with respect to the conformal motion vector S i. 

In Sec. III we obtain from the Maxwell-like equation 
(2.38) mentioned above a relation (3.3) between the confor
mal motion vector S I and J;i the divergence of the current 
four-vector. To proceed with the analysis we then assume 
the space-time to be conformally fiat so that the conformal 
motion vectors S i required by the N oether symmetry condi
tion will exist. It then follows that charge conservation is a 
consequence of the existence of either of two isomorphically 
related 5-parameter conformal motion groups which occur as 
part of the Noether symmetry requirement. For the case in 
which the space-time is Minkowski one of these groups con
sists of four inversions and a scale change and the other of 
four translations and a scale change. 

Based upon this same procedure it is also shown that for 
any Riemannian space-time charge conservation cannot be 
deduced as a concomitant solely of motion vectors which 
may occur as part of the Noether symmetry condition. 

In Sec. IV it is shown for any conformally fiat space
time that corresponding to each conformal motion vector 
S(al (a = 1,00.,15) a solution to the Noether symmetry con
dition exists in which the generalized gauge change vector 
1](ali is dependent upon the S (a)' 

Section V is a brief conclusion which summarizes sever
al of the interesting features of this new method for associat
ing charge conservation with the existence of symmetry 
mappings. 

II. NOETHER SYMMETRIES BASED ON THE 
LAGRANGIAN FOR THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD 
WITH SOURCES 

Based on mappings of the type (1. 6) and (1. 7) we define 

15¢b.i-[d¢b(X)/d,ii] - [d¢b(x)/dxi] 

(2.1) 

For any Lagrangian 2"(¢b.;' ¢b ,Xi) it can be shown that 
the following Noether identity holds6 

152" + .:f S ~;15a 

~ [ a.:f 1]b _ (a2" ¢b.; - 15~2")si]15a 
dx a¢ b.j a¢ bj 

- [(1]b -¢bis;)15a]A b(2"), (2.2) 

where 
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a2" a2" a2" i 
152" - - 15¢b.; + - 15¢b + -. DX, (2.3) 

a¢ b.i a¢ b ax' 

and where the Lagrange operator 

A a(2")_ ~ a.:f _ a2". (2.4) 
dxJ a¢aj a¢a 

If for some functions Tj( ¢ a' X i) there exists S ; and 1]j 
such that 

(2.5) 

then (1.6) and (1.7) define a Noether symmetry mapping. 
Note that the Noether symmetry condition (2.5) does not 
assume that Lagrange's equation are satisfied, that is A a(.:f) 
is not zero, and hence the ¢a (x) may be considered as arbi
trary in obtaining solutions of (2.5). 

If we assume (i) that the Noether symmetry condition 
(2.5) is satisfied and (ii) that the ¢i (x) satisfy Lagrange's 
equations A i(.:f) = 0, then it follows from the identity (2.2) 
that for each Noether symmetry mapping there will exist an 
associated conservation law 7 

d~J [:;: 1]a -(:;: ¢a.i -15~.:f)Si+TJ] ~O. 
(2.6) 

The two assumptions (i) and (ii) when used in the identity 
(2.2) will be referred to as the standard Noether procedure for 
obtaining a conservation law as a concomitant of a symme
try mapping. Since charge conservation in the form (1.1) 
follows directly from Lagrange's equation based on the La
grangian (1.4) it would be inappropriate to use this standard 
Noether procedure [because of assumption (ii)] to attempt to 
show charge conservation to be a concomitant of a Noether 
symmetry. We shall show however that the existence of cer
tain Noether symmetries by themselves (which are not gauge 
transformations of the second kind) imply charge conserva
tion. We therefore proceed with the determination of the 
Noether symmetries. 

Ifwe expand (2.5) by use of(1.4), (1.6), (1. 7), (2.1), and 
(2.3) the result may be expressed (after a lengthy calculation) 
as a cubic polynomial in the ¢a.; 

A. A. A. B abijmc + A. A. B abij + A. B Ij + B - 0 (2.7) 
'f'a.b¥-'i-jV'm·c 'Pa.bYJi.j 'Pi) - , 

where 

B abijmc=EofJ l/2 [(gbJgmi _ gblgmjV C 

~ .dJ" 

_ l(gbgia _ gibgia)S c ], 
2 ,dJ", 

B abij=E(gI/2 [(gbigCJ _ gbJge)1]c.dJ" + (geJg"; - geig"-i)s ~e 

+ !(gibga _ gibgia)S ~e ] + (Eo/2) [(g 1/2gibgia)A c 

(2.8) 

- (g1/2g bg;a).eS'], (2.9) 

B gI/2J'1]c + (g1/2Jk).eS c¢k +gI/2S~Jk¢k +T.Jj . (2.11) 

By symmetrization (2.7) may be expressed in the form 

I!P a,b ¢;j ¢ m.e (B abljmc + B abmcij 
+ B ijabmc + B mcabij + B ijmcab + B mcijab ) 
+ lA. A. .. (B abij + B ijab) + A. . . B ij + B - 0 

2o/a ·bV'l:J 'PI} - • (2.12) 
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We wish to determine conditions on the S '(¢i' Xk) and 
TJ, (¢i , x") (independent of ¢,) in order to satisfy (2.12), 
wherein the ¢, (x) are regarded as arbitrary. Hence to obtain 
these conditions on S I and TJ, we set the coefficients of the ¢'-j 
in (2.12) equal to zero, and regard the resulting differential 
equations in the unknowns S', TJ I (and r') as functions of the 
independent variables ¢, and x I. 

Carrying out this procedure we obtain from (2.12) the 
following four equations 

(ghjg"" - ghlg"'0s :d>" - (gihg'U - g'bg'°)S ~d>", 
+ (gi"g'''' _ gi}/lltc)S i _ (gcbgmu _ gmbgcoY'i .d>" ~ .,p, 
+ (gibgnw _ g'ugmb)sc + (gchg'u _ gCUg'b)Si .,p, .,p". 
+ (g'cgum _ g''''gOC)S b _ (gcigml _ gmigCI)s b 

.d>, .d>" 
+ (g(jgU' _ gCIgui)f'" h = 0, 

~ .d>", 
- TI. gbigCI - TI g'bgca + TI. gblgCi + TI g'0gcb cd>" c,,p, (,,p,, c.,p, 

+ S ~cgCigU/ + S lcgcbgw - S begcigUi - S ~egCagib 
_g'bg'uS :;' +glbg'uS :;. +g'1/2[(g1/2gibg'a),cs c 

- (g1/2tug'h)".SC] = 0, 

E(lgI/2(g<"gCi - g<'lgci)Tlc,c + gI/2S~d>Jk¢k + r,~. = 0, 

g1/2J'Tlc + (g1/2Jk)"SC¢" + gI/2s~Jk¢k + 'i 
=0, 

If (2.13) is contracted with giagib we obtain 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2,16) 

s:d>", = 0, (2.17) 

which by inspection is seen to be necessary and sufficient to 
satisfy (2,13), 

By use of the identities8 

£,g'a g'a,cs C - gCUS ~c - g'cs ~c, 

S~c_g'1/2(g1/2scL=g'1/2(g1/2),csc + s~c> 

Eq, (2.14) may be rewritten in the form 

[(Tlc,d> , + S~)gCi + (£st'l + ~s:~gU0 )gih 
- [(TIc,</>, + S ~.)gC/+ (£stU + !s :~gla)]gb 
+ [(TJc.d>, + C,)gcb + (£!;glh + !s~cgib)]ga 

(2,18) 

(2.19) 

_ (17 + f:" I )gcag"b _ giU(£g'h + If:" C g'b) = 0. (2.20) 
C,rb, ~ ,c ? 2~ ,c 

Contraction of (2.20) with gab gives 

(Tlc,d> + S:Jg'j - (TIc,</>, + S~c)gCI = 0, 

Contraction of (2.20) with gUi yields 

2(£"g'l + g :~tl) + (TIc,</> + s ~Jgij + 3( Tlc.d>, + S :c)g'c 

(2.21) 

-- (TJ,'¢; + S~, )gcl = 0, (2.22) 

The difference (2.22) - (2.21) gives 

2(£;;g'J + !S :,g'0 + (Tlc,d> + S ~c)gij + 2( Tlc.,p, + S :c)g'c = 0, 
(2,23) 

which upon contraction with gil gives 

Tlc,d>, +S:; =0, 

Use of (2.24) in (2.23) yields 

£di + !s:~gij + (Tlc,d>, + S:c)gCi = 0. 

Substitution of (2.25) into (2.20) leads to 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2,26) 

which implies that the vector S I defines a conformal motion. 
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From (2.26) and (2.25) we obtain 

TJk,d>, + S:k = o. (2.27) 

Hence (2,26) and (2.27) are necessary conditions that 
(2.20) be satisfied. It is easily seen they are also sufficient, 

Integration of (2.27) gives 

Tlk = - S ']</>'" + Nk (x), (2.28) 

where the Nk (x) are arbitrary functions of integration. 
We now consider Eq. (2.15), By means of (2, 17) and 

(2,28) Eq. (2.15) reduces to 

in which 

and 

ti g,1/2,i, 

fij=giag'''fah' 

fab =Nb,u - Na.b , 

Integration of (2.29) with use of (2,30) gives 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31 ) 

(2,32) 

,i = E(..gl/yim¢m + gI/2Gi(x), (2,33) 

where Gi(x) are functions of integration, 
It is easily verified that (2.17), (2.28), and (2.33) are 

sufficient to satisfy (2.15), 

We next consider (2.16) in which we eliminate TJ C and ri 
by means of(2.28) and (2.33). If in the resulting equation we 
make use of (2.19), the definition of (7 given by (2.26), and the 
relations 

gl/2Jik: i (g1/2Jik). i' fi k = - f"i, 

g1/2G~i _(g1/2Gi).i' 

we obtain 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

[£J" +4(7Jk - Eafki:i ]¢k + [PAT; + G~i] = 0, 
(2.37) 

It follows from (2.37) that 

fki ) = ~ [£sJ" +4(7J k
], 

Eo . 
(2.38) 

JWi + G~i = 0, (2.39) 

Equations (2.28), (2.33), (2.38), and (2.39) [along with 
the definition of (7 from (2.26)] are sufficient to satisfy (2.16). 

We have now obtained solutions to the symmetry Eqs. 
(2.13)-(2.16). These solutions are collected together in the 
theorem to follow which summarizes the above work. 

Theorem 2.1, 
For the Lagrangian (1.4) of an electromagnetic field 

with sources [referred to a Riemannian space-time V4 with 
metric gij(x)] an infinitesimal transformation of the type 
(1.6) and (1.7) will define a Noether symmetry mapping [in 
that (2. 5) holds] if and only if S I, TJ" r I are of the form 

S'=Si(X), 

Tli = - S J¢, + Ni(x), 

,i = gl/2 [EoJi'"¢m + Gi(x)], 
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where S', NJ and GJ satisfy the conditions 

£sgiJ = 2(T(x)gij' (T = !S 'i' 

fmJ,J = ~ (£!Jm +4(TJm), 
Eo 

(fmJ = gamgJt;ab' lab =Nb.a - Na.b ), 

NmJm+G;: =0. 

(2.26') 

(2.38') 

(2.39') 

Remark 2.1. We refer to the above set of equations as 
Y.9 

Remark 2.2. It is of interest to note that if the definition 
of (T as given by (2.26) is used, then (2.38) may be expressed 
in the equivalent forms 

(2.40) 

(g1/2P1'J = ~ £s(g1/2Jk). (2.41) 
Eo 

From (1.7), (2.28), (2.31), and (2.32) the left-hand side 
of (2.41) describes the dynamics of the vector field ~(x), 
which may be interpreted as the "pure gauge" part of the 
symmetry deformation DCPi of the four-vector potential 
CPi (x). From the meaning of Lie differentiation we may inter
pret the right-hand side of (2.41) as the deformation in the 
four-current Jk associated with the point mapping (1.6) of 
the symmetry transformation (1.6) and (1.7). Hence in the 
Maxwell-like equation (2.41) we may consider the point de
formation in the four-current to be the "source" of the "pure 
gauge deformation" in the four-vector potential. 

Before proceeding to examine the possibilities of infer
ring charge conservation from the set of equations Y in 
Theorem 2.1 we first examine these equations with regard to 
their consistency. By inspection the choice Si(X) = 0, 
G i(X) = 0, Ni = N,i where N (x) satisfies N.mJ m = 0 will de
fine a solution of Y. This particular choice will be discussed 
in Sec. III. 

If we assume S i #0, then it is evident from (2.26) that 
the space-time V4 must admit a conformal motion defined by 
S i. The problem of finding a solution to the set Y (consistent 
with a given Jm) is essentially that of solving (2.26), (2.38), 
and (2.39) for S i, Ni and G', because once these three func
tions are known TJJ is determined by (2.28) and rJ by (2.33). 
We shall consider this further in Sec. IV. 

III. CHARGE CONSERVATION 

We now examine the Noether symmetry mappings of 
Theorem 2.1 with regard to their relationship to the exis
tence of charge conservation. The N oether symmetry condi
tion (2.5) was based on the Lagrangian (1.4), not on La
grange's equations, A a(X') = 0 [refer to (2.4)]; and in our 
determination of the Noether symmetry mappings no use 
was made of Lagrange's equations. Hence there is no a priori 
built-in assumption of charge conservation, i.e., J:' is not 
identically zero. ' 

. We first note that the choice S i(X) = 0, Aj = N (x),J' 
G'(x) = 0, reduces the set /7 of Noether symmetry equa
tions of Theorem 2.1 to essentially 

7Jj = N. j , (3.1) 
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N,mJm = O. (3.2) 

Equation (3.1) limits the Noether mappings to the familiar 
gauge transformation of the second kind. Equation (3.2) im
pliesDX' = N.mJm = 0, which in turn impliesD f .!t'd4x = O. 
This latter condition is sufficient to obtain charge conserva
tion. 3 Hence gauge transformations of the second kind 
which in addition satisfy (3.2) will be Noether mappings 
which lead to charge conservation. 

We now consider the Noether symmetry mappings as 
described in Theorem 2.1 and investigate under what cir
cumstances charge conservation is a concomitant of these 
general symmetry transformations which couple point map
pings in a Riemannian space-time with "generalized gauge" 
deformations of the four-vector potential CPi' We stress that 
in this investigation none of the restrictions of the preceding 
paragraph are assumed. 

From the skew-symmetry offkJ [refer to (2.31) and 
(2.32)] and of the expression (Ps j - Jis k) it follows by co
variant differentiation of (2.40) with x k [and use of the defi
nition of (T as given by (2.26)] that 

!-l,iSi +4(T!-l = 0, (3.3) 

where 

!-l~ ';" . (3.4) 

We regard (3.3) as a differential equation for!-l with the coef
ficients S i and (T determined by (2.26). 

Equation (2.26) implies that if the Noether symmetries 
are to contain nontrivial point mappings, that is S' # 0, then 
the Riemannian space-time under consideration must admit 
an r-parameter group of conformal motions defined by vec
tors S ;al' a = 1, ... , r. In general these conformal motions 
will consist of proper conformal motions corresponding to 
(T'S#O and improper conformal motions corresponding to 
(T'S = O. Those which are improper as is well-known are 
called motions. 

We first examine (3.3) for those S i which correspond to 
motion vectors. For each such motion vector [indicated by 
s ;a')] (3.3) reduces to 

!-lA Ca') = O. (3.5) 

From (3.5) it cannot be shown that!-l must be zero, since 
these equations are always satisfied when!-l is an arbitrary 
constant. Hence we conclude that in order to infer charge 
conservation by use of(3.3) the above-mentioned group of 
conformal motions must contain at least one proper confor
mal motion. 

Since all conformally flat space-times C4 are known to 
admit a I5-parameter group GIS of conformal motions we 
shall now restrict the V4 to be conformally flat. Conform ally 
flat space-times include space-times of constant curvature 
which include Minkowski space-time M 4 . 

We shall now show that with respect to any conformal
ly flat space-time that charge conservation (in the form 
!-l = 0) follows from (3.3) as a consequence of the existence of 
certain proper conformal motions. 

Let 

(3.6) 
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define a Minkowski space-time M4 and 

gij(x) = e -211(x) gij(x) = e -211(x)e/Jij (3.7) 

define a conform ally flat space-time C4 • It is known that C4 

and M4 admit the same 15-parameter conformal motion 
group defined bylO.11 

f;- i = k i = a.xjxi - leaexjxj 
~ ~ J 21 I) 

+ aoXi + eJvjxj + ci, wj = - uY;, (3.8) 

where in M4 

i7(x) = ajx
j + 0 0 , 

and in C4 

o-(x) = (j - ["'e,m' 

By use of (3.8), (3.9), and (3.10) the generators 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

Xa =f(aA = 5(aA of this 15-parameter conformal mo
tion group along with their associated vectors f (a) = 5 (a) 
and conformal motion scalars (j(a) , o-(a) are expressible as 
follows. (In the remainder of this section a, f3 = 1, ... , 4.) 

Pa =aa' [(a) =c5~ i7(Pa)=O, o-(Pa) = -e.a, (3.11) 

Su/3 = eaxaa/3 - e/3x/3aa' f(a/3) = eac5~xa - e/3c5~x/3, 
(j(Sa/3) = 0, (3.12) 

o-(Sa/3) = - eaxae./3 + e/3x/3e,a, 

U=Xiai, fro) =x', (j(U) = I, o-(U) = l-x"'e,m, 
(3.13) 

i7( Va) = xa, (3.14) 

0-( Va) = xa - (xmxa - ~ pea c5 ';)fJ,m , p= I ejxjxj. 

For the C4 space-time we now proceed to show that 
j..l==l';" = 0 is a consequence of the requirement that (3.3) 
hold for each of the five symmetry vectors which define the 
5-parameter conformal motion subgroup (VI' V2, V3, V4 , U). 
By means of (3.13) and (3.14) we obtain from (3.3) 

f,l,mx"' +4(1 - xme,m) = 0, (U), (3.15) 

f,l,m(xmxa - ~peac5 ;~) 

+4[xa_(xmxa_~peac5';)fJ,mlJ..t=O, (Va). (3.16) 

By use of(3.15) we eliminatef,l,mxm from (3.16) to obtain 

f,l,a = 4f,le,a. (3.17) 

Use of (3.17) in (3.15) implies f,l = O. 
Similarly, if we consider the five symmetry vectors 

which define the 5-parameter proper conformal motion sub
group (PI,P2,P3,P4 , U), [referto(3.11) and (3. 13)] we obtain 
from (3.3) the set the equations consisting of 

(3.18) 

and Eq. (3.15). From (3.18) and (3.15) it also follows that 
f,l = O. 

We summarize the results of this section in the theo
rems and corollary to follow. 

Theorem 3.1. 
If the Noether symmetry conditions of Theorem 2.1 are 

satisfied then the four-current J m and the conformal motion 
vector 5 m must satisfy the condition 
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(3.3') 

Corollary 3.1. 
Charge conservation in the form J';" = 0 cannot be de

duced from (3.3) based only on those symmetry vectors 5 ("') 
which define motions [o-(a') = 0]. 

Theorem 3.2. 
In a conformally flat space-time with metric defined by 

(3.6) and (3.7) a necessary condition that the 5-parameter 
proper conformal motion group (VI' V2, V1 , V4 , U) defined 
by (3.13) and (3.14) (a subgroup of the 15-parameter confor
mal motion group) satisfy the Noether symmetry conditions 
given in Theorem 2.1 is that charge be conserved, i.e., 
J';" = O. A similar statement can be made with respect to the 
subgroup (PI' P2, P3, P4 , U) defined by (3.11), (3.13). 

Remark 3.1. The subgroups (Pa , U) and (Va' U) re
ferred to in Theorem 3.2 are isomorphic in that the commu
tators satisfy the conditions 

[Pa,Pp ) = 0, [Pa,U) = Pa' 

[Va ,vp ) = 0, [Va' U) = Va' 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

It is easy to show by means of the coordinate transformation 

. eixi 
l' = - p(x) , p(x)_ I ekxkx\ 

with inverse 

Xi= - [e,flp(y»), 

that the generators P a' Va' U transform as follows 

Pa(x) -V,,(y), 

Va (x) -P,,(y), 

U(x) _ - U(y). 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

Hence by the coordinate transformation (3.21) plus a simple 
change in basis we have that the subgroups are related by 

(Pa (x), U (x»)_( Va (y), U *( y»), 

(Va (x), U (x»-(Pa (y), U *( y»), 

where U* = - U. 

(3.24) 

Remark 3.2. It can be shown that if any Riemannian 
space-time (not necessarily conform ally flat) admits the 5-
parameter group (Pa , U) of conformal motions defined by 

5(a) =c5~, (Pa), (3.25) 

5 (0) = x', (U), (3.26) 

then, Eq. (3.3) (refer to Theorem 3.1) impliesJ;;;' = O. If 
however we substitute (3.25) into the conformal motion con
dition (2.26) we obtain as a condition on the metric of the 
space-time 

gij,a = (1!4g)g,agij' 

from which it follows that 

(3.27) 

gij =glf4g~, g~ =consts, Idetg~1 = 1. (3.28) 

Hence g~ may be taken to be the metric of a flat space-time, 
and it therefore follows from (3.28) that the Riemannian 
space-time is conformally flat. 

A similar result follows if any V4 space-time admits the 
group (Va' U) of conformal motions [refer to (3,13) and 
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(3.14)] in that (3.3) implies J:::' = 0, and the S ~a) associated 
with the generators Va imply by use of (2.26) and the coordi
nate transformation (3.21) that the space-time is conformal
ly flat. 

Remark 3.3. It should be noted that ifin (3.7) (J = const 
and hence the C4 reduces to a flat space-time referred to 
Minkowski coordinates, then the above-stated Theorems 3.1 
and 3.2 and Corollary 3.1 still hold. In this Minkowski 
space-time the generators of the 15-parameter conformal 
motion group (Pi' Sij' U, Vi) defined respectivley by (3.11)
(3.14) are recognized to be the familiar translations, rota
tions, dilations, and inversions, respectively. 

IV. EXISTENCE OF NOETHER SYMMETRIES IN C4 

In this section we continue with the assumption that the 
space-time is conformally flat, i.e., the metric is of the type 
(3.7). We shall show the set of equations (2.38) and (2.39) 
possesses a solution N (oj and G «(1) for each of the S (oj which 
define the two 5-parameter subgroups of conformal motions 
referred to in theorem 3.2. In doing so we make use ofneces
sary condition that J :~l = o. 

With J:::' = 0, it follows that (2.40) may be written in 
the form 12 

(g1/2f~r;:».j = (l/Eo)[gI/2(J rnS{aJ -ps0»L. (4.1) 

By use of (2.31) and (3.7) it can be shown that (4.1) can be 
written as 

-",a-jb, _ (II )[ -4tJ(Jrn!;j _Ji!;rn)] g g Jah(a).i - Eo e !> (a) !> (a) ,i' 
(4.2) 

By means of (2.32) and (3.6) Eq. (4.2) is expressible as 

e jjj o2jjm -S'" (43) 
'" (,,).)m - (a) - (a)' • 

where 

N-j --jkN 
(a) g (a)k' (4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

Note from the skew-symmetry of the term in brackets 
in (4.5) that 

(4.7) 

We assume the four current J m has been established in 
the finite past and is contained in some spatially bounded 
region and vanishes outside the region. We also assume that 
(J (x) and its first derivatives are bounded functions of the 
coordinates. It then follows from (4.5) that the functions 
S ;~) (x) vanish outside the above-mentioned bounded region. 
For such S 0>' solutions to (4.3) will exist for jj{a).13 The 
functions N(a)k can then be obtained by use of (4.4) and (3.6) 
and then expressed in the form 

(4.8) 

Corresponding to each N(o}j of (4.8) there remains to be 
shown that (2.39) has a solution for G (:)' For the C4 with 
metric (3.7), Eq. (2.39) takes the form 

H;~J.m =e-4tJN(aJmJ"", 

where 
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(4.9) 

(4.10) 

In general a solution to (4.9) will exist, and hence solutions 
G ;;:) will exist for each N(a)m .14 

We have thus established with respect to a conformally 
flat space-time that for each ofthe conformal motion vectors 
S (a) referred to in Theorem 3.2 there exist associated func
tions N(")i and G (Il) which satisfy (2.38) and (2.39). Hence 
for each of these conformal motion vectors S (a) there will 
exist an 1](,,») and Tt,) given by (2.28) and (2.33). This set 
{5 (a)' 1](a);' T(~,)} defines a Noether symmetry mapping in 
the C4 (see the last paragraph of Sec. 11).15 

V. CONCLUSION 

Employing the Lagrangian (1.4) for an electromagnetic 
field with sources [in which the four-currentJ ;(x) is assumed 
to be specifiable without consideration of any dependence 
upon a fundamental charge carrying field] we have estab
lished that in any conformally flat space-time (which in
cludes Minskowski space-time) charge conservation in the 
form J: i = 0 may be obtained as a concomitant of infinites
imal Noether symmetry mappings that are not gauge trans
formations of the second kind. These Noether mappings 
which lead to charge conservation are a combination of 
point mappings which define conformal motions in space
time and associated generalized gauge transformations of 
the four-vector potential. The existence of charge conserva
tion as a concomitant of such Noether mappings has several 
interesting features. 

(i) The single law of charge conservation is a'conse
quence of the concerted action of jive Noether symmetry 
transformations. 

(ii) Either one of two isomorphically related 5-param
eter groups of conformal motions may be used to define the 
point mapping part of these Noether symmetry transforma
tions. 

(iii) The conformal motion part of these Noether map
pings associates geometrical symmetries with charge conser
vation. In Minkowski space-time such symmetries take the 
form of a scale change combined with either four transla
tions or four inversions. 
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'The metric is assumed to be given in that we neglect any coupling between 
this Riemannian space-time and the electromagnetic field as would be 
determined by the field equations of general relativity (Einstein-Maxwell 
equations). 

'Unless otherwise indicated the Einstein summation notation is employed 
with lower case italic indices having the range 1-4. Since the functions 
,p, (x) are arbitrary, at times we shall regard them as independent variables 
and at other times as functions of the coordinates x i. To indicate coordi
nate differentiation in which,p, is regarded as a function of the cordinates 
we use the notation ,p'J ==d,p,ldxl, ,p'J' = d (d,p,ldxi)/dx'. With respect to 
a function F[x', cD, (x), ,p,,(x) J in which Xi,<Pi' and <p') are regarded as inde
pendent variables we use the notation F, ==aF / axi to mean the change in F 
with respect to x' with <P and <p" held constant. Consistent with this nota-
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tion we have .p"l ",,0, (.p,.)" ",,0, etc. On the other hand the total change in 
F with respect to x' is indicated by F, ""dF Idx' = aF lax' 
+ (aF I a.pl ).pl' + (aF I a.pi' ).pl"'· When we regard.p, as a function of the 
coordinates Xl, we indicate covariant differentiation by a colon (:). For 
example, Pj[x', .pI (x)l""dF'ldxl + F' e',}. In the caseP is an explicit 
function of the coordinates only, then covariant differentiation may be 
indicated in an unambiguous manner by the usual semicolon (;) notation 
PJ' The notation ]<., = aF la.p" etc. 

"'See, for example, F. Rohrlich, Classical Charged Particles (Addison-Wes
ley, Reading, 1965, p. 102. Although Rohrlich's derivation assumes a 
Minkowski space-time a similar procedure may be used in a Riemannian 
space-time. 

'See, for example, S.S. Schweber, H.A. Bethe, and F. de Hoffmann, Mesons 
and Fields, Volume I Fields (Row, Peterson, and Company, Evanston, IL. 
1954). 

'Our preliminary calculations based on the Lagrangian for a charge carry
ing field (complex scalar field) in a Riemannian space-time indicate that it 
may be possible to obtain Noether symmetries which couple point map
pings that define conformal motions in a Riemannian space-time to gener
alized gauge transformations of the first kind even though the complex 
scalar field is not massless. 

"This identity holds for arbitrary .pl (x) as may be verified by direct expan
sion. No assumption has been made that .p,(x) satisfies Lagrange's equa
tion A "(2') = 0, where A "(2") is defined by (2.4). This identity may be 
derived by a simple procedure which does not involve variation of the 
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action integral. The derivation ofthis identity for this field theoretical case 
is similar to that for a classical particle dynamical system. See G.H. Katzin 
and J. Levine, J. Math. Phys. 15, 1460 (1974). 

7The notation (~) indicates that .p,(x) is a solution of Lagrange's equa
tions. 

"Lie differentiation with respect to the vector 5' is denoted by £,. 
9By means of the standard Noether procedure discussed at the beginning of 
Sec. II the Noether conservation laws (2.6) may be formulated and verified 
by use of (1.1), the set .7 of Noether symmetries, and Lagrange's 
equations. 

IOSee G.H. KatzinandJ. Levine, Tensor N.S.17, 249 (1966); 21, 319 (1970). 
IIBarred quantities refer to the Minkowski space-time M •. 
IlL.P. Eisenhart, Riemannian Geometry (Princeton U. P. Princeton, New 

Jersey, 1960), p. 32. 
uJ.A. Stratton, Electromagnetic Theory (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941), 

Chap. VIII. 
14The fact that such solutions exist was pointed out to the authors by Profes

sor S. Schecter and Professor R.O. Fulp. 
15Ifthe condition J :~, = 0 which is required for the existence of either of the 

two 5-parameter conformal motion groups referred to in Theorem 3.2 is 
assumed to be satisfied, then the necesary condition (3.3) is satisfied iden
tically for any of the 15 symmetry vectors 5 ;a) of the complete group of 

conformal motions. It then follows that the above analysis also shows the 
existence of a Noether symmetry mapping {5 (a)' 17(a)' , r(a)}* for each of 
the 15 vectors 5 (a) which define the complete group of conformal motions. 
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Exploiting the different in variances of the Yang equations we construct an infinite sequence of 
solutions. These depend on a series of polynomials given by recurrence relations 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since the discovery of the instanton solution I the inter
est for self-dual Yang-Mills gauge fields defined by 

(1.1) 

has increased more and more. 
Many authors have written the gauge potentials with 

different parametrizations and have obtained different solu
tions either explicitly (cf. Refs. 1-5) or implicitly (cf. Refs. 6 
and 7). 

The purpose of this note is to explicitly exhibit an infi
nite series of solutions to the SU (2) and SU (1,1) self-dual 
equations using the mathematical tool described in Ref. 6 
and to study some of their properties. Let us first recall the 
basic content of Refs. 4 and 6. 

Following Yang4 it is convenient to work in a complexi
fied version of space-time described by four coordinates Y, 
y, Z, Z, 

- z) = (XO - ix
3 

y \x2 _ ix l 
- (x

2 + iX'») 
XO + ix3 . (1.2) 

The gauge group is taken to beSU (2) or SU (1,1). The metric 
M is respectively the unit or the 1"3 Pauli matrix. Hence 
m = detMis one for SU (2) and -1 for SU (1,1). In terms 
of the new coordinates, (1.1) is written 

Fyy +Fzz=O, 
F yz = 0, F yz = 0. 

(1.3a) 
(1.3b) 

From (1.3b) one can deduce that in the two anti-self-dual 
planes(Y - Z)and(Y - Z)thegaugepotentialsarerestrict
ed to pure gauges, i.e., 

Ay = - iD-ID,y, Ay = - iE-IE,y, 

A z = - iD-ID,z, A z = - iE-IE,z, 

where D, y is the Y derivative of D. 

(1.4) 

The matrices D and E can be chosen to be triangular up 
to a gauge transformation, i.e., 

D = ~f C ~). E-
I 

= ~f (~ ~). (1.5) 

The hermiticity conditions on the potentials (1.4) require 
that 

e* = - mg, /=/*. (1.6) 

The triple offunctions if, e, g) constitutes the basic object of 
the theory. It must obey the remaining conditions (1.3a) 
known as the Yang equations 

II. MISCELLANEOUS TRANSFORMATIONS 

In this section we recall the meaning of Backlund trans
formations,6 of special algebraic transformations, of scale 
transformations and translations.7 The last three transfor
mations are particular cases of the most general D 
transformations 

D'= VDU, (2.1) 

where V belongs to SL (2,C) and depends only on Yand Z 
while Ubelongs to SU (2) or SU (1,1). The Etransformation 
follows in such a way that the hermiticity relations (1.6) are 
still satisfied. Given any triplet S = if, e, g) the special alge
braic transformation y is defined by 

( 
/ -g - e) 2 

ys= :1'-:1'-:1 ' .1 =/ -eg, (2.2) 

while the scale transformation 0 and the translation 0 are 
defined by 

oS = (kk *f, k *2e, k 2g), 
OS = if, e + k *, g - mk ), 

where k is a function of Yand Z alone. 

(2.3) 
(2.4) 

Finally the Backlund transformation S = p. S is given 
by a set of differential equations 

1= 
1 e.z g,y g.z e,y 

7' I 
- , 

I 
= - , 

/ / 
(2.5) 

e,y g,z g,y e.z - - , 
I 

-
/ / / 

This defines the Backlund transformations up to inte
gration constants which are arbitrary translations. 

Under the four transformations above solutions of the 
Yang equations are transformed into solutions. 

Let us note that r is the identity, while, p 2 is an arbi
trary translation and that p and 0 commute. 

Refering to (1.6) it is easy to show that y, 0, and 0 re
spect the hermiticity of the solution while the Backlund 
transformation maps SU (2) soultions in SU (1,1) solutions 
and vice versa. 
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In what follows we shall use the composite 
transformation 

a =(Jy, (2.6) 

to generate explicitely an infinite sequence of solutions Sn 
from a given one. This is the main result of our paper. 

Note also that the Yang equations are invariant under 
the trivial sign change/---+ - land independently (e, g)---+ 
(- e, -g). 

Ill. TOPOLOGICAL NUMBER AND ACTION 

Thanks to Eq. (1.1), the topological number Tand the 
action A are equal up to a normalization factor. They are 
written below in terms of an integral over space-time (de
scribed by the usual and Yang variables), 

T= -1-fd 4
X tr(F Fin) 

16t? !1V 

= 4~ f Q (Y, Y, Z, Z) dYdYdZdZ, (3.1) 

A = f d 4x tr(F!1vF!1j = 16 t? T. (3.2) 

In (3.1) we have put 

Q=FyyFzz+FyzFyz, (3.3) 

which defining the gauge invariant matrix P introduced in 
Ref. 7, 

P=DE-I= .!..(1 -g ), (3.4) 
I e 12 - eg 

can be written 

Q = - tr[(pyp-I).yWzp-l>.z - (P.Zp-I).y(P.yP-I>.z]. 
(3.5) 

Straightforward computations give the following 
results: 

-1) (1 , E 2 = 
- e 2e 

The only nonzero traces of products of E 's are 

tr(E2f = -2 tr (E IE3) = 2. (3.7) 

Hence one obtains 

By using (1.7) and the hermiticity relations (1.6), Q can be 
reduced to 
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Note that the modulus bar denotes the complex norm and 
that Q. [SU (2)] is as expected a positive quantity. 

It is easy to see that the transformations y, 8, and e do 
not change Q and hence the topological quantum number. 
IV. CONSTRUCTION OF SOLUTIONS 

In this section, the main part of the paper, we explicitly 
write an infinite series of solutions of the Yang equations 
starting from the known one, 

S = if, e = J, g = f). 
The equations then reduce to 

10111=0, 
and have a large class of solutions 

1 N ~ 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

- =ao+ I I i~1 (Y-YJ(Y-Yi)+(Z-ZJ(Z-ZJ 
(4.3) 

where a i are real numbers and Yi , Zi are complex numbers, 
the locations of the instantons. 

Let us start with a particular case of (4.1), (4.3), up to a 
translation, namely 

So= [R2/(1 +AR 2)](1, 1, 1)+(O,k*,k), 

where 

R 2 = r + s, 
r= YY, 

s=Zz. 
Under the transformation a (2.6) one obtains 

SI = aSo, 

S = _1 (kk * (k *)2 ~ _ (k)2 Y) 
I R2 ' Z' Z 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

+ (Akk * + k + k *, k *.z Y - k *.yZ, k.yZ - k.z Y) 

+ (0, 1*, -I). (4.9) 

The integrability condition on the topological SU (2) density 
Q (I) requires that II cannot be zero, 

II = _1_ [(1 + A R 2)kk * + R 2(k + k *) J. (4.10) 
R2 

If we want k to be analytic, we see (thanks to the Liou
ville theorem) that only the constant k is acceptable. Writing 
k = a + ib we deduce that a and b must be outside (resp. 
inside) the circle defined in (4.11) for A> ° (resp. A < 0), 

(a+1IA)2+b 2=(1IA)2. (4.11) 

The condition for the A = 0 case is simply that a must 
be positive. The Q (l) function is then 

(I) _ 6(kk *)2(k + k * + A kk *)2 
Q+ - [kk*+R 2(k+k*+Akk*)]4' (4.12) 

and its integral over space-time (3.1) takes the following 
values if A is positive (resp. negative): 
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T = 0, if k is on the circle. (4.11), 

T = 1, if k is outside (resp. inside) the circle (4.11), 

T = 00, if k is inside (resp. outside) the circle (4.11). 
(4.13) 

The solutions with T = 1 are the 't Hooft-Polyakov instan
ton solutions. 

We now define a particular sequence of solutions ob
tained from a dilated (0) form of solution (4.4) with 
A = -1, k = 1, 

S - S2 ( r + s Z -2 Z-_2) 0- , , , 
r+s-l s 

(4.14) 

by applying successive powers of a to it and by choosing the 
integration functions (translations) in a simple way. 

Let 

(4.15) 

the sequence obtained by 

S" +1 = a.S" = a" +I·SO' (4.16) 

which takes the general form 

S = _1_(K Y"Z"-2 (_)"Y"Z"-2) 
n K n" • 

" -I 

(4.17) 

Using the notation (4.6) and (4.7) theK" (n > 0) polyno
mials in rand s satisfy the following recurrence relations: 

K~=K"_IK"+I + (_)"r"S"-2, 

(Kn+1 ).s = (n +1)K" - r(K"}." 

(Kn+1 >.r = - (n -1) K" + s(K"),s' 

(4,18) 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

The particular form (4.17) and the three conditons above on 
K" guarantee that the two equations (1.8) are automatically 
satisfied. 

We now list a few properties of these functions. First the 
integration condition on K" +1 following from (4.19) and 
(4.20) reads 

R" = r(K").rr + s(K"),ss - n(K").r - (n -2)(K"),s = O. 
(4.21) 

Once it is satisfied for R" it is automatically satisfied for 
R" +1' The polynomials K2" +1 (n>O) can be factorized in 
polynomials as 

K 2" +1 = L 2" +1 M 2" +1 , (4.22) 

while those of the form K 2" are 

K 2n = L 2n _I M 2n +1 + ( - )" +1 r"sn-I 

= M 2n _I L 2n +1 + ( - )"r"sn -I. (4.23) 

The factors themselves satisfy equations which using 

A =? +2r(s -1) + (1 + S)2, B = rs, (4.24) 

read 

M 2n +5 = A L 2n +3 - B M 2n + I , 

L 2n +5 = M2n +3 - B L 2n +1 , (4.25) 
and 

M~n+3 -M2n+IM2n+5 =(-)"+lrABn, 
(4.26) 
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For the polynomials 

the following generating functions 

1 = f mjxi
, .:£ = f (Xi, 

i=O i=O 

can be written 

1 = [(1 + x 2B )(xm I + mo - AX/a) 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

+A(x211 +xlo -x2m o)(l +x2B)2_Ax2]-I, 
(4.29) 

.:£(mo, m l , 10' II) = 1(10' II' mo, m l )· 

The Kn for negative index are related to the K" for 
positive index by 

K_n(r,s)sn+lr"-I =(-)"Kn(-s,-r). (4.30) 

We close the paragraph by giving the first polynomials 
of the sequence: 

KI = I + s + r, 
K2 = (l + S)2 + rs, 

K3 = (1 + S)2 + res +1)(s -1), (4.31) 

K4 = (l + st + res +OZ(s -2) + r2, 

K5 = (1 + S)5 + res +1)3(s -3) +3r2(s +1) - r\ 

LI = 1, 

L3 = 1 + s, 

L5 = (1 + S)2 - r, 

MI = 1 + s + r, 
M3 = (I + S)2 + res -1), 

M5 = (l + S)3 + r(1 + s)(s -2) + r2. 

(4.32) 

The following ones are easily constructed by using (4.25). 

v. DISCUSSION OF THE SOLUTIONS 

In the preceding section we obtained, starting from the 
't Hooft-Polyakov solution, an explicit infinite series of solu
tions. Unfortunately these solutions (except for SI) do not 
correspond to a finite action. Indeed to the SU (1, I) solution 
S2 corresponds to Q (:> which can be computed explicitly, 

Q(:> (r, s) 

_ (l + S)4 + 4(1 + s)2r + r - rs 

[(1 + S)2 + rsj-4 

X[2?+3r(3s+4)+18(1 +sf j 

If one tries to integrate this function over the r - s domain 
with measure drds one sees two quadratic divergencies of 
opposite sign. As a consequence the value of the integral is ill 
defined. On the other hand, it is easy to see that for the SU (2) 
odd index S2n + I , the hn + I function has a line of zero 
through the domain. Hence the action is truly infinite due to 
the positiveness of the action density. 

Contrary to the hope expressed in Ref. 6 we have shown 
that a naIve application of the Backlund transformation gen
erates a series of solutions which do not seem to be related to 
those of Atiyah. In other words, Atiyah's solutions keep 
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their secret far from the world of naive and pedestrian 
mathematics. 
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Some linearization theorems for relativistic nonlinear wave equations are formulated and proved. 
Examples are discussed and the physical meaning of such a linearization is sketched. Finally, 
some remarks concerning gauge theories are presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The evolution of many physical systems is described by 
a solution of a partial differential equation which is covariant 
under some transformation group. Famous examples of 
such systems are given by relativistic classical fields, the evo
lution of which is governed by Poincare covariant equations. 
In these examples the situation can be usually described heu
ristically as follows. We are given a vector space E of initial 
conditions, namely a space offunctions on R3 taking values 
in a finite-dimensional vector space, and an evolution equa
tion of the type (d /dt )<pt = H<pt' where <PtEE and H is some 
(linear or nonlinear) differential operator on E (in the varia
bles ofR l

) with H (0) = O. The evolution can thus be written 
in the form <Pt = Tt(<Po) and we have Tt + t' = TtTt , and 
Tt(O) = O. 

Now ifg = (A ,a) is an element of the Poincare group 
9 = SL(2,q.R4 we can define an operator on E by 

(SiPo)(x) = ¢«A, - at1(0,x», 

where xER l
, and ¢ is defined by ¢(t,x) = <Pt (x). Denoting as 

usual by Po the generator of time translations of 9, when 
(O,a) = exp(aPo) we have Ta = SexpaPo,SiO) = 0 and the 
Poincare covariance of the evolution equation implies that 

Sgg' =S~g" 
Conversely, if we are given a mapg---+Sg from 9 to the 

group of invertible maps in E, vanishing at the origin, satisfy
ing Sgg. = SgSg., we can define heuristically the generator 

H = dd (Sex PIP.) I ' 
t t~O 

and we have H (0) = 0 and (d /dt )<pt = H<pt if we define 

<Pt = SexptPo(<po)' 
A general study of nonlinear representations of Lie 

groups in infinite-dimensional vector spaces was presented 
in Ref. I. For the sake of completeness we shall briefly recall 
some notation and definitions. Given a topological vector 
space E, we denote by 2" n (E) the space of continuous n
linear symmetric maps from E n to E, and by Y (E) the space 
of formal series on E, of the formf = ~n.> 1 fn with 
fnE2" n(E). 

Definition I: A formal representation (S,E) of a real Lie 
group G in a topological vector space E is a homomorphism 
Sfrom G to the group ofinvertible elements in Y(E) (for the 
usual composition law offormal series) such that, if Sg 

= ~n? IS;, the mapsg---+S ;(<Pl>"',<Pn) are measurable forev
ery n> I and <p,EE (1 <i<n). 

Obviously, S 1 is then a measurable linear representa
tion of G on E, which we call the free part of S. 

Definition 2: Two formal representations (S,E) and 
(S',E) ofG are said to be equivalent if there exists an inverti
bleAEY(E) such thatS; = ASgA - 1 for allgEG. A formal 
representation is said to be linearizable ifit is equivalent to a 
linear representation. 

The advantage one gains by introducing nonlinear re
presentations of the Poincare group to study covariant equa
tions is that the Poincare group structure brings in more 
constraints than that of the real line (the time evolution). We 
shall give two examples. 

(l) The mere knowledge of the free part S 1 may give 
useful information on the formal representation S. For in
stance, if S 1 is the restriction of a unitary irreducible repre

sentation of 9 with real positive mass m 2 > 0 to its Frechet 
space E of differentiable vectors, and if g---+S ;(<p,.",cp) is C 00 

from 9 to E for every cp in E, then the formal representation 
S of 9 on E is linearizable (Ref. 2, Prop. 3). 

(2) Even more surprising: Suppose that the free part S 1 

is the irreducible representation of 9 on R4 acting as 
SOD (3, I). Then it can be proved that the formal representa
tion S = ~n> 1 S n, restricted to SL(2,q, is equivalent to a 
linear representation. If x,YER4 (identified with the transla
tions subgroup) we define dSx = (d /dt )SexPlx I, ~ ° and 
(x,y) = xOyO - ~7~ 1 X),', Then (up to equivalence) the only 
nonlinearizable representations of 9 on R4 are indexed by 
an integer pEN and given, on the translations subroup, by the 
generators 

or 

dS ~(cp ) = <cp,cp Y<x,cp )cp - (2p + l)(2p + 2)-I(cp,cp y + IX , 

the restriction to SL(2,q being linear (Ref. 3, Prop. 7). 
Therefore, in R4, if one wants to perturb a nonlineariza

ble representation of 9 so as to get another (nonequivalent) 
nonlinearizable representation of 9, we have no choice for 
the value of the "coupling constant"; it must be of the form 
- (2p + I )(2p + 2tl. The situation here is quite different 

from the usual perturbation of a linear representation S 1 

intog-SiA ) = ~n?IA n - IS; in which every valueAEC is 
admissible, and SA is equivalent to SA' for AA '~. 

In the following we shall study further the linearization 
of Poincare group representations. Under some technical as-
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sumptions we shall prove that if S I has a scalar mass m 2 ;;;.0 
and a given energy sign, the restriction of S = };n31S n to the 
Euclidean group is linearizable (Prop. 2). We then prove that 
when S I is a direct sum of an irreducible representation with 
m 2> 0 and of its contragredient representation (namely we 
admit both energy signs, which is the situation when the free 
part comes from the free Dirac equation, for instance) then, 
up to equivalence, the restrictions of S to the space of positive 
energy, or to the space of negative energy, is equal to S I 
(which of course does not imply that S = S I everywhere 
since S is nonlinear). 

II. RESULTS 

We shall first introduce some notation and definitions. 
We assume a finite dimensional real vector space T, a real 
Lie group.!f and a semidirect product G = .!f·T, where Tis 
an Abelian invariant subgroup of G. We denote by T * the 
dual group of T, identified with the dual vector space of T. 
We denote by < , > the bilinear form from T * X Tto R which 
defines the duality. We assume an orbitM ofG in T* and we 
denote by H the subgroup of G which stabilizes a given point 
flEM. We assume a linear representation (L,F) of H in a 
complex finite-dimensional vector space F. We denote by 
'6' = C 00 (M,F) the Frechet spaceofC 00 functionsfromMto 
F. 

Suppose that there exists a differentiable section s of the 
canonical projection 1T: G-+G / H which is normalized [i.e., 
s(1T(e» = e,e identity of G]. We put XS(1T(Y» = S(1T(XY» 
X W(X,1T( y» (X,YEG) [hencew(x,1T(y»EH]. One then defines 
the induced representation (U L, '6') of G in '6' by 
(U; f) = L (w(x - !,1T(y»-I)f(1T(X - Iy» (we do not include 
here a P H function since we do not care about unitarity and, 
moreover, the example we have in view is the Poincare group 
for which PH = 1). 

Suppose that there exists a basis (ef , ... ,e~ 1 of T * such 
that M is defined by the relations xr = h /x I, ... ,xln

) 

(r = m + 1, ... ,n) where hr are C oc functions on an open set 
Q of B * = R ef + ... + Re~. We assume two coverings (Qa) 
and (Q ~) of B * by open relatively compact sets such that 
QaCQaCQ~. We denote by (el, ... ,enl the dual basis of 
(ef, ... ,e~ 1 and we put B = ReI + ... + Rein' 

We assume a formal representation (S, '6') of G in '6' 
such that 

(a)SI = U L 
g g' 

(b) g-+S ;<.j£, ... ,q;) is C x from G to 'f;', for every rpE'f/. 

We denote by ® n'f/ the projective tensor product 
'If -; 'f;' -; '" -; 'f;' (n times). We have X n('6')C X(-; "~' ,~') 
and -; "'f/ '-"""C oo(Mn, ® "F). We denote by C ;'(Mn, ® nF) 
the space of Coo functions with compact support from M n to 
® nF. If TEX(C ;'(M", ® "F),C "'(M,F» and aEM, we de
note by Ta the distributionf-+(T(f)tUEc ,-:'(M n

, ® "F». 
The Lie algebra l!.. of B is represented in // fI «(5') in the 

following way: 
11- I 

br=dUtr- I r«®Pl)®dU~®(®" I'll!), 
p~O 

where bEl!. rE,:f" on and I is the identity in 6. We denote 
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by Z I (B,.!f n('6'» the space of l-cocycles of the B module 
:f" ('ff)-and by B I (l!..,.!f n('6'» the corresponding ~pace of 1-
coboundaries. 

Proposition 1: There exists AEY(I&'), invertible, such 
that if S ' = AS 4- I , .R ~...., 

S'~ = 0, when gEE, and n;;;.2. 

Proof From Ref. 2, Prop. 1 it is sufficient to prove that 
Z I (l!..>Y',,(if» = B \(l!..>.!f neE»~ for every n;;;.2. 

To prove that equality we shall follow a method given 
by Guichardet4 and Rideau' in a similar situation. Suppose 
that (5a) is a partition of unity subordinate to the covering 
Qa and 5 ~ is a C 'lC function, with compact support con
tained in Q~, and equal to 1 on Qa' ChooseZEZ I (B,Xn('6'» 
and define lal = (al,···,a t .) and Z::I = (® 7 ~ 15a)Zx (xEi!..). 
Then Z ~aIE<Y(C ;'(Mn, ® nF),C "'(M,F». If we endow the 
spaces of linear mappings with the topology of uniform con
vergence on bounded sets, we have a canonical topological 
isomorphism 

.Y'(C ;'(Mn, ® nF), C "'(M,F» 

'-"""C x (M,.!f(C ;O(Mn, ® nF),F». 

The l-cocycle condition writes, if a,al, ... ,anEM, 

( ai 
- i ak)Z1~1 = (a i - i aik)z1~!. 

k=1 k=1 

GivenfEC ,-:'(Mn, ® "F)=C ;'(Qn, ® nF), we extend it toB" 
by zero in B" - Q n and get a function]EC ;:'(B n, ® "F). 

If XI , ... ,xnEE and X = (XI ""'Xn __ I ), we define 
fx(x,,) =1cXI , ... ,x,J. TakeyEE and put d =y -};Z :=\xk ' 

We have 

fx(x:" ... ,x;7) =fx(d \x~, ... ,x~n) - ~I - ktl Xk )g!./xn), 

where we have defined (D I being the derivation in the first 
variable) 

g~)xn) = f Dlfx[d I + (x~ - d I)s,x~, ... ,x;~l ds. 

We then write inductively: 

I-(d I d I I I In) 
x'"'' 'XII'·"'X n 

- I I 1+ I In I I I ( " ) = /,(d , ... ,d ,x" , ... ,x,,) - y - I Xk gx)xn), 

where 

g~)x,,) = rl 

Dlfx(d I, ... ,d l
- I,d l 

Jo 
+ (x~ - d I)S,X~,+ I, ... ,x~n)ds . 

Therefore 

k=1 

lex,,) =l(d) - I~I v- ktl X~)gl,.y(X,,). 
We put I~'I(xI""'x,,) = (~Z ~ I x~ - y'). We then have 

l(xl.· .. ,x,) = l(xl,· .. ,x" _ I,d) 

+ i I~I(xI,· .. ,x,,)g~(xI""'x,,), 
I - I 
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whereg~(xi , ... ,Xn) = g~./Xn)' IfjEe ;(B n, ® nF), define 
T ~ul(f) = ~7 = I (Z ~~I(g~)y). From (1) this defines a distribu
tion TE.2"(e ;(Mn, ® nF),e 00 (M,F». We are going to 
prove that Z ~~l = [(~ Z = I x~) - / ] T lui [i.e., for every 

fiEC""(Bn ®nF)wehaveZ lul (f) = TIUI(r f) Define c , e"y y yi . 

F = I ~I f and, as before, the corresponding functions G ~. 
Since F(xi , ... ,xn) = ° if (~Z = I x~) - / = ° we have 

G~' = 0, if I' > I, 
(2) 

n 

G~·(XI,···,Xn)=O, if L x~ =/, when 1'<.1. 
k=1 

Therefore, G~' = I~I H~' if 1 '<.1, withH~'Ee OO(B n, ® nF). It 
results then from (2) that 

(3) 

We have 
I 

T IUI(I I f) = T IUI(F) = '" Z lui (G I') y bl y £., e",y y 
1'= I 

I-I 
= '" ZI~I (II HI')+Zlul(G I ) £., ., ,y yl y e"y y 

1'= I 
I-I 

= '" Zlul(II',HI')+Zlul(GI) L e/.y yl y e,.Y y 
/' = 1 

= zia l (I~ II' HI' + GI) 
e"y ~ YI' Y Y 

/' = 1 

= Z 1~~(f), by (3). 

Define 

T =" ( ; "" )T1al. y ~. :, a i Y' 
lal 1= 1 

TE.2"(C ;(B n, ® nF), e "'(B,F», 

and 

n 

="'®"'Z =Z £..,. ~ai e,.Y e, ,y • 
lal ,= I 

Define an:C ""(B n, ® nF)--+C OO(B n, ® nF) by 

(an f)(x 1 , ... ,xn ) = (n!tl~O'EG" f(xo(,) , .. ·,xo(n», where @Sn is 
the permutation group of n elements. Define (an T)(f) 
= T(a,J). Since ZxE.Y' n(~)' we have 

Ze"y = (l:Z = IX~ - /)an Ty . 

Therefore, 

Q.E.D. 

Proposition 2: Let 9 denote the Poincare group and M 
be a connected component of the two-sheeted hyperboloid 
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(XO)2 _ ~:= 1 (XY = m 2 with m 2> 0, or, for m = 0, of the 
vertexless light cone. Then, if H is a subgroup of 9 which is 
isomorphic to the Euclidean group B(3) = SU(2).R3 there 
exists AEY(If), invertible, such that, if S; = ASgA -., we 
haveS'; = 0 for aUgER and n>2. 

Proof Denote here by B the radical of H. It results from 
Prop. I that there exists UEY(If), invertible such that, if 
Tg = USg U -I, we have T; = ° for gEE and n>2. Denote 
by Ya Levi factor of H. Being isomorphic to SU(2), Y is 
compact, and we can define V = f y T; I Ty dy. Then 
T; V = VTy forallyeY. IfbER, we have Tyn Ty .. = T;bY 
Hence VTb = n V. We then take A = VU. Q.E.D. 

Given a unitary irreducible representation (U,jf) of 
the Poincare group with m 2 > 0, denote by (U'" ,~"') the 
restriction of U to the Frechet space of its differentiable vec
tors JY' '" . We denote by (fJ,Jh the contragredient represen
tation of (U,jf), by (fJ '" ,KOO) its restriction to the space of 
differentiable vectors, and consider the representation 
V = U '" (J) fJ 00 on E = ~oo (J) Koo . 

Proposition 3: Let (S,E) be a formal representation of 

the Poincare group 9, Sg = ~n> IS; with S ;E.2" nee), such 
that g-S ;(rp, ... ,rp ) is Coo from 9 to E for every rpEE and 
that S I = V. Then there exists AEY(E), invertible, such 
that, if S ~ = ASgA - I, we have S;cp = Vrp whenever 
rpE~ooU~oo . 

Proof Let us write EI = ~oo and E2 = K"'. We de
note by .2" n(E;,E) the space of continuous n-linear symmet
ric mappings from E 7 to E. By a proof similar to that of (Ref. 
2, Prop. 2) one sees, in the notation of Ref. 2, that 
Z 1(9,.2" n(E;,E» = B 1(9,.2" n(E;,E» (i,j = 1,2). 

We have S2(;- 2S ItlEZ ~ (9 ,.2" iE». Therefore, 

there exists B ~E.2" 2(E;,E) such that for cp,r/JEE; 

S;(rp ® ¢) = (S!B ~ - B 7;- 2S ~)(rp ® ¢) , 

Choose B 2E.2" 2(E) such that B 2(rp ; ® rp ,) = B ~(rp ; ® rp ,) 

when rp ;EE; (i = 1,2); take for instance B 2\ E ® E = 0 if i=l=J. 
, J 

Define S (I) = Sand g g 

S~2) = (1 - B 2tIS~I)(1 - B 2) . 

Then S~2)2IEi = 0. Suppose that we have defined a formal 

representation (S (Pl,E) of9 suchthatS~)kIEi = Oif2<.k<.p. 

It results from the relation S (P~ = S (P) S I.J;) that S (P)p + 1 
/'. gg gg 

X( ®P + IS )tIIE,EZ 1(9,.2" n(E;,E». Therefore, there exist 

B f + I E.2" p + 1 (E;,E) such that 

S~)P+IC~IICPk)= (S;Bf+1 -Bf+1 ;-P+IS~) 

(
P+I ) 

X k! I rp ~, rp ~ EE; . 

Choose BP +1 E.2" P +1 (E) such that BP +1 (®~,-;: \ rp~) 
= Bf +1 (® ~,-;:\ rp k) if rp ~EEi; take for instance 

BP+'IE,;".;E = ° if all i , , ... ,ip +
' 

are not equal. Define 
S~+I) ~(l_'B~+')-'S~)(l-BP+'). We have 
S~ +I)p 1-1 IE. = 0. Consider the polynomial 

Pn =(l-B 1
) •• ·(1-Bn). WehaveS~n)=Pn-'SgPn' The 
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sequence (Pn)n;;,2 is such that, if m>n, Pm - Pn contains 
terms of degree strictly greater than n. Therefore, this se
quence has a limit A EY(E ) in the topology of the filtration 
by the degree. A has an inverse since its term of degree one is 
the identity. We thus have A - ISgt4q; = Vq; if q;EEluE2• 

Q.E.D. 
Remark: Similar results can be obtained for the lineari

zation of the time translation alone. 

III. DISCUSSION 

We should start our discussion by exhibiting some ex
amples of wave equations related to previous sections. 

Example 1: As was mentioned before, if q; is a function 
of t, the "wave equation" . 

!!.- q; = <q;,q; 'j'q; 0q; _ (2p + 1)(2p + 2)-1<q;,q; y + leo, 
dt 

where pEN, q;ER4 and eo = (1,0,0,0) is nonlinearizable and 
yet covariant in our generalized sense under the "Poincare 
group." 

Example 2: In the physical four-dimensional space
time the wave equations treated by many authors, of the 
form (0 + m 2)q; = F(q;) with Fanalytic, arelinearizable on 
the subspace of positive energy initial conditions as well as 
on the subspace of negative energy initial conditions. Since in 
classical field theories these are the subspaces of physical 
interest (corresponding respectively to particles and antipar
ticles) we believe that this result is of some interest. 

Example 3: Once more in the physical four-dimensional 
space-time consider the first order (in time) evolution 
equation 

Jrp = ( _ L1 + m2)112q; + F(q;) . 
dt 

If we take as the space of initial conditions the Fourier trans
form of the usual Wigner space of square-integrable func
tions on the positive energy hyperboloid, F (q; ) will leave this 
space invariant and therefore the equation will be 
linearizable! 

What is the physical motivation and the physical mean
ing of our linearization program? Here are some points: 

(1) In case of linearizability of a given family of wave 
equations we have an algorithm for solving explicitly such 
equations. Such a way of solving the equation (if in addition 
convergence is proved) will necessarily be exhaustive for the 
given space of initial conditions. 

(2) What we are doing (in case of linearizability) is a 
kind of a generalized time-independent Hamilton-Jacobi 
transformation in classical field theory, where by "change of 
coordinates" in the initial fields space, we bring the system 
into a linear (and thus completely integrable) form. 

(3) In any time-evolution system (first order system in 
time), if we denote the nonlinear evolution by S (t) and the 
linear (free) part by U (t), one can check that formally the 
operator Iim T _ 00 (2 T)~1 S~ TU ( - t )S (t ) dt [or any suit
able invariant mean on R applied on t-U ( - t)S (t)] inter
twines between the nonlinear evolution and the correspond
ing linear one. 

If one develops S (t ) into a power series, there exist 
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mainly three obstacles for giving a mathematically precise 
meaning to such an operator: 

(a) being able to interchange the integral with the sum
mation which defines the power series for S (t ), 

(b) convergence of each term in the summation after the 
interchange is performed, and 

( c) convergence of the whole series in a suitable 
topology. 

The formal linearization procedure ensures at least 
point (b), which seems to be the most crucial. In "soliton 
physics" examples are known of convergence of such an in
tertwining integral in the soliton sector. 

(4) There exists a certain connection between what we 
are doing and S-matrix formalism of classical field theory. In 
a sense we are performing a type of abstract scattering the
ory. To be more precise it is quite evident that the wave 
operator (often called the Moller operator) is an intertwining 
operator between the free motion and the nonlinear motion. 
Therefore, if one wants to demonstrate the existence of a (not 
necessarily trivial) S matrix in classical field theory via the 
existence of the Moller operator (the most usual technique 
applied for such an aim), a necessary condition would be 
linearizability of our nonlinear equation in our sense dis
cussed above. 

(5) In addition to all that was said above, the main phys
ical motivation to our mathematical study is the utmost aim 
of classifying "all possible interactions" (in a well-defined 
mathematical sense) which can be generated by a given fam
ily of fields. It is rather clear that the problem of equivalence 
classes of interactions (in a nonlinear sense) of nonlinear co
variant field equations is equivalent to the characterization 
of equivalence classes of nonlinear representations of the co
variance group having a given free part, a problem with 
which we have been dealing precisely. 

(6) In Example 1, an interesting phenomenon occurs: A 
numerical coefficient - (2p + 1)/(2p +2) appears in our 
equation in an essential way. Ifwe change this coefficient by 
another one (different from zero) the resulting equation will 
no more be covariant under our covariance group. In other 
words, this numerical coefficient is necessary for the commu
tation relations of the nonlinear representation of the Lie 
algebra to hold. 

One can therefore speculate in an evident way: Suppose 
that in infinite-dimensional nonlinear representations of the 
Poincare group similar phenomena to that of Example 10c
cur (a thing which is pretty reasonable!). Is it not possible 
that dimensionless coupling constants in physics (and espe
ciallya in electrodynamics) might occur in such a manner, 
and therefore might be calculable from the nonlinear group 
theoretical formalism itself? 

Though nonlinear field theories form a subject of great 
interest by itself, one cannot deny the fact that the most pop
ular representatives of such theories have been in the last 
decade the so-called gauge theories. Most of the modern the
ories of weak as well as of strong interactions are in fact 
gauge theories. Therefore, though our article does not deal 
directly with them, we shall end our paper with some re
marks concerning gauge theories. 
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Evidently, one canot avoid being impressed by the sim
plicity and mathematical elegance of gauge theories. Yet one 
can still have some doubts about their interpretation as well 
as about the belief that among nonlinear theories only gauge 
theories have direct connection with physical reality. 

Here are some remarks concerning such questions, 
most of which apply to both Abelian and non-Abelian gauge 
theories. 

Suppose that we have a classical field theory of spinor 
and vector fields. To be more precise, let us consider a system 
of wave equations of the type L (A,t/t) = N(A,t/t), where A 
stands for the vector fields, t/t for the Fermi fields, L the free 
(linear) part, and N for the interacting (nonlinear) part. 

Suppose that L (A + a,t/t) = L (A,tf;) but that 
N(A + a,tf;)=l=N(A ,tf;) (note that intentionally we do not 
touch here the spinor fields), where a is a translation in the 
solution space of the linear equation in the vector field part. 
(In electrodynamics a would for instance be the famous pure 
gauge al-' qJ. Of course the whole point of the usual gauge 
invariance there would be to transform also the tf; field in 
such a way that 

L (Atl,t/t) - N(A,l,t/t)= L (At, + a"qJ,ei'Ptf;) 

- N(AI-' + al-'qJ,ei'Ptf;) 

holds). 
Now, we can easily convince ourselves that the set of 

solutionsofthesystemL (A,tf;) = N(A,tf;) and thatofthesys
temL (A,t/t) = N(A + a,tf;) are at least mathematically equiv
alent: There is a formal one-to-one mapping which maps the 
solutions of the first system bijectively onto the solutions of 
the second system. 

In quantum field theory the situation seems in a way 
even better: Suppose (as is usually done) that our quantiza
tion procedure is based on functional-integration tech
niques. Then, since in such techniques we integrate on the 
classical free fields, the two theories can be expected to be 
even physically equivalent, at least formally. 

In other words, even without touching the spinor fields 
(and thus without having necessarily the usual gauge invari
ance for our theory) the situation can still be physically 
interesting. 

The by now classical argument of Yang and Mills is 
physically simple and appealing: If one believes in gauge in
variance as a fundamental principle, massless vector fields 
obeying Yang-Mills equations "must" exist. If (for physical 
applications) they require mass, give them mass by the 
Higgs-Kibble mechanism. If the fields F~v are not gauge 
invariant (only F~v F~v is!) still they are observables in a 
certain sense as their quanta should represent the vector par
ticles. If one cannot always determine even up to a gauge 
transformation in the non-Abelian case (Gribov's difficulty) 
the potentials from the fields, this fact might turn to be rath
er an advantage for the famous confinement problem. 

In other words, gauge theories have become something 
like a dogma! 
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One should note that actually in gauge theories the only 
term we have to compensate is a pure gauge. In other words, 
vector fields are not needed to ensure gauge in variance, and 
fictitious scalar fields can do. As a matter of fact all that is 
needed is to replace all derivatives of the Fermi fields by 
a I-' -iea" A and postulate that the scalar fields A transform 
like A-A + A under local gauge transformations. 

The scalar fields A do not have a free (kinetic) Lagran
gian and the variation of the total Lagrangian with respect to 
A gives nothing more than the conservation equations for the 
currents. 

The last but not least remark is the following: Look at 
the Hilbert space of the classical fields and note that the 
Poincare group acts in this space and in particular on the 
Fermi fields, on which we concentrate. Let U (x) be matrices 
over a ring offunctions on R4 which are unitary on the spinor 
fields and identity on the vector fields. Then the operation 
tf;-Ut/t, AI-' ~A" 'PI-' ~UP/l u· and MI-',.--+UM,lV U· is a triv
ial symmetry of the nonlinear Lagrangian which is a differ
ent way of interpreting gauge in variance of spinor fields 
without touching the vector fields. 

Evidently in such an interpretation, which is a change 
of basis in Hilbert space (similarity transformation), the dif
ferential operator which defined the field equation does not 
stay invariant but transforms by similarity. 

Therefore, our operation U does not send solutions of 
the equation to themselves, but defines a weak covariance 
exactly like conformal transformations in some massive the
ories (as there, this notion turns out to be useful). It is also 
quite clear that in quantized Yang-Mills theories more gen
eral fields of operators U (x) on R4 are admissible, and that 
these might be of some physical interest. 

To sum up, we end with two interesting questions for 
future research which arise from our discussion: 

(1) One should study situations in which usual gauge 
in variance is not satisfied (non minimal coupling) and see 
whether they can apply in particle physics. 

(2) Since contrary to Yang and Mills philosophy we do 
not think that the photon exists thanks to the usual gauge 
invariance, what will then be the true mechanism which 
forces the existence of the photon? 
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Operator ordering for Fermi systems is formulated generally with the aid of the Grassmann 
numbers. The ordering schemes are restricted to a special class called s -ordering in contrast with 
those for Bose systems. A relation, similar to that for Bose systems, is shown to exist between 
different values of the equal-time contractions in the Dyson-Wick expansions of the S matrix 
and different operator orderings in the interaction Hamiltonian. The S matrix is independent of 
the ordering scheme chosen. In the functional integral context, different orderings correspond to 
different discretization prescriptions for the definition of the functional integrals in terms of 
coherent states for Fermi operators. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In general, interaction Hamiltonians contain products 
of noncommuting operators at equal times in quantum the
ory. Since Dyson's time-ordering operation does not pre
scribe the ordering of operators when two or more times 
coincide, the Dyson-Wick expansion cannot be applied to 
perturbation calculations in its simple form. 

In previous papers (Refs. 1,2, and 3, to be referred to as 
I, II, and III, respectively) the author (in collaboration with 
Leschke and Hirshfeld) has investigated in detail the opera
tor-ordering problem for Bose systems in quantum mechan
ics and in quantum field theory. They pointed out the neces
sity of prescribing definite (regularized) values for the equal
time contractions in order to be able to apply Dyson-Wick 
perturbation methods. The values chosen are intimately re
lated to the ordering of the operators in the interaction Ha
miltonian. Different orderings lead to different Feynman 
rules, although the S matrix is independent of the ordering 
chosen. 

Different operator orderings correspond to different 
definitions of functional integration in the functional inte
gral method.4 In Ref. 5, the author has studied the general 
correspondence rules (general ordering schemes) in the 
framework of the functional integrals for Bose systems. It 
was found that the functional integration in the lattice ap
proximation and the phase space function should be defined 
in an ordering dependent way.4 Among general ordering 
schemes, special ordering schemes, called u ordering and s 
ordering, are shown to have the simplest expressions in the 
phase space and the coherent state representations, 
respectively. 

In this paper we discuss generally operator ordering for 
Fermi systems and develop generalized Dyson-Wick expan
sions for the S matrix. Then we study the functional integral 
expressions for the general ordering schemes based on the 
recent work by Ohnuki and Kashiwa! who discussed the 

"On leave ofahsence from the Department of Physics, Kanazawa Universi
ty. 920 Kanazawa. Japan. 

coherent-state representation of the functional integral for 
Fermi systems. We shall find that similar conclusions to 
those for the Bose case in all respects are obtained for the 
Fermi case. 

II. OPERATOR ORDERING FOR FERMI SYSTEMS 

We start by defining operator ordering generally for 
Fermi systems. This may easily be done in much the same 
way as was done for Bose systems in I-III. The only change 
is that one must introduce anticommuting c numbers, i.e., 
the Grassmann numbers.7 

For simplicity, let us discuss first a system with one 
degree of freedom described by creation and annihilation 
operators a and a+, which satisfy the usual anticommutation 
relations. As for the Bose case, we define a generalized Weyl 
operator 

(2.1 ) 

where a andfi are the Grassmann numbers assumed to anti
commute with a and a., respectively, also. Due to the proper
ty of the Grassmann numbers, the function F, (a,fi) is gener
ally expressed as [under the condition F, (0,0) = I] 

(2.2) 

where co,c 1 , and s are arbitrary c numbers. That F, is limited 
to the above simple form is characteristic of the Fermi case, 
contrary to the Bose case. 

Let us now assume that Co = C 1 = 0, the meaning of 
which will be explained soon. Then one sees from the form of 
Eq. (2.2) that the general ordering scheme in the Fermi case 
is restricted to only that called s ordering in the Bose case. 1.2 

The s-ordered product \ j, of an operator G (a,a+) is defined 
by the relation 

\ G (a,a+) j, = G (:a ' :fi )D, (a,fi )[" /J o· (2.3) 

Note that, inside the ordering bracket! I" all operators 
must be treated as if they were the Grassmann numbers. We 
shall use left derivatives for the definition of the derivatives 
with respect to the Grassmann numbers.' The assumption 
Co = C 1 = 0 about the form of F, (a ,fi) corresponds to 
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requiring 

[ a Is = a and [ a+) s = a' . (2.4) 

Some of the orderings covered by the s ordering are as fol
lows: s = I,D, and - 1 correspond to the normal, Weyl, and 
antinormal ordering, respectively. 

Now we introduce a Grassmann number function 
g,(a,a+), called an s function, associated with the operator 
G (a,a') for a given s. This function is uniquely defined by 

(2.5) 

The meaning of the right-hand side is that one must replace 
the Grassmann numbers a and a' in the s function by the 
operators a and a', and s order the result. 

Differently ordered products and the corresponding 
functions of an operator G are related to each other in the 
following way: 

[ G (a,a') ls = {( 1 + s ~ s' a!a, )G (a,a+)} 

= {exp(s - s' ~)G (a,a')} (2.6) 
2 aaaa+ 

and 

[ 
s - s' a2 

] g,,(a,a') = 1 + ---- gs(a,a') 
2 aaaa' 

(
s - s' a2 

) = exp ---- gs(a,a'). 
2 aaoa' 

(2.7) 

The proof is easily obtained by observing that G (a,a') is ex
pressed in general asAI + A 2 a + A)a+ + A4aa+. (See also 
the Appendix in II.) 

The above procedure may be generalized simply to 
many degrees of freedom. Since one may consider different 
orderings for different degrees of freedom, Eq. (2.3) is re
written as 

[G(a,a')J/~11,1 =G(:a, ~)D/(a,,8)la=/3=o, (2.8) 

where 

D, (a,p)=exp(~~ a,p,)exp[~(a,a, +p,a,+)]. (2.9) 

Also, Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) are re-expressed as 

{ ( 
s - s~ (

2
) } [ G (a,a'») J = exp L -'--' ~ ~ + G (a,a') , 

; 2 aa;aa; .Y' 

(2.10) 

( 
s· -s' a2 

} 
g/,(a,a+) = exp L -'--'. f(a,a+). 

; 2 aa,aa,+ 
(2.11) 

(Note that the product of two Grassmann numbers com
mutes with any Grassmann number and operator. The proof 
is therefore given in the same way as in the Appendix ofll.) 

In quantum field theory, the ordering terms are diver
gent. It is therefore necessary to introduce some regulariza
tion method to treat the divergent integral. In III, we have 
discussed quantum field theory for the Bose systems on the 
basis of dimensional regularization and the usual cutoff 
method. Similar discussions may be carried out also about 
the Fermi case. In Appendix A we shall show, as an example, 
operator ordering of a free Dirac theory. 
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III. GENERALIZED WICK THEOREM AND DYSON-WICK 
EXPANSIONS FOR THE S MATRIX 

We now generalize the usual Wick theorem to the case 
when two or more times coincide. It is done analogously to 
the procedure for the Bose systems. We introduce a time
ordering operation Tn which extends the usual definition to 
the case of equal times through 

T/ [G (a(t ),a+(t ),t) J _eitHn
[ G (a,a.,t») Je - ;tH

O 

, (3.1) 

where H ° is a free Hamiltonian. a(t) and a+(t ) are operators 
in the interaction representation. We easily find that 

T/ [g/ (aCt ),a+(t ),t) J = G (a(t ),a+(t ),t) . (3.2) 

It is convenient to introduce the following notation: 

{
a(t), for v = I, 

a'{t) = 
a'(t ), for v = 2. 

(3.3) 

For an arbitrary operator function, the generalized Wick 
theorem may be given by 

(3.4) 

The functional differential operator on the right-hand side is 
obtained from the Gaussian functional 

Zo/./' [avJ = exp[ - q;, f dt 

X f dl '.:1'::> (I - r ')aV(t )aV'(t')], (3.5) 

by substituting the Grassmann number argument a'{t) with 
the differential operator 81M '(t). The contractions appear
ing in Eqs. (3.5) are 

.1'~v·/' (t - t ')==T/ [aV(r )aV'(r') I - [a'{t )a'.'(t ')j/, . (3.6) 

The proof of the generalized Wick theorem (3.4) is given by 
the combination of the usual Wick theorem8 (for different 
times) with the formula (2.10) (for equal times), as shown in 
Appendix B. 

Now let us apply the theorem to the scattering operator 

(3.7) 

where HI is an interaction Hamiltonian. First we find 

(3.8) 

where we have used Eq. (3.2). Here, h[ is the s function of 
H I. Then the generalized Wick theorem yields 

S = {zo/N [o~,}xp[ -J dth 1/ (a'{t ),t) Jl.v' (3.9) 

where, for simplicity, we have chosen Y' to represent nor
mal ordering. The contractions in Z 0/ N are 

.:1 ';'N(t - t') = (01 L [a'{t )a"(t') J 10) . (3.10) 

Just as in the Bose case, Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9) show how the s 
dependence of the function h 1/ is compensated for by the 
corresponding s dependence of the equal-time prescription 
of the time ordering operation in such a way that the S opera
tor is independent of s. 

Let us show a simple example with the following 
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FIG. I. Tadpole diagrams. 

! 

Lagrangian: 

!.[' = Ii(it'a" - mo)tP + Ha"tPJi'tP - ,u~tP 2] 
- g!li,tPlNtP, (3.11) 

where tP is a Dirac field and tP is a scalar field. Since a normal
ordered form of interaction is assumed, there is no contribu
tion from tadpole diagrams. Let us evaluate tadpole dia
grams in the s-ordering scheme. Since 

(3.12) 

we obtain [using Eq. (A6)] 

hl/ (tP,tP) = glitPtP + (1 - s) Tr[S a~(O) - S a/J(O)]tP, 
2 

(3.13) 

where, for simplicity, we have used the same s for every de
gree offreedom. Weare assuming some regularization meth
od [e.g., Eq. (A9)]. Since by definition 

(01 T, (li(x)tP(x»IO) = (s - 1) Tr [S a~(O) - S a/J(O)] , 
2 

(3.14) 

we easily find that both contributions from Figs. l(a) and 
1 (b) cancel each other as expected. 

IV. FUNCTIONAL INTEGRAL 

In this section we present the functional integral expres
sions for the general ordering scheme. First let us follow the 
recent work by Ohnuki and Kashiwa6

. Coherent states are 
introduced as follows: 

(4.1) 

and 

« S)n laj = « S)n ISj , (4.2) 

where 

and 

(4.4) 

with 

D( Sj' a) = ~ (Sj - a) . 
I 

(4.5) 

Here, tj are the Grassmann number. Likewise, 

l(s):)=D(an+ ,t:)·"D(at ,t~)IO), (4.6) 

and 

(4.7) 

turn out to be coherent states for 12/ with the Grassmann 
number eigenvalue t;. The completeness conditions are giv
en, e.g., by 
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(4.8) 

and 

f f e --~S:5'I(t)n) «0: I (dOn (ds): = 1, (4.9) 

where 

(4.10) 

and 

(4.11 ) 

For any state vector, one can define the Grassmann repre
sentatives by 

tPA«On)-«OnIA ), tPA«t):)=«t):IA) (4.12) 

and their adjoints 

¢A«t):) (A 1(0:), ¢A«On),=(A I(On)' (4.13) 

For the vacuum, one finds 

tPo«t):)=¢O«t)n)= 1. (4.14) 

As shown in Ref. 5, let us define a generating 
functional: 

W y [1]] 

= (Ty {exp[i J' dt W(t )1]*(t) - aCt )1](t»]} t ' 
(4.15) 

where 1](t )and 1]*(t ) are external Grassmann number source 
functions and aCt ) and a + (t) are N-component operators in 
the Heisenberg representation. Here Y means an N-compo
nent set! Sj l . The time-ordering operation Ty for the case of 
equal times is defined, in this case, by 

Ty !A(a(t),a+(t),t)l- !A(a(t),a+(t),t)lJ, (4.16) 

where 

fA (a(t), a +(t), t)L -U t~l !A (a, a., t)l.y U'" ' (4.17) 

and 

UIl,=exp[ - i(t - tl)H] . (4.18) 

The bracket (.) ba means 

(.) ba = (B IUt, t,(')IA ) . (4.19) 

It should be noted that, since W y [1]] is defined by using the 
T/ product, all operators, even in the products at equal 
times, behave as if they were the Grassmann numbers in 
W/ [1]]. This is essential when one tries to get the functional 
integral expression of a quantum theory, because the func
tional integral approach is a Grassmann-number method for 
the Fermi systems just as it is a c-number method for the 
Bose systems. 

The lattice approximation to Eq. (4.15) is given by 

W(;)[1]] = (T/ [exp(i ktl LltaZ1]n])ba' (4.20) 

where 1]~ = (1]*(tk), - 1](tk », a~ = (d + (tk), d(tk », tk 
= t I + kLl t and Ll, = (t r - t 1)1 N . 

For an arbitrary function/(a) we have 
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f( 
-a )W(N)[] (I i.:1,ll'Nll"j {f(a-)ei.:1,ii'trI',] lei.:1,iii'lli'j > -- y 7] = t e y'" k y'" f ba' 

i11,a7]k . 

which reduces to 

(B II eiil,a"'i'~l je - .:1/1 ... {f(a)e'.:1,a"ll~J.ye - '.:1/1 .. ·1 e'.:1,ii"ll't l.y e - d/iiA > 

= ff iB(<SN)n)e -}oJ, S~,S'I«SN):lle'.:1,a"7INl.ye-'.:1,HI(SN_1 )n)···(sk):llf(a)e'ilp "7
Jl.'lJ 

N 

xe- I .:1,HI(Sk_1 )n)···«SI):lle'.:1,o"ll','l.ye-'.:1/1I(So)n)tPA«SO):) n (dSI)n(dSI):, 
I~O 

where we have used the completeness relation (4.9). 
Now, from Eqs. (4.3), (4.7), (2.5), and (2.11), we observe that the following relations hold: 

« Sk): IG (a + , a)i( Sk -I )n) = expCtl S ~,j Sk -I,j IN( S ~, Sk -I ) 

(
n ) (nSI a

Z 
= exp L S~.jSk-l,j exp L); as as' 

}= I }= I k-I,j k,j 

where gN and gy are Nand .Y functions of G, respectively. From Eq. (2.10) we also get 

«sk):IIG(a+ ,ii)l.yl(Sk-1 )n) =exp( t S!.)Sk-I,J)exp [ t Sj;1 as aZas' 
}-I }-I k-I,} k., 

When use is made of the partial integration,? we obtain 

ff e-,t,S;.lSk"-S' "')exp(tSj;1 as a2as·)G(S:,Sk_I)(dSk):(dSk_l)n 
,-I n-I,} k.} 

II 

-i 5;'(5",- 5' 
= e ;_1 

where 

J _ (1 + s) (1 - s) 
S k -\.j = 2 Sk -I,) + 2 Sk,j . 

Consequently, 

f(- 'A aa )W<)')[7]] = IIiB«SN)n)f<S:, S{-I )exp(I_N i11,!fI)tPA«SO):) II_N (dSI)n(dSI):, 
l~, 7]k 1-0 1-0 

where 

!fl = i i. s;j SI,) - SI_I,)/11, - h.A S;, S·rl ) + i. (S ;,)7];,) - St~I.) 7]1,), for 1= I-N, 
j= I J= I 

!fo = iJtl S~.J SQ,J/11t. 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

Here we have assumed that h y commutes with all Grassmann numbers. The result (4.28) may be interpreted as a generaliza
tion of the expression obtained in Ref. 6 for normal ordering, Note that, for general S ordering, the s function h y of the 
Hamiltonian is used in addition to the "discretization" rule expressed by (S (-I ). This is analogous to the s-ordering case for 
Bose systems5

• 

As a simple example, let us take the following model: 

H = mea + il + b + b) + gil + b + ba . 

Then 

hy=(s,.s,)(S*,S)= m(S(1)"s(l) + S (2)"s (2»+ ~ (2-S1 -sz) + g[S (I)'S(2)"S (2)S (I) + 

(l-sz) (I)' (I) (I-SI )(I-Sz )] 
+ 2 SS+ 4 ' 
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(4.30) 

(4.31) 
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where S- (I) and S- (2) correspond to the operators a and b, respectively. Therefore, the generating functional between the vacuum 
states is given as follows: 

W
y 

[77] = ~~ II exp[i Ito .:1,2"1 L:{( (dS-\2)dS-?)ds-f)'dS-\2)') , (4.32) 

where 

2" = i " f;-(j)'(f;-(j) _ f;-(J} )/.:1 _ h (f;-(I)' f;-s,,(I) f;-(2)' f;-s,,(2» + " (f;-V)'71V)' _ f;-sp(J) 71(J}) 
I £.. ~I ~I ~I~I t Y~I '~I~I'~I '~I~I £.. ~I '11 ~I~I'II' for l=l-N, 

j=I,2 j=I,2 

2" 0= i I S-~J)·S-~J)/.:1t. 
j= 1,2 

Here 

J;-s,,(t} = (1 + Si) J;-(t} + (l - Si) f;-(t} 
~I~I- 2 ~I~I 2 ~I' 

V.SUMMARY 

We have studied operator ordering for Fenni systems. 
Once use is made of the Grassmann numbers, the procedure 
is completely analogous to that for Bose systems. The gener
al ordering for Fermi systems is restricted to the S ordering 
only. The generalized Wick theorem and the Dyson-Wick 
expansions for the S matrix have been given analogously. 
The S matrix is independent of the ordering chosen. Using 
coherent states for Fermi operators, we have obtained the 
functional integral expression of the generating functional 
for thes ordering, which is again similar to the coherent state 
expression for the Bose system. As far as the functional inte
gral expressions are concerned, two features are different 
from the naively expected fonn. One must use the s function 
h,/ in place of the classical Hamiltonian. In addition, one 
must take the discretization prescription corresponding to 
the s ordering. 
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APPENDIX A 

Since it is useful for application, we shall give the order
ing scheme for a free Dirac theory. The Dirac field is expand
ed as 

(7= ± 

J/I~ ~ )(x) = (21T) ~3!2 I d 3p ~ ; 
P 

X I b (7+ (p)v~(p)e'PX . (A1) 
a= ± 
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(4.33) 

(4.34) 

I A 

Ifwe assume (s;, s~) ordering for Ci(7 and b", the generalized 
Weyl operator becomes 

Dj(S, 77) = F,y(S, 77)exp{ I d 3x 

X I [s-~(x)J/I~+)(X)+S-~(X)¢~+)(X)+77~(X) 
" 

(A2) 

with 

F/(S, 77) = exp [ I -2
1 

".13,' = 1.2 

XII;.a f3 (X - Y)S-~(X)77P(y)d3Xd3y], (A3) 

where operators in Eqs. (A2) are in the Schr6dinger repre
sentation. Here, 1~.af3 are defined as follows: 

m I d 3

p 1 I (x _ y) = -- -- " Sl u" (P)iJf3 (p)e- ip(x _. y) , 
s,a{3 (21T)3 Ep ~ (7" " 

(A4) 

12 (x _ y) = __ -- " S2 V a(p)z/(p)e ~ ,p(x - y) . m I d 3
p - . 

s.,,{3 (21T)3 Ep ~ "" (T 

(A5) 

For example, 

[J/I~ + )(x)¢~ ~ )(y) J,/ 

= "'(+)(X)¢(~)(y) _ _ m_ 
'f'a (3 2(21T)3 

xI d
3
p I(s; +1)u~(p)~(p)e~iP(X~Y). (A6) 

Ep (7 

In the limit of equal space-time, the extra tenns become 
divergent. If we assume s~ = Si, there are two types of diver
gences. In dimensional regularization3 they are replaced by 

J d3p J dn~lp 
(21T)3 --+ (21T)n -I = 0, 

(A7) 

J d3p f dn-Ip 
(21T)JEp --+ (21Tt -I Ep 

---r 1--
2m n 

--2 ( n) 
- (41TtI2 2 . 

(AS) 

For example, 

Tr(S~; )(0) - S~/3 )(0» 
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f d 3p 2m" - I ( n ) 
= m (217)3Ep - (417)"12 r 1 - 2" ' (A9) 

whereS aP (-) is a usual positive (negative) energy part ofthe 
free Green function. 

APPENDIX B 

Let us prove the generalized Wick theorem (3.2). First 
we note that for different times the usual Wick theorem is 
expressed as 

(Bl) 

where Zc;. is given by Eq. (3.5) with the definition of the 
contraction 

L1 ;/(t - t ') -T! aV(t )aV'(t') J - ! aV(t )aV'(t ') J N 

= (01 T! aV(t )aV'(t') J 10) . (B2) 

If we combine Eq, (B 1) with the formula (2.10) for equal 
times, we obtain the generalized Wick theorem for the case 
.5'" = N. Now, since in the interaction representation, in 
general, 

(B3) 

We can generalize the formula (2.10) to the case of unequal 
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times as follows: 

! G (aV(t »J.y = {i ~ Y' [ 8a~(t) ] G (aV(t»} Y' ' (B4) 

wherei~y, is given by Eq. (3.5) with the following replace
ment of the definition of the contraction: 

L1 y>(t - t ') -! aV(t )av'(t ') Jy 
- !aV(t)aV'(t')Jy, . (B5) 

Combination of the theorem (3.2) for.5'" = Nand Eq. (B4) 
leads to the generalized Wick theorem for general .5"'. 
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A recursion formula for sp(3,R) matrix elements 
G. Rosensteel a) 

Department of Physics. Tulane University. New Orleans. Louisiana 70118 

(Received 11 September 1979; accepted for publication 26 November 1979) 

A recursion for~ula is derived for the reduced matrix elements of the sp(3,R ) discrete series with 
respect to a baSIS symmetry-adapted to its u(3) subalgebra. These matrix elements are needed in 
the symplectic nuclear model of collective motion. 

1. DEFINITION OF sp(3,R) 

The noncom pact symplectic algebra has been identified 
as the dynamical algebra describing monopole and quadru
pole collective excitations in the nuclear harmonic oscillator 
shell model. 1-8 The physically relevant discrete series irredu
cible representations of sp(n,R ) were constructed by Gode
ment9 and their reduction into irreps of its maximally com
pact subgroup U(n) was determined by the author. 10 

Although required for applications, the sp(n,R ) matrix ele
ments are known only for the cases of one- (n = 1)1 and two
(n = 2)2.8 dimensional collective motion in which use was 
made of the low dimensional Cartan isomorphisms G 1 =::d I' 
G2~B2' In this paper, a recursion formula is derived for the 
sp(3,R ) matrix elements with respect to a basis symmetry
adapted to the u(3) subalgebra. 

A basis for the complexification G3 of sp(3,R ) is given 
by the one-body bilinear products in the harmonic oscillator 
bosons, 

II 

Ai} =! r caj ca~ , 
a=-l 

(1) 

II 

Gij =! r (ce:; caj + cajcaj ) , 
a=l 

where caj denotes the oscillator boson for the a particle in 
the A -particle space. This basis is especially useful because of 
its relation with the unitary subalgebra. 

The u(3) subalgebra is spanned by the number-conserv
ing G ij' Thus the number operator is H = };.t = I C i ;. and the 
su(3) subalgebra is spanned by the eight independent trace
less operators Gij - (l/3)oijHo. The commutation relations 
of the Cij with themselves and with the A i) and B ij are par
ticularly simple. 

Firstly, the traceless operators may be viewed as an 
su(3) irreducible tensor operator, via the adjoint representa
tion, transforming according to the (Ap) = (11) su(3) irrep. 
The tensor operator G~~l) contains angular momentum I = 2 
and I = 1 components normalized by C)~\m = 0 = Lo and 
Cil~)2,m.~O = 3-1/2(2C33 - Cn - C22)· In addition, theoper
atorsAij andBij are also su(3) tensor operators transforming 
according to the (20) and (02) irreps, respectively. BothA ~~) 
and B ~~) contain I = 2 and I = 0 components normalized by 

A \22)0,m = 0 = ( ~ )1/2(AIl + A22 + An), 
(2a) 

B(02) - (1, )1/2(B B B) 
I = O,m = 0 - 3 II + 22 + 33, 

(2b) 
B (02) - 3-1/2(2B B 1= 2,m = 0 - 33 - II - B22) . 

Moreover, A (20, and B (02, are 21WJ raising and lowering 
operators, 

[IWJH A (20)] = 2.1::-A (20) 
0' 1m TICJ.} 1m , 

[IWJH B (02)] = -2.1::-. B (02) 
0' 1m TI/P 1m' 

and B (02, is the adjoint of A (20" 

B (02) = ( -1) 1- meA (20) )t 
1m I-m • 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(4) 

The remaining defining commutation relations are giv
en by 

(5) 

and 

[B i?;}",A );~,] = !VlO I «02)llml;(20)12m21(l1)lm)C)~I) 
1m 

+2( ~ )1/2«02)llml;(20)12m21(OO»Ho, (6) 

where the coefficients are su(3) Clebsch-Gordons. 
Suppose now that I iN (l!.p)a) are orthonormal basis 

states for a sp(3,R ) irrep, which are symmetry-adapted to the 
u(3) subalgebra. Thus, N is the eigenvalue of Ho and (AJ.l) 
fixes the su(3) content. The index i is used, when necessary, 
to distinguish multiply-occurring u(3) irreps; states with dif
ferent i are orthogonal. The quantum numbers a-KLM 
range over the basis states corresponding to the (Ap) irrep. 
The K quantum number is similar to that defined by Verga
dos. II Thus, states with different K quantum numbers are 
orthogonal and the range of K is the same as the range of the 
Elliott K quantum number. The LM denote the so(3):J so(2) 
content which, if A-;;'P, are projected from the su(3) highest 
weight state and, if A <p, from the su(3) lowest weight state. 

The matrix elements of the A (20', B (02" and C ( II , opera-
tors may be calculated from their reduced matrix elements 
via the Wigner-Eckart theorem using the Wigner coeffi
cients of su(3). These coefficients are readily available due to 
the work of Draayer and Akiyama. 12 With these authors' 
phase conventions and the convention for the so(3) projec
tion, one finds 

(iN (Ap)a'IC~ 1)liN (Ap)a) 

= (Ajl)a;(11)f3I(Ap)a')p ~ I «Ap)IIC (II '!I(Ap», (7) 

where 
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_ 2( A 2 + f.l2 + Af.l +3A +3f.l )1/2 (8) 
gAp - 3 ' 

and a' = K'L 'M', a = KLM, andp = 1m. 

Similarly, 

(i'N'(A 'f.l')a'IA ~O)liN(Af.l)a) 

= «Af.l)a;(20)p 10 'f.l')a')(i'N'(A 'f.l')IIA ,2°)lliN(Af.l» , (9) 

(i'N '(A 'f.l')a' IB }J2)liN (Af.l)a) 

= «Af.l)a;(02)p I(A 'f.l')a')(i'N'(A 'f.l')IIB (02)lIiN(Af.l» .(to) 

But, since B (02) is the adjoint of A (20), 

(i'N'(A 'f.l')IIB IliN(Af.l» 

= ( -1) A ' + p' + A + p( dim(Af.l) ) 112 

dim(A 'f.l ') 
X (iN (Af.l)IIA ,2°)IIIN'(A 'f.l'»' . 

Note that from the commutation relations (3), 

(11) 

(i'N'(A 'f.l')IIA IliN(Af.l» = 0, if N';fN +2 . (12) 

Therefore, it has been found, due to the u(3) symmetry 
adaptation of both the basis states and the sp(3,R ) operators, 
that the only undetermined matrix elements are the u(3) re
duced matrix elements of A (20). Moreover, these matrix ele
ments must be solutions to the commutation relations, Eqs. 
(5 and 6). 

2. Sp(3,R) DISCRETE SERIES 

Before deriving a recursion relation for the A (20) re
duced matrix elements, it is necessary to review some basic 
properties of the sp(3,R) discrete series.4

,9,10 

For every irrep ofu(3), No(Ad-lo), there is associated an 
irreducible unitary representation ofsp(3,R). The represen
tation space for the NiAd-lo) symplectic irrep is given by 

(13) 

where ~:'(A~:'~ is the eigenspace of Ho belonging to the ei
genvalue No + n and ~:'(tIlO) carries the No(Ad-lo) irrep of 
u(3). 

The subspace ~:'{A~Il~ is generated by the polynomials 
of degree n/2 in the raising operators A (20) acting on 
~:.(tllo)' However, because the raising operators commute, 
Eq. (5), only symmetric polynomials are nonzero. It is 
known that the su(3) content (AI1) of the symmetric coupling 
of n/2 copies of (2,0) tensors is enumerated by the set 13 

f} (n) 

=!(i,u)ln,+n2+n3 =n, i=n l -n2, ,u=n2-n3 , 

where n "n 2,n3 range over the even nonnegative 

integers with n,>n2>n3 J . (14) 

Hence, 

~N, + n) _ EI1 A n(,,[p)~No) (15) 
No(Aoll,) - (A/l)E!1'''' No(AoPo) , 

where there are n/2 copies of A (20) in the symmetric coupling 
forming A n("[p). 
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TABLE 1. Symmetric couplings and their parents. 

Possible 
{} (n) p~rents 

n (1,,1) (Ii ',,1') 

n=O (0,0) 
n=2 (2,0) 
n=4 (4,0) (2,0) 

(0,2) (2,0) 
n=6 (6,0) (4,0) 

(2,2) (4,0),(0,2) 
(0,0) (0,2) 

n=8 (8,0) (6,0) 
(4,2) (6,0),(2,2) 
(0,4) (2,2) 
(2,0) (2,2),(0,0) 

n = 10 (10,0) (8,0) 
(6,2) (8,0),(4,2) 
(2,4) (4,2),(0,4) 
(4,0) (4,2),(2,0) 
(0,2) (0,4),(2,0) 

The tensor operators A n(,,[p) may be computed 
recursively, 

A ;("[P) = I «20)p;(i ',u')y'l(i,u)y)A ~2°)A ~ -2( ,,['1;') ,(16) 
fl.y' 

where the "parent" (i ',u') of (i,u) is chosen by convention 
once and for all from the set 

n(n--2)n!(i-2,,u),(i,,u+2),(i +2,,u-2)J. (17) 

In the accompanying table, (i,u)E n (n) and their possible 
parents (i ',u') are listed up to n = to. Different choices of 
parents define different phases for the tensors A n("[P), and, as 
will become apparent, different phases for the matrix ele
ments of A (20). 

A basis for the subspace ~:'{A~lln~ is given by 

if> [(AI1)pN(Af.l)a] 

= I «AI1)y;(Ad-lo)aol(Af.l)a)pA ;(,,[P)INo(Ad-lo)ao) , 
Y,ao 

(18) 

where INo(Ad-lo)ao) spans ~~(tll')' p denotes the multi
plicityof0f.l) in the coupling (A,u) ® (Ad-lo), andN = No + n 
is the eigenvalue of Ho. 

Two basis states with different u(3) content N (Af.l) are 
necessarily orthogonal. On the other hand, two such states 
with identical u(3) symmetry N (Af.l), yet distinct (i,u)p 
quantum numbers, are not in general orthogonal. Therefore, 
we diagonalize the metric matrix in order to define the orth
onormal basis liN(Af.l)a). Thus, 

(if> [(i2!12)P2N (Af.l)a] I if> [(i Ifl,)p,N (Ap)a]) 

= I R N(AIl)(i,(i2!12)P2)W;,(AIl)R N(AIl)(i,(iIfl,)p,) , 

(19) 

where R N(AIl) is the orthogonal diagonalization matrix and 
W;'(AIl) are the eigenvalues of the metric matrix. Note that the 
metric matrix and, hence, its eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
forming R N(AIl) are independent of a = KLM. Moreover, as 
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will become apparent from the recursion relation, the metric 
matrix is real. Therefore, the orthonormal basis is given by 

level, (iN(Afl)IIA (2°'IIi'N -2(A 'fl'», in terms of the data at 
the N -2 oscillator level, viz, (i'N -2(A 'fl')IIA (zo'il 

I iN (Afl )a ) 

= (W~(AI')tI/Z L R N(AI')(i,(AI1)p)<P [(AI1)pN (Afl)a] .(20) 
(Ajl),p 

3. RECURSION FORMULAS 

i" N -4(A "fl "», as well as R N -Z( A 'I") and wf, -2(A '1"), This is 
achieved in two steps by first deriving a formula for the met
ric matrix at the Nth level in terms of the data at the N -2 
level (Formula A), and then determining the reduced matrix 
elements at the N th level in terms of the metric matrix at the 
Nth level in addition to the N -2 level data (Formula B), 

We are now in a position to derive a recursion formula 
for the reduced matrix elements of A (ZO, at the N th oscillator 

These two formulas are given as follows: 

Formula A: 

(<P [(AzJ1z)pzN (Afl)a] I <P [(AJJ1I)P IN (Afl)a) = L U «20)(A ;11;)0fl)(AoUo);(AzJ1z)Pz(A 2flz )pz) 
(A 2PDpi 
(A ,I',)p, 

xU «20)(A il1i )(Afl)(AoUo);(A JJ11)PI(A ifl; )p;). ? (w~ -Z( A 2Pi» I/ZR N -Z( A 2P21(iz ,(A ;l1i)p2) 
'2,1 1 

.(wt,2( A 11'1» 1/2R N -Z( A 11'1)(i; ,(A ;11;)p; ).{ j"(f..I") ( -1) A" -I''' + A -I'U «20)(A "fl")(Afl)(20);0 ;fl;)(A ifl;» 

· (i;N -2( A 2fl2 )IIA Iii" N -4(A "fl "» ( i; N -2( A ;fli )IIA Iii" N -4(A "fl"» + 8 «A 2fl2),(A ifli »8 (i2 ii) 

· [( 1f )I/ZU (0 ifli )(11)(Afl )(20);0 ifli )(20»«A i fli )IIC II (A ifli» + j(N -2) ] }, (21) 

where (A ~11k) is the parent of (Akl1k)' (A "fl/JP" runs over the coupling (A ,,11k) ® (Aoflo), i" runs over the normalized states 
with u(3) symmetry N -2 (A "fl/J, i"(A "fl") runs over all normalized states at theN -4 level, and U denotes the U-coefficient 
or 6-(Afl) coefficients of su(3), 12 

Formula B: 

(izN(Azflz)IIA (2°'ll ii N -2(A ifli» 

= (WZ(A,}l,»-I/Z _L R N (A,}l2)(iz ,(Azl1Z}Pz ). L U «20)(A ;11; )(Azflz )(Aoflo );(AzJ1z)pz(A ;fl2 )p;) 
(A,p,)p, (A 2PDp, 

· ~ (w~ -Z( A 2Pi» lIZ R N -Z( A 2Pz)(i; ,(A ;11; )p; ).{ j"(f..I''') ( -1) A" -I''' + A; -1'; U «20)(A "fl")(Azf1-z)(20);(A 2fl2 )(A ifli» 

·(iiN -2(A ;fli)IIA Ili"N -4(A "fl"» ( iiN -2 (A ifli)IIA IIi"N -4(A "fl"» 

+ (-1 )A,-11,+A;+I"8«A 2fl2),(A ifli»8(i;,;i) 

• [( Jj2 )1/2 U «A ifli )(11)(Azf1-z)(20);(A ifli )(20» «A iflDIIC II(A ifli» + HN -2) 1} , (22) 

where (AzJ1z) runs over the elements of {J (N - No), which couple with (AoUo) to form (Azf1-z) with nonzero multiplicity Pz, 
(A ;11;), the parent of (izJ1z), (A ;fl; )Pz, which runs over the couplings (A ;11;) ® (AoUo), i;, which runs over the normalized 
states with u(3) symmetry N -2(A 2fl2)' and r(A "fl"), which runs over all normalized states at the N -4 level. 

In order to prove formula A, first use the definition of the <P, Eq. (18), the recursion relation for the tensors A n(,ljl\ Eq, 
(16), and the definition of the U-coefficients to obtain 

(<P [(AzJ1Z)P2N (Afl)a] I <P [(A JJ11)P IN (Afl)a]) 

L U «20)(A ;11; )(Afl)(AuUo);(A:?J1z)pz(A 2fl2 )P2) U «20)(A il1i )(Afl)(AuUo);(AJJ1I)PI(A ;fl; )p; ) 

926 

(A 2Pi)P; 
(A 11'1)p; 

. L L «20)Pz;(A 2fl2)a; I(Afl)a)«20)Pl;(A ;fli)ai I(Afl)a) 
a2.a~ f3l./3 • 

• ( <P [(A ;11;)p;N -2( A ;fl2 )a; ] I (A ~O»tA ~O)<p [(A il1; )p; N -2( A ifl i )ai ]) . 
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Secondly, expand the <P on the right side of(23) in terms 
of the orthonormal basis via Eq. (20). Then, formula A will 
be proven if the term in braces in that formula is equal to 

L L (20)f32;(A ;fl;)a; I (Afl)a)(20)f3I;(A ifl;)ai I(Afl)a) 
a~a; f3z./31 

.«i;N -2( A ;fl;)a; I(A ~O» tA ~,O)lii N -2( A ifli)ai > .(24) 

Next, if we write 

(A (20) tA (20) = A (20)(A (20»t + [(A (20»t,A (20)] (25) 
(3, (3, {3, {3, (3, (3,' 

then the matrix elements of the first term may be computed 
by inserting a complete set of states at the N -4 level, while 
the commutator may be evaluated using the adjoint proper
ty, Eq. (4), and the commutation relation, Eq. (6). Finally, 
formula A is obtained if we employ Eq. (9) and reexpress the 
result using the U-coefficients. 

Formula B is derived with a similar strategy. First, ex
press li2N (Az!l2)a2> in terms of <P [(i2J22)P2N (A z!l2)a2]' Eq. 
(20), employ the definition of <P, Eq. (18), and the recursion 
relation, Eq. (16), and then simplify with the U-coefficients 
to obtain 

(i2N (A z!l 2)a2 IA ~O)li;N -2(A ;fl;)ai > 

= ((i}~(A"l,»-1/2 .L R N(A'iL')(i2,(i2J22)P2) 
(A,fl,)p. 

L U (20)(i ;J1; )(Az!l2)(Ao!lo); 
(A :,p;)p; 

(i A) (A' ') ') z!l2 'P2 ,fl, 'P, 

L L (20)f32;(A ;fl; )a;1 (Az!l2)a2) a, {3, 

. (<P [(i ;J1;)p;N -2( A ;fl; )a; ] I (A ~O»t 
XA ~O) I ii N -2( A ;fl; )a; > . (26) 

Use Eq. (20) again in order to express <P on the right side in 
terms of the orthonormal basis. Formula B will be estab
lished if the term in braces in that formula is equal to 

L L (20)f32;(A 2fl2 )a;1 (Az!l2)a2) 
a, {3, 

·(i;N -2(A 2fl;)a;I(A ~O»tA ~O)liiN -2(A ;Jl;)a; > . 
(27) 

This is shown by using Eq. (25) as before. 

4. DISCUSSION 

Since the index i defining the orthonormal state 
I iN (Afl)a > has no special significance, it may be desirable to 
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replace it with some other quantum number, which also 
serves to distinguish states with identical u(3) content. This 
can be achieved after recursion formulas A and B have been 
used to compute matrix elements with respect to the indexed 
basis liN(Afl)a> by diagonalizing a u(3) invariant operator, 
say [A (20) X C (11) XB (02T OO ). Its eigenvalues Y serve as the 
new quantum number and its eigenvectors define the change 
of basis from I iN (Afl)a > to I YN (Afl)a >. 

It should be noted that a definite choice of phase has 
been made here. It can be altered by either a different phase 
convention for the su(3) Wigner coefficients and/or a differ
ent choice of parents. 

In one special case, the reduced matrix elements can be 
computed directly. Consider the infinite set of highest 
weight states INo + n(Ao + n,flo)HW),n = 0,2,4, .... These 
states carry an irrep of the A I subalgebra spanned by An, B33 

and C33• Since the irreps of theA I subalgebra are well known, 
we have immediately 

(No + n +2(Ao + n +2,Jlo)IIA (2°)IINo + n(Ao + n,flo» 

= ( (No +Uo + flo :3n/2)(2 + n) )1/2. (28) 
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I t is shown analytically that the breather (01T pulse) of transparent optical pulse propagation in a 
resonant medium is unstable with respect to long transverse perturbations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper, I we have shown that the 21T pulse of 
self-induced transparency (SIT) is unstable to transverse 
perturbations. Other work in this direction has also been 
done in Refs. 2 and 3. In such a transparent medium, there 
are mainly two kinds of one-dimensional ultrashort optical 
pulses, solitons, (i.e., the "01T pulse" and "21T pulse") which 
propagate coherently without attenuation.4 We discuss in 
this paper the transverse instability of01T pulses (breathers) 
and show that 01T pulse is unstable. We follow and extend the 
method which was developed by Zakharov and Rubenchik5 

for studing the transverse instability of the soliton in the 
nonlinear Schrodinger equation. This work is entirely ana
lytical in character. For SIT, it complements the work in 
Ref. 6 which was essentially numerical, and did not special
ize to solitons. The work in Ref. 6 demonstrates the impor
tance of transverse effects. 

As a simple, and illuminating example, we shall use this 
method to study the transverse stability of the breather solu
tion of the sine-Gordon equation. 

We take the two dimensional sine-Gordon equation to 
be of the form: 

a~u - a;u + sinu = aa;u, (1.1) 

in which the breather solution is written by 

Uo = 4 tan- I(11 sechp cosq), (1.2) 

where P = I1xl(1 + 112)1/2 + Po, q = t 1(1 + 112)1/2 + qo and, 
Po' qo, and 11 are arbitrary constants. Linearizing (1.1) by 

u=UO+u l, lull<luol, (1.3) 

we have 

(1.4) 

For the short wave perturbation, if we take a to be positive 
then (1.4) is stable (well-posed). On the other hand, for the 
long wave perturbation, since the transverse effects (a~u) 
becomes small in this limit, it has an effect after a long time 
t~ 1I1ky I, where ky is a wavenumber of the transverse direc
tion. It is convenient to use the long time scale T = Et 
(E=lky I) in order to investigate long wave perturbations. 
Then (1.4) becomes 

a;u l - a~ul + COSUO·U I 

= - E2ata T u I + E2(aa~ul - a}u l), 

where Y = Ey. For U I , we take the form, 

U I = ul(x,t )enT sinK y Y, 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

then we have 

Lul-(a; - a; + COSUO)u l = G, 
(1.7) 

G= - E2ilatu l - ~(il 2 + aK~)ul. 
The solvability condition of (1. 7) may be given by the ortho
gonality condition 

Lf wGdxdt=O, (1.8) 

where w is a solution to Lw = 0, which satisfies the boundary 
conditions, 

w---+O as Ix 1---+ 00 , w: periodic with respect to t. (BC) 

Here the domain of integration D is given by 

D= [(x,t)I- 00 <x< 00, t-periodicJ. 

This implies that in (1.7) one should find the solution U I 

which satisfies the boundary conditions (BC). To solve (1. 7), 
we use the following perturbation method. 

Expanding 121 = Vo + EV I + ... , and 
il = il I + Eil2 + ... , we obtain, at leading order, 

Lvo = 0, (1.9) 

from which we have the solution, subject to (BC), 

(1.10) 

Here the subscripts + and express the parity of the 
function with respect to the space coordinate x, and A + and 
A - are arbitrary constants. At first order in E, we have 

LVI = -2il latvo, 

from which we have the solution 

VI = - illtuOtA + + illxuOtA-

+ (homogeneous solutions). 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

Using the fact that ai' Uo (derivative with respect to 11) is a 
homogeneous solution (i.e., La fA Uo = 0), one can find a solu
tion satisfying the (BC), 

n ( 1 2 1 + 112 . Uo) A + n A -VI = -."1 -XUOx + ---sm- +uIXUOt · 
112 112 2 

(1.13) 

At order E2, we have 

Lv2= -2illvlt -(il~ +aK~)vo-2f12vot G2. (1.14) 

Taking Luox = ° and LUot = ° into account, the secularity 
conditions (1.8) are given by 

if Uox G2 dx dt = 0, if UOt G2 dx dt = 0, (1.1S) 
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where D = I (x,t)1 - 00 <x < 00, 

-1T(1 + /1- 2)1/2<t < 1T(1 + /1-2)1/21. From (1.15), we obtain, 
respectively, 

[n~lf(U6x +U6t)dxdt+aK~ fJU6x dxdt ]A-=O, 

(1.16) 

[ if( ) a1l2K~ n ~ JD 2 cos u
2
° - 1 U6t dx dt - 1 + /1-2 

X If U6t dx dt ]A + = O. 

By the direct calculations, the integrations in Eq. (1.16) are 
given by 

ffU6x dxdt=321T(IIlI-sin- IC :21l2)1I2) , (1.17a) 

f f U61 dx dt = 321Tsin- IC :21l2 )112, (1.17b) 

f f (2 cos U
2
° -1 ) U6t dx dt = 321T 1 ~~2' (1.17c) 

We obtain, for the anti symmetric mode (A-) 

n~ = -a(l- I~I sin-IC :21l2y/2)K~' (1.18a) 

and for the symmetric mode (A +) 

n ~ = (a III I sin-IC :2/1-2 y12) K~. (1.18b) 

Note that (1/1/1-1) sin-I [u2/(l + 1l2)]1!2 < I for all/1-. Thus 
the breather of the sine-Gordon equation is unstable to long 
wave perturbations. It is interesting to see the weak limit 
(p,---'>O) of (1.18). In this limit (1.1) can be reduced to the 
nonlinear Schrodinger equation, and (1.18a,b) become, 
respectively, 

a n 2 - _ _ ,,2K 2 n 2 - a,,2K 2 
1 - 3 r- Yo 1 - r- y, (1.19) 

which agrees with the result in Ref. 5. 

2. 01T PULSE OF SIT 

We consider the two-dimensional SIT equations given 
by Mattar and Newstein,6 

E." =P+iFV~E, PT =E(W-I), 

WT = - !(E*P+P*E). (2.1) 

Equation (2.1) are obtained from the Maxwell-Bloch equa
tions by using the standard slowly varying envelope approxi
mations in a two level medium. Here E,P are the nondimen
sional complex amplitudes of the electric field, and 
polarization, respectively, W -1 is the energy stored/atom 
(Le., the normalized population inversion, where I W -II 
< 1, and W = 0 is the rest state), and F, the Fresnel number, 
is a dimensionless constant. Furthermore we note that in Eq. 
(2.1) we assume long relaxation times, and on-line reso
nance. (Modifications to those assumptions can be readily 
incorporated into our analysis). In (2.1) E, P, and Ware 
functions of the transverse coordinate p, longitudinal co
ordinate 7], and retarded time r. Equation (2.1) has a breath-
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er solution,4 

Eo = UOT , uo=4 tan- I( ~: sechp cosq). 

where 

P = Cdr -7]/(Cf + CDI + Po, 

q = C2/r + 7]/(Cf + C~)I + qo, 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

and, CI > 0, C2, Po, and qo are arbitrary constants. Here we 
note that Uo satisfies the sine-Gordon equation in the light
cone coordinates, 

UOTT/ + sinuo = O. (2.4) 

Linearizing (2.1) and eliminating P and W, we obtain 

E IT." + EI + !EI~ fT EoE ~ dr' 
a7] 

+ !Eo~fT(E~EI + EoEf) dr' 
a7] 

- !iFEor(E~V~EI - EoV~Ef) dr' - iFV~E1T 
= 0 (2.5) 

where Eo is the breather solution (2.2), and El the small 
fluctuation due to perturbation, IE 11 < I Eo I. By writing 
EI = t/J + i.p and noting a."rE6 dr' = 2(cosuo -I), we 
have the system of equations, 

LO.p=.pT." + cosuo.p=Go, 
(2.6) 

where 

Go =FV~t/JT' 

GI = -FV;.pT -FuOT rUoTV~.pdr" (2.7) 

For short wave perturbations (i.e., V;.p, V;t/J are large), one 
can show that (2.6) is stable (well-posed). On the other hand, 
for the long wave perturbation (i.e., V;.p, V;t/J are small), we 
use the scaling coordinates T= E7], Y = Ep (E~lkpl, where 
kp is the wavenumber oftransverse perturbation). Assuming 
that .p and t/J take the forms, 

t/J = ¢ (r,7])ellT sinKy'Y, .p = ~(r,7])e!JT sinKy'Y, (2.8) 

we have 

Lo~= -En~T -~FK~¢T' 

L I¢ = - EnN.¢ + ~FK~N.~, 
(2.9) 

where Ky=IKyl, and Nis an operator given by 

N· = aT + UOT fT dr' UOT" (2.10) 

In this problem, the proper boundary conditions are given by 

¢,~---'>Oas Ipl-oo, ¢,~areq-periodic. (BC) 

Expanding ¢, ~, and n by 

¢ = t/Jo + Et/JI + "', ~ = .po + E.pl + "', 
n = n I + En2 + "', (2.11) 
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at leading order. we have 

Loif;o = o. LI¢o = O. (2.12) 

from which solutions subject to (BC) are 

if;0=A6 UOT +A~uo'l' ¢O=A~UOTT +A :UOT'I' (2.13) 

Here the superscripts i (i = 0.1.2) denote the order of differ
entiation with respect to r. the sUbscripts j(j = 0.1) denote 
the order of differentiation with respect to 7J. and A; are 
arbitrary constants. At order E. we have 

Loif;1 = - illif;or> LI¢I = - illN-¢OT' (2.14) 

Using LjJCiuO = O. LlaCiUO = 0 (i = 1.2). we obtain the so
lutions with (BC). 

C~ + C~ ( 1 C~ + C~ 
if; I = - ill C 2 4C PUOT - 4C pUO'l 

• I I 

. Uo) A 0 il C ~ + C ~ (3C t - C ~ + sm - I + I puo 
2 Ci 4CI T 

C~ + C~ . uo) I + pUO'l - sm - A o. (2.15a) 
4CI 2 

ct + C~ ( 1 ct + C~ 
¢I = - ill C 2 4C PUOTT - 4C pUOTTJ 

I I I 

a . Uo ) I C i + C ~ + -s1o-+ UOT A I +ill ---.:.... 
ar 2 Ci 

x (3Ci -C~ Ci +C~ 
4C

I 
PUOTT + 4C

I 
pUOT'I 

a . uo) A 2 
- ar sm 2 o· (2.15b) 

At order~. we have 

(2.16) 
L I¢2 = - il.N·¢1 + FK~N·if;o - il2N·¢0=G 12• 

The solvability conditions of those equations are given by 

fJUoTGo2drd7J = O. fJ UO'lG02 drd7J = O. (2. 17a) 

if UOTT G12 dr d7J = o. fJ UOT'IGI2 dr d7J = O. (2. 17b) 

where the domain of integration D is given by 

D = I (r.7J) I - 00 <p(r.7J) < 00. - 17'<,q(r.7J) < + 17'J. 

On the domain D. one can show that Lo and LI are self ad
joint operators. From (2.17) we obtain 

~ 2 1 I(il •• FK y).A = O. (2.18) 

where A = (A~.A :.A 6.A ~)T and j is a matrix (function of 
il i and FK;) given by 

( 

il ~/II il ~/12 FKVI3 FK~/14) 
il i/21 il i/22 FK~/23 FK~/24 

(2.19) 
FK~/31 FK~/32 ili / 33 ili / 34 . 

FK~/41 FK~I42 il U43 il i/44 

Here the componentsljj (i = 1 ..... 4 andj = 1 ..... 4) are given 
in the Appendix. From (2.18). we obtain 

JoZ 2 + JIZ + J l = O. (2.20) 
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where Z = lil i /(FK~)J2 andJo• J •• and J2 are given in 
terms of the I ij' The Jj (i = 0.1.2) are not zero. From (2.20) it 
is obvious that ill has a positive real part (since Z is propor
tional to il i). i.e .• the 017' pulse is unstable with respect to 
transverse perturbations. 

IfCI is small in comparison with IC2 1 fixed (i.e .• weak 
limit). then Eq. (2.1) can be reduced to a system of nonlinear 
Schrodinger equations. 

ik
o 

aA _ _1_ alA _ 
aT2 k~ ax 2 

_1_ A 2 A * + k k' V l A = 0 2k 2 0' y • 
o 

(2.21) 
'k aB 
' 0 --+ aT2 

1 a2B 1 
2 k 1 ""k2 ax 2 + 2k 1 B B * + oFVyB = O. 

o 0 

where X = E(r - 7J/k ~). Tz = El7J. andA.B are given by the 
expansions. 

E = E( A (X.T2'Y) exp{i( kor + :0 7J)} + B (X.T2'Y) 

X exp{ - i( kor + :0 7J)}) + ElE2 + .... (2.22) 

w= ~(_I_(AA * +BB*) _ _ 1_ AB * 
2k~ 2k~ 

X exp { 2i( kor + :0 7J)} 

+ (complex conjugate») + E3 W2 + ... . (2.23) 

In this limit. the 017' pulse (2.2) can be approximated by 

C2 

Eo - -4C I sechp sinq -4 _I sechp tanh P cosq. 
C2 

and (2.20) gives. at the lowest order of C I (i.e .• for symmetri
cal mode). 

2 Ci 1 
il I""'" ± 2 C~ FK y. (2.24) 

This also demonstrates. in the weak limit. that the 017' pulse is 
unstable to the transverse variations. Equation (2.24) agrees 
with the results in Ref. 5. if we take ko = Cz. 

We note that as /-l- 00 the growth rate of the instability 
(1.18) is proportional to/-l lll . However the method consid
ered here breaks down as /-l- 00 since the periodicity in t is 
assumed order 1 [i.e .• 217'(1 + /-l2)!/2 -0 (1)]. In the limit 
#-00 the breather tends to a double zero solution (which is 
also given by the limit of zero relative velocity of kink-anti
kink solution). Since both kink and antikink solutions are 
stable. this suggests that the double zero solution might be 
neutrally stable. Although our method (without extension) 
does not apply. it may be that a method based upon the 
conservation laws7 is applicable. 
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APPENDIX: COMPONENTS OF r(n~, F~) 

Here we list up the components I ij of the matrix (2.19). 
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C 2 + C 2 [ 3C 2 - C 2 I I 
III = I C 2 2 ~C 2 UorrN'(PUOTT) 

I I 

(C~ +CD
2 II + 4C

I 

uOTTN,(pUOT1J) 

- (Ci + C~) II uoTTN{ :1" sin ~o) l· 
112 = 1 1- _1_ II UOTTN,(puOn) C2 C 2 II 1+ 2 4CI 

-II uOnN.uOT ' 

113 = -I I uoTTN·uOT ' 

114 = -I I uoTT N·uo1J • 

121 = C~ +C~ [3Ci -c~ II N 
Ci 4C

I 
UOT1J '(PUOTT ) 

(C~ + C~)2 II 
+ 4C

I 

uOT1JN,(pUOT1J) 

- (Ci + cD II UoT1J N{ :1" sin ~o) l. 
122 = 1--- uN·u 1 1 II Ci + C~ 21 4C

I 
0T1} (p OTT) 

-II uOT1J N,uOT • 

123 = - f f Uor1JN'UOT' 

124 = - f f uoT1J N,uO'I' 

131 = - f fU~r. 
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A weakly nonlinear analysis of the Vlasov equation is made in the case of small amplitude 
Langmuir waves. The nonlinear terms are treated as a small perturbation in the framework of the 
asymptotic theory of Krylov and Bogoliubov. In order to apply this method, the Vlasov system of 
equations is transformed by taking as new unknown functions a complete system of constants of 
the motions of the linearized equations. Such a system can be found with the help of essentially 
Van Kampen's and Case's expansion in normal modes. Resonant wave particle interaction is 
avoided by cutting off the distribution functions in velocity space and by considering waves of 
phase velocities larger than the cutoff. In this case, the main physical effect is mode coupling and 
Davidson's nonlinear system of equations on the wave amplitudes is recovered. The main point is 
that the derivation is made without neglecting the free streaming portions of the distribution 
functions. A discussion of the validity of the approximation and of the relevant time scales is 
presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper deals with the weakly nonlinear theory of 
Langmuir waves in a Vlasov plasma. The plasma is supposed 
to be fully ionized with a sufficiently high temperature and a 
small enough density so that collisions may be neglected. 
Then only collective effects due to the average field come 
into play and the plasma can be described by the usual Vla
so v-Maxwell system of equations. A wave in this plasma is 
considered as a small perturbation of a uniform equilibrium 
state. In the first order or linear approximation the waves 
propagate independently of one another. However, for larg
er amplitudes or for long enough time scales a variety of 
nonlinear effects appear, which are classified according to an 
elaborate terminology. They include in particular wave
wave and wave-particle interactions and they have been ex
tensively studied in the framework of the weak turbulence 
theory (see for instance Tsytovich 1) in which the waves are 
essentially assumed to be incoherent. In this paper the oppo
site case of coherent waves is considered, that is to say no 
random character is assumed for the waves, which are thus 
supposed to evolve according to the Vlasov-Maxwell equa
tions without any loss of information. Many nonlinear prob
lems have been considered in this context and in particular 
wave-wave interaction (see Davidson,2 Chaps. 2-6). 

In this latter work a system of mode coupling equations 
is established, but the derivation involves neglecting the free 
streaming parts of the perturbed distribution functions. The 
aim of the present paper is to show that the result still holds 
w hen the free streaming parts are no longer neglected, which 
is not trivial. There is no a priori reason why there should be a 
closed system of equations on the wave amplitudes, in which 
the perturbed distribution functions are not involved except 
through the wave amplitudes. However, it will be shown that 
this is in fact the case. Yet the proof can be made only when 
the density of resonant particles is negligible, i.e., when the 

phase velocities of the waves are large enough so that the 
distribution functions are negligible for such velocities. 

A weakly nonlinear analysis will be used and the order
ings will be made according to the powers of a small param
eter E, which is of the order of the amplitude of the waves or 
of the density perturbation On associated with the wave. De
noting by no the unperturbed density, we assume 

E~onlno· 0.1) 

We may choose an initial state which differs slightly from a 
stable equilibrium, and use the free energy argument of 
Gardner3 to ensure that E remains small for all times. 

With a view to arriving at a description of nonlinear 
evolution over long times, approximations will be used 
which are uniformly valid in time as much as possible. This 
can be achieved in particular by means of the multiple time 
scale method as in Freeman et a/.4 and in Davidson2 for the 
treatment of the wave-wave interaction. In this work an 
equivalent form of this approximation namely the original 
asymptotic method of Krylov and Bogoliubov5 and Bogoliu
bov and Mitropolsky,<' will be used. This method yields ap
proximate solutions which are valid in principle over the 
interval 

1 
tu<J< --

EWI' 

and contributions of order c are neglected in the evolution 
of quantities like the wave amplitudes which are of order E 

initially. In the following, the asymptotic method will be 
applied in its simplest form often called the "method of aver
aging" (Bogoliubov and Mitropolsky6; Minorsky7). This 
method is applicable to a system oflinear equations per
turbed by small quadratic terms provided the unknown 
functions are the constants of the motions of the linear sys
tem. A prerequisite is therefore to cast the system of the 
Vlasov equations into such a form. It will be seen that this 
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can be achieved by expanding the distribution fuctions in a 
complete system of normal modes, which are essentially the 
same as Van Kampen's8 and Case's.9 

As the only effect considered in this paper is the wave
wave interaction, we choose the problem of Langmuir waves 
in an infinite magnetic field which affords the simplest exam
ple of resonant mode coupling (see Aamodt and Drum
mond 10). As usual, the ions are replaced by a uniform back
ground of charge. The distribution function of the electrons 
I(X, v, t) depends on three space coordinates X and on one 
velocity component v along the direction of the magnetic 
field and the system of equations is the following: 

I(X, v, t) 

=/o(v, t) + I eiK
.
X 

IK(V, t) (J+ 00 Jo(v) dv = 1), 
K¥O - 00 

(1.2) 

81K 'k ,I" e (E ) 810 - + I II VJK + - K 'I 
8t m' 8v 

~ e 8/q 
= - L - (EK - q)1I --;;-, 

qcfD m uV 
(1.3) 

810 _ ~ e (E ) 81-_ k 
--- L- KII--' 
8t K¥O m 8v 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

where kll and Ell denote the components of K and E along 
the direction of the magnetic field, respectively. 

In order to avoid wave particle resonant interaction we 
will assume that the distribution functionslo and/K vanish 
for all t outside a finite interval of the velocity - V < v < V, 
and we will choose cases where the phase velocities of the 
waves lie outside this interval. 

Following this Introduction, the asymptotic method is 
recalled in Sec. 2. The relevant expansion is established in 
Sec. 3. The final equations on the wave amplitudes are de
rived in Sec. 4 and the conditions of validity are discussed in 
Sec. 5. 

2. THE ASYMPTOTIC METHOD 

In order to recall the asymptotic method in its classical 
form (see Bogoliubov and Mitropolsky6), let us consider the 
following system of n differential equations on n unknown 
functions x)(t): 

dx 
_1 = cF (t x) (J' - 1 2 n) dt l' - " .•. , , (2.1) 

where x stands for x,, x 2, ••• , Xn in the right-hand side and 
where c is the small parameter. The method yields an ap
proximate solution which differs from the exact solution by 
an error of order c and which is valid for 

(2.2) 

where r is a constant independent of c. 
The most classical procedure to find this solution is the 

"method of averaging,,6.7 whereby the right-hand side (rhs) 
ofEq. (2.1) is replaced by its average over the explicit depen
dence on t, i.e., over the dependence on t for constant x. The 
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method can be generalized to the case where the average 
over t is well defined only for part of the rhs of Eq. (2.1). 
Suppose that Eq. (2.1) can be written in the following form: 

dx 
_1 = cGj(t, x) + cHit, x), (2.3) 
dt 

where Gj has no well defined average over twhereas~ has a 
vanishing average over the explicit dependence on t. Then 
the approximate solution satisfies a simplified system of 
equations, which is obtained by striking out the term cHi in 
the rhs of Eq. (2.3). 

Let us now outline a proof of this result by starting from 
a simple but rather strong condition on H/t, x), namely that 
its integral over t for constant x, 

Kj(t, x) = I' Hit', x) dt', 

'" 
(2.4) 

remains bounded for all t> to. The derivatives 8H/8xK are 
also assumed to satisfy the same condition as H). Defining 
the new unknown functions Xj by 

Xj = Xj - cK/t, x), (2.5) 

we have the following by differentiating with respect to I: 

d~ dXj 8Kj dXk -= --cH(t,x)-c-_·_-
dt dt 1 oXk dt 

= cGil, x) + 0 (c2
) 

= cGj(t, X) + 0 (c2
). (2.6) 

Terms 0 (c2
) on the rhs can be neglected as they lead to an 

error of order c on x for t satisfying Eq. (2.2). 

The result can easily be extended to the case where G 
1 

and Hj depend on c provided they remain bounded in the 
limit c-O. The condition on H is then that K remain 

) ) 

bounded for all t satisfying Eq. (2.2). 
The equations to be considered in the following are not 

simply differential equations like Eq. (2.1). In addition to a 
discrete set of unknown functions of t like Xj (t), we shall 
have to deal with unknown functions depending on a con
tinuous parameter A. If Y (t,A, ) is such a function, the corre
sponding type of equation will be the following: 

8Y lOt = cY(t,A,;y), (2.7) 

where the dependence on Yin the rhs is not simply algebraic, 
but may contain for instance derivatives of Y with respect to 
A or integrals of Y over A. However, this dependence will 
turn out to be linear or quadratic in Y. Thanks to this simpli
fying feature, the above results can easily be generalized to 
equations of the type (2.7) or to equations of the following 
type analogous to Eq. (2.3): 

8Y 
[;( = c~(t,A,;Y) + cJY'(t,A,;y). (2.8) 

In the same way as above the term JY' in Eq. (2.8) can be 
neglected provided its integral over the explicit dependence 
on t remains bounded in the interval (2.2). In addition, the 
same condition has to hold for the expression analogous to 
(8K/oxK )(dxK ldt) which is obtained simply by differenti
ating JY' with respect to its implicit dependence on t through 
Y. 

In Sec. 4 the asymptotic method will be applied to a 
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system of equations which is a combination of the types (2.3) 
and (2.8), requiring another straightforward extension of the 
theory. A difficulty arises from the fact that the system of 
equations considered in Sec. 4 is infinite. This is connected 
with the usual expansion in Fourier series of the spatial de
pendence of the distribution function. No attempt at a rigor
ous treatment of this point will be made. We will therefore 
simply retain the rule which enables one to neglect terms in 
the rhs of equations of the type (2.3) and (2.8) and we will 
admit that the solution of the simplified equations is an ap
proximation of the solution of the original equations in the 
same way as in the above discussion. 

3. THE EXPANSION IN NORMAL MODES 

Before applying the asymptotic method to the Vlasov 
equations (1.2)-(1.5), it is necessary to cast them into a form 
analogous to Eq. (2.1), which means writing them in terms of 
new unknown functions which are constants of the motion in 
the linear approximation. This can be achieved by means of a 
complete system of normal modes of the linearized equa
tions. Such a system was proposed by Van Kampen8 and 
Case9 and it will be our starting point. However, it will have 
to be slightly modified before it is exactly suited to our prob
lem, as we have assumed that the distribution functions van
ish outside the interval ( - V, V). 

In the linear approximation, the Vlasov equation (1.2)
(1.5) can be written in the form 

DfK . DI" 
-+lkIIL.I"K =0, _'1_(0 =0 (3.1) 
Dt kJl Dt' 

with k = IKI and 

L I" ,I" O)~ Dfo fV I" ( ') d ' kJK = VJK - -2 - JK V v. 
k DV - v 

(3.2) 

We want to construct a complete system of eigenfunc
tions of the linear operator L k , in terms of which an arbitrary 
function of v can be expanded. This can be achieved by sim
ple modifications of Case's derivation. A different proof is 
possible by the method of the resolvent (Kato, II Titch
marsh 12) and it is outlined in Appendix A. This latter deriva
tion 13 requires very simple conditions of validity, namely 
that the functionsfo(v) andfK(v) have, respectively, three 
and two continuous derivatives and vanish outside ( - V, V). 

Before giving the eigenfunctions and stating the expan
sion formula, it is necessary to recall some properties of the 
dispersion function. For A complex or real outside ( - V, V), 
the dispersion relation is obtained by equating to zero the 
function 

0)2 fV f' (v) 
t(k,). ) = 1 - -T _0_ dv 

k -vV-A 

We will assume 

[fb(V) = ~ l (3.3) 

fb(v»O, for - V <v<O, and fb(v) <0, for O<v< V, 

in which case it can be shown that t(k,). ) has no complex 
zeros in A and has at most two real zeros outside ( - V, V): 

Vk > V and 0 < - V, 

which both exist for small enough k. With - V <:A <: V, ex-
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pression (3.3) for t(k,). ) is no longer defined and the follow
ing functions appear in the theory: 

O)~ fV fb(v) 
to(k,). ) = 1 - -2 P -- dv, 

k -vV-A 
(3.4) 

0)2 
t + (k,).) = to(k,).) + i1T --E-.2 fb(A). - k (3.5) 

The notation P in Eq. (3.4) denotes the Cauchy princi
pal value of the integral. Expression (3.5) is the limit of 
t(k,). )asA tends to a real value in the interval ( - V, V) either 
from above or from below the real axis. With the assump
tions made onfo(v), it can be shown that 

t ± (k,). )#0, for - V<:A<: v. (3.6) 

The discrete spectrum consists of the two zeros and vL 
of 0 and the corresponding eigenfunctions are simply 

cp ~(v) = fb(v) (a = 1,2), 
v-~ 

(3.7) 

LkCP~=~CP~. (3.8) 

The same eigenvalues vk and 0 also belong to the eigenfunc
tions of the adjoint operator L t defined by 

(3.9) 

with the following notation for the scalar product of two 
functions: 

(J,g) = f~ vf(v)g(v) dv. (3.10) 

Thus, we have 

- 1 
cP ~(v) = --, (3.11) 

v-~ 

Lk+CP~=~CP~. (3.12) 

Further, the following orthogonality relations hold: 

(cp1, cP D = (cpi,cp D = 0. (3.13) 

The continuous spectrum consists of all real numbers of 
the interval ( - V, V). The corresponding "eigenfunctions" 
are singular and can be written with the following notations 
which prove convenient: 

2 
k O)p, 1 

vifJA = -2fo(V)P--+to(k,).)D(V-A), 
k V-A 

vf~ = O)~ fb(A)P_
1
-+to(k,).)D(V-A), (3.14) 

k 2 V-A 

LkifJ~ =AifJ~, Lk+f~ =Af~. 
These expressions can be considered as two sided linear 
functionals or distributions. Their values for given functions 
f(v) or g(A) will be denoted in the following way: 

(J,ifJ ~ ) = (f(v), vifJ ~) 

0)2 IV dv 
= -TP f(v)lb(v) --+ to(k,). )I(A), 
k-v V-A 

(3.15) 

CifJ k,g) = CifJ~, g(A» 

0)2 IV dA 
= -T fb(v)P g(A) --+ to(k,v)g(v), 

k -v V-A 
(3.16) 
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with similar expressions for vi~. 
The linear functionals ¢ k and i k are then "eigenfunc

tionals" of Lk and L k+ , respectively, in the following sense: 

(L / j,,p n = J. (j,,p ~), (LJ,i ~ ) = J. (J,i ~). 
The following orthogonality relations are also easily 

established: 

(i~,¢n=O (J.#t1), «(jJ~,in=o (A#1{). 

With these definitions and notations an arbitrary distri
bution function/K (u) can be expanded in eigenfunctions of 
L k : 

/K(U)= L a~(jJ~(u)+ C,p~,CK(J.»· (3.17) 
a= 1.2 

Conversely, the "coefficients" aK and CK of this expansion 
can be expressed in terms of the function/K in the following 
way: _ 

{l «(jJ ~ JK) 
aK = , 

«(jJ~,(jJn 
(3.18) 

CK(A)= (/K,i~) 
c.(k,A )€-(k,A ) 

(3.19) 

The correspondence with the notations of Van Kam
pen8 and Case9 is given in Appendix E. 

These results are readily applied to the solution of the 
linearized Vlasov equations. In that case/o(u), as well as the 
eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions, are independent of the 
time t. Therefore, if the solution/K (u,t) is expanded accord
ing to Eq. (3.17), the time dependence will appear only in the 
coefficient a~(t) and CK(A,t). Further, this time dependence 
is very simple. By differentiating Eq. (3.18) with respect to t 
and using Eqs. (3.1), (3.9), and (3.12) one finds easily 

daa 

_K_ + i kllt1a~ = 0 
dt 

and similarly 

i.. CK + ikllACK = O. 
8t 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

We therefore have the following constants of the motion for 
the linearized Vlasov equations: 

(3.22) 

where a~ and CK can be expressed in terms of/K by means of 
Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19). 

Equations (3.17)-(3.19) together with Eq. (3.22) pro
vide the change of unknown functions which is required to 
write the Vlasov equations in the form suitable for the appli
cation of the asymptotic method. In the general case the 
space averaged distribution functionfo(u) is time dependent, 
but we will first assume that this time dependence is negligi
ble. In that case, the change of unknown functions is 
straightforward 13 and Eq. (1.3) on the functions/K (u,t) for 
K #0 are found to be equivalent to a system of equations on 
A ~ (t) and r K (A,t ) of which a first part can be written in the 
following way: 

( 
-u U) d A U 

(jJ k,(jJ k dt K = ik Ii P + II J P' + II" J, 
K',K" 

(K' +K" =K) 
(3.23) 
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where I, II,!', II' denote the following expressions: 

I = LA ~,ei(w~w')I, 
f3 

2 IV II = Wp r K' (J. )/(u> - k 0")1 dJ., 
k '2 

~V 

(
- 8(jJ r" ) l' = LA k"e-iw"1 (jJ~, -- , 

y 8u 

II' = - (8!~ ,(,pr, rK,,(A)e-ik,,'A,»), 

with the notation 

w=k ll t1, w'=kilyZ" w"=kilvr .. · 

(3.24) 

Expression II has been transformed by means of the follow
ing identity: 

f~ v C¢ k', CK" > du = f~ /K.(A) dJ., 

which can be easily established from symmetry property of 
the bilinear functional v¢ ~ (see Appendix B): 

«J,¢ ),g) = (J,(,p,g». (3.25) 

The second part of the system of equations on the A ~ 
and r K has the form 

i.. r K = quadratic expression in the A 's and r's, (3.26) 
8t 
and it needs not be written explicitly. 

4. APPLICATION OF THE ASYMPTOTIC METHOD 

By definition of the small parameter €, the following 
ordering holds in the weakly nonlinear problem considered: 

(4.1) 

and this is supposed to hold for all times as stated in the 
Introduction. Then the asymptotic method enables one to 
find approximate solutions which are valid for a time inter
val of the form (2.2), i.e., in our case 

to"t$. _1_. (4.2) 
cWp 

In Eq. (3.23) and (3.26) the quadratic forms are of order £2 so 
that they lead to a finite relative variation of A ~ and r Kover 
the time interval (4.2). A term of order ~ in the same equa
tions only contributes a change of A ~ and r K by an amount 
of order c which can be neglected, in agreement with the 
asymptotic method. 

It follows in particular that the time dependence offo(u) 
can indeed by neglected in deriving Eq. (3.23) and (3.26). In 
fact, by differentiating Eq. (3.18) with respect to t and taking 
into account that 8/oI8t is of order C according to Eq. (104), 
one easily obtains 

- da~ ( - 8iK ) «(jJ~,(jJV- = (jJ~,- +O(~). 
dt 8t 

The terms 0 (~) can be neglected and from there on the deri
vation proceeds rigourously up to Eq. (3.23). A similar justi
fication holds for the derivation of Eq. (3.26). 
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I t will be seen later on that the ordering in E is not quite 
so simple, due to the presence of some secular terms in Eq. 
(3.26). This difficulty will be discussed in Sec. 5 and the re
sult will be that the range of validity of the final equations is 
generally limited to t = 0 (E- 1/2) rather than to t = 0 (E- 1

). 

However, for the sake of simplicity we will first apply the 
asymptotic method to the system of equations (3.23) by pre
tending that all quadratic terms in the equations for A ~ and 
r K are of order E2 for all t. The validity of the derivation will 
be reexamined in Sec. 5 after establishing a more realistic 
ordering. 

We will now see how Eq. (3.23) can be simplified by 
applying the rule defined in Sec. 2. The products of expres
sions (3.24) in the right hand side ofEq. (3.23) give rise to 
four terms of which only the term I X I' will eventually re
main. We will examine the three other terms one by one. 

Let us start with the term 

II X I' = w~ ,,(;;, a 8cp r" )ei(,,, .. ''''')1 

k ,2 ~ T' k' " 
Y uV 

XA k" JV / K' (A )e - k ~,(I dA. 

The explicit dependence on t of this expression, in the sense 
of Sec. 2, includes all dependence except through A k" and 
r K' and we have to study the integral of II X I' over this 
explicit dependence on t. Consider first the integral over A. It 
is a Fourier integral and it decreases as t_ + 00, the faster 
the more regular the function r K' (A ) is. By assuming that 
frlv) and/K , (v) have a sufficient number of continuous de
rivatives, one can make sure that r K' (A ) has at least two 
continuous derivatives in which case the Fourier integral can 
be shown to decrease as 1/ t 2 through a double integration by 
parts. The other factors in II X I' are bounded so that the 
integral of II X I' over the explicit time dependence is in fact 
convergent for t_ + 00. This result can also be shown when 
r K' is replaced by 8r K' /8t. Therefore, the term II X I' in Eq. 
(3.23) can be neglected. 

Consider now the term I X II'. By using the symmetry 
relation (3.25), it can be brought back to a form analogous to 
IIXI' 
lXII' 

I ei(", - "i)IA ~,( 8~ ~ ,C¢J r, r K" (A )e - ik 11,(1 » 
/J 8v 

~ ei
('" "()IA~, f~ v F(A)T K" (A)e ik ;',(1 dA, 

where the function 

F(A)=(8;} ,v¢Jr) 
can have as many continuous derivatives as is required pro
videdfrlv) has sufficiently many. The term I X II' can there
fore be neglected in exactly the same way as II X 1'. 

Finally, it is easily seen that the term II X II' can also be 
neglected for the same reasons as II X I' and I X II'. 

We therefore arrive at a simplified system of equations 
in which only the term I X I' is retained in the right-hand side 
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ofEq. (3.23). This simplified system can be written in the 
following form: 

dA~ 

dt 

K·.K" 

I ei«,' - w' - ,"")IM (K,a;K' ,fJ;K" ,y)A ~,A k" 
/J,y 

(K' + K" ~ K) 

or equivalently 

da~ . k .,u a --+1 II VkaK 
dt 

(4.3) 

I IM(K,a;K,fJ;K",y)a~,ak'" (4.4) 
K'.K" /J.y 

(K' + K"~. K) 

with the notation 

M(K 'K'/3'K" )= 'k' (~~,8cpr,,/8v) ,a, " ,y 1 II (u u) (4.5) 
cp k ,CP k 

Thus, the coefficients of the continuous spectrum r K (A,t ) 
have disappeared from the equations so that a closed system 
of equations on the wave amplitudes A ~ is obtained as a 
direct consequence of the asymptotic approximation, and 
this is the main result of this paper. 

The various mode coupling terms in Eqs. (4.3) will con
tribute significantly to the evolution of the wave amplitude, 
i.e., by an amount of order E for t -1/ EWp ' only insofar as the 
resonance condition is satisfied: 

W - w' - w" = 0 or W - w' - w" = 0 (E). (4.6) 

In the latter case the factor expi(w - w' - w")t varies by a 
finite amount over a time interval of order I/Ewp and the 
corresponding mode coupling term plays a significant part 
in the equations. 

It is shown in Appendix C that Eq. (4.3) is the same as 
Davidson's mode coupling equation. 

5. CONDITIONS OF VALIDITY 

In order to assess the conditions of validity of the theory 
more precisely, it is necessary to consider also Eq. (3.26). 
The right-hand side of this equation is formed of terms 
which are quadratic in the following expressions: 

(a) a~. , f~ /K' (A,t ) dA, 

D 
(b) ak" , CK " (A,t ), - CK " (A,t), 

DA 

fv CK" (v,t) 
P dv, 

- v v-A 
D fV CK" (v,t) d 
-p v, 
DA - v v-A 

(5.1) 

each term being formed by the product of one expression (a) 
by one expression (b), with a coefficient function of A and t. 
As will be checked later, the dominant term for large t corre
sponds to the product 

a~. ~ CK" (A,t ) 
DA 

and appears in Eq. (3.26) in the following way: 
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8rK f3 {., _.8} -- =F(A,t)AK' exp Ikll(A-Yk.)t 
8t 

[ 
8rK" ] x -ik~'trK" + ~ + ... , (5.2) 

where the coefficient F (A,t) is slowly varying in t. Such a 
term is never resonant as 

IAI< V and It{. I > V. 

The corresponding contribution to the evolution of r K 
therefore remains of the same order as the term itself, namely 
of order €2t, that is to say of the same order as the contribu
tion from a normal nonsecular and resonant term. However, 
the situation becomes worse if we consider the derivative of 
r K with respect toA. From Eq. (5.2) we then get 

8
2
r [ 

__ K_ -A~. k~k~'t2rK" 
8t8A 

'(k' k ") 8
r

K" +1 11- II t~+ 

The corresponding term being nonresonant, we may 
conclude 

and 

8r K (A,O) 2 2 
-----€t 

8A 

8rK -2 2 
-- -max(€,t: t ). 

/j,{ 

(5.3) 

Ifwe consider higher order derivatives, we are led to assume 

8nr __ K __ max(€,€2t n + I). (5.4) 
/j,{n 

Accepting this estimate, we can now come back to the 
discussion of Sec. 4. A key point was the fact that the Fourier 
integral in II X I' decreased as 1/t 2 for large t because the 
second derivative 82 r K /8A 2 remained of order €, which ap
parently is not the case. By using Eq. (5.4) instead and by 
making a careful evaluation of upper bounds it is possible to 
show that 

LT(II X I') dt-€(€T?, (5.5) 

where the integral is taken over the explicit dependence on t. 
The same result holds also for the term lXII', and the term 
II X II' remains negligible compared to the others. The order 
of magnitude (5.5) must be compared to the contribution of 
the term I X I' to A ~ which is of order c T, so that the condi
tion of validity ofEq. (4.3) is 

€(€T)2<.cT or €T<.l, (5.6) 

which limits the range of validity for t to an interval much 
smaller than anticipated initially. 

Now we must make sure that the term shown in Eq. 
(5.2) is dominant for large t in the right-hand side ofEq. 
(3.26), when the order of the derivatives of r K is that given 
by Eq. (5.4). As a result of the discussion of the various terms 
given in Appendix 0 one can reasonably assume that this is 
the case if 

(5.7) 
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Then condition (5.6) is also satisfied. Therefore, the simpli
fied equations (4.3) and (4.4) appear to be justified for a time 
interval limited by Eq. (5.7) but not for UJpt-€-I. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Summarizing the results, a closed nonlinear system of 
equations on the wave amplitudes has been derived and is 
given by Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5). The main starting assumption 
is that the nonlinear terms in the Vlasov equation (1.3) are 
small, and the asymptotic method ofKrylov and Bogoliubov 
or Bogoliubov and Mitropolsky has been used. The result is 
the same as in Davidson's treatment of coherent wave-wave 
interaction, but it has been derived in this paper without 
neglecting the free streaming portions of the distribution 
functions. A detailed discussion shows that the validity of 
the approximation does not extend to the full time scale 
(4.2), but is rather restricted to UJpt _€-lI2. Finally, it should 
be recalled that the distribution functionsfo(v) andfK (v) 
were assumed to vanish outside a finite interval - V < v < V 
and that the waves considered had phase velocities outside 
this interval. Therefore, new features may appear in the the
ory when resonant wave particle interaction is included and 
this will be the subject of a subsequent paper. 
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APPENDIX A. PROOF OF THE EXPANSION FORMULA 

For functionsf(v) which vanish outside the interval 
( - V, V), the operator Lk defined by Eq. (3.2) is seen to be 
bounded in a certain sense and therefore it is to be expected 
that the method of the resolvent 11.12 will be well suited to 
derive an expansion in eigenfunctions of L k • This derivation 
is available in a previous report 13 and it will be only outlined 
below. 

The assumptions on the functionf(v) to be expanded 
and onf6(v) occurring in Lk have been given in Sec. 3. 

The first step is to solve the following equation for the 
function h (v,A ) for real v and complex A.: 

(Lk - A)h (v,A) = f(v), (AI) 

with the result 

h (v,A) = f(v) + UJ; f6(v) K (A.) , 
v - A k 2 V - A €(A) 

(A2) 

where €(A ) is given by Eq. (3.3) and where 

K (A) = IV f(v) dv. 
-vV-A. 

(A3) 

It can be shown that h (v,A ) is holomorphic in the com
plexA plane outside the zeros of €(A ) and outside the interval 
[ - V, V] of the real axis. 

The next step is to show by using lemmas, which are 
recalled in an earlier paper, 14 that for A-+ 00 : 

h (v,A)- - ~ f(v) 
A 
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or more precisely that 

lim )'h (v,). ) = - f(v) (A4) 
IA 1 .+ '" 

uniformly in e if), = I). I expie. 
Then h (v,). ) is integrated in the complex). plane along a 

circle C (R ) of radius R having its center at the origin. From 
Eq. (A4) it is easily seen that 

lim i h (v,). ) d)' = -21T'if(v) 
R • + '" C(R) 

and even that 

i h (v,).) d)' = -21T'if(v), 
C(R) 

(AS) 

for R large enough so that no zeros of c(). ) are left outside 
C (R ). In fact with the assumptions made in Sec. 3 there are 
only two such zeroes VI and V 2. 

The method then consists in changing the path of inte
gration in Eq. (AS) by letting it shrink towards the segment 
[ - V, V] of the real axis and by collecting the contributions 
from the poles VI and V 2 of h (v,).). In this way the following 
relation obtains: 

f(v) = - ~ f h d)' - _1_. f h d)' - _1_. r h d)', 
2m y, 2m y, 2m J r 

(A6) 

where YI and Y2 are small circles around VI and V 2 and ris a 
rectangle around the segment [ - V, V] of the real axis, 
which can be defined by the four points 

V + 8 ± i7] and - V - 8 ± i7], 

7] > 0,8> ° being small enough so that VI and V 2 are outside 
r. 

The integrals along YI and Y2 are easily shown to yield 
the terms of the discrete spectrum in the expansion formula 

1 f (J,(jia) () ( I 2) -- h(v,).)d)'= _CfJav a=,. 
21T'i y" (CfJ a ,CfJ a) 

Then the real labor is to go over from the integral along 
rin Eq. (A6) to the contribution of the continuous spectrum 
in the expansion formula. 13 Suffice it to state here that one 
can show the following relation: 

_ _1_ r h d)' = _ _1_ lim lim r h d)' 
21T'i Jr 21T'i 8--.0 17--0 Jr 

= ("cp ~ ,e( f1», 

with the notations of Sec. 3 and with expression (3.19) for 
e(). ). 

APPENDIX B. SYMMETRY PROPERTY OF THE 
FUNCTIONAL </> 

Equation (3.25) expresses a useful symmetry property 
of the bilinear functional </>: 

«J,</> ),g) = (J,(</>,g». 

Replacing (J,</> ) and <</>,g) by their expressions (3.15) 
and (3.16), respectively, this relation becomes 

JV v d)' g().)P f~ /(v)fb(V) v: Ii 
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f v fV d)' 
= _ v dvf(v)fb(v)P _ v g().) V _). . (Bl) 

This equality can be proved with the following assump-
tions onn(v),J(v), and g(v): 

(i)fb and g vanish outside the interval [ - V, V], 
(ii)fb has two continuous derivatives, 
(iii)fand g have one continuous derivative. 

Consider the integral 

K (c) = r g(). )fb(v)f(v) dv d)', 
JD(<,) v -). 

where the domain of integration D (c) is obtained from the 
square [ - V,V]X[ - V,V]byremovingfromitthediagonal 
strip I v - ). I < c. 

Let us denote by I and J, respectively, the left-hand and 
right-hand side of Eq. (Bl). The difference I - K (c) can be 
written as a sum of integrals which can all be proved to tend 
to zero as c---+O, so that 

I = lim K(c). 
<' ->l) 

In the same way, it can be shown that 

J = limK(c). 
" .0 

so that 

I=J. 

The derivation of the relation 

then goes as follows: 

f~v (,,</>,e) dv = (1,(</>,e» = «(1,cp ),e) 

= (I,e) = JV v e().) d)'. 

APPENDIX C. COMPARISON WITH R.C. DAVIDSON'S 
MODE COUPLING EQUATION 

The mode coupling equation (4.3) can be shown to 
agree with R.C. Davidson's result in Chap. 6 of his book. 

In order to make the comparison, one must first write 
Davidson's equation for the case of an infinite magnetic 
field. The result is fairly easy to guess from the case of no 
magnetic field [Eqs. (58), (59), and (60) of Chap. 6] and it can 
be derived unambiguously from the case of a uniform mag
netic field [Eqs. (65) and (66)]. 

Integratingfo over V l' writing VII = v and assuming 

J;)(v) = 0, for Ivl> V, 

one finds Davidson's relevant equations in the following 
form: 

DJ.et _ 
---:::-<I'K -
Or K',K" 

L [ M(K,U);K',{t/;K",U)"Y 
(J.y 

(K' t K" K) 

2k 28e~~,S) I s--
UrI 

] ~~'~k'" 
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&1 = - i 41Te
2 IV kll/~(v) dv, 

8s s= -ilU mk 2 
- v(w - kllvf 

M (K,w;K',w';K" ,W") 

41Te
3 IV dv 

= m 2 _ vW - kllv 

X [k' ~ k~1~{v) + 
II t5v w" - k r(v 

(k/~k ")] 
, " ' w~w 

with the shorthand notation 

w = w~, w' = u4:, , w" = Wk" , 
The correspondence with the notation of this paper is 

easily established by writing 

tP = I tPKe iK
'
X

, tPK = I ~ exp( - iw~t), 
K U 

EK = - iKtPK = - iK m A ~ exp{ - w~ t ), 
e 

and thus 

1u m AU 
'I'K = - K' 

e 

Further, it is easily seen that 

uE , p (-0 a) " I w
2 

- = - I --2 rp K ,rp K , 
DS s= - iw' kllk 

taking into account that/o{v) is normalized to 1 in this paper. 
In this way Davidson's equation can be translated into 

the notations of this paper with the following result: 

k ~A~= I Im~ 
8t K'.K" /J,y e Wp 

(l/2)M (K,w;K/,W';K" ,W") A f3 A y 
X K' K'" 

(qJ~,rp ~) 

where (l/2)M can be replaced by the unsymmetrized matrix 

k' " 
M (K K ' 'K" ") e 2 II (-0 u Y) 1 ,w; ,w; ,w = -wp - rpK' -rpK" 

m kll t5v 

so that the following final form is obtained: 

~ A a_,\:, '\:"k' (qJ~ ,(o/t5v)rp k") A (J A r 
K - L L 1 II K' K" , 

8t K'.K" f3.r (qJ~ ,rp ~) 

which is identical to Eq. (4.3), 

APPENDIX D 

We consider the various possible terms in the rhs of the 
equation of evolution of r K as given by Eq. (5.1), and we 
wish to check that the term shown in Eq. (5.2) is dominant 
when the derivatives of r K are of the order of magnitude 
(5.4). According to the asymptotic method described in Sec. 
2, we should compare the various terms resulting from Eq. 
(5, 1) after integration over the "explicit time dependence" 
from ° to Twith T = 0 (E- 1

/
2
). Considering first the term 

shown in Eq, (5.2), which was assumed to be dominant, we 
find the following expression: 
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A {,rK" ITF{A,t) expik '(A -,If,)t dt~E2T ~E3/2, 

taking into account that A - ,If, =I 0, as jA j < Vand 
Ivf'l> v. (We write k I and k " instead of k II and k r(·) 

Considering now one by one all the other products of an 
expression (a) by an expression (b) ofEq. (5.1), one can show 
that they all yield a contribution of order higher than E3/2, 
with the following two exceptions: 

[J v CK,(U,t)dU] ~CK"(A,t), (Dl) 
- v OA 

o IV CK " (u,!) 
aK , -p duo 

DA - v u - A 
(D2) 

The latter expression turns out to be especially difficult 
to deal with. It can be first decomposed in the following way: 

a
K

, ~{IV rK',(u,t)-r,,,,{A,t) e-ik"UI 

DA - v U -A 

+rK,,(A,t)PJ
v 

e--ik"UI dU}, 
-vU-A 

where the last integral can be written 

(D3) 

P Iv e -, ik "UI d _ i e ik "", d k ". - ik "At (D4) 
--- U - --- U - --i1Te , 

-v U-A c U-A Ik"l 

where the contour C avoids the pole A with a small semicircle 
below the real axis jf kilt> 0 and above the real axis if kilt < O. 
The integral along C can then be shown to decrease fast 
enough with t as t---+ + 00 so that it causes no problem. The 
last term in Eq. (D4) gives rise to a term of the same form as 
Eq. (5.2) in the equation of evolution of r K • We are thus left 
with the first part ofEq. (D3), namely, 

(D5) 

From the estimates (5.4) of the derivatives of r K' it is 
possible to show that the integral ofEq. (D5) over t from 0 to 
Tis of order higher than Efor T ~E-l/2, but it does not seem to 
be possible to show that it is of order higher than E3i2 without 
additional knowledge on r K" (u,!). However, it become pos
sible by using a "model dependence" of r K" (u,t) on U and t. 

Let us consider a function r(u,!) satisfying the simple 
equation 

0:; = a(u,t)F, with a(u,t) = - ie/tei(U) + mU)I, (D6) 

where w, k, I, and m are real and k = 1 + m. Thus, 

r{u,t) = To(u)eJ(,a(U,S)ds. (D7) 

Equation (D6) has the essential features ofEq. (5.2) and the 
derivatives of r (u,t) given by Eq. (D7) can be shown to satis
fy condition (5.4) if ro(u) is itself of order E. 

Then we wish to study the expression 

H v(A,t) = ~ IV r (u,t) - r (A,!) e - ikut duo (DB) 
OA - v U-A 

Considering the limiting case V ---+ 00 for simplicity, it is pos
sible to show the following: 
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This paper 

fb(v) 

fk(V) 

uti> ~ 
Ck(U) 

€o(k,u) 

Van Kampen 

-F(v) 

f(k,v) 
gk.A (v) 
C(k,u) 
(il2 

k~ F(u)A (k,u) 

(il2 

k~ F(u)[A (k,u) ± itT] 

Case 

k 2 

--1J(v) 
(il2 

g(V) 
K.\ (v) 
A (u) 

A (u) 

P 

A (u) ± i1r1J(u) 

K (A,t) = iT H 00 (A,t ) dt = 0 (e14 log ~ ) 
if 

T = 0 (€-1/2) and ro(u) = 0 (€). 

This result holds uniformly in A outside fixed intervals 
around the "resonances" ,10' A I: 

IA-Aol>8,IA-AI!>8', 
where ,10 and A I are defined by 

(il + mAo = ° and (il - 1,1 I = 0, 

respectively. 
The corresponding order of magnitude for the contri

bution of Eq. (D2) to the evolution of r K would then be of 
order €7J4 log(l!€) which tends to zero faster than e/2

, al
though admittedly by a small margin. 
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APPENDIX E 

The correspondence between the notations used in this 
paper, by Van Kampen8 and by Case,9 is given in the table. 
. However, it should be noted that the problem treated by 
Van Kampen and Case is that of one-dimensional Langmuir 
waves in a plasma without magnetic field. Then the wave 
number is a scalar k instead of the vector K of this paper. 

'Y.N. Tsytovich, Nonlinear Effects in Plasma (Plenum, New York, 1970). 
2R.C. Davidson, Methods of Nonlinear Plasma Theory (Academic, New 
York, 1972). 

3c.S. Gardner, Phys. Fluids 6,839 (1963). 
4E.A. Frieman, et al., Phys. Fluids 6, 1298 (1963). E.A. Frieman and P.R. 
Rutherford, Ann. Phys. 28, 134 (1964). 

'N. Krylov and N.N. Bogoliubov, Introduction to Nonlinear Mechanics 
(Princeton University, Princeton, 1947). 

'N.N. Bogoliubov and l. Mitropolsky, Les Methodes Asymptotiques en 
Theorie des Oscillations Nonlineaires (Gauthier-Yillars, Paris, 1962). 

7N. Minorsky, Nonlinear Oscillations (Yan Nostrand, New York, 1962). 
RN.G. Yan Kampen, Physica (Utrecht) 21, 949 (1955). 
9K.M. Case, Ann. Phys. N.Y. 7, 349 (1959). 
'°R.E. Aamodt and W.E. Drummond, Phys. Fluids 7,1816 (1964). 
"T. Kato, Perturbation Theory for Linear Operators (Springer, New York, 

1966), Chap. 1. 
I2E.C. Titchmarsh, Eigenfunction Expansion Associated with Second Order 

Differential Equations (Oxford University, London, 1958). 
13M. Trocheris, "Methodes asymptotiques dans 1a theorie des ondes de 

Langmuir coherentes," Rapport EURA TOM-CEA-no 864 (1976). 
14M. Trocheris, Nucl. Fusion 5, 299 (1965); M. Trocheris, Symp. Appl. 

Math. Am. Math. Soc. 28, 100 (1967). 
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Weakly nonlinear theory of coherent langmuir waves. II. Wave particle 
interaction 
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A weakly nonlinear analysis was carried out in Part 1 in the case of Langmuir waves, by neglecting 
the tail of the distribution function where particle velocities can be equal to phase velocities of 
waves. The treatment is extended in Part 2 by including particles of all velocities, so that resonant 
wave particle interaction becomes possible. The asymptotic theory of Krylov and Bogolioubov is 
applied to the Vlasov system of equations after writing it in terms of unknown functions which are 
constants of the motion of the linearized equations. A system of such constants can be found with 
the help of a suitable expansion in normal modes, which differs from Van Kampen's expansion by 
the fact that weakly damped waves are treated on the same footing as weakly growing waves. It is 
then found that the free streaming portions of the distribution functions can no longer be left out, 
and the final result is a system of equations on both the wave amplitUdes and the free streaming 
perturbations, which are coupled through resonant wave particle interaction. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The treatment presented in Part 11 will be extended to 
include resonant wave-particle interaction and as a result 
the wave amplitudes will no longer be found to evolve inde
pendently of the perturbed distribution functions. A system 
of equations will be derived for the coupled evolution of 
wave amplitudes and distribution functions corresponding 
to free-streaming perturbations. This system has already 
been derived by a heuristic method. 2 It contains a new type 
of interaction between a wave and a free-streaming perturba
tion which has recently been studied experimentally.3 This 
new interaction is also closely connected with a previous 
result found by R.W.B. Best4 in his analysis of nonlinear 
plasma oscillations and recently confirmed by M. Gros et 
al. 5 with the help of the multiple water-bag model. In fact the 
latter authors mention in the introduction of their paper that 
a problem remains because this new type of interaction is not 
found in the usual multiple time-scale perturbation treat
ment of the Vlasov equation. This may refer in particular to 
R.C. Davidson's work6 in which wave-wave interaction is 
treated in this way but by neglecting the free-streaming por
tions of the distribution function. As was mentioned pre
viously2 the equations derived in the present paper provide 
the required complement and the method used is equivalent 
to the multiple time-scale method in the lowest significant 
order. 

As compared to Part 1, the new feature in this paper 
will be that the distribution functions will no longer be as
sumed to vanish outside a finite interval of the velocity v so 
that first of all Landau damping will come into play. Essen
tially the same scheme as in Part 1 will be followed, but in 
order to have a satisfactory physical description, slightly 
damped waves and weakly unstable waves will be treated on 
the same footing. This is possible, but it requires a much 
deeper modification of Van Kampen's expansion7

,8 which 
can be made in the appropriate way by using earlier results. 9 

The functions of the velocities which will enter the final 

system of equations are suggested by the asymptotic form for 
large times of the solution of the linearized equations. This 
asymptotic form can be written in the following way2, 10: 

"" I()(v) I" (v,t)~ La" (t) --n + ¢'k (v,t ), 
(l v - v" 

(1.1) 

with 

aZ(t) = aZ(O)e 
- il\\'l'l 

The sum over a extends to the roots of the dispersion 
relation and ifJk (V,l ) represents a free streaming perturba
tion. It will be seen that the asymptotic method already used 
in Part I leads naturally to a description in terms of a slow 
evolution of the asymptotic form (1.1). In fact this is to be 
expected if the wave amplitudes are smaIl enough, since the 
solution of the linearized equation will always find the time 
to relax to its asymptotic form (1.1), before it is substantially 
altered by the effect of the nonlinear terms. This remark is 
the basis of the heuristic treatment referred to above? 

As we are not especially interested in mode coupling, 
which was treated in Part 1, we will consider in the following 
the simple problem of one dimensional Langmuir waves in a 
plasma without magnetic field. The system of the Vlasov
Maxwell equations can then be written in the following 
form: 

I(x,v,t) = lo(v,t ) + I eik'Yk (V,t), (f +oc"" fo dv = 1) 
" 7"0 

(1.3) 

e - - IEk 
m q7"O 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

Ek = - i41Tenolk r~ oc~ Ik dv. (1.6) 

The theory will be developed for this system and the 
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result will also be given for the case of an infinite magnetic 
field considered in Part 1. 

The asymptotic method used in the following will be the 
same as in Part 1, to which the reader can refer. The appro
priate expansion in normal modes is presented in Sec. 2. 
Then in Sec. 3, the initial system of equations (1.4)(1.5)(1.6). 
is transformed into a new system of equations on the new 
unknown functions a~ (t ) and C k (A,t ), which are the coeffi
cients of the discrete and continuous spectrum in the expan
sion offk (v,t). In Sec. 4, the asymptotic method is applied to 
this new system and the final equations are obtained in terms 
of a~(t) and ¢k (v,t). A number of properties of these equa
tions are discussed in Sec. 5 and the result for the case of an 
infinite magnetic field is given in Sec. 6. 

2. EXPANSION IN NORMAL MODES 

It will be seen that it is possible to describe weakly 
damped waves as normal modes in the same way as weakly 
unstable waves by using a suitable expansion of the distribu
tion functionfk (v,t ). This expansion is easily obtained from 
previous work9 through a slight modification which is given 
in Appendix A. 

The functionsfo andfk are assumed to be defined in the 
complex v plane and holomorphic in v on both sides of the 
real axis, for values of the imaginary part ofv which may be 
at most of the order of (J)lko if ko is the smallest value of kin 
the Fourier series (1.3). In addition, conditions have to be 
imposed on the behaviour of these functions as the real part 
of v tends to infinity.9 

The starting point is the linear operator Lk defined by 
writing the linearized Vlasov equation in the following form: 

(2.1) 

With the assumptions made onfo(v), this operator can 
be written: 

(J)2 afc i LJ(v) = vf(v) - --T _U feu) du , 
k av .:l 

(2.2) 

where the path of integration over u is a straight line.1 paral
lel to the real axis in the complex v plane, which will be 
suitably chosen for each value of k. It is also useful to consid
er the adjoint operator L k+ defined by 

(LJ,g)k = (J,L k+ gh, 

with the scalar product 

(J,g)k = L f(v)g(v) dv . 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

The main properties of these operators and the corre
sponding expansion formula are given below. Further details 
and precise conditions of validity can be found in a previous 
paper.'I 

A. Discrete spectrum 

The discrete spectrum is composed of zeros of the usual 
dispersion functions 

E (kA) = 1- w~ 1 fb(v) dv (f' = af o ) 
± ' k2 l' 0 a C, V-/l v 

(2.5) 
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with the usual path of integration consisting of the real axis 
plus possibly a loop around the pole, so as to leave the pole 
above C. and below C. 

It is easily seen that a zero 11k of E.(k,A ) lying above.1 as 
well as a zero of E-(k,A ) lying below.1 is an eigenvalue of Lk 
and the following relations hold 

L et() a a() U( ) fb(v) 
kf{JkV=Vkf{Jk V , f{Jk V =---, 

v - V~ 
(2.6) 

L ~ - et( ) a - a() - a( ) 1 kf{JkV=Vkf{Jk V , f{Jk V =---. 
V - 11k 

(2.7) 

For a positive value of k, zeros of E.(k,A ) lying above the 
real axis correspond to unstable modes and zeros lying below 
the real axis correspond to damped modes. By choosing.1 a 
suitable distance below the real axis it will be possible to 
include slightly damped modes in the discrete spectrum as 
well as unstable modes. Similarily, for a negative value of k, 
.1 will be chosen a suitable distance above the real axis. 

B. Continuous spectrum 

The continuous spectrum could be thought of as con
sisting of all the points of.1 in the complex plane. In fact one 
must rather consider a strip B (k ) parallel to the real axis, 
extending on both sides of.1, and containing no zeros of 
E.(k,A ) nor E_(k,A ). The role of eigenfunctions is played by 
linear functionals operating on functions of v or A which are 
defined in B (k ). These eigenfunctionals can be defined by the 
following relations in a way similar to (3.15)(3.16) of Part 1. 

(J,¢ ~) = W;2 r fb(v}f(v) ~ + E l (k,A }f(A) , (2.8) 
k J, V-A 

(J,i~) = :~ fb(A) L, f(v) v: A + E ± (k,A }f(A) , 

(2.9) 

C¢ k,g) = :~ fb(v) L. g(A) v ~ A + E ± (k,v)g(v) , 

(2.10) 

- k) (J)~ I' dA (k ) ( ) C¢ ,g = -1 fo(A)g(A)--+ E+ ,vgv. 
k" r V-A-

, (2.11) 

The notation for the contours is the same as in (2.5): C. 
and r. pass below the pole, C and r_ pass above the pole. 

The result of Lk operating on ¢ ~ can be defined by 

(J,L k¢ 1) = (L / J,¢ 1), 
and then one may write 

L k¢ ~ = A¢ 1, 
and in a similar way 

L/i~ =Ai~ . 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

The following symmetry relations hold and prove 
useful9

: 

«f,¢ k ),gh = (f,(¢ \g»k' 

«f,ik),g)k = (f,(i",g»k . 
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C. Orthogonality relations 

The eigenfunctions and functionals satisfy the follow
ing orthogonality relations: 

(~~,rpnk=O, (v't#l{) (2.17) 

(~~,tP1) =0, (rpf.i1) =0, (AEB(k». (2.18) 

D. Expansion formula 

Letf(v) have the same properties as we have assumed 
for.t;lv) andlk (v) in the same domain of the complex v plane. 
Then for all v in this domain, the following expansion formu
la holds 

(2.19) 
a 

The sum over a extends to the eigenvalues of the dis
crete spectrum, i.e .• to the zeros of E.(k,J... ) lying above B (k ) 
and to the zeros of E_(k,J... ) lying below B (k). The function 
c(A ) which plays the part of the coefficient for the continuous 
spectrum is defined for A inB (k). Theeigenfunctional utP 1 is 
defined by (2.10) when v is in B (k). For v outside B (k ) the 
expression used above in (2.19) is defined by analytic con
tinuation. which is straight forward by suitably choosing one 
of the two expressions given in (2.10). This definition is re
called by the index B (k ) in (2.19). 

The expansion formula is completed by the expressions 
for the coefficients a~ and c(A) in terms off(v) 

a~ = (rpf ,fh/(rp~, rpf)k> 

c(A) = (f,i~ )/E.(k,A )E_(k,J...). 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

In principle there is an expansion for every choice of 
B (k). In practice B (k ) will be chosen so as to include all 
weakly damped modes in the discrete spectrum, which im
plies that B (k ) lies below the real axis for k > 0 and above the 
rea] axis for k < O. 

The choice of B (k ) implies that a distinction can be 
made between weakly damped modes which are included in 
the discrete spectrum and heavily damped modes which are 
absorbed in the continuous spectrum. The same distinction 
is usually made in the treatment of the linearized equation 
through Laplace transformation, so that for instance all 
weakly damped modes appear in the time asymptotic form 
(1.1) of the solution. 

When comparing our result (2.19) with Van Kampen's 
expansion the discrete spectrum of eigenvalues appears to be 
extended into the complex half plane corresponding to 
damped modes by virtue of the definition (2.2) of the opera
tor L,. 

3. TRANSFORMATION OFTHE EQUATIONS 

The Vlasov system of equations (1.4)(1.5)(1.6) can be 
transformed by replacing!" for each k by its expansion 
(2.19), provided thatlk (v) andfo(v) are assumed to have the 
required properties of analyticity. We will carry out this 
transformation and thus obtain a system of equations on the 
coefficients af and Ck (A) which occur in the expansion of 
Ik(V). 

The Vlasov system of equations can be written in the 
following form 
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(3.1) 

. 2 I ( J + 00 ) ai,,, Q, = IOJp 2: -, Ik' dv --. 
k'+k"=kk -'" av 

(3.2) 

"k"J'O 

together with the equation of evolution for fo (1.5). In the 
same way as in Part 1 we will make the calculations by ne
glecting the time dependence info and we will justify this 
approximation later. 

We start from the expressions (2.20) and (2.21) for the 
coefficients af and Ck (A) of the expansion offk (v). By differ
entiating with respect to t and by using (3.1)(2.3)(2.7)(2.14), 
we obtain as in Part I 

_ ( daa )_ 
(rp~,rpn, dr

k +ikv'ta~ = (rp~.Qk)k' (3.3) 

E.(k.A )E_(k,J...)[ :r c,(A,t) + ikAck(A,t) J = (Qk.in ' 

(3.4) 

In the expression (3.2) for Qk the distribution functions 
fk' andfk" have to be replaced by their expansions according 
to (2.19). For};" the calculation can be made as in Part I, by 
using the symmetry relation (2.15) with the result: 

nk , = f-+oo'" fdv)dv= lfk,(V)dV 

k,2 ( 
= 2:-2 a~, + JL Ck,(A)dA (LlCB(k». 

IJ OJp j 

(3.5) 

In replacingf,,, by its expansion, a problem arises with 
the expression: 

(
-(1 Q) . 2 " I (-u af k

") (36) rpk' , ,= IOJp L -, n k , rpk. -- " 
(k' + k " = ,) k av k 

By definition of the scalar product, the integration over 
v is taken along a parallel to the real axis in B (k ) and thanks 
to the properties offk" it can also be taken along any parallel 
to the real axis with a suitable loop around v't. But a more 
precise choice of contours must be made when integrating 
the various terms arising from the expansion oflk " as they 
contain poles for v = vr". We will take contours which pass 
these poles on the same side as a parallel to the real axis in 
B (k ") does. This choice will be recalled by adding a subscript 
k " to the scalar products in addition to the subscript k. 

A similar problem is encountered with (Qk i ~ ). name
ly the functional i ~ must be defined for functions which 
have poles at the v~". We will then take the definition (2.9) of 
i ~ inside B (k ") and extend it outside by analytic continu
ation. This will be indicated by B (k ") added as a subscript to 
the functional. 

Making use of these notations, the calculation is 
straightforward and the system of equations on af and Ck (A ) 
is easily obtained. It is convenient to write it in terms of A ~ 
and r k (A) which are the constants of the motion in the lin
ear approximation and which are defined by: 

af(t) = exp( - ikv~t)A f(r), (3.7) 

Ck (A,t) = exp( - ikAt )rk (A.t) . (3.8) 

The resulting system of equations is composed of two 
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parts which are coupled through the quadratic terms. The 
first part gives the time evolution of A k and can be written in 
the following way: 

_ dA" 
(CP'k,CPk)k d/ = (k" ~ ") ik '[I + 11][1' + II'], (3.9) 

1= "eiV,) -">')tA~" 11= w~ ei"" (e··-ik';{tr,,(At)dA 7t ' k,2 L k" 

(
_ am[,,) 

I' = Ie ",i'tA r. CP'k, _T'_ (.1 CB (k '», 
y au k,k" 

, (acp'k (,J,k" 'k"At ») 11=- -a;;',''f'A,e I T k ,,(A,t)8(k")U'" 

with the notation: 

w = kv'k, w' = k'vlf., w" = k "vr, . (3.10) 

The second part gives the time evolution of r k (A,f) and 
can be written in a similar way 

I ik '[I + II] [I' + II'], (3.11) 
(k' + k" c. ") 

I = I ei(k). ")IA 1, II = kW~2 eiUI ( e ik '1" T", (fl,t) dfl, 
p JJ 

1'= Ie i"'.tA[./ acp[. "i~) (LlCB(k'», 
)' \ au Il("") 

11'-( a (,J,"" Ik"IIIT (» I") - a- ,,'f'I' ,e k" fl,t Il(k ") ,,,'f' A 
V 8,(k ") 

4. APPLICATION OF THE ASYMPTOTIC METHOD 

In this section, the asymptotic method will be applied to 
the transformed system of equations (3.9)-(3.11). But before 
doing so, it is necessary to rediscuss the choice of the small 
parameter E and to study certain integrals which occur in the 
calculations. 

A. The small parameter of the asymptotic theory 

By definition of the small parameter E: 

(4.1) 

so that the right-hand sides of Eq. (3.9)-(3,11) appear to be 
of order E2. However, as was already apparent in Part 1, the 
expansion of afk" /av introduces expressions of the form: 

~ (e-ik""'F(v»~Et, with F(U)~E. 
av 

(4.2) 

The corresponding terms in (3.9)-(3.11) are of order E2t 
and can bring contributions of order Ell Z to the evolution of 
A'k and r k , The validity of the approximation will therefore 
be limited to 

E 2t 2 = a (E) and therefore t = a (E -- 1/2). 

On the same time scale, the mode coupling terms which 
appear in Eq, (3.9) do not contain expressions of the form 
(4.2) and will therefore bring a contribution of order E312 to 
the evolution of A k • Such terms are interesting physically 
and should therefore be retained. Therefore in the right-
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hand side of (3.9), terms will be neglected only if they bring 
contributions which are of higher order in Ethan E3/2. A 
similar remark can be made on Eq. (3.11) and the same rule 
will be followed in neglecting terms in the right hand side. 

We now come back to the time dependence offo which 
was neglected in deriving Eqs. (3.9)-(3.11). This approxima
tion can be justified in the same way as in Part 1. Thus: 

afo ~E3!2 
at ' 

(;p 'k ,cp nk da'k = (;P k' al k
) + a (E 512) • 

dt at k 

The terms omitted in Eq. (3.3) and similarly in Eq. 
(3.4), are therefore of order E5

!2 and can be neglected, as they 
would give contributions of order E2 to A k and r k for 
t = a(E- I/Z

). 

B. Study of certain integrals 

We shall have to study the behaviour of Fourier inte
grals of the form: 

J (kt) = fi XX e - Ik,''J(V) dv, (4.3) 

as t--+ + 00. It was seen in Part 1 that this integral is a (t -2) if 
feu) has two derivatives, But we shall have to deal with func
tionsf(v) which are quite regular for real v but which have a 
pole close enough to the real axis to have a large influence on 
the value of the integral. The integral can then be written 

J(kt)= f+ ~ g(v) e-ik/,Idv, 
~ V-fl 

(4.4) 

where fl is complex with a small imaginary part and where 
g(v) is analytic in v and has no singularity close to the real 
axis. In that case one can write: 

(4.5) 

The first integral has the same properties as (4.3) when 
feu) has no singularity and the second integral has a simple 
value: 

f j .x e ,hI 
--dv 

y V-fl 

{

O' 
= e i"llI X ' k (t> 0) (4 6) -21T I - if k ITnIl < 0 '. 

Ikl' ""-
This result is easily generalized to the case where the 

integral in (4.4) is taken along a contour (C) consisting of the 
real axis plus a possible loop aroundfl in the complex v plane. 
Then the second integral in (4.5) vanishes when (C) lies be
low fl for k> 0, and when (C) lies above fl for k < 0: in both 
cases we shall say that (C) lies on the "proper side" of fl for 
the value of k considered. 

C. First system of equations 

We are now going to apply the asymptotic method to 
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the first system of transformed equations (3.9). We consider 
each of the terms I X 1', IIX 1', IX II' and IIXII' successive
ly and we try and simplify them by using the rule established 
in Part 1. According to this rule a term may be neglected in 
the right-hand side of (3.9) and (3.11) when its integral over 
the explicit dependence on t remains of order ~/2 for 
t = O(E- 1/2

). 

The term I X I' must be retained and it is significant 
every time the reSonance condition on the frequencies is 
satisfied: 

w = w' + w" . (4.7) 

The term II X I' can be written: 

w
2 

(_ aq; a" ) IIXI' = ~ _P q;a __ k_ A r"ei(lU-lU")t 7 k,2 k' av k,k" k 

X i e-ik'Atrk,(A,t)dA, 

where L1 is a parallel to the real axis in B (k '). The explicit 
time dependence of this expression in the sense of the asymp
totic theory is obtained by ignoring the time dependence of 
A ];" and r k' • The proof is then the same as for the corre
sponding term II X I' in Part 1, with the only difference that 
rk , may have poles close to the real axis at the zeros of E ± 

(k ',)., ). But the contour of integration L1 lies in B (k ') and 
therefore is automatically on the "proper side" ofthese poles 
for k '. Therefore the integral over A along L1 has the same 
properties as if these poles were absent and the proof given in 
Part 1 still holds, so that the term II X I' may be neglected. 

Let us consider now the term I X II': 

lXII' = - L ei(lU-W')tA f,( atj~ , 
p av 

( 
k" 'k "At » X v¢A ,e--' rk,,(A,t) B(k") 

k,k' 

This term is not always negligible but it can be simplified 
considerably and namely by using the symmetry relation 
(2.15) to write 

( atj ~ ( k' » (( a(j ~ k") ) Tv' v4> ,Ck " = Tv'v4> ,Ck •• 

The right-hand side of this equation is seen to have the 
following form: 

i G (A,t )rk" (A,t)e - ik"At dA. (4.8) 

Where G (A,t ) is slowly dependent on t so that the inte
gral can be discussed as (4.3) and (4.4). A number of differ
ent cases must be considered according to the signs of k and 
k ", therelativepositionofB (k )andB (k "), and the position 
of 1{ with respect to B (k) and B (k "). More details on the 
discussion can be found in an internal report. II The final 
result is the following: 

I X II' = (1] - 1]")i1r L ei(w - w')tA f" 
p 

X [ a (k") - ik" vtr ( )] - E _ .,,' ,u e k' v,t 
au v=v,' 

(4.9) 

(1] = k Ilk 1,1]" = k "/lk "1). 
The term II X II' is easily shown to be negligible. 
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Thus by simplifying the system of equations (3.9), the 
following final form is obtained: 

- dA~ 
(q;k,q;k)k dt 

= L ik' LA f· {L ei«u-W'-w")t 
(k' + k" = k) P r 

x(ik' aq;];.) A];" + (1] _1]")i1Tei(w-w')t 
av k,k" 

X [.!!.....E _ .".(k ",u)e-ik"v'Fk " (V,t)] }. (4.10) 
au V= v? 

D. Second system of equations 

We now have to apply the same method to system 
(3.11). In the same way as above the terms II X I' and II X II' 
of this system can be shown to be negligible. The term I X II' 
requires a more detailed but relatively simple discussion. In
tegrals of the type (4.8) are still encountered and the corre
sponding terms are neglected when the path of integration L1 
lies in B (k ") and therefore on the proper side of the poles for 
k ". In this way, the following expressions are obtained by 
discarding the negligible terms: 

II' = E.,," (k,).,) ~ (A 4> k",Ck') B(k ") + .. , 
aA 

=E.",,(k,).,) ~ (€_.",,(k",).,)ck.(A,t)J +.... (4.11) 

Thus the final simplified form of (3.11) is the following: 

E.(k,)., )€_(k,)., ) .!!..... r k (A,t ) 
at 

= L ik' LA f, { L ei(kA - w' - w")tA ];" 
(k' + k " = k {3 r 

X ( aq;r· ,vf ~) + ei(k'" - W')tE.". (k,)., ) 
au B(k') 

X ~ [c.".(k",).,)e-ik""''Fk.(A,t)]}. (4.12) 

It is interesting to rewrite Eqs. (4.10) and (4.12) in terms 
of the coefficients ok of the discrete spectrum and of the 
functions ,pk (u,t ) considered in the introduction, which are 
related to ck(u,t) by: 

,pk(v,t)=€_.,,(k,v)ck(V,t). (4.13) 

Thus the final equations take the following form: 

«(j'k,tpnk( d;} +ik1{O'k) 

(4.14) 

., _8 { Y (aq; r" -k) L lk La'", 2: Ok" --'u¢" 
(k'+k"=k) (3 r au B(k") 

a,pk" } +€"I"(k,u)-- , 
au 

(4.15) 
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where 

TJ = k Ilk I or sign of k, TJ" = k "/lk "1 or sign of k ". 

E. Time evolution of to 

A necessary complement of the above Egs. (4.14) and 
(4.15) is Eq. (1.5) which gives the evolution oflo with time. 
Replacinglk andl _ k by their expansion in the right-hand 
side of (1.5) we obtain: 

a/o = _ ik L (I + II)(I' + II') 
at k 

II = lU: 1 c_ k(A) dA, 
k .d 

II' = ~ <A>\Ck )8(k)' 
av 

(4.16) 

As in the previous cases, the terms containing expres
sion II may be neglected. Consider now expression II' which 
can be written: 

II ' - a { lU~ I' ( ) 1 r k (A )- ikAt d'1 + (k) ()} - - -7 () V ---e /l- € _ T) ,v Ck V , 
av k- .d V-A 

where the straight line A lies in B (k ) and therefore on the 
proper side of the poles v and v%. Thus the integral can be 
neglected and the following simplified equation obtains: 

a/o = LL-ikafJ_k{Latacpt + al/Jk }.(4.17) 
at k fJ r av au 

5. DISCUSSION OF THE FINAL EQUATIONS 

In this section, a number of important features of the 
final Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) are discussed. 

A. Coupling of a wave with a free streaming 
perturbation 

Equations (4.14) which describe the evolution of the 
wave amplitudes ar differ from the mode coupling equations 
found in Part 1 by the presence of an additional term which 
couples the wave amplitudes to the free streaming perturba
tions. This term is significant, subject to a resonance condi
tion which was discussed previously and which is that the 
two waves involved (k,a) and (k ',{3) have the same velocity. 
In fact in the case of one dimensional Langmuir waves con
sidered in this paper, the dispersion relation is such that this 
condition cannot be satisfied exactly. If the two waves have 
neighbouring values of k and lU, they can interact nearly 
resonantly with a free-streaming perturbation of small wave 
number k " = k - k '. However it will be mentioned in Sec. 6 
that in the case of an infinite magnetic field with oblique 
propagation the resonant condition can be satisfied exactly. 

It is seen in Eq. (4.14) that the term in question contains 
a factor (TJ - TJ") and therefore vanishes unless k k " < O. It 
was shown previously2 that, as a consequence of this condi
tion, the following relation holds between the absolute val
ues of the wave numbers: 

Ikl = Ik'I-lk"l (5 1) 

which implies in particular Ik 'I> Ik ''!-
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B. Regularity in v 
A basic assumption of the theory is that the functions 

h (v) are holomorphic in v near the real axis. As we expect 
Ik(V) to differ only slightly from the asymptotic from (1.1) of 
the linear theory, we anticipate that expression (1.1) is also 
holomorphic near the real axis in the complex plane and this 
can indeed be shown by using expressions (4.13) and (2.21) 
of l/Jk and ck in terms of/k • Thus l/Jk must have poles at the 
zeros of €" (k,v) and no other singularities near the real axis. 
Assuming this property to hold, it is interesting to check that 
there is no contradiction with equation (4.15). The left hand 
side of this equation is then seen to have no singularity. In the 
right hand side, the only possible singularities are poles at 
the zeros vt" of €T)" (k ",v). In the neighborhood of each of 
these poles the following relation can be written: 

\ 
acpt" -k) a -a- ",t/;" = €"" (k,v) - cp t-(v) + h (v), 

U 8(k") av 
(5.2) 

where h (v) is holomorphic near the pole considered. Thus all 
possible singularities of the right hand side of Eg. (4.15) are 
contained in the expression: 

(5.3) 

which has no singularities near the real axis by virtue of the 
regularity of (1.1). 

C. Conditions of validity 

The conditions of validity of the theory and the relevant 
time scales were discussed in Part 1, Sec. 5. This discussion 
must be extended to include the new features introduced by 
the resonant particles. 

If we consider Eq. (4.12) for r k (A.,t), a first difference 
with Part 1 is that the terms involving a derivative with re
spect to A. can now be resonant for: 

A. = VI, . (5.4) 

For these resonant values of A. the estimates of the deriva
tives of rk have to be reconsidered. In part 1 they were as
sumed to have the following order of magnitude 

a"r 
__ k_ ~ Max(c,€"t n +- I), 
aA. " 

(5.5) 

which remains justified for nonresonant values of A. In the 
opposite case, when A is close to a resonant value ,If.:., the 
same reasoning on Eq. (4.12) leads to an increased power of 
t: 

This estimate is valid for A close enough to ,If.:. so that 
(A. -- tl[.)1 remains finite, i.e., 

A. - VI, ~€1/2 for t~€ 1/2. 

(5.6) 

Thus in estimating integrals over A., the contribution of the 
small resonant intervals of A will turn out to be of the same 
order as the estimates made in Part 1 for a finite interval of A.. 
Therefore the results of Part 1 are essentially unchanged by 
the presence of the resonances. 
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Another new feature is the fact that integrals over the 
velocity of the form (4.3) now extend from - 00 to + 00, 

whereas they were taken over a finite interval ( - V, V) in 
Part 1. Therefore the orders of magnitude of r k and its de
rivatives (5.5) can no longer be considered as defined uni
formly in A. in the usual sense. A stronger definition should 
be used to ensure the convergence of the integrals taken over 
the upper bounds of r k or its derivatives. This can be done in 
principle as in a previous paper.9 For instance the order of 
magnitude of r k can be understood in terms of an upper 
bound of IA. 2rk (A.)I in addition to an upper bound of 
Irk (A. )1· 

In discussing the order of magnitude of the neglected 
terms, one should also take care of the poles which may 
occur at the roots of the dispersion relation, at least when 
they are close to the real axis. Let us consider for instance the 
typical integral: 

J (t ) = r r k (A.,t )e - ikA' dA., 
J(e) 

where the path of integration (C) lies by the "proper side" of 
the poles. This integral can be treated by the procedure indi
cated in Eq. (4.5) and it can be decomposed into a sum of 
integrals of the type: 

J 1 (t ) = f + '" F (A. ) - F ( f.-l) e - ik'-' dA. , 
-'" A.-f.-l 

whereF (A. ) is a regular function of A. whose derivatives satis
fy (5.5). This is not quite the same as assuming the order of 
magnitude (5.5) directly for the derivatives of r k • In fact it 
can be shown 11 that: 

T i J(t)dt~E3/4, for T~E-l/2, 

whereas the corresponding expression in Part 1 was proved 
to be of order E. However this result is sufficient to justify the 
derivation of Eq. (4.10) governing the evolution of A r. 

The discussion ofEq. (4.12) involves estimates of more 
complicated integrals. The most difficult to deal with has the 
following form: 

K( ' )- a f+OC F(u,t)-F(A.,t) -iku'd 
/L,t - - e u, 

aA. -.>0 U - A. 
where F is again a regular function of u or A. whose deriva
tives satisfy (5.5) with F ~E. In order that the corresponding 
terms of(3.11) may be neglected in the derivation of (4. 12), 
one should have: 

T 

fa K(A.,t)dt-C', (a>!), for T_E- 1/2
• 

It has not been possible to derive this result directly 
from the orders of magnitude (5.5). However one can find 
good reasons to believe that it holds as a consequence of the 
actual dependence of F(u,!) on u and t in the same way as in 
Part 1. 

Thus Eqs. (4.10) and (4.12) appear to have the same 
range of validity as in Part 1, namely: wpt S. E- 1/2 

• 

6. RESULTS FOR THE CASE OF AN INFINITE 
MAGNETIC FIELD 

The above theory can easily be repeated for the case of 
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Langmuir waves in an infinite magnetic field considered in 
Part 1. The only difference with Part 1 is then that the space 
averaged distribution functionfo(u) extends to all values of u. 

The operator Lk remains the same as in Sec. 2. The 
frequency of a normal mode is of the form kll vI:, where vi: is 
the root of the same dispersion relation as above. The choice 
of the strip B in the complex u plane and the expansion for
mula will depend on k = I~I and kll ' so that an9quantities 
relevant to the expansion formula will bear the index ~ in
stead of k. 

The coefficients of the expansion a~(t ) and c" (A.,t ) are 
defined in terms of~(u,t) by: 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

where the index ~ on the scalar product means that the inte
gral is to be taken along a contour lying on the same side of v:: 
as B(~). 

The system of Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) is then replaced by 
the following: 

(q)" ~'IP ~)K( d;; + ikll v::a~) 
= I I {ik 1'1 a~, I a~" (_alP_:_" ,q)"~) 

(K' + ,,-" = K) {3 r au K.K" 

( a¢" ) } + (1]" -1])11"k It a~, -"- , au ,,=v:' 
(6.3) 

(6.4) 

where 

kll " kil' 
1] = 1kJ' 1] = Ik Ii'l 
The dispersion function E + (k,...i) is still given by (2.5), 

but now k is defined by: -

k 2 = 1~12 = q + k i (6.5) 

and the wave corresponding to a zero v:: of the dispersion 
function has a frequency: 

(6.6) 

so that v~ is the parallel phase velocity. 
The last term in the right-hand side of Eq. 6.3 corre

sponds to the interaction between a wave and a free-stream
ing perturbation and it is significant only if the following 
resonance condition is satisfied 

ikllv~ - ik uv;, - ik ,tV:: = ik u(v~ - v;,) = 0, 

which means that the two waves must have the same parallel 
phase velocity. 

With the dispersion relation (6.6) it is in fact possible to 
find two waves with the same phase velocity if they corre-
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spond to different values of k1 • This possibility will be exam
ined in detail in connexion with experimental work.3 

7. CONCLUSION 

The weakly nonlinear evolution of electron plasma 
waves has been treated with a small parameter proportional 
to the wave amplitudes and by using the ordering of the 
Klylov and Bogoliubov method, which is equivalent to the 
first order of the multiple time scale method. It is found that 
a description in terms of wave amplitudes alone is not possi
ble in the general case and that the final result can be inter
preted as a coupled evolution of wave amplitudes and free
streaming perturbations. In particular a new interesting phe
nomenon appears in the equations, namely the nonlinear in
teraction of a wave with a free-streaming perturbation. As 
was to be expected from Part 1 of this work I such an interac
tion occurs through resonant particles. It is obviously closely 
connected with the second order wave found earlier by Best4 

although by using a different ordering. 
The final system of equations previously justified by a 

heuristic argument,2 has been derived in a systematic way 
and its conditions of validity have been discussed. It is shown 
in particular that the equations are valid over a time scale 
0(1/11 c) instead of 0 (liE) as might have been expected. 
Thus the validity should extend up to the time scale of part i
de trapping and presumably including the occurrence of 
particle trapping. 

Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) of this paper are identical with 
Eqs. (35) and (46) of Ref. 2 when a few trivial errors are 
corrected in these latter equations. 

APPENDIX 

In this Appendix, we use the notations of a previous 
paper9 which omit the index k. 
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Let us consider the case where k > 0 (see Fig. 1). Letf(u) 
andfo(u) be two given functions of class 2 in a wide strip S of 
the complex u plane extending on both sides of the real axis. 
The expansion off(u) derived in Ref. 9 is valid inside a strip B 
included in S and containing no zero of R.(u) nor of R_(u). 
This expansion can be written 

f(u)=Sf(u)+Sf(u)+ <utP",C(A» , (AI) 

wherec(A) is defined inB according to Eq. (2.21), and where 

Sf(u) = L aa({Ja(u) 
a 

Sf(u) = I a(3({J(3(u) . 
(3 

The sum over a extends to all zeros of R.(u) located 
above B and the sum over f3 to all zeros of R_(u) located 
below B. 

For uElJ, expression (1) may be written: 

feu) = Sf(u) + Sf(u) + R_(u)c(u) 

+ UJ~ f' (u) r C(A) dA 
k 2 0 )<1 U - A ' 

(A2) 

where the integral over A is taken along a straight line L1 
parallel to the real axis and lying in B below the point u. This 
integral is therefore defined and holomorphic in u not only in 
Bbut alsoaboveB, i.e., in a half plane which we denote by B •. 
The sum S f(u) is holomorphic inside both B. and S, i.e., in 
B.rS. Consider now the two remaining terms in the right 
hand side of (2): 

Sf(u) + R.(u)c(u). (A3) 

S f(u) is meromorphic inB.rS and has poles at the zeros 
of R.(u). According to (2.21), R_(u )c(u) is defined in S and its 
singularities are poles at the zeros of R.(u). It is easily veri
fied that the two residues of these poles cancel out in expres
sion (3). Therefore the right hand side of Eq. (A2) is holo
morphic in B.rS. As a result, Eq. (A2) is valid at every point 
of B.rS and in particular on the real axis and near the real 
axis. Expansion formula (2.19) is thus proved for k> O. A 
similar derivation applies when k < O. 
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ERRATA 

Erratum: Dense electron-gas response at any degeneracy 
[J. Math. Phys. 19, 32 (1978)] 

c. Gouedard and C. Deutsch 
Uniuersiti Paris XL 914050rsay, France 

(Received 19 October 1979; accepted for publication 9 November 1979) 

In Figs. 2 and 3, Z should read a = {3/l. 
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